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mILITAFze, metal:bum raTERTALs

, The military-developed curriculum materials in this course

package were selected by,the gational Center.for Research in

Vocational Edapation 41itary Curriculum Project for dissem-,

ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencie; The.purpope of

disseminating these courses was to make curriculum Materials

develcped by the military more acssible.to vocational

educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials 'were acquired, evaluated by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials which were.specific to the rilitary,

were deleted, copyrighted:materials were either,omiapted or appro7

val for the/r use was obtained. These course patkages contain

curriculum resourcematerials Which can be adapted to support

vocational instruction and cUrriculum.development.
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The.National Center
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The National Center for Research in
Vocational Eucation's mission is to increase
the ability dt di(terse agencies, institutions,
and orgapizations to solve educational prob-
itms relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
tenter fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

4b Developing educational programs and
: products .

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes '*
Ins talling educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and '
services

Conducting leadership development and s
training programs

FORIURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Currichlum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The Natiobal Center for Research in Vocational

Education *14'
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Teletihone: 6141486-3655 or Toll Free 800/.

848-4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Disseinination Is
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an activity to increase the accessibility of
rnilitary.developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

:1 This .project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and'
acquisition of curriculum materiali in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.s. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed.by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational apth tech-
nical education are selected for dissdmination.

The National Cenler for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of -

Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. BqpIke, Ph.D., DirectOr
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director
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What Materials,
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen,in paper form) and descriptions of
each have.been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 1.20 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subjed areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
BUilding &
Construction
Trades

, Clerical
Occupations

Canrnunications
DI rating
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating& Air

Conditioning
Machine Shop
Management &
'Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and -

technical education are identified and selected-'
for dissemination..
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How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., atailability and cost). They
will respond to cfour request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you:

CUlMICULUM COUI1D1IJA hOiJ CLN rEns

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK .74704
405/377-2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292.6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504

, 206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325-2510 -

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

Director,
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948.7834
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Course Closcnption

This Courie Ls me seconJ of a two-course series whish teethes students to maintain and repair automotive end construction equipment umng either
gasoline or diesel engines. It covers basic chasms and power train troubleshooting, diagnosa, and adjunment procedures. Students should complete
Construction Mechanic, Claes A, Pan I, before beginning this course. This course contains two phases covering 117 hours of instruction

Phase 3 'Automotive Chassis and Fbwer Trains contains one unit with three lessons coveting 75 hours of instruction. A'fourth lesson a
deleted because it covers the repair of a peice of military equipment. The units, lessons, and hours follow:

Unit 1 Aiftomotive Chassis and Power Trains

3.1.1 1Suspension Systems Service (5 hours clauroom, 8 hours practical)
3.1.2 Automotive Power Trains Service (6 hours clauroom, 29 hours practical)
3.1.3 Brake System Service (7 hours ciewop. 20 hours practical)

Phase 4 Heavy Equipment Chassis and Power Train contains ono unit on crawier tractor power train maintenance,containing three lessons
covering 42 hours Of 'instruction.

Unit 1 Crawler Tractor Power Train Maintenance

4.1.1 Oxy-Mapp Gas Cutting (2 hours classroom, 4 hours practical)
4.1.2 Construction Equipment Power Trains (12 hours classroom, 20 hours practical)
4.1.3 Adjustment of International Model 260 Cable Control Unit (2 hours classroom, 2 hours practical)

This course contains both student and teacher materials. Pnnted instructor materials include a curriculum outline for the course, and instructor guides
for each phase. The curriculum outline includes an introduction to Me course, outline of instruction, outline of training objectives, and lists of texts.
references, tools, equipment, materiaa, training aids and devices, and training aids equipment, and a master schedule. The instructor guides have
the lesson plans for each unit. Student materials include eleven job sheets, eleven information sheets, one work sheet, agd three problem sheets.

The appropriate text materials from three Navy manuals are provided. An additional tl recommended commercial texts and technical manuals are not
provided. Seven additional military and commercial references are suggested. The aucliovisuals recommended for the two course-series, but not provided
include twenty-three mihtary films, fourteen commercipl films, twenty-two slide films, thirty-seven slides, two transparencies, and eight char ts The

instructor may be able to substitute similar materials which are on-hand for these addition& items.
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INTRODUCTION

1. This curriculum was'developed by NaVal 'Construction Trailaiag Center,

Port Hueneme, California 93043, as Course 'Model Manager, and is effective

upon finai approval of the Chief of Naval Technical Training.

2. Commands are invited to submit explicit comments on the content of this

curriculum to the Commanding Officer, Naval Construction Training Center,

Port Hueneme, Califoi-nia 93043, with copies to the Chief Of Naval Technical

Training, Naval Air Statiou Memphis (75), Millington, Tennessee 3804 and
the Commanding Officer, Naval Construction Training Center, Gulfport,

Mississippi 39501.

3. Training Notes

This course has been developed and designed in accordance with the
principles of systems engineering. In order to insuie that the objectives of

each unit are met, it is expected that the instructor will teach the topics
as outlined in accordance with the referenced publications. Deviation is

allowed only tp exceed or supplement the required instruction. Lesson,

outlines in the instructor guides are to be used as 'a guide in the presentation

of the lesson. While it is compulsory that all objectives of each training
period be met, it is recognized that the specified times established for each
lesson may vary with the achievement level of each group of students, the

number of students per cycle, the instructor-to-student ratio, and the

availability of facilities. It is the responsibility of the school to Provide

for the efficient implementation and administration of this publication and

to ensure that each of the learning activities outlined herein is taught in

a manner which provided a maximum gain in knowledge and,skill for each student.

4 Training Methods

a. The traditional methods of conference, demonstration and practical
exercise are used during thig course of instruction. In keeping with changes

which potentially will benefit the instruction, other methods are also included:
.-

(1), Information prdsentations: These are designed primarily to make
information available in a group settl,ng, have,no objectives, and are not

instructional. No tests are given on information presentations.

(2) Self-study text materials: These individualized materials do have
objectivessand are instructional and will be tested at the end of each section

of the student workbook.

(3) Group audio-visual presentations: These presentations can be

either informational or instructional.

(4) Progress evaluation test: Tests that are inserted at critical
points to sietermine student's capabilities to perform objectives.

(5) Group interactive lecture: Group participates by responding to
situations presented verbally by the instructor or in Oe-vorkbooks provided

to the students. -

1
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b. Schools will emphasize the importance-of performance-orientated

training wherein learning-by-doing rather than listening and watching is

practiced. Time devoted to the traditional methods of initruction will

be limited in favor of the more recent methods outlined in-paragraph 4a.

lthough some of.the methods depend to a great extent on availability of

audio-visusi *ids, there are other alternatives that tan be developed at

the training center using existJAg material.

c. The student learns best in a job-relevant environment. Time

devoted to lectures, conferences and demonstrations should be held to

the minimum required for explaining the objectives, course organization,

safety precautions, and other intxoductory-type subjects pertinent to

lithe course.

5. Testing Concepts:

Criterion testing (tests designed to measure performance of specific

objectives) will be used to measure stUdent performance. Each student

will be tested on each learning objective,toithe level of proficiency

stated in the objective. A series of performance tests for each scheduled

'evaluation is provided at the end of each unit. Each s requirement or

problem is closely related to specific.training objectives performance

tandards. Standards,of profftiency are stated explicitly i performance

tests. Proficiency testing is conducted using the pass/fail, go/norgo

technique. Student performance during the formative tests will provide

-indicators as to needrforadd;tional training on an individual or group

basis. PerfOrmance on the pass/fail tests conducted after each phase of-

the course provides the basis for determining whether or not a stddent Will

be graduated. Unit tests will be used in determining class standing and

honor graduates.

6. How to Use Instructor Guides.

Instructor Guides are provided for each topic and include supporting

J,_nstructional materials'and aids identified by the topic number and preceded

by a letter code designation.
The letter code key, is as follows:

- AS - AiSignment Sheet
JS - Job Sheet
IS - Information Sheet'
CN - Class Notes
TR - Transparendy
OS - Operation Sheet
'T - Test

FT - Final Test
DS - Diagram Sheet
PS - Problem Sheet /

PE -110rformance Evaluation
WS - VOrkbook
G - Definition of Item in General

--A-complete-Ustnf all_aupporting_materials and-aids is documented with -

fill descriptive titles in ANNEX I thru VII.

17
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The instructor guides are intended to be used as master lesson plans

subject to personalization by the individual instructor. In all 'cases,

it is expected that the instructor will study the references in preparation

for annotating the guide. It is also expected that,each instructor will
develop an appropriate introduction for each topic that will (1) create

interest, (2) show the value of the topic to the student, (3) relate the

tupic to previous and future topics in, the course, and (4) communicate the

learning objectives ,o the student. Well prepared introductions will.then

provide the important motivational conditioning to establish readiness and

effect for learning ppropriate to cdrh topic._

The first page of each insttructor guide contains the following functional

information:

1. Topic of Les.on
2. Time in Periods
3., References

---"/ 4. Instructional Aids

5. Instructionaa Materials

6. Objectives (Terminal and Enabling)

7. Topic Criterion Test (as applicable)

8. Homework Assignment/When applidable)

The pages following page 1 of each instrucEor guide provide in a three-

column format the teaching/learning procedures for conducting the lesson.

The left-hand column includes the outline of instructional content reqUired

by the objectives; the center column includes recommended instructdr activities

or methodology; the right-hand column contains recommended student learning

activities.

a. While the methodology and student learning activities documented in

each instructor guide have been tested and proven to be effective for the

lead school, those schools implementing this curriculum are encouraged to

exercise creativity in designing learning exerase's and conceiving methods

.and techniques to meet course objectives.
a

b. Instructors and supervisors of ingtruction should constantly evaluate

the program and seek neA.,and more effective methods, content,'and procedures

to improve their instrulaion. When changes in this curriculum become necessary
because of Tiew developments or betause of needs that becomeevident through
experience gained in using the curriculum, the school command isencouraged

to take,appropriate action. The types of changes and the conditions under

which they will be made are as follows: .

(1) Type A changes an4 tbbse of course length;. change in title of

the course; or addition, deletion oralternation.of blocks of subject matter

to-such ah-exteao that the objective§ of courses are changedor.:that logistics
personnel allocations, funds and the:like become involved. For Typq A change,

the CNTECHT4A (Code 0162A) must participate in the planning, development and

execution. "'Type A changes may not be 'made effective until approved'by the

Chie'f of Naval Technical Training.'

vii



(2) Type B changes are those:within established structure of the

course such as changes in,instructional emphasis that are brought about by

changes in topic content dr time re-allocation (other than minor adjustments

in time), changes in instructional procedures, and similar actions that

will alter the objectives of a topic. For Type B changes, approval of the

Chief of Naval Technical Training must be gained prior to implementing

the changes.

(3) Type Cchanges Lnclude corrections of Clerical errors; insertion

of titles and designations Jrnelefilms; publications, and equipment; minor

adjustments in time allocations; additional suggeitions to assist the instructor

and so forth. For Type C changes, the Chief of Naval Technical Training must

be notified in writing of the nature of the changes, with sufficient information

on the mechanics of the changes to make possible the maintenance of an up-to-

date copy of the curriculum. In order to avoid unnecessary 'Paper work,

Type C changes,may be accumulated and reported only when the quantity or

occasion warrants.

c. Formative Test: During the classroom phase of the instruction at

specific checkpoints identified by the instructor, informal written tests

will be administered to demonstrate mastery of specific subjects. These

tests are designed to reinforce learning. Tests are administered at the

end of each unit of instruction. Formal tests may vary from 10 - 25 multiple-

choice questions and will have bearing to influence class standing and to

determine honor graduates.

7. Peer Instruction.

It,is envisioned that those students who learn faster or who have previously

developed a particular skill can be used (after demonstrating proficiency

in the subject) as peer instructors to assist slow learners. This technique

enhances motivation and early subject mastery while minimizing requirements.

Care should be taken not to pair students with widely disparate learning

abilities. i.e., a student who has finished step 10 should not be pairech

with a student who is finishing step 2. He should help a student who is

finishing step 8 or 9 and a student who has finished step 3 or 4 should

help the student at step 2. In this way, there is a better chancd that there

will be no resentment of the peer instructor and he will also receive

.reinforcement from ehe instruction, having just completed the task himself.

1 9
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

PHASE 1

GASOLINE ENGINES

TOPIC UNIT 1, CLASS PRACT TOTAL PAGE

Introduction'

1.1.0 NAVCONSTRACEN Indoctrination
1.1.1 Registration and Orientation
1.1.2 Study Techniques
1.1..3 Safety Policies

UNIT 2

Gasoline Engine Repair and Adjustment

1.2.1 Internal Combustion Engine Principles
1.2.2 Electrical System Principles
1.2.3 Gasoline Engine Disassembly

0..2.4 Inspection,and Measuring of Engine_
Components

1.2.5 Gasoline Engine Assembly
1.2.6 Gasoline Engine Trouble, Diagnosis

and Adjustment

UNIT 1.

PHASE 2

,DIESEL ENGINES

Caterpillar Diesel Engine Operation
,^ and Maintenance

2.1.1
.2.1.2

2.2,1

2.2.2

4 0 4
r

5

1 0 1. 5

1 0 1. 5

1 0 1 5

7 0 7

15 5 20 6

18 4 22 6

4 ' 7 11 6

5 10 15. 6

2 8 10 6

10 15 25 7

54 49 103

Caterpillar Diesel Engine Operation 5 2 7 7

Caterpillar Diesel Engine Maintenance 11 13 24 7

16 15. 31

UNIT 2

International Diesel Ehgine Operation
and Maintenance

International Dieiel Engine Operation 2 2 4 8

International Diesel Engine Maintenance 11 18 29 8

13 20r -33

2
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COURSE DATA.PAGE

CoUnE MISSION: To provide basic technical knowledge an'd skills in performing

maintenance and'repair of autoiotive and
construction,equipment in preparation

for immediate usefulness to the construction forces as Constru6tion Mechanics.

PREREQUISITES:
Selected.CN, CA, SN, FN-and candidates should be

volunteers for Group VIII ratings.

OBLIGATED SERVICE: See TRANSMAN, NAVPERS 1$909

SECURITY CLEARANCE REQUIRED: None.

NEC GAINED: None

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: None

PREREQUISITE TRAINING ANDJOR BASIC BATTERY TEST SCORES REQUIRED:

USN - GCT + Mech + Shop Pract = 150

USNR - GCT + Mech = 100

GRADING WEIGHT FACTORS: Performance of'tasks throughout the course will

be graded on a go/no go' basis with written tests given at the end of each

topic. 4

Final result to be/class ranking specifically designed to enable tbe'tommanding

Officer to comply with Bureau of Naval Personnel directiveswelative to

class standings.



TOPIC UNIT 2 CLAS S PIACT TOTAL PAP

Graduation _J

14.2.1 Graduation 0

Total Classroom Periods - 163

* Total Practical Periods - 232

Total Periods for Course - 395

Total Weeks for Course - 13 Weeks and 5 Hours

** Total GMT Periods - 66

*** Total Admin Time - 9 hours

All periods represent 60 minutes of actual instruction

** GMT - General Military Training requirsd by OMAN' Instructions 1500.22

Series, 6330.1 Series and other current instructions to include physical

training, upvard, drug and alcohol abuse, etc.

Admin TiM4 -.Time before graduation to permit out-processing of

students, i.e. shots, JAMTO, text book return, course critique,
* **

BEQ and school field day.

Al
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TOPIC UNIT 3 CLASS PRACT TOTAL PAGE

General Motors Diesel Engine Operation
_,

and Maintenance
.

,..,

2.3.1 General Motors Diesel Engine Operation 4 2 6 8

2.3.2 General Motors Diesel.Engine 10 16 26 8

Maintenance 14 18 3i
,

UNIT 4
,

Cummins Diesel Engine Operation and

Maintenance

2.4.1 Cummins Diesel Engine Operation

2.4.2 Cummins Diesel Engine Maintenance

UNITS

LD465-1 Multifuel Engine Operation

and Maintenance

2 2 4 9

8 21

10 15 4 25 .

2.5.1 LD465-1 Multifuel Engine Operation 3 2 / 5 9

2.5.2 LD465-1 Multifuel Engine Maintenance 8 15 23 10

11 17. 28

PHASE1 3

'AUTOMOTIVE CHASSIS AND POWER TRAIN

UNIT 1 .

Automotive Chassis and Powet Train

. Maintenance

3.1.1 Suspension System Service - ,
5 8 13 10

(

3.1.2 Automotive Power Train Service 6 29 35 10

3.1.3. Brake System Service 4 7 20 27 11

3.1.4 Servicing the M-715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo 4 . 4 8 11

Truck 22 61 83

PHASE 4

HEAVY EQUIPMENT CHASSIS AND TOWER TRAIN

-UNIT 1

Crawler Tractor Power Train Maintenance

4.1.1 Oxy-Mapp Gas Cutting 2. 4 6 11

4.1.2 Construction Equipment Power Trains 12 30 42' 12

4-1,3_1_ A4Justment of International Model 260 2 . 2 4 12

Cable Control Unit 16 36 52

23
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Topic 1.2.1 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE PRINCIPLES Contact Hours: 20

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this toPic each student will be

able to identfiy and select with 100% accuracy all engine parts while

considering principles of operation (Id an internal combustion engine.

He will be evaluated on a continulng basis. Throughout the engine dis-

assembly, measuring and inspection of parts and reassembly sections of

CM "A" JS 1.2.3.1.

Topic 1.2.2 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM PRINCIPLES Contact Hours: 22

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student will be

able to identify by name the following electrical system components: The

ignition system, the cranking system, the charging system, the lighting

system, and the accessory systei and explain the operating principles

of each system with 100% accuracy. Each student will be evaluated on

a continuing basis throughout engine disassembly, assembly and specifically

CM "A" JS 1.2.6.1, Gasol.ine Engine Trouble Diagnosis and Adjustment.

Topic 1.2.3 GASOLINE ENGINE DISASSEMBLY Contact Hours: 11

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student will be

able,to disassemble a six cylinder gasoline engine while working as a

member of a two (2) man team, using a Ford, 240 cubic inch engine. He

will use all appropriate handtools, special tools and shop equipment. The

task will be accomplished while adhering to manufacturer's specifications

and recommendations without deviation as specified in Job SheetICM "A" JS

1.2.3.1, Gasoline Engine Disassembly, Inspection and Assembly.

Topic 1.2.4 INSPECTION AND MEASURING OF ENGINE PARTS Contact Hours: 15

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student will be

able to clean, inspect and measure engine parts of a Ford 240 cubic inch

gasoline engine while working as a member of a two (2) man team. He

will use appropriate handtools, special tools, measuring instruments and

cleaning materals. All measurements will be recorded in appropriate

spaces on Job Sheet and compared to manufacturer's specifications to

determine extent of mear. All procedures will conform to manufacturer's

specifications without deviation as specified in Job Sheet CM "A" JS

1:2.3.1, Gasoline Engine Disassembly, Inspection and Assembly.

Topic 1.2.5 GASOLINE ENGINE ASSEMBLY , Contact Hours: 10

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student will be

able to
assemble-a-aix-cylinder-gasoLine_engine_while_morking as a member_

.
of a two (2) man team, Using a Ford,.240 cubic inch engine. He will use-

all appropriate handtools, special tools, shop equipment and materials.

The task will be accomplished while conforming to manufacturer's

specifications without deviation as specified in Job Sheet CM "A" JS 1.2.3.1,

Gasoline Engine Disassmebly, Inspection and Assembly.

6
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OUTLINE OF TRAINING OBJECTIVES

UNIT 1.1 INTRODUCTION

4.11%

Contact Hor3: 7

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this uniE each student will have

registered for the course, received course textbooks, answered questions

pertaining to key points on the organi.zation, mission, and regulations of

NAVCONSTRACEN and CBC, reviewed class schedule, met his cOunselor, stated

/1
the st ndards of the school, iescribed the benefits that'can be-derived

fro ood study texhniques, listed the factors contributing to the enhance-

me t of good study techniques, stated how to report accidents or fires

and listed the safety practices that will be enforced in the school.

Topic 1.1.0 NAVCONSTRACEN INDOCTRINATION
-Contact Hours: 4

Enabling ObjeAives: Upon completion of this topic each student will be

able to aniwer questions pertaining to key points on the organization,

mission and-f-regulations
of CBC and NAVCONSTRACEN. The student will

complete ReSpoiite Sheet 001/911C with 100% accuracy.

Topic 1.1.1 REGISTRATION AND ORIENTATION
Contact Hours: 1

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each atudent will have

registered for the course, received text,pooks, met his class counselor,

answered questions pertaining to the organization, mission and regulations

of the school and stated the standards of the school without reference to

written material.

Topic 1.1.2 STUDY TECHNIQUES
Co act Hours: 1

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student will have

described the benefits that may be derived from good study techniques and

stated the factors contributing to the enhancement of good study techniques.

Topic 1.1.3 SAFETY
Contact Hours: 1

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic (itch student will be

able to properly report fires and accidents and list the safety practices

that will be enforced in this school.

UNIT 1.2 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Contact Hot:is: 103

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit each student will be Ale,

to dioassemble, assemble, tune and adjust a six cylinder gasoline

engide psing a Ford, 240 cubic inch engine. UsiniE3 appropriate handtools,

---shcp-equipmenl_and materials, he will accomplish this task in accordance

with Job Sheets.CM,"A" JS 1.2.3.1, Gasoline Eng-de-Disassembly, Inspect-

ion and Assembly and CM."A" JS 1.2.6.1, Gasoline Engine Diagnosis and Ad-

justment. Upon compldtiontof asaembly and tune up,-the -engine shall

Perform with an ignition timing of 6° B.T.C., dwell of 370 - 42°, idle

at 550 rpm, intake manifold of 18 -'21 inches, oil pressure and coolant

temperature in normal operating range.

, 5



Topic 2,2.1 'INTERNATIONAL DIESEL ENG/IWOPERATION' Contact Hours:

Enabling Objectives: .
Upon completiOn- of this topic each student will be'."

able to.prestert check; stem-operate and secure International diesel

engtne model 429 while working as a member of a two (2) man team.

Additionally,:he will monitor instruments and interpret readings. ' All

performance will conform without error-to manufacturer's recotmetdations

as specified in the Job Sheet CM "A" JS 2.2.1.1, Maintenance of,Intar-

national Dies 1 Engines.

,e
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Topic 2.2.2 I TERNATIONAL DIESEL ENGINE-MAINTENANCE Contact Hours: 29

Enabling Objec ives: Upon completion of this topic each student will be

able to servic Intirnational diesel thsine model 429, while working as

a member of a wo (2).man team. He will use all appropriate handtools,

special.tOols and shop equipment. Specifically, he will serVice fuel

injection system, scavenging system, cooling system and lubricating system.

All tasks will conform to manufpcturer's recommendations as stated in

'Job 'Sheet CM "A" Js 2.2.1.1, Maintenance of International Diesel Engines.

.--,0 -
I

/
UNIT 2.3 GENERAL MOTORS DIESEL ENGINE MAINTENANCE Contact Hours: 32

'

Y

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit each student will be e

able to operate and service General Motors 71 series diesel engines whils,

using appropriate hand tools, special tools and materials. He will

operate the engine and conduct service procedures to the fuel system,

coolini system,.lubricating system and scavenging system with all tasks

conforming without error to manufacturer's specifications and redommendations,

as specified id Job Shoat CM "A" US 2.3.1..1, Maintenance of General .

Motors Diesel Engines.

Topic 2.3.1 GENERAL MOTORS bIESEL'ENGINE OPERATIC* Contact Hours: 6
4

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each itudent will 6 :

able to operat:eeneral Motors 71 series diesel engine. He will prespart

check, start, and secure the engine, while monitoring theinstruments

and interpreting their readings to determine normal or abnormal function

of engine systems as related to the two stroke cYcle principle of operation.

All tasks will be in accordance with manufacturer's specificatibns,

without error, as outlined in the Job Sheet-CM ."A" US 2.3.1.1, General,

Motors Operation and Maintenance.

Topic 2.3.2 GENER4, MOTORS DIESEL ENGINE MAINTENANCE Contact Hours: 26

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion.of this topic each student,will be

'able to service General Motors 71 aeries diesel enginetWhile-using--

appropriate handtools, special tools, and shop equipment. He will

service the scavenging system, lubricating syhted, cooling. System and

,
fuel system.' All tasks will conform to manufacturerla specifications

without deviation, as specified in the Job Sheet CM "4" JS

Maintenance of General Motors biesel Engines.



Topic 1.2.6 GASOLINE ENGINE TROUBLE taAGNOSIS

AND ADJUSTMENT

1

Contact Hours: 25

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student will,be

able to test; tune and troubleshoot a six cylinder gasoline engine using

a Ford, 240 cubic inch enaine. He will upoettppropriate handtools and

test equipment. All performaucos will conform to procedures established

by Job Sheet CM "A" JS Gasoline Engine, Diagnosis and,Adjustment.

Tht engine will be tuhed to meet manufacturer's specifications as.to

ignition timing o
0 eed 550 m and

intake manifold vacuum of 18 - 21 inches. His performance will comply

with Job Sheet procedures without Srror.
\

UNLT 2.1 CATERPILLAR DIESEL ENGINE OPERATION AND Contact Hours: 31

-MAINTENANCE

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit each student will be able

to operate and, service Caterpillar,diesel engines, models D-342 and

D-3306. He will use appropriate hand tools, special tools and shop

equipment. His performance will conform to manufacturer's reempendations

as outlined in the Job Sheet CM "A" JS 2.1.1.1, Maintenance of Caterpillar

Diesel Engines,without error.

i/
Topic 2.1.1 CATERPILLAR DIESEL ENGINE OPERATION -Contact Hours: 7

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student-will be

able to prestart check, start, run and secure Caterpillar diesel engines,

models D-342 and D-3306, while monitoring instruments and interpreting

readings. All performance will conform to manufacturer's recommendations

as stated in the Job Sheet CM "A" JS 2.1.11, Maintenance of Caterpillar

Diesel Engines, without error,:

Topic 2.1.2 CATERPILLAR IESEL ENGINE MAINTENANCE Contact Hours: 2.4

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic eadh student will be

able to service Caterpillar die4e1 engines models D-342 and D-3306 using

appropriate handtools,
special nols and shop equipment. Specifically

he will service
craAking systems, fuel systems and adfustment of

engine valve systs..,... All tasks :)1.11 meet manufacturer's specifications

as specified in-Job Sheet761="e JS 2.1.1.1, Maintenance of Caterpillar

Diesel Engines, without d viation.
. ,

\
- ----UNIT 2.2- TERNATIONAL-DIBSEL-BNGINE-MAINTENANCE.:.

Contact-Hourmly-31---

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit each student will be

able to operate and service International diesel engine model 429 while

working as a member of a two (2)- man team. He will use all appropriate

handtools, special tools and shop equipment. These tasks will consist

of engine operation
followed by service to the fuel system, cooling sys-

.tem and lubricating system. All performance will comply, without

deviation, to manufacturer's
reOmmendations as specified in the Jqb .

Sheet CM "A" JS 2.2.1.1', Maintenance of Internadonal Diesel Engine.

f
47t
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UNIT 2.4 -CUMMINS DIESEL ENGINE MAINTENANCE
Contact Hours: ;5

Te.rminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit each student will be

able to operate and service.the Cummins N.H. 250 diesel engine while using

applicable handtools, special tools, and shot equipMent. Specifically,

'he will operate a Cummins diesel engine and service the fuel system,

cooling system and scavenging system. All tasks will meet manufacturer's

specifications and recommendations without deviation as specified in Job

Sheet CM "A" JS 2.4.1.1, Maintenance of Cummins Diesel Engines, without

deviation.

Topic 2.4.1 CUMMINS 'WESEL ENGINE OPERATION Contact Hours: 4

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student will be

able to operate a Cummins N.H. 250 diesel engine. He will prestart

check, start, run and secure the engine while monitoring instruments,

and interpreting their readings.- His performance shall conform to

manufacturer's recommendations,
without error, as specified in Job Sheet

CM "A".JS 2.4.1.1, Maintenance of Cummins Diesel EiOnes.

Topic 2.4.2 CUMMINS DIESEL ENGINE MAINTENANCE Contact Hours: 21

Enagfing Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student will be

able to service a Cummins N.H. 250 diesel engine while using appropriate

liandtools, special tools, and shop equipment. Specifically, he will

"--...eervice the fuel system, cooling system, lubricating system and scavenging

state's.. All tasks will confore to manufacturer's specifications as

specified in the Job Sheet CM "A" JS 2:4.1.1, Maintenance of Cummins

Diesel Enginestwithout deViation.

UNIT 2.5 LD465 -1 MULTIFUEL ENGINE MAINTENANCE Contact Hours:. 28

Terminal Objective: Vpon completion of this unit each itudent will be

able to operate and service the LD465-1 Multifuel engine using appropriate

hendtools, special tools, and shop equipment. Specifically, he will_

service the fuel system, cooling,system, lubricating system and scavenging

system. His performance will conform to manufacturer's specifications

as specified in Job Sheet CM "A" JS 2.5.1.1, LD465-1 Multifuel 'Engine

Maintenance, without deviation.

Topic 2.5.1 LD465 -1 MULTIFUEL ENGINE OPERATION Contact Hours: 5

Ensbling Objectives.: Upon completion of this.topic ech siudeit will be

able to prestart check, start, run and secure the LD465-1 Multifuel

engine while monitoring instruments and interpreting readings. All

performance will conform to manufacturer's :recommendations as stated in

the Job-Sheet CM "A" JS LD465-1 Multifuel Engine Maintenance,

without deviation.

9
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Topic 2.5.2 LD4654 MULTIFUIL ENGiNI mancumnv -Coati:et Hours: 23

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic oath student will be

able to service the LD465-1 Multifuel engine using appropriate handtools,

special tools'and shop equipment. Specificalty, he will set...vice the

fuel system,,cooling system, lubricating system and scavenging system.

All tasks will conform to manufacturer's specifications as specified

in Job Sheet CM "A" 33 2.5.1.1, LD465-1 Multifusl Engine Maintenance,

without deviation.

UNIT 3.1 AUTOMOTIVE CHASSIS AND rawn TRAIN" Contact Hours: 83

MAINTENANCE

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit each student, while

working as a member of a two (2) man team, will be able ib service

automotive chassis and power train componente_geing appropriate hand-

tools; special tools, shop equipment and msterials. Specifically,

he will service suspension system, power train and brake system, of the

M715, 1 1/4 ton, cargo truck. All teaks will conform to manufacturer's

specifications, without error, as specified in the Job Sheet CM "A" J$

3.1,1.1, Servicing the Power Traieof tha 11715, 1 1/4 ton Cargo Truek.

Topic 3.1.1, SUSPENSION SYSTEM SRRVICE Contact Hours: 13

Enabling Objectives: Upon'completion Of this topic each student, while

working as a member of a two (2) men team, will be able to service

nuspension system 'components using appropriate handtools, special tools,

and *hop equipment. Specifically, he will service tires, tubes, wheels,

and steering systems of the M715, 1 1/4 ton cargo truck. A1.1 tasks will

conform to manufacturer's specifications and recommendations without

error as epecified in the Job Sheet CM "A" J$ 3.1.1.1,,Servicing the

Power Train of the 14715, 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck.

Topic 3.1.2 AUTOMOTIVE POWER-.TRA/N SERVICE Contact Houis: 35

Enabling,Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student, while

working as a member of a two (2) man team, will be able to servicepower

train components using handtools, special tools, shop equipment and

materials. These taske will consist of service to clutch, transmiseion,

-61---t-hi-M71.5;1-1.1"4" Otr-c-argo-truck:

All performance will conform to manufacturer's specifications without

error as specified in Job Sheet CM "A" JS 3.1:1.1, Servicing the Power

Train of the 14715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck.

29
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Topic 3.1.3 BRAXE SYSTEM SERVICE 401 Cantact Hours: 27

.

Enabling Objectives: Upon compLetian of this topic each student will be
:able to service hydraulic brake system, while working as a member of a

two (2) man team. Using appropriate handtools, special tools, and materials

and shop equipment. He will replace worn hydraulic system parts and bleed
and adjust the system of the M715, 1 1/4 ton.cargo truck. All performance

will conform to manufacturer's.specifications without deviation as
specified in Job Sheet CM "A" JS 3.1.1.1, Servicing the Power Train
of the M715, 1 1/4 ton Cargo Truck.

Topic 3.1.4 SERVICING THE M715 1 1/4 TON CARGO Contact Hours: 8

'mucic

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student will be g

.able to pe;form service procedures to the M715, 1 1/4 ton cargo truck.
Specifically,'he will locate service points, dispense appropriate.
lubricant, and check fluid levels while using appropriate handtools,
lubrication equipment and lubrication orders. All performance will
meet manufacturer's specifications as specified in the Job Sheet CM "A"

JS 3.1.1.1, Servicing the M715 1-114 Ton Cargo Truck.

UNIT 4.1 CRAWLER TRACTOR POWER TRAIN MAINTENANCE Contact Hours: 52

,Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit each student-will be

able to: (1) Service the power train and chassis units of the Caterpillar

D4D Crawler tractor. .Using appropriate handtools, specialitools, shop

equipment and.oxy-mapp gas outfit, he will remove, disassemble, inspect
and replace worn parts, assemble and adjust the master clutch, trans-
mission, steering clutches, final drive/sprocket assembly,.bevel gear

assembly and tra0t roller frame assembly. All tasks will:meet manufacturer's
specifications without deviation as specified in Job Sheets CM "A" JS
4.1.1.1, Oxy-mapp Gas Heating,and Cutting and CM,"A" JS 4.1.2.1,
Servicing the D4D Caterpillar Crawler Tractox Power Train, and (2) Adjust
the International model 260 Cable Control unit using appropriate hand-

tools ans shop equipment. All adjustments will conform without deviaticin
to danufacturer's specifications as specifled in the Job Sheet CM "A" JS .rt

4.1.3.1, Adjusting International Model 260 Cable Control Units.

Topic 4.1.1 OXY-MAPP,GAS HEATING AND CUTTING Contact Hours: 6

_

Eniblini Objectives: Upon completion of this topic each student will be
'able to safely set up, operate and secure oxy-mapp gas welding outfit
td accomplish a heatinuand cutting operation as specified in ihe Job
Sheet CM "A" JS 4.1.1.1, Oxy-Mapp Gas Heating and Cutting, without
devi.ation.

3 u
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Tnplr 4.1.2 CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT POWER TRAINS Contact Hours: 42

Enabling Objective:: UPon completion of this topic each student will be

able to service the power train and chassis units of the Caterpillar D4D

i!

Crawier Tractorwhile using a ropriate handtoole, spacial tools, shop

equipment and materials. Spe fically, he will remove, disassemble,

inspectr replace worn perts, stable; lpbticate and adjust the master

clutch, transmission, steering clutches., final drive/sprocket, bevel
1.--, gear assembly and track roller frame assembly. All tasks-will aset_

^4-

manufactuter's specifications withoPP. deviation as specified in Job

Sheet CM "A" JS 4.1.2.1, Servicing the D4D Caterpillw! Crawler Tractor

Power Train.

Topic 4.1.3 ADJUSTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL MODEL 260 Contact Hours: '4

CABLE CONTROL UNIT

Enebling Objectives: Upon completioh of this topic each Student will be

able to adjust the International Model 260 Cable Control Uilit using

appropriate handtools aud shop equipment. All adjustients will conform

to manufacturer's specifications without deviation is specified in the

Job Sheet CM "A" JS 4.1.3.1, Adjusting the Internstional Model 260 Cable

Control Unit.

-
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17. Operation and Maintenance Instructions, CiterpillarlD-333 and D-330

Industrial Engines, FoFE045040-02, Caterpillar Tractor Co.,

Peoria, Illinois 61602.

18. Operation and Maintenance tnstructlbqa, Caterpillar D-342 Engine,

Form FS31603 -9, Caterpillar Tractor C'b, Peoria, Illinois 61602.

19. Organizational Direct Support and General,Support Maintenance for

Model 14-715, 1 1/4 Ton, 4 x 4 Cargo Truck TM9-2320-244-34.

20. Organizational Direct Support and General Support, Repair Parts and

Special Tool List for Truckr Cargo, 1 1/4 Ton, 4 x 4 14-715, TM9-

2320-244-34P.

21. Service Manual for Caterpillar D-4 Tractor, Serial No. 78A1-UP,

Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Illinois 61602.

.22. Service Manual International Cable Control Units Form ISS -1513,

International Harvester Co., 401 North Mit-higgn Avenue,-Chicago,

Illinois 60611.

23. Service Manual International 429 Series Diesel Engine, Fora ISS1530D,

International Harvester Co., 401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

Illinois 60611.

24: Service Manuii Roosa Master Fuel Injection Pump for International

Diesel Engines, Form ISS1042D, International and Hough Construction

Equipment, 401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

25. Service,Training Outline,
Cable.Control Units, Models 260, 270 and 280,

Melrose'Tech. Course TE -4, International Harvester Construction

Equipment Division, 401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois'60611.

26. The Principles of a Mechanical Governor, Bulletin 983601, Cummins

Engine Coanc., Colutbus, Indiana 47201.

27. V-71 Engines, Detroit Diesel Operator's Menial, Form 6SE215 (Current

4Series), Detroit Diesel Engine, Division, GM Corp., Detroit,

.
Michigan 48228.,

28. Steelworker 3

29. 1969 Ford Truck
Ford Motor Co.,

30. 1969 Ford Truck
Ford Motor Co.,

4.

2, NAVPERS 10-65111F.

_

Shiip Manual, Vol. Three, Ford Service Publications,

Dearborn, Michigan 48207.

Shop Manual, Vol. Two, Ford Service Publication*,

Dearborn, Michigan 48207.

32
7
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ANNEX

TEXTS

1. Aneroids, Cummins, Bulletin No. 985605-R, Cummins Engine Co. Inc.,

Columbus, Indiana 47201.

2. -Automotive Mechanics 6th Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Co.

3. Automotive Electrical Equipment, Seventh Edition, McGraw-Hill Book

Co.

4. Construction Mechanic 3 & 2, NAVPERS 10644-F.

5, Cummins Diesel Engines, Construction, Industrial, rnduatrial Fire

Pump, Logging, Mining, Railway, Generator, Operation and Maintenance

Manual, Bulletin No. 983711 Cummins Engine Co. Inc., Columbus

Indiana 47201.

6.- Cummins Tune-up and Troub e-Shooting, Bulletin No. 983643-CE,

Cummins Engine Co. Inc., Columbus, Indiana 47201..

7. Detroit Diesel Field Service Data (Military) Form 18SZ51, Detroit

Diesel Engine Division, General Motors Corp., Detroit Michigan 48228.

8. Diesel the Modern Power, Fourth Edition, Sixth Printing, General

Motors Corp., Detroit Michigan 48228.

9. Direct-Support, General,Support and Depot Maintenance for Engine

Diesel (Multifuel)-Turbocharged,
Fuel Injected, Water Cooled, 6-

cylinder (LDS465-1) and (LD465-1), TM9-2815-210-35.

10. Fluid Power, NAVPERS 16193-3.

111, Get a Clear Picture of Your Turbocharger and T.----Form FE035934,

Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Illinois 61602.

12. In-Line 71 Series Detroit Diesel Maintenance, Form 6SE177, Detroit

Diesel Engine Division, GM Corp., Detroit, Michigan 48228.

13. Organitational Maintenance Manual for Truck, Cargo, 1 1/4 Ton,

4 x 4, M715, TM9-2320-244-20.
.. x i .

14. Operator ' s Manual International *I.IDT .429-"Etigtdand-itttchnients7 '

Form 1-085-250-R1, International Harvester Co., 401 North Michigan

Avenne, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

15. Operation and Adjustment, P.T. Fuel System, Bulletin No. 983438-A,

Cummins Engine Co. Inc., Columbus, Indiana 47201.

16. Operation and Maintenance Instructions, Caterpillar D-4 Tractor,

Serial No. 78A1-UP, 86A1-UP, Form 34887-2, Caterpillar Tractor Co.,

Pporia, Illinois 61662.

33
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ANNEX II

REFERENCES

1. Department of the Navy Safety Precautions for Shore Acti.Vities,
NAV50 P-2455 (Current Series).

2. How to Study, TF Staton, McQuiddy Printing Co., Nashville, Tennessee.

3. Management of Transportation Equipment, NAVFAC P-300.

4. NAVCONSTRACENINST 5400.4 (Current Series) (Organizational Manual of
NAVCONSTRACEN).

15. Oxy#cetylene Handbook, Second Edition, Linde Air Products, Division
of Union Carbide, 270 Park AveitUe, New York, New York 10017.

6. Construction Battalion Administration, NAVFAC P-315.

7. 'Direct Support, General Support and Depot Maintenance, (including
repair parts and special tools) for Pump, Fuel Metering and Distri-
buting Assembly (American Bosch PSB6A) TM9-2910-226-35.

;



ANNEX ,

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
COST

FSN/MEG. NO,
ITEM

TOOLS

Automotive Handtpols w/cabinet 24 ea. 374.53

55719 -VEV -104-K -B

Automotive Shop Tools

Battery Shop. Tools

9HE 4910-00-273-3658
Brake Fluid Dispensers

6 ea. 40.13

Caterpillar Crawler Tractor Tools

9Q2 5180-oo-592-7141
Caterpillar Diesel Engine 3 ea. 295.12

Special Tools

9QL 5180-00-297-8908
Cummins Diesel Engine Special 6 ea. 209.93

Tools

Diesel Engine Handtools

Digsel Engine Shop Tools

GM Diesel Engine Special Tools

9CD 4930-00-253-2478
,Grease Guns

12 ea. 2.47

Heavy Equipment Handtools

Heavy Equipment Shop Todls and

Equipment

International Diesel Engine

Special Tools
,

.

9GQ 7240-00-255-5996 Lubricating Oil Dispensers
6 ea. 5.56.

Measuring Instruments

Tire Shop Tools ,

Welding Shop Handtools
4- sets

9QG 5180-00-932-5345
Tool Kit Brake Service 6 ea. 47.90

A-III-1



FSN/MIG. NO.

EQUIPMENT (MAJOR)

2CD 2320-00-246-4077

9GD 3433-00-076-3261

2CZ 4930-00-236-0806

2CZ 4940-00-841-9317

95564/20-20

2CD 2320-00-926-0873

EQUIPMENT (TEST)

0LD 6630-00-171-5157

70L 4910-00-19*-8080

1HL 4910-00-2k1-3081

1HC 4910-00-006-0410

ITEM

Cat rpillar D4D cirawler Tractor

CateSpillar D3306 Diesel Engine'

Caterpillar D342 Diesel Engine

Cummins NH250 Diesel Engine

Cummins PT Fuel Injection Pump

Ford 240 CI 6 Cyl Gasoline Engine

GM V6-71 Diesel Engine

GM 6-71 Diesel Engine

IHC UDT 429 Diesel Engine

INC Model 260 Power Control Unit

LD 465-1 Multifuel Engine

M715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck

Oxy4lapp Gas Cutting Outfit,

Portable Lubrication Unit

Portable Steam Cleaner

Tire Demounter

2 112 Ton M Series 6 x 6 Truck

5 Ton M Series 6 x 6 Truck

Battery Hydrometer

Battafy Starter Teliters

Compression Tester

Cooling System Pressure Tester

QTY COST ,

6-ea.

3 ea.

3 at.

6 ea.

12 ea.

12 ea.

6 ea.

6 ea.

4 ea.

.4 ea.

4 ea.

12 el.

4 ea.

1 ea.

1 ea.

2 ea.

2 ea.

2 ea.

12 ea.

6 ea.

12 ea.

12 ea,

9,200.00

6,000.00

8,030.00

345.00

6,080.00

2,010.00

423.00

8,270.00

1.78

100.00

19.50

13.00

5)
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FSN/MFG. NO. ITEM 2IK COST

EQUIPMENT (TEST) (CONT'd)

9VD 4910-00-199-8125 Tach-Dwell Meter 12 ea. 95.00

9HE 4910-00-937-5724 Timing Light 12 ea. 35.48

9H 4910-00-255-8673 Vacuum Gauge 12 ea. 12.42

MATER/ALS (CONSUMABLE)

Gasoline and Diesel Engine Parts

Batteries

Brake System Parts Kit

Caterpillar Ftiel Filters

Caterpillar Air Filters

Caterpillar Oil Filters

Charging System Components

9GD 9150-00-057-8977 Chassis Grease
24.90 dr.

9GK 6850-00-285-8012 Cleaning Solvent'
20.50 dr.

9AD 2640-00-273-1625 Cold and Hot Patch, Kit
22.24 ea.

Cranking System Components

Cummins Air Filters -

Cummins Fuel Filters

Cummins Oil Firters

.9X0 9140-00-286-5297 Diesel Fuel (Drummed) DF2
8.97 dr.

9GK 9150-00-189-6729 Engine Oil HDO 30 37.10 dr.

9GD 6810-00-2971540 Distilled Water (5 Gal. Cont.) 3.13 bt.

9GD 4240-00-202-9473 Face Shields
2.09 ea.

Ford Engine Gasket Set.L

9X0 9130-00-240-8204 Gasoline (Drummed) 12.10 dr.

3 i



FSN/MFG. NO. ITEM OTY COST

MATERIALS '(CONSU(ABLE) (CONT'D)

9CK 9150-00-577-5846 Geer Oil EP 90 42.20 dr.

CM Diesel. Air Filters

GM Diesel Fuel Filters

GM Diesel Oil Filters

9GD 9150-00-231-9071 Hydraulic Brake Fluid

9QZ 5120-00-965-0326 Igniters, Torch

9QG 5120-00-965-0603 Flint, Igniters

Ignition System Components

International Air Filters

International Fuel Filters

A International Oil'iiiters

2.18 gal.

.21 ea.

.18 bx.

9GL 6836-00-935-1125 Mapp Gas (Bulk) .30 lb.

9GD 8120-00-350-5477 Cylinder, Mapp Gas ,4 ea. 20.00

Mulilfuel Engine Air Filters

Multifuel Engine Oil Filters

Multifuel Engine Fuel Filters

6830-00-169-0805 Oxygen (Welding)

.9GD 8129-00-151-9758 Cylinder Oxygen 4 ea.

Sheet Mena (icrap)

7030-269-1272 Sweeping Compound, Oil and Water

Tites

Tubes

9AH 2640-922-6921 Tubeless Tire Repair Kits

9DD 8415-268-7860 Welding Gloves 8 ea.

.01 cu. ft.

25.00 ea;

1.40. bg.

36.03

3.72 pr.
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FSN/MFG. NO. ITEM

(CONT'D)

COST

MATERIALS'(CONSUMABLE)

9DD 8415-00-250-2531 Apron, Welding
8 ea. 1(10.00 ea.

9G0 4240-00-203-3804 Welding Goggles (Lens Shade 6) 8 ea. 1.25 ea.

9CD 4720-00-834-2560 Welding Hose
4 ea. 27.80 ea.

a

9GC 3439-00-270-6047
Welding Tip Cleaner

4 ea. .1.46 ea.

9GD 3433-00-076-3261 Torch Ouefit, Cutting And Welding 4 ea. 345.00 ea.

9GD 3920-00-802-8313 Cart, Cutting.and Welding fit 4 ea. 72.00 ea.

Welding Tips

9QG 7920-00-401-8034- Wiping Rags
2.45 bd.

5210-00-640-6177
Plastigage .001 - .003

"fr
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INING AIDS AND DEVICES

M.16 72Q

2. MN1730A

3. MN1730C

4. *m1.11730E

5. MN1921G

6. MA3739

r7. MC7889

S. MN8016A

9. MN801+B

10. MA8070

MC8146

12. MN8594A.

p.

ANNXX IV

4/7Automospe Troubl -Shooting, Part 15, The Cli.itch (21 min.)

Obsolete.
A

Elementary
(16 min.).

Elementary
(12 min:).

Elementary

Safety for

Automotive
obsolete.

Hydraulics, Part' I, Derivation'ef"PasCal's Law

p.

HydraulicsvPart I, ApPlication of Pascal!s Law

Hydraulics, Liquids in Motion (13 min.).

Welders (17 min.).

Gears, Principles of Operation (25 min.)

The Tools and Rules for Precision Measuring (30 min.).

Basic Electricity,,The Electron
Theory (5 min.).

Basic Electricity,' How Magnets Produce Elec&city (3 min.

Planetary Gears, Prin ples of Oper.sCtiion, Part I, Single

'Sets (18 min.)).
1P

The Gamblers (20 min.).

---
.

Direct Current
GenerAors, Theory of Operatifn (16 min.).

13: MC8622B Bose of the Bulldozers,oCaterpillar
Tractor-Co., (C 18mm).

14. MA8886 . Carblietor Prin

41.05. MC9112A2

I.
19.

MV9861
MH10017.
MC10417-

20. MN8594B

21. MN44A

les of Operation (25 min.).

A ,Matter of Time, Cateriillar Tractor'Co.,-(3 min.).

. _oval Corisit<ctionjForces (23 Color.

Oxyacetylene Cutting Manual (9 min.).

Iv Can Happen, International Harvester Co. (20 m4n.1 Color.

ABC of DieseNEngines.(20

Direct Current'Motors,
TheorA of Operation (10 min.).

Diesel Engine qovernors, art 1 (12 min.).

A



)

cs"

FILMS (Commercial; Nan-Navy, Non-Government)

Short Cut, New Tools and Methods, Caterpillar Tractor Co.
1. 76S

2. 0E483 Hydraulic Brake Systems.

3: 9051 Boss of the Bulldozer, Caterpillar Tractor CO. (C 20 imin.).

4. 985566K Turbocharger, Cummins Engine.

FILM$ (Commercial; TAMARS-Numbers Assigned)

1. ABC-001 ABC Of Handtools, Pdtt 1, GM Corp. (C 18 min.).. .

2. ABC-002 ABC of Handtools, Part 3, GM Crop. (C 15 min.):

3. ABC-003 ABC of Automotive Engines, GM'Corp. (21 min.).

4. CAS-001 The Case of the Slippery Oil, Dana Corp. (C 40 min.).

5. C00-001 Cooling System, Ethyl Corp. (C 20 )tn.).

6. OPE-001 Operation Hour Glass, Cummins Engine, (C 27 min.).

7. OPE-4010 Operation ind Maintenance, Part 1, Bendix-Westinghouse

Air Bral&s (C 24 min.). "

8 LET-001 -L-e-t4-e-r---Rot1
i-Timken-RoIler-4-Bearing Co. (50-mtn4-

la

9. ROL-002 .The Roll of Drums, Caterpillar Tractor Co. (20 mini)

10. POW-009 Power Train .(13 mid.).

iFILMS (Governzent, Ron-Navy)

1. TF9-3276 Truck Cargo, 2 1/2 Ton, 6 x 6 M35A1 (lulti-Fuel Engine,

Introduction and Operation) (13 mid.).

TF9-I469 Multi-tPuel Engine .Principles, Model LDS472-2 (24 min.).

SLIDE.FILMS (Commercia.4).

1. American Bosch PSB6A Fuel Pump.

2. Module 6001 Gasoline Engine, Principles of OpeZation,Ford Motor Co.

3. 5C8620C IHC Cable Control Units.

4. TE-4 IHC Cable Control Units.

5. 9010K Introduction to Automotive Electrical Systems, Delco-Remy.

tli A7IV -2



ILLDE_FILMS_(Commercial) (Cont'd)
410--

C. 9011K 4Delcotron Generator and the Charging Circuit, Ae1co-Remy.

7. 9020K 20,000 Volts Unaer the Hood, Delco-Remy.

8. 9025K The Cranking Circuit, Delco-Remy.

9. Roosa-Master Fuel Injection System, IHC Diesel Engines.

10, GM 71 Series Diesel Engine Construction.

11. Mul" F"el rPg4n0

12. Module 4

13. CT-25

14. CT-26

rnnq murtinn-

Car Rear Axle Principles of Operations, Ford Motor Co.

Torque Converter, International Harvester Co.

(Set of 56 slides).

Power Shift, International Harveiter Co. (Set of 80 slides).

15. JEGO-1104 Truck Type Tractors, Caterpillar Tractor Co.

(Set of 65 slides).

167 JEGO-1106 Sprocket Removal and Installation, Caterpillar Tractor Co.

(Set of 50 Slides).

17. JEGO-1706 5afety and You, Caterpillar Tractor Co. (Set of 19 slides). .

18 JE00-1601,---Direct_Drive
Transmission,,Caterpillar Tractor Co.

(Set of 50 slides).

19. JE00-1.602 Clutches, Part 1, Caterpillar Tractor Co. (Set of 63 slides).

20. JE00-1603 Clutches,' Paft 2, Caterpillar Tractbr Co. (Set of 46 slides).

21 JE00-.1604 Power Shift, Caterpillar Tractor Co. (Set of 54 slides):

22. JE00-1606 Final Drives, Part 1, Caterpillar Tractor Co. (Set of 43

slides),

SLIDES (Individual)

1. GM IIA"-S 4.1:2.1, "D-8 Crawler Tractor w/o Blade".

2. CM "A" S 4.1.2.2, "MRS-I-110 Wheeled Tractor w/o Attachments",
/-

3. 'CM "A" S 4.1.2.3, "IHC Wheeled Tractor w/o Attachments".

4. cm "A" s "D-7 Cra*ler Tractor with Std. Dozer Blade".

4 2
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SLIDES (individual) (Coned)

5. CM lissS 4.1.2.5, "D-S'Craiiler Tractor with Angle Dozer BladX".

6: CM "A" S 4.1.2.6, "955 Crawler Front End Loader w/std. Bucket".

7.

8.

9.

CM

CM

CM

S 4.1.2.7, 1MRS-S-110 Scraper with MRS-/-110 Tractor".

S 4.1.2.8, "Galion 118-T, Motor Grader".

S 4.1.2.9, "3 Axle Road Roller".

-2'

10. CM "A" S 4.1.2.10A, "Sheepsfoot Roller (rowed)".

11. cm "A" S 4.1.2.10B, "Wobbly Wheel Roller (Towed)".

12. cm "A" S 4.1.2.10C, "Grid Roller (Towed)".

13. cm "A" S 4.1.2.10D, "Wobbly Wheel Roller (Towed)".

14. am "A" S 4.1.2.11, "Crawler Mounted Crair".

15. am "A" S 4.1.2:12, "Truck Mounted Crane"

16. am "A" S 4.1.2.13, "Wheeled Mounted Crane".

17. CM "A" S 4.1.2.14, "Air Compressor, 600 CFM, Rotary".

18. CM "A" S 4.1.2.15, "Master Clutch Components".

19. am "A" S 4.1.2.16, "Master Clutch-Brake".

N. CM "A" S 4.1.2.17, "Transmission Gear Arrangement".

21. cm "A" S 4.1.2.18, "Traismission Gearshift Mech.".

22. CM "A" S 4.1.2.19e, b, c, d, e, f, "Transmission Interlock".

23. cm "A" S 4.1.2.20, "Steering Clutch Componente-

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

O4

CM "A"

CM

04

CM

S 4.1.2.21, "Steering Clutch Brake Mechanism".

S 4.1.2.22, "Steering Clutch Exposed View".

S 4.1.2.23, "Steering Clutch Assembly Check".

S 4.1.2.24, "Final Drive Operation".

S 4.1.2.25; "Final Drive and Cover Assembly".

4 3
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SLIDES (rndivIdual) (COned)

"A"_S "Track and Roller Frame Group".

YO. CM "A" S 4.1.2.27, "Track and Roller Frame Link and Pins".

I 4ph. CM "A" S 4.1.2.28, "?iack and Roller Frame Pins and Links".

+.`

32. CM "A" S 4.1.2.29a, b, "Track and Roller Frame Link and Pins".

33. CM "A" S 4.1.2.30a, b, "Track Shoes (Typhr.

34. CM "A" S 4.1.2.31, "Track Adjustments".
,

tN

35. CM "A" S 4.1.2.32, "Track Roller lubrication".

36. CM "A" S 4.1.2.33, "Track Recoil Mechanism".

37. CM "A" S 4.1.2.34, "Track Frame Alignment".

TRANSPARENCIES

1: Module 7001 Car 3-speed Manul Shift Tranemission'and Overdrive

Principles of Operation, Ford Motor Co.

2. Module 7001 Car and Truck Clutches, Principles of Operation, Ford

q Motor Co.

CHARTS (Commercial)

1. Section "A" Fundamentals of.Electricity-and MagnetisM, Delco-Remy.

2. Section "B"i'El*gizers and Batteries,. Delco-Remy.

3. Section "C" Cranking Motors, Delco-Remy.

4. Section "D" IgnOn System, Delco-Remy.

5. Section "E" Generators - D.C. Type, Delco-Remy.

,6. Section "K" Fundamentals of Delcotron Generators - A.C. Type, DelcO Remy.

7. Engine Cooling System, End View,,Cummins Engine Co.

8., Engine Cooling System, Side View, Cummins Engine Go,

A-IV-5
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'CHARTS (Commercial) (Coned)

9. Engine Lubricating System, End View, Cummins Engine Co.

4

10. Engine Lubricating,System, Side View, Cummins Engine Co.

,11. Module 4200 Car Rear Axle Diagnosis, Ford Motor Co.

12. 'Module 6002 Gasoline Engine Diagnosis, lord Motor Co.

13_ koduie 7002 Car ind Truck Clutches; Diagnosis and Adjustment, Ford

Motor Cb.

1117,_ Module 7203 Truck 4 and 5 speed Mantas' Transmission, Principles of

Operations, Ford Motor Co. .

15. P. T. Fuel System Operation, CumMins Engine Co.4.

16. P. T. Fuel System Flow, Cummins Engine Co.

LOCALLY PREPARED'MATERIALS

INFORMATION SHEETS

1. CM "A" IS 1.1.2.1 "Study.Techniques".

-2. CR "A" IS 1.1.3.1 "Safety Policies".

3.. CM "A" IS 1.2.2.1 "Maimmonanbe Of Lead Acid Storage Batteries".

4. CM "A" IS 1.2.2.2 "Basic Principles of Electricity".

5. CM "A" IS 1.2.2.3 "Electrical Circuits".

6. CM "A" IS 1.2.3.1 "General Housekeeping".

7. CM "A" IS 1.2.4.1 "MeasuringInstruments".

8. CM "A" IS 1.2.4.2 "Fractiois".

9. CM "A" IS 1.2.4.3 "Conversion Chart".

10. CM "A" IS.2.1.1.1 Nagnetoifl.

11. ,CM "A" IS 3.1.1.1 "The Power Train of the M715 1 1/4 Ton' Cargo Truck".

36.
"A-
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JOB SHEETS

4 1. CM "A" JS 1.2.3.1 "Gasoline Engine Disassembly, Inspection and Assembly".

2. CR "A" JS 1.2.6,1 "Gasoline Engine Diagnosis and Adjustment".

3. CH "A" JS 2.1.1.1 "Maintenance of Caterpillar Diesel Engines".

4. CM "A" JS 2.2.1.1 "Maintenance of IHC UDT 429 Engines".

5. CM "A" JS 2.3.1.1 4Mainttnance of General Motors Diesel Engines".

ntenance o

7. CM "A" JS 'Ilaintenance of LD 465-1 Mnitifuel Eng4nes".

8. CM "A".JS 3.1.1.1 "Servicing the, Power Train of the M715 1 1/4 Ton

Cargo Truck".

9. CM "A" JS 4.1.1.1 "Oxy-Mapp Gas Heating and Cutting".

'10. CM "A" JS 4.1.2.1 "Servicing the D4D Crawler Tractor".

11. CM '"A" JS 4.1.3.1 "Adjusting the IHC Model 260 Power Control Unit".

WORK SHEETS

1. CM "A" WS 1.2.4.1 '14athematics Work Sheet".

PROBLEM SHEETS

1. CM "A" PS 3.1.1.1 "Suspension Field Test (Series)".

2. CM "A" PS 3.1.2.1 "Power Train Field Test (Series)".,

3. CM "A" PS 3.1.3.1 "Brake Service'Field Test (Series)".

A-IV-7
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ANNEX V

,r

TRAINING AIDS EQUIPMENT

'bey crs

.1. NP-17008 Device 6A2 Engine Internal Combustion, Electrically

Operated, $9195.00

Projectors, 16m sound.
3-

DEVICES (Non-Navy)

1. D-315
Caterpillar Diesel Engine (Cutaway) $8700.00.

2. .GM 3-71 Diesel Engine (Cutaway).

3. Cummins P. T. Pump (Cutaway).

4. American Bosch Model PSB6A Fuel Injection Pump (Cutaway).

5. American Bosch Manual 5 speed Transmission (Cutaway).

6. American Bosch Differential Assembly, Double Reduction (Cutaway).

7. American Bosch Air Brake System (mounted onboard) $2445.00

8. International Model 260 Cable Control Unit (Cutawayi.

9. Roosa-Master Fuel Injection Pusilp'(Cutaway).

10. Caterpillar Turbocharger (Cutaway).

11.

)

35mm projectors, tape recorders.

t
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ANNEX VI

FORMS

1. Equipment Work Order (NAVFAC 6-11 0/41 Rev. 5-69) 0105-002-5326.

2. Shop Repair Order (continuation shee ) (NAVFAC 9-11200/35 (9-67))

0105-004-1020.



aster Schedule

3.1.1 C 20.5 Suspension Sgstem Service 24/1
21.0'

1.0.3 F 21.5, Aerobics 24/1

FOURTH DAY

3.1.1 C' 22 Suspension System Service 24/1
S 23

24
25

26
27

28

4

4 9

24/1
6/1
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NINTH WEEK (Coned)

TOPIC NO. TYPE FERIOD TITLE

Suispenslon System Service

RATIO

FIFTH DAY

29
30

6/1

24/13.1.1

31 It
6/1

1.0.21 C 32 Code of Conduct, Part I 24/1

1.0.22 C i3 seCode (iL Conduct, Article I 24/1

1.0.23 ' C 34 Code of Conduct, Article II 24/1

1.0.17 F 35.0 Close Order Drill
24/1

1.0.3 F 35.5 Aerobics
24/1

TENTH WEEK

FIRST,DAY
,

3.1.1 S 1 Suspension System Service 6/1

- C 2 -
24/1

3.1.2. C ' 3 -Automotive Power Train Serviee 24/1

4

S 5
6/1

0 ..' C 6
24/1

S 7.0
6/1

1.0.3 F .7.5 Aerobics
24/1

SECOND DAY ( q
i

3.1.2 S 8 Automotive Power Train Servicq 6/1

9

.. 10
,

THIRD DAY

3.1.2 15

.16

_
Automotive Power Train Service 6/1

0 17

18

19

20
21.0

1.0.3 F 21.5 Aerobic

24/T-'

0.1
5 u

24/1
2471

./i



TENTH.WEEK (Coned)

TOPIC NO. TYPE- PERIOD TITLE
RATIO

FOURTH DAY

3.1.2 S 22 Automotivg Power Train ,Service ' 6/1

23

24

25
26
27
28

FIFTH DAY

3.1.2 S. 29 Automotive Power Train Service 6/1'

7 30
31 .....

.

1.0.24 ,:C 32 Code of Conduct, Article III 24/1

1.0.25 C 33 Code of Conduct, Article A 24/1

1.0.26 C 34 Code of Conduct, Article V 24/1

1.0.17 F 35.0 Close Order Drill 24/1

1.0.3 F 35.5 Aerobics
24/1

..)

ELEVENTH WEEK
3.

FIRST DAY

3.1.2 S 1 Automotive Power Train Service 6/1

2

3

4

5

6
24/1

7.0
6/1

1.0.3 F 7.5 Aerobics
24/1

SECOND DAY

3.1.2 C 80 Automotive Power Train Service

3.1.3 C 8.5 Brake System Service

9

10

11

12.0'
12.5
13

14

24/1
24/1

6/1
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ELEVENTH WEEK (Cont'd)

OPIC NO. TYPE. PERIOD TITLE RATIO

THIRD DAY

S 15

16

17

Brake System Service 6/13.1.3

18

19

20 2411,
21.0 6/1

1.0.3 F 21.5 Aerobics 24/1

POURTH DAY

3.1.3 S 22 Brake System Service 6/1
,23

24
w

25

26

C 27 24/1
S .. 28 6/1

FIFTH DAY

3.1.31 S 29 Brake System Service 6/1 .
..

30.

, 31
1.0.27 C 32 Code oliConduct, Article VI 24/1
1.0.29 C. 33, Basic rganization of our Government .241,1
1.0.28 C 34 History and Formation of our 24/1

. Government
1.0.11 F 35.0 Close Order Drill 24/1
1.0.3 F 35.5 Aerobics 24/1

TWELFTH WEEK

FIRST DAY

.

3.1.3 ?, 1

. 2

Brake System Service
. 4

,

6/1

3

C 4 24/1
3.1.4 0 5 Servicing thi' 1,1715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo 24/1

Truck
6

S 7.0 6/1
1.0.3 F 7.5 Aerobics 24/1

52
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TWELFTH WEEK (Coned)

TITLE, RATIO
TOPIC NO. TYPE PERIOD

SECOND DAY

3.1.4 S 8 Servicing the M715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo 6/1

Truck
9

.

10.0
10.5

24/1

11
6/1

19
2411

13.0 ,

4.1.1 C 13.5 Oxy-Mapp Gas Cutting 24/1

-

S 14
6/1

THIRD DAY
vli--

4.1.1 S 15 Oxy-Mapp Gas Cutting 6/1

16

17

C 18
. 24/1

19.0*

4.1.2 C 19.5 D4D Crawler Tractor 24/1

20 .J,

21.0

1.073 IF \- 21.5 Aerobics 24/I

FOURTH DAY

4.1.2 C 22 D4D Crawler Tractor 24/1

23
24

25

,

0

..:S 26
6/1

27
--

28

FIFTH DAY

4.1.2 S 29

,

Servicing the D4D Crawler Tractor 6/1

30
,

31

1.0.36 ' C. 32 Function of Legislative Branch 24/1

1.0.31 C 33 Function of Executive Branch 24/1

1.0.32 C 34 Function of Judicial Branch ', 24/1

1.0.17 F 35.0 Close Order Drill 24/1

1.0.3 F 35.5 Aerobics 24/1

53
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THIRTEENTH .

TOPIC NO. I TYPE PERIOD 4 TITLE

,

FIRST'DAY

4.1.2

0 RAT/O,

VOW

:1 Caterpillar D4D Cr ler Tractor

2

S

1.0,3
p,

SEdOND DAY

4.1.2

THIRD DAY

4

5
24

6
6/1

7.0'

7.5 - Aerobics
24/1 .7-

. *

,g Caterpillar D4D Crawler-Tractor . 1/1

9

10
11

12

13

14

4.1,2

1.0.3

FOURTH DAY

5
15'

16

"17
18

19

20
21.0
21.5

22

23

24
25

26

27
28

4.1.2

4

-

Air

Caterpillar D4D Crawler Tractor

Aerobics

24/1

).

(-

24/1fr

Caterpillar D4D Crawler Tractor 6/1

24/1

6/1

"*".,
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AtS

, THIRTEENTH WEEK (Coned)

TOP/C NO. TYPE

FIFTH DAY
a

4.1.2

1.0.33
1.0.34
1.0.36
1.0.17
1.0.3

C.

FOURTEENTH WEEK

FIRST DAY

PERIOD TITLE

29
30

31
32
33
34

35.0
35.5

4.1.3- C 1

1.0.3 'F

SECOND DAY

- 'THIRD DAY

2

3

4

5

6

7.0
7.5

Caterpillar D4D Crawler Tractor

RATIO

6/1
24/1

American Foreign Policy 24/1

The Declaration of Independence 24/1

-Petty Officer Leadership 24/1
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CLASS '1"

liSTRUCTOR GUIDES
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Automotive Chassis and Power Train Maintenance
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CM "A" IG 3.1.1

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043 .

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-610-0022

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: 'Suspension System Service Terminal Objective: U0On completion of this unit each
student, 4hile working as a member of a two (2) manAverage Time: 5 Periods (Class), 8 Periods (Pract) team, will be able to service automotive chassis
and power train components using appropriate handtools,
special tools, shop equipment and materials. Specifi-
cally, he will service suspension system, power.train
and brake system of the M715 1 1/4 ton Cargo Truck.
All tasks will conform to manufacturer's specifications
without error, as specified-in the Job Sheet,
CM "A" JS 3.1.1.1, "Servicing the Power Train of the
M715, 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck".

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. Automotive Mechanics, 6th edition, McGraw-
Hill Book Co., chapters 37 and 39.

2\ Organizational Direct 'Support and General
Support Maintenance for Model M715, 1 1/4
Ton, 4 x 4 Cargo Truck, TM9-2320-244-24,
pp. 195-200.

3. Principles of Automotive Vehicles,
TH9-8000..

B. References: None.

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. ToOls:

a. Automotive shop tools.

b. Tire shop tools.

c. Shop equipment.

d. Automotive handtools.

5 /

Enabling Objectives: Upon 'completion of this topic
each student, while working as a member of a two (2)
man team, will be able to service suspensiofi.,system
components using appropriate handtools, special,tools,
and shop equipment.' Specifically, he will service
tires, tubes, wheels and'steering systems of the M715
1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck. All tasks will Conform to
manufacturer's specifications and recommendations without
error as specified in the Job Sheet CM "A" JS 3.1.1.1,
"Servicing the Power Train of the M715, 1 1/4 IonAk
Cargo Truck".

Criterion Test: While wOrking as a member of a two (2)
man team, service suspension system components using
appropriate handtools, special tools, and shop equir
ment, service steering system, tires, tubes and wheels
of M715 1 1/4 ton Cargo Truck with all tasks conformine\
to manaacturer's specifications and recommendations
without error as specified in job sheet.

(1 of 37)
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2. Equipments

a. Major.

CH "A" IG

Homework: Read:

1. Automotive Mechanics, 6th edition, chapters 37,

38 and 39.

(1) M715 1 1/4 ton cargo truck
(12 each). 2, TM9-2320-244-24 s

MaintenanCe of M715 1 1/4 Ton

Cargo Truck, pp. 195-200.

(2) Tire demountei (2 each).

(3) Dynamic Wheel balancing

3.tTM9-8000, Principles of Automotive Vehicles,
Fhapter 18, pages 370-373 and pages 38-384,
chapter 19, pages 389-398* and chapter 20, pagesmachines (5 each).

3. Materials (consumable).
6

a. Tires.

b. 'Tubes.

c. Cold and hot patches.

de Tubeless tire repair kits.

e. Cleaning solvent.

f. Wiping rags.

'g. Gasoline.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Locally-Prepared Material.

a. Information sheet.

- (1) CM "4" IS 3.1.14, "Excerpts of
M715 Maintenance Manual".

59

402-407.

(2 of 37)
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b. JO, Sheet.

(1) CH "e JS 3.1.1.1, "Servicing the
k Power Train of the M715 1 1/4 Ton

Cargo Truck".

c. Problem sheet.

(1) CM "A" PS 3.1.1.1, "Suspension".:

E. Training Alas Equipment: None.

6i

(3 Of 37)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. NaMe:

2. Topic: Suspension System Service

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a,better construction mechanic.

D. Overview:

1. The suspension system is the backbone(

of the vehicle and is the suspension
base of the steering units and.wheels.
The springs are anchored or suspended
from the frame. The points of suspen-
sion are subject to wear and consequen-
tly need servite and replacement when
wear exceeds ceitain limits.

63

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.E. Motivate student.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

1. Issue textbooks.

(a) TM9-8000, Prin-
ciples of Automotive Vehicles.

(b) Automotive
Mechanics,sixth edition.

I.D. State learning objectives.

1. State information and
materials necessary to guide
student..

2. Assign students to
training bays and issue tool
locker keys.

(4 of 37)

TI
CM "A" IG i.1.1

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Student crew
leaders keep tool locker
keys until the end of
auto chassis phase.

64



OUTLINZ OF INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

A. Frames.

1. Functions.

a. Support for body and other
_chassis units.

2. Construction and nomenclature.

a. Side members (rails).

(1) 'Heaviest part of frame.

(2) Channel or box design.

b. Cross members-.

(1) Channel or tubular design.

c.

(2) Connects side rails rigidly
together.

Gusset plates.

(1) Angular piece of metal for ,

strengthening angles or corners
for frame where cross members
are secured to side members.

(2) Riveted or welded.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II. Use current textbooks
issued to students for refer-
ence of instruction and to
assist the student at taking
notes.

II.A. Use training charts or
transparencies to explain the

'parts of the frame.

II.A.1. Explain unit body
construction for quieter ride.

(5 of 37)

62--
CM "A" IG 3.1.1'

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II. Follow instructors
discussion, take notes
and turn to pages as
directed by instructor.

66
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OUTLINE QF INSTRUCTION

B. Speings.

111e

1. Function and nomenclature.

a. Support the frame and body as
well as the load.

b. Absorption of ioad shocks.
4

c. Maintain axle alignment, transfer
drive thrust and receive torque
reaction on some vehicles.

2. Types of spring assemblies.
st.,(

a. Lkminated leaf (multileaf).

(1) Nomenclatuig.

(a) Laminated-leaf springs
consist of a series of
flat steel plates of
varying lengths, placed
on top'of each other,

6?

(b) 'Spring clips (U bolts).

1. Connects slitings

to axle housing.

(c) Spring center bolt.

1. Secures spring leafs
togett,roe'

2. Maintains spring leafs
in proper alignment.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.1. Have students,refer
to text TM9-8000, pages 371-
372 to view illustrations of
lamiaated leaf springs and
spring shackles.

II.B.2. Have students refer
-to text Automotive Mechanics,
6th edition, chapter 37 to
view illustration of auto-
motive springs and suspen-
sion.

(6 of 37)

CM "A" IG a.1.1 -

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.1. Refer to pages
as directed Eiy instructor
and follow discussion.

II.B.2. Refer to pages
as directed by instructor
and follow discvsion.

4/

-,
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(d) Spring shackles-to frame
spring hangers.

1. Connect springs'to
frame spring hangers.

2. Allow for shortening,
and lengthening of
springs.

b. Single leaf.

(1) Made of single steel plate
which is heavier at the center
and tapered to the two ends.

c. Overload lea prings.

(1) Used in conjunction with
laminated leaf spring assembly
of larger trucks.

d. Coil (independent wheelisuspension).

(1) Coil spring may.be located.,
between upper and lower

(2) Or coil spring may be located
above upper control arm. *:

e. Torsion bar (independent wheel
suspension).

(1)

feel.ber that twists length-
ise,for spring action.

-^

(2) Utilizes elasticity of steel.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY ,

II.B.2.c. Have students refer
to text TM9-8000, page 382 to
view illustration of auxiliary
spring;

(7, of 37)

CM "A" IG 3.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.2.c. Locate pages
of text as directed by
initructor and follow
discussion.

.10



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

7

f.

'

(3) Mounted in front of lower
control arm at one end, and at
the frame on opposite end.

Twin I-beam (iddepeudent wheel
suspension).

(1) Fronewheel is supported at the
ends by a separate "I" beam.

(2) Opposite ends of the "I" beams
are attached to the frame hy
pivots.

41,

3. Types of spring suspension.

a. Three basic types of wheel
suspension systems.

(1) Beam type frontWX10_,,

DISTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.2.f.(2) Have class refer
to Automotive Mechanics, 6tl2
edition, pages 466, 468, and
472 to view illustrations
of spring assemblies.

(a) Beam type front axle on
which the.wheels)are
mounted on each end.

(b) The front end is supported
by leaf springs between
the axle and-frame.

(c) Steering knuckie is supported'
by the kingpin'and axle
beam.

(d) Common on most truck front
ends.

(8 of 37)

.4

CM "A" IG 3.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVItY

II.B.2.f.(2) Turn to
pages of iext and follow
discussion.

7)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(e) Both wheels are mounted
to the ends of a rigid axle
if one wheel receives a
jar or jolt, the whole
suspension system, includ-
the axle, is effected.

(2) Independent - suspension type.

(a) Varies according to the
make of vehicle.

(b) Each wheel is supported
independently by a coil
spring, torsion bar or
twin "I" beam.

(c) Most cars today use ball
joints to connect the
wheel spindle (steering .

knuckle) to a control arm.

Some cars still usg,a
kingpin to 'connect:the
wheel spindle (steering
knuckle) to the steering
knuckle support arm.

(e) The steering knuckle
support arm connects to
the upper and lower sus-
pension or control arm.

(f) Each wheel is individually
supported and free to move

1 3 without affecting the
other' wheel

I.

CH "A" IG 3.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(3) Bogie suspension type (gear).

(a) Used on dual tandem
trucks.

(b) Uses torque rod assemb-
lies.

(c) Springs are mounted oU
spring Tits.

(d) Spring seati hold springs
securely'at center section
and oscillate freely on
the tube.

4. Spring service.

a.

C. Shock

Lubrication.

(1) Generally no lubricatiOn is
used on spring surfaces.

(2) Some leaf,springs have, a
rubber or nylon insert between
the leaves of th0., spring to
prevent noise sad wear. -

(3) Spring shac.k2es use chassis
lube on metai bushing and
use rubber lube on rubber
bushing.

absorbers (dirett acting).

'7 3
1. Function and nomenclature.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.3.a.(3) Direct class to
text T149 -8000, chapter 18 and

refer to illustrations as
discussed.

II.B.4. Have students refer
to TM9-8000, page 380 and
Automotive Mechanics, 6th
edition, pages, 474-475.

(10 of 37)

CM "A" 1G 3.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.3.a.(3) ,Turn to
pages of text ind
participate in discusgio

Refer to pages
of text as directed by
instructor.

(
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. Regulate the rebound and compression
of the springs,,preventing sudden
jolts and bounces being transmitted
to vehicle body. ' *

b.

C.

Helps to maintain roadability.

Sealed unit with hydraulic fluid.

(1) Fluid in the shock absorberd
is moved one way or the other
through small valves within
the assemblies by a piston rod.,

2. Shock absorber maintenance.

'a. Replacing shocks.

(1) Always check opposite shock
of a pair to make certain both
haVe the same resistance.

A2rXe#Tace-hothp,sh4cka-4,..44AAL!,

(4) .Be sure rock shield is facing
'down. 0

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

CH "A" IG 3.1.1
STMANT ACTIVITY

(a) To prevent dirt, etc. from
, entering area around

piston rod.

Steer4pg units.

1. 'Types and operation.

.P

II.D.1. Have class refer to
TH9-8000,.page 403 arid refer
to illustrations of steering

'system.

(11 of 37)

U.D.1. Refer to pages

, as directed by
..
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OUTLINE OF IN8TRUCTION

a. Fifth wheel.

(1) Serves as a central pivot for
the entire front axle.

tp( 7j

(2) Used on trailers and other
towed vehicles.'

b. Ackerman.

(1) Wheels are mounted on individual
pivots and connected together'
by means of steering linkage.

(2) Steering linkage causes the
wheels to rotate together about
their pivots.

(3) Used on self-propelled vehicles.

2. Principle parts and nomenclature
(Ackerman).

a. Steering wheel.

b. Steering*column.,

(1) Hollow shaft.

c. Steering shaft and worm gear. ,

(1) Solid shaft inside steering
column.

4

(2) Has a worm gear.machined, as
an integral part of the lower
shaft.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.D.2. Have students refer
to text TH9-8000, page 404-405
to illustration of steering
members and various steering
gears.

or

(12 of 37)

e,

OF

CM "A" IG 3.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.D.2. eArn to pages
of texts as directed
by instructor.

1

.t
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(3) Steering wheel mounted on
upper end.

d. Cross shaft and sector.

(1) Cross shaft is also called
Pitman arm shaft.

(2) Method of gearing the steering
shaft to the cross shaft varies
considerably with different,types
of steering gears..

e. Steering gear housing.

(1) Bdlted4Olid to frame of Vehicle.

-(2) Provides means for making adjust-1
meats to steering gear'.

(3) Cottains oil for lubrication.

f. Pitman arm.

(1) Splined to cross shaft.

g.

(2) Has a ball stud on other end tp
connedt with drag link.

Drag link.

(1) Made in tubular or rod form.

(2) Housing on one end vo receive
the ball end he Pitman arm.

(13 of 37)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(a) 'Contains springs to cushion
shock and prevent trans-
mission_to the steering t

gear.

(b) Other end may be the sate
or made like a tie rod end.

,f

NOTE: Th
system al
on 'most

covered.

(c) Both ends may be like tie
rod ends.

parts of the steering
eady sovered will be found
hicles in the order

,.. NOTE: The parts to be covered will
be found in some cimpination on most
vehicles, but not necessarily Will
all parts be found on one' vehicle.

h., Bell crank, intermediate kniiCkle
arm or idle arms.

(1) One e d pivoted to frame.

(2) Ire link and.tie rods'
connected to other end.

(\it

Steering knuckle arms.

(1) Bolted to steering knuckles.

8 3

CM "A" IG 3.1.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY_ STUDENT-ACTIVITY

II.D.2.g,(2)(c) Explain
funcpion and construction of
steering codnecting unit using
illustrations-in text. Show
students various steering
arrangements in Automotive
Mechanics, 6th edition, pages
483 and 484.

(2) Sometimes double arms on one.
side of Vehicle - one drag link
and one for tie rod.

(14 of 37)

4

II.D.2.g.(2)(c) Refer
to pages of text as,
directed by instructor
and participate in
discussion.

V
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a.

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR APTIVITY

1 Steering knuékle.

(1) Spindle shaft is integral with
steering knuckle.

k. Steering knuckle pivots.

(1) !king pin or ball joints.

1. Tie 'rods.

(1) Used to connect the'steering
knuckles together.

Generally located behind the
front wheels, but may be
found in front, as on the jeep.

The ends of tie.rods are thread-'
ed.to receive and adjustable ball
joint sockét-typb-tie rOa end.

E. Types of stee?ing gear assemblies.

1. Woii,and sector.

a. Worm on lower end of steeri4
shaft.

b. Cross shaft carries a sector which,
is engaged with the worm..

(1) Sector is lArt of a, gear.

c. Stdering wheel is turned, worm is
rotated causing the sector and
cross shaft to turn.

-

II.E.1. Use actual steering
gear parts to show the action
that takes place in the
steering gear. .

(1.5 of 37)

a

:f\

CM "A" IG 3.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

IIE.1. Participate
in discussiopt.and take
notes.

(
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

2. Worm and roller.

8 "1

4.

a. Similar to worm and sector.

b. Worm on lower end of steering shaft
has an hour glass shape.

(1) Tapered from both ends to the
center.

(2) Gives better contact between
the worm and roller at all
positions.

13) Provides variable steering
gear ratio.

c. Roller is supportedYen ball or
roller bearing within the sector
mounted on the cross shaft.

(1) Bearing reduces friction.

d. Worm turns under control of steering
whe21, roller turns with it but
farces the sector and cross shaft
to rotate.

3. /. Recirculating ball and nut.

a: Worm on lower end of steering
shaft.

. b. Cross shaft has a sector gear:

c. 'Ball nut is grooved and mounted on
a continuous row of balls between
the nut and worm.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

-

II.E.2.b. Pass out steering
gear to students.

II.E.3. Have class refer to
TM9-8000, pages 405, 406 and
407 to refer to illustrations
of worm analsector steering
gear assembly., .

(16 oi 37)

CM "A" IG 3.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

Efa

4

II,E.3. Refer to pages
of text as directed'by1

instructor and follow
discussion.

8 8



"OUTLINE' OF- INSTRUCTION - -

(i)
1.

CM "A" 1G 3.1.1
1NSTRUOTOk AcrunTy=- sTUDEN1" ACTIVITY

Nut,is fitted with tubular ball
guides diagonally across the
nut to recirculate the balls as
the nut moves up and down on
the worm.

(2) Bottom of Mit has gear teeth
engaged with sector.

d. When worm ithrned, the nut is
moved otb worm by rolling instead
of slid

//
e. TurninA, the worm moves the nut and

forces the sector and cross Shaft
to turn.

7
4. Cam and lever.

a. Worm on lowet end of steering shaft
is known as a cam.

b. Lever carries a tapered stud which
engages with the cam.

(1) Studs may be integral or
mounted on roller bearino
reduce friction.

(2) The1e may be one or two studs.

c. Steering wheel is turned, stud moves
up and down on the cam and carries
the lever with it to rotate the
cross shaft.

d. Used pn most military 6 x 6 trucks..

(17 of 37)
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OUTLINE QF INSTRUCTION

F. Steering iystem troubles.

1. Steering gear and linkage. .

a. Steeringigear improperly.adjusted.

if

b. Loose steering linkage cause by

wear.

c. Bent steering linkage.

d. Lack of lubrication.

(1) Most common problem:"

. 4,

INSTRU5TOR ACTIVITY

(2) Always use lubricant specified
by manufacturer.

(3) Check lubricant during P.M.
inspeCtion.

e. Worn cross shaft bushings, or
bearings.

f. Loose mounting bolts.

Trouble related to the steering system
is caused' by:

a. Worn steerihg knuckle pusikings.

b. Wheels out of alignment.

(1) Indicated by improper tire wear.

A

II.F.1.d. Relate experience
towaid troubleshooting
steering units.

S.

(18 of'37)
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CM "A" IC ..1.1
-STUDENT ACTIVITY - -

(pt

II.F.1.d. Students
participate in instruct-
ors guidance ol related
experience.

I 92
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
CM "A" IG a.1.1

INSTRUCTOR-ACTIVITY, 'STUDENT ACTIVITY

c. Weak springs or shock absorbers. 40

d. Vehicle excessively or'improperly
loaded.

G. Steering system adjustments.

1. Steering gear (bench adjustment).

a. Worm bearing preload.(worm bearing
end play).

(1) -First adjustment to be made in..
.

*steering assembly.

(a) The prelodding of the
bearings supporting the
worm shaft in the steering
gear housing.

4 (2) Adjusted by:

03

4.00W

(a) Shims.

(b) Threaded cups oF plugs.

(3) Checked with:

(a) Spring scale.

(b) Inch pound torque wrench.
41

b. Backlash.

(1) The clearance.between worm and
the sector (or roller or lever
studs).

II.G. Provide students With
job sheets on steering system
adjustments.

71'

(19 of 37)

_

II.G. Students refer to
job sheets and take notes
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MUNE OF INSTRUCTION

9

4 -
(2) Adjusted by:

(a) Lash'adjuster or adjusting
screw.

(3) Checked with:

(a) Spring scale.

(b) Inch pound torque wrench%

2. ,Steering system adjustments (on the
vehicle).

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

a. The center point of steering or the
straight ahead position-are,terms
used when adjusting steering gear -

or checking wheel alignmeit.

(1) The placing of the wheels in'
the straight ahead position with
steering gear setting in the
center of travel.

(2) Found by turning the steering
wheel in one direction a's fare
as it win go', and then in the

\opposite direction as far as it
will go, counting the number of
turns. Next turn the wheel
aback exactly halfway.

b. Worm bearing preload made first.-

c.. Backlash adjusting screw must be
backed out.

A

(20 of 37)
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CM "A" IG J.I.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

/NON

II.G.2.a.(2) Jollow
instructor guidance of
job sheets, observing
safety precautions.

"
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--OUTIANE 01 INSTRUCTION-

9 r

d. Disconnect steering linkage from
Pitman arm.

e. Worm bearing preload.

(1) Turn Steering wheel off center
in one direction until stopped,'
turn back one turn.

.(2) Use torque wrench or spring
scale to turn steering wheel
and measure pull required to
keep wheel in motion.

(3) If not within specifications,
adjust by adding or removing
shims or by tiglatening or -

loosening pe threaded cup or
plug.

f. Backlash.

(1) Turn steering wheelito
center position.

'ow

(2) Turn adjusting screw to remove
backlash, tighten locknut.

(3) Use torque wrench or spring
..scale to turn steering wheel"

through center position and
check the,highest,reading.

, (4) If not' w4hin specifications,
adjust by tightening or
loosening the adjusting sc.N.

41.0

1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Have studenes-
remove steering sear from

- chassis units and disassemble

them.

(21 of 37)

CH .SIOG ,.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

1

II.O.2.f. -Students
'proceed to follow job
sheet and accomplish
instructor assignments
in a safe manner.
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OUTLINE OY .INSTRUCTION

A

/.'
CM "A" IC ,.1.1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(p1

H. Nomrelature of tires. 11.11. USe actual tire cut- Turn to chapter
sways to explain tire 19, pages 390 thru 393

1. Thread. nomenclature, and refer to illustrations

a. A layer of rubber on the outside
1°- circumference.

2. Breakers (undertread)1
4,

a. Layers of rubber covered cords,
similar to plies.

3. Cushion (rubber chafer).

a. Layers of soft heat resisting
rubber between plies and breakors.

4. Plies (carcass).

a. Layers qf rubber covered cords that
incircle inner portion of carcass.

5. Bead.

a. The part of the tire which serves
to anchor the tire to the rim.

b. Wire hoops over ilhich the plies and
breakers are looped.

(1) Prevents.the tire from stretching.

(2) Shaped te:4it the rim.

I. Types of tires.

1. Tubs type.

(22 of-37)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. MUst be used with a tube.

2. Tubeless type.

a. Rim, used with this type must be

sealed.

b. Tire valve must be sealed into the
rim.

c. The tire bead is constructed to seal
tightly'against the rim flange.

3. puncture sealing type.

a. Coating-of plastic material in the
fiber surface.

b. When a nail or other object is
removed, internar air pressure forces
the plastic material into the hole,.
where it hardens to seal the hole.

4. Bias-ply, radial-ply types.

,a. Methods of applying carcass

plies.

b. Radial tires carcass plies are
applied at right angles to.tire
circumference.

5.. Belted type.

a. Additional belt of cord (called
the tread ply) added under tread.

10i '

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

11.1.4. Have class refer to
text, Automotive Michanics,
6th edition, pages 530 thru
533. Discuss tires and tire

service.

(23 of 37)

STUDENT ACTIVITY

11.1.4. Refer to pages
of text as directed by
instructor and partic-
ipate in,discussion.
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OUTLINE OF DISTRIICTION

b. May be steel belted.

J. Types of treads and tire markings.

1. Standard tread.

a. Most common found of tires used on
commercial vehicles.

.

b. Designed for satisfactory traction'
on highways and good sufface.

$

c. Designed to give max4mum mileage.

2. Nom-directional 'tread.

a. Lugs at 900 to center line of tire.

b. Most common tread found on tires os
military vehicles.

c. Designed to give good traction in
either direction.

3. Directional tread.

a. Found mostly on rubber-mounted and
off-highway construction equipment.

b. Usually found only on driving wheels
as powers on.steering wheels they are
installed for direction.

c.' Designed to give maximum traction in
one direction.

103

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(24 of 37)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4. Tire markings.

e-

a. Size and ply.

(1) 8-50 - 15-4 (designation of pre
1969 industry).

(a)' 8.50 is the'approximate
width in inches when properly
mounted on the rim and
inflated, but not carrying ,

/I

a load.
/

QN."A" IG 3.1.1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(b) 15 is the size oP the rim
or the inside diameter of
the tire in inches.

(c) 4 iv the number of plies.

(2) GR70-1511.

(a) "G" - size factor.

1. All, passenger tire con-
structions having the
same size factor; have
identical load carrying
capacity at 32 PSI.

(b) "R" - designates radial
construction.,

1. "If'missing" - tire is
of bias construction.

(c) 7 - the ratio of the tire.

(25 of 37)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1. The ratiq of section
height to section
Width.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

a. As high as it is wide.

(d) 15 - rim diameter in Inches.

(e) B - load raftge.
1

, 6

1. Tire manufacturers no_
longer designate.the'
actual number of.plys
used in tire construc-
tion.

LOAD RANGE OLD PLY RATING MAXIMUM PRESSURE

4 32 Psr
6 36 PSI

D. 8 40 PSI'

b. Balance mark.

(1) Found on same larger tires.

. (2) A small mark approximately 1/4".

(3)

in diameter.

Lightest spot of the tire.

(a) Tube'valve should'be
placed at the spat to
effect best balance.

c. Serial number.

1.0
(26 of'37)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Indented in the sidewall.

(2) Used for identification of'the
tire.

Txpes of tubed.

1. Standard tubes.

b. Consist of one layer of rubber of
synthetic material.

2. Puncture sealing tubes.

.a. Contains a coating of plastic ,

material inpide the tube.. It flows
*- into and seals a puncture hole.

3. Safety tube.

Two tubes in one..
4

b. One is smaller than the other add--
,

joins at the rim edge.

c. ,If a puncture or-blowout occurs,.
the outside tube loses its air,
but the inside tilbe retainsits air.

L. .Types?Tf rimd.

1. Drop center.

1Ui

\ CM "A" IC 3.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITYINSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

a. Most common type found on passenger ,

carq and small trucks.
t

b. One piea and permanently Astened ,
,

j. ;'()

to the wheel. ..,

(27 of 37)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Contains a well for easier mounting

CM "A" IC 3.1.1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

and demounting of the tire.

2. Semi drop center.

a. Shallow well for mounEing and
demounting.

b. Had a removable flange or side ring.

(1) Flange or side ring may be one
or more pieces.

c. Most common type found on trucks.

d. Used,on M715 cargo truck.

3. Divided. I

wo 1

a. Rim is made in two sections and the
sections are bolted together.

b. Found on'seme military vehicles and
small diameter tires that have a
large number of plies such as a fork

lift.

M. TuVe flap.

1. A piece of rubber.

a. Placed between the rim and the tube

to protect the tube.

b. Used with semi drop center .and
divided rims.

to

LLi 1.12
(28 Of'37)
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OUTLINE QF INSTRUCTION

N. iead clips.

Metal clip.

a. Used 0a some military.vehicles to
hold the tire in place when the tire
goes flit.

b. Generally used in multiples of 5 to 6
equally spaced on each bead of the
tire.

0. Inspection of tires, tubes and wheels.

1. Faulis to look for.

No

-113

a. Damaged tires, tubes and;Wheels.

(1) cuts 14 tires.

(a) Tread surface cut.

(b) Anside breaks.

(2) Breakdown of sidewalls of tire.

(a) Curb wear.

(3) Punctured tube and/or tire.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(a) Inflate tube and submerge
in'water watching for air
bubbles.

(b) kun hand around inside of.tire
carefully feeling for
foreign objects.

. (29 of 37). -

CM "A" IG 3.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

41;
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OUTLIkE OF INSTRUCTION

(c) Visually inspect tire for
foreign objects stuck into
tire that may work to
iaside later.

(4) Wheels.

(40 Insure lug bolt holes are
not elongated.

(b). Inspect for cracks or
breaks.

(c) Inspect for wheel run out.

(d) Inspect for dented rims.

1. Caused by hitting
objects.

b. Unusual wear.

Z1) Under inflation causes wear on
both shoulders of tread.

(a) May be caused by 'slow leak
at valve core. Always
keep valve cap over core
to keep dirt out.

(2) Over inflation causes center
of tread wear.

(3). Mismatching.

(a) Duals side by side.

116

CM "A" IG, 3.1.1
INSTRUCTOR, ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

,
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ounaNA ox INSTRUCTION

1. Largest tire carries
. all load.

(b) Tires on one axle larger
than tires on other axles
will wear rapidly to the
size of amaper tires.

(4) Worn out.

(a) Should be replaced when
approximately 1/16" tread
is left.

P. Demounting, repairing and mounting tires
and tubes.

1. Procedures.

f
a. Demounting.

(1) Drop center and safety drop
,center rims.

(a) Deflate.

',/ 15

CM "A" IG 3.1.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.P.1. Demonstrate the removal II.P.1. Observe
of a tire from a wheel or rim; demonstration of tire
remove and check/repair/replace; service
the tube; mount tire on rim or
wheel, inflate to correct prea-
sure and inspect.

II.P41.a. Supervise student - II:P.1.a. Practice
practice in tire service. tire service.

a

(b) Force the beads of the
tire into the well. P

(c) Use tire tool and lift
tire over the rim opposite
the poInt where tire is
forced into the well.

(31 of 37)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(d) Some rims of these types,./

require that the tire be
removed from the back
side.

(2) Semi. dro.p' center rims.

(a) Deflate.

(b) Remove nuts and separate
the rim.

b. Tube repair.

CM "A" IG 3.1.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

tII.P.1.b. Supervise student II.P.1.b. Practice
'practice in tube repair. tube repair..(1) Cold patch.

'(2) Hot patch.

(3) Vulcanize - requires special
shop equipment.

c. Tire repair.

(1) Small holes.

' (a) Hot or cold patch inside.

(b) Plug (variotis types).

(2) Large holes.

(a) Vulcanize - requires
special shop equipment:

(3) Breaks inside of tires.

113

(32 of 37)
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OUTLINE OE INSTRUCTION

(a) Boots (temporary use).

(4) Tread.

(a) May be recapped if wear .

has not exposed breakers
and carcass of tire is
sound.

.9

CM "A" IC 3.1.1_,
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY"

d.. Mounting. II.P.1.d.. Supervise student II.P.1.d. Practice
practice in mounting of tires. mounting tires.

(1) Drop center and safety drop' N "
center rims.

(a) Force beads of tire into
w9,11 of wheel.

(b) Use tire tool and/or tire
mallet to force tire onto
rim opposite the point
wheve tire is forced into
well of wheel.

(c) Inflate to seat beads of
tire against riiof wh el.

(d) Deflate.

1. allow tube to relax
r removing any wrinkles

or creases.

"(e) Inflate to reCommEnded
air pressure..

(2) Semi drop center rims.

(33 of il)
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CM "A" id 3.1.1OUTLINE QV INSTRUCTION'
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT\ACTIVITY'

(a) Install tire on wheel. .

(b) Install removeable flange.

.(c) Inflate (observing safety
precautions) to seat beads4.
of tire against riai of
wheel.

(d) Deflate.

1. To allow tube to relax
removing any wrinkles
or'creases.

(e) Inflate to recommended
air_pressure.

(3) Safety practices.

(a) Usesafety stands under
vehicles.

(b) Be sore tures are deflated
before disassembly.

(c)* Use caie in handling
heavy tires.

(d) Use the proper tools.

(e) Use care in removihg and
replacing side rings.

NOTE: Use a -safety shield br
tire sauge when inflating.

'Make,Sure side.ring! ark_
'-adaf6S after inflating:

(34 of 37)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Q.

12

(4) Maintenance.

(a) Check pressure daily.

1. When cool.

2. Do not bleed a tire.

3. Always use a gauge to
check tires.

4. Check valve core
leaks.

(b) When front tires show
unusual wear.

1. Make repairs to correct
7 Trim of wear.

2.,ttate tires using
nufacturer's recom-

mendations.

Purpose of wheel balance.

1. Easier steerihi.

2. Prevents rough ridjng.

3. Prevents tire wear.

4. Methods of wheel balan e.

a. Staftc balance..

Heavy,spot on the tirefoi wheel
,assembly,-when valsed-off.ths,
ground, heaViest section will
rotate to the bottom."

. .

4
PIK. taf 171

CM "A" IG 3.1.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY. STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Most likely cause the wheel
to bounce.

(3) Static unbalance lies in the
plane of wheel rotation.

b. Dynamic balance.

(1) Heavy spot on one Aide of
the tire.

(2) Most likely cause the wheel
to wdbble or ruh out.

(3) Dynamic unbalance lies in the
zone on either or both sidew-
of the plane of wheel rotation.

III. Application.

A. While working as members of a two (2) man
team, service the steering system; tires,
tubes, and wheels of the M715 1 1/4 Ton
Cargo Truck. All tasks to cohform to
manufacturer's specifications as specified
in the job sheet CM "A" JS 3.1.1.1, "Serv-
icing the Power Train of the M715 1 1/4
Ton Cargo Truck".

IV. Summary.

A. Frames.

B. Springs.

L. Shock absorbers.

127

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.Q.4.b. Explain safety
operations of dynamic balance
and issue job sheet on wheel
balancing equipment.

Direct, supervise and
evaluate student performance .

.in servicing steering system
and tires of M715 1 114 Ton
Cargo Truck.

IV. Recap high po14tsc t
lesson by asking or
questions on main point of
lesson.,

(36 of 37)

.CM "A"'IG 3.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.Q.4.b. Students
observe safety pre-
cautions and take notes.

III.A. -Service steering
system and tires of M715
1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck
in accordance with manu-
facturer's, specifications
and procedures on the
job sheet.

IV. Answer questions
as called on by instruc-

, tor.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

D. Steering units.

E. Types of steering gear assemblies.

F. Steering system troubles.

G. Steering system adjustments.

H. Nomenclature of tires.

I. Tipes of tires.

J. Types of treat d tire markings.

K. Types of tu es.

L. Types of rims.

H. Tube flap.

N. Bead clips.

0. Inspection of tires, tubes and wheels.

P. Dismounting, repairing, and mounting tires
and tubes.

Q.. Purpose of wheel balance.

V. Test:

A. Test items from this topic will appear in the
end of unit written test.

7:. Assignment.

A. Read Automotive Mechanics, 6th edition,
pages 390-414, 423-427 and 452-465.

12s3 ,

CM "A IG 3.1.1
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

VI.A. Write assignment 'on,
01,4kboard,_

(37 of 37)

VI.A. Copy and'carry
. out assignment.
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1.

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEKE, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE k410-0022

lassification: Unclassified

Topic: Automotive Power Train Service

Average Time: 6 Periods (Class), 29 Periods (Pract)

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. Automotive Mechanics, 6th edition, McGraw-
Hill Book Co., pages 390-414, 423-427 and
452-465.

2. Organizational Direct.Support and General .

Support Maintenance for Model M715 1 1/4
Ton 4 x 4 Cargo Truck; TM9-2320-244-24,
pages 65-69, 133-152 and 179-181.

3. Organizational Direct Support and General
Support, Repair Parts and Special Tools
List for Truck, Cargo, 1,1/4 Ton, 4 x 4
M715, TM9-2320-244-24P, Pages 20, 52-58

and 68.

4. Fluid Power, NAVPERS 161934, pages 1-187:

5. TM9-8000, parts 4 and 5.

B. References: None.

aaa aaa
; .

.
skeet':

CM "A" IG 3.1.2
41)"

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit
each student, while working as a member of a two (2)

man team, will be able to service automotive chassis
and power train components using appropriate handtools,
special tools, shop equipment and. materials. Specifi-

cally, he will service suspension system, power train
and brake system, of the M715 1 1/4 ton.cargo truck.
All tasks will, conform to manufacturer's specificati9ns,
without error, as specified in the job sheet CM "A"ii
JS 3.1.1.1, "Servicing the Power Train of the M715, 1 1/4

Ton Cargo Truck".

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic
each student, while working as a member of a two (2)
man team, will be able to service power train components

using handtools, special tools, shop equipment and

materials. These tasks will consist of service to
clutch, transmission, drive shafts, and drive axles

of the M715, 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck. All performance

will conform to manufacturer's specifications, without
error, as specified in Job Sheet CM "A" JS 3.1.1.1,

"Servicing the Power Train of \file 14715 1 1/4 Ton

Cargo Truck".

Criterion Test: While working as a member of a two *(2)

man team, service power train componentw'consisting
of clutch, transmission, drive shafts, drive axles, and

lubrication service; using handtools, special tools,

fe,op equipment and materials. All performance will

conform to manufacturer's specifications without erroi's

(1 of 50)
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C. Tools, Equipment and Materials: Homework: Read:

1. Toni*.

a. Automotive shop handtools.

b. Shop equipment.

2. Equipment.

a. Major.

(l) 11715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Trucks
(12 each).

3. Materials (consumable).

a. Cleaning solvent.

b. Gear oil. ,

c. Gasoline.

d. liriping rags.

e. E7quipment repair orders.

D. Trainin Aids and Devices;

1. Alas...

a NA1672Q, "Automotive Troubleshooting
17 the Clutch" (obsolete).

b. HA8070, "Planetary Gears, Principles
of Operation, Part I", single sets

13 '3

CH "A" IG 3.1.2

1. AutomptiveMechanics, 6th edition, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., pages 390-415, 473-428, and 452-466.

2. Principles of Automotive Vehicles, TM9-8000,
chapters,14, 15, 16 and 17.

(2 of 50)
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c. POW-001, "Power Train" (13 min.). AIMS
Instructional Media Services Inc.,

Hollywood, Ca. 90028.

d. MA3739,'"Automotive Gears,.Principles
of ,Operation" (Obsolete) (25 min.).

2. Transparencies (Ford Service Publications,.
P.O. Box 7750, Detroit, Michigan 48207).

a.. 7001, "Car aad Truck Clutches, Principles

of,Operation".

b. 7100, "Car, 3 speed Mannal Shift Trans-
-

.mission and Overdrive, Principles of
Operation".

4

c. 4001; "Car Rear Axle, Principles of

Operation".

3. Charts (Ford Seryice Publications, F.O.
Box 7750, Detroit, Michigan 48207). -

a. wm, "Car and Truck.Clutch Diagnosis,

Adjustment and Light.Repair".

b. 7203, "Truck 4 and 5 Speed Manual ,

Transmission, Principles of Operation".

c. 4200, "Car Rear Axle Diagnosis".

4. Locally Prepared Matrials.

a. Job Sheet.

(1) CM "A" JS 3.1.1.1, "Seivicing the
Power Train,of the M715 1 1/4 Ton

Cargo Truck".

4

CM "A" IG 3.1.2

4.

44'

p.

(3 of 50) 4
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5. Devices.

a. Manual 5 speed transmission (cutaway)%

lb. Differential assembly double reduction
(cutaway).

E. Training ,Aids and Devi es:

40'

J

0,1 IG 3.1.2

11. 16mm sound movie projector.

2. Overhead projector:-

137
'a (4 of 50)
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OUfLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Automotive Power Train Service
4^.

CM "A" IG a.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.A. Idtroduce self and topic.

B. Establish readiness. ra. Motivate student.

139

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

Establish effect. I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being,presented.

1. Value.

a., Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better Construction Mechanic.

D. Overview:

1. An understanding of basic gear theory
,simPlifieS working the automotiVe
transmission, clutch, differential,

and gear trains. The.automotive
power train may fail entirely or fail

to function properly from various
causes, such as wear, both normal and
unusual, inadeqUate lubrication,
,improper operation and breakage.

I.D. State learning objectives.

1. State information and
materials necessary to guide
stuaent.

(5 of 50)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRKTION

11. Presentation.

A. Clutch assembly.

1. Function of the clutch.

a. Allows operator to couple and
uncouple the engine power from
the transmission.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.A. Show training aids:
Clutch disc, pressure plate,
and release bearing.

CK "A" IG 3.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II. Studthts take notes
and ask questions as
needed.

*),

b. Allows engine to take load of
vehicle without jerks or stalling
of engine..

2. Types of automotive clutches.

a. Dry single disc automotiVe type
clutch.

(1) Tranatits engine'powee through'
frictional contact with two
drive membersi (plates) and

- one driven member (disc).

(2) MOst automotive clutthes are
of this type.

b. Types of dry single disc clutches.

, (1) Diaphragm'apring.

(2) Helical con iPri4.

3. Parts, nomenclature, and operation of
automotive cautch-.

1 4 i

1001tA.2. Refer clasp to TH9-'
8000, chapter 14 to view .

illustrations of clutch
construction.

(6 OE 50)

II.A.2. Refer to
TK9 -8000, chapter 14
as.directed.

ii
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OUTLINE OF INSTRDCTION

a. Flywheel.

(1)

(2) Furnishes one driving surface.

(3)

Coupled to .engine crankshact.

Contains clutch shaft pilot
bearing.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

CM "A" IC 3.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

143.

(a) Located in Center of
flywheel.

(b) Supports forward end of
clutch shaft.

b. Clutch drivn disc assembly: ,II.A.3.b. Display various
*types of clutches.

(1) Driven member of clutch. Pass on to students the
actual clutch components.

(2) Furnishes'two driven surfaces.

(3) Secured to clutch shaft by
splines.

nvO

(4) Must be free to move back
and forth on clutch shaft.

(5) Parts of. driven assembly. II.A.3.b.(5) Show trahsparen-

(a) Hub.

1. SpIined to fit
,splined clutch shaft.

(b) Torsional springs.

1. Absorbs torsional
vibrations of engine.

II.A.3.b. Examine
clutch components.

II.A-.3.b1(5) Take notes

cies, discuss parts and as' needed.

function.

7 (7 of 50),
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OUTLINE .OF INSTRUCTION

Disc plate.

1. Waved or curved.

(d) Facing or lining.

1. Riveted to. disc plate.

145

. Pressed or woven

CM "A" IG 3.1.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY,

asbestos compound.

Pressdre plate a'ssembly.

(1) Applies pressure for engaging
ea clutch.

(2) Provides means of releasing
clutch.

(3) Parts of pressure plate II.A.3.c.(3), Show transparen- Follow
assembly. Cies, discuss parts and presentation and take

function. notes.

(a) Pressure plate.

1. Furnishes ope driving
surface.

2. Allowed to move back
and forth to:

a: Disengage clulch.

b. Apply vessure to
I driven disc.

3. Held in cover by lugs
or dogs.

,a. Must turn with
cover.

1'46



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

14-:/

4. Pressure springs apply
pressure to this plate.

(b) Pressure springs.

1. AppZy pressure for'
engaging and holding
the clutch engaged.

CH."A" IC 3:1.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACILV1TY

2. boosted between clutch
cover and pressure
plate.

3. Types of springs.

a. DZaphragm.

b. Helical.

(c) Release mechanism.

1. Are actuated.by release
bearing.

2. Types of releasing
mechanisms.

a. Release levers are
used on the helical
spring clutch.

b. Diaphragm spring
is used on the
diaphragm spring
clutch.

'(9 of 50)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(d) Clutch cover.

149j

1. Encloses pressure
plate, pressure springs,
retracting springd,
and releasing.mechan -

ism.

2_ Rowed directly to
7--

flywheel.

(e) Release bearing.'

1.

ox--

INSTRUCTOR.ACTIVrrf,

II.A.3.c.(3)(0 Display
glutch assembly;

CM "A" IC 3.1.2
STUDENT ACTIV/TY

,*]

It actuafes release
levers for disengag-
ing of clutch.

2. LOcated on crutch
shaft.

3: Operated by linkage
from 91.utch

4. Usually a sealed
prepacked ball thrust
bearing.

(f) Clutch .pedal and linkagd%

1. Actuates rdease
bearing for releasing

clutch.

2. Provides adjustment
for "wear.

II.A.3.c,(3)(e) Discuis parts
and function.

II.A.3.c.(3)(f) Have cldss,

refer to clutch illustrations
in chapter 28 of Automotive

'Mechanics, 6th edition.

(10 of 50)
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4.

II.A.3.c.(3)6). Refer
to text as directed-
and follow discussion.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR-ACTIVITY
. ,

a. Adjustment known
as clutch pedal
free travel.

151

b. Amount of free
travel on clutch
approximately 1/2
to 1 inch.

d. Operation when disengaging clutch.

(1) Move release bearing in.

(a) By force applied to pedal
. and transmitted by linkage.

.(2) Pressure plate moves away from
clutch driven dis.c.

(a) By action of the release
mec4anism.

(3) /Clutch driVen disc moves
away from flywheel.

(4) CluteMlen disc stops
rotating.

00* No force exerted on it.

(5) Clutch is in disengaged position.

e. Operation when engaging clutch.

Releise bearing moves back on
clutch shaft.

' (11 of 50)



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY'

(a) By releasing force exerted

on pedal linkage.

(2) Pressure plate moves taward
clutch driven disc.

(a) By force of pretsure
springs.

(3) Clutch driven disc starts to
rotate.

(a) By force being exerced
on both sides.

(4) Clutch is fully engaged.

(a) When released bearing is
completely away from
release levers.

f. Impoftance of clutch pedal free
travel.

(1) As clutch surfaces wear, the
free pedal clearance dimin-
ishes until finally the
clutch,cannot fully engage.

II.A.3.f. Use transparencies
to show how clutch pedal free
travel diminishes as clutch
surfaces wear.

CM "A" 1G a.1.2:
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.A.3.f. Follow
presentation and take
notes.

7 4s,

(a) If clutch cannot fully
engage, slippage will
occur, causing over-
heating and rapid wear.

153 154
(12.of.50)
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(2) Routine checks and/or adjust-
ment of free pedal clearance
is necessary to insure full
eagagemeat of clutch.

4. Diagnosis of clutch trouble.

a. Clutch slips while engaged.

(1) Improper linkage adjustment!

CH "A" IG 3.1.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(2) Broken or weak pressure springs.

(3)'' Worn friction facings.

(4) Grease or oil on facings.

(5) Release mechanism binding.

b. Clutch grabbing while engaging.'

(1) Oil or gum on friction facings.

(2) Cracked or broken facings.

(3) Loose engine Mountings.

(4) Loose transmissionmountings.

(5) Loose rear spring clips or shackles.

(6) Broken torsional springs.

c. Clutch dragging while disengaged.

(1) Oil or grease on facings.,,

155
(13 of 50)
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(2) Warped driven disc or pressure
plate.

(3) Excessive pedal free travel.

(4) Clutch/driven disc hub bindAngs.

(5) Faulty clutch pilot bearing.

d. Clutch noises.

(1) Hub loose on shaft.

(2). Broken torsional springs.

(3) Weak retracting springs.

(4) Worn release'bearings.

(5) Excessive lug Clearance.

(6) Broken pressure springs.

5. Clutch repair procedure.

a. Removal.

(1) By removing engine.

(2) By removing, transmission.

CH "A" IG 3.1.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

P
II.A.4.d.(6) Show movie II.A.4.d.(6) *View
MA1672-Q, Automotive Trouble- movie.
shooting the Clutch.

Review high points,of movie.

It.A.5. Take class to shop,
assign vehicles, tool cabinets
and Issue job sheets.

(14 of kl)
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(3) Clutch removal varies,
according to manufacturer
of the.vehicle.

(4) Due to-the weight of the
transmission or engine.use the
proper weight lifting tools.

(5) Loosen mounting bolts evenly
to relieve spring pressure.

b. Inspection and repair.

(1) All parts of the clutch assembly
must be checked for wear,
excessive heat, (heat checks)
and warpage.

c. Installation.

(1) Be sure driven disc is installed
properly.

(2) Use a pilot or c/titch shaft to

align driven disc. ,

6. Clutch maintenance.

a. Lubrication.

(1) Release bearing (some types).

42) Linkage.

b. Adjustments.

(1)' Clutch Oda free travel.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

-

II.A.6: Direct, supervise and
evaluate student teams in per-
formance of clutch service.

15 of 50)

CH "A" IG 3.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.A.6. Perform ClutCh
service in accordance
with manufacturer's.
specifications as stated
in the job sheet
CM "A" JS 3.1.1.1.
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(a) Adjust by adjustment
on linkage.

(2) Release levers.

(a)- 'major adiastment.

(b) Should not have to be
adjusted unless pressure
plate needs to be c ser
to clutch driven sc.

B. Gears and gear trains.

1. Gear ratio and torque.

a. Determined by the relative speed of
rotation between two meshing gears.

b. Determined by the number of teeth
of the driving and driven gear.

(1) In gear systems, speed reduc-
tion means torque increase.

c. Smaller gear with half as many
teeth driving a larger gear. '

(1) Gear ratio is 2:1.

(a) Also called mechanical
advantage. ,

(2) Torque ratio is 1:2.

16 i 2. Uses of gearing, gear trains.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B. Display gear sets.

II.B.1.a. Refer class to
chapter 13 of TM9 -8000 and
chapter 30 of Automotive Mech-
anics, 6th edition.

(16 of 50)

CM "A" IG '.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B. .Students take
notes'an44ak questions
as needeT:'

II.B.1.a. Refer to
text as directed by
instructor and follow"
discussion.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR tiCi-IVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Simple.gear train.'

(1) One drive gear and one driven
gear.

b. Compound gear train.

163

(1) A gear train with two or more
drive gears and two or more .

driven gears.

c. 'Idler gears.

(1) Used to change ditection of
drive.

(i)

(3) Does NOT change ratio of drive
to driven gear.

Take up space.between drive and
driven gear.

3 .
4

./`

d. Simple geartrain. II.B.2.d. Demonstrate simple II.B.2.d. Follow

and compound gear trains demonstration and take

(1) Count the teeth, divide the using chalktfitk ,

number of teeth on the driven,
gear by the number of teeth
on the driver.

(a) Driving gear - 20 teeth.

.(b) Driven gear - 40 teeth.

(c) 40 divided by 20- equals

2 to 1.

(17 of 50)
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1X40*.

(2) Measure the diameter (pitch
diameter).

(a) Driving gear - 5 inches.

(b) Driven gear - 10 inaes.

(c) 10 divided by 45 equals'

2 to 1.

(3) Count and compare the number
of revolutions each shaft makes
(eliclosed gear boxes).

///--
(a) Driving shaft - 100 RPM.

(b) Driven shaft - 200-RPM.

e. Compound gear trains.

(1) Count the teeth, divide the
product of all the driven gears
by the proddct iof the drive
,gears

. *0

(a) Driving gears - 10 teeth,
5 teeth and 20 teeth.

(b) Driven genrs - 20 teeth,
10 teeth and 40 teeth.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

20 x 10 x 40 8000 ..8 to 1.(c)
10 x 5 x 20 1000

(d) The product,of all the
ratios.

(18 of 50)

CM "A" IG 3.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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(2) Gear ratios are always state4
with the driving gear first.

(3). Gear ratios are usually
stated by the.number of turns
of the drive gear to one reirol-

ution of the driven gear.

3. Gear construction,.types and uses.

161.

CM "A" IG 3.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

A

a. Gear construction and nomenclature. II.B.3.a. Use transparencies II.B.3.a. Students

and discuss parts and fdhction. take notes.

(1) The gear is a series of
levers.

(2) Gear teeth are levers.

(3) Shaft is:fulcrum.

(4) Can be used to increase,speed
or torque.

b. Types of gears. )'

(1) Spur :gear.

(a) Straight cut teeth.
-

(b) One tooth of each gear in

contact.

(c) Jerky motion.
' NA

(2) Helical gear.

(a) Teeth cut on angle.

II.B.3.b.(2) Show right.and
left hand *helical gears and point

out method of determining right

froi:left.

(19 of 50)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(b) Several teeth in contact.

1.6'J

(c) Smooth motion, quiet oper-
ation.

(d) Produces large amount of
thrust.

(e) A right hand helical gear
must mesh, with a left hand
helical.

(0 Determining right hand
helical from left hand
helical.

1.- Looking ai hub of geai
' if teeth go off to

right, its a right
hand helical.

2. If teeth go off Lo left,
gear is left hand
helical.

one gears.

(a) Two sets of helical teeth
opposing each other.

(b) *Thrust is equalized.

(c) Same advantages as helical
gears.

(20 of 50)

I
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(4) Worn and spur gear.

(a) Spur gear driven by a
screw or worm.

(b) Allows large mechanical
advantage.

(c) Allows torque to flow at
right/angle to drive.

(d) Worm call'. be single or

multiple threaded.

(5) Internal gear.

(a) Driver and driven gear
turn same direction.

(b) Allows large reduction in
small space by bringing
shafts closer together.

(6) . Rack and Pinion - changes
rotary motion to linear motion
and vice versa.

(7) Bevel'gears.

(a) Teeth cut arnd:ifie'ieai
face.

(b) Torque flows at right angle

to drive.

CM "A" IG 3.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.3.b.(4) Use transpar-
encies, dispuss parts and
function.

(21 of 50)

II.B.3.b.(4) Take notes.

V.
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(c) Types of bevel gears.

1. Spur bevel - straight
cut teeth.

2. Spiral bevel -
curved teeth.

a

3. HyPoid - Curved teeth,
shafts do not intersect.

(8) Planetary gears.

(a) Internal or ring gear.

(b) Planet carrier and
pinions.

(c) Sun gear.

C. Transmisaions.

1. Function.

a. Gives neutral pos i n.

b.. Gives select on of forward
speeds for o erating efficiency.

c. Gives reverse direction.

2. Nomenclature of parts.

a. Gears.

(1) Types.

173

fr

.#

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.B.3.b.(7)(c) Introduce
and show movies MA3739,
"Automotive Gears, Principles
of Operation" and MA8070,
"Planetary Gears,, Principles
of Operation".

CH "A" IG '.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.3.b.(7)(c) View
films and take notes.

o

II.B.3.b.(8) Review high points II.B.3.b.(8) Participate
of movies. in discussion.

Using cutaway trans-
mission, point out to class
function And arrangement of
gearing.

(22 of 50)

,

II.C.1. Students take
notes and ask qUestions
as needed.
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(a) Spur gears:

1. usually a sliding
gear.

(b) Helical gears.

b. Bearings.

(1)

(2)

1. Usually a constant
mesh gear.

2. Splines on shaft must
be angled.

Supports transmission shafts.

pSome gears are supported on
the shafts on bearings in
order to rotate independently
of the shaft.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.2.a.(1)(a)1. Refer
class to TH9-8000 chapter 15
and Automotive He hanics, 6th
editian, chap 30 - discuss
gears and g r trains.

--(3) Generally ball or roller bearing..

(4) Some transmissions use needle
bearings.

(a) Ube care in handling.

(5) Bushings may be used instead of
bearings.

c. Control mechanism (shifting).

(1) Gear shift lever.

(23 of 50)

CM "A" IG 3.1.2 '1

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Follow discussion while
referring to texts as
directed by instructor..

1
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(2) Shifting rails.'

(3) Shifting forks secured to rails.

(4) Poppet balls and springs hold
rails in place.

(5) Interlock mechanismrpreiients
shifting more than one gear
at a time.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
CM "A" IG 3.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

d. Speed selectors Noved by forks). II.C.2.d. Show transparencies, II.C.2.d. Take notes.
discuss parts and function.

(1) Sliding gear.

(2) Sliding collar.

(a) Collar is splined to
shaft and has either
internal or external
teeth to engage with a
gear and lock the gear
to the shaft.

(3) Synchromesh unit.

(a) Cone,lutch.

(b). Sliding cbllar.,
`I

(c) Used to prevent damage
to the transmission by
synchronizing the speed
of the moving parts
toge

440.1;

(24 of 50)
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1. Prevents clashing of
the gear teeth.

e. Shafts.

(1) Clutch shaft and main driiie
gear.

(a) Main drive gear secured to
clutch shaft.

(b) Main drive gear in constant
mesh with clustet gears.

(2) Counter shaft and cluster gears.

4 (a) Clur gears mounted on
this shaft.

1. Gears are keyed or
molded to spat.-

2. Must rotate ,together.

3. Rotafes in opposite
direction to that

7. of engine.

(3). Transmission main shaft,and
gears.

4
(a) Separated from clutch shaft

by pilot bparing.

(b) All gears are sliding,.or
free to rotate.

(25 of 50)
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IF

(c)- Synchromesh units and
sliding collars are moun-
ted on this shaft,

(4) Reverse idler shaft and idler
gears.

(a) Shaft supports idler
gears.

(b) Idler gears,givereverse
directig-.

3. Types of transmissions,.

'a. Sliding gear selective type.

cly Can select any .speed ratio
without going through inter-
mediate sfages.

(2) All conventional automotive'
transmissions are of the
selective type.

b. Constant mesh.
.

(1) A complete tonstant mesh trans-
mission vould have all gears
on the main.shaft,bearing
mOunted on the main pilaff And
the mating gear on the counter:-
shaft,.

/ .

CI Synchromesh transmfssioa.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(1) Very similar to a constant
mesh transmission.'

(26 of 50)

CH "A" la J.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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(a) The gears on the main
shaft may be bearing
mounted to the main shaft
and in constant mesh with
the mating gear on the
counter shaft or part of
the gears may be sliding
gears.

(b) The sliding collars are
replaced with synchromesh
units.

4. Removal and installation procedures.

a. Will vary depending on the make
and model of vehicle and trans-
mission.

IN

b. Check manufacturer's repair manual
for steps in removal and instal-
lation.

5. Inspection and overhaul.

-INSTRUCTOR- ATtVY

II.C.4. Introduce and show
Xilm p0W-001, "Power Trains".

*
-14

II.C.4.b. Review high points
of movie.

a. Disassembly and assembly will vary . II.C.5.a. Take class to shop.
depending on the make ancl.model
of the vehicle and transmission.

b. Check manufa4turer's repair manual.

D. Transfer cases. .

1. Function.

"N a. Enables the power to be divided
or transferred to both forward
and rear Propeller shafts.

II.C.5.b. Direct, supervIse
'and eyAluate student per-
formance in disassembling,
assembling and installing
transmission.

(27 of 50)

CM "A" IG 3.1.2
STUDENT-ACTIVITY

View film.

II.C.4.b. Participate
in*discusSion.

II.C.5.b. Disgsiemble,
assemble and install

transmission in accord-
ance with manufacturer's
specifications as speci-
fied in the job sheet
CM "A" JS 3.1.1.1.
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DiSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

CM "A" IG 1.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Provides a fowering Ort1fg-p6wer
. t

train to-permit the forwar0
propeller shaft to clear the
engine crankcase.

c. Essentially, a two-speed unit

(low and direct).

2. Operation, construction and nomenclature.

a. Very similar to 'a tiansmission.

b. Some mAitary vehicles use sprag
units for the front wheel drive.

(1) Sprag units provide an auto-
matic means of engaging the
front wheel in,drive when .

additional-tractive effect is

required. ,

(2) uring normal operation, only
ear wheels drive.

II3

(3) ear wheels lose traction and

begin to slip, they turn'faster
than front wheels and the
prag unit engages.

E. Power take off units:

O.

1. Functidh.
ILEA.. Show transparencies and II.E.1. Take notes.

discuss parts and functions of

a. Enables power to be delivered to the power take off, unite.

power driven auxiliary equipment.

b. Generally mounted,on and driven

froth transmission.

(28 of 50) .186
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z

2. Operation, construction and nomenclature.

a. Very similar to a transmission or
transpr case.

b.' May be several different designs.

(1) Single gear, single speed.

(2) Two gear, single speed.
-

(a). Changes rotation.

.(3) Single speed forward,and
reverse.

(4) Two speeds forward and one
reverse. -

F. Drive lines.

1. Function of propeller shafts and
universal joints.

a. Connects transmission to axle
assembils.

-b. Slip joint provides for fluctuations
of the axle housing. ,

c. Universal joint allows one shaft
to drive another at an angle.

2: Variable'velocityouniversal joint.

a. Construction.

p.

InTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.F.1. Show transparencies,
discdss parts and function.

II.F.2. 'Direct class to TM9-
8000, chapter 16 to view
illustrations of propeller
shafts and universal joints.

(Z9 of 50)

CM "A" 116-1 .2
STUDENT AOTIVITY. _

II.F.2. Follow discus-
sion while referring to
TM9-8000 as directed.

188
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INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(5) Variation of velocity-cannot
be eliminated but its effects ,

can be minimized by nsing two
universal joints. dO

c. Timing universal jointd.

(1) Due to the speed fltituations
of the driving shaft in re-
lation to the driven shaft,
it is necessary for the
universal joints tb be timed.

(2), Two inner yokes mustj)e in
the name plane.

( Most propeller shafts are made
with one wide section in the
splines of the slip joint
and can only go together one
way.

(4) Some propeller shafts are long
and use a center dupport
bearing:

(5) Propeller shafts may be in two
or more sections and may have
more than two universal-joints.

(a) Care must be used in the
reassembly of the shafts
using slip jbints.

(6) Amproperly assembled shafts will
cause an exceimive vibration.

(31 of 50)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

19i

d. Common faulE; and failures.

(1) Lubrication.

(a) Lack of_lubrication.

(b) Over lubrication.

(c) Do not use high-pressure
grease guns.

(2) Worn bearings and grease seals.

(3) Universals improperly timed.

e. Removal, repair and installation of
universal joints, propeller shafts
and slip joints. '

(1)' Disconnect at-universals.

(2) Remove propeller shaft.

(3) Check for the following.

(a) Shaft for straightness.

1

(b) Universals for wear. .

(c) Slip joint for wear.

(4) Unless ihere are external means
provided,- repack 'universals and

slip jointvith grease before
reassembling.

e

(32 of 50)
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CM "A" IG 3.1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIV

(5) Reinatall u4ts on vehicle
making certain universals are
properly timed.

Coilstant velocity.

a: Found on front exits of front wheel
drive vehicles.

b. Types of constant velocity joints.

(1) Cross and yoke.:

(a) Consiructiand nomen-
clature.

.

'

1. Similiketo variable,
velocity type.

2. Driving Migmber.

3. Driyen memter.

4. 4 x 4.military front
wheel-drive.

(2) Rzeppa.

193

(a) Construction and nomen-
dleture.

1. Driving member.

a. Inner,axle shaft.

b. Forked..

(33 of 50)
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2. Driven member.

a. Outer Mile shaft.

b. Forked.

3. Universal joint inner
portion.

a. Male (or spigot)
joint.

4. Universal joint outer
.portion.

a. Female, (or slotted)
joint.

c. Theory of operation. .

(1) The balls, yokes, ot forks,
which are die driving contact,
move laterally as the joint

iotates.

4

CM "A" IG 3.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

V

1.
-1

(2) Permits the point of driving
contact betWeen the two halVes
of the joint to remain in a
plane which besects the angle
between the two shifts.

(3) No variation in speed.

(4) -Operates efficielib,y Up to a II.F.3:c.(4) Direct, super- TI.F.3.c.(4) Perform..

thirty degree angle. vise and evaluate student universal joint

teams in universal joint service while conforming

service, to manufacturer's spec-
ifitations as stated in
job siieet CM "A" J$

(3 4'of 50) 3.1.1.1 without deviation.
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G. Rear axle and differentials.

1. Types of drive'axles units.

4

a. Live axle.

411W

(1) Transmits torque.

(a) Vey or may not carry
weight of the vehicle
depending on how it is
mounted in the axle
housing,

(2) Semi floating.

.(a) Carries weight of the
vehicle on the outer end.

1. Inner end of axle is
splined.into the dif-

k ferential side gear.

2. Outer end of the axle
is supported,by a
bearing placed between

'the axle shaft and
housing end.

(b) Supports side thrust.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

mg. Refer class to TH9-8000
chapter 17 for illustrations
showing differential construc-
tion. \

0.0

II.G.1.a.(2)(b) Show trenspar-
encies and training aids.
Discuss parts and functions.

CM "A", IG ,.1.2

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.G. Refer to text
as directed and follow
discussion.

itt

(35 of 50)
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1. On some vehicles the
end of the axle shaft
is tapered to fit into
a tapered hub. It is
also keyed in place and
held by a nut on the
threaded end of the axle,
shaft. The brake drum
is fixed to the hub.
The hub contains the
lug bolts for mounting
the wheel.

2. On other types, the
end of the axle shafts
are flanged. "the /flange
contains the lub bolts.
The brake drum fits
over the lug bolts, then
the wheel is'placed on

'the lug bolts.

(c) Transmits toique.

(3) Full floating.

(a) Transmits torque.

(b) Does not carry weight or
support side thrust.

1, The hub of the wheel
is bearing mounted on
the end of the axle
housing,

. 193
'(36 oi 50) 2(.);)
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2. The inner end of the
axle is splined to p(he
differential side gear.

3. The outer end has a .

flange that is bolted
to the wheel hub.

P

a. By removing the
nuts, the axle can
be removed, without
removing the wheel.

2. Differential7units.

a, Parts and vomenclature.

(1) The final drive gears and the
differential assembly may be
mounted in the differential
carrier housing and then the
case assembly can be removed
and replaced as a unit in the,
large opening provided in the
axle housing.

(2) The final drive gears and the
differential carrier assembly
ma* be mounted in the axle
housing and removed asaepar-

.

ate pieces.

(3) Drive pinion.

(a) Supported in the differen-
tial carrier or the axle 4.

housing by tapered roller
bearings.

-

CM "A" IG 3.1.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY ' STUDENT ACTIViTY

-

(37 of 50)
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INSTRUCTOR ACiIVITY

(4) Bewitl gear (ring gear).

.0.

(a) Bolted or riveted to the
differential case.'

(b) Spur bevel..

(C) Spiral bevel.

(d) Hypoid (most common).

(e) Worm.

(0 Changes direction of torque
from propellevehaft 900

s to axle shafts,.

' (5). Differential case.

(a) Supported,in_ the differen-
tial carrier or the axle
housing by'faperea roller
bedrings.

(b) Types and construction.

1. Conventional.

2. High traction.

3. No-spin type.

(6) Differential pinion gears.

CM "A" IT' .k2,- , .(2"
STUDENT ,ACTIVITY:

(it) May be twp or foilr. 4.
-

f 1

(b) -In mesh with side gears.
',.. I

(38 of 50)
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(c) Mounted on pinion' shaft,
in differential case.

(d) Free,, to turn on pinion

shaft.

(7) Differential side gears.

, (a) Two gears.

(b) Mounted in differential
case.

/ A,

(c) Axle shaft is.splinea to
the side gear-.

(8) Bearing.

(a) Either ball bearings or.
' tapered roller bearings
may be found in differen7
tial units, but tapered
roller bearings are the
most common.

(9) Thrust washers and shims,

(a), Thrust washers are found
between the,side gears ,

and differential ease and
between the pinion gears
and case.

je(b) Shims are,used ior the '

adjustments of the pinion
and bevel gear in somg
differentials.

(39 of 50)
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(10) Axle shafts.

(a) Transmits the torque.from
the side gears to the
driving wheels.

b. Operation and funciion,of the
differential (conventional).

aft

2 o

(1) Straight ahead.

(a) Drive pinion drives the
bevel gear (ring gdar).

(b) Bevel gear secured to
the differential case
assembly causea_the
differential case assembly
to turn.

(c) Differential pinions
'mounted on-pinion shaft
are carried around with
the case assembly.

(d) Pinions do not rotate on
pinion shaft with equal
traction on both rear
wheels, but apply equal
torque to the two side
gears so that both rear
wheels rotate at the same
time.

(2) Turns.

CM "A" IC 3.1.2
flISTRUCTOR.ACTIVITY . STUDENT ACIIVITY

II.G.2.b. Use cutaway differ-
ential assembly todemonstrate
operation.

*

(40 of 50)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCION

.00*

r

2 03

"0,

(a) When on a straight road,
the bevel gear, differen-
tial pinibns and the
differential side gears
all turn as.one unit.

(b) When rounding a curve,
the differential pinion
gears rotate on the
pinion shaft.

(c) Due to the difference in
the distance around the
curve, it is necessary for
the inner wheel to slow
down and the outer wheel
to speed up.

(d) Because of the'slowOng
down of the inuer wheel,'
it decreases the rotation
of the axle shaft and dif-
ferential side gear with

respect to the bevel gear
and differential case.

(e) The speed of the differen-
tial case then causes the
differential to rotate

on their shafg and walk
around the ilower turning
innef side gear, advancing
the speed of the outer
gear, causing the outer
wheel to turn faster.

(

CM "A" IG 3.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(41 of 50)
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OUTUNE OF INSTRUCTION

1. Allows the driving
'wheels to rotate at

different speeds.

(0 Speed lost in one side
gear will be gained in the
other side gear.

(g) Equal power is delivered
to both drive wheels,
hoWever the speeds may
be unequal.

(3) Loss of traction.

(a) A fault in the conven
tional differential is
that if one driving wheel
loses traction and spins,
the other wheel which has
more traction remains
stationary and does not

drive the vehicle.

(b) The wheel which has the
least traction will require
less torque to turn and as
a result the line of power
will be to that wheel.-

(c) The wheel with the most
traction will stop and
cause the differential
pinion gears to rotate on
their shaft and walk
around-the stationary
side gear.

CM "A" IG . .1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLUeOF INSTRUCTION

1. The differential pin-
ions,and side gears
areconventional gears
and are most commonly
used. Optional equip-
ment'may be used to
allow for the differ-
ence in turning of
the driving wheels to
be locked together in
case one wheerloses
traction to the ground
and starts to spin or
slip.

a. High traction dif-
feientiaLpinion
and side gears.

f
wt.

CM "A" IG

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
4

b. Various types of
non-slil) units using

a jaw clutch, cone
clutch or disc clutCh.

Inspection and repairs of drive axle
/housing unit.

(1) Inspect for:

(a) Bent or warpedhousing:

(b) `ii Cracked or broken housing.

(c) Worn or defe ive grease

(d) Leaking gaskets.

(43 of 50)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

216

(e) Loose axle flange nuts.

(f) Loose differential case
nuts.

(g) Broken axle shafts.

'3 (2) Repairs.

(a) Welding or replacing
housing. Th

(b) Replace all leaking seals
and gaskets.

(c) Tighten tall loose nuts.

ir
(d) Replace broken axle shafts.

d. Removal, inspection, installation
and adjustment of final drive unitS.

.

(1) Remove axle shafts.

(2) Mdsconnect propeller shaft.

(3) Remove differential case and
bevel gear front the axle housing

unii.

(a) Before the bearing caps are
thmoved, they should be
marked in ovler to be put
back in the same place.

4

(44 'of 50)
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. , CM "A" IC 2.1.2USTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY . . STUDENT AC WITY
Nkt

(4) Remove the pinion shaft from
thE axle housing unit.

(5) Inspept.allparts for wear and
damage.

(6)

(7)

(8)

Replace the pinion and bevel
gear as a matched set.

inétall the pinion shaft into
the axle housing unit.

Install the differentiel case .
and bevel gear into the axle
housing unit.

(9) Make all'adjustments.

(10) Replace the axle shafts.

(11) Replace the propeller shaft.

/".
(12) Fill to the proper level with

the proper type of gear oil.

,

. (a) Hypoid lubiicant, also
'known as extreme pressure
lubricnant.

1. Non-feding type.

a

.(13) Common faults and failures.
4

(a) Improper lubrication.

(b) Oil leaks.

(45 of 50)N
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,OUTLPE Of INSTRUCTION

r

21. j.

(c) Broken axle shafts.

(d) Loose bolts.

(e) Worn bearing.

CM "A" IG 1.1.2 1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(f) Worn gearsm-'

4,(g) Improper adjustments.
*-.. ,

.

.
,

e. Adjustments to the final drive ' 'II.G.2.e. Instructor demon- II.G.2.e. Participate

units. strate adjustments. in discussion and take
,

. notes. .

-. (1) The drive pinion and lievel

gear in most automotive drive
-axle assemblies are mated to
each other by a lapping pro-
cess at the factory.in order

to obtain proper contact
surfacesron the gear teeth.

(a) Must be replaced as a
matched set.

(2) Tapered roller.bearings are
used in mosedrive axle
assemblies to support the
drive pinion and the differ-
ential case.

(a) Bearings must be pre-

1. Plating of the bearings
under a slight tension.

4 (46 of 50)
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CM "A" IG ..1.2
'

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

.4

(3) Adjustments must be made with
great care in order to provide-\

proper meshing of the gear
teeth and bearing preload.

2 2

,

(4) Drive pinion bearing preload.

(5)

(a) Preloading of the tapered
roller,bearings on the
pinion shaft to prevent
end movement of*the shaft.

1. May be done with shims
or a special sleeve.

(b) Some pinion shafts have'a
ball bearing on'Ihe-end
of the shaft to control
unit.

-

-Differential 'fiearing preload.

(a) Preloading of the tapered
roller bearing supporting
the differential case in'
the carrier, or the axle

housing to Oyevent move-
ment of the:case and "4

bevel. gear. , =,

1. May be done with adjust--
ing nuts or shims.

(b) After preloading the
bearings, Use a dial in-
dicator to check the
bevel gear for run out.

2
y

(41 of 50)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(6) Pinion depth.

(a) The setting of the pinion
-gear into the bevel geir

to obtain the proper
tooth contact.

1. Usually done with

al "A" IG

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

5ra

(b) Can be checked with pinion
depth setting gauge or

a tooth contact pattern
test.

(7) Backlash.,

(8')

-223-

,)

(a) The.clearance between
the teeth of the drive
pinion and bevel gear
(ring gear).

1. Done by moving the
bevel gear closer to
or further away from

the,drive pinion. '

2. Use a'dial indicaeor
to check backlash.

Tooth contact pattern test

(not an adjustment).

(a) Paint the teeth of the
bevel gear with prussian
blue, red lead or white
lead and then rotate the
pinion through the pdint
and observe the impres-

, sion.

...., / .

II.G.2.e.(7) Encourage student

questions.

(48 Of 50)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1II. Appioication.

CM "A" IG '.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

A. Each component of the power train was III.A. Dieect, supervise and III.A. Service final

serviced at time.coverage was given in evaluate student performance drive in accordance

the lesson. .
in servicing final drive, with manufacturer's

IV. SuMmary.

A. Clutch assembly.

B. t,ears and gear trains.

C. Tranemissions.

D. Transfer cases.

E. Power take-off unit

F. Drive lines.

G. Rear axles and differentials.

V. Test:

13!-1

specifications as spec-
.

ified in the job sheet
CM "A" ..TS 3.1.1.1,

without deviation.'

A. A written test will be given at the
end of this unit.

22_5
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

III. Application.'

A. Each component of the power train was
serviced at time coverage wee givenmin
the lesson.

IV. Summary.

A. Clutch assembly.

B. Gears and gear trains.

C. Transmissions.

D. Transfer cases.

E. Power take-off units.

F. Drive ltnes.

G. Rear axles and differentials.

V. Test:

A. A written test will,be givedat the
end of this unit.

227

CM "A" IG '.1.2

INSiRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
1 3'i

III.A. Direct, supervise. and III.A. Service final

evaluate student performance drive in accordance

in servicing final drive, with manufacturer's
spetfications as spec-
ified in the job sheet
CM "A" JS 3.1.1.1,
without deviation.

(50,of 50) 22 d
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
ENSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(6) Pinion-deptb.

(a) The sitting of the pinion
gear into the bevel gear
to obtain the proper
tooth contact.

1. Usually done with
shims.

(b) Can be checked with pinion
depth setting gauge or

a tooth contact'pattern

test.

' CM "A" IC 5.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

(7) Backlash. II.G.2.e.(7) Encourage student

questions.

(a) The clearance between
the teeth of the drive
pinion and bevel gear
(ring gear).

1. Done by moving the
bevel gear closer to
or further away from

thd drive pinion.

2. Use a dial indicator
to check backlash.

(8)- Tooth contact pattern test
(not an adjustment).

(a) Paint the teeth of the
bevel gear with prussian
blue, red lead or white
lead and then rotate the
pinion through the.paint
and observe the impres
sion.

(48 of
(
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OUTLINH_OF INSTRUCTION__
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY -1

.

(b) 'The pinion or bevel gear e
can be moved to obtain
the correct tooth contact.

(c) Correct tooth contact with
driving load distributea
evenly over most of the

side of tooth.

(d) Heel-contact - move bevel

gear away fromsdrive
pinion - correct-backlash
by moving drive pinion in.

(e) To contact - move bevel
gear away from drive
Pinion - cotteCt backlash-,
by moving drive pidiOn'in.

(0 High and 'barrow conlact =
move drive pinion toward

bevel gear - correct back-'

lash by moving bevel gear
away from drive pinion.

(g) Low and narrow-contact -
move drive pinion away
from bevel gear - correct
backlash by moving bevel
gear toward drive pinion.

(

CM "A" IC _1.2
STUDENT ACT; ITY (

NOTE: Move class to shop.

(49 of 50)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

III. Application.'

or- A. Each component of the power train was
serviced at time coverage was given in

the.lesson.

IV. Summary.

A. Clutch assembly.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

4 CM "A" IG 1.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

III.A. Direct, supervise and
evaluate student performance
in servic, final drive.

III.A. 'Service final

drive in accordance
with manufacturer's
specifications as spec-
ified in the job sheet

JS 3.1.1.1,

without deviation.

B. Gears and gear trains,

C. Transmissions.

D. Transfer cases.

E. Power take-off units.

F. Drive lines.

G. Rear axles and differentials;

V. Test:

A. kwritied test will 1-)d given at the

end of thid unit.'

2,3 3 (50 of 50)
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NAVAL commumfbN TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 943043

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-610-0022

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Brake System Service Er-Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this unit each
student, while working as a member of a two (2) man.

Average Time: 7 Periods (Class), 20 Periods (Pract) team, will be able to service automotive chassis
and power traia-components using appropriate handtoola,

Instructional Material:

A. Texts:

1. Automotive Mechanics, 6th'edition, McGraw-
,Hill Book Co., pages 506.:521.,

2., Fluid Power, NAVPERS 161938, pages 37-119.-

3. TH9-8000, chagter 21.

B. References: None.

Q. Tools, Equipment and Materials:
II

1. Tools.

a. Automotive shop handtools.

b. Shop equipment.

2. Equipment:

a. Major.

2 3

(1) M715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck
, (12 ea,).,

special tools, shop equipment and materials. Specifi-

-cally, he will service suspension system, power train
and brake system of the M715 1 1/4 ton Cargo Truck.
All tasks will conform,to manufacturer's specifications
mirhout error, as outlined in the Job Sheet,

CM "A" JS "Servicing the Power Ttain of the

M715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Ituck".

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion ofthis topic each

student will be able to sertice hydraulic brake system,
while working as a member of a two (2) man team.
Using appropriate handtoois, special tools, materials
and shop equipment, he will replace worn hydraulic

system parts and bleed and adjust the system of the M715

1 1/4 ton cargo truck. All performance will conform to
manufacturer's specifications without deviation as

specified in the Job Sheet CH "A" JS 3.1.1.1, "Servicing

the Power Train of the M715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck".

Criterion Test: Disassembly,.inspect, replace worn

parts; assemble and bleed a master cylinderLadjust

parking and serm).ce brakes. All performance will
conform to procedures outlined in job sheet without

deviation.

(1 of 45)
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(2) 5 Ton 6 x 6 Truck (2 each). . Homework: Read:

3. Materials (consumable).

a. Cleaning solvent.

b. Brake fluid.

c. Wiping rags.

d. Brake system parts kits.

D. Training Aids and Devices:

1. Filma (Navy).

a. MN1730A, "Elementary Hydraulics, Part

I, Derivation of Pascal's Law" (16 min.).

b. MN1730C, "Elementary Hydraulics, Part

Application of Pascal's Law" (12 min.).

c. 14N1730E, Elementaiy Hydraulics, Liquids

in Motion" (13 min.):

,d. OPE-010, "00eration and Maintenance,

Part I, Bendix-Westinghouse Air Brakes"

24min.).
,

e. 0E-483, "Hydraulic Brake Systems".
, 0

2. Locally Prepared Materials:

a. Job Sheet

237

(1) CM "A" JS 3.1.1.1, "Servicing the

Power Train of the M715 1 1/4 Ton

Cargo Truck".

CH "A" IC 3.1.3

4

1. Automotlye Mechanics, 6th edition, McGraw-Hill,

pages 506-521.

2. Fluid Power, NAVPERS 16193B, pages 37-119.

3. TM9-8000, Principles of Automotive Vehicles,

cha terr

(2 of 45)
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b. Problem sheet.

(1) CIPTA"-PS-3.1".3.17-"Brifike' Service.

3. Devices.

a. Air brake system (mounted on board)

(mock up).

"Training Aids Equipment:

CM "A" IG 3.1.3

1. 16mm sound movie projector.

23
(3 of ji5)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

Name: 4

2. Topic: Brake System Service

B. Establish readiness.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

,

Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

CM "A" IG
STUDENT ACTIVITY

1--

1. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

C. Establish effect.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

.4). Perform better on the job.

-

c. Gei aciVanced.

d. Be a better Construction Mechanic.

D. Overview:

1. The theory-of hydraulics as,used

in simple hydraulic systems is

essential in understanding the
function, construction, and Service

of hydraulic and air brakes. (In

this topic we will deal with basic

'hydraulics and brake dervice.

241

I.C. Bring out 'need and value

of material being,presented.

I.D. State learnagyobjectives.

1. State information and,
materials necessary to guide

student.

(4 of 45)
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ODTLIXE (Ur untuabm
Presentation.

e) A. Theory of hydraulics.

1. Physics of fluids.

a. Substance which changes shape

easily, takes shaPe of container.

CH "A"-IG 3.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Transmits pressure,

c. Slightly compressible.

2. Transmission of forces through fluids.

a. Hydraulics.

131

243

(1) The use of liquids under con-

trolled pressure to do work.

b. Pascal's Law.

(1) Pressure exerted on a confined

liquid is transmitted undimin-

ished ia all directions, and

acts with equal force on all

equal areas.

(2) Shape of container in no way

alters pressure relations. .

3. Pressure with force.

a. Force islpe exeition of energy.

b. Pressure is the amount of force

exerted on a unit area.

(5 of. 45)'
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OUTLINE. OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Measured in Pounds per Square

Inch (PSI).

(2) Force ,1 pressure x area.

4. Compressibility and expansion of

liquids.

a. Liquids are incompressible.

b. Alij. liquids do not expand the same

amount when heated.

5. Volume.

a. Quantity of og supplied.

(1) Measured in gallons perminute

(GPM).

b. ^Displacement of a unit.

(1) Cubic inch displaceinent.

6. Temperature.

a. Dominant factor affecting ,physical

prbperties of fluids.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I CH "k IC
STUDDAT ACTIVITY

J

'(1) High temperature,.less resis-

tance tnflaw.

7. Classes of contamination.

a. Abrasives:

2452 (6 di 45)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Sand.
a

(2r Weld spatter.

(3) Machining chips.

('4) Rust.

(5) Dirt.

b. Now-abrasive:.

(1) Oil oxidation.

(2) Seals.

(3) Organic matefial.

. Contamination control.

Ci

24 r

a. ,Filters - control Ontamination
.during normal operation of hydraulic

systems

b. Proper servicimg rocedures.

11) Maintain tools and work, arei

in cleanydirt free condition.

(2) Container should be used to

catch spilled fluid.

(3) Clean'area before disconnecting

. lines.

( ) Plug or cap lines immediately
'after disconnect.

1.'4/

CM "A" IG :.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(7 of 45)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION USTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(5) Wash all parta in approved
cleaning solvent.

(6) Dry and lubricate parts
before assembly.

(7) Replace all seals and gaskets.

(8) Connect all parts with care.

(9) Servicing equipment should be

kept clean.

9. Types of hydraulic fluids:

a. SAE Type A.

(1) Low viscosity lating.

.(2) Used mostly on automatic

transmissions.

b. SAE Type C.

(1) Used on heavy duty transmissions.

(2) Used on equipment hydraulic
.control units.

c. SAE 10 W.

(1) May be used in place of SAE

' Type C fluid.

10. Simple hydraulic systems:

a. Hydraulic jack.

CH "A" IG 31.3
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.A.10. Take class to hydrau- II.A.10 Note components

lic lab, and construct simple making up ample hydraulic

hydraulic system using system.

hydraulic training board.

(8 of 45) '2 5 U



CH "A" IG 3.1.3

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCT/ON - INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACT1iITY

b. Hydraulic lift.

c. Hydraulic brakes.

d. Hand water pump.

e. Door stop.-

.
4 f. Shock absorbers.

25i

B. Construction and operating principles of

fluid power components.

1. ReservOirs - non-pressurized and vented
to the atomsphere to prevent a vacuum

from being formed as the liquid level

lowers.

a. Separation of air from system.

b. Large enough to store more than the

anticipated volume of fluid that
co the system will require.

2. Strainers..

a. Device used to remove large particles

of foreign matter from hydraulic

b. Must be removed frequently for

cleaning.

3. Filters - most common device in hydraulic

systems to prevent foreign particles and

contaminating substances from remainiag

in the system.

(9 of 45)
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:OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVIft

4. Plumbing and hoses.

Circulatory system of fluid power

systems.

(1) Pipes - classified as rigid.

(2) Tubing - ciassified.as semirigid.

(3) Hoses - classified as flexple.

b. Flexible hose - used in locations
subjected to severe vibration.

c. Types of connectors.

(1) Threaded - low pressure fluid
system.

(2) Flanged - suitable for most
pressures now in use.

(3) Flared connectors.

(a) Used in systems that consist
of tubing.

(4) Bite type connectors.

(a) Eliminates tube flaring
yet provides strong tube

connection.

5. Accumulators - hold a voluthe of liquid
under pressure for conversion into

useful work.

253 (10 of 45)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

Air - operated.

(1) Separator type.

(a) Bladder or bag.

(b) Diaphragm - similar to
bladder.

b. Applications.

(1) Brake bleeder tank.

6. Pump - heart of hydraulic system.

a. Device for converting mechanical
energy into hydraulic energy.

b. Types of positive displacement
pumps.

(1) Rotary.

(a) Gear.

(b) Lobe.

(c) Vane.

7. Pressure control measurement.

a. Pressure gauge.

(1) Indicates pressure in system in
pounds,per square inch.

256

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

CM "A" IG 3.1.3
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE Of INSTRUCTION

25 7

8. Directional control valves.

a. Poppet.

b. Rotary spool.

(1) Most frequently used as pilot

valves.

c. Sliding spoOl.

(1) Two way.

(2) Three way.

(a) Operating a unit in one
direction.

(3) Four way.

(a) Used to control cylinders,
motors or other valves.

(b) Has four ports.

9. Actuators.

a. Cylinders - device which converts
fluid power,to linear motion.

(1) Ram type.

(a) Single-acting - applies
force in one direction.

.(b) Double-acting - both
strokes'ofram prodUced
by pressurized fluid.

CM "A" IC J.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

11.8.8. Display various type
control valves and explain
basic function.

II.B.9. Display actuators on
hydraulic test bench.

(12 of 45)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Telescoping type.

.1111

25J

^

(a) Series of rams in one

assembly.

(3) Piston type.
4?

(a) Single-acting - apply

force in both directions.

(b) Double-acting - fluid
applttd to either'side Of
piston to provide move-
ment.

INSTRUCTOR. ACTIVITY

.)t

(Liq
CM "A" IG 3.1.3

STUDENT ACTIVITY

c".

,

C. Hydraulic brake system; function, cohstruc- II ; Display various tpes

tion, operation, repair ahd 'adjustment. of master cylinders.

1. Master cylinder, single system. II.C.1. Pass out master
cylinders for students.

a. Function - converts mechanical
force into hydraulic pressure.

4

II.C.1. Examine cylinders
and.pass on to other
class members.

b. Construction.

(1), Reservoir.

(a) Commonly mounted on

cylinder.

(b) Holds reserNie fluid.

(c) Supplies fluid to 71inder

by gravity.

(2) Cylinder.

(13 of 45)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(a) Smooth polished bore.

(b) Holds movable parts for
applying hydraulic force.

(3) Filler cap.

(a) Cover for reservoir.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(b) Provide opening for servicing.

(c) Prbvide vent for reservoir.

731 Boot.

'(a) Made of rubber.

(b) Covers end of cylinder where

piston rod enters.

(c) Keeps out dirt:.

(d) Is vented.

(.5) Piston rodi-,

(a) Transiits force from pedal,

to pidton assembly.

(b) Is'not attached to piston .

, assembly.

(6) Retainer ring.

r (a) Holds piston stop in
4 cylincfer.

(14 of 45)
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0OiLDIX OF tiSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

263

44-

(7) Piatpn stop.

(a) Stop piston assembly on
outward travel.

.(8) Piston assembly.

(a) Changes mechanical force
to hydraulic force.

(b) Supports secondary cup,
which prevents leakage.

(9) Primary cup.

(a) ieals pressure and fluid
in cylinder.

(10) Spring.

(a) Holds primary cup against,

piston assembly.

(b) Returns check valve to its

seat.

(c) Returns check to seat when

brakeJine pressurdrops
to 10 PSI.

(11) Check valve and teat.

'(a)\,Combination inlet and outlet

valve.

(b) Held in place by piston

return spring.

(15' of 45)

-

STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

26-3

(c) Located in bottom of
cylinder.

(d) Maintains 10 PSI on brake

lines.

1. Prevents wheel cups
from leaking.

2. Keeps out atmospheric
pressure.

(12) Intake port.

(a) Permit fluid to eater
around cutaway section of
piston assembly.

(13) By-pass'port or compensating

port.

(a) Relieve pressure in cylinder
to release. ,

c. Opeartion in applying brakes.

(1) Press on foot pedal.

(2) Apply forCe to piston in
master cylinder.

(3) Primary cup closes off by-pass
port.

(a) Pressure build-up in
mastetcylinder.

CR "A" IG '.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(16 of 45)
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OUTLINEOF INSTRUCTION

/

(4) Check valVe moves away from

seat.

(5) Pressure exerted through
brake lines.

(6) Pressure acts on wheel cylinder
piStons.

(7). .Piston moves out pushing brake
shoe against brake drum.

(8) Varying foot predsure varies
braking pressure.

d. Operation in releasing brakes.

(1) Release foot pedal.

.(2) Master cylinder spring pushes
piston and cup past the by-

pass port.

(3) Spring returns piston rapidly.

Partial vacuum created
in 'cylin&r.-04-

1. Before brakesspring
forces fluid frour,
wheel cylinder.

CM "A" IG " 1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

<

ci

(4) Edge of primary cup collapses

(a) Fluid over edge of cup to

fill low pressure area.

267 ,26d
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OUTLINE Or INSTRUCTION

(5) Fluid returns from wheel
cylinder to reservoir.

(a) Through by-pass port.

2. Dual master cylinder.

a. Same function and basic construction
as the single master cylinder with

the following exceptionsi

(1) Reservoir.

(a) Primary and secondary

resevdirs.

(2) Cylinder.

(a) Two cylinders, combined
in a single dual cylinder
body.

(3)

26 3

Piston assembly.
..--*--

Trimary piston.(a)

1. Instal4i in The
cylin et" toward the

rear f the master

-cylinder.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.1.d.(5) Take class to
shop and trace hydraulic brake
system on typical vehicle.

0

2. Heid away from the
secondary piston by the .

primary piaton return "-

spring.

3. Supplies hydraulic force
for the front brakes.

,(18 of 45)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

271

4. Has a primary and
secondary cup attached.

5. Piston rod acts
directly on the primary
piston.

(b) Secondary piston.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

1. Installed in the cylinder
toward the front of
the master. cylinder.

2. -Held away from the end
of the cylinder by the
secondary piston
return spring.

3. Has two secondary cups ,

and one primary cup
attached.

(c) Outlets.

1. Has two outlets for
transferring fluid
to the Wheels.

Two DUC* BILL check ,

valves for dinm brakes'e

. onelAJCIBIlL cheek-
valve for disc brakes.

NOTE: IF A DUALMASTER CYLINDER IS
USED, A NEW SAFETY '(WARNING) DEVICE
HAS BEEN INSTALLED TO LET THE OPER -
KNOW IF HE HAS LOST BRAKING PRBSSURE
IN ONE OF THE'TWO SYSTEMS.

(19 of 45)
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(d) Pressure differential
valve and switch.

1. Functibn - warns the
operator in case of
failure of one brake
system.

2. Operation.

a. Electrical warning
switch detent pin,
rides in cutaway
portion.of movable
piston.'

b. Pressure equal on
both sides of
piston, thd switch
is,not activaied.

a. Pressure loss on
one side of the
piston, the piston
swill move the side
of the least pris-
sure, activating
the switch.

3. Wheel cylinde'r.

273

a. Function.

(1) Converts ,hydraulic pressure

to mechanical force.
r

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

"s.

II.C.3. Pass out to class wheel 'Examine wheel

cylinders. cylinders and pass on

(20 of 45)

to- clabsmate.
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

27.3

b. Construction.

..-(1) Boota...

CM "A" IC 3.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY .

(a) Cover ends of wheel cylinders;

(b) Keep dust out of wheel
cylinderg. S.

(2)--Pistons,

(a) Change hydraulic pregsure
to mechanical force.

-

(3) Cups.

(a) Seals the cylinder.

(4), Spring.

(a) Push cups against pistons.

(b) Keep cut in upright
position.

(5) Cylinde

.(a) Erjiosed chamber..

(b) Holds pistOn, spring and
cup.

(c) proVide smobth surfgce for
4 piston cUO to move in.

(6) Bleeder valve.

(21 of 45)
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OUTLINE CIF INSTRUCTION

t

4A
(a) Permit getting air qut

of system.

* CM "A" Lq '.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY '

(7). Wheel cylinders may have
single, double or step pistons
and cups.

4. Backing plate. . II.C.4. Display back-plate,
brake shoes and lining.'

AL. Functions.

(1) Base'for brake shoes and
wheel cylinders.

(2) Holds anchor bolta.

(a) Pivot point'for brake
shoe.

5. Brake shoes and linings.

277

a. Functions of brake...shoeS.
.

(1) Base for lining...

(2) Transmits force from wheel.
cylinder to drum.

(3) May be self energized.

(a) The placing of the shoes
in such a position that
the drum tends to drag
the lining along with it.
The result is wedging .

activn betwgen the
anchor and 4rum.

4

A

'(22 of 45)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. Construction of brake shoes.
*

(1) Formed to fit arc of drum.

27

(2) Internal expanding

(3) Primary or forward shoe.

(a) First shoe in:forward
direction of rotation.

(b) Brakes using adjusting
linkage between shoes.

1. Self energizing.

(4) Secondary or reverse shjoe.

(a) Second shoe in reverse
direction of rotation.

(b) Brakes using anchor pins
between shoes.

1. De-energizing ia
forward rotation.

2. Self energizing in
reverse rotation.

(5) Function qf lining.

(a) Provides a friction
surface for the drum.

(b) May be bound or rivited*
to shoe.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(23 of 45)

CM "A" IG ".1.3
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OVUM OF INSTRUCTIOtIl INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY. STUDENT ACTIVITY
V.

,

6. Brake drums.

-a. Function.
`ROM

(1) Provides friction surface for
lining.

b. Construction.

(1) Drums-may be cast iron, steel
or aluminum.

(2) Steel or aluminum drum use
cast iron insert for friction
surface,

_

(3) Cast iron provides a good
friction surface and dissipates
heat-evenly and fast.

7. Fluid line-.

a. Transmits fluid and pressure from
master cylinder to wheel cylinders.

(1) Ste 1 lilies andflexible hoses.

8. Repair (drum akes).

a.' Master cylin r and wheel .cyl nder.

(1) Replacing complete unit.

(a) °Adjust push rod pedal
liikage to master cylknder.

28i (24 of 45)
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1. 1/32" to 1/16" clear-
ance between-pushrod
and master cylinder
piston.

/4-

CM "A" IG'3.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4,

Check at pedal 1/4"
to 3/4" free travel. b

(b) Fill master cylinder.
_

1. Leave 1/4" 'space at

the top of reservoir.

2. Use clean brake fluid.

t (c) Bleed air from syttem.

(2) Repairing with kit.

(a) Remove faulty unit, wheel
cylinder can be repaired
without removing.

(b) Disassemble unit and clean
parts to be re-used.

(c) Inspect cylinder bore.,

1) If pitted or rusty,
can be honed a Maxim=
of .005.

283

(d) Dip all parts'in clean
brake fluid and assemble
unit. 284

(25 of 45) ,



OUTLIIIX Or INSTRUCTION

(e) Install unit on vehicle.

KdTIust 1166-if Sas 6er"

cylinder was removed.

(g) Fill master cylinder.

(h) Bleed air from system.

Brake-shoes and lining,' ,

(1)" Replace.

(a) Check correct position of
shdes when installing.

c. Brake drums.

(1) Replace.

9. Adjustment.

NOTE: THERE ARE MANY TYPES OF HYDRAULIC

BRAKES. THEY ALL HAVE BASICALLY THE SAKE
PARTS. THE BIG DIFFERENCES ARE THE MANNER
IN WHICH THE WHEEL CYLINDER ACTS ON THE A

SHOES AND THE WAY THE ANCHORS ARE ARRANGED.
MANY TYPES OF WHEEL CYLINDERS ARE IN-USK:
(1) SINGLE CYLINDER, DOUBLE PISTON;
(2) SINGLE CYLINDER, SINGLE PISTON. THERE

MAY BE ONE OR MORE WHEEL CYLINDERS USED ,

IN EACH WHEEL. 'ANCHORS MAY BE FIXED OR .

ADJUSTABLETRAY BE SINGLE OR DOUBLE. mETHOD

OF ADJUSTMENT WJL VARY DEPENDING ON THE
MAKE OF THE'VEHICLE, THERE MAY BE ONI,Y ONE-

(1) OR TWO (2) ADJUSTMENTS.

j. 286

CM. "A" IG i.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(26 of 45)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

a. Minor adjustmefii.

(1) 4ompnaates for lining wear.

(2) Ikthods of adjustment.

(a) Star-wheel adjuster
between.Hgel of shoes.

287

b. Major adjustment.

(1) Changes friction surface
contact.

(2) Minor'adjustment.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(a) Adjust eccentric anchor at
top end of shoes.

(3) Major.adjustment.

(a) Adjust anchor at heel end
of shoes.

(4) Major adjustment is required:

(a) When fitting new shoes.

(b) When anchor pins are loose

When,minor adjustment fails'
to give satisfactory results.

c. Bleeding hydraulic brake system.

NOTE: BRAKES MUST.BE PROPERLY ADJUSTED.

(27 of .45)
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OUTLINE cfr INSTRUCTION

7

(1) Keep master,cylinder full of
flufd.

-

(2) Build up pressure with foot
pedal or by using'brake bleeder
tank.,

(3). Maintain pressure on foot pedal.

(4) Open bleeder acrew at wheel'
*Under.

(a) Start at wheel farthest
from. master cyZinder.

(5) 'Let fluid and air drain from
bleeder screw.

-(a) Keep pressure on brake
pedal until bleeder screw
is tightened.

(6) 'Keep repeating,bleeding process.

' (a) Until only clean fluid comes
out of bleeder screw.

4
(7) Move to next wheel.

(a) 'Farthest from master cylinder.,

/
; c CM "A" IG 3

'INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY --STUDENT ACTI
A

(b)( Repeat bleeding process.

,..

/4022

10. MainteAance. II.C.10. Take class to shop II.C.10., Observe and
, and using student assistants parficinte' in brake.

a. During rainy season with mud demonstrate minor and major, service demonstration.
conditions. , brake adjustments apd bleeding

procedures.
.`"----

. (28 of 45)
. .t,
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OUTLINE OF,INSTKUCTION

l/
(i) Wash under véhic/e'wlih high

,pressure water ppray.

(a) 'ReMOve brake backing platerwhen
practicable.
u

17\ b. Use lubriplate.type of lubricant
(high temperature, water resistant
grease).,

INSTKU8TOR ACTIVITY

C

0911 ,

.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Brake springs. N-

Brake eccentric anchor pins.

Brake idvot poin2s.
-

c. During freezing weather. e
,

(1) Keep drums and'backing plates >-

clean.
. $

(2) Do not use old brake fluid,
.moisture Will freeze.

11. Caliper disc.hrakes.

a. Generally two types.

291

(1) Fixed caliper and floating
caliper.

(a) Fixed caliper brakes are
rigidly aiTahhed to the
steering kdnckle, two or
four pistons are used.

, (193-

CM "A" IG 3.1.3..
STUDENT ACTIVITY. - -

fi.C.10.c.(2) Introduce and II.Cv10.c.(2)' View film

show.movie 0E-483, "Hydfaulic ' and take notes.

Brake Systems".

Review high pOints of film. Participate in dikussion.

(29 of 45)
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-(b). Floating caliper brakes
are free to move on a
bracket which is attached
toathe steering knuckle,
usually only one piston

ow- is used.

b. Construction, nomenclature and II.C.11.b. Display disc brake

operation. caliper assembly.

293

(1) Caliper.

(a) Holds a piston or pistons
that moves inside a
cylinder, which is machined
in the caliper housing.

(b) 14.gy be one, two, or four

pistons in the caliper.

i(c) Two and four piston calipers
ate made in'two halves and
are joined together by
bolts that bridge the rotor.

(d) Thesinner and outer houtil

ings are hydraulically .

connected by either an
external tube or by intern-
ally drilled passages.

(e) A square lip seal is tided
to preVent leakage of fluid
from aiound the piston and
to help return the brake
shoes away from the rotor.

(30 of 45)
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(f) A dust boot is incorpor-
ated to seal dust from
the cylinder bore.

(2) Rotor.

(a) Made of cast iron.

(b) Either of solid construction
or with ventilating slots
for cooling.

(c) Bolted to the rotor hub
which is bearing mounted
on the spindle."""

(3) Rotor splash shield.

(a) Protects the inner surface
of the rotor.

1. Wheel protects the outer
surface.

(4) Brake shoes and lining.

(a) Providps the friction
surface for the rotor.

1. Lining.

(b) Usually pre-cut to,size
according,to make and
model of automobile.

. 29j (31 of 45)
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CM "A" IG).1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(c) Linings are of the mol40d
design.

Dense, hard,,compact
material.

2. Low friction quality.

3. Dissipates heat easily.

1

.//

L

297.

(5) Shoe retainer.

(ir Holds shoe-in plate in
the caliper.

1. May be a retainer)
plate, pin, clip or
pocket (method.

-(6) Proportioning.valve.

(a) Balances braking presgure
between the front disc and

. rear drum brakes.

1. Due to the self-ener-
gizing action of the rear
brakes.

Metering valve.

(a) 'Keeps the front lirakes
from actidg at low braking
pressures.

120 PSI gnd below.

(32 of 45)
29d
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OUTLINE IN IN4TRUCTION ,
INSTRUCTOR,ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVItY

S.

(b) Maintains a lower pres-
sure in the front brakes
,until master cylinder
,pressure reaches 500 PSI.

1. sob PSI and above, full
braking pressure.

12. Bleeding disc brakes.

a. Chrysler and Ford.recommends
pressure bleeding only.'

b. Always bleed longest line first.

c. Maintain pressure bleeder at 10.17

30 PSI.

d. Cefttering pressure differential vatte.

(1) Turn on ignition switch.

,(a) Light comes on.

1. Apply pressure to
system, open fitting
in system that was not
bled, or.fo system

you firs.

2. Hold fitting open until
light goes out.

3. Fill master cylinder to
1/4 - 1/2 inch.from top.

13. Hydraulic brake system troubles:

a. Brake pedal toes all the way down to

i6 flporboard.
(33 of 45)
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(1) Abnormal wear on linings.
-4

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5) Rubber
heat. -

No fluid in reservoir.

Lealcs in brake-system.'

Air in brake system.

ged in excessive

(6) Rubber cups damaged by mineral ,

oil, or wrong type of brake
fluid.

b. Brakes drag at all wheels.
4

(1) By-pass port in,master.cylixder
blocked.

(2) Mineral oil. inJtrake system.'

c. Brake drags on one wheel..

(1)' Brakell6oes too colse to drum.

(2) Weak or broken shoe return
spring.

(3) Cylinder cup is'-dIstorted.

4
(4) Brake hose,restricced.

(1r Drag or binding in Rmergency
brake cable.

t

301
411

'
,4r
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INTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

;
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MFRS

PP

d. Spongy pedal action.

(1) Brake shoes improperly adjusted.

(2) Air in brake system.

(3) New linings improperly fitting
brake drums.

(4) Flexible lines expand under
pressure due to deterioration.

e. Excessive pedal pressure necessary
to stop car.

(1) Erake shoes improperly adjusted.

(2) Fading due to-overheated friction
Surfaces.

(3) Linink glazed.

(4) Lining making only partial
contact with drum.

f. Brake action-severe with only light',
pedal pressure.

.

303

(1) Brake shoes improperly adjusted.

(2) Loose brake backing plate. .

(3) Oil or fluid on linings.

(4) Linings damaged by excessive
heat.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(35 of 45)
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t
(5) Scored brake drums.

Master cylinder failures.

(1) Check valve leaking.

(a) Open bleeder valve.

1. Fluid should spurt
out.

(2) Piston rod too long.

(3) Piston struck in cylinder.

(a) Brakes will lock.

1. ,Check pedal clearance.

(4) Clogged vent.

(a) Brakes will drag.

Clean with wire.

(5) Clogged by-pass port.

(a) Brakes will lock.

1. Check with wire.

D. Mechanical parking brakes.

1. Internal expanding.

305

a. Located in the rear wheels and uses
the same brake shoes as the service

brakes.

4 (36 of 45)
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3tj7

(1) Consists of a lever in the
brake assembly connected to
the parking brake lever by
cables.

(2) One cable from each rear wheel
connects to a parking brake
equalizer and one cable from
there to brake lever.

b. Adjustment.

(1) Remqve the slack or sag from
the cables by tightening the
adjusting device generally
located near the equalizer.

CAUTION!! DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN!!!

2. External contracting.

a. Located on the propeller shaft behind
the transmission or transfer case.

(1) Consists of drum which turns
with propeller shaft.

(2) Mounted band and applying lever.

n
CM "A" IG 3.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Adjustment. II.D.2.b. Take class to shop II.D.2.b. Observe and

and demonstrate parking brake participate in demon- .

(1) Adjust anctilor capscrew to adjustment on vehicle. stration.

obtain proper clearance
between drum and band at
anchor.

(2) Adjust guide bolt to obtain
proper clearance between band
and drum at lower half of

. band.
(37 of 45)
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MUNE OF INSTRUCTION

(3) Turn adjusting nut to obtain '

proper clearance between band

and drum at upper half of

drum.

(4) Adjust cable clevis to fit cable

yoke.

3. Repair..

a. Repair consists of:

(1) Replacing or.gKinding drums.

(2) Replacing or relining shoes or

bands.

(3) Replacing linkage.

(4) RePlacing brake rethrn. springs.'

E. A4r r akes.

1. Construction and,nomenclature of parts.

a. Air compressor.

(1) Delivers and maintains air .

pressure in the reservoir tanks.

(2) Usually driven by the engine,

may be either belt-or gear

CM "A" IG 3.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. ',Governor.

4

.3(h)

(38 of 45)
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311

I.

(1) Automatically confrols the air
pressure being maintained in
the reservoir tanks.

(2) Normal pressures.

(a) Minimum - 80-85 PSI.

(b), Maximum - 100-105 PSI.

c. Reservoir tanks.

(1) Volume supply of air.

` (2) Means of trapping water.

(a) Two tanks, connected.

(3) Contains drain cocks.

d. Air pressure gauge.

(1) Shows air pressure in the
reservoir tanks.

e. Low air pressure switch and buzzer.

(1) Automatically gives warning to
the operator that air pressure
is below safe operating pressure.

(2). Approximately 60 PSI.

f. Brake application valve.

(1) 'Provides theadriver with an
easily operated and graduated
means of applying or releasing.
the vehicle brakes.

CM "A" IC ,.1.3
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

g. Quick releage valve.

(1) Speeds up rihe release of air

- pressure from the brake chambers.
/ /

h. Relay valve.

(1) Speeds,up the application and
release of the rear brakes on
long Wheel base yehi4es. -

i. Trailer haddbrake control valve.
.(

(1) Provides a meang to operate the
trailer brakes independently
of the tracejr.

NOTE: NOT TO BE USED FOR PARKING!!!

j. Brake 9ambers and Ftochambers.

(1) Converts compressed air pressure
energy into mechanical force
movement which applies the
vehicle brakes.

(2) One chamber for each wheel

assembly.

(3) Contains diaphragm.

k. Sla k adju ters.

(1) Serves as a lever during brake

application

313

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(40 of 45)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUAR ACTIVITY

.41.

(2) Provides a quick aud easy
method of making a minor brake

adjustment.

2. Repair andoervice.

a. Replacement of complete assemblies.

b. Repair of the various-valves and
assemblieS.

c. Lubrication.

(1) When valves are being repaired,
internal operating parts and
"0" rings are lubricated.

(a) Some oils and greases are
harmful to rubber parts.

CM "A" 1G 3.1.3
STUDENT ACTIVITY 8

,)

(2) Slack-adjusters are lubricated

' on the P.M. schedule.

3. Adjustments.

a. , Slack adjusters.

31.3

(1) ,Turn adjAting nut on slack

adjuster.

(2) Adjusfbrakes to a minimum
travel without brakes dra

4

(41 of 45)
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OUTLIKE OF INSTRUCTION
\

(3) Maximum-travel
brakes must be
depends on the
chamber.

at which the
readjusted
type of brake

F. Air over hydraulic (Bendix -Air -Pac).

31

1. Construction.

a. Air system.

(1) Contains in most cases the
following parts:

(p) Air compressor.

(b) Governor.

(c) Air tanks with safeq
valve and drain cocks.

(d) Air pressure-gauge.

(e) Low pressure indicator
and warning device.'

(f) Hand control valve.

(g) Stoplight switch.
,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.E.3.a.(3) Demonstrate
opefation of air brake
system mock-up pointing out
to class service points.

Introduce and show fIlm,_
"Operatien-wid-Ma4nt-enance,
Part I, Bendix7Westinghouse
Air Brakes" (coler, 24 min.).

Review high Points of movie.

II.F. Display air-pac
assembly.

(42 of 45
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II.E.3.a.(3) Observe
demonstration and take
notes.

View film 714take notes,. .

Participate in discussion.
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(h) Double check valve.

(i) Lines and hoses for
connecting units.

b. Hydraulic master dylinder and wheel
cylinders are standard cylinders.

(1) Master cylinder supplies fluid
to the wheel cylinder and the
control valve of thair
cylinder.

c. Hydraulic slaite cylinder.

(1) Hydraulic piiiton.

(a) Connected-to-power piston
by push rod and creates
hyd;aulic pressure for
brake application.

(b) Containa ball check valve to
allow 'fluid to pass through

to wheel cylinders from
master cylinder.

(c) Closes when piston is
moved by power piston.

(2) Residual check valve.

(a) Maintains pressure in lines

and 'wheel cylinders.

d. LubTication.

313
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OUTLINE 04hINSTRUCTIN

,

Use vacuum cylinder oil.

Brakes released.

Check specification for time.,

(4) Remove pipe plug in end of

/
air cylinder and inject oil

.
until oil just begins to run

out:

e, B eeding.

Al) Blee sc ew at control valve
fir th at hydraulic' cylinder.

(2) Bleed rest of vehicle in
normal procedure.

III. Application.

A. Knowledge gained by the students in this
topic will be applied throughout the
automotive chassis and power train service
phase of the course.

IV. Summary.

A. Theory of hydraulics.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

III.A. Direct, supervise and
evaluate student performance
in servicing hydraulic brake
system.

B. Construction and operating principles of
fluid p6wer components.

C. Rydieulic brake system; function, construction,
'operation;, repair and adjustment.

321
(44 oF 45)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY

III.A. While working
as a member of a two (2)
man team, service hydraulic
brake system.

322



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
4s.

D. Mechanical parking-brakes.

E. Ali.brakes.

F. Air over hydraulic (gendix Air-Pac).

CH "A" IG J.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

V. Telt: V. Instructor pick-up TM9-8000 V, Turn in TH9-8000

manuals. manuals.

A. Test items from this topic will appear in

end of unit test.

VI. Assignment.

A. Read: .
VI.A. Write assignment on- VI.A. Copy and carry

. chalkboard. out assignment.

1. Construction Mechanics.3 & 2, NAVPERS
10644 Series, Chapters 4 and 15.

-

(45 of 45)
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME,"CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION.MECHANIC "A"'SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE'A -610 -0022

Classifica oni Unclassified

* Topic: 'Servicing the 14715 1 1/4 Ton bargo Truck

Average Time: 4 Period (Class), 4 Periods (Pract)

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. M715 Truck, Cargo, 1 1/4 Ton, 4 x 4 Organ-
izational Direct/General Support Mainten-

CM "A" IG 3.1.4
I to

Teriainal Objective: UPon completion-of thia-uni-tielmh-

student, while working as a melber of a two (2),man team,
will be able to service automotive chassis and power
train'componefits using appropriate handtools, special
tools, shop equipment and materials. Specifically, he
will service suspension system, power train find brake
systems, of the 11715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck. All tasks
will conform to manufacturer's specifications, without
error, as specified in the job sheet CH "AP JS 3.1.1.1,
"Servicing the Power Train of the M715 I 1/4 Ton Cargo

ance, Army Tank Automotive Command, Warren, Truck".
Michigan 48090, pages 167-171.

2. Construction Mechanic 3 & 2, NAVPERS 10644
Series, chapters 4 and 15.

B. References: None.

J110

C. Tools, Equipment and Materials:

1. Tools.

a. Automotive shop handtools.

b. Grease guns.

c. Lubricating oil dispensers.

d. Brake fluid dispensers.

-e .--- *Battery vater-dispensers7

3 2 f. Shop equipment.

1/4---

Enabling,Objectives:' Upon completion of this topic
each student will be able to perform service procedures
on the M715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck. Specifically, he
will locate service points, dispense appropriate lubricant,
'and check fluid levels, while using appropriate handtools,
lubrication equipment and lubrication orders. All
performance will meet manufacturer's specifications as
specified in the job sheet CM "A" JS 3.1.1.1, "Servicing
the Power Train of the M715 1 1/4,Ton Cargo Truck".

Criterion Test: Perfoim service-procedures on M715 1 1/4
Ton Cargo Truckiin accordance with manufacturer's spec-
ifications as specified in the job sheet.

Homework: Study: M715 Truck, Cargo, 1 1/4 Ton, 4 x 4
Organizational Direct/General Support Maintenance,
pages 167-171.

Re-a Construction Mechanic 3 & 2, NAVPERS'10644,- -*-

chapters 4 and 15.

(1 of 16)
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2. Equipment:

a. Major.

(1) M715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Triick
(12 each).

41

CM "A" IG 3.1.4

(2) Portable lubrication unit (1 each).

(3) Portable steam cleaner (1 each).

3. Materials (consumable).

a. Cleaning solvent.

-b. Chassis grease.

c. Gear oil.

%

d. Hydraulic brake fluid.

e. Distilled water.

f. Wiping rags.

o Training Aidarand Devices:

,Locally Prepared Material.

a. Job Sheet.-

(1) CM "A" JS "Servicing the

M7154 1 1/4 Ton Zargo Truck".

Training Aids Equipment: Hone.

327
(2 of 16)
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*man OF-INSTRUCTION

I. Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:

2. Topic: Servicing the M715 1 1/4 Ton
Cargo Truck.

B. Establish-readiness.

9

if

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

I.A. Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

CM'DA" IG 2.1.4
STUDENT ACTIVITY

9

1. Purpose.

Assignment.

C. Establish effect.,

, 1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advaneed.

d. Be a,better construction mechanic.

D. '.vvervies.t:
iff

`2,`3

11. An important element of the-preven-
.tive maintenance proftam Is the
periodic performance of scheduled
lubrication services. In-this lesson
you will.learn the proper procedure
for conducting P.M. checks of
automotive equipment.

I.C. Bring out need and value
of material being presented.

I.D. State learning objectives.

1. State information and .

materials necesSary to guide
student.

(3 of 16)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUtTION
,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II. Presentation.
-

A. Preventive maintenance (PM).

1. Purpose.

a. Periodic performance of scheduled
inspections.

(1) Lubricat on bervicea.,

33i

(2) Adjustments.

Cit "A" IG J.1.4

STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Keeps equipment in safe and Service-
able condition.

c. Minimizes cost of maintenance.

2. Operator's responsibility.

a. First in line of defense against
equipment-wear..

(1) Daily inspection of equipment.

(a) For failures and damage.

b. Make note of equipment defects on
Operator's Inspection Guide and
Trouble Report, NAVFAC 9-11240/13.

3..,Mechanic's responsibility.

a. Receives Equipment Work Order (EWO),
NAVFAC 9-11200/41.

(4 of 14)
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OUTLINE QF INSTRUCTION

(1) From his shop supervisor.

(a) For interim repairs.

(b) For preventative mainten-
ance.

2) Authorization to perform

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.A.3.a.(1) Pass out pertinent
forms for students to examine.

CM "A" IG 3.1.4
STUDENT ACTIVITY

A

II.A.3.a.(1) View forms

and participate in
discussion.

1

313

work listed by inspector on

EWO.

(3) Any needed repairs observed
by mechanic that are not
listed by the inspector should
be brought to the attention
of 'the shop supervisor.

(4) Mechanic initials all wotk
performed by him and indicates
time required to perform the
job.

(5) Mechanic lists parts needed on,'
EWO and when authorized by shop
supervisor, draws parts from
shop stores.

(6) Upon completion of job, mechanic
,returns EWO to,shop supervisor
for final inspection.

NOTE: Some du6r stations use a shop
repair order (SRO) NAVFAC 9-11200/3A in
place of the EWO.

b. Interpretation of preventive mainten-

ance guides.

(5 of 16)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(1) Speeds and aids the mechanics
scheduled job.

(2) Guides for repair of safety and
serviceability deficiencies.

(3)- Guides for proper lubrication
of equipment.

335

(4) Guides for scheduled services.

CM "A" IG '.1.4

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(a) Type "A" - at intervals of 0

40 working days.

(b) Type "B" - 2000 miles,
120 hours, or after 2 "A"
PM's.

(c) Type "C" - As directed by
maintenance supervisor,
oil and filter at 4000
miles, 80 days or 240h
MAX.

(5) PM Service inspection record.

(a) Adhesive-type sticker_
,placed on equipment.

(i)) Reminder for next PM service.

(c) InformatiOn of last oil,
filter and lubrication
service.

(6 of 16).
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

E. Lubrication.

1. Theory and purpose of lubrication%

a. Reduce.friction.

(1) Surfaces protected by film
of oil.

b. Carries heat away.

c. Sealer.

CM "A" IG 3.1.4
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

,

II.B. Write pertinent infor- II.B. Copy and follow
mation on chalkboard, emphasize discussion.
cleanliness in the application
of lubricants.

(1) Aids compression.

(2) Seals working parts against
oxidatiOn.

d. Cleans.

(1) Suspends foreign materials.

(al. Carbon.-

(b) Metal particles.

2. Factors affecting lubrication:

*

a. Load.

,(1) Force against oil film.

b. Speed.

(1) Internal frictlen of oil.

(7 of 16)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Temperature (climatic).

(1) Viscosity.

(a) Internal resistance to
flow.

(2) Govern use of:

(a) Light oils.

CM "A" IG 3.1.4
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACiiVITY

(b) Heavy oils.

d. Cleanliness.

(1). Weather.

(a) Dust (earth).

(b) Dust (industrial)..

(c) Inside building.

(d) Water (rain).

3. Properties of lubricants.

a. Adhesion.

(1) Stick to something.

(2) Factor of use for centrifugal
action.

b. Cohesion.

(1) Stick together.

333
(8 of 16)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Factor as a repellant.

c. Viscosity.

(1) Saybolt seconds universal.

(2) Specified amount of oil.

,(3) At certain. temperature.

A

e
CM "A." IG

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY ,,. STUDENT ACTIVITY

,e

ar

(4)0 Orifice (standard) for series.

d. Four poimt.
; -

(1) Lowest temperature at which
an oil will flow.

e. Flash point.

0.) Temperature at which viipors,
will burn but will ,not sustain
flame.

f. Fire point.

(1) Temperature at which vapors
will burn.

(2) Will sustain flame.

4. Types of lubricants.

a. Oils.

(1) Classification.

341
(9 of 16)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

343

- (a) Mineral.

1. No detergent additives.

(b) Heavy duty.

1. Contains detergent
additives.

f2)

(a) Mineral.

1. Gear.boxes.

2. Some air compressors.

3. Hydraulic systems.

(b) Heavy duty.

1. Diesel engines.

2. Gasoline engines.

3. Some transmissions.

-(3) Heavy-duiy grade engine oils.

(a) 0E-HD030.

(b) 0E-HD010.

(4) Multiple-grade engine oils.

s(a) 1040L30."

(b)

/
A

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(10 of 16)
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STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

ir

(5) Non-detergent grade oils.

(6) Rock drill oil.

(a) SAE 30.

(b) SAE 50.

(7) Rotary compressor oil.

(a) 2190 Tep.

(8) Hydraulic oil.

(a) Comply strictly with
manufacturer's recommendations.

I (:f

r i ,

CH ''A" IG _3,1.4

INSTRUCTOR ACTivi STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Gear oils.

(1) G.O. #80 - S.A.E. #80./p.\

(a) Transmissions below 32°F.

(b) Differentials "h.elow 32°F.

(c) Final drives below 32°F.

(2) G.O. #90 - S.A.E. #90.

,(a) Transmissions above 32°F.

(b) Differentials above 32°F.
,

,

(c) Final drives above 32°F,
below 900F.

346 , ,
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(3) 5190 - S.A.E. 1140.

(a) Final drives above 90°F.

co

3 4

(h) Tractor Transmissions
above 90°F.

c. Automatic transmissio4 fluids.

(1) Use only fluid specified by
the transmission manufacturer.

d. Greases.

(1) Classification and use.

(a) Grease, multi-purpose II.

1. Used for all lubrication
in place of:

a. Wheel bearing (WB).

CM "A" IG J.1.4

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDDIT ACTIVITY

b. Chassis grease (CG).

3
c. Ball and roller (BR).

d. Water pump (WP).

e. Roller lubricant (RL).

(b) Water pump grease.

1. Used "ior lubrication of:

a. Water pump packing.

<

(12 of 16)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. Gland-type only.

(O. Exposed gear and wire rope
lubricant.(CW).

1. Sticky, thick, black
residual oil.

2. Use #2 for:

a. Exposed gear
trains.

b. Wire rope.

5. Lubrication charts and instructions.

3-43

a. Source.

(1). Equipment manufacturer.

(2) Naval Facilities Engineering
Command.

(3) Military Technical Manuals.

b. Information on charts.

"(1) 'Type of lubricants to use.

(2) Intervals of service.

(3) Location of lubrication points:

(4) Capacities.

CM "A" IG J.1.4

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.5. Show examples of ,k

lubrication charts, instruc-
tions,.and military lube
orders.

(13 of 16)
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6. Lubrication tools and, equipment.4,

a. Pneumatic equipment.

(1) Grease pumps.

(a) High pressure 40:1 to
50:1 ratio.

(b) Low pressure 4:1 to 6:1

ratio.

(2) Transfer pumps.

(a) Large volume.

(b) Transferring oils.

b. Hand-operated eqnipment.

(1) Push-type grease applicator.

(a) Low presiure.

(2) Lever-type grease applicaior.

(a) High pressure.

(b) To 5000 P5I.

1. size of plunger:

(3) Volume grease applicator.

(a). Low pressure - high volumet.

(b) 'Track roller frames.351

II.B.6. Display,pneumatic lube
equipment and hand-operated

lube guns.

"Nca,

(14.,of 16)
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OUTLINE OF IUSTRUCTION

c. Types of fittings.

(1). Hydraulic (alemite or zerk).

(2) Button head.

d. Safety precautions.

(1) Under lubrication.

(a) Worn parts.

(b) Close overhaul periods.

(2) Over-lubrication.

(a) Blown seals.

CH "A" IC J.1.4

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.6.d.(2) Emphasize fact that
over-lubrication can in some
instances be as detrimental as under
lubrication.

. .

1. Seals retain lubri-
cant.

\,

2. Close overhaul periods.

(b) Damage tol

1. Clutch discs.

2. Brakes.

(3) Wrong type of automatic
transmission fluid.

(a) Seals will swell.

393
(b) Leads to quick failure.

(4) Clean-lubrication area.

(15 of 16)
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cL

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(a) Slipping and falling. .

(b) Lubricants collect dirt.

(c) Fire hazard.

(5) Clean equipment before lubricating.

III. Application.

A. Knowledge gained by the student wiil be
applied throughout the automotive chassis
phases of the course.'

IV. Summary.

A. Preventive maintenance.

B. Lubrication.

V. Test:

A. End of unit Jritten test.

VI. Assignment.

M.A.; Direct student activities
in locating service points and
dispensing appropriate lubri-
cant and fluids.

IV B End of phase. Pick upreN.
textbooks and tool crib keys.

A. Study: SW 3 & 2; NAVPERS 10653-Z, pages it VI.A. Have representative from

152-170 and 187-220 in preparation for Heavy Chassis Phase pass out

Oxy-liapp Gas Heating and Cuttyg. texts and write assignment on
chalkboard.

355. .0
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CM "A" IG .1111,
1938

STUDENT ACTian

t

Locate points on M715
1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck
and dispense appropriate
lub4cant and fluids -

according to manufactur-
er!.s,specifications

as specified in the
job sheet.

%

VI.A. Copy assignment
and carry out same.

356
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION
TRAINING CENTER

PORT HUENEME; CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-610-0022

INFORMATION SHEET

Excerpts from M715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck Organizational Direct, General,

Support Maintenance Manual.

TITLE: Servicing the Power Train of the M715 1 1/4 Ton Cargo Truck

INTRODUCTION.:
The,purpose of this information sheet is to guide yoU in

your practical performance of removing, disassembly,
adjustment, repair

and reassembly of the M715 Power Train Components.

This inforrnaion sheet dcepiderly removal and installation of all

component plrts and assembly of the M715 Power Train.

357 ol 1.9)
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CM "A" IS 3.1.1.1

TRANSMISSION

Paragraph

General 07-1
Power take-off 07-15
Transmission removal 07-2
Transmission disassembly 07-3
Control housing 074
Mainshaft 074
Rear bearing retainer oil seal 07-7
Reverse shift rail end 07-6
Transmission assembly 07-8
Contr91 housing 07-10
Main drive gear 07-12
Mainshaft 07-11
Rear bearing retainer oil seal 07-7
Reverse shift rail end - 07-9
Transmission 07-13
Transmission installapion 07-14
Specifications 07-18

07-1. General
The four speed, cane shift, synchromesh trans-
mission provides four speeds forward and one
reverse yrith synchromesh engagement in sec-
ond, third, and fourth speed.

07-2. Transmission Removal
a. Drain the transmission. Replace the drain

plug.

b. Remove the transfer lever cover and floor
board inspection cover.

c. From underside of vehicle disconnect the
transfer shift rods and parking brake, control
cable from the lever assembly mounted on the
right side of the transmission housing.

d. Remove the three bolts securing transfer
lever and parking brake handle assembly to the
transmission and remove lever and handle as-
sembly.

e. On winch equiNed Niehicles, disconnect
power take-off control rod from opower-take-

r

off mounted on the left aide of the transmis-
sion.

I. On winch equipped vehicles, disconnect
winch driver propeller shaft from poicer-take-
off.

g. Disconnect and remove the intermediate
propeller shaft mounted between the transmis-
sion and transfer case. To do this, loosen the
transfer case mounting and move slightly back.

h. Disconnect the front axle propeller shaft
from t.he transfer case.

I. Place jacks-iiM exff'---'ieengine and trans-
miasion Protect the engine oil pan with a block
of wood placed between the jack and pan.

j. Remove bolts securing trque arm and
Tear motor mount to frame crossmember.

k. Remove bolts securing motor support
frame crossmember to right and left frame
side rail brackets and slide crossmember rear-
ward to free member from brackets. Place
crossmember on floor out of work area.

1. Remove the four bolts securing the trans-
mission to t.he flywheel housing.

m. Lower engine and transmission slightly
while sliding transmission rearward. When
transmission main drive clears the flywheel
housing tilt transmission slightly forwartr and
lower transmission to floor. Remove transmis-
sion from under the vehicle.

07-3. Transmission Disassembly
a. Remove the bolts securing the control

housing assembly to the transmis5ion housing.
Remove control housing and gasket.

b. Remove the five bolts securing the power-
take-off housing to the transmission housi -

Remove power-take-off housing sssembly and
gasket.

3 5 dl
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CH "A" IS

1
2
3
4
6
6
7

Gasket, control housing
Housing, control
Shaft, main assembly
Was lwr, countershaft thrust, rear
Washer, eountershaftlhrust, rear (stPel)
Shoe, transmission shifting, reverse
Arm, transmission reverse shifting

28
29

31

33
34

-Gasket, bearing retainer, main drive gear
Geer, main drive (27 teeth)
Roller, transmission main shaft pilot bearing
Qum, transm futon
lAwkwarther,
ilpit, hex. hd., 'me x 13"

asket, transmission ease side opening cover
8 Washer, "C" transmission shifting OA, reverse 35 Bolt, hex. hd. %"-16 x %"
9 Pivot, transmission reverse shifting arm 36 Lockwasher,

10 Oil seal, transmission reverse shifting arm pivot 37 Cover, transmission, case side opening
11 Gear, reverse idler, assembly 38 Countershaft, transmission
12 Snap ring, reverse idler gear 39 Pin, taper, no. 0 (shifting arm pivot)
13 Wisher, reverse idler gear thrast 40 Bearing, transmission main shaft
14 Sleeve, reverse idler shaft 41 Snap ring, main Shaft bearing
15 Roller, reverse idler gear bearing 42 Collar
16 Spacer, reverse idler gear bearing roller 43 Gasket
17 Gear, reverse idler 44 Shaft, reverse idler gear
18 Plug; pipe, 1)i" 45 Plate, lock, idler and" counterahaft
19 Gears, transmission countershaff 46 Lockwasher,
20 Bearing, roller, conntershaft gear 47 Bolt, hex. hd., %"
21 Spacer, countershaft bearing 48 Seal housing
22 SVasher, countershaft bearing 49 Seal
23 Washer, countershaft thrust, front (bronzel 50 Star washer
24 Omit 51 Capscrew
25 Retainer, main drive gear bearing 52 End yoke
26 Bolt, hex. la, the-18 x Ts" 53 Locknut
27 Lockwather, 914" 64 Cotter pin

Figure 07-1. Four-speed trans-minim.

(3 tif 69)
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c. Remove propeller shaft flange and trans-
mission main shaft rear .bearing retainer
assembly from rear of transmission.

d. Remove the oil seal from the bearin0 re-
tainer housing.

e. To make certain the two blocking rips's,
direct-and-third clutch hub, and the direct-and-
third clutrh sleeve will be reassembled in their
original order, mark them with a quick-drying
lacquer. Also mark the blocking ring, low-and-
second clutch..hub, and the low-and-second
speed gear. _ (

f. Slide the low-and-second gear toward thr
rear of the transmission case.

g. Disengage the reverse shifting arm from
the reverse idler gear,. Remove the reverse
gearshift arm from the reverse shifting arm:

h. Slide the low-and-second gear back into
neutral position.

i. Remove the snap rings from the main
drive gear shaft and the outer race of the ball
bearing.

Note. I( only the main drive gear bearing is to
be replaced, it ean be rrmoved with a bearing puller.

j. The oil stinger can be removed after re-
moving the main drive gear bearing.

k. Remove the snap ring from the outer....
bearing race of the transmission main shaft_
rear ball bearing.

1. With a bearing puller, remove the
shaft ball bearing.

tn. Disengage the mainshift assembly from-the main drive gear. _

main-

-

n. Being careful not to lose any of the main-
shaft pilot bearing rollers, lift ,thet.mainshaft
assembly out through.the top of the ktransmis2rr
sion case.

o. Pull the main drive gear out of therear
of the transmission case. 4

p. Remove the mainshaft 'pilot bearing rol-
lers from the gear.

q. Remove the lock plate bolt, lockwasher,
and lock plate.

r. Use a pry bar in the lock 'Plate slot of the
reverse idler gear shaft to loosen the, shaft),
Thedslip the shaft out of 6e hUusing and gear.

2q2
CM "a" IS 3.1.1.1

Lift the ieverse ialer gear assembly out the top
of the transmission case.

s. With a heavy brass drift, drive the coun-
tershaft toward the rear of the transmission

-case,--When the co-miter-Wait-end even with
the inside of the transmission case,'use a dum-
my shaft to force it the remainder of the way.

t. With the dummy -Shaft in position,_place
the transmission rase on its side and carefully-
roll the 'eountershaft gears out of the case,

u. Complete the disassembly by removing
,the dummy shaft, thrust washers, four sets of
bearing rollers, and sPacers.

v. To disassemble the reverse idler gear as--
sembly, remove one of the snap rings and tap
out the thrust washer, both sets of bearing rol-
lers, center spacer and sleeve. Remove the re-
maining snap ring.

w. Remove the reverse shifting arm piVot
taper pin.

x. Remove the reverse shifting arm pivot
and 0-ring.

07-4. Mainshaft Disassembly

a. Remove the snap ring which holds the
second-speed synchronizer assembly on the
mainshaft.

b. Slide the second-speed synchronizer, as-
sembly and the second-speed gear off the main-
shaft When removing the second-speed gear,
be careful pot to lose any of, the bearing rollers.

c. Remove the two remaining snap rings,
spacer, and thrust washerfrom the mainshaft.

d. Remove the two large lockrings and push
the direct-and-third clutch hub out of the
sleeve.

e. If the second-speed synchronizer assembly
is to be disassembled, wrap the asi,cmbly in a
cloth to prevent losing the lock bLi's and pop-
pet springs. Then. push the low-and-; mond

'clutch li"ub ourof the low-arid-econd-speed
gear in a direction opposite the shift fork
groove. Remove the cloth and lift halls, springs,
and shifting plates out of the hub.

07-t5. Control Housing Disassembly
tf hard shiftingtsimultaneousi,l,,P,Ing jolo
gears, or jumping out of gear is experienced

(4 of 69) 3(h)
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1 Blocking ring 9 Thrust washer 17

2 Direct-and-third clutch sleeve 10 Bearing rollers 18

3 Snap ring 11 Second-speed gear 19

4 Lock ring 12 Spacer 20

6 Shifting plate 13 Mtinshaft 21

6 Directand-third cluteh hub 14 Blocking ring 22

7 Third-speed gear assembly 15 Shifting plate
8 Snap ring 16 Poppet spring

Figure 07-2. Transmission mainshaf t. °

AT 14636:

Ball,
Low-and-second clutch hub
Retaining ring
Low-and-second speed gear
Second-speed synchronizer suy.
Direct-and-third synchronizer assy.

1 Snap ring
2 Snap ring
3 Bearing.,

F'igure 07-1.

4 Washer
5 Main drive gear
6 Bearing rollers

Transmission main drive gear.

)
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1 Gearshift lever 12
2 Control housing pin 13
3 Control housing cap 14

4 Spherical cap 15
5 Shift handle lcnob 16
6 Upper boot clamp 17

7 Gear shift lever boot 18

8 !dower boot clamp 19
20dWasher

Control lever spring 21
Breather 22

44

Reverse shift rail
Shift rail interlock plunger
Expansion plug
Low-and-second shift rail
Shift rail interlock pin
Direct-and-third shift rail
Control housing
Shift rail poppet spring
Shift rail poppet ball
Lockwire
Lew-and-second shift fork

Figure 07-4. *Control housing assembly.

with the four-speed transmission, the trouble
may be in the control housing assembly (figure
07-4). The control housing can be disassem-
bled as follows:

a. Remove the three lock wires an4 three
lock screws from thes gearshift forks and gear-
shift rod ends. Remove the six expansion plugs
from the front and rear of the control housing.

23 Lock screw
24 Shift rail end
25 Direct-and-third shift fork
26 Reverse plunger
27 Reverse plunger spring
28 Reverse rail end
29 Cotter pin
30 Reverse plunger poppet spring
31 Reverse plunger poppet ball
32 C-washer

b. Before removing shift rails, 'cover the
Poppet ball hole to prevent loss of poppet balls
and springs. The direct-and-third shift rail is
to be 'removed first. Drivl this shift rail out of
the rear of the gearshift lever base. As the
shift rail is withdrawn from the centey sectifw
of thP gearshift base, remove the shift r t.
interlock pin from the crossover hole in the
direct-and-third shift rail.

(6 of, 6962



c. Remove the low-and-second 'speed shift
rail in the same manner.

d. Remove the shift rail poppet.--balls and
springs. With a piece of. wire, push the two
shift rail .interlock Plungers out of the pockets
in the center section of the control housing.

07-6. Reverse Shift Rail End Disassembly

The reverse shift rail end is a spring-loaded
plunger which prevents accidentally shifting
into reverse gear. Should this part require
servicing, proceed as follows:

a. Remove the cotter pin from the reverse
tail end and at the same time hold a finger over

/the hole to prevent loss of the reverse plunger,'
poppet spring and ball. Then shake out the
spring and ball.

b. Remove the reverse plunger. Compress
the spring until the C-washer groove just
clears the end of the casting. Remove the C-
washer.

0*7. Rear Bearing Retainer Oil Seal
It is important that the rear bearing oil seal be
correctly installed to prevent oil leakage. Cor-
rect position ofthe seal lip is towards the front
o ,-Abganaplaarthe oil seal
whenever it haa been removed.

07-8._Trcmsmission Assembly

/ Refer to figure 07-1.

07-9. Reverse Shift Rail End Assembly

Refer to figure 07-4.

a. Insert the reverse plunger spring and re-
verse plunger into the reverse rail end. Com-

?press the reverse plunger until the grooved end
cleats the casting and secure in-place with, the

C-washer.

b. Position the reverse plunger poppet ball
and spring into the reverse tail end. domnress
the ball and spring and secure with a cotter'
pin.

07-10. Tra2smission Control Housing
Assembly

Refer to figure 07-4.

.1
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a. Position the two shift rail interlock
\ plungers and interlock pin into the -pocket of
\the center section of the control heusing.

b. Install the shift rail poppet balls and
springs into their respective positions in the
control housing.

c. Compress the low and second speed shift
rail poppet ball and spring and install the low
and second speed shift fork, shift rail end and
shift rail.

d. Neutralize the low and second speed shift
rail so the interlock will center in the shift rail
detent pocket.,

e. Compress the direct and third shift rail
poppet ball and spring and install the shift
fork and shift rail. .

f. Compress the reverse rail poppet ball and
spring and position the reverse rail end assem-
bly to the control housing. Install the reverse
shift rail.

g. Align the shift forks to the shift rail lock
screw holes and secure in place with the four
lock screws. Secure each of the four shifter
lock screws to their respective shifter fork
with safety wire.

h. Position the six expansion plugs to e
front and rear of the control housing se-
cure:4n Slace hy.J4pping firmly On the raised
portion of each exliansion Plug.

i. Install the gear shift lever and control,
housing pin into the control housing and at the
same time align the lever to 9ie shifter fork
neutral groove.

j. Secure the gearshift fever and control
housing pin with ifte control lever spring,
washer and control housing cap.

k. Install gear shift handle (knob) on gear
shift lever.

07-11. Mainshaft Assembly
Refer to figtrret#1.02:--4..

a. Position the three shifting plates, poppe
springs and balls into the recesses ni the low
and second clutch hub.

6. Slide the low-and-Second speed gear on
the low and second clutch hub. at Ole same
time guiding the second-speed gear over the.
three shifting plates, poppet springs, an4

( 7 cif 1)9)
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c. Install retaining ring at the rear of the
second-speed synchronizer assembly.

d. Install the blocking ring at the front ocf
the second-speed synchronizer assembly.

e. Install the second-speed sychronizer on
the main shaft arid secure in position with the
2 shap

f. Lubricate and install bearing rollers, and
spacer into the second-speed gear.

g. ,Install second-speed gear on mainshaft
and center with the blocking ring. Secure in
place with Snap ring.

h. Position thru.st41sher on mainshaft and
to second-speed gear.

i. Assemble third-speed gear assembly onto
mainshaft

j. Position the three shifting plates to tiff
direct and third clutch hub.

k. Assemble the direct and third clutch
sleeve on the direct and third clutch hub and
over the three shift plates.

1. Install the two lock rings on to the direct
and third synchronizer assembly.

m. Position both blocking rings to the direct
and third,syncproniter assembly.

'n. Install direct and third synchronizer as-
sembly to mainshaft and secure in place with
a snap ring.

07-12. Main Drive Gear
Refer to figar07-3.

a. Lubricate and install rollers to rear of
main drive gear.

b. Assemble slinger washer bearing to main
drive gear and secure with the snap ring.

Note. Outer snap ring will be installed after as-
sembling:main drive gear to transmission.

07-13. Transmission

Jlef er to figure 07-1.
a. Lubricate and install rollers, spater,

sleeve, thrust washer, into the reverse idler
gear and secure in position with the two snap
rings.

b. Position the reverse idler with the groove
facing toward the front of the transmission
case', and insta2R thit reverse idler gear Shaft

with the groove
"in" toward

&O
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the locking plate facing
e center.

Note. Use care installing the reverse idler shaft
so as not to dislodge the needle roller bearings in
the reverse idler gear.

c. Install dummy shaft in counter shaft gear.
d. Lubricate and install the long spacer, filkut.

roller spacers, bearing rollers and thrust ws
ers to the countershaft gear, using the dummy
shaft as a guide.

e. Install the reverse shifting shoe in the re-
verse shifting arm and secure in place with t)ie
retaining C-washer.

I. Position reverse shifting...ern to reverse
idler groove and to the fransmission case.

g. Install 0-ring on reverse shifting arm
pivot.

h. Install reverse shifter arm pivot and 0-
ring to transmission case and reverse shifter
arm.

i. Secure reverse shifter arm pivot to case
with the shifting arm pivot taper pin.

j. Tilt the transmission on its side and with
the dummy shaft still in position, roll the coun-
tershaft gear assembly and thrust washers into
positionin the transmissions.

k. Slide the',main driv giar assembly into
the bore of the transmission. Install outer snap
ring.

1. Tilt the mainshaft assembly into the
trarismission and insert the front of the main-
shaft into the roller bearing section of the
main drive gear.

m. Install the rear rnainshaft bearing and
snap ring.

n. Align the lock plate slots in the reverse
idler shaft and countershaft and, iristall the
lockplate. Secure the lockplIes with the cap
screw and lockwasher.

o. Align the counterthaft gear assembly and
thrust washers to the countershaft bores in the
transmission and install the countershaft with
the cockplate slot facing "out".

Note. Make sure the countershaft is kept in direct
contact with the dummy shaft at all times to Prevent
dropping the bearing rollers or thrust washers.

p. Install the front bearing retainer fasket,
bearing retainer and secure with the fotir cap
screws and loCkwashers.

(8 of 69)
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1 Bearing end cap
2 Mounting flange
3 Housing

'4 Shifter cover
6 Shifter lever
6 Drive shaft

Figure 07-5, Transmission power tcilee.off. 0

q. Instal the mainshaft spacer collar, rear
bearing tainer gasket and rear bearing re-

tainer embly, and secure in place with the

five etaining cap screws and lockwashers.
,for

. Install the rear bearing retainer oil seal.

NISte: Install the oil seal with the lip of the seal

facing forward.

s. Install the propeller shaft flange, and nut.

Torque tighten the propeller shaft flange nut to
125 lb-ft and secure with a cotter pin.

t. Place the transmission gears in neutral
and install the -transmission control housing
gasket and control housing. Sedure with the six

cap screws and lockwashers.

I.'

AT 14639

07-14. Transmilsion Installation

Install the transmission in reverse order of

remoyal, refer to paragraph O7-2.

Note. When installing the transmission check the

transmission-to-clutch housing adapter plate for

looseness. If found loose, the plate must be checked

for alignment with the crankshaft. Attach a special '-

tool and dial indicator gauge over the inside circum-

ference of the clutch pressure plate, and rotate the

crankshaft slowly noting the dial gauge reading. The

maximum allowable run out, is 0.006". If the dial

gauge reading exceeds the allowable run out, loosen

the plate and reposition the adapter plate as neces-

sary until the correct alignment is obtained.

(9 of 69)
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lShifte'r cover and lever ''''
2 Shifter cover gasket ,
3 Assmnbly, wire control bracket, iwivvl eye bolt

and cotter pin
4 Bearing fold cap
5 Bearing cap gasket
6 Tapered roller bearing
7 Housing
8 Lock ring
9 Sliding gear

10 Drive shaft
11 Woodruff key
12 Tapered roller bearing
13 Bearing cap gasket

4.

Figure 07-6.

'O.

<
111

1G
1 G

17
, 174

19
20
21-
22
23
24
25
26
27-

Bearinz-ead cap (open)
Oil Peal
MountiAg gasket
Idler gear Hhaft
Tapered roller bearing
Idler cluster gear
Tapered roller bearing
Idler gear spacer
Setscrew
Reverse idler gear spacer
Reverse idler gear cluster
Woodruff key
Reverse idler shaft
Bearing end cap (closed)

Tranemiseion power take-off.

07-15. Power-Take-Off

The winch driver rev,ersible power-take-off,
figure 07-5, is mounted to left -side. of the
transmissjon housing and is lubricated by the
transmission ilubiicant oil. It is contrefled by
a three position shift lever locVd on the cab
floor to the right of the driver's 7eat. adjustable
rod connrts the shift lever to the shift lever

/
/

i

of the power-take-off. When installing the
power-take-off a new gasket should always be
used and mounting bolts should be torqued 18
a 30 lb-ft 'Adju`strnent of the power-take-off
may be made by loosening the jam nut and
adjusting the shifter rod as necessary.

When reinstOing the power take off on the
transmission, the backlash between the power

366
(10 of 69)
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take ofir peel and thstransmiaelon fear should

be approximAtiy 006" to 012" I f too taw
gaskets are used, the unit will whine. if too
many gaskets are used, the unit will clatter.
When' in doubt about the proper backlash, it

may be advisable to remove the shifter cover
and check backlash thru the cover opening by
rocking the idler cluster gear, 'figure 07-6.

ae

-

\

ci

,
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07-16. Transmission Spocifkations

Make Warner

Model
98AT

Speed Ratios:
First 6.398:1

Second 3.092:1

Third 1.686:1

Fourth 1.000:1

Reverse 1.820:1

\

, (11 'of 69)
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CLUTCH

General
Clutch
Clutch fixture
Clutch fixture data

Panwsph
. 02-1

02-5

02-11

_02-10

Clutch free play adjustments 02-4

Clutch housing alignment 02-15

Clutch installation 02-13.

Clutch lever adjustments 02-9

Clutch lever positions. __________ ._.--02-12

Clutch linkage 024
Clutch maintenance 02-2

Clutch removal 02-6

Clutch throwout release bearing .02-14

Pilot bushing 02-8

Release bearing yoke and shaft
Service diagnosis 02-16

Clutch specifications 02-17

611. Ge aeral

A heavy-day single Plate, dry disc tYpe clutch
is, used on the M715 and M725. The clutch
assembly consists of the clutch driven plate
assembly, the clutch cover and pressure plate
assembly, and the clutch release mechanism.

The pressure _plate is 101/2" diameter and-
utilizes nine springs to ensure maximum pres-
sure and positive engagement. The driven plate
incorporates a damper assembly in the hub to
minimize transmission of torsional vibrations
from engine to transmission, and cushion
springs to provide smooth engagement of en-
gine power.

02-2. Clutch Maintenance

To obtain_ 'normal life and satisfactory per-
formance from any blutch it must be correctly
operated and proPerly maintained. Two condi-

' tions which shorten clutch life are continnOus
operation of the clutch release bearing, and
clutch slippage. The clutch release bearing is
designed for, intermittent use. IL run con:
tinuously the bearing lubricant Will become

exhausted causing the bearing to become dry,
noisy, or seized resulting in clutch finger wear.
The clutch must be properly adjusted so that
the release bearing-is free of the clutch fingers
at all times, except when .the clutch pedal is de-
piessed.
Clutch slippage occurs when the vehicle is over-
loaded, the vehicle load is applied too quickly,
or when the pressure of the clutch fingers is
only partially applied to the 'cLtch plata. Fric-
tion between the clutch facings, flywheel and
pressure plate produces excessive heat causing
burhed, glazed and worn facings, resulting in
shortened clutch life. Avoid clutch slippage
under heavy loads by using lower gear or re-

. ducing the,load.

02-3. Clutch Linkage

The clutch linkage is a mechanical type con-
sisting of the clutch pedal, an adjustable rod
that connects the pedal to the cross shaft, the
cross shaft idler that transfers the movement
of the clutch pedal to the required plane, .and
a link that connects the cross slthft to the
throwout lever. Refer to figures 02-01 and 02-2.
Pressing the clutch pedal moves the external
end of the throwout lever toward the reat\of
the vehicle. The throwout lever pivots and
slides the ihrowotit bearing forward to dis-
engage the clutch.

02-4. Clutch Linkage Adjustments

Refer to figures 02-01 and 02-2.

To adjust clutch linkage, the following adjust-
ment sequence 8hould be followed:

4. Disconnect the adjustiwz rod from the
clutch pedal.. Turn the adjusting nut in or out
of the clutch bracket 'to position the 'clutc.ii

(12 ol 60,
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Figure Os-I. Clutch pedal-to-tge panel measurement.

pedal. fold a ruler perpendicular to the toe-
riser panel and adjust pedal stop until top of
clutch pedal pad is 71/2 in. minimum from toe
riser panel to 11/2" above the brake pedal, as
shown in figure 02-1.

b. With the clutch pedal positioned tip

against the adjusting bolt, adjust the length of
the rod so that it,can be connected to the pedal

with a 49 angle maintained between the frame
and cross shah at the point indicated in figure

62-2.

c..To Vijusti clutch .free. pedal, adjfust the

cross slat-to-thr. wout lever link so Ahat the
clutch pedal can be pressed 1/4" to 1" before
clutch disengagement starts.

02-5. Clu:ch Pressure Plate and Disc

02-6. Clutch Pressure Plate and
Disc lientoval

The follow0g procedure covers remo,.al of the
clutch disc and pressure plate. Refer to figu

'-b-01-13. section 01. -

a. Refer to transmission section (07) for the
removal of the transmission.

CM "A" IS 3.1.1.1

or

1 Adjusting rod
Adjusting bco

Figure 02-2. Clutch linkage and clutch pedal
2

3 4 9 ' angle

adjustments.

d. When'removing the clutch cover from the
flywheel, loosen each cap screw a few turns at
a time until the spring tension on the cover has
been released. The clutch cover is a steel
stamping which could be distorted b'y incorrect
removal, resultinein clutch chatter or shifting

. difficultiesWhen reinstalled.
,

02-7. 'Release Rearing Yoke and Shaft

Refer to figure 02-4.

If the release bearing yoke or shaft should be
bent, cracked, or excessively worn it can be re-
moved as follows: ft h

(I. Cut tht lockwire and remove the lock
screw. Remove thedce spring.

b. Pull the shaft from the clutch housing.
emove theyoke. .

4.. To install the release bearing yoke and
rhaft, reverse the removal procedure. Torque
the lock screw 28 to 30 lb-ft.

b- Remove the lower hOusirviwteover from the

flywheel housing.

r. Mark the clutch cover, p:.e s ire plate and
flywheel so that the originarasembl3 positions

can be 4tored during reasSembiy. Refe: to
figure 02-3.

02-86 pilot Bushing

Inspect \ihe trafismission main drive gear
bushing loca ed in the center of the crankshaft
if the bushing is excessively worn or damagek\
replace it as follows:

(13 of 69)
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1 Cover, pressure plate
2 Spring, anti-ratth
3 Spring, pressure
4 Plate and hub, driven
5 Plate, pressure
6 Pin, release lever,

4

7 Bolt and nut
8 Lever, pressure plate
9 Strut, pressure plate

10 Clutch, assembly (lessijriven plate)
11 Bolt, hex W., %"-16
12 Lock washer,

Figsure 02-.1. Component parte of 1utrh. ,

AT 14567

'f

a. Screw4fie tapered'end of'a iilot'bushing°
removal tool into the pilot bushing.

b. Insert and rotate the puller until the pilot
bushingIsforced from the crankshaft.

e. To install a new bushing, slide the bush--
, iag into the end of a pilots bushing installing

and burnishing tool and insert the bushing into
the crankshaft. A soft hammer .can be used
against the tool to help drive they,bushing in
place.

d. Remove the installing and burnishing tool
by tightening the cap and pressure nut. The
bushing will be burnished to si2e as the tool -to
removed:

1 Sleeve
2 clutch release bearing 02-9. Clutch Lever Adjustment

Lock serPw
4
5

Yoke spring
Release bearpg shaft

Important: Always inspect regase !vier

6 Release bea r ng yo4c4 height adjustment when insulting a new
Pv9nre 0274,. C/ItIci release besirsoft. clutch chive plate.

3 (
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I The.flolch Firessure' plate adjustment must be
checked before installing a new clutch. The

proper spacer thicknes.s and gauge length for

the clutch is listed in paragraph 02-10. The

gauge and spacers can bes fabricated as de-

scribed-in -pal:Wrap-1r 02IL Proieed :iti. bid-

lows:

a. Place the .30r spacers between the pres-

sure plate face and the clutch adjusting fixture.

Locate the spews under the pressure plate

. face."
fingers and at the ler of the pressure plate

b. With the spacers properly installed, bolt
the pressure plate to the adjusting fixture.

raw the bolts down evenly, a-little at a time,

u til they are tight.

c. Using the 115A6 gage length, check the

## lever adjustment,.

d. Turn the lever adjusting nut until the top

of the fingers touch the 11%6" step on the fab-

4

Vt-
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ricatad gauge. Before etaking the adjusting
nuts to lock them 'in place, work the_levers up
and down and recheck the adjunentaain-
Stalce the nut with a dull punch.

toee
110

Al ILye

10;oollounting fixture 2 Spacers 3 Gauge

Figure 02-5. Clutch adjusting fixture.

A

Moan hug fixture don. nnifrus.

(15 ot 69)
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o2-10. Clutch Adjusting Fixture Data
Dna

insulter
10%

Spacer -
anklesse

gteatt

.305' 94ie"

02-11. Fabricating i-eit Clutchjixture

.a. For the mounting fixture, as shown in
figures 02-,5 and 02-6, select a flat steel plate
1" x 12" x 12". 4

DrilLand tap_ six_equally
thread on a 155/8" diameter

ed holes 5/8" x 16
It circle.

b. From steel bar,stock any ire from le to
11/2", make three spacers .305 of an inch
thick. Each spacer should be haTdened and
ground to size and the dimensional thickness
stampfd thereon.

c: From flat bar stock at least I/8" thick
make a gauge as shown in figure 02-7. Harden,
grind to size, and stamp sizes on the gauge.

A

Figure "2-7.

C I

AT 145,1

Gauge fabricating dimemsions.

D7-2" E-1"

.061
02-12. Clutch Lever Positions

When the clutch pedal is depressed, therelease"
bearing is Moved toward the flywheel and con-
tacts the inner ends of the release levers. Each
lever is pivoted on a floating pin which remains.
stationary in the lever and rolls across a short
flat portion of the enlarged hole in the eyebolt.
The outer ends of the eyebolts extend through
holes in the stamped( cover and are 4-ted witl"
adjisting nuts to secure the levers in the cor-
rect pos
levers en

The outer_ ehds of the release
the pressure plate iugs by means

of fulcrums, which -provide knife-edge contact
between the outer ends of the levers and thed.
lugs.

02-13. Clutch Installation

The procedure for the installation qf the clutch
is as follows:

Q.6
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a. Place a small amount of light cup grease
in the pilot bushing:

b. Install the clutch disa with the short hub
facing the flywheel.

c. Install the presstdre plate, properly alignit
ing the marks made on removal.

d. clutch disc aligning arbor W-3.3 or
a spare transmission main drive gear to hold
the clutch disc in place while installing the
pressure plate-to-flywheel bolts.

e. Tighten the pressure plate-to-flywheel
bolts evenly, a little at a time. Torque these
bolts 25 to 35 lb-ft.

f. RePlace the release bearing.

g. Refer to transmissionsection (07) for the
installation of.the transmission.

02-14. Clutch Thrgitout Release Bearing

The clutch throwout or release mechanism con-
sists of a release bearing and sleeve assembly
pivoted on a release bearing ,yoke mounted on
a cross shaft which is mounted in bushings at

-both sides of the clutch bell housing.

Never wash the clutch release bearing in gaso-
line or any solvent that will dissolve the lubri-
cant. It is neither necessary .or possible lc
lubricate this bearing at any time. Connect
linkage to the throwout release lever/Adjust
free play as directed in iimewaph 02-4. ,

02-1. Clutch Housing' Alignment

Misaligned clutch 'housings can cause improper
clutch -relea:§e, driVen plate failure, front
transmission bearing failure, uneven wear in
ck.ankshaft pilot bushings, clutch "cackle"
noise, vibration and, in extreme cases of mis-
alignment, "jumping out of gear" on de?elera-
tion. Should any of these malfunctions occur,
the rear face of the flywheel housing shuuld be
checked for alignment and* concentricity ot
transmission pilot"bore with center line of
crankshaft, as follows;

a. Install a clutch ghaft aligning tool in the
crankshaft pilot bushing and mount dial in-
dicator on the end of the tool. The clut4-I1 shaft
aligning lools may be altered to insure a secure,
fit in the pilot bushing in the crankshaft. Saw

(16 of 69)
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e, Check aquareneas of face of housing by
turning-Vie crankshaft. Total indicator reading
should Sot oxesod 001r. Crankshaft end play
must be held to zero when thecldng face align-
ment. -.12

d. rorract indicatpd miulignment of the
clutch housing, install shims between the clutch
housing, and the engine to clutch housing
spacer to bring the indicator.reading on thela face of.the housing within the specified limits.
To install the shims, loosen the clutch housing
assembly and locate shims where necessary by
loosening the bblts and inserting the shims in
place. Tighten the bolts and recheck the face
alignment. Total indicator reading on the face
of the flywheel housing should not exceed
.005". 'Relocate shims if necessary to bring
reading within limits.

AT 14572

r Figure 02-8. Dial indiCator location.

a slot down approximajely one inch intthe end
of the tool thalienters the pi crirbushing. Spread
the end of.,the.ol with a thin chisel sct that the
tool fiti securely in the pilot bussing when
tapped into place.

b. Install diatindicator on the tool and locate
the indicator ,so i'hat it contacts the rear face
of clutch housing approximately I/8" from the
edge of the rear opening (figure 02-8).

Note. Dial indicator holding tool .rnust be held
firmly in crankshaft pilot, bushing when taking eitrr
reading.

02-16. Service Diagnosis
Symp.**.

Clutch Chatter: k .

Grease on the clutch driven plate facings
Binding of the clutch linkage -
Loose or damaged crutch driven plate facings
LOose engine mountings
Incorrect adjustment of clutch pressure levers
Misalignment of clutch housing
Loose driven plate hub

Clutch Grabbing:
Oil or grease on clutcir driven plate facings
Broken pressure plate
Clutch driven plate binding op transmission

'clutch shaft
Clutch Slipping:

Incorrect adjusrment of clutch pedal'
Lack of lubrication in clutch linkage.
Broken clutch pressure springs
Weal$ pressure springs

e. To check bore alignment, locate the dial
indicator on the inside diameter of the rear
opening of the clutih housing. Rotate the
-engine and note the indicator reading at four
equally . spaced ,points. Total indicator reading
must not exceed .005".

f. Any change in face alignment will change
bore alignment. Therefore, it may be possible
to correct bore alignment by changing the face
alignment. Where it is impossible to correct the
bore alignment to-a maximum of .005" run-out
with change of face alignment (not to exceed
.005") replace the housing.

Proballla rowdy

Install new driven plate
Free and adjust linkage
Install new driven plate
Tighten mounting screws
Adjust levers
Align clutch housing
Install new driven plate

Install new driven plate
Replape'presure plate .

-
Correct binding. Replace parts if damaged

ldjust pedal
ubricate

Replace dgrings
Replace springs.

(17 of 69),
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Clutch Dragging:

_Incorrect adjustment of clutch pedal
Incorrect pressurele-vei -acljuirment
Loose or broken facings
Bent or dished clutch driven plate due to

overheating

?meals rsaap

Adjtist clutch linkage..
-Adjdst ft-tenure
Install new driven plate

02-17. Clutch Specifications
Clutch size and type

Rated Torque Capacity
Disc:

Outside Diameter
, Inside Diameter

a

Install new driven plats

EQ/1

CM "A"- IS 3.1.1.1

4.

10.50" Area (Sq. In.) 106.76'
Dry Plate Facing Thickness 0.126"
290 lb-ft. Pressure Plate" 10.60"

Springs:
10.6" , Total Pressure 1640 lb.
6.5" No. of Suings 9

(18 of 69)
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REAR AXLE

General . _ ..... .. _-

Rear axle-shaft-removal and installation
Rear axle assembly
Differential bearing preload and ring gear

backlash adjustment 11-11

Differeg.tial side gear adjustment 11-9

Axle usenably _11-10

Axle disassembly 11-6

Inspection and servicing 11-3

Pinion and differential cone and roller
removal 11-6

Pinion bearing cup removal 11-7

Rear axle assembly removal 11-4'

Rear axle assembly installation 11-12

Trouble shooting differential 11-13

Service' diagnosis __.

Rear axle specifications _11-16

Poratropli
_ _ ___11-1

___11-2

11-1. General
Full-floating front and rear axles are standard
on the vehicles.
The axle model number is cast into the housing
as illustrated in figure 11-1.

A metal tag under two of the differential hous-
ing cover screws is stamped to identify the
number of teeth in the drive gear and pinion,
figure 11-1. To determine the axle ratio, di-
vide the larger'number (ring geir teeth) by
the smaller number (pinion teeth). This sec-
tion contains information for servicing -the
rear axles. Information for wheel ,bearing.ad-
justment is given in section 13.

11-2. Rear Axle Shaft Removal and
Installation

Refer to figure 11-2.

To remove the full-floating axle shaft, it is not
necessary to jack up the rear wheels. Pro-
cedure is as follows:

a. Remove the axle flange nuts, lockwashers,
"ft hook bracket, and split washers holding the

le shaft flange.
41101%

(19

I Ra.nlo 2 Axle model

Figure 11-1. Axle model and ratio identification.

b. Pull the axle shaft free from the housiv.

c. A broken axle shaft can be removed 'frol
a full-floating axle by removing the opposite

axle shaft and inserting a pile which will drive
the broken axle shaft out.

The installation of the rear axle shaft is the re-
verse of the removal.

11-3. Inspection and Servicing

Refer to figure 11-2.

Servicing of the differentials of both front and

rear axles i covered in paragraph 11-5

through 11-11. Before disassembling the dif-
ferential. it is advisable to determine through
inspection the cause of the failure. Irspection
procedure is as follows:

a. Drain lubricant and rembve housing cov-,
er and gasket.

b. Clean the differential parts thoroughly

with solvent
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1 Differential bearing cup 26 Inner bearing cup
2 Differential bearing cone and rollers 26 Inner bearing cone and rollers
3 Shims 27 Seal
4 Differential case 28 Drain plug
6 Differential gear set 29 Bolt
6 Ring gear and pinion 80 Nut
7 Pinion inner bearing cone and rollers 31 Lock washer
8 Pinion inner bearing cup 32 Lifting bracket
9 Pinion shims 33 Spacer

10 kAle housing 34 Split lockwa.sher
11 Vent plug 35 Axle shaft
12 Pinion outer bearing cup 36 Gasket,t3 Pinion outer bearing cone and rollers 37 Hub 'c14- Oil stinger 38 Brake drum
15 Yoke gasket 39 B ake assembly
16 Pinion oil seaP 40 eel mg nut
17 Yoke 41 Nut
18 Washer 42 Dust plug
19 Nut 43 Cap screw
20 Nut 44 Cover gasket
21 Lock washer 45 Housing cover
22 Nut 48 Screw and locker washer
23 Outer bearing cone and rollers 47 Filler plug
24 outer bearing cup 48 (*an -,crev.r

F'igurr Ii -2. Fullfloating rror axle.

..



grefully inspect all parts.

Should it be determine4l py inspection that the
differentiarrequires overhauling, the axle !nut
first be removed from the vehicle.

- - - --Note.---All-servierrePlacement -ax4e -assembliee-are--- --
shipped from the factory without lubricant in the
differential. Lubricant must be added to the dif-
feientiC before the axles are installed in vehicles.'
Use the7grade rind quantity of lubricant specified in
the appropriate service manual. After the axle has
been instaed- in the vehicle, check to be sure the
lubricant level, in the differential is up to the filler
plug opening.

04 "A "

11-4. Rear Axle Removal
To remove the rear axle, proceed as follows:

a. Raise the rear of the vehicle with a hoist.
Safely -support the frame ahead of the rear
springs.

5. Remove the wheels.

c. Disconnect the propdller shaft at the rear
yoke.

d. Disconnect the shock absorbers at the axle
mounting.

e. Disconnect the brake hydraulic hose at
the bracket on the tub ar cross member near
the right frame side rai Tape .end of hose to
keep out dirt. Disconnect l3çeather hose.

f. Support the axle on a 3 ck.

g. Remove the axle U-bolts.

h. Slide the axle froni un er the vehicle.

11-5. Axle Disassembly
Refer to figure 11-2.

Procedure for disassembling the differential on
full-floating axle is as follows:

a. Remove the axle shafts. Refer to para-
graph 11-2 for rear axle removal.

b. Remove the housing cover `and four cap
screws holding the two differential side bearing
caps in position. Make sure there are matching
letters or some type of identification marks on
the caps and housinrso that each cap can be
reinstalled in the same position and location
from which it is removed. ,

c, Use Spreader NV-129 as %hown in figure,
11-3 to spread the housing in.stall hold-down
clamps, to keep the spreader in position. Clamp

10(tagrer.
I -

4C 1, 'Z.

r .
;64 S'Y I !"C

4;
tt_r 4-

;t7

S, A

1 Spreader W-429
2 Dial indicator and poinpo-
3 Dial indicator clamp

Figure Differential cairrii,r evreacier.

on a dial indicatOr. From the side, measure the
carrier spread. Do not spread the carrier more
than .0204.

d. 'Remove the ,dia1 indicator.

.71 Carefully pry the differential case loose,
'

using pry bars at the heads of the ring gear
bolts and carrier casting.

. Remove spreader irnmediately to prevent
the possibility of the carrier ;taking a set.

g. Remove the screws holding the ring gear
to the differential case.

h. Mark the case halves for reassembly in
their same relationship.

i. Separate differential case halves by re-
mov fng attaching cap screws.

j. Carefully so ,as not to lose the thrust
washers. remove -the different01 gear set.

k. With :tool. C-3281 to hoid the shaft, as
shown in figure 11-4. remove the -at. Wail
?Wier W-172 reYnove the yoke .as shown in
figure 1175.

(21 of 69)
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1 Nut 2 Wmeneh C-3281 3 -Yoke

Figure 11-4. End yoke holding wrench.

./
Al, ,../

le:
.'

AT 14644

Figure 11-5. End yoske 0.11er.

Figure 11-6. Pinion oil seal puller.

front axle, use Tool DD-914P with Holding
Ring DD-914-8 and Adapter DD-914,62, as
shown in figure 11-7.

b. To.remove the Model 70 rear axle pinion,.
inner bearing cone :And rollers, use Tool .DD-
914P with Holding ,Rlng DD-914-8 and Adapr
ter DD-911-95, 2S. shown in -figure- 11-8. To
remove the Model 60 front axle pinion bearing

1. Remove pinion qil seal uSin.g Pinion Oil
Seal i'uller W-2$6, Al3 shown in figure 11-6.

nr,. With a'hammer and brass drift, drive on ,

the end of the pinion shaft to force the pinion
into the differential housing so that it may be
removed.

11-6. Pinion and Case Bearings
Refer to-figure 11-2.

- a. To remove differential bearing cones and
rollers on model 70 rear axle and model' 60

1 Press "7-1 3 Hokitng rag DD-314-i
2 Adap D 91442
Fig e 11-7. I gemitial ,,ort) in!: cow

removal.

ft
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1 Press DD-914-P
2 Adapter DD-914-95

Figure 11-8. Pulling inn° pinum hearing.

T .1M9

3 Holding ring DD-914-8

cone and rollers, use Tool Db-914P with
Holding Ring DD-914-9 and Adapter C-293-
37. When using an ArbOr Press, DD-914-7
Extension and DD-914-42 Button are used.

11-7. Pinion Rearing Cup Removal
Refer to figures 11-9 and 11-10.
TC) remove the pinion inner and outer bearing
cups. use Tool W-100-60-70, with its adapter
plates. Remove the inner bearing cup first.
Procedure for removal is as follows:

a. Reinove.the hex nuts from each end of
Tool W-100-60-70.

b. From the housing cover end, careftfily in-
sert the- round adapter with two fla4 sides
through the inner bearing cup and position it
behind-the bearing cup "ahoulder.

c. Insert the short-threaded end of the main
puller screw through, the hole in this adapter
and secure the adapter with a hex nut.

d. Position the plate across the operpace of
the differential housing and secure with a hex

. nut.
e. , Make sure the adapter plate sets flat

Against the pinion rear bearing adjusting
z

CM "A" IS 3.1.1.1

ApOcaftio, f

.1114'
Apr t As rti

or A 1.; ;4, f.?

kmiamArN,

ft

At IWO

1 Bearing cup 2 Tool W-10040770
Figure 11-9. Pinion inner bearing cup removal.

shims. Turn down the nut to remove the bear-
ing cup.

Remove Tool W-1, 00-60-70 from housing
cover end.

g. Atilch Tool W-1A-60-70Vat yoke end
of housing.

h. Insert adapter behind shoulder of outer
bearing cup.

i. Make sure the adapter plate sets flat
against the pinion outer bearing adjuiting
shims. Turn down the nut to remove the bear-
ing cup.

11-R. Pinion Installation and Adiustment
Adjustment of the pinion is accpmpl1shed by
the use of shims placed between the inner, bear-
ing and the axle housing and between the pin-
fon shoulder and the outer bearing. The shims
behind the inner beking adjust,the position of

Figure 11-10. Pinion outer bearma ui rrooval.
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1 Tool W-100-60-70 2 Outer beiring cup
Figure 11-11. Installing outer bearing cup.

pinion in relation to the ring gear. The shims
behind the outer bearing adjust the pinion in-
ner and the outer bearing preload. Install the
pinion as follows:

a..Install outer bearing cup using Tool W-
1001-60-70, as shown in figure 11-11.

b. Install the inner bearing cup using Tool
100-60-70, to pull the cup into the housing.
See figure 11-12.

1

co Use Tool C-3095 to press the inner bear-
ing cone and roller ont.O.the pinion shaft, "3
shown in figure 11-13.

Note. On the model 60 front axle, install inner
pinion oil slinger onto the pinion shaft before press-
ing inner bearing onto the opinion shaft.

d. Place the pinion in the housing and in-
stall a .065" shim, the inner cone and roller,
and the pinion nut.

14 Tool W-100-70

'

2 Inner bearing cup

Figure 11-12. Installing inner bearing cup.

Q/r7
CM "A"/ IS 3 .1 .1 .1

/

AT 14674

1 Sleeve C-3096 ,

Figure 1141. Pinion bee:wing installing sleeve.

e. Select the proper piniori adjusting gauge
to obtain the correct reading. The pinion ad-
justing fixture must first be get by the use of
a master gauge which is included in the W-99
B-60-70 kit. The gauge blocic supplied with
the W-99B-6040 Master Gauge Set is
stamped with the letter J. 'Use the J step for

(24 of 69)
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AT 1401

1 Dial indicator 3 Stationary pin
2 Gauge block 4 C-clamp

'Figure 11-14. Setting pinion gear.

setting the Model 60 axle pinion and the oppo-
site side when setting the Model 70 axle pinion.
See figure 11-44.

When1 ietting Model 70 axle differentials,.
Spacer W-99-19 must be inserted on the stationary
pin between the housing (No. 10, lig. 11-15) and
the pinion head.

After selecting the proper gauge, the adjusting
fixture can be set as follows:

, f: Place- the gauge block against the ma-
chined surface of the dial indicator Mount. See
figure 11-14.

g. Set the dial indicator on zero by rotating
the face.

h. Install the pinion adjusting fixture on the
pinion with the stationary guide pin and the
adjustable guide pin seated in the pinion shaft
lathe centers, as shown in figure 11-15.

i. Seat the gauge mount firmly on the pin-
ion head and swing.the dial indicator through
the differential bearingbore as shown in figure
11-16. The lowest ilading-indicates the center
'of the differential bearing bore. At this point
the dial indicator should read the same as mark
etched on the pinion head. If the reading does
not agree, add -or reinove shims 'behind the
bearing cup ,,until.he readings agree.

1 Dial gauge swing
2 Pinion
8 Flange
4 Yoke
6 Thumb screw
6 Guide pin

C-clamp
8 Sleeve
9 Inner bearing

10 Housing
11 Stationary guide pin
12 Pinion housing

F'igure11-15. Pinion adjuating fixture.

5. When the correct adjustment is reached,
remove the pinion adjusting fixture and sleeve.
Install outer bearing.

k. Install only the oil slinger, the yoke, the
flat washer, and the pinion nut. Holding the
yoke with Flange Hol er C-3281, torque the
nut 225 to 275 lb-ft ull-floating rear axle.

.1, Using Inch-Pound Torque Wrench on the
nut, check the rotating torque. The rotating

-torque should be 10 to 25 lb. inches.
gote. Disregard starting torque.

m. Add or remoVe shims between the pinion
outer bearing and the pinion shaft to obtain
correct torque reading.

are 7

11-9. Adjustment of Differential Side Gear,

Clearance between the differential side gears
and differential case should be .000" to .006".
Procedure for checking clearance is as follows:

a. With the differential positioned as ahown
in figure 11-16, tap the differential lightly on
a flat surface ..sb the differential gears settle
into proper position.

b. Measure the clearance between side gears
and the ease with leaf reeler gauge as illus-
trated.

c. If-the clearance exceeds .006", add sh;fts-
between .the side gears and the case. To bring

-the clearance within specified tolerance, shims
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Figure 11i-18. Checking pinion adjustment.

Figure 11-17. Checking side. gear clearance.

in these thicknesses are available .004", .066",
.008". If shims kre required, at least one shim
should be placed on each side and the shim
packs kept as even as possible. After adding
shims, repeat the clearance check.

11-10. Axle Assembly
Refer to figure 11-2.

a. Assemble the differential gear set.

b. Install the differential gearr-set in the
differential case. Align the marks made on dis-
assembly and fasten the case together with cap
screws. Torque screws 35 to 55,,lb-ft.

AT 14679

Figure 11-18. Installing inner oil seals.
(model 60 front axle)

c. Check side gear clearance as described in
paragraph 11-9.

, d. Align the marks made on disassembly. In-
stall the ring fear on the differential case.

e. Install cap screws. Torque .screws 100
no lb-ft.

11711. Adjustment of Differential Bearing
Preload and Ring Gear Backlash

Refer to figure 11-2.
The adjustment of the differential bearings is
maintained by the use of shims placed betyceen
tbe differential case and the differential bear-
ings. Proceilure for adjusting bearing' preload
is aslollows:

a. Install the differential case and bearings
in the axle housing without shims and with
the bearing cups snug.

b. Holding the ring gear in contact with t::(
pinion and using a screwdriver blade to movi,
the differential bearing cups toward the center,
.0.sert feeler gauge on each side between differ-
ential bearing cup and the axle housing.

c. After the shim pack requirernont for each
bearing has been established, remove the ,:iffer-
ential assembly. Make up shim packs and keep
them separated.

(26 of 69)
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MEW

1 Driver C-4025

Figure 11-19. Differential bearing driver.

d. Add an additional .015" thickness of
shims to the pack on the tooth side of the ring
gear.

2

AT 14680

Blaring4

e. Place the differential bearing shim packs
on the differential case under each bearing. In-
stall bearings with Driver C-4025. See figure
11-19.

Figur' 1-26. Cheek if? :mg gear baeldash.

AT I4682

1 Too] C,.359

Figwre 11-91. Pinion shaft osT seal installr.

Note, When overhauling the Model '60 front full-
floating axle differential, check the axle inner oil seals.
Should new seals be required, install them, using DD-
1243 Installer (fig. 11-18).

f . .Attach "the Carrier Spreader W-129, in-
stall a dial indicator, (figure 1143) and
spread the carrier a maximum of .020".

g. Remove the indicator.
h. Lubricate beirings and place the differen-

tial in the carrier. 1
1. Tap the unit carefully into Place with soft

mallet, making sure the ring gear teeth mesh
with the pinion testi):

j. Initallbearing caps, matching theirtmarkin with those-on the carrier:
.

k. Ap ly sealing compound to the screw
threads. !Torque the, screws 70 to 90 lb-ft.,

1. Ins ll dial indickor to check ring gear
backlas (figure 11-20). Check backlash at two
points. f backlash does not fall within specifica-
tions, hims shoulfi be interchanged between
the tb differential bearing, shim packs until
correct backlash is oblained.

N te. Changing the position of a .005" shim from
one si e to the other will change the amount of back-
lash a proximately .003".

Check ring gear for runoutiA reading in
exce s of .006" indicates a spruk differential
case, dirt between the case and the gear, or
loos ring genr screw's.

n. After the differential has been assenililed
and adjusted, the pinion shaft oil seal should
be imitalled.

s' (27 o I 69)
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Figure 11-42. Yoke installing tool.

1-

14683

o. Remove the sleeve previously installed in
place of the yoke. Install the oil seal with Tool
C-359 shown in figure 11-21.

p. Install the yoke with yOke installer, as
shown in figure 11-22.

q. Install pinion nut and cotter pin.

r. Install axle shafts and housing cover.

11-12. instaliing Rear Axle
Note. All tervice replacement axle assemblies are

shipped from the factory without lubricant in the
differential. Lubricant must be added to the differ-
ential before the axles are installed in vehicle& Use

11-14. Servicegnosis
_ Sposo 61s.

Axle noisy on pull and coast:-
. EXcessiVe back lash bevel gear and pinion

End play pinion shaft' -r
Worn pinion shaft bearing

.Pinion set too deep in bevel gear (too tight)
Axle miisy on pull:

,,

Pini,' n and bevel gear improperly 'adjusted'\%,
Pinio bearings rough
pinion bearing loose ,

Axle\ noisy on coast: .

' Excessive back lash in bever gear and pinion
End play in pinion shaft
Improper tooth contact

4,' Rough bearings
Back 'lash: a

Worn .differential pinion gear thrust washers
Excessive lash in bevel gear and pinion
Worn uni al joints

..4

Q02/
.441,

CM "A" IS 3.1.1 .1
-

the grade and quantity of lubricant spacifled in est-
tion B.' -

H 2-

Mter adding dIfferential lubricant, suspend the
axle with the axle shafts horizontal aad the
yoke end of the pinion hbusigthanging down,
then twirl the pinion shaft seTeral times to as-

sure that the lubricant ids into the-pinion
shaft bearings.

Procedures for installing the rear axle is as

follows:

a. Position the aXle assembly under the
vehicle.

b. Install spring to axle pad, 1.1-bolts, nuts,
and properly toilque.

c. Connect the shock absorbers at the axle
mounting pads.

d. Connect the propeller shaft at the rear
universal joint.

Cormecerear brake hose and bleed brakes.

I. Install wheels and lower vehiele to floor.

g. Fill the .axle housing with the -proper
lubricant. For correct lubricant refer to section
B.

11-13. Trouble Shooting Differential

Refer to paragraph 11-14.
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11-15. Rear-Aode Specifications

Make _._
..... ----- . Dana

Model
70

I.

iresMpircin "7. 1, '-.:i4: \--.-..: , FulHioating-hypold gears

Drive pinion offset .
1.124

Number of differential pinions -
- 4

Gear ratio _________ . ...... ........ 5.87:1

est .Pinion bearing adjustment .. ._ ...... obslhiel.m5
Shim ,

Ring gear outaide.dinmeter
Pinion -adjustment _ .. :_........ _

L,licgaird...-1.0""----

CM "A" IS 3.1.1.1
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1 STEERING SYSTEM
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Paragraph
General 14-1
Front wheel turning angle __.14-4
,Steering arm 14-6
Stiering gear assembly _14-2
Steering linkage 14-3
Front wheel alignment adjustments ______ 14-6
Camber adjustment _14-8
Caster. 'adjustment 14-9
Front wheel shimmy 14-10
Toe-in adjustment 14-7
Stering linkage service _, .14-11
Steering connecting rod _________ __14-12
Tie rod 14-13
Tie 'rod removal .14-14
Steering gear _14-15
Steering-gear service _14-17
Assembly Of steering gear 14-19
Disassembly of steering gear _ _14-18
Installation of steering geat _ __ _14-22
Removal of steering gear _ .14-16
Steeribg gear beaAng preload adjustment - -.14-20
Steering gear clearance adjtistment _14-21
Steering column and wheel service 14-23
Steering column assembly 14-29
Steering ,column. disgssembly -__ 14-28
Steering column installation. __14;30
Steering column removal '14-27
Steering U-joint coupling 14-26
Steering wheel installation ___14-26
Steering wheel removal 14-24
Steering column adjuitments 14-31
Trotible shooting 141-32
Hard steering 14-33
Service diagnosis _ _A4-34
Steering specifications 14-35.

14-1. General
The steering system consists of the steering
gear, steering wheel, steering column, flexible
coupling, and steering linkage. See figure 14-1. s
This section covers wheel alignment, steering
linkage, steering gear, steering column, and
steering wheel.

14-2. Steering Gear Assembly ,

The steering, gear is a reducing gear. It ex-

-

changes a relatively large amount of movement
with a small force (applied by th,e driver at the
steering wheel), for a much smaller amount of
movement with a greatly increased force
(through, a cam and lever action). The steering
gear ratio is,24 to 1.

14-3. Steering 'Linkage

Refer to figure 14-1.

The steering linkage cOnsists of-a steering arm
attached to the steering gear, a connecting rod,-
tie rod, and steering-knuckles integral with the
tie rod. Ball joints are used on the tie rod and
steering connecting rod to maintain constant
toe-in and good steering control'under all driv-
ing conditions. Should the ball joints be worn
enough to allow excessive free motion in the
linkage, they should be replaCed. Ball joint re-
placement requires .resettingt the toe-in adjust.-

, ment.

14-4. Frorit Wheel Tenting Angle

When the front wheels are turned, the inside
wheel on the turn travels in a smaller circle
than thd outside wheel, therefore, it is neces-
sary for the wheels to toe-out to prevent the
tire on the inside wteel from being scuffed
sideways. The angle for toe-out on turns-is de-
signed to permit both fiont wheels to turn
a common center.

14-5. Steering Arnt
Should a steering arm 'become bent, the arm
must be replaced, and the-knaFicle.inFpected for
damage.

;

14-6. 'Front Wheill Alignment' Adjustme.'
'To insure cmtect alignme.nt. a definite pro-
cedure fur inspection of the steering system is
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41"

AT 14700
1 Steering imuckle 9 Tie, rod tali.
2 Tie rod 10 Clamp .

3 Steering gear 11 Lock washer
4 Connectirig steering rod 12 Nut
5 Pitman arm, 13 Ball joint -
6 Castle nut . 14 Lubrication 'fitting
7 Cotter pin 15 Rubber seal -

8 Nut

Figure 14-1. Steering linkage solid front axle.
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Figure 14-2. Front wheel toe,in (top view).

AT 147p,

AT 14702

1 Vertics1 line 2 Cambe'r
Figaro 14-3. Front whsgl camber.

reconunended. It is suggested that the follow-
ing sequence be used:

a. ,Eq1IAH7e tire pressures and level vehicle.

. b. Check steering gear to steering column
alignment

c. Inspect steering knuckle piv.Ots, spindle,
and wheel bearing looseness.

ci. Check wheel runout.

e. Test wheel balance and bearing adjust-
'merit

f. Check for spring sag.
g. Inspect brakes and shock absorbers.

IP Vertical line

AT 14703
2 Cuter angle

Figure 14-4. Axle easter.

Chitck steering gear assembly ailjustment
and steering connecting,rod.

i. Check caster.'

5. Check toe-in.
k. Check toe-out onturns.
1. Check camber.
m. Check tracking of front and rean wheelr..
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n. Cheek ..frame alignment. The factors of
alignment, caster, camber, and toe-in, are all
interrelated and if one adjustmeor is Made,
another adjustment play be afreeted. There-
fore, aitei an alignment job is completed, make

a complete recheck of all the adjustments to be
fisure the cedtrisgAre withIn the Hoot, Be sure
afl . front smspension and steering system nuts
and bolts are all properly torqued before taking
wheel alignment readings.

ear

1,4t-r7., Toe-In Adjustment

Note. Steering gear must be on the "high spot"

when the miumfls are in the "straight ahead" position.

To adjust the wheel toe-in, first raise the front
of the vehicle to free the front wheels. Turn
the *heels to the straight ahead position. Use
as steady-rest to scribe a. pencil line in the cen-
.ter of each tire tread as the wheel is turned by
hand. A good wayfto do this is to first coat a
strip with ehalk around the circumference of
the tread at the center forming a base for afine
pencil line.
Measure the distance between thvcribed lines
at the front and rear 6f the whas using care
that both measurements are made at an equal
distance from the floor. The distance between
the lines should be greater at the rear than the
front by %2" tO %2". To make adjustment to
obtain this distance loosen the clamp bolts and
turn the tie rod with a small pipe wrench. The
tie , rod is threaded with right and left hand
wheels. Do not overlook retightening the clamp
threads to provide equal adjustment at both
bolts 12 to 15 lb-ft.
It is common practice to measure between the
wheel rims. This is satisfactory providing the
wheels run true. By Scribing a line on the tire

( tread, measurement is taken between the road
con,tact points which will reduce ern3r of wheel
run-out.

14-8. Camber Adjustment
Correct wheel camber of 11/2° is set in the solid
front axle at the time of manufacture, and can-
not' be altered by -any adjustment. It is impor-
ta)tt that the camber is the same,on both front
wheels.

14-9. Caster Adjustmeni ,

The axle caster is preset at 3° and should be

CM "A" IS 3.1.1.1C542(147\
checked-on a wheel alignment- fixture. If found
to be incorrect,' correetion may be made by
either Installing new parts or installing caster
skims between the axle. pad and the springs.
If the ctunber and toe-in are correct and it is
known that the axle is not twisted, a statisfac-
Tory check may be made by teei/pg the vehicle
oft the road. I3efore road testing, make sure all
tires are properly inflated, being particularly
careful that both front tires are inflated to
exactly the same pressure: -
If vehicle turns easily to either side but returns
hard to straight ahead position, incorrect cast-
er is indicated. If correction is necessary, it can
usually be accomplished by installing shims
between the springs and axle pads to secure
the desired result.

14-10: Front Wheel Shimmy
Wheel shimmy may be caused by various con-
ditions in the wheels, axle, or steering system,
or a combinatithi of these conditions. Outlined
lielow will be found the usual corrections of
this fault:

a. Equalize the tire piessures.
b. Check the wheel bearings for looseness.

Be sure that the inner wheel bearing race is not
too loos,e on the spindle.

c. Remove both steering knuckles and care-
fully inspect the upPer pivot pin bushings and
lower pivot pin bearings. Inspect the bearing
cups kir evidente of brinelling, pitting, or fret-
ting. Any bearings that show the slightest
imperfection must be replaced. Adjust the
pivot pin beariris. Reassemlile and lubricate
the front axle and steering linkage, install new
steering knuckle oa seals if presint seals show

any wear.
d. Check wheel run-out. This check should

include radial run-out and wheel looseness on

tp4ub.
e. Check wheel balance. Check for blowou4

patches, uniform tire tread, vulcanized tires,
mud on inside of wheels, and tires creeping ow
the rims.

f. Check for front spring sag on solid front
axle vehicles. Also check for broken spring
leaves, broken center spring bolt, loose spring
clips (or tight clips), over-lubrication of
spring leaves, spring shackle bracket loose on
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frame. and loose rear spring shackle. Be sure
that the shock absorbers are operating proper-
ly to eliminate bobbing of the front end.

,

g. Check brakes to make sure that one does
not drag.

-

h. Check the steering assembly and steering
connecting rod. This includes the up and down
play of the steering worm shaft, end play of the
lever shaft. tightness of the steering gear to
the frame, tightness of steering, arm, adjust:-
ment of the steering connecting rod, and condi-
tion of the steering tie rod ball joint ends. Ad-
just the steeling connecting rod (drag link)
to maximum safe tightness at both ends.

i. Check front axle caster. This should be
the same on both sides, otherwise a: locking
brake may be indicated causing a twisting ac-
tion of the axle.

j. Check the front wheel toe-in.

k. Check wheel toe-out on turns. This gives
an indication of the proper angularity of the
steering knuckle arms and tells whether or not
they have been bent and require replacing.
These may be checked by comparing them Vith
new parts. If an arm is bent, check for a bent
tie rod.

1. Check wheel camber.

m. Check the steering axis inclination.

it. Check the tracking of the frdnt axle and
frame alignment, either of which may be out
of alignment

14-11. Steering Linkage Service

Refer to paragraph .14-12 through 14-18.

14-12. Steering Connecting Mod

The steering connecting rod can be removed by
removing the cotter picis and nuts from both
ends, and then removing the rod. The steering
connecting rod ball joints cannot be disassem-
bled for service.
When installing the steering connecting rod,
place the wheels in the straight ahead position
and place the steering arm parallel to the'cen-
terline of the vehicle. Have the steering gear

.steering arm properly indexed, with line marks

;
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on the steering arm and gear shaft and the
steering gear on center of high point. With the
steering arm so positioned,_install the con-
necting rod.

14-13. Tie ROd

The tie rod is of three-piece constriction con-
sisting of the,rod (tube) and two ball and sock-
et ends. Ball and soOtet ends are threaded into
the rod And locked with clamps around each
end of the rod (figure 14-1). Right and left-

. hand threads on tie rod ends provide toe-in
adjustment without removing the tie rod ends'
from the steering arm.

14-14. Tie Rod Removal

The tie rod can be removed by removing the
cotter pins and nuts at the ends. To remove the
tie rod from the steering knuckle arms, us

- puller or expansion fork. Then separate
joint seals and fittings, if necessary. The tie
rod sockets can be removed by loosening the
nuts on the clamp- bolts and unscrewing the
sockets from the tie rod tubes. When installing
the components of the steering linkage, new
seals should be installed as necessary. All nuts
should be torqued 38 to 42 lb-ft

a

/3
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Tha steering .gear musi be removed from thp
vehicle in order to adjust it.

14-16. Remoyal of Steering oear

a. Disconnect the steering gear from the
steering column by removing the flexible cou-
pling to gear Allen head clamping screw.

b. Disconnect the connecting rod frail the
steering arm.

c. Remove the three bolts attaching' the
steering gear to frame. Remove steering "gear

,. I by sliding it slightly forward and to the right
and lifting.it Out of the engine compartment

14-17 Steerirrg Gear Service

Refer tb paragraphs 14-18 through 4-22.

CM "A" 1$
,

, 14-18. Disitssembly of Steering Gear

Hofer to figurea.14-5 and 14-6.

a. Clean the exterior of the steering gear.
Remove filler plug from the steering gear hous-
ing and, drain lubricant from the gear.

b. Make index marks on the roller 'gear and
shaft assembly and on the steering arm, to
assure correct alignment during assembly. Re-
move nut and lock washer from the shaft Re-
move arm from the shaft with a steering arm
puller or gear puller.

Caution: Do not use a hammer or wedge
to remove the steering arm from the roller
gear and shaft assembly. This will damage
the gear and shaft assembly.

c. With a fine file or piece of emery cloth,
remove ,any nicks or burrs from the exposed

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Filler plug
Cap screw
Lock nut
Cover
Gasket
Retaining snap ring
Thrust washer
Adjustment screw
Roller gear and shaft assembly

10
11
12
13
14
16
16
17
18

Needle bearing
Oil seal
Steering gear housing
Oil seal
Steering arm
Lock washer
Nut
Worm gear and shaft assembry
Lower ball bearing race

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

AT 14705

Lower bearing cup
Thrust spacer
Shim
End cover
Cap scrow
Tjpper ball bearing race
Upper bearing cup '

4.

Figure 14-6. Steering gear--exploded view.
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portions of the roller gear and shaft assembly.
and from the worm gear and sh4aft assembly.

d. Remove four attaching,.cap screws, side
cover, and gasket from the steering.: gear hous-
ing,--When the cover is removed, the attached
roller gear and shaft assembly will also be
withdrawn from the housing.

e. Remove lock nut from the adjustment
screw. Turn screw clockwise until it is com-
pletely unthreaded from the side cover; then
remove the roller gear and shaft assemblyfrom
the cover.

f. Remove four attaching cap screws and the
end rover from the steering gear housing.
Withdraw worm gear and shaff assembly from
the housing. Remove lower and upper bearing
cups and ball bearings from the shaft.

g. Remove worm gear shaft oil seal and roll-
er gear shaft oil seal 'from the housing. Dis-
card both seals.

.h. Clean all parts with suitable cleaning sol-
vent and wipe dry.

i. Inspect the steering igear housing for
cracks, Vreaks, leaks, or other damage. Replace

'if damaged.
-

j. Inspett the roller gear a- nd shaft assembly
visually for wear, scoring, or pitting. If neces-
sary, polish lightly with a fine abrasive cloth.
Inspect the roller gear to assure that it has
proper freedom of movement and lacks exces-
sive lash or roughness. Replace gear and shaft
assembly if visibly worn or damaged..

k. Check adjustment screw of the roller gear
and shaft assembly for exCessive end play. If
end play exceeds .015", remove the retaining
ring, thrust washer, and screw from the gear
and shaft assembly. Replace the retaining ring
if unserviceable. Secure a new adjustment
screw and thrust washer in the gear and shaft
.ssRembly with a retaining ring.

l. Inspect bearing st?ilace in side cover and
replace if visibly worn or damaged.

Itispeet the Worm - gear and shaft assembly
visually far wear, scoring, or pitting If. neces-
sary. polish lightly with a fine abrasive cloth.
Replace assembly if it is visibly worn or dam-

'aged.
01.
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Inspect upper and lower ball bearings andCups
of the worm gear and shift assembly for wear
and damage. Replace if-..yisibly worn or dam-
aged.

Note. Bearing balls must be replaced. as a full
set in each bearfng.

14-19. Assembly of gosling Gear

a. Position new oil seals at the worn gear
shaft and roller gear shaft oil seal bores of the
steering gear housing with the lcinger lip of
each seal facing into the housing. Press each
seal into the housing with a mandrel of suitable
diameter to touch seal bore of the housing

,around its entire perimeter.

b. Lubricate worm gear and shaft assembly
and the upper ball bearing and cup with SAE
90 gear oil. Install beving and cup on the
shaft. Install shaft assembly in the steering
gear housing. Be certain that the splined end
of the shaft does not danfage the oil seal.

c. Lubricate lower end of the worm gear and
shaft assembly and the lower ball bearing and
cup with SAE 90 gear oil. Install bearing, cup,
and spacer on the shaft. Position shims and end
cover to the -steering' gear housing; attach
loosely with four cap screws. Adjust bearing
pretoad as described in paragraph 14-20.

d. Position tapped hole of the side cover to
the adjustment serew of the roller gear and
shaft assembly. Thread screw counterclockwise
into the cover until the end of the shaft just
touches the inner face of , the cover. Install a
lock nut loosely on the adjustment screw.

e. Install -a new, gasket on the side pover.
Lubricate gear of the roller gear and shaft as-
sembly with SAE 90 gear oil. Insert gear and
shaft assembly into the steering gear housing.
Be certain that the end of the straft does not
damage oil seal in the housing. Roller gear and
worm gear must.mesh to seat the side cover to
the. housing. Secure cover to the housing with
four cap screws. Torize cap screws 18 to Z2.
lb-ft. Adjust gear clearance as described in
paragraph 14-21.

f. Clamp e..xposed section of the mile gear
and' shaft assembly fi a Softr).7 rase
ObServe index marks made during isasserebty
and ,position steering arm to splined end of the.)
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shaft. 'Install lockwasher and nut on shaft
threads, tighten nut to draw ztrm into; pbeition
oh the tpling,

g. Fill steerin* gear housing to the required
level in car position with specified lubricant.

14-30. Steering Gear Bearing Preload
Adjustment

This stibering gear adjustment determines pre-
load applied to upper and, lower ball bearings,
which support the worm gear and shaft assem-
bly. It is made by adding to or subtracting .
from, the number of shims between the steering
gear housing and end cover, with the roller
shaft asseMbly removed.

7a. If necessary, loosen four cap screws
which fasten the end cover to the steering gear
housing.

Refer to figure 14-6.

b. Alternately tighten cap screws evenly, but
only slightly_ at a time, and rotate the worm
gear shaft. Torque screws 18 to 22 lb-ft.

c. Check rolling torque required to rotate
the worm gear,shaft. When bearing preload is
correct, this torque will be 6 to 12 lb-in. If
necessary, remove cap screws and end cover.
Eit fier add to, or subtract from, the number of
shims, ind repeat step b., above, to olitain cor-
rect bearing preload.

416,

14-21. Steering Gear Cletarance Adjustment

This steering4 gear adjustment sets proper
backlash between the worm gear and the roller
gear of the 'steering gear assembly. It prevents
gear *ear, and steering play which wouyi re-
stilt from excessive backlash. Gear backlash is
adjusted by an adjustment screw, which deter-
mines the longitudinal position of the 'roller

"gear and shaft assembly.

a. If ecessary, loosen lock nut and turn the
adjustm t screw at the side cover counter-
clockwise ulAil the worin gear shalt turns
freely thr ghout its entire range .of
See figure 1

b. Count the number of turns necessary to
rotate the worm gear shaft through its entire
range of travel. Ttirn shaft to center its travel.

C>4
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Rotate shaft,back and forth through its
of travel, and tighten the adjustment screw
until the :haft shows slight bind at the center
of Its traVel.-Adjttst attest, to Obtain a 'rolling'
torque requirement of 15 to 29 lb-im to rotate
shaft through the center Of travel. Hold adittst-
ment screw in position and torque lock nut 16
to 20 lb-ft.

c. Recheck rolling torquenecessary to ro-
tate worm gear shaft through the center of its
travel. If necessary, repeat a and b above, until
this value of rolling torque is correct

a

14-22. Installation of Steering Gedf

a. After the gear has .been prOperly, ad-
justed position the steering gear against the
frame side rail, guiding the gear into the flexi-
ble coupling, and secure it in position with the
attaching bolts. Align pointer on flexible cou-
pling with line mark on gear input shaft.

b. Install the Allen head cap screw _that
holds the flexible coupling to the staring gear
shaft. Torque Allen head 'screw 18 to SO lb-ft

c. Check gear to steering column alignment
and adjust, if necessary, as described In pars,-
graph 14-30. ,

d. Attach steeri'ng arni to connecting rod.

e; After the gear has been installed in the
vehicle, the gear may have a alight roughnese,
running through 10, or 15 complete turn cycles.

14-23. Steering Column and Wheel Service

Refer to paragraphs 14-24 through 14-81.

14-24. Steerinfi Wheer Removal

Refer to figure 14-7.

a. Carefully pry the horn cap from the hous-
ing slot in he lower end.

O. Remove three attaching screws in the
wheel cavity. Remove housing, rubber boot
three insulators, and switch.

c. Remove steering shaft nut..

a. Install puller and remove steering wheel
and spring. See figure 14-7.

e. Examine wheel hub seal
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1 iuller
i

Figure 14-7. Steering wheel removal.

14-25. Steering Wheel Installation
Refer to figure 14-8.

'ra. Install steering 4heel and spring on shaft.
Align scribe marks on shaft and hub'of wheel,
as shown in figure 14-8.

.

b. Install steering shyt nut and -torque'20
to 25 lb-ft,

c. Position -liulators to horn housing and
P switch. Install in steering wheel cavity. Install

seal and secure with three screws.
Caution: Exercise care in installing hub

.. searover column. ,

'

14-26. Steering UJoint Coupling
Refer to fitures 14-9 and 14-10.

,The vehicle uses a two-piece steering shaft
with the. sections connected by a U-joint cou-
pling at the steering solumn. The U-joint coup
pling has a single spring which is placed be-
tween two bearing blocks, tending to spread
them apart and automatically take up the wear.
When sarvicing- the U-joint coupling, the fol-
lowing procedure should be followed:

.

a. Disconnect the lower steering shaft
coupling at the by removing the

antwo nuts, bolts d lock hers.

b. Loosen clamp liolding U-joint coupling
cover to lower shaft and remove U-joint cou-
pling covdr. .

,

40
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AT 14707

1 Alignment marka 3 Steering ahy.ft
2 Steering wheel
Figure 14-8. Steering wheeranti ehaf t alignment.

er Remove 'spring clip from cover, and care-
fully remove cover from steering shaft. Use

, caution to avoid loss of small parts inside cov-
er.

,

Note. Use extreme caution to prevent damage to-
!searing surfaces of the pin.

. . .

d. Remove steering shaft pivot pin bearing
blo.eks and wave washers.

Inspection:

Carefully inspect all parfs for signs of wear.
If pivot pin in ateering shaft is not serviceable,
steering shaft must be removed and replaced
with a new steering shaft-pin assembly.

Assembly,:

a. Install coupling cover on lower shaft,
aligning slot in clamp with mark on sh4.1.4.7. In-
stall clamp bolt and tighten.

b. With steering shaft installed, place 1)ear-
ing blocks with wave washers in place over
each end of pivot pin after first lubricating pin
with chassis grease. Place retainer over end of
shaft.

c. Lubricate inside of housing with chassis
grease and carefully position over pivot pin.
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1 Flexible coupling to steering gear shaft '2 Lower shaft and flange to U-joint coupling

Figure 14-9. Steering shaft alignment marks.
.,

/ 1 Lower bearing c

/ 2 Outer tube assembly
3 Casket
4 Support and clamp
5 Horn wire
6 Housing

. 7 Horn connector
8 Steering wheel
9

10
Nut
Horn switch .,

11 . Horn button contact flange
12 Horn switch spacer

f.

t

13 Flat washer
14 Lock washer
15 Screw
16 .Horn button
17' Spring
18 Upper bearing collar
19 Seal

e

2Q Upper bearing and gorn connector
21 Spring
22 Lpper steering shaft
23 Spring
24 Boot

Figure 14-10. S iee '71rt g column.
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25' littainer
26 Bearing
.27 Snap ring
28 Coupling housing
29
30
31

.Low steering shaft alit: r -nge
Nut

.Lock washer

"-' I

32 Flexible couplifig
33 Lockwasher
34 Cap screw
35 5crew and locicwashei

1.

,
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d. Position retainer and bolt in housing and
install spring clip.

. Conned lower shaft and flange to the
flexible coupling attached to the steering gear.
Install two bolts and tighten.

14-17, Steering Column 'Removal

a. Remove, the-flexible coupling lb altering.,
shaft bolts.

Note. The upper steering shaft is separated at
the U-joint coupling by loosening or removing the
U-joint coupling to lower shaft clamp. Refer to
figure 14-10.

b. Disconnect the steering column wiring
connector from the wiring harness underneath
the instrument panel.

c. Fold the floor-mat back and loosen seven
steering column toe board cover plate attaching
screws.

c/. Remove toe b.oard from lower corumn
clamRt-by removing the two attaching bolts.

e. Remoye upper steering column clamp at-
, taching bolts underneath'instrument panel, and

remove steering column with lower colunm
clamp and, gasket, upper steering column
clamp, 'and steering shaft and flange attached.

14:28. Steering Column Disassembly
0

a. After the steering column is removed
from the vehicle, remove the center steering
shaft froni the steering column, and the shaft
spacer from the flange housing.

b. Remove the two screws attaching the
turn signal switch to the column and remove
switch.

c. Disconnect horn, wire contact and plate.

Disconnect the terminal from the steering
,columnbarness connector.

e. Pull the flange housing free.of the column.
Remove the Spring washer from the flange.

f. Rmove housing.

g. Remove upper bearing spacei.

h. Disconnect the gow,er nylon bearing at-
taching screws, ahdremove the bearing.

0233
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i. Inspect all parts for damage and wesx
and replace B.3 necessary.

14-29.. Steering Column Assembly

a. Inetall upper bearing spacer In steerApi
cofuom, a3 shown hrflgure 14-10:

b. It the column hareem Nytth removed, In-
the wfrInv In thu oIumn passage. OM

wirn, mqd tape the end of the harness
terminals, and guide the wire through the pas-
sage.

.c. Position the housing on the column.

d. Install the flange by first installing the
two bolts, nuts, and washers loosely in position
on the flange. Then,position the flange on the
column aligning the heads of tile bolts into the
slots in the steering column. With the flange in
this &rrect position, torque the two nuts to 45
to 55 inch-lb.

e. Position the lower column nylon bearing
in lower end of steering column with screws.'

f. Position and secure turn signal lever and
switch.

.11>

g. Instalrhorn wire contact and plata.

h. Install steering shaft and upper shatt
spacer;

i. Connect flexible coupling to eteering
shaft.

j. If electrical harness was removed, reglace
terminals into connector in the same position
asremoved.

14-30. Steering Column Installation

a. Install upper end of lower s the up-
per U-joint coupling. The spl. fj, the upper;
coupling clamp mitt be aligted to the mark on
the upper end ot the lower shaft to maintain
steering wheel centering with steering gear
hi-point. Secure attachmen,t by. tighlening ,the
upper coupling clamp. Install lower .steering
shaft hnd lower 'C oupling aasembly connect-
ing lower coupling to wormshaft, with the cast
pointer on the colipling aligned with the mark
en the .evormshaft as shown in figure 14-9.
.e.cure coupling by installing two bolts, nuts

and lockwashers.
;

b. Install the lower toe pan cover plate b
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1 Lower bearing adjusting screw
2 Measuranent U-joint coupling position

Figure 14-11.

AT 14710

3 Steering wheel to steering column gap

Steering column adjustments.

c. Check steering column aligmnerit and
adjustments.

d. Connect steer,ing colunin connector into
electrical harness. .

14-31. Steering Cplumn Adjustments

Refer to'figure 14-11.

a. With the steering-column, shaft, and U-

- joint coupling installed, aid the front wheels_
set straight ahead, check position of mark on
worm shaft designating steering gear high
point. This mark should be at. the tot, side of
the shaft at 12 o'clock position and linedoup
with the mark in the flexible coupling lower
clamp as shown in figure 14-9. If thii align-
ment is -correct, check the alignment a mark
on upper end of lower steering shaft with saw
cut in U-joint coupling. With the sieering
wheel installed be certain aligning mark on
steering shaft matches with mark on steering
wheel-hub is shown on figure 14-4:

b. To insure proper U-joint coupling posi-
tioning, measure along side of the steering
column and check dimension from bottom of

column to-the flrewall face. The correct dirnen-
sion is 31%814. Refer to figure 14-41-.

Should adjustmentaj3e-necessary, loosen steer-
ing column elamps and move column up or
down, uiitll the proier momrement is ob-

,tained. Secure Steering column by tightening
all clamps.

" c, Check the gap between tirb upper stedring
column housinrand the steering wheel hub. To
adjust gap, loosen the 'steering column shaft
clamp (loated above the U-joint t:oupling),
and pull the steering column shaft upward.
The proper clearance is 1/16- to, %2". Refer to
figure 14-11. Tighten clamp when the proper,
gap is obtained. .1

14-32. Trouble Shooting
Ref)er to paragraphs 14-33 and 14-34.

. 14-33. Hard Steering
encountered,-the --

lowing procedure should be followed:
First check tires for proper; inflation. Then dis-

connect the steering arm and rotate. the

01 of 69)
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Oeering wheel. If the wheel turns fctely with
IA kb. of "effort _Cu' l, recinbeet- the . steering

arm. If the wheel will not turn freely, first
check for &Acuity in the steering column as'
outlined in paragrAph 14-el. if, after these
.adjustmentc. the wheel does not tu.rn freely
with the arm disceonected, procee:1 with the
steering ileaf acljustment as given in para.
graphs 14-21.
If hard steering still exists after

14-34. Service Diagnosis
sppipt~

Hard Steering:
Lack -of lubrication

-,Tie rod ends worn
Connecting rod ball joints tight
Cross shaft improperly adjusted
Steering gear parts worn
Frozen steeling shaft. bearings
Lower coupling Range rubbing against steering

shaft
Steering wheel rubbing against'gearshift bowl __
'Steering gear or connections adjustmeni too

tight

Front spring sagged

Frame bent or broken
Steering knuckle bent
Low or uneven tire pressure

14-35. Steering Specifications

Steering gear:
Make
Type
Ratio

----Beitrings:
CamUpper
CamLower ,
LeveS shaft .

r Steering column pper
Worm preload Am/seals

-.; ---Worm-preload-oter-center--wiseals
Wheel Altimeter -

Stee g geometry: -
Kingipin inclination
Toe-ln
Camber ,
Caster

Turning radius 1.

Tuaning_ angle

. \..

,

1
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checks, check front wheel alignments (pars-
graPhs lArG, 14-10). and front axle steering
knuckle bearing preload. The front axle screen.
ing knuckk bearing preload scale readings
should be.taken at the tict rod socket tapered
hole ln the Vteleiing kunckle inn, with jolrt
seal and axle shafts removed. Take the scale
"readings when the-knuckle has just started its
sweep. The steering knuckle bearing preload
should be 12 -to 16 lb. with the cil seal repioved;

Probabt. ram*

Lubricate all connections
Replace
Adjust
Adjust
ReplaCe
Replace bearings

Loosen bolt and assemble prope.ly
Adjust jacket endwise

Check idjustment by dropping pitman arm from
gear or disconnecting linkage from pitman arm
ball. Readjust if necessary.

Check front end jounce height. Jounce height should
be approximately the same at both wheels. Com-
pare diniensions with those on car having about
sathe miteage and equipment and believed to be
standard. Replace front sprinks if sagged.

Repair frame as necessary
Install new knuckle
Inflite tires to recommended pressure
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Gemmer
Worm and roller

24 to'l

Ball
Ball

Roller
Bushing

6-12 in.-lb.
_

16-17 in.

8"
/V to '3f:2"

11/2

28"
29'
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BRAKES

Paragraph

General .. -12-1
Brake maintenance . 12-4
Hydraulic brake sYstem 12-2
ParleingStransmission) brake
Brake sei-vice 12-6
Bleeding, brakes . 12-10
Brake adjustment 12-8
Brake hoses . - 12-11
Brake pedal adjustment . 12-6
Parking brake adjustment 12-7
Parking brake band ...'. 12-14
Relining wheel brakes 12713
Troubleshooting ... 12-16
Rattles in brakes .. : 12-17
Squeaky brakes 12-16
Service diagnosis 12-18
Specifications .. 12-19

12-1. General
The vehicle is equipprd with, hydraulic brakes.
The hydraulic brake gystem is shown in figure
12-1. All vehicles are equipped with a lever

\type, hand operated parking brake, that oper-
ates in the-drive line, at the rear of the trans-
fer casr
This section covers all the' maintenance and
service requirements for parking'and hydrau-
lic

12-2. Hydiciulic Brake System.

Refer to figure 124. Action by' the brake pedal,
moved the)naster cylinder piston which exerts
pressure on the fluid in the cylinder and lines.
The master cylinder primary cup is he
against the piston by the piston return sp
The return ep,ring also holds t e check va e
against the, valve seat. The sp maintains a

J _slight-fluid_pressure in-tha Inea-and-in-the7.-

wheel cylinders to prevent the possible en-
trance.of air into the system.
The secondary cup, which is secured at the op-
posite end of the .piston, prevents leakage of

g.

(43 o

fluid into the rubber boot. The holes in the pis-
Van head allow the fluid to' flow from the spa6e
in back of the piston into the space between
the primary cup and the check valve, keeping
sufficient fluid in the lines ai all times.
The holes in the check valve case allow the
fluid to flew through the case around the lips
of therubber valve cup and out into the lines
during the brake application. When tile brakes
are released, the valve ig fore& off the seat
permitting the fluid to return +o the master
cylinder. The piston assernilly is held in the op-
posite end of the housing by means of a piston
stop snap ring. The- rubber boot fits around the
push rod and over the end of the housing to
prevent dirt from entering the master cylinder.
The wheel cylinderx hgure 12-3 are double
piston cylinders. The purpose of the two pis-
tons is to distribute the pressure evenly to each
of the two brake shoes.
Rubber cylinder cups tn the pistons prevent
the leakage of ,fluid. The rubber boots over the

'end of the cylinder prevent dust from entering
the cylinder.
When pressure is applied to the brake pedal,
the master cylinder forces pressure through

- the lines and into the wheel cylinders. This
pressure forces the pistons in the wheel cylin-
ders outward, expanding .the brake shoes
against the drums. As the pedal is further de-
pressed, higher pressure in the hydraulic Sys-
tem causes the brake shoes to exert greater
force against the brake drums-
As the brake pedal is released, the hydraulic
pressure is ieleased and the brake shoe return
spring pulls the shoes together, drawing the
wheel cylinder pistons inward anciforcing the
tiluid out of the cylinders back into the lihes to-
\yard the master cylinder. In the master cylin-

dk der, the piston return spring returns the piston
to the piAon stoi) snap ring faster, than the

f 69)
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1 Front brake tube to right wheel 7 Rear brake tube tee to right ' 13 Master-cylinder
cylinder flexible line wheel cylinder eube 14 Front brake tube tee

2 Clamp 8 Flexible line to rear brake tube 15 Front brake tube to clamp
3 Parking brake control rod tee 16 ,Front brake tube to left front
4 Parking brake 9 Brake tube clip wheel cylinder flexible line
5 Brake tube clips 10 Rear brake tube tee 17 Left front wheel cylinder
6 Right rear wheel cylinder 11 Left rear wheel cylinder 18 Brake tube clip.

12 Rear brake tube
Figure 12-1. Brake system. r

brake fluid is forced back into'the master cyl-
inder, which creates a slight vacuum on the
head of the piston. The vacuum causes a small
amount of fluid to flow through the holes of the
piston head, past the lip of the primary cup,
and into the forward part of the cylinder. This
action keeps the cylinder filled with fluid at all
times, ready for the next brake application.
As fluid is drawn from the space behind the
piston head, it is replenished' from the reser-
voir through the intake port. When the pistorr
is in fully released positlpn, the primary cup
clears the by-pass-port, allowing the 'excess'
fluid to flow from the cylinder into the reser-

.voir,as the shoe retracting springs in. all cylin-
ders continue to force the fluid back into the
lines and master cylinder.

12-3. lodging CtcapmtuiQnLBYAkst__
The parking brake ,lever is operated by hand '
and liortipush-button release. When the levet"
is pulled, tension is exerted on the parking
brake rod leading to the parking brake (which
is mounted at the rear ot the transfer case)
caiising the brake shoe to press against the

_

1 Piston stop snap ring
2 Secondary cup
3 Intake port
4 By-Pus port
5, Vented Ail cap
6 sUpply

Valve geat
8 Check valve
9 Return spring

10 Muter cylinder primary cup
11 Piston
12 Boot
13 Push rod ,

Figure 12-E. Brake master Under.
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drain. The sunount of brake rip that can be
applied increues by the numb4 of botches the
brake lever is pulled. To dfenga'ge the parking
brake, depress the button on top of the lever.
Refer' to figures 12-4 and 12-5.

CM "A" IS c
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1 Cylinder boot
2 Piston
3 Bleeder screw
4 Cup spring
5 Cylinder cup
Ftpure 12-4. Brake wheel cylinder.

12-4. Brake Maintenance
No brake can be expected to wol.k well when
gease or oil is allowed to leak into the drum
Trom the rear axlelittle braking friction can
be obtained between brakes and drums when
the surfaceis, covered with grease and oil. For
this reason, take care not to over-lubricate
wheel bearings, forcing ItOricant past seals.
Also, cher condition of seals if leak is sus-.- pected or whenever brake drums are pulled.
Whe!ey.er wheels are removed, it is advisable
to wash the drums with- a suitable solvent so
that all grease 'and dirt are removed. Lininp
with any evidence of grease or oil on them
shOuld be replaced. The hydraulic system
should be kept free of dirt and moispire. It is
advisable to drain the systeni and (flush with
pure alcohol once a year.

Caution: -keep mineral oils, gasoline, or kero-
sene out of the system u they cause rubber
cups to soften, swelli,and distort resulting in
failure. '1'1'1,

. .

1 Parking b

I I
-

i r r!,.r

control

Figure 12-4. Parking brake trols.

'12-5. Brake Service

To service the hydraulic brake system, follow
the procedure below:

a.. Check the fluid level in the brake master
-cylinder.

b. Check brake pedal adjustment. See para-
graph 12-6,

c. Check brake pedal travel. If the pedal
travels ,more than halfway to the floor, the
brakes, may need adjusting to compensate for
lining wear *or they may need relining. How
much lining is left cab only be determined by
visually inspecting the
See paragraph 12-8 for brake adjustment;
paragraph 12-13 f,* relining brakes.

d. If the brakes pull to one iide after adjust-
ment, check tire pressures. All tires must br,
inflated to recommended pressurei to ensure
even braking. If the condition persists, exam-
ine the brake linings for foreign Materiai and
replace linings if necessary. If the side pull per-
sists, check front wheel alignment and balance.

*:
e. Check the brake system for leaks by
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1 Operating earn
2 Brake shoe and lining
3 Operatingt rod

4 Parking brake handle
5 Adjusting nut

Tigure 12-5. Parking brake linkage.

apprying a steady presiure on the brake pedal.
A leak in the system will allow the pedal to
"Ian away." If the Pedal "falls away" check
for a leaking wheel cylinder. Remove wheels
and drums and carefully check each cylindek.
Also examine all lines and fittings. Replace all
wheel cylinders (para 12-12) if .one is defec-
tive, as they are all probably in poor condition.
If the leak has allowed brake fluid to get on
the linings,.the lining will have to be replaced.

presence of air in the hydraulic system. This
condition must be corrected by bleeding the
brfakeAs. Sie:PiArongY"

indicates the

_14.gr

g. Should the brakes become locked so that
the vehicle-cannot be moved, the brakes. may be
released by opening the bleeder screw on any
one of the wheels cylinders. Before the vehicle
is driven, correct the cause of the condition.
The cause may be either a defective master cyl-

inder or low grade brake fluid which has ex-
panded because of heat.

12-6. Brake Pedal Adhistment
There should always be at least 1/2" free peal

travel before the push rod engages the niaster
cylinder piston.
This adjustment is accompli§hed at the brake
mounting bracket.

To adiust free pedal travel, first loosen the
adjusting liolt locknut. Turning the adjusting
bolt in (clockwise) decreases the amount of
free pedsl traVel, turning the adjusting bolt'
out-euiiter-elocicwise4- increases the amount
of free pedal travel.
Too great a free pedal travel prevents thrpush
rod from bottoming against the master cylin-
der piston, giving excessive pedal travel before
brake application. Not enough free pgdai
travel will prevent the primary cup in the mas-

_ _
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1 Brace 8 Flat washer 16 Brake pedal pad
2 Nut 9 Nut 18 Brake pedal bumper
3 Lockwasher 10 Nut and washer assembly 17 Bushing
4 Flat washer 11 Retracting spring 18 Capscrew
5 Bolt 12 Washer 19 Brake pedal shaft

Adjusting bolt 13 Master cylinder push rod 20 Brake pedal mounting , bracket
7 Locknut 14 Brake pedal 21 11!olt

Figure 1t-6. Brake Pedal, mounting and adjusting parts.

ter cylinder from clearing 'the by-pass port
when the piston is in the released position.
This will destroy the compensating action of
the master cylinder for expansion and contrac-
tiim of the fluid in the system due to tempew
time changes.

12-7. Handbrake Adjustments
a. Adjvst Handbrake Band.

(1) Place the vehicle on a level floor and

place the handbrake in the fully released posi-
tion.

(2) Remove the cotter pin and clevis pin
that attach the control rod to the cam levers

(3) Remove the lociiing wire from the an-
chor screw.

14) too-reirthe---tm -janmubroirthead,
justing J-bolt and the two famnuts oil the ad-
justing screw.

(5) Insert a 0.015-inch thickness gage be-
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tween the brake lining and the drum at the an-
chor clip. Turn the anchor screw as required
until slight friction is felt as the gage' is with-
drawn.

(6) Insert the thickness gage between
brake lining and drum above J-bolt and turn
the upper mit on t he adjusting J-bolt as re-
quired to establish the same clearance RA

above.

(7) Inseit the thickness gage between
brake lining and drum below )-bolt, 'hold the
adjusting screw, and hint the lower nut on the

'adjusting screw as required to eatablish the
same clearance as above.

(8) Check the clearance between the lin-
ing and the drum at several points. Clearance
shquld be approximately 0.015 inch at all
points.

(9) When the adjustment has been com-
pleted, tighten the jamnuts on the adjusting
J-bolt and the adjusting screw. Secure the an-
chor screw with locking wire, attaching the
wire to the biacket in such a manner that it
will not interfere with the anchor screw
spring.

(10) Adjust the handbrake contiol rod be-
fore connecting it to the cam levers.

b. Adjust Handbrake Co-tarot Rod.
(1) With the brake control rod detached

from the cam levers, loosen the nut at the yoke
end of the brake control rod and turn the rod
in the yoke until the eye of the rod ia in align.-
ment with the clevis pin holes in the two cam
levers.

(2) Attach the control rod to this cam
levers with the clevis pin and cotter pin.

(3) Tighten the nut against the yoke.

Not*. With the brake band and control rod
properly adjusted, the pawl should be engaged in the
third to fifth notch of the sector for full application
of the brake.

12-8. Brake Adjustment
When the brake linings become worn, effective
brake pedal travel is reduced. Adjusting the
brake shoes will restore the necessary travel.
Before adjusting the brakes, check the spring
clip nuts, brake dust shield to axle flange bolts,
and wheel bearing adjustments. Any looaeness
in these parts will cause erratic brake seizure.
Also check that the brake pedal has 1/2" free
travel without moving the master cylinder pis-
ton.

, .. , .. , ,,
,, . , I 4 g L

- f I , : i 1.-

" 9

1 Brake band
2 Brake drum
3 Adjustment nut

- Figure 12-7. Transmission band tittle brake
adjustment,

4 Lock nut
5 Bolt

AT 14690
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Centralize the'brake shoes in the drums by de-
pressing the bcake pedal- hard and then releas-
ing it. Since the brakes are of the self-denier-
ing type, they require no anchor adjustments.
Hoist all four wia -Is off the ground and adjust
the brakea according to the procedures given in
paragraph 12-9.

12-9. Brake Adjustment (Star Wheel)

Adjust the brakes as follows:
a. Remove the adjusting hole dust -clip from

the back of the brake backing plate. See figure
12-8.

.b. Use Brake Adjusting Tool to turn the star
wheel. Raise the handle of the taol to tighten
the shoes against the drum.

c. When the brake -shoes are tight against
the drum, turn the star wheel ih tbe opposite
direction until the vehicle w I just rotates
freely without brake drag.

d. Repeat the above procedure for all four
wheels.

..1:114

1 Brake hose 2 Bleeder screw

Figaro 12-9, Bleeding brake,.

12-10. Bleedirig Oakes
Thehydraulic brake systeni must be bled

----whenever a fluid line has been disconnected or
air gets into the system. A leak in the system
may sometimes be indicated by the presence of
a spongy brake pedal. Air traled in the sys-

CM "A" IS 3.1.1.1

tern is compressible and does not permit the
pressure applied to the brake pedal to be trans-
mitted solidly through to the brakes. The sys-
tem must be absolutely free from air at all
times. During the bleeding operation, the mas-
ter cylinder must be kept at least % full of hy-

. draulic brake fluid. When using pressure type
brake bleeder, follow manufacturer's instruc-
tions. To WM the brakes.' follow this proce-
dure:
First, carefully clean all dirt from around the
master cylinder filler plug. Remove the filler
plug and fill the master cylinder to the lower
edge of filly neck. Clean off all bleeder.connee-

-tions at all four wheel cylinders. Attach
bleeder hose ,and fixture to wheel cylinder
bleeder screw and place end of tube in a glass
jar and submerge in brake fluid.

Note. Bleed at that wheel with the longest line from
the master cylinder first, the next longest second, etc.
Open the bleeder valve half to three-quarters
of a turn. See figure 12-9.
Depress the foot pedal, allowing it to return
very slowly. Continue this pumping action to
force the fluid through the line and out of the
bleeder hose which carries with it any air in
the system. When bubbles cease to appear at
the end of the bleeder hose, close the bleeder
valve and remove the hose. After the bleeding
operation at each wheel cylinder has,been com-
pleted, fill the master cylinder reservoir and
replace the !Mei= plug.
Discard the liquid which has been removed
from the lines through the bleeding process be-
cause of air bubbles and dirt.

12-11. Brake Hoses
a. Hydraulic lines (tubing and hose) are the

means of transmitting fluid.under pressure be-
tween the master cylinder and the wheel cylin-
ders. The hoses are the flexible links between
the wheels or axles and the frame or body, The
hoses must withstand the fluid pressures with-
out expansion and must be free to flex during
spring deflection and wheel turns without
causing damage to the hose.

b. Hydraulic lines are subject to damage and
deterioration. Jioses shodd be inspected for
cuts, chafing, cracks, twists and loose frame
supports. Hydraulic tubing should be inspected
for signs of leakage (due to faultf flares or
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loose connections) ; restrictions (thie to dents
or corrosion) ; wear. (due to friction agaitrit
other metal parts). Always use correct type
and size of wrench on fittings. Avoid damage to
female fittings by supporting fitting with tube
nut during removal of assembly.

c. On fittings where gaskets are used, always
use a new gaeket. Cop Per gaskets take a set
and may.not form a good seal if reused.

d. When replacing hydraulic brake hose, at-
tach hose to wheel cylinder and securely
tighten hose, then attach opposite end to frame
fitting or tubing. Avoid twists in hose when as-
sembling to frame fitting or tubing. Hold hose
end securely with wrench while attaching tub-
ing to hose. If hose end clip is used, make cer-
tain clip is assembled properly. Check for in-,
terference during spring deflection or rebound
arid during front wheel turns.

, e. Check for any possible, contact between
front brake hose and hiller sidewall of tire

1 Adjusting hole cover
2 Hold down pin
3 Lockwasher and cap screw
4 Backing plate
5 Bleeder screw
6

(

6/3
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when the front, wheels are in maximum turn
position. Check fdr sufficient but not excessive
length' of hOse between the damp and the
wheels by tattling 'the wheels from one ex-
treme turn position to the other.,

I. Check that there le ne poosibility 8ny
cOntad between the tall pipa'and rear brake
hose undee all operating conditions.

12-1 2. Whoa Cylinder
Refer to figure 12-10.

Note. Make sure a replacement brake cylinder has
the same part number ai the original cylinder.

a.To removea wheel cylinder, jack up the
vehicle and remove the wheel, hub, and drum.
Disconnect the brake line at the fitting on the
brake backing plate. Remove the brake shoe
return spring which will allow the brake shoes
at the toe to fall clear of the brake cylinder.
Remove two screws holdii.g the wheel ylinder
to the backing plate.

7 Brake shoe
8 Return spring
9 41justing screw socket

10 Adjusting screw
11 Adjusting screw socket

12 Return spring
13 Push rod
14 Wheel 'cylinder
15 Hold down spring
16 Self-centering anchor bloc6

Anchor pin washer
-Figute 11=-70.- Fronrwheertervo brake (star wheel adjustment).
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b. Install wheet cylinder to the backing plate
and connect brake line end install brake shoe
return spring.

c. Replace wheel,-hub, and drum.

d. Bleed the brake lines (pare 12-10). .

e. Adjust brakes if required (pars 12-8).
. .

12-13. R. lining Wheel Brakes
a. When. necessary to reline the brakes, the

vehicle should be raised so that all four wheels
are free.

b. Turn the star wheel adjustment all the
way in.

c. Remove the wheels and drums which will
give access to the brake shoes figure 12-10;

d. Install Wheel Cylinder Clamps to retain
the wheel cylinder pistons in place and prevent
leakage of brake fluid while replacing the
shoes.

e. Remove the brake shoe return springs.

Not*. Brake shoes may be distored by improper
lining installation and linings should be ground true
after installation on the shoes. For' this reason it is
recommended that new or replacement shoe and lining
assemblies be installed. .

Note. When handling brake shoes, do not permit
nil or grease to come in contact with the brake linings.

,
A

f., Install anchor block with convex surface
contacting the prinhary sh9e and the straight
side contacting the secondary shoe. The arrow
stamped on the anchor block must always be
in8talled pointing in the direction of forward
wheel rotation. Install the brake shoes on the_
brake backing plates. Remove the wheel.

Note. Whvt installing the brake shoe return
springs, always install the primary (front) hoe
spring first.

,

g. Install the hold down pins and the brake
shoe retaining spring-clips.

Note. Using brake drum' micrometer check all
drums. Should a brake drum be rough and scored,
it may be reconditioned by grinding or turning in a
lathe. Do not-iremove .more than ..030" thickness of
metal, .060" overall diameter. If a drum is recondi-
tioned in this manner, either the correct, factory-

, supplied, oversize lining .030*.mat be installed, or a
shim equal in thickness to the metal removed must be
placed between the lining and :hoe so that the arc
of the lining will be the same as that of the drum.

1.

'1 Qc/V
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h. Install the drumireful make a major ad-
justinent of the brakes.

Note. If it is found when wheels are removed that
there is brake fluid leakage at any of the wheel rein-
ders, it, will be necessary to replace or the wheel
cylinder (pare 12-12) sad bleed the brake line; (pars
12-10).

Whenever the brake lining is replaced in one
front or one rear wheel, be sure to perform the
same operation in the opposite%tront or rear
wheel, usually the same braking lining part
number. Otherwise, unequal brake action will
result.

12-14. Parking Brak. Band, Cam Lava's,
and Spacer Link

a. Removal.

(1) Disconnect the trake rod from the
brake cam lever.

(2) Remove 3-inch screw from lining as-
sembly and cast bracket. ,

(3) Cut brake band anchor lock wire and
'remoie brake band anchor clip screw, taking
care not to lose brake band anchor spring lo- '
cated inside the'bracket.

(4) Remove two brake adjusting nuts
from brake adjusting bolt. At this point, loosen
the two bolts holding the ends of the rear
transfer case cross member until the cross
member drops approximately 1/2".

(5) Lift brake adjusting bolt upwards
until it clears the lower ear of the brake shoe
asseinbl7 and remove the bottom spring.

,(6) Continue t4) lift the brake adjusting
bolt and pull the brake shoe asseinbly rear-
ward at the same time until the brake band,
bolt clears the cast retainer. Brake shoe aselem-
,bly is now off.

(7) If the adjusting J-bolt, cam levers or
spacer link requires replacement, remove the
cotter pin and clevis pin that attach the
levers and the spacer link to the J-bolt. If the
spacer link stud in the brake support requires
replacement, remove the nut, loekwasher, old
stud.

b. Inspection%

_ (1) Clean the parts that were temoved and
the brakedrum.

.

(2) Inspect the cam levers and link spa-

1 ,

,
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cer for cracks, distortion, and elongated clevis
pin holes.

(3) Inspect the adjusting J-bolt, adjust-
ing screw, anchor screw, and spacer link stud
for cticka and damaged threads. .

Inspect all springs for cracks, distor-

tion and weakness.

;.(5) Inspect the drum for scoring or

cracks. Report a damaged drum to ordnance

maintenance personnel.'

(6) Replace all parts that are unfit for
further service.

c. Installation.
(1) If the spacer link stud was removed,

install the stud in the brake support and in-
stall the lockwasher and nut. Tighten the nut.

(2) Assemble the adjusting J-bolt and re-
lated parts with a cam lever at each side of the
bolt and the spacer link next to the left lever,
aligning the clevia pin holes in the link and
two levers with the eye in.the adjnsting J-bolt.
Install the cam lever clevis pin and cotter pin.

(3) Position the anchor screw spring in
1:he anchor clip on the band and install the
band on the brake support. Install the anchor
screw but do. not tighten at this time.

(4) Position an adjusting bolt spring at
each side of the brake support between the
support and the band ends, and install the ad-
justing J-bolt and attached cam levers -and
spacer link, inserting the bolt through the
band ends, two springs, and brake support. In-
stall the Plain washer and two jamnuts on the
lower end of the bolt, but do not tighten at this
time.

(6) Attach the front end of the spacer
link to the spacer link stud and install the cot-
ter* pin.

(6) Install- the---adjusting scresy up
through the band lower end and the brake sup-

12-113.,Service_Diagnasis

Brakes drag:
Biake shoes improperly adjusted
-Piston cupsenlarged
Mineral oil or improper brake fluid in system ...

Improper pedal adjustment
Clogged muter cylinder eolivensating port .. .

One rhiike drags:
Brake shoe adjustment incorrect

0,45"
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port and-install the lockwuher and twa jam-
nuts. Do not tighten the nuts..at this time. ,

(7) Raise transfer case crou member and
tighten.attaching bolta;

(8) Adjust the band and control rod.
(para 12-7).

12-1S. Troubleshoothi

Refer to paragraphs 12-16 aid 12-17.

12-16. Squeaky Brakes
In many cases,'brake squeak can be eliminated
by correct adjustment of the brakes. Squeaks'

.may be caused however, by glazed linings, lin-
ings worn thin to the point of exposed metal or
by vibration. A drum will not vibrate when the
hrake is securing uniform contact over the en-
tire lining suiface except when due to im-
proper 5onditions such as the linings becoming
glazed. Glazed surface cZ the brake linings is
cause for replacement of the linings. Occasion-
ally squeaks are caused by roughened surface .
of the drum, which cap usually be remedied by
rubliing with emery cloth and by willing thf
braking surface clean, In extreme cases it may
be necessary to 'refice the drum in a lathe.
Should this be done, do not remove a metal
thickness greater than .030" or .060" over all
'diameter.

12-17. Rattlis In Brakes
See that the tension of the springs in the
brakes and attached to the control system is
sufficient to return brakes and brake mecha-
nism to their normal position. Return springs
are so placed that they keep all slack out of the
control system by tension on all joints.
Brakes will not rattle inside the drum if the
springs hOlding the shoes-are-kept-at-the-pro-
per tension.

Readjust
Fluph all lines with alcoholinstall new cups in wheal

and master cylinders
Adjust brako pedal height
Clean master cylinder

Adjust
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Ilikag
8 rskt hoe* degeed
Return spring broken or weak .

Wheel cylinder pistooror cups defective
Loose or damaged wheel bearinis

-

. Brake grabSvekiele pulls to one side:
Grease or brake fluid on lining
Dirt between lining and drum
Drum scored or rough
Loose wheel bearing
Axle spring clips loose
Brake backing plate loose-
Brake lining
Brake shoe reversed
Tire under-inflated
Tires 'worn unequally .......
Glazed or worn lining . .....
Restricted brake line

Excessive pedal travel:
Normal lining wear
Lining worn out .

Leak in brake linq . ........
Scored brake drums
Incorrect breks lining
Air in hydrailic system

Co'

Replan,
Replace
Replace
Adjust or replace

Pleiesielenvati

elReplace lining
Clean with wire brush

lar
CN "A"..11

Turn drum and replace liningshim lining
4. Adjust "

Tighten
Tighten
Different kinds on opposite :wheels
Forward and reverse .shoes reversed in one wheel
Inflate
Replace or change around to opposite wheels.
Replace linings
Locate and repair.

Spongy bra*.pedal:
Air iiiiInes
Brake shoe adjustment incorrect
Insufficient brake fluid

Excessiie pedal pressure:
Grease or brake fluid in lining
Shoes- improperly adjusted .....

Adjust
Replace
Locate and repair
Replace or regrindehim lining
Replace

r Fill master cylinder and bleed brakes

Warped brake ehoes
Distorted brake drums
Glazed or worn lining
Restricted brake line
Faulty brake cylinder
Insufficient brake fluid

Squeaky Wilkes:
Brake shoes warped or drums
Lining loose
Dirt imbedded in lining .....
Improper adjustment
Oil or grease on lining
Glued or worn lining
Drum scored

A -

12-19. Brake Specifications
Drum dameter:

Front 13"
Reeso 13°

Front shoe:
Front wheel .. 13"
Rear wheel

Rear shoe:
Front wheel
Rear wheel

Bleed lines
Adjust

rFill master cylinder

lialsee lining
Major adjustment
Replace
Replace or regrindshim lining
Replace linings
Locate and repair
Repair or replace
Fill master cylinder

Replace
/*lace
Clean with wire bfush or replace
Adjust
Replies linings
Riplace linings
Turn drum and replace linings

Wheel cylinder bore:
Front 1 1/16" ,

Rear , 1 1/16"
j\--fdaster cylinder bore

' Pedal free play 1/2"
x 2 1/2" x 1/4" Rear propeller /shaft:
x 2 1/2" x 1/4" Parking brake:

TyPs` External
Drum diameter .

Lining size 7 31/32" x 2" x 1/4"
131* x 2 1/2" x 1/4".
13" x 2 1/2" x"1/4"
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LUBRICATION AND PERIODIC SERVICES
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Paragraph

General B-I
Applying fresh lubricant . B-3
Chusis lubrication . 11-5
Engin* lubrication system
Special lubricants 13-2
Lubrication intervals . ... 13-6"

Initial lubrication B-I2
Lubrication service (daily) 8-7
Lubrication service (annually) B-8
Lubrication service (1000 miles)

BLubrication service. ( 00 miles) 13210

Lubrication service (1 O00 miles) B-11
Gettral procedura or all tervices and

inspections
General procedures for organizational

maintenance ...... 8-14
Semiannual "S" preventive maintenance

services . . 8-15
Specific procedures for organizational

maintenance
General lubrication preyentive infintenanCe,

inetructions
Adjuit brakes B-38!
Adjust clutch . 13-37
Adjust fan . 8-39
Air cleaner . ..?N ' ...... 3-38
Brake linings 8-50
Brake master cylinder .... . 8-32
Charging circuit - 8-67
Checking lubricant level 8-22
Clean body Ad door drain holes B-41
Cleen exterior radiator 8-40
Clutch -cross shaft . B-29
Cooling system . B-80
Differentials ..... ..
Door and hood hinge pivott
Dgor latch rotors
Door latch striker plates ..... . . B-31
Door and window weatherstrips _ - .181-4,..1-1_

Dry-type air cleaner E144
Engine oil .... . .......... . 8-18

' Engine oil filter B-19
&quit system_ ...... . . ..... B-51
Frost axle U-joint . . 8-28, B-60
Front axle wheel bearing B-61
Front and rear axle differential ..... B-25
Front and rear axle U-bolt 8-52
Front .and _rear spring bwhing 8-64

Paragragh

Glove compartment dtx3r latch . ... 8-46
... 3-49

Heater controls B-4T
Ignitor ... ..-> ., 3-63
Lights and controls 3-27
Pintle hook 8-84
Positive crankcaie yentilation valve2- .., - --- _ - 8-20
Propeller shaft universal joints and sliejoints . 8-59
Rear axle wheel bearing .47. 3-62
Rotate tires ,,- 8-86
Shock, absorbers 8-68

'Spark' plugs Y
4. 3-55

Starting circuit , 2-66
8-13 SturinN gear ... B-26

-___,.

Tailgate latch supports, hinges ...... . ..,77:1 . - -B-44
Tie rod and drag link sockets / B48
Transfer cise and linkage 8-28
Tranamission 8-24
Transmiuionimid transfer cus. . 8-21

8-18 Tun engine 8-25
Windshield wiper . . r- ', 3-48 .

B-17 Winch . . , 11-65

Parte requiring, no lubrication 8-65
Alternator .bearinge . . B-89# -.-
Shock absorbers ...... ... . B-71
Spring shackles , 8-72
Sprin

C , 6-A .,.. 8=-70gs \--
Starter- ipotor bearines 8-68
Water pump bearings, clutch release bearing . - 3-67

A
B-43

,

11-1. General
The M175 and M725 Vehicles require, periodic
lubrication and other maintenance services to
promote satisfactory operation, and prevent
excessive wear. Under severe operating or at-
mospheric conditions, the vehicle may require
these services more- often than suggested in the
maintenance-operation atheclulea. It should be
pointed out that.cornmon short trip,. o nd-
go driving is the qiost severe use e which is
further intensified duriim cold weather, In di-
rect contrast, constant speed drivingr on high-,
ways is less severe. The specified types and'
amdunts of lubricants given in the lubrication
chart and text of this section Should be closely

4io'
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followed. The lubrication 'notes for operations
under undsual condition3 given in the last 'Part
of this section, should be followed when exilic--,
able.

'Special Lubricants

MIL lubricants are lubricants thai carry the,
military specification number they, conform to
Standard biands .that meet with the "MIL

SPEC" are in many cases marked on the con-
tainer with this number.

15-3. Appiyini Fresh Lubricate
.1111

y
arm cover to lubricate the fuel pump eccentric.'
A tube is provided in the oil passage 'of the
cam bearing deck to deliver the oil under pres-
sure to the front of the bearing deck to make

---sure-that oil does not-drain- back when the en-
gine is stopped. This smtem proyides immed1-.
ate lubrication to the WTI bearings when the

. engine is restarted. Ports are rovided between
the cylinder head and the crankcase and also
between the timing chain cover area and the

,/crankcase to allow the oil to !low back to the
oil pan for recirculation.

When lubricating all Iubrcin points, it Tri
'important that all the old lubricant be re-
moved. To assure this, force lubricint thrOugh
the lube fittings until the lubricant being
forced out of the joint is fresh lubricant, indi-
cating that all old lubricant has been removed.
-When applying lubricant to the propeller shaft
splines, clean and liberally apply lubricant with
a clean brush.

8-4. Engine Lubrication System

The engine is lubricated through a full-pres-
sure lubrication system (fig. B-1) 'that uses a
progressing tooth gear oil pump driven by a
helical gear on the crankshaft. Oil is drawn to
the pump through a fixed intake screen that
strains out the larger impurities in the oil sup-
ply. From the oil pump, the full flow of oil is
directed through the oil filter where smaller
particles are filtered out. The oil is then ported
Ilfrough passages in the block to supply lubri-
cation to the main bearings. Oil pa&dges in the
crankshaft mate with the otl grooves in the
main bearings, then these passages conduct the
oil to the crankpin bearings in the connecting
rods. Spurt holes in the connecting rods prov-
ide lubrication to the cYlinder walls.-

A passage in the block conduits oil to a fitting

at,the front of the block to provide a stream of

oii to thi timing chain, eprOdket,.....and_oil pump

drive gear. An external hose at the rear of Elie-,

engine connects the oil passage in the block to

an oil passage in the cylinder head. JIL1 tq the

cylinder head is ported to the rear camshaft

bearing and through passages in the camshaft

to provide lubrication to the cam lobes. A pas-7,

sage in the cam bearing deck provides oil to

each of the remaining camshaft bearings. bil

drips from a small projection in-the-rocker

lubriccitioh
The chassis should be serviced at periodic in-
tervals. Most chassis lubricattng points have
standard lubrication fittings. Refer to the Lu-
brication Diagram and- Chart for sPecific

points and lubricating time intervals. It is not
necessary to disassemble prepacked joints to
lubricate thein. Merely add new lubricant, as
described in paragraph 3-8, to remove all old
lubricant
At the appropriate interval, clean each lubrica-
tion fitting indicated on the Lubrication Chart.
Use a pressure gun to lubricate. Be sure the.
grease channels are open to provide complete
lubrication of bearing surfaces, In some cases
it may be necissary to disassemble .to clear
plugged channels.

P.

, 8-6. Lubricat;on intervals
Perform the following operations at the inters
vale shown.

hafrimis
Daily

1,000 ...
6,000 ..
12,000 ..

1.144wOm
wririto

Para B-T
Pira B-8
Pars B-T

.. .... ........ Para B-16
...... . .... Pars B-12

;When vehicles are driven primarily in abnor-
ozally;dusty or)wet areas or when subjected to

,severi operatiag_condktions, perform these ser

vices more freq4ently. Byer these conditions

no definite interval can be recommended ffe-
cause of the great variety of uses and condi-

tions of use.

B-7. Lubrication Beryl& (Daily)

Crankcase--Check Crankcase level.
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iiguro B-1.- Engine

AT 14391 '

lubrication system.

B-8. Lubricafion Service (Annually)

Winch Worm Catb--Drain and refill
Winch Drum and Shaft CaseDrain and refill

I-9. Lubrication Service (1,000 Miles)
The following points must be lubricated and
serviced every 1,000 Miles of vehicle opera-
tion :
Steering Links
TJniversal Joint and Aering Knuckle Housing

. Steering Tie Rod SoCkets
Clutch Release. Cross Shaft.

ralie-Master-CylinderNote : Fill to 1/2 in.
from top,

Universal and Slip Joints
PIntle Hook
Spring Shackle (Rear)
Spring Bolt (Rear)

4
11-10. Lubricalion Service (6,000 Miles)

The crankcase must...be drained and oil filter
replaced every 6,00Tmiles of vehicle operation.

ONO

.2get
CH "A" 1.1.1.1

Every 6,000 miles of vehicle operation remove
ignitor.cap and lubricate the wick, breaker
arm and breaker arm pivot. Service air
cleaner.

3-11. Lubrication Service (12,000 Milk's)

Front and Rear Wheel BearingsReove,
Clean, D and Re

Rear DifferentialDrain and refill
Transfer CaseDrain and refill
TransmissionDrain and refill
Front DifferentialDrain and refill
Steeling GearDrain and refill

8-12. , Initial Lubrication

When a nevehicle is placed in service or
after the engine has heeil overhauled, the en-
gine oil must be changed and the oil filter re-
placed after the fir4 500 miles of operation,
and then. every 6,000 miles of normal highway
driving. Under more severe service, change the
oil more often. Common short trip, stop-and-go
driving is the niost severe and is,further inten-
sified during cold weathg. In contrast, con-
stant-speed driving on the highway is the least
severe.-The oil filter ghoul be replaced each
6,000 miles of normal driving.

1-13. General)Procedures for all Services
and inspections

a. The following general procedures apply to
organizational preventive-maintenance Services
and 'to all inspections, and are just as impor-
tant as the specific procedures.

b. Inspections to aee if items are in good con-
dition, correctly assembled or stored, secure,
not excessively worn, not leaking, and ade-,
quafely lubricated apply to most items in the
priventFve-thaintenance and Inspection proce-
dures.. Any or all of these checks that ere
pertinent to any itein (including supporting,
attaching, or connecting members) will be per-
formed automatically, as general procedures,
in addition to any specific procedures given.

(1) Inspection for good condition is- usu-
ally visual inspectidn to determine if the unit
is safe Or serviceable. Good condition is ex-
plained further as meaning: Not bent or
twiSted, not chafed or burned, ngt broker. or
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Cracked, not bare or-frayed, net dented or col-
lapsed. not torn .or cut, not deteriorated.

(2) Inspection of a unit to see if it is cor-
--rectly assembled_ ar stored ia usually a visual
inspection to see if the unit is in its normal po-
sition in the vehickle and if all its parts are pre-
sent and in their correct relative position.

(3) Excessibely worn is understood to
mean worn beyond serviceable limits or likely
to fail, if not replaced before the next sched-
uled inspection. Excessive wear of mating
parts or linkage connections is usually evi-
0'4 '4 D II r.

Notar-Steamocleaning will not be performed bf
organisational maintenance Personnel.

f General precautions in cleaning are as fol.
kmes : .*

(1) Drycleaning solvent or mineral spir-
its thinner is flammable and should not be used
near an open flame. Fire extinguishers should
be provided when this material is used. Use
only in well ven'Llated places. Battery ground
should be disconnected and taped.

(2) nig cleaner evaporates quickly and
has a drying effect on the skin. If used without

the case' on some individuals, a mild irritation
or inflammation.

(3) Amid getting petroleum products,
such as drycleaning solvent or mineral spirits
paint thinner, argine fuels, or lubricants on
reblow parts as they will 'deteriorate the rub-
ber.

Warning: The use of diesel fuel oil, gaso-
line or benzene (benzolI for cleaning is prn.

hibited.

It includes illegibility as applied to markings,

data and caution plates, and printed matter,'

c. where the instruction "tighten" appears
in the procedures, it means tighten with a
wrench, even if the item appears to be secure.

d. Such expressions as "adjust if necessary"
or "replace if necessary" are not used in the
spekCifie procedures. It is understood that when-
ever inspection reveals the need of adjust-
nients, repairs, or replacements, the necessary

'7
action will be taken.

e. Any special cleaning instructions required
for specific mechanisms or parts are contained
in the pertinent section. General instructions
are as follows:

(1) Use drycleaning solvent or mineral
spirits paint thinner to clean or wash grease or
oil from all parts of the vehicle.

(2) A solution of one part grease-cleaning
compound to four parts of drycleaning solvent
or mineral spirits paint thinner maY be used
for disiolving grease and oil from engine
block, chassis, and other parts. Use cold water

to rinse off any solution which remains after
cleaning.

(3) After the parts are cleaned, rinse and
dry them thorcughly. Apply a light grade of
-oil-to -all- polished-metal- surfaces-to-prevent-
rusting.

(4) When authorized to install new parts,
remove any preservative materials such as
rust-preventive compound, protective grease
etc; prepare parts as required (oil seals etc.) ;
and fork those parts requiring lubrication,
apply the lubricant prescribed in the lubrica-
tion order.

Do.

4

g. Nameplates, caution plates, and instruc-
tion plates made of steel, rust rapidly. When
plates are found in a rusty condition, they
should be thoroughly cleaned and heavily
coated with an appliation of clear lacquer.

13-414. Gin er'a I. PrOcechiiis far Organization.
al Maintenance

a. Automatically Applied. All of the general
procedures previously listed herein will be fol-
lowed. Organizational mechanics must be 10
thoroughly trained in these procedures that
they will apply thein in the performance of
their duties.

b. Operator's Participation. The driver or
crew usually accompanies the' vehicle and as-
sista the organizational mechanics in the per-

-fonnance -of erganizational-Mainteranee -ser
vices.

c. Unwashed Vehicles. The driver or crew
should present -the vehicle for a scheduled
preventive-maintenance service in a'reasonably
clean condition; that is, it should be dry and
not caked with mud to such an extent as to se-
riously hamper inspection and services. How-
ever, washing of the vehicle should be avoided
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immediatety prior to an inspection, since cer-
tain types of defects such as loose'parts and oil
leaks may not be evident immediately
washing.

procedures unlesS approval has been given by
ithe direct support maintenance organiztion.

vices are defined by and restricted to general,
d. Services. Organizational maintenance ser-

(1), .4djust. Make all necessary adjust-

tained in the pertinent section of this manual,
information contained in changes to the sub-
ject publication, or technical bulletins.

(2) Clean. Clean the unit to remove old
lubricant, dirt, and other foreign Material.

(3) Special lubrication. This applies ei-
ther to lubrication operations that do not ap-,
pear on ate lubrication order, or to items that
do appear but which should be performed in
connection with the maintenance operations; if
parts have to be disassembled for inspection or
service.

(4) Service. This usually consists of per-
forming special operations, such as replenish-
ing battery water, draining and refilling units
with oil, and changing and cleaning the oil
filter, air cleaner or cartridges.

(5) Tighten. All tightening operations
should be performed with sufficient wrench
torque (force on the wrench handle) to tighten
the unit according to good mechanical practice.
Use a torque-indicating wrench where speci-
fied. Do not over tighten as this may strip
threads or cause distortion. Tightening will al-
ways be understood to include the correct in-
stallation of lockwashers, locknuts, locking
wire, or cotter pins to secure the tightened nut.

(6) Modification work order application.
-Enter -11rmbd lit-cat-Orr werkorders- IIWO
applicable to the equipment on DA Form
2408-5, upon receipt of the MWO, regardless
of the category of maintenance responsible for
applying it.

e. Special Conditions. When conditions make
it difficult to perform the complete preventive-

0.25-7

maintenance procedures at one time, they can
sometime4 be handled in sections. Plan to com-
plete all operations within the week if passible.
All available time at halts and in bivouac areas
must be utilized, if necessary, to assuae that
maintenance operations are completed.

8-15. Semiannual "S" Preventive-
Maintenance Services

.a. Purpose. The "S" preventive-maintenance
services insure the correct adjustment, secur-
ing, and assembly of all components of the ma-
teriel. Necessary replacement, cleaning, lubri-
cation, and protection of parts and/or assem-
blies will be accomplished as required, to give
reasonable assurance of trouble-for operation
until the next "S" preventive-maintenance ier-
vice is performed.

b. Intervals. The semiannual "S" preven-
tive-maintenance services are performed by the
organizational mechanics every 6 months or at
every 6,000, miles of vehicle operation, which-
ever occurs first. Under unusual conditions,
temporary deviation from the prescribed ser-
vice or interval may be authorized at the direc-
tion of the commander. The commander will
consult with the direct support maintenance
officer prior to a decision to deviate from these
services.

B-16. Specific Procedures for Organiza-
tional'Maintenance

Specific prOcedures for performing each item
in the semiannual 'S" preventive-maintenance
services on the materiel are given in table I,

using DA Form 2404 as a worksheet, in ac-
cordance with procedures outlined. Result* of
inspection and checking during pteventive-
maintenance services is authorization to take

_

corrective aCtion- by perfOrming the serviei or
repair by organizational maintenance person-
nel. If repairs by a higher category of mainte-
nance are required, DA Form 2407 (Mainte-
nance Request) will be prepared and forwarded
with equipment to the supporting maintenance
activity.
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Preventive Maintenanei Mocks

we 01.

4'

items to b. !motet.. Prtotivre

2

3

4

8

10

12

.13

14

Oil and coolant
Water Pump, fan, belts,

and pulleys.

Electrical wiring ......
Engine compartment

Tires .

Fire ektinguisher

Tools and equipment

Vehicle body

Steering gear and
controls.

Cab: doors, glass, top,
frame, curtains,
fasteners, straps.

Lights, horn, wind-
shield wipers, blowers,
and heater.

Brake pedal

Instruments-functional - -
check.

Starter and switth

instrument operabonal
chec14.

PRIOR 'TO ROAD TEST
Nets Ines tattles! tItiatloo Met sot permit ftill ro!14 trot. Perform only th"

that my!» little or so roortraiot of Ws ?AWL

Cheek at!cl coolant levels. Check spare containers for contents.

Inspect pulleys and fan for alinement. Check *ater pump for-leaks. Check
fan anti alternator drive belts tension. Provide 50 to 60 lb. tension. If
belt tension gauge is not available, belt tension of 34' deflection may .be
obtained by applying a light thumb presume midway between alternator
and water pump pulley.

Visually inspect electrical wiring, conduits, connectors and shielding.

Inspnet engine impartment for indications of fuel, engine oil, and water
leaks. Look under' the vehicle for indications &I leaking gear oil or
brake fluid.

Note any Apparent lose of air. Remove penetrating objects such as nails
or glass. Note unusual wear or missing valve caps. Gage tires for cor-
rect pressure, as specified.

Visually inspect Are extineisher (on vehicle so equipped). Noto if ?ire
extinguisher is charged and sealed.

Inspect vehicle lools eind equipment (including vehicle publications) for
general vondltions and proper stowage.

Check for any tampering or damage that may have occurred since Lest
inspection. '

Check steering system and component parts for loose or damaged parts.

Inspect these items, paying Particular attention to cab, body mountings,
including springs. Test operation of doors, windows, windshield, hood-
hinges, and fasteners. Observe seat mountings and upholstery. Inspect
litter raCks and operation of personnel heater (Ambulance Truck

, M725). Make,a,general inspection of body, includinrglau, panels, tops,
fenders, tailgate, chains, stakes, bpws, pauline, curtains, radiator, and
lamp guards. Examine condition of paint and legibility of markings. and
identificatidn and caution plates.

Operate horn and windshield wipers. Inspect rearvie* mirrors. Check
operation of exterior lights and light switches. Note whether the head-
lights appear to be properly aimed. Note condition of all lights' and re-
flectors. Test the spotlight switch and handle for proper operation (Am-

.bulance Truck M725). Test. operation of surgical light, dome light.
blowers, _and heater (Ambulance Truck M725).

Check service brake pedal for proper travel and handbrake linkage: for
proper adjustment (correct eerviee brake pedal free travel is 34-inch).

ROAD TEST

rior to 'starting engine, turn ignition switch on and observe

instrument operation. Battery alternotor indicator should
indicate alternator is not charging --pointer 1.n yellow band.

-Fuel-ltd.-atm-key gage-sitouiti-rattne- to indloate fuel-tank level--

'Oil pressure gage should indicate 0,psi and water temperature

*gage should move from an off scale reading to actual coolant

temperature reading.
Note.if the.starier switch requires_ more than normal pressure,

and if the starter engages smoothly without unusual noise,

and turns the wire with adequate cranking speed; With ignitior

switch on, start engine.
Note alternator output 6n charge indicator immediately after'

tarting engine before alternator regulator has reduced 'the

charging wife....errgi-ine all instruments for normal readl,ngs.

Note what is the ignition switch and light switch levers

operate freely and make possible contact. Check all other

InstruMents for normal operation.
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Se.owner'
No.

16 .

(Q5";
CM "A" LSJ.I.1.1

Table I. Prfreative .14 intnianer Cheek. and Servicr--Continued Procedure
In w rming up engine, observe ifIChoke operates -sSii-sfactorily.

mmotobeingp.e...1 No e if idling speed is 600 to 650 rpm. Listen for and un-
usual noise at idle and higher speeds. When operating vehicle,
note if it hhs normal power ana acceleration in each speed
range. Listen for any unusual noises when the engine is u der.
load. Speed up vehicle, on a level stretch, to see if it. 11
reach, but not exceed, the specified,top speed.

Observe Charge indicator to note whether alternator is char ing
properly. Listen, for unusual noises.

Note if the dutch pedal has one (1) hid; free travel and if action of pedal
return apring is satisfactory. Note whether clutch disengages completely
or has a tendency to drag. Observe smoothness of engagement and ten-
dency. to chatter, grab, slip, or,, any unusual noise. With transmission
in neutral, depress and release ciptch pedal listening for noises indicat-

ing a defective release bearing. \
Transmission and Shift transmission into all speeds ld transfer into high and low ranges,

transfer. observing any unusual stiffness o shift levers, tendency to slip out of
gear, unusual noises, or excessive vibration. Make similar observations
of the transfer clutch lever.

Service and parking Note if action of brake returh spring is satisfactory. Observe if pedal goes
brake (handbrake) too close to floor. Make several stops, noting side pull, noise, chatter,
operation, grabbing, or any other abnornial condition. Observe if the handbrake

lever ratchet holds and if the lever requires more than three-quarters
travel for full application. (With the brake band and control rod
properly adjusted, the pawl should be engaged in the third to fifth
notch of the sector for full application of the brake). Stop vehicle on
an incline and apply handbrake to determine if it holds vehicle.

With vehicle moving straight ahead, determine if there is any tendency to
wander, shimmy or pull to one side. Turn steering wheel through ita
entire range and note any binding. At all times during road test, be
alert for 'unusual noises that may indicate looseness, defects, or deficient
lubrication at any point.

At all times during road test, be alert for unusual noises that may indicate
looseriess, defects, or deficient lubrication at any point.

Engine operatioh

Alternator

IR Clutch

19

20

21 teering system
f"--)

22 Power train, wheels,
and body.

23 Hub, drums, axles,
powertrain.

24

25

26

J
'eh*

Battery-specific gravity

Battery voltage

Battery terminals, carrier,
and fluid level.

AFTER ROAD TEST

Immediately after the road teat, feel these units cautiously.

Warning: Full floating hypoid axles operate quite hot. If lubrication levels,
are correct and no unusual nobles occurred during road test, assume
axles are functioning properly. Do not touch hypold axles with bare
band after vehicle has been operated a considerable distance, serious
burns pay. result. ),

"An-riveilieited-Wheel ridiandf-bralie-ilrum indicates an 'improperly ad-
justed, defective or dry wheel bearing or a dra ging brake. An ab-
normally cool condition indicates an inoperative rke. An overheated
gear case indicates lack of lubrication, gears o of adjustment, lir
defective parts.

Make hydrometer tetit of electrolyte in each cell of both batteries (1.275-
1.300 at-80 F.) and record readings on DA Form 2404.

Perform starting motor cranking voltage test (24v) using test meter.
Record voltage registered on DA Form 2404. On vehicles so equipped,
check insulator on 'Positive (+) post of 'the inside battery between
cover and terminal.

Clean cable terminals and battery posts. Clean top of baAery. Clean and
paint carrier as required. Instill cables to battery.and coat terminals
lightly with grease. Check electrolyte level to determine if it covers,
plates.

()mpg. tf MatlIted watts Is not available, clean watts, preferably rain water, may be used.
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28

29

31

32

33

34

36

36

39

40

41

42'

43

r
CM "A" IS 3.1.1.1 ,

Table 1. Preventive Maintenance Checks and Ser.riceContinued

Items to 1. Isepftted

Spark Plugs

Compression test

Ignition components ...

Carburetor, choke,
linkage.

Carburetor, fuel pump,
timing, and alternator
regulator.

Fuel Alter engine compart-
ment.

Manifolds and heat
control.

Vehicle exhaust system
and fuel burning per-
sonnel heater.

Crankcase ventilation .

Radiator and cap

.7

Fuel tank strainer arid
filter.

Bumpers, pintles and
shackles.

Power take-off, winch

Winch cable

Propeller shaft and U-
joints.

Vents and leaks

Brake shoes,lining, anchor
pins, springs.

?speedo*

. _
Remove and inspect plugs. Clean and set at gap 0.030 inch. Replace if

necessary.
With engine at normal operating temperature, throttle and choke Open,

test compreasion oi each glinder. Record readings on DA Form 2404.

Test operation of ad;rance mechanism by hand. Test ignitor shaft for
looseness. Replace breaker points if required, adjust gap 0.020 inch.
Replace other ignition component as required.

Inspect these items, noticing particularly if the shafts and linkage operate
freely and are hot excessively Worn. Observe if the choke valve opens

fully.
Perform an engine vacuum fest and adjust carburetor. Be sure fuel pump

is between 4 and 51/2 psi at idling 'speed. Check the ignition timing with
timing light for correct timing and proper advance (5 BTDC): Test
alternator regulator with low voltage circuit 'tester.

If vehicle is so equipped, clean fuel filter sediment bowl, if required.

Inspect these items. Look particularly for leakage signs at the manifold
gaskets. Check manifold heat control valve seasonal adjustment.

Inspect entire vehicle exhaust system for excessive noise and leaks. Tighten
mountings. On ambulance truck operate patient's compartment heater
and inspect heater exhaust system for leaks and. proper operation. Pay
special attention to body floor and side panels for leeks.
Inspect carburetor air cleaner and air cleaner elbow and the crankcase
ventilation metering valve for cleanliness and condition. On vehicles

so equipped, inspect operation of the ventilation shutoff valve dual

control. Replace air cleaner cartridge if plugged and lack of engine
power is.noticed.

Inspect thesq items, noting particularly if the radiator core is obstructed
by foreign matter or if the core tins are bent. Check gasket in the pres-
sure cap. Observe coolant level and ermine coolant for containination.
Test coolant with' hydromete to -see if it contains suffieient antifreeze
to cOrrespond with seasonal requirements. Tighten radiator hose clamps
mist mounting bolts. If need is indicated, drain coolinksystem, clean and
fill, adding corrosion inhibitor unless-antifreeze, which contains in-

. hibitor, is used.
Clean strainer in the fuel tank tiller pipe. Clean fuel filter in fuel tank

(as equipped). If excessive contamifiation is noted in the fuel tank filter
.or in the sediment bowl of the engine compartment fuel .filter (as

equipped), drain water and sediment from fuel tank using a container
to .'catch draining. Also, check fuel filter line at fuel tank cover for
looseness on fuel tank filter equipped vehicles. Tighten nut securely.

Bumpers, front and rear, pintle, and lifting shackles will be inspected.
Check operatidn of pintle assembly and note whether it. locks securely.

Inspect power take-off, winch drive shaft, and shear pin. Inspeet winch
cable. Test winch operation. Check if vent in the worm housing is clear.

Clean and lubricate winch cable in accordance with current lubrication
, order (LO 9-2320-244-12).
Inspect propeller shaft assemblies.. Tighten universal joint companion

flange nuts, wheel and drum. flange stud nuts.
Make observation under vehicle for evidence of oil, water, hydraulic fluid,

or lubricant leaks. Inspect if vents in front artd rear axles, transfer, and

steering raw housing are clear.
Test brake' linkages for frf4dom of action. lAmine brake drums, shoes

anchor pins and supports. Check wheel cylinders' for leakage. Check
operation Of master cylinder.
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Tawe 1. Preventive Maintenance Checks and SennceContinued

Vot7 Item to be Inspected
Procidom

44 Wheel bearings Diaassemble. clean, and pack wheel bearings as directed by current
cation order.

46 Tires Rotate and inspect tires isecoi.ding to tread design and degree of wear.
'Refer to TM 9-1870-1 for acceptable limits in matching tires. Tighten
axle drive flange nuts.

46 Springs and shock Inspect sprihga, shackles, shock absorbers, and attaching parts for damageabsorbers. and breakage.
47 Body and frame . Tighten body holddown bolts.
48 Clean Wash vehicle, clean 'inside of cab, glass, and mirror. Clean engine and

engine compartment as required. Do not steam clean.49" Lubricate Lubricate vehicle in accordance with intervals as specified In currentlubrication order.
50 Fuel Fill fuel tank as necessary.
51 Test . Final road test vehicle and,particularly observe item which required re-

pair, replacement, or adjustment.,

1-17. General Lubrication and Preventive."
Maintenance Instructions

Items included in paragraphs B-7 through
BI2 should be lubricated and serviced at the
specified interval under normal operating con:
ditions. However, under severe operating or at-
mospheric conditions, these' 'operations should

..s, be performed at more frequent intervals.

B-18. Engine Oil
It may be necessary to change engine oil more
frequently than normally recommended, de-
.pending upon the type and quality of oil used,.
tlie severity of operation conditions, if the en-:'
gine is used for short periods in cold weather,
or if the engine is'''allowed to Idle for excessive
periods.

Always drain the crankcase while the engine is
hot since-dirt and contaminants are then more
likely to be held in suspension and therefore
will drain Out more completely Drain- the
cifinkiase -is follows:

a. Position the drain receptacle under the
drain plug.

b. Remove the drain plug using the correct
size wrench. Be careful of hot oil.

c. Caiefully clean the drain plug. Inspect
and replace the gasket, if deteriorated.

d. When the oil has drained, replace and
tighten the crankcase drain plug. '

'e. Check for the presence of excess water in
the oil that might indicate an internal leak
from the cooling system.

f. Pour Oil into the oil filler tube on the top
of the rocker arm cover. Replace the oil filler
cap.

8-19. Engine Oil Filtet
The oil filter should be replaced at 500miles
and, thereafter, at every scheduled interval. To
remove the oil fllterrase an oil filter wrench. To
install a new oil filter, wipe the gasket-contact
surface with engine oil, screw on the filter unit
until gasket contacts the engine, and then
tighten at least half a turn more. Do not use
tools. Turn by hand only.

8-20. Positive Crankcase Ventilating Valve,
For information on servicingthe_positive2
ra

a
npkh ccas e

7
_.ventilatingiffae, refer to_ para-

8-21. Transmission and Transfer Case

Check paragraphs 22 through 24 where appli..
able..

B-22. Checking Lubricant Level
The transfer case and transmission must be
serviced separately. 'The procedure in para-
graphs B-23 and B-24 should be followed to
check the lubricant level of the transfer case
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and transmienion. If thrtransfer case or tram,-
mission fluid levels are found to be abnormally
low, check for any possible leaks.

5-23. Trarisfer Case and Linkage
The transfer case fill-hole is located .on the
right side of the trapsfer case housing. To
check the lubricant 'level, remove the fill plug.
Lubricant should be level with this fill-hole. If
not, bring up to level by adding sufficient Itibri-
cant as specified in the Lubrication Specifica7

Tochingethelubricantremove the
transfer case fill-hole plug and then the trans-
fer case drainhole plug. Let all fluid drain
from case. Then install the transfer case drain-
hole plug, and refill the transfer case through
the fillhole using the Correct lubricant as speci-
fied in LO 9-2320-244;42. After filling trans-
fer case to the correct level, install the filler
plug and tighten securely. The transfer case
shift linkage should be lubricated periodically.
All bearing surfaces that are assembled with
studs and cotter pins should be disassembled,
cleaned, and coated with a good waterprpo
grease.
The bearing.surfaces that cannot be disassem
bled should be lubricated with a lubiicant tha
will penetrate the bearing iirea. These bearing
include the two on the cross.shaft assembl
and the threaded stud.

5-24. Transmission
Check the lubricant level every 1,000 miles b
femoving the fill plug located on The right side
of the transmission housing. Lubricant should
be level with fill hole. Add lubricant as
quired and replace fill plug. Drain and xefill
every 12,000 miles. To change the lubricant,
drain the old fluid by first removing the fill-
hole plug and then removing the drain hole

_
When all the fluid is completely drained, re-
place the drainhole plug only. For the correct
specifications and quantity, refer to LO
9-2320-244-12. After filling transmission to
correct level, install filler plug and tighten se-
curely.

B-25. Differentials
Cheek the, lubricant level in the differential
housing every 1,000 miles. Lubricant should
level with the filler plug openings. Add lubri

CH "A" IS .1 . . 1 625-4
cant AS required and rePlace filler plug. Drain
and fill each 12,000 miles.
To,remove the lubricant from the front or rear
differential, it is necessary to remove the drain
pluremd filler plug. Let the hibricant drain
out, and then flush the differential with a flush-
ing oil or light engine oil to clean out the hous-
ing. Do not use water, steam, kerosene, or gas-
oline for flushing. Refill the differential hous-
ing as specified in L0'9-2820-244-42.

5-26. Steering Gear
Every 1,000 miles check that the steering gear
lubricant is at the level of the fill-hoIe. If re-
quired, add lubricant to the level of the 'fill-
hole with the lubricant recommended in LO
9-2320-244-12. If abnormally low, check the
steering gear for possibility of leaks..

Br27. Lights and Controls

a. Check all interior and exterior lights and
light switches for proper operation, including;

parking lights, headlamps (high beam and low

beam), tail lights, brake lights, directional

lights, dome light, and instrument panel lights.

b. Check all instruMent panel controls and

instruments for proper operation.

8-28. Front Axle Universal Joint

Check the level of the front axle universal

joint,lubricant by removing the fill-hole plug.

The lubricant should be level with the fill-hole.

If required, add lubricant as specified in Lubri-

cation Specifications.
Note:. The forward inboard lower king pin bearing

cap bolt should be used to drain any water contam-

inant from knuckle housings after fording operation

B-29. Clutch Cross Shaft

Lubricate-the clutch cross shaft_in accordance

ith specifications given in i-0-9--hirf-244---12-.-

4-30. Cooling System

Check theicoolant level in the radiator. It

should beihalf an inch below the neck. If re-

auired, fill the radiator to half-inch below the

neck with the proper coolant. Refer to section

05.
If the level of the coolant is abnormally low,

check the ra.diator, hoses and waterpunp for

possible-leaks. If a leak-is suspected, fefer to

section 05.
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B-31. Door Latch Striker Plates
Clean all contact surfaces of the door latch

striker plates. Apply a thin coat of Lubriplate

to these surfaces. After lubrication, close the

door several times to insure cdmplete distribu-

tion of the lubricant. Wipe off excess lubricant

from the striker plate.

8-32. Brake Master Cylinder
Clean-the top of the-ffil-cap-and-al

0) so-2

CM "A"4IS

ing area around it. Remove the cap and observe
the fluid level. It should be half an inch below
the top of the fill-hole. If required, add brake
fluid to one-half-inch below the top of the fill-
hole, using only heavy-duty brake fluid con-
forming to specification VV-B-680. Be sure to
handle the brake fluid in clean dispensers and
containersLthat will not introduce even the
slightesermount of other liquids or foreign
particles. Replace and tighten the fill cap.

13-31 Air Cleaner
Standard air cleaner is a dry type as shown in
figure, B-2. For service refer to paragraph
B-34.

11-34. Dry-Type Air Cleaner
Within the air cleaner housing is a replacea-
ble element. Remove the element by unsnap-
ping the retaining clips scuring the top of the
ait cleaner and then removing the top cover.
Refer to figure B-2. Shake dust from the car-
tridge by tapping it against a flat surface,
being careful not to deform the plastic seal.
Compressed air may also be used to clean the
element, if soexercise caution to avoid dam-
aging the filter material. Direct the air from
inside the element toward the outside. Replace
air cleaner cartridge-at -12,000-miles,- or sooner
if plugged and causing loss of engine power.

Caution: Do not oil the element.

8-35. Tune Engine
Refer to section C.

8-36. Rotate Tires
Refer to section 13.

13-37. Adjust Clutch
Refer to section 02.

Al 14494

1 Air cleaner houakng
2 Gaskei
3 Cartridge
4 T.)p cover
6 Drain reflector and precleancr

Figure 8-2. Dry type air cleaner.

8-38. Adjust Brakes
Refer to section 12.,

8-39. Adjust Fan Belt
Refer to section C.

8-40. Clean Exterior Radiator
For proper cooling efficiency the
should be cleaned of foreign objects.
section 05.

_

radiator
Refer to

B-41. Clean Body and Door Drein Holes
The M726 body has three door drain holes un
the bottom of the door just outboard of the
rubber seal and three body*drain holes on each
rocker panel. Also, one in each front and rear
corner of the.cab floor,
The M725 body has three door drain holes ok
each door and :four body drain holes located o1
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the lower inside lip of I rocker panel. Two
other body drain holes are located about one
door width rearward of each rear wheel well.

s 8-42. Door and Window Weatherstrips
Sparingly wipe iticon Iubrican&on all door
weatherstrips and window weathezbips. Wipe
ntf any excess lubricant.

11-43. DOOf Latch Rotors

clean and then opply a slight amount of Lubri-
plate to the door latch raw's. Wipe off any ex-
"Cess lubricant. Operate the latches several
times. Again wipe off excess lubricant:

8-44. Tailgate Latch, Support and Hinges
Lubricate the friction points of the tailgate
hinges with a few drops of lightweight engine
oil.

8-45. Door and Hood Hinge Pivot Points
Lubricate the frictional points of the door and
hood hinge pivot points with a few droPs of
lightweight engine oil.

8-46. Glove Compartment Door Latch and
Hinges

lSparingly wipe Lubrip(atet the glove com-
partment door latch. Lubricate hinges with a
few droPs of lightweight engine oil.

8-47. Heater Controls
Apply Lubriplate to all friction points and

:pivot points on the heater controls. Apply a
t.few drops of penetrating oil all along the Bow-
den sable. This oil will penetrate into the cen-
ter wire.

8-48. Windshield Wiper
Lubricate friction points and pivot points on
the windshield wiper linkage with a slight
amount of Lubriplate.

Headlightst
Refer to section 06.

8-50. Brake Linings
Refer, to section 12.

8-51. Exhaust System
Cheek the exhaust system for leaks. Recer to
section 04.

B-52: Front ErKI Rear Axle LI-Bolts

Torque the front and rear axle 1J-bolts. Refer
to sections 10 and 11.

-8-52. Shock Absorbers
Visually check for broken mounts or bolts,
worn or missing bushings on the shock absorb-
ers. Refer to section 16.

11-54. front and Rear Springs Bushings

The condition of the spring bushings is indi-
cated by the alignment of the spring pivot and
spring shackle bolts. Check the alignment of
these bolts, make sure that nuts are tiihtened
securely.

8-55. Spark Plugs
Replacement: Refer to section C.

3-56. Starting Circuit

Check the starting circuit; Refer to section 06.

.3-57. Charging Circuit

Check the charging circuit. Refer to section 06.

B-5e. Tie Roil and(Drag Link Sockets

The tie rod and drag link sockets are equipped

, with lubrication fittings and should be lubri-

cated at the interval specified in the Lubrica-

tion Chart.

.

3-59. Propeller Shaft Universal Joints

and Slip Joints

The propeller shaft universal joints and slip

joints are equipped with lubrication fittings.

Proper lubrication of the U-joints, trunnion

bearings and slip joint splines require special

lubricants and not regular chassis_lubricant.

Note: It is important that the universal)oints

be Properly and-fullY Iubricatet,- WheneverIub
cating'U-joints, add lubricant until it is visibl

coming out of each one of the four bearing seals.

3-60. Front Axle Universal Joint

The front axle universal joint should be ser-

viced by removing the shaft and thoroughly

cleaning the universal joints and housing with

the correct procedures, refer to paragraph '

10-5.
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4-61. Front Axle Wheel b. .tings
To lubricate the front'wheel bearings, it is nec-
essary to remove, clean, repack, and adjust
them. When wheel hubs and bearing are re-
moved for lubrication, they should be thor-
oughly washed in a suitable cleaning solvent.
The bearings should be carefully dried and
then given a thoiough cleaning and inspection.
Use'a clean bruih to remove all particles of old
lubricant from bearings and hubs. Atter tie
bearings are cleaned, inspect them for pitted
races and rollers. Also, check the hub oil seals.
Repack the bearing cones and rollers with
grease and reassemble hub in the reverse order
of the disassembly. Test the bearing adjust-
nient as outlined in section 13.

11-62. Rear Axle Wheel Bearings
To lubricate the rear wheel bearings are re-
moved for lubrication, they should be thor-
oughly washed in a suitable cleaning solvent.
The bearings should be carefully dried and
then given a thorough clP,aning and inspection.
Use a clean brush to remove all particles of qld
lubricant from bearings and hubs. After the
bearings are cleaned, inspect them for pitted
races and rollers. Also, check the hub oil seals.
RepaCk the bearing cones and rollers with
grease gna reassemble hub in the reverse iarder
of t4e disassembly. Test the bearing adjust-
ment as outlined in section 13.

4

8-63. Ignitor

Eyery 6,000 miles, remove the cap and rotor
and apply 5 drops of medium engine oil to the
felt in the top of the cam. Apply one drop of
light oil to the breaker arm pivot pin. Operate
arm once or twice, then remove excess oil.
Apply a light film of grease to the breaker

,

Note. Whenever ignitor cover
ring should be installed and ,a
ducted.

J

is removed, a new °-
waterproof test con-

.

At overhaul, soak drive shaft bearing. i4 med-
ium engine oil and drain before reassembling
the distributor. Wipe all oil from upperapart of
base. At assembly apply a film of grease to the
upper drive shaft washer And put a small
amount of grease in the bearing bore just
above the bearing. Lubricate the governor
mechanism sparingly with medium engine oil.

as-q
Put enough light grease in, the felt wick r4ser--
voir so thht wien the wick is inserted the re-
servoir will be full.. .

5-64. Pinthi HOok
The pintlehook and safety latch pivot pins are
equipped with lubrication fittings end should
be lubricaied at the Interval specified in the lu-
brication chart.

8-65. Which
Lubricate and service in accordance with the
specifications given in paragraph B18 and LO
9-2320-244-12.

8-66. Parts Requiring No Lubrication
Refer to paragraphs 67 through 72.

5-67. Water Pump Bearing, Clutch Release
Bearing

These bearings are prelubricated for life when
manufactured and cannot be relubricated.

5-68. Starter Motor Bearings
These bearings are lubricated at assembly to
last between normal rebuild periods.

5-69. Alternator Bearings
These bearings are lubricated at assembly and
require no further Lubrication.

8-70. Springi
The vehicle springs should not be lubricated.,
At.alisembly the leaves are coated with a long-
lasting special lubricant designed to last the
life of the springs. Spraying with the usual
mixture of oil and kerosene has a tendency to
wash this lubricant from between the leaves,
making it necessary to relubricate often to
eliminate squeaking.

Asörbã
Hydraulic direct-action shock absorbers are
permanently sealed and require no periodic lu-
brication service; Shock absorber mounting
bushings are not to be lubricated.

8-72. Spring Shackles
Front springs are equipped with rubber bush-
ings on the spring shackles and pivot bolts.
These rubber bushings have no lubrication fit-
ting and it is very important that they never
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be, lubricated. Rear spbog pivot' fittings must
be lubricated with a pressure gun.

8-73. Special Lubrication Requirements
Refer to paragraphs B-74 through B-76.

13-74. Lubrication Under Unusual Conditions
ft. Reduce :4crvice intervals specified on the

lubrication order and lubricate more fre-
quently, to compensate for abnormal or ex-
treme conditions, such as high or low tempera-
tures, prolonged. periods .of high-speed opera-
tion, continued oPeration in sand or dust, im-
mersion in water, or exposure to moisture. Any
one'of these operations or conditions may cause
contamination and quickly destroy the protec-
tive qualities of, the lubrjeiis. Intervals, may
be extended during inaive periods commensu-
rate with adequate preservation.

b. Lubricants lute Prescribed in accordance
with three temperature ranges; above
+82° F., +40°. to 10° F., and from 0° to
55° F. (refer to 140 9-2320-244-12).
Change the grade of lubricants whenever
weather forecast data indicate that air temper-
atures will he consistently in the next higher
or lower temperature range or when sluggish
starting caused by lubricant thickening occurs.
No 'change in grade will be made-when a-tem-
porary rise in temperature is encountered.

c. Lubricanttlevels must bejobserved closely
and necessary steps taken to replenish in order
to maintain proper levels at all times.

8-75. Lubricalion. After Fording Operations
a. After any fording operation; in water 12

inches or over, lubricate all chassis points to
cleanse bearings of water or grit as well as any

07&"0.
other points oiuirea in accordanCe with main-
tenance operations after fording.
If the vehicle has been in deep water for a con-
siderable length of time or was submerged be-
yond ita fording capabilities, precautions.must
be taken as soon as practicable to avoid dam-
age to the engine and other vehicle:--compo-

b. Perform a complete lubrication service.

c. Inspect engine -crankcase oil. If water or
sludge is found, drain tfie oil and flush the en-
gine with preseryative engine oil. Before put-
ting in new oil, replace the oil cartridge (pan
B-19).

Note. If preservative engine oil is not available,
engine lubricating oil may be used.

d. Check the lubricant in the transmission,
transfer case, and' axles. Should there be evi-
dence that water has entered, drain, flush, and
refill with the correct lubricant. For assemblies
which have to be disassembled, dried, and relu-
bricatedi perform these operations as soon as
the situation permits. Wheel bearings must be
disassembled and. repacked after each submer-
sion. Regardless of the temporary meguree
taken, the vehicle must be delivered as &ion as
practicable to the ordnance maintenance unit.

'8-76. Lubricaiion After Operation Under
Dusty or Sandy Conditions

After operation under, dusty or sir dy condi-
tions, clean and inspect all poin'ts of lubrica-
tion for fouled lubricants and relubricate 48
necessary. (

Note. A lubrica t which la fouled by dust and
sand makes an ab lie mixture that causes rapid
wear ox parts.

A
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_ .
- LIMIKApas

4. ,

OE - OIL LUIR, ENGINE
.

EXPECTED:TEMPERATURE--

eisevss- +32.,
....._.--- .... ..
MVP Ns -10'9

._-.
VIP to -901

----,INTERVALS---
LUNIICANTE sesrlq011 le

sele0 110
OE 30

Ne0 10
Of 13

\
OES

.

f AS - OIL WM,
ENGINE,

SUIZIRO

eas

0 Deily,
(OP,Wsiw)

MaL-1.- 2163
GO - LUIRICANT, GEM,

, .
- UNIVERSAL GO 90 GO 73

*

GOS

Gos - LUIR/CANT,
GEAR

t' UNIVERSAL,
SUIZERO

Ka

1 - 1, 000 Mlles

6 - 6,000 Mlle
or mnsiannually

--44t)-
-4 0 2---- I:4-0-2

. CI
IRAK ARCTIC

12=4 V300-/Athis
or ennuallyUREAS E

He - FLUID,
HYDRAULIC,
PAKE

HI HS HIA
CW .., LUM, HAIN,

DCPOSED GEM -
AND Win ROPE

*Whichever
Occurs first

1. AM CLEANER (Dry Type)
Every 1,000 miles (under normal conditions) remove air
cleaner cover ond Inspect olvdeenet clew*. (element).
Clem If contaminated by siseking out (tapping) acoms4lated
dirt or by wahine with teeter end detergent only. Rime
until weer run; clew. sShake off excise water and dry.
Replace cartridge after five cleaninos. Do not oil
For desert or extremely dusty operation clean as erten as
reluiced .

2. CRANKCASE
Drain every 6. MO miles or semiannually. Drain only when
hot after operation. kfore filling crankcase remove (liter
screen In oll4111er neck and clean. Check gasket In oil
filler cop,,replece If required. Reindall screen end refill
to FULL meide on gape. Run engin* a few minutes end re.
check
on. rustR

oil filter after first 500 miles. Every 6,000 miles or
semiermually, while *ening crankcase, remove oil filter es-
'Alertly and discard. Install new oil filter assembly. Hand
tighten only.

4. DISTRIBUTOR
Every 6,003 miles or semiannually remove distributor. Re-
move plug under nameplate end withdrevi felt wick. Soak
wkk Its OE. RH plug opening with HD Insert wick,
remove excess anon and befell pluo. Wipe breaker earn
ligastly with Pit/Zona breaker arm pivot with I to 2 drops
of OE. !Well dlarlimaor.

S. GEAR- Cm's
Drain every 12,000 miles or annually. °rein only when
hot after operation. FM to plug levet before operation end

'after draining. (veo PTO - without plower tak.-01; W/PTO,
with power take-off).

Is. fRONT WHEEL UNIVERSAL JOINTS AND
-_ -STEERING KNUCKLE_ BEARINGS_ .

Every 1,000 miles remove plug and lubricate througk plug
located at dde of steering knUale housing until lubricant
appears ot piughele. laden plugs If required, &assemble
constant Velocity universal joints every 12,000 miles or
annually. (Remove lower screw on housing after fording.)

7. WINO. CANS
Atte each operation, clean and oil with-engine all (OE).
Every 6,000 miles or semiannually if fable Is not generally
used, unwind entire cable, Clean and soak by means of "

brush with OE. Wipe off emcee and coat cable with CV/.
Coot winch dnms ales with CW helots rewinding cable on L
dnoe. '

S. Kin MU*
Every.12, 001 Mlles or annually replace inline fuel filter.

. Ale remove screen hi fuel tank filler neck and clue.

9. CRANKCASE VENTILATION VALVE
Every 6, coo mike or semianneally remove crankcase venti-
talon valve and wire mesh which ere housed in rubber hose
leading from crankcaw-to-atr cleaner. a.an haw and
ffitingr as rewired. buten reeds and wive In how end
Indall to engine. Check oll filler cop gasket (Sea Note 2).

10. LUBRICATION INTERVALS
When practicable, Lubrication Service will be ?nada to
ceincido with the vehicle S" P.M; Service. for, this Po'
pose a 10% tolerance (variation) In specified lubrication
point mil...6 Is permissible.
NOTE: After vehicles have reached 6,000 miles or 2 years,

whichever occurs first, lubrication Intervals will be
performed at 3,000 miles.

11. OIL CAN POINTS
Every 1,000 miles lubricate clutch and brake pedal shafts
&id Mirage, accelerator pedal shaft and pivots, throttle
belleenk, parkin, brake linkage, winch shifter shaft, toot
hinges end odluder, all ampssm.nt hinges, catches, and
Ic'cks, door handler, tot gete hinges and catches, lifting
rye pins (4), spare tire carder bolt.

12. MAKE num
Use hydraulic broke fluid (HI) nen-petroleum bow only.

%Use el hydraulic broke fluid petroleum bow renews brakes
Inoperative.

12. DO NOT LUBRICATE r -
Shock oboarbers and-mounting bushIngt, front seine shackles,
spring leaves, generator, ond starter. Water pump and .
clutch release bearings are prelukricated at manufacture
and cannel be relubrIceted.
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
POT/HUENEME, CALIFORNIA $3043

CONSTRUCT/ON MECHANIC "A" J.S. 3.1.1.1

COURSE-V--6-1-0022-

024,3

a

TITLE: Servicing the power train of the 1+-715 1-1/4 ton cargo truck

M-725 field ambulance and M-726 telephone maintenance truck 4 C 4 .

,hereafter referred to as the 1+-715.

INTRODUCTION: The purpose of this job sheet is to guide you in the

practical performance of removing, disassembling, inspecting, repairing,

and ad-j-u-sting-the--power-train--componentsLof the-M-715, They_will_cove

orderly remolial of transmission assembly, clutch, differential; steering,

.brakes, aid tires.

You will.select Ad safely use all tools andlequipment required to
accomplish all procedures on,this job sheet.

A
4

All safety precautions that are applicable to you, your team mate,

and the equipment must be observed at all times.

Every procedure must be done in Accordance with this job sheet and the

manufacturer's specifications without error.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT PROVIDED:

1. Air-compressor

2. Automotive mecitanics tool kit

3. Bench grinder

4. Hydraulic b4ake'bleeder,tank

). Dial indicator

6. Oil drain pan

7. Greasegun

8. Hypoid gear oil can

9. Tire demounter

16. Tire iv.tching kits

Tocirkit, Z4-715 (Series) differential

12. Transmission floor jack

- (1 of 7)

4

2HC 4310-00-901-0727

4
9GD 3415-00-517-7754

9HD 4910-00-273-3658

, 9CD 4930-00-253-2478

1HC 4910-00-554-3542

426
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TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT PROVIDED (Cont.)

13.. Truck *-71- (Series 1 ciaii cargo

14. Manufacturer's Service Manual

15. TaSk job sheet

16. Jack stand,-

CMA JS 3.1.1.1

IBC 4910-00-869-8058

17. Fry wheel turner

18. Wooden blocks

19. Clotfi rags

20. Foot LB 1/2" drive torque wrench 9QG-5120-00-640-6365

s21. Tire safety cage 1MV-4910-00-204-2448

22. 900 X 16 8-ply NDMS tire w/rim

23. Automotive rim w/tire 7

I. CONDITIONS:

a 6/

A. Studenr teams (2-3 men each) are assigned to an W-715 1-1/4 ton

cargo truck to accomplish the task of removal, disassembly,

inspection of parts for wear,,replacement, reassembly, and

adjustment of power train components.

II.' PROCEDURES: As outlined on the attached pages of the EWO and

continuation sheets.

A. Steering gear

B. Tire service '

C. Transmission

D. Clutch

E. Differential

F. Brakes

G. Chassis Imbrication 4

H. Air cleaner/crankcaseventilation
42-1

(2 of 7)
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4
S. Tire Service:

NOTE: The procedural steps for disassemb1y and reassembly of the
split-rim vehicle tire wilL be performed, by one team under

direct supervision of an instructor.,

1. Demounting tubeless or tube-type tires:

zof

a. Place wheel on the conical contour table of the tire demounter

machine.

b. -Deflate tirety removing the valve core.

c. Position the tire with the valve midway between the bead:-

loosener shoes.

d. Remove all weights from top rim flange.

e. Position hold-down cone

f. -Set detent control knob

bead loosening guide.

properly.

to proper rim size, position top

e

g. Place combination tool' under tire bead and the other end

over center post key.

h. Press foot.pedal valve.

2. Mounting tubeless or tube-type tires.

NOTE: Use extreme caution when seating or inflating tires -
never place your head over the tire - pneumatic pressure

can kill or maim.

a. Apply rubber lubrication to the bead before mounting tire

on the rim.

b. Place tite aver the wheel rim at an angle.

c. Place or hook the mounting end of the combination tool
over the rim flange, and insert the other end over the

center-PogI

d. Depress foot pedal valve.

e. Repeat step (2b) for the top,bead mounting.

f% Loosen "but do not remove" hold-down cone.

(6 of 7)
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g. Place bead expander over outside of tire and inflate

"Do not exceed 5 P.S.I."

h. Inflate until bead sets.

i. Remove bead expander.

j. Remove hold-dawn cone.

k. Install valve core and inflate tire to specified tire

pressure. ,

1. Rmmove tire assembly from tire demounting machinh.

Instructor Check Point

,

3. Repair of inner tubes (cold patch):

a. Roughen the injured area to exceed the j Itch size.

b. Apply rubber cement to roughened area, allow the cement to

air-dry for a few seconds.

c. Position the patch squarely over the injured area. "Keep

fingers off the clean area of the patCh".

d. Use knurled wheel from patch kit, and roll patch from

center to edge. Repeat this process a few times to insure

the patch is seated.

e. Inflate tube and check for air leak.

Instructor Check Point

4. Repair 6f innertabes (hot patch):

a. Roughen the injured area to exceed the patch size.,

b. Select right size4 hot patch for the injured area.

c. RemOve the protective cover from bottom of patch, and place

patch squarely over the injured area.

Position inner tube and hot patch in the clamp irise.and

tighten.

e. Ignite the hot patch burnable material.

f.,, Allow the metal portion to cool (2-3;min.) loosenIthe clamp

vise, remove the inner tube, discard the'metal portion.

g. Inflate tube and check for air leak.
0

Instructor Check Point
(7 of 7).
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CM "A" PS 3-.1.1.1,

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC'SCHOOL

NAVAL CONSTRUCTIGN TRAINING CENTER

PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CLASS "A"

TOPIC 3.1.1. SUSPENSION FIELD TgsT #1

1. The most common type of frame des). in use on 6 x 6 trucks 23/4 tot

and 5 ton: .

a. Box design or channel.

b. X member esmgu.

c. Unit body design.

d. I beam design.

2:1

2. The most common type of shock absorber in.use for automotive'vehicles

is thef

a. Single-acting type,

b. Doale-acting, parallel piston type.

C. Double-acting, telescoping type.

d. Double-acting opposed-piston type.

3. Which of the following statement is NOT correct?

a. Springs gie bolted or pin-connected to-the spring shackles and hangers.

b. Spring shackles connect the spring assembly rigidly to the'axle assembly.

c. Spring clips (J bolts) connect the spring assembly rigidly to the

axle assembly.

d. Spring rebound clips stop spring leafs from separating on compression.

and rebound.

4. When removing springs from a vehicle, the first step to take is to:

A. Remove the shackle fins.

b. Remove the spring clips.

c. Place safety stands under the.frame.

d. Remove the rebound clips.

5. The basic types of wheel suspension systems are.

a; gleam typeTindepend-ente.and kingpin.

b. Beam type, independent'and bogie.

c. Beam type, indeplendent, twin I-beam;

d. Beam type, kingpin and ball joint.

6. Themost comMon type 'tire rim found on passenger cars and small trucks is.

4

. (I of 2)
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CM "A" PS 3.1.1.1

a. Safety rim.
b. Split rim.
c. Both a &el
d. Drop center.

7. The types of steering gear/units are re-ctrculating.ball, worm and
roller, worm and seceor and:

a. Lever and roller.
b. Cam and worm.
Q. RDller ud bector.

V71

A. Cam and lever.
-

Tires with the "V" type directional tread 'should be mounted on the
drive axle.

a. Witti the point of the "V" so that it meets the ground last.
.b. 'It makes no difference.'

C. With the point of the "V" so that it meets the ground first.
d. None of the above.

9. What two adjustments can be made on the wort; and roller steering gear
assembly?

a. Backlash and cross shaft bearing preload.
b. Bearing preload and backlash:
c. Cross shaft backlash and cam bearing ftejoad.
d. Cam bearing backlash and cross shaft preload.

10. The purpose of wheel balance is:

a. For easier steering.
13. To prevent rough riding.
c. To prevent tire wear.

. 4. For all of the above.-

a

433
('2 of 2)



CM "A" PS 3.1.2.1

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC sexpoL

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CA. 93043

CLASS "k'''

TOPIC 3.1.2. POWER TRAIN FIELD TEST #2

1. What is the-usuar result in clutch operatimwhenthere is excessive

clutch pedal travel.

. 'There is'nfiaffect on clutch operation.

b. The clutch will skip whilebengaged.

c. The elutch will not diiengage.

d. There is excessive wear on the release bearing.

2. How many drive surfaces are employed in a single-disk type automotive

clutch?

a. One
b. Twd
c. Three
d. Four

3. The purpose of the clutch pilot bearing is to:

a.

b.

c.

d.

Align the pressure
Support one end of
Support one end of
Support one end of

4. Which of the following
the engine is running,

a.

b.

c.

d.

plate.
the.transmission main shaft.

the clutch shaft.

the crankshaft.

parts of the clutch will not be rotating when

clutch disengaged?

PreSsure plate.
Release bearing.
Clutch drive disk and ciutch shaft.
Glutch dover and spring asseinbly.

5: In many newtrucks with "straight stick" transmissions; 'cillouble clutching

is eliminated.

a. By using sliding gears
b. By using slIding gears

c. By using a synchromesh
d. 'By using a combination

of the spur type. .

of the spiral type.
device.
of constant mesh and sliding gears'.

6.. The most common type differential in use on modern aUths is the:

a.

b.
c.

d.

Spur-bevel type.
Worm.and spur type'.

Spiral-bevel jtype.

Hypoid'type.



CM-"A" PS 3.1.2.1

. 173

7. The first adjustment to be made when repairipg adifferential gear,

assembly is to:

F.

a. Adjust the run-out'.

b. Adjust the"pinion preload.

c. Adjust the,tooth contact.

d. Pre-load the carrier bearings.

MAst military trucks use a transfer case to deliver power to:

a. The front wheels only. .

b. The rear wheels only.

c. The four rear driving wheels only.

d. All driving ghee1s, front and rear.

9. One purpose of the automotive,power take off unit'is to:

a. Act as an emergency transmission.
b. Furnish a dual speed gear ratio.

c. Change the direction of the power flow.

.d. Operate the winch.

j

10. The side gears and the differential pinion gears rotate in the differential

carrier when the vehicle is:

a. Proceeding straight down the highway.

b. Turning right or left.

c. Backifig straight down the highway.

d. Climbing a steep grade.

435
(2 of 2)
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CONSTRUCTUMS MECHANIC SCHOOL

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAININC 'CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CLASS "A"

TOPIC 3.1.3. BRAKE SERVICE FIEL5 TEST #3

274'

1. The purpose of the vent hole in the master cylinder filler cap is to:

f\t

a. Allow the atmospheric pressure to keep the cylinder filled with fluid.

b. Allow the excess fluid to escape from the reservoir.

c. Allow excessive fluid to enter the reservoir.

d. Allow excess atmospheric pressure to escape from the reservoir.

2. On of the functions of the return spring in the brake master cylinder is

to..

a., Hold the primary cup in an upright position.
b. Hold the edges of the primary cup against the cylinder walls.
c. Maintain. 10 psi, of pressure in the brake lines.

d. Act as 4,valve.to open and close the by-pass port.

3. A, malfunctiting check valve in the brake master cylinder might cause

a. Leakage*.at the wheel cylinders.

b. Excess pressure build-up in the lines.

c. Brake shoes to drag against the drums.
. _ d. A loês of pressure in the master cylinder.

4. When bleeding air from the hydraulic brake system, which of'the,folloWing

shbuld be,bled first?

i. 'The suspected wheek cylinder.
b. Both front wheel cylinders.
c. .The wheel farthest from the master cylinder,.

.d. The wheel nearest the master cylinder.

5. The primary function of 'the brake "backing-plate" is to.

à.KeèdutThüt6f -the-WhedIS-tdving" parts:
h. Help support the wheel and drum.
c. Support the brake shoes.
d. Supliort the'wheel cylinder and anchor pins.

6. Brake drums are usually made of cast iron because it.

a. Makes the drums lighter.
b. Makes the drubs stronger. -

c. 'Makeslhe drums operate cooler.
.d. Makes the drums heat evenly.

(1 of 2)
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CM "A" PS 3.1.3.1 215'

,7. The slave cylinder and piston in ,the air over hydraulic brake is toe/ to:

a. Aid the master cylinder check valve in keeping 10 psi of pressure

s4c

on the brake lines. 0

b. Control the amount of atmospheric pressure and vacuum to the power

unit.

c. Step up hydraulic pressure and give more posit1 application oe

J brakes.
d. Replace the "old type" master cylinder anit and its lingage.

8 In_tho Epndix Air Pao. the cohtrol valve is operated by what means?

a. Mechanically.
.b. Hydraulic pressure.

C. Air pressure.
d. 'Vacuum.

9: Most air brake systems have two receiver tanks so as to.

1,41,1

d. All of the aboverVare true.

10. The "slack adjuster" on an air brake Unit is the adjustmen unit whidh

compensates for.

a. Store compressed air.for pulled trailer units as we'll as the trucks

own brakes.

b. Furnish a mtans of collecting ondensation which may be formed due

to compression teat:

c. Have a constant volume of air ressve,to operate the compressor

unloader head.

a: Incorrect pedal linkage.

b. Incorrect governor control setEings.

c. Major adjustments of.the b,rake shoes.

d. Normal brake lining weai.

437
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) ) CLASS "A" 1'
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3. Materials (Consumable):

a. Welding gloves.

b. Wetding goggles.

c. Face shields.

d. Sheet ietal.

e. Oxygen.

f. Mapp gas.

0

g. Igniters.

h. Hoses.

i. Tips.
-

J. lip cleaners.

D. Training Aids and Devices:/

1. Films.

`.)

CM "A" 10 4.1.1 ,

Criterion Tests Light off and adjust flame of

.Oxy-Mapp gas outfit to*safely perform heating

sad cutting operations as established by'Job

Sheet without deviation.

Homework: Study SW 3 & 2, NAWERS 106534,

pp. 152 - 170 and 187 - 220.

a., MV9861 "OxyacetYleneoputtimg.Manual", (9 min.).

b. MN-1921-G, "Safety for Welders", (7 min.).

24 Locally Prepared Materials: -

a4, ,Job Sheet.

(1) CM "40 4S 4.1.M, "Oxy-Mapp Gas Heating

abd Cutting". 4
a

E. Training Aids EquipMentI

438 1. 16ses Sound movie projector.' (2, 0)13)

4.

4

439
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CH "A" IC 4.1.1

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY-

I. .Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact.
I.A. Introduce self and topic.'

1. Name:

2. Topic: Oxy-Mapp Heating and Cutting

B. Establish readiness.
*

1. Purpose,

2. Assignment.

I.E. Motivate student:

.01

C. Establish effect.
I.C. Bring out need and value

of material being presented.

1. Value.

a. Pass course.

b. Perform better On the job.

f/Th
c. Get advanced.

d. Be a better mechanic.

D. Overview:
I.D. State learning objectives.

1. State objectives.
1. State information and

materials necessary to guide

2. Take notes.
student.

3. Ask questions.

4: Materials.

440
(3 of 13)
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OUTLINE or INSTRUCTION

II. Presentation.

A. Welding Gases.

I. Mapp Gas.

a. Characteristics.

(1) &chemical liquid compound of

Methylacetylene Propadlene (Mapp

Gas) is used as a replacement for

Acetylene due to ease and safety

in shipping.

(2) Colorless and has a sewage odor

which is detectable at very low

levels.

b. Stowage: Stowed and used Upright.

Each cylinder contains 70 lbs of

liquid Mapp. If cylinders have been

layed down, stand up for use.

A Safety: Cylinders yellow in color;

contains no packing material. Safety

valve releases at 375 PSI and resets

at 350 PSI.

B. Oxygen.

1. Charact2ristics.

a. Colorless, odorless and tasteless.

b. Will not burn, but supports combustion.

c. Industrial is not for breathing.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY'

CK "A" IC 4.1.1
STUDENT.ACTIVITY

«

280

II.A.1.a.(1) Show how Mapp and II.A.1.a.(1) Inspect

Acetylene cylinders differ cylinders. ,

and why.

II.A.1.a.(2) Crack valve and II.Ala.(2) Smell

permit small amount of Mapp

gas to escape.

gas to recognize odor.

II.A.1.c. Point out location II.A.1.c. Inspect

of safety valve, safety valve.

II.B.1. Display cylinder and II.B.1. Note that

release sope gas. oxygen has no odor.

442
443.
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OUTLINE.OF INSTRUCTION

2. Stowage.

C .

444

a., Stowed upright and separated from

Acetylene and Mapp gas by fireproof

partition.

3. Safety.

a. Cylinders are green in color.

b. 4afety plug.

(1) Located on back of cylinder valve.

(2) Ruptures at 2600 to 3000 PSI.

(3) }felts at 208° - 220°F.

c. Cylinders contain no packing material:

d. Cylinder contains 200 cu. ft. of gaa at

approximately 2000 PSI.

NOTE: "Remember" put the'stegl cap back

on bothoxy and Mapp bottles unless

regtgators are Attached.

Welding equipMent.

1. Regulators.

a. Single-stage regulator.

(1) Reduces gas pressure in one step.

(2)' Most common used and simplest in

construction.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(5 of 13)

II.B.2. Stress the importance

of kaeping oil and grease

away from oxygen.

II.B.3. Point out position

of safety plug.

V.

6-

445

29/
CM "A" IG 4.1.1

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B.3. Inspect
safety plug.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

41, b. Two-stage regulator.

(1) Reduces gas pressure in two steps.

(2) Most.effective and efficient.

2. Operation of regulator.

a. Turn adjusting screw in (clockwise) to
increase working pressure.

b. Turning adjusting screw out (counter-
clockwise) decreases working pressure'.

3. Gauges.

2.82_
CM "A" IG 4.1.1

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. Oxygen.,

(1) High pressure gauge show cylinder II.C.3.a.(1) Point out which is II.C.3.a.(1) Inspect
pressure. the cylinder pressure gauge regulators;

and which is the line pressure
(a) 3000 PSI (High;reading gauge.

446

safety factor).

-(b) Shows cu. ft. oxygen remain- .
ing'in cylinder.

,(2) Low pressure oxygen (working II.C.3.a.(2) Attach Mapp gas
pressure). regulator to.Mapp.tank, and-

oxygen regulator to oxygen tank.

(a) 50 PSI for welding and cut4ng. II.C.3.a.(2)(a) Point ou't that the
Mapp'regullitor has left-hand
threads and the pxygen.regulator
has right-hand thieads.

v4
(6 of 13)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(b) 200 PSI for cutting.

(c) 400 PSI for heavy cutting:

b. Mapp.

(1) High pressure gauge show cylidder

pressure.

(a) 500 PSI (high roading
safety factor).

(b) Shows cu. ft. Mapp,"Taining

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

2. 31.:
CM "A" IG 4.1.1

STUDENT ACTIVITY

in cylinder.

(2) Low pressure gauge shows working

pressure.

NOTE: Acetylene regulators are used for

Mapp gas.

4. Welding hose.

a. Oxygen.

(1) Green or black color.
self

(2i Connections are right-hand threads.

b. Mapp.
II.C.4.b. Point out the Mapp,
hose connections have a groove.

(1) Red ih color.

448

(2) Connections are left-hand threads. II.C.4.b.(2) Connect hoses tcli

regulators.

(7 of 13) 449



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4 5. Welding torches (butts).

^

a. Two teneral classes.

(

(1) Medium or equal pressure (most
used). (..

(a) Gases delivered above 1 PSI.

(2) Injector or low pressure.

(a) Mapp pressure under 1 PSI.

(b) Oxygen pressure 10 to 50 PSI.

NOTE: All are designed to supply equal
parts of oxygen and Mapp at the

torch tip.

6. Welding tips:

a. Controls volume of heat.

b. Size of tip measured by diameter-of

hole.

c. Tips are countersunk for Mapp gas
(gives a more stable flame).

7. Cutting torches and tips:

a. Cutting torch.

tips

(1) Hose connects directly to torch:

b. Cutting attachments.

(1) Connect directly to welding'torch

(butt).

450

(8 of 13)

INSTRUCTOR ACTrVITY

Connect torch butt to hoses.

-e

II.C.6.q. Connect welding tip

to torch butt.

II.C.7. Remove torch tip and

connect cutting attachment.

aM "A" IG 4.1.1 2.12641
*STUDENT ACTIVITY

. .

.0

4-

II.C.6.c. Inspect
completed hook-up.

TI.C.7.
attachment hook-up.

45i
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

c. Cutting tips for Kapp and oXygen.

(1) One large hole in center for jet
of oxygen.

(2) Eight or more. slits around center

for preheat.

NOTE: Never use Mapp gas modified tips
with Acetylene because of backflasiW

D. Theory of Oxy-Mapi cutting.

1

45

1. All matter oxidizes.

a. Ferrous metals rust.

b. Nop-ferrous.metals corrode..

Wood rots.

2. Oxygen is required to keep a fire burning.

3. The preheating flames heat the metals to
their kindling temperature.

1400 to 1600°F.

Metals. that can be cut.

.1. Wrought iron.
r .

2. Cast steels.

3. Carbon steels.

4. Alldyed steels.
*4-

,

*""

(9 of 13)

CM "A" IC .1.1,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACILVITY

II.D. Introduce and show
film, MV9861 "OxyacetYlene
Cutting Manual" (9
Review high points ofifilm.

II.D. Take notes.

453



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

if

F. Pre-cutting procedures.

Selection.of cutting tip.

Thickness of'metal.

b. Type of cut to be made.

a.

Heavy cutting.

General cutting.

Rivet cutting.

z.

oe
2. Select correct oxygen a94,MEpp pressure

for tip.

a. Mapp - 3 - 10 PSI for plate up to
3" thick.

OXYgen -'5 - 10 PSI for plate up to
1" thick, 10 -'20 PSI for plate 1" to
2". thick, add 10 - 30 PSI fot plate

2 1/2" to 6" thick.

To ptart cut:
c,

a. Adjust fiame iL neutral',

b.. Test to see that flame remains neutra
by releasing a.stream of oxygii.

G. Cutting procedures.

1. Neutral flame a muAt'on all cuts.

2. Metal is heated to cherry red or kindling
temperature on all cuts.

454

iNSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.F.
, 1. Discuss f4ms-and
theory of gas cutting.

2. Hook up regulators,
himes torch butt and cutting'

replacement.
3. Light and adjust

cutting flame.
4. Show the students the

difference between the Mapp,
and,Acetylene cutting tips.

5. Select'correct size
tip for metal thickness to

be.cut.

28)42
CM "A" IG 4.1.1

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.F.
1. Practice light-

ing and adjusting flame.
2. Attach correct

size cutting tip to
cutting adjustment.

II.F.2. Adjust regulators for II.F.2. Adjust regulators

correct pressure for size of for corrett pressure.

tip.

Light torch and adjust

to neutral. *

(10 of 13)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3. Always check your surroundings for 4147"

combustible-materials.

de Never cut on or in a tank or container

until a safety check has been made.

5. A straight cut.

a. Hold heaiing flames approximately

1116" above the metal.

b. Tilt torch to thin edge for rapid

heat-up.

c. Release oxygen when steel is to the .

kindling point.

d. Hold torch steady along line of cut.

H. Faults in cutting.

CM "A" IG 4.1.1
28

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.G.5.a. Make a,straight II.G.5.a. Light

line cut. torch.

11.11. Demonstrate results

of faults in cutting.

1. Preheat flame.

a. Too short.

(1) Cut looks gouged,at bottom.

4'113%6,

b. Too,long.

(1) Top edge of cut melted.

2. Oxygen pressure.

a. Too low.

(1) Top edge of cut melted.

456 (11 of 13)

457,

II.G.5.d. Make a
straight line cut.

"d:Orit -itte



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. Too high.

(1) Cut rough and uneven.

3. Cutting speed.

a. Too slow.

(1) Drag lines uneven.

b. Too fast. .

(1) Drag'lines rough.

4. Bottom ot kerf (the nafrow sift that is

formed) should be clean of slag or oxides,

if not clean the tip.

I. Safety in cutting.

1. Tips.

a. Never use Mapp gas cutting tips with
Acetylene.

b. Acetylene cutting equipment can be
used safely with Mapp.

III.. Application.

A. Viactiaal exereisedlin lighting 4if,ahdadjust
-4ame of Oxy-Mapp gai outfit to safely perform

7 heating and cutting operations as established

by job sheet without deviation.

4

458

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

11.1. Introduce and show film
NM1021G "Safety for-Welders".

a. Review high points
of film.

III.A.,,..D4Xec-tpu.APPqXvW 00
evaluate studenE heating and

cutting eXercise.

.(12 of 13)

CM "A" IG 4.1.1 2-88
STUDENT ACTIVITY

View film and
take notes.

a. Participate
in discussion.

".

Light off and
airjupt fliMeof OxSi
Mappgas outfit to
safely pefform heating
and Cutting operations
as established by job
sheet.without deviation.

459



OUTLINE OF INST1UCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

IV. Summary.

A. Welding gases.

E. Oxygen.

C. Welding equipment.

D. Theory of Oxy-Mapp cutting.

E. Metals that can be readily tut.

F. Pre-cutting procedures.

G. Cutting procedures.

H. Faulta in cutting.

I. Safety in cutting.

CM "A" IG 4.1.1
STUDENT ACTIVITY

V. Test:
4

A. End of unit test.

nr.

(13 of 13)
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-616-0022

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Construction Equipment Power Trains

Average Time: 12 Periods (Class), 30 Periods (Pract)

Instructional Materials:

A. Texts:

1. Operation and Maintenance Instructions, Cater-
Pillar D4D Tractor, Serial No's 78A1-UP,
86A1-UP, Form 34887-2, pages 61 - 81.

2. Service Manual for Caterpillar D4D Tracor,
Serial No. 78A1-UP, Sec. 15B-30, di-OUps 2C,

40, 70, 80, 90, 110, 119, 120, 140, 160 and

180.

3. 'Service Manual, International Model 250 and

250 Series B Loaders and TD-20 Series B.
Craciler Tractor,Chassis, Form ISS-1050-1,

Section 6, International Harvestor Co.,

401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

60611.

4. -Servica MaatiOrcaterpillar.D4-TraAggr, qprial_
-number 35A1-UP, 36A1-36A-4468; 46A1-46A1-0724

'Group 65.1, Page 1, Caterpillar Tractor Co.,

Peoria, Illinois.

B. Weferences: None.

C. Tools; Equipment and Materials:

462

2 0
CM "A" IG 4.1.2

Terminal Objective: Upon completion of this
unit-each student will be able to service the

power train and chassis units of the Caterpillar

D4D Crawler Tractor. Using appropriate handtools,

special tools, shop equipment and Oxy-Mapp gis

outfit, he will remove, disassemble, inspect,
and replace worn parts, assemble and Adjus't the

master clutch, transmission, steering clutehes,

finai drive/sprocket assembly, bevelgear assembly
and track-roller frame assembly. All tasks will

meet manufacturer's specifications without
deviation as specified ia Job Sheets CM "A" JS

4.1.1.1, "Oxy-Mapp Gas.Heating and Cutting", and

CM "A" JS 4.1.2.1, "Serviding the D4D Caterpillar

Crawler Tractor Power Train". Adjust the Inter-

national eodel 260 Cabie,Control Unit using

appropriate handtools and shop equipment. All

adjustments will'conform without dayiation to'

manufacturer's specifications as spilkfied in the

Job Sheet CM "A" JS 4.1.3:1, "Adjustip Inter7;

national Model 260 Cable Control Units",
,

Enabling Objectives: Upon completion of this topic

each student will be able 0 service the power

train and;chassis unitsoV the Caterpillar D4D

Ciawlet-Tiad ta-a-t.membar- of- a.....team

using appropriate ha ools, special tools, shop

equipment and materials. Specifically, he will

remove, disassemble, inspect, replace worn parts,

assemble and adjust the master clutch, transmission,

steering clutches, final drive/sprocket,- bevel-

gear assembly, and track roller frame misembly.

(i of 62) 463,
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1. ,Tools:

a. Heavy equipment handtools.

Ab. Caterpillar crawler tracior tools.

2. Equipment:

a. Major.

(1) 'Caterpillar D4D Crawler Tractor

(6 each).

3, - Materials,: (Consumable).

a. Cleaning solvent.

b. Grease.

c. Gear oil.

d. Diesel fuel. ,

e. Wiping rags.

, D. Training Aids,and Devices:

1, Films:

MR-10017 "It,Can Happeii", Internitiont&
Harveator Co. (Color, 20 min.).

a.

b. MN-8146 "The Gamblers", Caterpillar
Tractor Co. (Color, 20 min.).

c. ROL-002 "The Roll of Drums", Caterpillar

Tractor Co. (Color, 20 min.).

464 (2 of 62)
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1.
CM "A" TP 4.14 47

All tasks 14111 mpet manufacturer's specificattions

without deviation as specified in the Job Sheet

CM "A" JS 4.1.2.1, "'Servicing the D4D Caterpillar

Tractor".

Criterion Test:- While working as a member of a

team, remove, disassemble; inspect, replace worn

parts, assemble, lubricate and adjtisepower'train

components of. e-Caterpillar D4D Crawler Tractor.

All tasks are o conform to manufacturer's

specifications as specified in the Job Sheet CM "e

JS 4.1.2.1, "Servicing the -D4D 'Caterpillar

Crawler Tractor Power Train".

Homework: Read "Operation and Maintenance
Instruetions", Caterpillar D4D Tractor Form

34887-2, pages 61 - 81.

'



d. 76-S "Short Cut", Caterpillar iactor
t(Color2(1 mAn.).

e. 9051 "Boss of the Bulldozers", Caterpillar

Tractor Co. (Color, 20 min.).

2. Slioft Presentation sets

a. CT-7:11 "Torque Converter", Internatibilaf
Harvester Co. (Set of 56 slides).

b. CT-26 "Power Shift", International Harvester

Co. (Set of 80 slides).

c. JEG6-1104 "Track Type.Tractors", Caterpillar
Tractor Co. (Set of 65 slides).

d. JEGO-1106 "Sprocket Removal andipataliation",
eaterpillar Tractor, Co. (Setne-50 slides).

e. JEGO-1706 "Safety and You", Caterpillar

Tractor Co. (Set bf 19 slides).

f. .1E00-1601 "Direct Drive Transmispioe,-
Caterpillar Tractor Co. (Set di 50 slides).

g. 1E00-1602 "C utches, Part 1"1 Caterpillar

TraCtor Co. XSet of 63 sliaes).

C,

h. JE00-1603 'Clutches, Part 2, Caterpillar

Tractor Co, (Set of 46 slides).

JE00-1604 "Power Shift", Caterpillar

4 Tractor Co. (Set of 54 slides).

j. JE00-1606 "Final Drives, Part 1", Caterpillar

Tractor Co. (Set of 41 slides).

. 466
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3. Slides (single).

A

a. CH "A" S 4.1.2.1, "D-8 Crawler Tractor w/o

Blade"

b. a "A" S 4.1.2.2, "MRS-I-110 Wheeled Tractor
w/o Attachments".

c. CM '!A" S "I.H.C. Wheeled Tractor w/.0

AttaChments".

d. CM "A" S 4.1.2.4, "D-7 Crawler Tractor with
std. Dozer Blade".

e. CM "V'S "D-8,Crawler Tractor with
Angle Dozer Blade".

f., 411 "A"'S 4.1.2.6, "955 .Crawler Front End
w/std. Bucket".

IkCM "A" S 4.1.2.7, IMRS:-S-110'craper with MRS-,
I-116 Tractor".

B.

h. CM "A" S 4.1.2.8, "Galion 118-T'Motor Grader".

i. CM "A" S 4-4.2.9, "3 Axle Road Roller".

.1
CM ."A" S 4.1.2.10A, "Sheepsfopt Roller (Towed)".'

k. CM "A" S 4.1.2.10B, "Wobbly Wheel Roller
(Towed)".

1. CM "A" S 4.1.2.10C, "Grid Roller (Towed)".

46ts

CM "A"kS 4,.1.2.10D, "Wobbly Wheel Roller (Towed)".

CM "A" S 4.1.2.11, "Crawler Mounted Crane".

(4 of 62)
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o. CM "A" S 421.2.12, "Truck Mounted Crane":

p. CH "A" S 4.1.2.13, "Wheeled Mounted Crane".

q CH "A" S 4.1.2.14, "Air Compressor, 600 CFM,
Rotary".

r. CH "A" S 4.1.2.15, "Master. Clutch Components".

s. CM -"A"---S- 4 .12--.16, "Fatter Clutch' Brake".

t. CM "A" S 4.1.2.17, "Transmission Gear Arrangement".

u. di "A" S 4.1.2.18, "Transmission Gearshift Mech.".

v. CM "A" S 4.1.2.19a, b, c, d, e, f, "Transmission

- Interlock".

w. CM "A" S 4.1.2.20, "Steering Clutch CoMponents":

x. CM "A" S 4.1.2.21, "S ering Clutch Brake Mechanism".

y. CH."A" S 4.1.2.22, "Steering Clutch, Exploded View".

z. CM "A" S 4.1.2..23, "Steering Clutch, Assembly Check".

aa. CM "A" A 4.1.2.24, "Final Drive Operation".

ab. CH "A" S 4.1.2.25, "Final Drive 'and Cover Assembly".

ac. CM "A" S 4.1.2.26, "Track and Roller Frame Group", I

ad. CM "A" S 4.1.2.27, "Track and Roller Frame Lock

and Pins".

47u
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/11e.-Clf-"A"1-4.-1:2.-28-,-"Tradc-and-Roller 44Aune Pins-

and Links".

af. CH "A" S 4.1.2.29a, b, "Track dnd Roller Frame Link
and Pins".

ag. CM "A" S 4.1.2.30a, b, "Track Shoes (Types)".

ah.T--- Cif "A" S "Track Adjustments".

10

295"
CM "A" IG 4.1.2

ai. CM "A" S 4%1.2.32, "Track Roller Lubrication".

aj. CM "A" S 4.1.2.33, "Track Recoil Mechanism".

ak. CM "A" S 4.1.2.34, "Track Frame Alignment".

4. Locally Prepared Maxerihls:

S. Job sheets

(1) CM "A" JS 4.1.2.1, "Servicing the D4D
Caterpi lar Tractor".

5. Devices:

a. Chassis, Caterp llar D-2 Power Train Assembly,
Transmission to inal Drive (Cutaway).

E. Training Aids gquipment:

1." 16mm sound.movie projector.

2. 35mm slide projectoe.

3. Overhead projector.

472
(6 of 62)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION - INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

Introduction to the lesson.

A. Establish contact. l.A. Introcluce self aria

2. Topic: Consuction Equipment Pmmer Trains
b

E. EStablish readiness. I.e. Motivate student.

L. Purpose.

2. Assignment.

,C. establish effect.

1. Value.

f
a. Pass course.

b. Perform better on the job.

c. Get advanced.

4. le a better Construction Mechanic.

E. Overview;

...

414

A

CM "A" IG

STUDENT 'ACTIVITY

1,C. Bring out need and value

of material being presented.

V

1.1). State learning objectives.

1. State,information Snd
materialS'necessary to guide

student.

,

(7 of 62) ,
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

A. Types of construction equipment.

1. Track Laying tractors (Crawler Tractors).

a. Used for.

(1) Pioneer-ing-wark

(2) ExcaNration.

(3) Backfill.

(4) Towing attachments:

(a) Rollers:

(b) Disks.

1(c) Harrows.

(d) Water wagons.

(e) Scrapers.

(5) Push dozer.

.2. Wheeled tractors.

a. Used in place of track laying tractor.

(1) ,Advantag4b.

)

476

(a) Speed.

(b)' Greater compaction on fill worL

INSTRUCTOR.ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

t -

,

II.A.1. Show sllde No. II.A.1. Observe and ask
CM "A" S "D-8 questiond.

Crawler Tractar w/o Blade."

2

9 (8 of 62)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

sw

7

(2) Typts.

(a) Fourswheel drive.

(b) Two wheel drive.

(3) Used for:

(a) Pulling scrapegs.

(b) Rollers.

(c) Plows.

(d) Lawn mowers.

(e) Drags.

(0 Magnetic sweepers.

3. Bulldozers and Angle Dozers.

a. Bulldozer (common name).

478

(1) Tractor with Dozing blade

attachment.

(a) Blade is at a right angle

to tractor frame.

1. Can raise and lower.

2. Used for. ,

a. Backfill.
4

(9 of §2)

II.A.Z.a.(2 (a) Show slide. --- Tr.k.2ra:(2100---

CH "A' S 4:1.2.2, "MRS-I-110. Observe and ask

Wheeled TraCtor w/o Attachments". questions.

II.A.2.a.(2)(b) ShOw slide

CM "A" S 4.1.2.3, "I.H.C.

cWheeled Tractor w/o
Attachments".

Observe and ask .

questions.

Ti
II.A.3.a. Show slide II.A.3.a. Observe

C14,1"A" S 4.1.2.4, "D-7 and ask questioni,

Crawler Tractor with std.

Dozer Blade".

9-
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

*

1,

N ,

- _

li. Land clearing.

c. Ditch(digging._
d. Building road beds.

%

'

s
CM,,"A" IC 43.00

INSTRUCTOR ACTI.1.,ITY STUDENT ACTT

b. Angle dozer (common name). II.A.3.b. Show slide
. CM "A" S 4.1.2.5, "D-8

(1) Tractor with dozing blade CrawleK.Tractor with Angle

at4chment. Dozer Blade".

(a) ,Blade may be adjusted. away
frOm right angle tractor
frame.

, 4

(b). ade can be raised or loVered

. same as bulldozer.

(c) Used fqr:
.

1. Same as,Bulldozer._
,

4. Front End loaders.

..

,

...1.4.,

-

..t. .

. Tractor with loading bucket or 0' II.A.4.a.,ShoW slide
S'loadjustable forks attached. "CM "A"'S 4.1.2.6, "955

_ Crawler Font &Id Loader' ,

. (1) types. w/std. Bucket". 's

. (a), Wheeled.

o(b) Track laying (crawler).
,..

b. Used for:

(1) Loading and unloadOg cargo
(forks).

(2) Bulldozing (4 in 1 bucket).
.

(10 of (

,7

\

' II.A.3.b. Observe
and ask questions.

t

v

II.A.4..a. Observe
and ask questions.

.4Sei_

J

I.

vol.

4

s..



OUTLINE OF

,

INSTRUCTION
,

,.

(3) tcrapin (4, in 1 bucket).

(4) Bucket 1

5. Scrapers.

oading.

a. Tylms .

(1) Motorized.

(a) Equipped with a high speed

,pneumatic tired pulling dnit.

(2) Tractor towed. '

(a) Drawn by a tracc laying

,(crawler) tractor'.

b. Used for:

3 (1) Moving 'arse voiumns of dirt.

(2) Construction of roads.

Construction of airfields.

6. Motor graders.

46

CM "A" IG A .1.2 .

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.A.5.a. Show Slide II. A
c
5 . . Observe

CM "A" S 4.1.2.7, ,"MRS-S-110 and ask questions.

Scraper with MRS-I-110

Tractor".

'

'

+ a.. Types. .
.

II.A.6.a. Show slide . . II ..,. .6 . a . ObServe I.'

CM

. ,

.

.

"A". S 4.1.2.8; "Galion and ask questions.

(1) 14icallY all the same. 118-7 Motor Grader".
.

-icl

..

\

(a) Lodg br ge. type frame

supporting engine, blade,

two or more driving wheels,

'controls.

various stgering mid blade

Yr,

(11 of 62).
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

4

b. Used for:

(1) Finished grading.

,4,00

(a) Air fields.

(b) Roads.

(c) Sloping banks.

(d) Ditching.

7. Road Rollers.

at. Types.

(1) Motorized.

(a) tandem.

1. Rollers filred with water

far additional weight.

(b)

2. Powered by a gasoline
engine or a diesel engine.

Used for:

2) Towed.

484

Final surface compaction
of roads, 4rports and
other smooth surfaces%

(a) Sheepsfoot.

(12 Of 62)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY'

II.A.7.a. Show slide

CM "A" S 4.1.2.9, "3 Axle

Road Roller".

CM "A" IG 4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

.II.A.7.a. Observe
and ask questions.

4

II.A.7.a.(2) Show slide II.A.7.a.(2) Observe

CM "A" S 4.1.2.10A, "Sheeps- and ask questions.

foot Roller (Towed)".



OUiLINE OF INSTRUCTION:

"'

4

1. Uses tampers (feet) for

compaction.

8oz.
CM "A" IG,4.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. As the surface becoies
compacted,-the tampers will

stay on top of the surface

rather than sink into surface.

3. Newer.models may be self

propellefl.

4. Used for:

a. Compaction of Air fields.
410.

b. Compaction of roads.

c. Compaction of building

sites.

(b) Wobbly wheel.

1. Wobbly action of the .

pneumatic tires kneads
the surface being
compacted. .

2. Used for:

a. Roads.

b. Airfields.

c. Building sites.

II.A.7.a.(2)
CM "A" S 4.1
Wheel Roller
CM "A" S 4.1
Wheel Roller

(b) show slide
.2.10B, "Wobbly
(Towed)" and
.2.10D, "Wobbly
(Towed)".

II.A.7.a.(2)(b) ObserN

and ask questions.

- 486
487
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OUTLINE OF INTRUCTION

(c) Grid.

1. Uses its 'grid design

on outer surface of

drum.to break up old

road material.

C--#7113. Power crane - shovels.

a. Often called the most versatile piece

of construction equipment available

due to the;6any attachments.

b. Types,

Crawler mounted.

Truck mounted.

Wheel mounted.

'c. Attachments.

Crane.

Shovel.

Drag line.

Back hoe.

(5) Clam shell.

(6) Pile driver

9. Air compressors.

a. Types.

48d
(14 of 62)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY'

II:A.7.a.(2)(c) sitow slide

CM "A" S 4.1.10C, "Grid
Roller (Towed)".

If.A:8.b. Show slides

CM "A"'S 4.1.2.11, "Crawler
Modnted Crane", CM "A" S
4.1.2:12, "Truck Mounted
Crane", altd.,CM "A" S 4.e1.2.13,

"Wheeled Mounted Crane.

CM "'A" IG 4,1.2

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Il.A.7.a.(2)(c) Observe

and ask questions.

II.A.8.V. Observe

and ask questions.

div

48J

S.

4.



OUiLINE OF INSTRUCTION

490

(1) Reciprocating.

(2) Rotary.

(3) Screw.

`- b. Used for:.

(1) Inflate rubber equipment.

(2) Spray, paint .

(3) Operatespneumatic tools.

.(4) Clean equipment.

.(5)
Source of power for drilling

equipment.

NOTE: The remaining pOrtiOri"of this

topic will ipver onlY the track

laying (crawler) tractors.

Track laying tractors (crawler).

1. Power flow:

a. Master clutch.
1

(1) Provides a means,of coupling

and uncoupling.the prime_
mover (engine) from the power

train.

(2) Transmits power from the prime
mover (engine) to the trans-

mission.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.A.9.a.(2) Show slide

'CM "A" S 4.1.2.14, "Air
Compressor, 600 CFM, Rotary".

II.A.9.b.-Take class to

field to show actual
equipment. 40-

MBA. Use sli4e presen-
. tation set JEGO-1104 "Track

Type Tractors", (set of

.65 slides)...

(15 of 62).

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.A.9.a.(2) Observe,

and ask queitions.

II.A.9.b. Feel free

to adk questions on
the use of any of the
equipment seen.

Observe,

slide prepestation.
and ask quOtions.,

491



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(3) Usually located in a compart-

ment in the front portion of

the transmission case.

(a) May be a torque convertox.

1. Seryibhe same function
as a master clutch but

with the uée of hydraulics.

b. Transmission.

(1) Provides the torque or speed ,

advantages as required by di
operator.

(2) Provides for operating in:,

(a) Forward.'

(b).- Reverse.

(c) Neutial.

(3) Tranaulits power td the pinion and

bevel gears.

CM "A" IG 4.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.B>1.a.(3) Basic torque

convertor will be explained

later. (

'(4) Types.
II.B.1.b.(4) Basic automatic
transmission will be dkplained

(a) ,Sliding gear..
later.

((b) Automatic.

-
-

c. Pinion and bevel gears:.

(1) Changes direction of rorque 900

throtigh the bevel gear shaft to

the steering clutches-

492
(16 of 62) .

2116

493

04,

1-

335.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) ,Provides,for an increase in
torque aria a decrease in speea---

(gear reduction).

494

d. Steering clutches.

(1) Allows power from bevel gear shaft
to be disengaged from either .

track for turning.

(a) Eliminates the need for a
differential.

(2) Provides a surface for 'the
steering clutchbrake.

(3) May be hydraulically assisted for
engaged or disengaged.

.(4). Transmits torque to ihe final
drive. .

3. Final drive.

(1) Final gear reduction in the
power train.

(2) Types.

(a) Single reduction.

(b) Double reduction.

t. Drive sprocket.

(1) Sprocket is splined to the final

drive gear (called bull gear).

(2) ropellEUthe tractor along the

tracks.

(17 of 62)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

495

CM "A" IG 4.1.2

STUDENT ACTIVITY

./

OS.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

g.. Track roller frame assembly.

' (1) Provides mounting area for:

.4.4444.

(a) Track rollers.'

(b) Track carrier rollers.

(c) Front idlers.

(d) Recoil spring.

(e) Equalizer spring,

(f) Equalizer bar.

(2) SUpports the weight of the tractor

on the tracks. 4

h. Tracks.

(1) Distributes the weight of the

tractor over a largB area.

C. Power irain components.

1. Master clutch.

a. Nomenclature.

(1) Clutch shaft.

(a) All components are mounted

on or around the clutch shaft.
'14

(b) Transfers torques-through _the

clutch Assembly to universal

joint.,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.1.a. Show slide

CM "A" S 4.1.2.15 "Master

Clutch CoMponents".

(18 ,pf 62) ,

496

CM "A" IG 41.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.1.a. Observe
slide and ask

questions on points
not clear and take

notes.

49V
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(c) Splined into the clutch hub.

(2) Clutch hub.

49d

(a) Mounted into the pilot

.
bearing and retained In the

flywheel.

,(b) Clutch hub can rotate independ-
ently of the flywheel.

(c) Clutch disc assemblies are
splined.

1. Clutch disc assemblies are
the driven members of the

clutch.

(3) .Pressure plates.

(a) Splined to the flywheel.

(b) Driving member of the clutch.

(4) Loading plate.

(a) Slides on clutch shaft.

,(b) Pinned to the rear pressure
plate (not attached).

) Oil pump drive gear bolted to

the loading plate.

(5) Adjusting ring and bracket assembly.

(a) Bolted to flywheel.

(19 of 62)

CM "A" IC 4.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

49d



OF'INSTRUCTION

(b) Provides a niounting for the

dam link and roller Aseeibly

(roller).

(6) Sliding collar,

(a) Mounted on the loading plate.

(b) Provides a mounting fqr the

cam link and toller assembly

(c) Provides a mounting for the

\ yoke assembly which can turn
independently.from the collar

by the use of a thrust washer

and bushing.

b. ,Operation - master clutch (Oil type).

(1) Engaged position.
,

(a) The over-center action of the

cam link and roller assembly

against the loading plate
holds the pressure plates and
driven disc assemblies together,

allowing the fly,Wheel,,pressure

plates, drivenMisc
andclutch shaft to rotate as' k\

a unit.

(2) Disengaged position.

5uu

304?

CM "A" IC 4.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY ' STUDENT ACTIVITY

(20 of 62)



OUTLINE Of' INSTRUCTION

(a) The yoke assembly moves
the sliding collar assembly

,away from tfie clutch loading
plate; releasing the over
center'action of the cam link
and roller assembly. With
the over center action re- (
leased, the pressure plates
rotate independent bf the
driven disc assemblies and
the clutch shaft can not
transmit torque from the
flywheel to the tramsmission
input shaft.

1

c. Clutch brake.

(1) Purpose:

(a) To aid in shifting gears by
stopping,clutch shaft.

(2) Types.

. (a) Disc; used on older equipment.

(b) External shoe; used on new
equipment.

, .

d. Maintenance.

(1) Clutch release bearing and pilot
.bearing.

(a) Replace if faulty.

(2) Driven disc.

504 -(21 of .62)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.1.b.(2)(a) Show slide
presentation JE00-1602
"Clutches, Part 1",
Caterpillar Tractor Co. (set
of 63 slides).

II.C.1.c. Show slide
CM "A" S 4.1.2.16,"Master
Clutch Brake".

310
4

CM "A" IC 4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY1

Observc
slide presentation and
ask questions on
items not clear.

035 .



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

504

(a) Dry type; replace if warped.
Relign or replace if warn or

oil soaked.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(b) Oil type; Feplace if warped
or dished in excess of 0.015".

worn in excess of 0.025" from

new thickness, sintered
lining mkterial is chipped in

excess of one full land width, A

cracks ire visible at root of ,

teeth, teeth have abnormal
wear, disc has foreign mater-,
lal embeded in the disc lining
material flaked away in any area,

larger than a quarter.

(3) Engaging mechaqem.

(a). Worn or broken parts may be

repaired or replaced es

necessary.

(4) *Driving platee.

(a) Dry type: worn or broken
parts or weak retracting
springs utay be repaired or

replaced as necessary.

(b) Oil type: Replace if wOrn in

excess of 0.020" from new
rtist.c.kness, plate has radical

/ grooes or cracks across,the
wear face, warped or dished'

in excess of 0.015" Plate

has the wear face burned to .

a blue-black appearance (this

requires replacement of

mating.disC).

(22 of )

A

II.C.1.d.(4) Oral questions:

a. On the spring engaged
clutch, how many driving
surfaces.are provided by the

flywhetl,

CM "A" Ic 4.1.2
ISTUDENT ACTIVIXY

50u
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, OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

01---Drive

Alwayssreplace if worn or

broken.

(b) Good practice to replace
anytim34lutch is out if
they raven't beert replaced

op., recently.

e. Adjust.

CAUTIONIA-NENTM-ADJUST_WITH ENGINE RUNNING!!!

- (1) Loosen lock(s) and disengage the

clutch.

506

(2) Turn the adjusting collar or.ring
clockwise (from rear of machine)"
to tighten the 'dutch.

, (a) Turn only slightly and.test
by enioging the clutch.

1., Properly adjusted when a
spring scale placed at
bottom of handle grip
registers pqunds of pull,
recqmmended by manufactu-
rer's to snap clutch over-

center.

:312
CM "A" IG 4. -.2

rNSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

bII.C.1-d-(5) Oral questions.

a. By what.means or ,

method is clutch free traVel

obtained?
b. The master clutch of the

D4D tvas how many driven discs?

.c. The clutch brake serves-

what function?

a. Dry type - engine stopped
clutch at operating

temper re-

.

b. Oil t pe - engine
stopped, clutclOcold.

4
(23 of 62) 507



OF INSTRUCTION .* INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

CAUTION!! NEVER START ENGINE UNTIL THE
ADJUSTING MECHANISM IS LOCKED

SECURELY1111

f. Lubricate.

g.

(1)- Always-refer to manufacturer's
specifications for proper lub-
rication type and interval.

Trouble recognition.

(1) Clutch will not remain in engagement.

(a) Check for too tight
adjustments.

(b) Cam mechanism worn excessively.

(2) Clutch vibratos excessively.

(a) Check run out of plates and

discs.

(bY Improperly balanced on int:stall-. ap

ation, r
h. Inspect.

(1) Inspect all parts for excess.
wear, warpage, breaks and cracks.

2. Torque converter.

a. Nomenclature:

(1), Imp011er, (pump)

-1(ar flywheelc.,

508

CM "A" IG 4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

4

(

II.C.1.h. Introduce and show
movie MH-10017, "It can Happen",

, (20 min.).

(24 of f"

Review high points of movie

II.C.2.a. Show slide set,

CT-25 "Torque Converter",
International Harvester Co.,

(set of 56 slides):

View film

and take' notes.

Participate in instruc-

tor guided discussion.

II.C.2.a. Observe
slides and ask questions.

50ti
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(2) Turbine.

510

(3)

(a) Attached to transmission
input shaft or convertor

output shaft.

Stathr.

(a) May be mounted fixed, between

-the impeller and turbine.

(6)- -ftyclwinonnted-on a one-way
iree wheelihg clutch between
the impeller and turbine.

b. Operation.

I.

(1) Impeller turned by the flywheel,
centrifugal force tries to throw

oil in the impeller in a straight

line; however, because of the -

curvature of the impeller vanes

the oil travels across,to the

turbine. The force with which
it dtrikes the vanes of the

turbine causes the turbine to

turn in thesame direction as

that of the impeller. The

oil upon leaving the turbine

.is moving in the opposite direction

of that of the turbine and impeller

and if permitted to strike the vanes

of the impeller would tend toslow

the impeller (engine)., The oil is

directed to the stator which fits

between the'cOutlet of the turbine

A

/
CM "A" IG-4.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

/0-



OUTLINR-OF INSTRUCTION

and the input of the impeller.

The 'stator changes the direction

of the oil flow to that of the

impeller and turbine. The torque

imported to the turbine is used to

turn the transmission.input shaft.

3. Sliding_gear_transmission.

"
512_

a. Nomenclature.

(1) Since this type of transmission

was covered in the preceding

phase (Auto Chassis) it,will
not be duplicated in this phase.

.

b. Operation.

(1) See instructor activity.

Power shift transmissions.

a. International Harvester series.

(1) TD-15, TD-20 Crawler tractors
and model 175 and 250 loaders

have similiar design and
identical power flows.

(2) Nomenclature.

(26 of 62)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.3.a. Show slide set

presentation JE00-1601 "Direct

,Drive Transmission", Cater-
pillar Tractor Co. (set of

50 slides). Review and point

out the differences of this

transmission and the auto-

motive transmission.

II.C.3.b. Show slides

CH "A" S 4.1.2.17 "Trans-
mission Gear Arrangement",
CM "A" S 4.1.2 18 "Trans-
mission Gearshift Mech." and

CM "A" S 4.1.2 19a, b, c,

d, e, and f "Transmission
Interlock" to show how 5
forward and 5 reverse gear
speeds are obtained.

II.C.4.a. Show slide pres-

entation CT-26 "Power Shift",

International Harvester Co.

(set of 80 slides).

CM "A" IG 4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.3.i. Observe slides

and ask questions.

II.C.3.b. Observe

slides and
ask questions of.the:
instructor on items

not clear.

II.C.4.a. Observe

slidepresentation
and ask questions and
take notes.

513
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(a) Above equipmigt power shift
transassions have same
'amount of shafts and clutches.

1. Shaft assemblies.
-(

'

a. Forward clutch shaft.

b. Reverse clutch shaft.

c. Spline shaft.

d. Bevel pinion shaft.

2. Clutch assemblies.

a. Forward clutch shaft -
hydraulically actuated
for smooth shifting.

b.

3) Operation.

Reverse clutch shaft -,
Hydraulically actuated
for smooth shifting.

3 14
CM "A" IG 4.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(a) These transmissions provide four II.C.4.a.(3)(a) Review

speed ranges in forward and slide presentation.

reverse. All shifts with the
exception of the high-low'range

are hydraulically actuated and

all gears are in constant mesh
with the exception of the high-
low range sliding gear.

- w.A. a a.... a.

514 (27 of 62)

lot

II.C.4.a.(3)(a) Ask -
questions; take notes
on material presented.

513
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

b. Caterpillar power shift, D -8H series.

(1) Nomenclature.

516

(a) This transmission consists

of five sets of pleinetary

gear systems.

1. Each system has a hydrau-

lically actuated clutch.

(b) Three forward and three

reverse speeds are available.

1. Selection and direction

is accomplished by posit-

ioning pool valves in the

vil:,trans Bien hydraulic
contro s within the

upper compartment of the

transmission.

(2) Operation.

(a) Power Irom the engine is

transmitted by the flywheel

to the torque divider
through'the torque divider

to the output shaft to the

universal joint to the input

shaft of the power shift

'transmission. Then through

two of the five planetary gears

systems depending on the

position of the spool valve

to obtain desired speed and

direction. The transmission

- 4
eL (28 of 62)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.4.b. Use slide

presentation JE00-1604
"Power Shift", Caterpillar.

Tractor Co. (set of,54

slides).

.0"

II.C.4.b.(2) Use Caterpillak

meeting guide #33 to trace

power flow.

CM "A" IG 4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.4.b. Observe
slides, take notes

as required and ask

questions. :

II.C.4.b.(2) Ask
questions if required.

517
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

output shaft is splined to
a transfer gear within the
transfer case. The transfer
gear drives the bevel pinion
which in turn drives the
bevel gear, to the steering
clutches, to the final drives
to the tracks.

c. Repair procedure.
__----.

(1) Transmission housing.

(a) Provides an oil reservoir for
transmission and bevel gear
compartment.

(b) Machined to hold shaft and
bearing in.yrEper alignment..

(c) Replace seals 'and gaskets.

(d) Inspect for cracks and leaks.

(2) Bearings, types.

(a) Ball bearingi.

5 1

1. Check for wear or damage.

(b) Tapered roller bearings.

1. Check ior wear or amage.

2. Preload when insta ng.

3. Adjust to manuficturer's
speciiications.

-(29 -of- 62)-

CM "A" IG 4.1.2

rNSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

'
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OUTLINE OF INSTIUCTION

(c) Straight roller bearings.

e's

1. Check for wear or damage.

2. Install if not damaged.

(3) Gears and shafts.
,/

(a) Check'for wear and 4amage.

(b) Install gears properly i
obtain prnpcor par ratio._

(c) Install correct spacers.

(4), Shifting mechanism.

(a) Check forks and shafts for

wear or warped condition.

b) Check interlockalechanism
for wear or damage.

0) CoMmon failures.

52o

S.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

CM "A" IG 4.12
STUDENT ACTIVITY

3 19

.(a) Transmissionojumps but of gear.

1. Inoperative interlock

mechanism.

2. Worn or broken gear teeth.

3. Sprung or broken shifter

forks.

S.
(30 of 62)

a

521



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(b) Worn or broken gears and
. bearings.

. Lubricantilow-main cause
of transmission fiilpre.

2. Foraign matter, dirt, etc.

3. Inoperative clutch brake.

(6) Lubricating system.

3 21)

CM "A" IG 4.1.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

a+.

(a) Splash system.

1. Rotating gears throw oil
around giving lubrication
to gears and bearings.

2. May have an oil trough to
- catch and direct oil to
certain gears and bearfhgs.

(b) _Force feed..

1. Pump provides volume of oil
dnto restricted passases
creates preisure.

2. Oil is directed to shaft and
gear, bearings.

3. Oil is directed,to spray
manifold for lubrication
of gear teeth on some
transmissions.

(7) Lubricating systems, common failures.

44'

(31 of 42)
5.23'



'OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(a) Splash'system.

- 1. Improper lubricant.

2. Inaufficient lubricant.

(b) Force feed.

1. Improper lubricant.

2. Insufficiont 1ubtirant-

3. Worn or damaged pump.

324
CM "A" IC 4.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(8) Power shift transmissions.

(a) Only qualified specialists
will repair these transmissions.

5. Steering clutches.

a. Yunction, types,
construction.

Function.

(a) To,diaengage power from either

track for turning.

(b) Eliminate the need for differential

gears.

(c) To Aid in operating.

(2) Types.

(a) Dry tMltiple disc.

_524
(32 of 62).
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OUTLINE OE INSTRUCTION

1. Spring loaded.

2. Mechanically released.

(b) Wet multiple disc.

1. Spring loaded.

2. Hydraulically released.

(c) %oat steering clutches are
similar in design.

(3) Nomenclature and construction

(a) )htb (inner drum).

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

-) 3 2.7..
dm "A" IG
STUDENT ACTIVIV

1. May be splined to the
steering,c1utch shaft
or.bolted to the steering
clutch shaft flange.

2. Splines on the outside
that engage the driving

s plates.

(b) Driving plates.,

1. 'Internal teeth,

(c)

2. Mesh with the teeth on
the steering clutch hub.

0

3. Usually are unlined.

Driven disc.

1. External teeth.

(33 of 62)

II.C.5.a.(3) Show slides

CM "A" S 4.1.2.20, "Steering
Clutch Components", and
CM "A" S 4.1.2.22, "Steering
Clutch Exploded View".

0

52
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V.

2. Mesh with the internal
teeth of the steering
clutch drum.

3. Driven discs are ustially
lined with a bimetallic
or molded type of lining
bounded to the disc.

(d) Drum.

CM "A" IG 4.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

32.3

...

52d

1. Splined on the inside with
a, smooth outside.

2. Provides a surface for
, steering clutch brake.

3. Connected to final drive
pinio,n flange.

(e) Plates.

1. Driving plate is cast with

the hub.

2. Pressure plafes.held in
drum by springs.. *

(f) Springs.

1. One to eight sets of springs
hold clutch in engaged
position.

I.

2. Springs are further compregised
as platesdare forced apart
to disengage the clutqh.

(34 of 62)

52J
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(g) Brake.

1, External, contracting band
design.'

4

a., Self energizing.

2. Used to atop steering clutch
drum from turning after the
steering clutch has been
disengaged for,a pivot turn
Or to slow steering clutch
drum for a quicker change
ot direction than can be
made with just the steering
clutch disengaged.

3. ,May be used as a parking
brake.

(4) tteering clutch iervice.

(a) Method of reMoval.

1. If clutch hub is splined
to 'bevel gear shaft, both
clutches ind the bevel
gear must be removed as
an assembly.

2. If clutch hub is bolted to
the steering clutch shaft
flange, either clUtch or'
the bevel gear may be
removed individually.

530

' CH "A" IG :1.2
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

X35 of 62), 531
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3. Brake.may be replaced with-_
out removing the clutch
assembly.

(b) Disassembly.

IP

53 '

1. If a clutch hub is splined
to bevel gear-shaft back
retaining nut off' 04Y
two.or three threads so that
it can catch the clnrch
assealy as 4-breaks
loose from the splines.

-Use proper tools to compress
clutch springs for removal
and installation of spring
keepers, otherwise.plutch-
parts may be damage4 or per-
sonnel injured.

(c) Inspection and repair.

1." Check for worsor scored ,

disc, renew if necessary.

CM "A" IG 4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

a. If unlined member has been
warm enough to cause
blue spots or heat checki,

it should be replaced.

b. If uilined memSer is dished
or warped it shouid be
replaced.

c. If lined member has cracked
or gofiged out'lining it
should be replaced.

(36 of 62)

5.3 3
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ik

534* -

1

sts,

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

a. If lined member of a
dry type clutch is oil
soaked or has grease on
4t, it should be replaced.

e. If teeth or either lined

or unlined members show
abnormal wear or have
cracks at the roots of
the teeth, they should

be replaced.

f. If lined or unlined
members are worn exces-
sively, they should be

replaced.

2. Check splines on hub
,drum for burr; dress
if damage4.

.Ifturred or dented N't

only slightly, dress

1 down and reuse. If_

.damaged sufficient
to cause aeber to
replace.

and in
down

. Check splined shaft for
burrs and foreign matter.

i. If burred slightly,
dress down and raise.

b. If hammered from-oper-
ating while loose,

replace.

(37 ot,62)

II.C.5.a.(4)(c)2. Show

slide CM "A" S 4.1.2.23,
"Steering Clutch: Assembly

Check".

535

324
CM "A" IG 4.1.2-

STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION '
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

4. Check springs for proper
tension or breakage;
renew if necessary.

536

a. Some manufacturers
give free length, soma
give length for a cér-

tain pressure, if no

specs are available,
compare with a new

spring.

5. Check release beaiiag.

a. Replace if worn or

damaged.

b. Insure bearing is
installed with thrust
side-ill proper relation

, to tractar././...\

6. Check measurements of disc

in accordance with manu-

facturer's specifications.

a. Some clutches checked
by measuring each
member individually.

b. Some clutches checked
for overall thickness,

when assembled.

"

7. Check the following items

before replacing the

clutch.

(38'of 62)

CM "A" IG 4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

53d

a. Seals and gasgets.

b. Check the unit for

proper assembly.

(d) Installation.

1. Baci brake band support

screw out before instal-

latOn.

CM "A" IG 4:1.2

4--INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

2. Insure bevel gear is on

proper side of beverpinion.

3. Insure back lash is main-

tained between bevel and

pinion on installation,

(e) Adjustments.

1. Back lash.

a. If bevel gear was removed,

back lash must be re-

adjusted.

2. Steering clutch lever free

travel booster spring,
clutch lever bumper stop, eto.

.

(f) Steering clutch brakes.

1. Types.

a. External, cOntracting
band type.

II.C.5.a.(4)(f) Show slide

CM "A" S 4.1.2.21, "Steering

)blutckBrake Mechanism".

(39 of 62)
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTIS

540

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

b. Self-energising.

c. May be WET or DRY type,

2. Function.

a. Used to stop steering
clutch drum from turning
after the steering clutch
has been 'disengaged for
a pivot turn or to slow

steering clutch dm* for
a quicker change of'direc-,

tion than can be:made
with just the steering
clutch disengaged.

b. May be used a* a parking
brake.

3. Maintenance and repair.

a. Adjust.

b. Reline or replace.

1. If worn excessively,
oil soaked (dry type,
cracked out from
rivet toles or has
loose rivets).

4

4. Adjustments. II.C.5.a.(4)(f)4L Introduce
and shaw slide presentation

a. Adjust linkage free JE00-1603, "Clutches,.Partr,

travel. Caterpillar Tractor Co. (set

of 46 slides). -

b. ,Adjust brake band.

(40 of 62)

3 2.51

CM "A" IG 4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

Observe slide presen-
tation, take notes and

ask, questions.

54i



outun OF INSTRUCTION

542.
%I

1. Compensates for
'formal lining

wear,

2.

3.

Adjust brake band
support screw.

Adjust to manu-
facturer's spec-

ifications,

4. Properly adjusted,
it prevents unnec-
essary wear at top

of band.

(41 of 62)

INSTRUCTOR.ACTIVITY

II.C.5.a.(4)(f). Show

slide CH "A" S 4.1.2.21,

"Steering_Cfhtch,
Brake Hechaniiiii:---

Introduce and show slide

presentation JEGO-1706,
"Safety and You", (set

of10.9 slides).

Introduce and show movie,

HN8146, "The Gamblers",
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
(Color, 20 min.).

. c.)

CK "A" IG 4.1.2
STUDEMT ACTIVITY

Review high points of movie.

Issue Job Sheet CH "A" JS

4.1.2.1, "Servicing the

D4D Caterpillar Tractor".

Take class to shop.

Introduce students to shop

and issue tool chestkeys

Direct, supervise and eval-

uate student performance

in the removal, disassembly,

inspection, assembly, in-

stalletion and adjustment

of the master clutch, the

transmission and the steer-

ing clutches.-

Observe slide pres-
entation, take notes

and ask questions.

View movie and

take notes.

Participate in
instructor guided

discussion.

Inventory tool chest.

Remove, disassemble,
inspect, assemble;
install and adjust ti

master clutch, trans
mission and the stew
clutches in accOrdanc

with manufacturer's
specifications es
specified in Job she

_543



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

CH "A" IG 4.1.2

iNSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
STUDENT ACTIVITY

NOXEt __Ike final drive and sprocket is the last gear

reduction in the power traiaT it-is housed in-separate _

compartments.
These units have important seals which

require special
adjustments and are similar in function

on all tractors but methods of removing, repairing

and adjusting differ on various pieces of equipment.

6. Final drive and sprocket.

a. Functions of the final drive.

(1) Increases torque.

00
(2) Transmits power from the steering

clutches to the track via the

sprocket.

b. Types of gears.

(1) Spur gears.

(2) Single or double reduction.

c. Construction.

544 (42.of 62)

II.C.6% Use cutaway D-2
Caterpillar to show and

explain final drive com-

ponents.

II.C.6.a. Show slide

CH "A" S 4.1.2.24 "Final

Drive Operation".

Introduce and show slide

presentation JE00-1606,
"Final Drives, Part 1",

Caterpillar Tractor'Co.
(set of 43 slides).

II.C.6. Observe

instructor discussion
and take notes.

331

_#!IY
Observe and takd notes.

546
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

546

(1) Pinion. (

(a) Secured to,the final
drive pinion shaft.

(i)) Drives the main gear or

bull gear.

(2) 'Main gear (bull gear).

(a) Mounted on sprocket shaft

(dead axle) utilising
tapered'roller bearings.

(b) Sprocket is attached 6- the

hub of he main'gear.

(3) Sprocket

(a) Propels the tractor along the

tracks,

(4) Dead axle (Sprocket shilt-;Cater-',

pillar) (pivot shaft INC).

(a) Is usually pressed into

tractor housing.

(b) Very seldom necessary to remove.

(5) Bearings.

(a) Tapered roller bearings.-

1. Requiring a prescribed -

adjustment.
/-

(43 of 62)

INSTRTOTOR ACTIViTY

II.C.6.c.(2) Show slide

CH '"A" S 4.1.2.25 "Final

Drive and Cover Assemhly".

CH It

STUb

a7:3
" 1G
ACTIVITt

5,47.



OUTLINE OF INSTRNaTION

(6) Seals.

(a) Earlier tractors.

1. Bellows type (Caterpillar).

2. Metal seal rin (IBC).

d. Repair and adjustment procedures for:'

(1) Final drive pinion.

(a) Removed with final drive

pinion flange and shaft

(OLDER D-4).

Removed with pinion shaft

att.(' eitge assembly after

pullittg, flange from pinion

shaft (Vet D-4).

(c) Inspect gear for worn or

chipped teeth'and replace

if necessary.

(d) Inspect seals.

(e) :No adjustment provided.

(2). Main.gear (bull gear).

548

(a) Removed frovi dead axle with .

hub attached.

(b) Inspect inner tapered roller'

bearing andltub and bull gear

repair or replace if necessary.

(44 of 62)

CH "A" IG,4:1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY
STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.6.d. Oral questions.

1. Explain function of

final drive.

2. What type gears are

used in final drive?

3. What is meant by "Si9gle

or double reduction"?

4. Describe power flow

from final drive pinion to

sprocket.

.

54 j
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'OUTLINE OF,INSTRUCTION

(3) Sprocket.

(a) Caution!! Insure nut is
replaced on bull gedr 4ub

before pulling sprocket 1,

with caterpillar service

Tress.

1. Leave 1/4 inch between

nut and sprocket.

(b) Inspect sprocket for cracks

and'burrs on splines.

ve (4) Beaiings.

(a) Preload main, gear bearings

according to manufacturer's

manual'.

u

.04

(b) Inspect and tepaii as needed.

45) Seala.

4.

.(a) Earlier tractors.
)

1. Replace if bellows,, (Catec,

pillar) diaphragm (IHC)

is defective.

a. Cood practice,to replace

each time final drives

are disassembled if they

haven't been replaced .

recently.

s(45 of 62)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.6.d.(3) Introduce and

show slide presentation.
JEGO-1106, "Sprocket Removal

and Installation,l.aterp.illar
Tractor Co. (set of 50 slides).

. 33
CM "A" IG 4.1.2

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.6.d.(3) Observe

and take-notes.

55i



OUTLINE 9F INSTRUCTION

#

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

b. Cork or leather seths and

gaskets may be replaced

if bellows.(diaphragm)
is reusable.

e

(b)

*#

Later tractors.

1. ,Replace if mating faces
of either metal ring
hasn't got a mirror fidish.
DO NOT mix sets of seal
rings, they are mated at

factory.

2. Replace if mating face of
metal rings is contacting
=on 50% or inoteof suiface

from O.D. to I.D.

.II.C.6.d.(5)(b)11.
supervise and
-stitdent perfarmance,ia:the
removal inspection,
hation and
sprocket and
assembly.

Direct,

evaluate
_

instal-
adjustment of

final gear hub

NOTE: Bevel gears and pinions in crawler tractors are

much'larger than those in automotive equipment, but

require the same precision adjustments and care. You

have studied the adjustments for bevel getrs And t

pinions in automotive power trains the same adjust-

ments are required in crawler tractors power trains,

but new methods and-different procedures for deter-

mining and making the adjustments will be covered here.

7. Bevel gear and pinion service.

a. Function,of bevel gear and pinioh.

(1) Change direction of torque.

(46.of 62)

it

3 3 5
CM "A" IC 4.1.2

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.6.d:(5)(b)2.
RemoVe, inspect, in-
stall and adjust, sproc-
ket and final drive
gear hub assembly in
accordance with
manufacturer's spec-
ifications as Specified
in the job sheet.',

II.C.7.a. Follaw
instructor-lecture and

take notes.

553
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) Increase torque and decrease

speed.

b. Types most commonly used on crawler

tractors.

tly Spur bevel.

(a) Noisy.

(b) More apt to damage a tooth

or teeth.

(2) Spiral bevel.'

(a) Quieter.

(b) More than one tooth in contact

c. Repair procedure.

(1) Cheat carrier runout.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(a) Check bevel gear runout (wobble),

(2) .Replacement of bevel gear and pinion.

(a)' Replace if,teeth are wottri---

excessively or brokedor if

bevel gear runout is excessive.

1. If matched set, replace as

a unit.

a
a. Otherwise, replace

individually.

554
'(47 of 62)

CM "A" IC 4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

55J"
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

b. Replace bearings as

necessary.

(3) Replace seals.

(a) Anytime oil leaks are excessive.

(b) Good practice:to replace all

seals each time bevel gear *

compartment is opened.

d. Adjustments.

(1) Bearing preload (adjusted by spanner

nut or shims).

(a) Tighten bevel gear bearings down

to manufacturer's specifications

and back off (if required) as

manufacturer requires.

1. Insure back lash is main-,

tained be5ween pinion and"

bevel gear.

(2) Pinion depth (adjusted by shims).

(a)
Use gage if available or get'

he4 to hee gnment -between

pinion a d beyel gear.

.1. Thi is a starting .point

only.

CM "A' I0'4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY 337

(3) Back lash (adjusted by spanner
No

nut or shims).

556
'

(48 of 62) 55 i



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(a) Adjusted at point of tightest

contact on most equipment.

(b) Move bevel gear closer to' or

Away from41nien.tear until

.back lash is within manhfact-

urees specifications,

1. Spanner nuts - loosen nut

. ii01\
on side of bevel gear must

move to, being sure to

note amount loosened then

tighten other spanner nut

same amount (to maintain

bearing preload).

(a)

556

2. Shims - remove a few shims

from side of bevel gear

must move to. Then install

these shimTn other side

of bevel gear (to maintain

bearing preload).

Tooth contact paftern.

(a) Smear Prussian blue on teeth of

'bevel gear and walk pinion

,gear thru the Prussian,blue.

Prussian blue will be wiped

away at point of contact.

(b) Compare contact pattern with

manufacturer's desired pattern

and adjust pinion depth as

necessary.

,(49 of 62)
1

CM "A" 19 1.2.323$
STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTIONA

1. If pinion depth is changed

be sure to readjust back

lash.

8. Track roller frame assembly.

NOTE: ,We'will remove, inslect and.replace the

tratk roller frame asgembly-which.is the

largest component of the crawler traaor

power train. Most of the work that is per-

atmed on the crawler tractOr is performed'

on this component.

a. Nomenclature and functions Of parts.

Trackeassembly.

(a) Link or rail assembly.

(2) Links.

(a) 'Each link overlapg
preceeding link.

(b) Links counterbored to
accomodate end of bushing.

r
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.7.d.(4)(b)1. Take

class to shop. w

Direct, supervise and eval-

uare student performance
in die installation and

aajustment of bevel gear and

steering clutch assembly.

II.C.8. Show slide' ,

CM "A" S 4,1.2.26 "Track

awl Roller Frame Group".

II.C.8.a. Using cutaway chas-

sis of caterpillar D-2 roller

frame assembly'emilain mem,.
ing of technical words and

phrases,basic components and

/ mechanical'principles.

3 39
CM "A" IG 4.112

STUDENT ACTIVITY

Install and adjust
bevel gear and steering
clutch assembly in
accordance with manu-
facturer's specifications..
as specified in the
job sheet. .,

II.C.8.a. Follow

instructor discussion

and.take

II.C.8.a.(2) Show slides

CM "A" S 4.1.2.27 "Track and

Roller Frame Lock and Pins",

CM "A" S 4.1.2.28 ."Track and

Roller Frame Pins and Links",

and CM "A" S 4.1.2.29a, b, "Track

.and Roller Frame Link and Pins".

4 ,

411

5 .6
(50 of 62)

notes .t

5 6,



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

)56

(

4

(3) -Pins;----

(a) Master pin for 'separating

'track. ,

1. Can be identified by a
different machined shape
on the end of later

tractors or plugs in the

-, on earlier tractors.

(b) Standard pin'for connecting

the links.

(4) Bushings.

(a) Master bushing for separaping

track.

1. Sharter.

a. Requires collars to fit
counterbore of master

link. .11

Standard bushing provides a
reaction member for the iprocket

teeth to clitch,and propel the
tractor along the track.

(1) -Seals.

CM "A" IG 4.1.2 4rIN

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

(a) Two dish shaped washers are
at-each end.of the bushings ih

the link counterbores On late

model tractors (Caterpillar).
. 4

(51 of., 62) '4
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OUTLINE:OF INSTRUCTION. 4.A
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

_,.._ __ _.... .,..
. c

(6)- Trätkshoei:
.., , ....., ..... '....... II.C.8..a.(6) Show slides

.

CM "A" S 0.:I.3.61, b "Thick* - ----

, . (a) Distribute weight of tractor Shoes (Types)". C

over large,area of ground.

(b) Grbusers for better traction
.,,

1. Ice growlers.

2. Dirt grousers.

3. Street plates. *

4. Flat shoes.

.5. Rubber shoes'.

(7) Track roller frame assembly and

components.

VP.

-

II.C.8.a.(7) UsiniCaterpillar'II.C.8.a.(7) Observe

D4D crawler tractors in shop, instructoi guided

point out and explain wear and discussion and take

(a) Track rbller frame. - maintenance points., notes.

5 64

1. ftovides a mounting for:

a. Track carrier rollers.

b. Front idlers.

c. Track.rollers.

Recoil springs,.

e. Equalizer springs.

f. 'Diagonal brace.

(52 Of 62)

,
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

r
J u

1.

2. Carries weight of tractor

...to rollera.

3. Pivots to allow each track

to move up or down inde-

pendent of the other.

4. Track carrier rollers.

a. Supports weight of -

track between sprocket
and front idlers.

5. Front idler.

a. Guides track into
position in front of

track rollers.

6. 'Track roller.

a. Distributes tractor
weight along length
of tracks.

b. Guide the track

7. Recoil springs.

a. Recoils to avoid
overstressing the track.

b. Normally spring tension

is not exerted on tracks.

(53 of 62)

CM "A" TG 4.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

5 6
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

3413
0. 4

fr
GM "A" IG 4.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTLVITY STUDENT.AGTIVITY_

8. Equalizer springs or
ttack roller frame support.

a. Supports front of tractor.

b. Transfers weight to
track roller frame.

c. Pivots as tracks move up-
,. or (Iowa (equilizer

spring only).

9. Auxiliary spring "CAT" only.
---

a. Forns saddle for
/equalizer spring.

b. Permits equalizer spring
tct pivot.

10. Diagonal brace.

a. Keeps track roller
frame in alignment.

b. Maintenanc and adjuatment, track assembly. II.C.8.b. Introduce and II.C.8.b. Observe

show movie 76-5, "Short Cut", and take notes.

(1) Track rival. Caterpillar Tractor Co.

(Cokor, 20 min.).

566

(a) Loosen track adjustMa.

(b) fosition master pin'at center

of front idler.

(c) Place 12" block at grouser of

shoe below master pin.

(54 of 62)

Discuss high points.

56d



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(d) Drive tractor forward to
bring an slack to top of.

track.

(e) Remove master pin.

(f)/ Remove track.

_ _(2). Turning pins and bushings.

(a) Press out pinb and bushings.

,

CM "A" IG

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENi ACTIVITY

/4 A

4/

(b) Install pins and bushings, turn-
ing 1800 if wear is determined

ito be excessive by shop super- ,

visor. GA.

(3) Replacing damaged link not adjacent'

to master link.

(a),.., Remove shoe 'from broken link.

(b) Press pins out of both ends of

the broken link.

(c) Cut the broken link in two.

(d) \Cut a 5/8 inch seCa64,29,t of.

/the bushiag.

(e) Remove pieces of link and

bushing.

(0 Press two new links on the

track. #

(g) Instal a standard trackoin

I U in ehe two new links.

(55 of 62),
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(h) Install a master bushing in
z

the two new linket.-

(i) Instelf co11ars4h the counter-
bore ,of the mating links and

pressin either a master or

standard pin.

(4) A4justmenr:__

(a) Adjust to obtain 1 1/2 inch

álearadce between,track and
carrier roller on earlier
tradtors,,and a 1 inch to

1 1/2 inch sag of trick be- ,

eween carrier roller and front

idler on later tractors. Be

sure to move traCtor back-

ward and forward several ,
times to equalize adjustment
before checking theasurement..

6 1 (5) Track roller frame assembly,

removal.

(a) Track carrier assembly
4 (bracket and roller).

57

1. May be rethoved from the
tractor without separ-
sting .the track by
inserting a 4" x 4" block

or 3" to 4" piece of pipe

betweentrack..and sprocket
at top and move tractor

:back until track clears

roller.

di "A" IG 4.1.2

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

z
II.C.8.b.(4) Show slide

CM "A"-S 4.1.2.31,:"Track,

Anjustments".

0

STUDENT ACTIVITY

5 7 j

%

V

(56of 62)
1
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION ,

(6) 'Removal of front idler.

(a) Front idler.

1., Separate track.

574

2. Remove capscrews securing

J-'idler arms to end collar

bearings.

3. Loosen the wear plate
spring adjusting cap-

. -4 screwd in each.end of

collar bearing.

4. Pull idler forward,off of'

track roller frame.

(7) Track rollers, removal.

(a) May be removed froi tractor

without separating track
chain by,raising track frame

enough to allow roller to.

pass between track Erame and

chain.

.(b) Loosentrack enough to allow

roller to pass between track

frame andchain.

(c) Remove capscrews securing

roller shaft to track frame.

(d) Remove roller assembly.

(e). Install in reverse order,pf

disassembly.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(57 of 62)

4

CM "A" IG
3 44

STUDENT ACTIVITY
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

570

(0 Lubrication.

(8), Recoil mechanism.

,(a) May be removed without
separating track by placing
block between rear of front
idler and web of track frame.

Loosen track adjustment as '

much as possible.

(c) Remove the outside front
idler arm.

(d) Remove the recoil spring

guides.

(e) Remo* recoil bpring from

bracket.

NOTE; If recoil spring bolt is broken,

all of spring tension will be exeTted

on track and spring must be compresSed

before track can be separated and

spring removed.
or

iNSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.C.8.b.(7)(f) Show
slide CM "A" S 4.1.2.32

'"Track,Roller Lubrication".

'(9) Equaliier mechanism, removal.

(a) Remove nuts securing shackle ".

boles to engine black on'models
with auxiliary spring. Remove

bolts securing vaddle-to frame

on models without auxiliary '

spring.

(b) Remove spring clip from one end

of spring:

(58 of 62)

II.C.8.b.(8) Show slide

CM'"A" S 4.1.2.33 "Track

Recoil Mechanism".

90.

,

ZEiq-A7
CM "A" IG 4.1.2 '

STUDENT ACTIYI
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

WIO

1

57cs

(c) Raise front of tractor until

bottom of oil.pan is a little

higfle'r than top of spring.

(d) laise.end of spring, that clip

was.removed from, until it

clears the front idler, arm. ,

Moye spring over top of idler

'arm until other end clears

its clip.

(e) Remove spling frdm tractor.
7

(f) Install in rexerse order of

disassembly.

(10) Auxiliary_spring..

(a).-Remove nuts from U-bolts I

securing auxiliary spring to

eclualizer spring.'

(b) Flemove pins securing auxiliary

.
spring to shackles.

444'4701 Remove auxiliary,spring from

tfactor;

(d). Auxiliary spring may be removed

alka unit with equalizer spring.

:
(11) Track railer frame, assably,

,removal.
'

(59 of 62)

34E
'CM_ "A" /0 1.2

XNSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

1"-

6,

*IV

II.C.8.b.(11) Maintain class

interest by using oral

questions.

1. What is the purpose

of the-Mester pin?

5 7j

STUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.8.h,(11) Answer
*questions,as called
on by instructor.

A



OUTLINE Or INSTRUCTIOE INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

4

58u

Separate the track.

Remove diagonal brace bearing
cap.

Remove capscrews securing
sprocket outer bearing cage
support to the track frame.

If equipped with oscillItine
track frame.

1. Remove the equalizer
_spring clip.

2. RaiSe tear of tractor and
equalizer speing enough
to clear diagonal brace.

3. Roll track frame forward.

(60 of 62)

2. Describe the p oced-
ure for adjusting trac

3. Exfilaiu brief y the
difference between a master
pin and a standard pin.

Take,class to shop.

II.C.8.b.(11)(d)3. 'Direct,

supervise and evaluate student
performance in removal of
track chain and roller frame,
assembly --- inspection of
track,- rollers, front idler,
pin and bushings for wear and
damage, reassembly of track
assemblies, and adjustment.

4.

581

4 39 9

CM "A" IG 4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

4

Remove track chain
and roller frame as-
sembly.

Inspect track rollers
idler rollers, front
idler, s nd bush-
ings, for wear
dime e, reassemble
adj 1r, according to

manufacturer's specif
cations in the job she



a

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(12) Parallel alignmenrof track frame

assembly.

III. Application.

(a) Accomplished by adding or
removing shims at front

idler.

A. While working as a member of a team the student

removed, disassembled, inspected, replaced

worn parts, assembled, lubricated.and adjusted

the power train f the D4D crawler tractor.

All tasks were completed as they were covered

in the instructor guide and conformed to

manufacturer's specification's as specified in

job.sheet, CH "A" JS

(61 of 62)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY'

II.C.8.b.(11)(d)3.(Cont'd)

Direct, supervise and eval-

uate student performance in

Making final adjustments to
D4D crawler tractor, con-
ducting prestart checks,
'starting and operatins,
the tractor to check accur-

acy of adjustments made .to

the machine.

II.C.8.b.(12) Show

slide CM "A" S

4.1.2.34 "Track Frame

Alignment".

III.A. Directed, supervised

hnd evaluated student per-
formance on service procedures

on the CaterpIllarD4D crw-
ler tractor, practical work

was covered immedAately after

information was given in

instructor guide.

C.4 "A" IC 4.1.2

tTUDENT ACTIVITY

II.C.8.b.(11)(d)3.(Cont
1

Makelinal adjustment
to D4D crawler tractor,
conduct prestart check ,

'start and operate the
tractor to check ac-

curacy of adjustments'
made to the machine.
All performances to
be in accordance with
manufacturer's spec-
ifications as specified

in the job shaet.

While working at

a member of a team

removed, disassembled,
inlpected, replaced
worn.parts, assembled
lubricated and adjusted
the power train of the
Caterpillar D4D Crawler

tractor. All tasks

were completed as they

were covered in the

instructor guide and
conformed to manufact-

urer's specifications
as specified in the

job sheet.

5 83
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OUTLINEDF.INSTRUCTION

IV Summary.

A. Types of construction equipment.

B. Track laying tractors (crawler).

C. Power train componedts.

V. Test: None.

VI. Assignment.

A. Rend:

1.
Operator's,Mranual TD20, Crawler, Form

OM-TD20B7IHC, pp. 35 - 39.

584 (6 of 62)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

IV.C. Time permitting,

show movies ROL-002 "Roll

of.Drums", Caterpillar
Tractor Co. (Color, 20
min.)# and 9051, "Boss

of the Bulldozers",
Caterpi1lar Tractor Co.
(Color, 20 min.).

VI.A. 'Paim out tere TD20,

Crawler Tractor, Formi

0M-TD20B,IHC.

VI.A.1. Write assignment

on chalkboard.

CH "A" IG 4.1.2
STUDENT ACTIVITY

VI.A. iead assignment
as directed by instruc-

tor.

3677

4

58d
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iAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CgNTER

PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC "A" SCHOOL TRAINING,COURSE

Classification: Unclassified

Topic: Adjustment of International

Power Control Unit

Model 260
-"

Average Time: 2 Periods (Class), 2 Periods '(Preet)

Instructional Materials:

A.. Texts:

1. SerVice Training Outline, Power Control Units,

Models 260, 270 and 280, Melrose Tech;. Course

TE-4, IHC, Construction Equipment Divaion,

401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

60611, pp. 1 - 10 and 53 - 64.
* ,

2% Service Manual International Power Control

Units, Form ISS-15f3, International. Harvester

Co., 401 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

Illlnois 60611, Sec. 2, pp. l'- 12.

3. OperatoessManual, TD20 Series "B" Crawler

Tractor and Tractor Equipment, Form 0M-TD2011,

International Harvester Co.,,401 North' t.lichigan

Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, Sec% 9,, pp.'25!- 28.

B. Reference None.

C. Tools, Eqdpment and Materials:.

1. Tools:

586

CM "A"IIG 44.3:

A-610-0022

TerMinal Objective: Upon completion of this

unit each student will be able to setlice the ,

power train and chapsis units'of the Caterpillar

D4D Crawler Tractof. Using appropriate hand-

tools, specidl tools; shop kuipment and Oxy-,

Mapp gas Outfit, he will remove, disassemble,

invect and replace worn parts, assemble and,

adjust the master clutch, tkansmission, steering

clutches; final drive/sprocket assembly, bevel

gear assembly, and track roller frame'assembly.

All tasks will meet minufacturer's.specifications

'without dev$ation as specified in-Job Sheets ,

CM "A" JS "Oxy-Mapp Gas Heating and'

Cutting" and CM "A" 3S 4.1.1.2, "SerVicing the b4D

Caterpillar Crawler Tractor Power Tratn".

Adjust the International 260 Cable Control

Unit Wiling appropriate
hanOtools and shop

equipment.' All adjustments will conform without

deviation to manufacturer's specifications as

specified in the Job Sheet CM "A". JS

"Adjusting International
Model 260 Cable Control

Units".
.

,
ir

Enabling.Objectives: Upon completion of.this

topic each student will be Able to adjust'.the..

International Model 260 PowerControl Unit

, using appropriate
handtools and sttop equipment's.

All adjustments will conform to manUfactUrees,

specifications without deviation as specified

in Job Sheet 4.1.3.1, "Adjusting,the International

Model 260 Poi4er Control Unit".

Ps
(1 oE 14)

58i



1

a. Heavy equipment hsndtools.

b. Heavy equipment shop tools and

4

.2. Elluipment:
1

a. Major.

,(1) International Model
Units (4 each). .

3. Materials:*

a. Cleaning solvent.
4

b.. Wiping rags.

p , Gear oil.

D. Training Aids Wand Devices:

1. Filirs.

equipment.

Y

260 PoWer Cont.rol

a. MN-8146, "The pamblers" (20 min.).

2. Slides.

a. International Harvester
Power Control Units.

b. Intecnational Harvester
Units Sp8620C,(80 fratle)

3. Locally Prepared Material.

a. Job Sheet.

(1) CM "A" JS 4.1.3.1,
national modia 260'

5 8 d

Strip Fi1m TE-4,

power' Control

11,

CM "A" IG 4.1.3

\

'Criterion Tesi: Adjust the International Model

260 Power Control Unit to conform to manufacturer's
specifications without deviation as specified la

Job Sheet.

.6-"--

"Adjusting the Inter-
Power Control Unit.

(2 Of '4)

Homework: Study:r
k. -Service Manual International Power Control
Units Form,ISS1513, Section 2, pp. 1 - 12:

2. Operator's Manual, TD2a, Series "B".Crawlec
TraCtor and Tractor EquiPmerit Form 0M-TD20B,
Section 9, pp. 25 - 28.

5 8 d

3 53
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*

4. Devicgs.

a. International 260'power Control Unit

(Cutaway).

'E. ...Training Aids Equipment:

'0,

0

1. 16mm sound movie projector.

2. 35mm slide projeqtor.

D 3 0

1

i

i

(..........^.A

4,
../...

,

/

(3 of 14)

I,

o

\

7

CM "A" IG 4.7'

"..

I .

^
..

5 9 i

t

t`

4
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCAON

I. Introduction to the lesson.
4

A. Establish contact.

1. Name:
fr

2. ToPic: Adjustment of International Model

260 Power Cdntrol Unit.

%

B. Establish readiness.

1. Purpose.

2: Assignment.

CM "A" IG 4.1.3

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

4.

Introduce self and topic.

I.B. Motivate student.

C. Establish effect.
I.C. Bring cwt need and value

of material being presented.

1. Value.

, a. Pass course.
4

I. Perform better on the job%

cl Get advanced. -

d. Be a-better Construction Mechanic.

D. OvervAew.

N./

rIr

0

(4 of 14)
4,

I.D. State-learning objectives.

a. State information and
materials necessary to guide

student.

.:

0



OUTLINE OF INSTRUeTION

II. Presentation.

A. Power Control Units (International Model 260

and 260S).

1., Principles of operation and construction.

a. Planetary system.

K. Sun gear.

.(a) AttaChed to drive shaft by

a spline.

(b) Meshes with two planet gears.

(2) Planet pinion.

(a) Installed on pins in the

cable drum.

(b) Mesh with internal teeth of

ring gear.

(3) Ring gear.

(a) Bolted inside the clutch

houiing:

b. Spooling.

(1) Sun gear turns whenever the

tractor power take-off shaft

Is in operation.

594

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

II.A.1. Pass out texts:

a. Service Manual Inter-

national Power Control Units.

b. Operator's Manual

TD-20B International Crawler

Tractor and Equipment.

II.A.1.b. Have class refgr to

illustrations In,service

mandal International Fower

Control Units pp. 1, sec. 2.

of-14),

dm "A" Id 1.3

STUDENT ACTiVITY

$3.

TI.A.1.b. Open texts

to pages direct d by

instructor and ollow

discussion.

t.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

(2) The housing and ring gear cannot
rotate when the friction band

is Ipplied to the clutch housing.

(3) The stationary ring gear forces the

two planet, gears to travel uround

inside the xing gear and drive
the cable drum in a spooling

direction.

c. Holding.

(1) 'When the friction band is applAed-to
'the brake housing, it holds the
cable drum firmly and keeps the

1, loaded cable taut.

(2) Then planet gears spin.on their own
axis and cause the ring gear and
clutch hOusing to rotate.

d. Unspooling.

(1) Whed the friction-band is released
from the drums, the pladet gears
and cabfe drums rotate in the un-

spooling direction.

(2) The ring'gear with the clutch housing

rotates in the same direction.

(3) The eun gear continues to turn in

its usual direction.

,e. 'Lock out.

"z)

5_9 t;

(6 of 14)

. -CM "A" IG 4.1.3. 357
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY STUDENT ACTIVITY

I.

/I

59



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

59(

(1) Same as upspooling except the

control Ve er remains to the
extreme right of the operator
holding the brake and clutch band

released from the brake drum and

clutch housing.

f. Brake and clutch bands.

(1) Brake and lower clutch bands can
be turned end for end and be

interchanged.

(2) Upper clutch band, bi-mettalic tips,

not interchangeable.

2. Maintenanceand repair.

,a. Replacement of clutch and brake band.

NOTE: It is not necessary to remove the
1 power-control unit from the tractor

when replacing the brake and clutch

bands, also, the bands can be removed

and replaced without removing the

drums.

b. Adjustments.

CAUTION: BEFORE MAKING ANY ADJUSTMENTS, STOP

THE ENGINE AND.BE SURE THE CABLE

IS SLACK.

-(1) Minor adjustments compensate for

normal band wear. ,

(2) If after making minor adjustments

proper engagement and/or disengage-

ment cannot be obtained on the bands

a major.adjustment is required.

.(7 of 14)

CM "A" IC .1.3

STUDENT ACTIVITY

593



OUTLINE OF LNSTRUCTION
**4

3. Hydraulic power-control units.

a. Hydraulic reservoir and piping.

(1) Model D-2 or G-2.

(2) Related parts.

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

pi "A" IQ 4.1.3 .3 45-

STUDENT ACTIVITY

b. Hydraulic pumPIH (Series 28). II.A.3.b. Have class refer to II.A.3.b: Rehr to

Operator's Manual; Interna ional text as directed

(1) Gear type.
TD20 Series "B" Crawler by instrdctor and

Tractor and Tractor.Equipment
.participate in in-

(2) Positive displacement.
Sec. 9, pp. 25 7 28 while

discussi,ng hydraulic power.

structor guided

discussion.

(3), Engine crankshaft. control,pnits.

-.,(a) Driven through series of

gears.

/**'
c. Control valve IH (Series 7).

(1) Single or three-spool valve

model.

(2) Major components.-

(a)

(b)

Valve body.

Positioning spool or

spools.

(c) Check valves.

(d) Main pressure relief valve.

(8 of 14)

GOO
S.

a S.



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION

1:

(3) Directs pressurized 0.1 through

connecting lines to actuate

hydraulic cylinders.

d. Hydraulic cylinders.

(a) Single-stage; double acting

type.

(2) Tilt cylinder.

(a) Single stage, double acting

type.

e. Operation.

(1) Hold- position..

(a) Three or four position

spools.

(b) Spool seals off the passages.

e'
1. To cylinder lines.

(2) Raise position.

(a) Spool is positioned.

1. Allows oil to flow to
cylinders from pressure side
of p4pap through the control

valve

,

' (9 of 14)

-47

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

S.

-v

) 603

CM "A" IG 36D
STUDENT ACTIVITY

,

,



OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

.4

2. Passage for lowering is
sealed off by the spool.

(3) Power, lower position.

(a) Operates in the same manner as

the "raise" position.

1. Except the spool is posit-
ioned to direct oil to
opposite end of the cylinder.

(4) Float position.

(a) Control lever moved to detea
the spool.

1. Supplying pump oil to the

"iaise" and "lower"
passages are sealed off.

7
Maintenance (Model D-2 or 0-2). .

(1) Checking oil level.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Engine stopped.

Blade or bucket resting
ou the ground.

Control filler and level, plug.

level

CAUTION!! Always loosen the filler and

level plug slowly in case there is still

gale pressure in the system.

(2) Draining the system.

604
(IPI of 14)-1' - -

CM "AP IG 4.1.3
STUDENT ACTIVITY

6ud



CM 1"A" IC .1.3 142,

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION..c, INSTRUCTOIACTIVITY -STU4ENT ACIaITY %dila

a

(a) Operate system to warm

lubricant.

ailh Drop blade,below ground level
and place control handle in

"floLalt-position.

(c) Stop engine.

(d)- Dritin.reservoir and cylinders.

(e) Remove:the return filter

element.

1. DitCard and replace.

(f), "Remove filter (outlet) and clean
all parts which were removed

from tank.

(g) Thoroughly cleawthe inierior
of the reservoir before

reassembly.

(3) Filling and venting the system.

//
(a) Fill the tank.

1. Up to the level Of Ihe,

plug opening.

6 u

1

NOTE: Refer to "Lubricant Spec- Have class refer to lubrica- Refer to text as

ification and Capacities tion specification and directed by instrugtor.

Chart" for type and capacity chart in text.

Auantity of lubricant
required.

1 -

(11.of 14)

.46



OUTLINE OF LNSTRUCTION
INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY

(b) Engine at low idle speed.

(c) Operate all the control

.
through all positions four

.-or five times. ,

(d) Recheck the lubricant level
with blade resting on the

ground.

(4) Inspect all hoses and connections

for leaks.

(a) Correct all leaks, no matter,

how minor.

NOTE: When disconnecting hydraulic

lines for any reason,,they should

be 6roperly capped with the
Correct-dize ptastic cap. Tape

or clean rubber corks may be'

used if the plastic cap is not

available. Hydraulic opening

must never be plugged with rags,

this practice could easily intro
duce dirt or lint into critical'

hydraUlic components of the

ti-actor.

(5) Hydraulic pump.,

(a) Keep connections tight.

(b) Inspection and repair.

1. Preliminary inspection
should be made as parts
.of the pump are removed.

(l2 of 14)

-

.

_-

CM "A" IG 4.1.3 3. (03
STUDENT ACTIVITY

60:7-a 6c7-6. 7
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'CM "A" JS 4.1.3.1

q-4
,NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING-CENTER
PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC "A" SCHOOL TRAINING COURSE A-610-0022

JOB SHEET lo

Title: Adjustment of the International Model 260 Power Control Unit

Introduction: The purpose of this job sheet is to guide you in the

practical performance of adjusting the International Model 260 Cable

Control Unit.

You will.adjust the International Model 260 Power Control Unit to conform

to manufacturer's specifications without deviation. Your performance

will be guided by job sheet and key points from the instructor's lecture/

discussion.

Tools,.Equipment and Materials:

A. Heavy equipment shop handtools.

13,4,
International Model 260 Power Control Unit.

Conditions:

A. Student teams of six (6) students each are assigned to Inter-

national Mbdel 260 Power Control Unit to accomplish brake and

clutch band maloi adjustments.

B. Each team is provided with all required tools, job sheets and

manufacturer's manuals to accomplish the assigaed task.

C. All background data and necessary details are covered in the

classroom lecture/discussion prior to shopierformance.

Procedures: (As outlined on following pages.)

(l of 4) 606 --13



Align raised mark

CM'"A"JS 4 .1 .3 .1

13

n,. 1410.
J.

rtt,

5

12
Assembled spring length

-

, Minimum adjw.tment 6-1 8" IUMMIPW'-'7,

hlaximuni adjustment 7.3/8"

S.

#

Brake fad Clutch Ban4 Aijusting Paints.

1. LEYER, clutch. 8. BLOCK, brake spring guide end.

2. BOLT,
9. PIN, dowel.

3. LEVER, brake release. 10. SPRING, brake holding.

4. NUT, jam. 11. BOLT, brake holding spring.

5. NUT, jam. 12. NUT, brake tension rod adjusting.

6. SCREW, set 13. NUT? clutch tension rod

7. HOUSING, spring. adjusting.

4.;

Levutsee AtIlvsottent.

NOTZ: Never set new brake or clutch bands
tight to avoid the normal adjustments re-
quired for seating. This will cause the shoe
to drag and overheat the entire unit, result-
ing in seal failure and oil leakage.

Model 260

NOTE: The following adjustment is for one

side only; if both sides need adjustment the

same procedure must be repeated for the

Opposite side.
Continued on next page.

(2 of

.)

.
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CABLE CONTROL UNITContimmi,

Model 260-Csati..4

Beek. $ eoul Mhwm Adjustment (Must. 39)

1. Place the control lever in the "HOLD"
position.

Z. Adjust the brake reach rod adjusting nut
(A) until the brake releas lever boss is flush
with the bottom of the bolt (B). This provides
a 1/16 inch clearance between the bolt head
and the brake release lever.

NOTE: Do not adjust bolt (B) to regain the
necessary 1/16 inch clearance under the bolt
heads. This is done only by adjusting with
nut (A).

3. Adjust the clutch band as described under
"Clutch Band Minor Adjustment" which
follows. This is necessary after a brake
band adjustment.

auto Beata Mlpee Adjustment

Whenever the hand lever free travel increases
two inches over the normal specified free
travel or whenever the brake band has been
adjusted, the clutch band must be adjusted.

Clutch reach rott
adjusting nut

i.
Brake holding spring bult

CM "A" JS

Measure the free travel as follows:

1. Place the hand lever in the "HOLD"
position.

2. Pull the lever, using one finger, from the
"HOLD" position to.the "RAISE" position
(toward the operator zind measure this dis-
tance. This distance is the free travel.

The cable control unit linkage (Must. 38)
can be adjusted to provide either a three or
four inch (reduced lever effort) hand lever
free travel.

a. THREE INCH FREE TRAVEL: Con-
nect the control link in hole (E, Illust. 38)
and adjust nut (C, Illust. 39) to obtain a.
three inch free travel.

b. 'FOUR INCH FREE TRAVEL: Connect
the control link in hole (F, Must. 38) and
adjust nut (C, Illust.* 39) to obtain a four
inch free travel for reduced lever effort.

Brake and Clutch Band Major Adjustment
(Must. 39)

This procedure must be followed in sequence.

1. Disconnect the adjustable control link from
the bell crank(fllust. 38).

2. Loosen the jam nut (D) and bolt (B) to per-
t-nit Unrestricted movement of the brake re-

; Brake reach rod
adjusting nut ;

st11-14. It.tr

-
Brake holding sprsog housing

Brake levcr hrr f2cc intl
11121cr relcu,e lvver tue
verlicalm111,m,Ielli

Bawl A.11., omen's.

(, of 4)
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-
-3: Lomien the clutch reach rod a
(C) until the reach rod can be lift
fingers and indicates a 1/4 inch g
adjusting nut (C).
4. Back off the brake holding spr
the dowel pin is 7-3/8 inches fro
the spring housing (must. 41),

S. Loosen the band hold-off sprin
jam nuts and back the set screws
turne.

justing tiut
d with the
p under the

g bolt until
the end of

set screw
tit several

6. Adjust the brake reach rod nu (A) until the
faces of the brake release lever a d brake a

lever bar are vertical. Be sure t at clearance
is maintained under the head of the bolt (B)
and the clutch reach rod is loosei(refer to
Step 3).

7. Tighten the brake holding` sp ing bolt until
the dowel pin is approximately -314 inches
from the end of the brake ho1diig spring housing
(Must. 41). After making this djustment, it
may be necessary to repeat th adjustment
outlined in Step 6.

8. Adjust the bolt (B) so the bottom of the bolt
head is flush with the boss oh the brake release
laver(Illust. 42). This pr , ides a 1/16 inch
clearance between the bolt head and the brake
release lever: Tighten the jam nut (D) at'the
lowet end of the bolt (B).

9.. Using an Allen wrench, turn in the band
hold-off spring set screws until the screws
bottom solidly against the shoes.\ Back off one
to two turns on each screw and lock in place
with the jam nut.
10. Position the tiller post so -the arrow on
the lock-out lever alips with the center of the
lock-out follower shaft(Illust. 40). Loosen
the jam nut on the adjustable control link (II-
lust. 38) and lengthen or shorten the link until
the rod end bearing bore aligns with the hole

czan/c._ 7igiten the control link jam
nut. Secure the control 11nitàt1ie b`1.11 crank
using the cap screw.
11. Adjust the clutch as outlined under "Clutch

4,33 and Minor Adjustment" on page 38 in this
section.

12. If, after placing the unit into operation,
it is found that the brake slips or does not hold
the load and all adjustmenes are correct,
tighten,,the brake holding spring bolt (turn
clockwise). When tightening the bolt, move
the dowel in the brake spring housing only
1/16 inch at a time and recheck brake operation.

'NOTE: The dowel must never be less than
6-3/8 inches or more than 7-3/8 inches from
the end of the spring housing.

CM' "A" JS 4 .1. 3 .1

' r-4.. -
gl, Arrows on

#7: :lock.out revers

.. .. .3". .!.- ". / ;
. .

--.
1 Lock-out 4'

°
follower shafts

I.

3 (11

Tiller Ailjuitn+ent.

13. If new clutch or brake drum shoes have
been installed, the shoesmust be allowed to
seat under actual operating conditions. Check
the hand lever free travel and the:cle*ance
under the bolt (B, Ulust. 42) at frequent inter-
vals for the first 100 hours of operatiOn4 If
either or both of these dimensions have, changed, .
perforin either the "Brake Band Minor Adjust-
ment " and/or ,"Clutch Band Minor Adjust-
ment" on page _3 of 4 this job sheet.

Assembled spring length 6-3/4"

Brake holding spring bolt 1.

Brake
spring

sing

Minimum adjustment 6.3/8"

Maximum adjustment .7-3/8"

Brok. Holding Sprin-cHousing.

NOTE: Never set new brake or clutch bands
tight to avoid the normal adjustments required
for seating. This cause the shoe to drag
áTnd overheat the entire unit1 resultrng in seal
failure and oil leakage.

(4 of 4)

Bait 8

Brok. Reltos. L.ver Trav.1 Adjustmont.
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAINING CENTER

PORT HUENEME, CALIFORNIA 93043

CONSTRUCTION MECHANtC "A" SCHOOLTRAINING COURSE A-610-0022
e

'JOB SHEET

Title: Oxy-Mapp Gas Heating Ind Cutting

Introduction: :Selection of the correct cutting tip, gas pressure aad

preheating flame to bring steel up to a kindling tempetature. Cut

straight line cuts..

Tools, Equipment.and Materials.

A. Tools: A

1. Hand tools.

a.,.Chipping hammer.

b. Wire brush.

c. Pliers, 8 inch.

B. Equipment:

1. Oxy-Happ cutting unit with all adcessories.

2. Safety equipment.

a. Goggles.

b. Gloves.

c. 15 ib. CO
2

extinguisher.

C. Materials:

1. Scrap steel:,

2.

Procedures:

Soap stone.

A. Secure cylinders.

1. Strap or chain cylinders upright.

a. Have CylindL.d setting directly on deck.

(.1 of 5)
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CM "A" JS 4.141.1

,

B. Clean valves.

1. Crack cylinders' slightly to blow out dust.

a. +-Have valves pointing away from Personwhen cleaning.

C. Attaoh regulalors.

-.4. Hold regulators in,one hand, screw on with the other aatd

, tighten snugly.

a. The mapp regulat9r has left iand threads and the oxygen

regulator has right hand thrhads.

D. Hook up hc5ses to regull'er. 4

1. Roses with grooved.nuts are attached to liapp'regulator.
.0( ,

a. Mapp hoses have left hand threads and oxygen have right

.hand threads.

E. Attach hoses to torch butt.

1 1. Attach mapp hose to left hand threads and oxxgen to right

-hand threads of torch butt.

411 Avoi47getting oil or greaseln connections.

F. Attach cutting attadhment to torch bhtt.

1. Screw on cutting attaChment hand tight.

G. Select the correct cutting tip.

1. Determined by plate thickness.

Note: Use chart on 'Age 5 of this JorSheet
rrect tip size.

4 Cutt ng attachment has right.,hand thread'.

R. Attach cutting tip.

3 (29

I,

C... I.

1/4

. 1

tO deternihe'

1. Remave nuf on cutting attachment head, insert tip-and.

,replace

' a. B14 out any dust on seat of citting head".

,4

I. Close regulators.

0
1. Turn out screws on both.regulators

t
'a. Turn until loose.

,

(2 of 51,
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.14 Open oiygen tank.

1. Open completely)

a. Do not tighten valve at opea.

K. Open Mapp tank:

CM Jb 4.1;1.1

1. Open only one full turn.

L. .Set reiulators at cutting,pressure.

1. Determined by tip size. -

Note: Use chart on page 5 of this:JOB:Sleet tcidetezi4
Correct prissqura_

.M. Blow out iir fromrEapp-hose.

1. Open Mapp needle valve and permit a.small amount of Mapp

to escape and then alose valve.

a. Permit gas to escaPe in an unconfined area.

N. Blow out air from oxygea hose,.

A. Open oxygen needle valve and .perinit a small amount of

oxygen to escape and then close valve.

,)
a. Direct escaping oxygen away from person.

0.` Adjust preheat.ing flame to neutral.

1. Turn on Mapp nfiedle valve.

a.. Check surrOundings for combustibke materials.

b. Never cut on a tank or container until a safety CACk-

has been made.

2. Light torchicith spark lighter.

3. Turn on oxygea valve of torph completely.

A. Turn on-9xygen valve,on cutting attachment until,neutra1

flame is formed on preheating holes,

P. Heat metal tolltindling temperature.

1. Bring metal up to a cherry.red.

a. Cherry red in daylight:

(3 of 5)
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Q. Make a straight cut.

1. Mold preheating flames approximately 1/16" above metal.

. Safe,ty in cutting.

1. Never use Mapp welding or cutting tips with acetylene.

Questions:

A. When the metal is preheated to kindling temperature, what color

\ ANS: 'Cherry red.

11

B. What determines the size of tip to be selected?

I
ANS: The thickness of metal to ke cut.

C. What determines the oxygen and Mapp pressure to be used?

ANS: The size of tip selected.

D. Is the preheating flame adjusted to carbonizing neutral or

oxidizing?

, ANS: Neutral.

E. How dlose should tht preheating flame be held to the base metal

on a straight line?

ANS: 1/16".

References:

1

A. Steelworker &At NAVPERS 10653-E, pages 187-200.

B. Naval struction Force Safety Manual COMCBPAC/COMCBLANT inst.

5100

C. elding Encyclopedia, 16th edition, pages F-15 to F-38.

N
ArIP
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CUTTING TIP SELECTION CHART

PLATE THICKNESS TIP SIZE NO. OXYGEN PRESSURE PSI MOP PRESSURE PSI

3/16"

1L4"

72

68

65

60 ".

56

56

30-40

35-45

35-45

,40-50

-40-50

40 50

2-6

2-6

2-8

2-8

2-10

2-10

3/8"

1/2"

3/4"

1"

54

54

52:

4040

40-60 ,

40-60

4.

1 1/4"

1 1/2"

2"

2-10

2-10

2-10

(5 of 5)
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NAVAL CONSTRUCTION TRAIIII*3 GINTER

PORT HUZNIAX, CA. 93043

consmucrIcs MECHANIC CLAOS "A"*COURS1 NUMBER A-610-0022

Ti/les Servicing the DO Caterpillar Crawler Trictor Power Train, hereafter

referred to as the'DO.

Introductions

The purpose of this Job Sheet is to guide you in the practical, performance of

removing, disassembly, inspecting, repairing, reassembly, and adjusting the

Power Train Components of the DO. The components to be coveret are the seater

clutch, the transaission, the steering clutches, the bevel ear, the track

frame, and the final drive AssAlmbliam.

You will select and safely me all teels and equipment required te accomplish
all procedures en this Job Sheet.

-
All safety precautions that are applicable to you, your teas mates and the evaipani''

must be observed at all times.

Every procedure must be dein* tA accordance with this Jeb Sheet and manuficturers

specifications without error._

Tools andrEquipments

A. Caterpillar DO Crawler Tractors
4.

B. Caterpillar Special Tools

C. Heavy Equipment Shop Handtools

D. Hoist, Main

E. Tressle, Hoist (A-Fraae)

F. 2orque Wrench

G. Task Job Sheet

H. Manufacturer's Service Manual

Conditions*

A. Student teams of four (4) men each are assigned te a DO tractor to

accomplish the tasks of disassembly,'inspection, repair, reassembly,
and adjustment of the power train components.

Procedures

A.. As outlined on the attached pages of the Equipment Work Order (EWO) and

continuation sheets.

( I of 4)
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I. Master Clutch.'

2. Transmission

3. Steering Clutches

4. Power Train Reassembly and Adjustment

5, Track Roller Frame

6. Final Drive

7. Track Frame Reasseably and Adjustment

8. Maintenance/operator Services

e'

(2 r 4)
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_..
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Remove Track Roller Frame Assembly,Inspect for
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14) CHAPTER 1

ORY AND DEVELOPMENT

Fluid Power, NavPers 16193-B, presents'
many of the fundamental concepts in the fields
of hydraulics .and pneumatics. This manual is
intended as a basic reference for all' personnel
of . the Nary whose duties azd reponsibilities
require them to havez a know1edge of the fundam-
ehtals of flUid power. Corisequently, emphUsisis
placed primarily on the theory of operation of

-typical fluid power systems ancicomponents that
have applications in naval equipments. Many
applications of fluid power are presented inthis
manual to illustrate the functions and operation
of ,different systems and comPonents. However,
these are only representative of the many appli-
cations of fluid power in naval equipments. Indi-
vidual rate training manuals shouldbe consulted
for Information concerning the application of
fluid power to specific equipments for which
each rating is responsible.

InAtddition, tie examples of systems and com-
ponents presented in this Manual are iped to
illustrate the functions and operation of certain
types. Since there are many different manufac-
turers of fluid power systems and component.%
each type presented may represent several dif-
ferent models or designs. Therefore, this manual
is not intended for use in the maintenance and
repair of specific equipments. Applicable tech-
nical publications and technical instructions
should be used for this purpose. These terms,
applicable technical publications and applitable
technical instructions are frequently referred
to in this manual. They include such documents
as the following.

1. Certain chapters of the Naval Ships'
Technical Manual.

2. Operation, maintenance, repair, over-
haul, and parts manuals, which are provided by
the manufacturer of the component: system,
and/or equipment. These manuals are usually
approved by the appropriate command Naval

377

Ships Systeras Command, Naval Air Systems
Command, etc.

3. Maintenance R e qui r e eats Cards
(MRC's).

1

4. Military Standards and Specifications.

5. .Instructions and Notices.

FLUID POWER ,

Fluid power is a relatively new term which
was established to include the generation, con-
trol, and application of smooth, effective power
of pumped or compressed fluids (either liquids
or gases) when this power is used to provide
force and motion to mechanisms. This force
and motion may be in the form of pushing, pul-
ling, rotating, regulating, or driving. Fluid power
includes hydraillics, which involves liquids, and
pneumatics, which involves gases. Liquids and
gases are similar in inany respects and there-
'fore are described as fluids in most sections of
this manual. The differences are pointed out in
the appropriate areas. In these areas they are
treated separately as liquidS and gases, or as
in the following sections, as hydraulics and
pneumatics.

HYDRAULICS

The word hydraulics is a derivative of the
Greek words hydro (meaning watery and aulis
(meaning tube or pipe). Originally, the Science
of hydraulics covered the physical behavior of
water at rest and in motion. This dates back
several thousand years ago when water wheels,
dams, and sluice gates were first used to con-
trol the flow 46f water for domestic use and
irrigation. Use has broadened its .preaning to
include the physical behavior of all liquids. This
includes that area of hydraulics iri which confined
liquids are used under controlled pressure to do

623 \



FLUID POWER

work. This area of hydraulics, sometimes re-
ferred to as "power hydraulics," is discussed
in this manual. '

Hydraulics can be defined as-that engineering
science which pertains to liquid pressure and
flow, This science includes, for example, the
manner in which liquids act in tanks and pipes,
dealing with their properties and with ways of
utilizing these properties. It includesthe laws of
floating bodies and the behavior of liquids on sub-
merged durfaces. It treats the flow of liquids
under various conditions, and ways of directing
this flow to useful ends, as well as many other
related subjeets.

There are several other terms whieh are
sometimes used to more precisely describe the
behavior of liquids at rest and in motion. These
terms are generally considered separate
branches of science and include: hydbstatics,
that branch of science pertaining to the energy
of liquids at rest; hydrodynamics, the branch of
science peitaining to the energy of liquid flow
and pressure; and hydrokinetics, which pertains
to motions of liquids or the forces whieh produce
or affect such motions.

Development

Although the mode rn development of hydraul-
ics is of comparatively recent date, the ancients
were familiar with many hydraulic principles
and their applications. The Egyptians and the
ancient peoples of Persia, India, and China con-
veyed water along channels for irrigation and
domestic purposes, using dams and sluice gates

. to control the flow. The ancient Cretans had an
elaborate plumbing system. Archimedes studied
the laws of floating and submerged bodier The
Romans constructed aqueducts to carry Water
to their cities.

After the breakup of the ancient world, there
were few new developments for many centuries.
Then, over a comparatively short period, begin-
ning not more than three or four hundred years
ago, the physical sciences began to flourish,
thanks to the discovery of principles .basic to all
of them, and to the invention of many new me-
chanical devices. Thus, the fundamental law
underlying the entire science of hydraulics was
discovered by Pascal in the 17th century.

Pascal's theorem was as follows: "If a
vessel full of water, and closed on all sides, has
two openings, the one a hundred times as large

2

as.the othei., and if each is supplied with a piston
that 'fits it .exactly,' then a man pushing the
small piston will exert a force that will equi-
librate (balance) that of one hundred men pushing
the large piston and will overcome that of ninety-
nine men." (This is the basic principle of hy-
draulics and is covered in detail in chapter2.)

For Pascal's law to be made effective for
practical applications, it was necessary to have
a piston that rit exactiy.-- It vas not untu the
latter part of the 18th century that methods were
found to make these snugly fitted parts required
in hydraulic systems. This was accomplished by
the invention of machines which were used to
cut and shape the necessary closely fitted parts
and, particularly, by the development of gaskets
and packings. Since that time, such components
as valves, pumps, actuating cylinders, and
motors have been developed and refined to make
hydraulics one of the leading methods of trans-
mitting power.

Application

Today, hydraulic ,power is used to operate
many different tools and Mechanisms. In a
garage, a mechanic raises tht end of an auto-
mobile with a hydraulic jack. Dentists and
barbers use hydraulic power to lift and position
their chairs to a convenient working height by a
few strokes of a control lever. Hydraulic doc4r-
stops keep heavy doors from slamming. Hy-
draulic brakes have been standard equipment on
automobiles for approximately 35 tears. Most
automobiles are equipped with automatic trans-
missions that are hydraulically operated. Power
steering is another application of hydraulic
power. Construction men depend upon hydraulic'
power for the operation of various components
of ,their equipment. For example, the blade of a
bulldozer is normally operated by hydraulic
powe r.

During the period preceding World r
the Navy began to apply hydraulics naval
mechanisms extensively. Since then, naval appli-
cations have increased to the point where many
ingenious hydraulic devices are used in the solu-
tion of problems. of gunnery, aeronautics, and
navigation. Aboard ship, hydraulic power is util-
ized to operate such equipment as* anchar wind-
lasses, power cranes, steering gear, remote
control devices, power drives for elevating and
training guns and rocket launchers. Some
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Chapter 1HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

elevators on aircraft carriers utilize hydraulic
power to transfer aircraft from the hanger deck
to the flight deck and vice versa.

Most naval aircraft contain a network of
hydraulic lines and components. Hydraulic power
is used to operate such units as wheel brakes,
landing flaps, antennas, speed brakes, control
surfaces, and the retraction and extension of
the landing gear. Many types of guided missile
contain hydraulic systems for the operation pf
flight control devices.

PNEUMATICS

" e

the mast widely used fluid medium. As discussed
in chapter 3, nitrogen has many of the qualities
desired in the fluid medium for pneumatic
systems and is, therefore, recommended for use
in some systems.

Probabli one of the greatest uses of pneu-
matic power is in the operation of the various
types of pneumatic tools. Pneumatic drills,
screwdrivers, and nut setters are operated by
air motors. Riveting guns and chipping hammers
are usually operated by airpressure. Comprqs-
sion tools such as rivet squeezers and punches
are operated with pneumatic power: Trains,
buses, and large trucks ar e?. normally equipped
with air brakes.

Most models of aircraft contain pneuma ic
systems as an emergency means of operating

,..those units that are normally operated hydraul-
ically. Guided missiles utilize compressed gas
as a,power source for electrical generators and
hydraulic pumps. In some missiles, pneumatic
power is utilized to operate flight control
devices.

Pneumatics and hydraulics are combined for
some applications. This combination is some-
times referred to as hydropneumatics. An
example of this combination is the lift used in
garages and service stations. Air pressure is
applied to the surface of hydraulic fluid in a
reservoir. The air pressure forces the hydraulic
fluid to raise the lift. The accumulator, de-
scribed in chapter '7, is another exampV of this
combination.

Y7 9

Greek word pneuma, which means air, wind, or
breath. It cnn be defined as that branch of engi-

, neering science which pertains to gaseous
pressure and flow. As used in this manual,
pneumatics is that portion of fluid power in which
compressed air, or other gas, is used to transmit
and- control power to .. actuating mechanisms.

Development

There is no record of man's first use of air
to do work. Probably the first were fansused to

toseparate the chaff from grain and the use of sails
to move ships. One of the first pneumatic devices
was the blow gun used by primitive man. In the
latter part of the 18th century, heated air was
used to carry the first balloon aloft. The heated
air was allowed to Vexpand in the ballbon, and
the ref o re it became lighter than the surrounding
air and caused the balloon to rise.

Every age of man has witnessed the devel-
opment of devices to utilize air to do work.
However, it can be seen that man used air for
work long before he understood it.

Many of the principles of hydraUlics apply to
pneumatics. For exaMple, Pascal's law applies
to gases as well as liquids. Also, like hydraulics,
the development of pneumatics depended upon
closely fitted parts and the development of gas-
kets and packings. Since the invention of the air
,compressor, pneumatics has become a very re-
liable source for the' transmission of power'.

Application

The fluid medium for_pneumatic systems is
usually compressed adror nitrogen. Compressed
air has been used for many years and is still

3

ADVANTAGES OF FLUID POWER

The extensive use of hydraulics an pneu-
matics, to transmit power is due to the tact that
properly constructed fluid power systems pos-
sess a number of favorable characteristics.
They eliminate the need for complicated systems
of gears, cams, and levers. Motion can be trans-
mitted without the sladk inherent in the uSe of
solid machine parts. The fluids used are not
subjett to breakage as are mechanical parts,
and the mechanisms are not subjected to great
wear.

The different parts of a fluid power system
can be conveniently located at widely separated
points, and the forces generated are rapidly
transmitted over considerable distances with
small loss. These forces can be conveyed up
and down or around corners with small loss in



efficiency and no comPlicated mechanisms. Very
large forces can be controlled by much smaller
ones, and can be transmitted through compara-
tively small lines and orifices.

If the system is well adapted to the work it
is required to perform, and ff it isnot misused,
it can provide smooth, flexible, uniform action
without vibration, knd is unaffected by variation
of load. In case a an overload, an automatic
release of presstire can be guaranteed. do that
the system is protected against breakdown or
strain. Fluid power systems can provide widely
variable motions in both rotary and straight-
line transmigsion of power. Need for control by
hand can be minimized. In addition, fluid power
systems are economical to operate.

The question may arise as to why hydraulics
is used in some appliCations'and pneumatics in
others. Many factors are considered bytheuser
and/or the manufacturer when determining which
power source to use in a specific application.
There are no hard and- fast rules to follow;
however, past experience has prov1de some
sound ideas that are usually consider hen
Making such decisions. If the application
quires speed, a medium amount of pressure, and
only fairly a.ccurate control, a pneumatic system
may be 'Used. ff the application requires only a
medium amount of pressure and a more accurate
control, a combination of hydraulics and pneu-
matics may be used. If the application requireg

a great amount of pressure and/or extremely
accurate control, a hydraulic system should be
us ed.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS

The extreme flexibility of fluid power ele-
ments gives rise to a number of problems.
Since fluids have no shape of their own, they
must be positively confined throughout the entire

--system. Special consideration must be iiven to
the structural organization and the relation of
the parts of a fluid.posyer system. Strong,pipes
and containers must be provided. Leaks must be
prevented. This problem is acufè -with the high
pressure obtained in many fluid pdwer instal-
lations.

The pressu s required in fluidPower sys-
. tems must controlled and likewise the
movement 'of fluid within the lines and
comp° nts. This moveyient causes friction,'
within he fluid'itself and against the contairiing
surfac s, .which ff exbes sive, can lead to de rious
losse in efficiency. Foreign matter must not
be owed to accfimulate in the system, where .

will clog small passages or score closely
fitted parts. Chemical action may cause cor-
rosion. Above all, it is necessary to know how
a fluid power system and its components operate
both in terms of the general priqciples common
to all physical mechamisms and eculiar-
ities of the particular arring ment at

4
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CHAPTER. 2

P YSit-S OF FLUIDS

The operation of any fluid power system,
regard1691 of ;its. complexity, can be sails.=
factbrily explained as an applicItion of iihys-
ipq physics in that branch of Alliance whicb
deals mith matter and energy.esOis devoted
to 4inding and defining problems, Li well as
searching for their solutions. It not only teach-
es a person to be curious about the physical'

e' world, but. alp provides a means of satis-
fying that culiosity. The scienbe of physics
is divided into five major areasmechanice;
heat, acoustics (sound), optics (light), and elec-
tricity. Further 'divisions may include such
areas as magnetism, radiation, atomic -struc-
ture, and nuclear phenomena. For the most
part, fluids are included in the area of me-
chanict. In .fact, many physics textbooks re-
fer to fluide as' the mechanics of liquids ahd
the mechanice of gases. It should be Poiti
ed out, however, *that the study of flui is
not limited to the area of mechanics. JFor
example, heat (changes in temperature) has a
definitct effect on the lohysical characteristics

% of flui :

In orderto operate, eervice, and Maid-
tain fluid power systems, an understanding of
the basic principles of fluids at rest and 4n
motion is essential. There can be no question
that the mechanic or technician 'who possess-
es this understanding is better equipped .to"
meet the demands placed upon him inhis everyiK

- day tasks.
In the., study Of the principles of tiydrau-

.

litiVand pneumatics, it soon becomes obvious
that -specific words and terms, have specific
.meanings which must be mastered from the
start. Without an understanding of the exacts

4 meaning of --the term,- therecan he-Tio Tear
.understanding of the principles involved in the
use of the term. Once the term is correct-
ly understood, hover, Many principles may
be discussed brigny to. illustrate or to em-

5
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phasize the particular 'aspects of 4nferest.
The terms pertaining to the principles of
hydraulics and pneumatics are discuseed in
this chapter. This discussion,coVers tie phys-
ical properties and characteristics of fluids,
including the similarities anck differencei In
the characteristics of liquids and gases. Also
included are the outside factors _which influ-
ence the characteristics of fluids at rest and
in motion, and the lays whic govern the ac-

' tion of fluids under specif ,auld fixe4 con-
ditions.

STATES OF MA TER
. ,

The -material subttance which makes up
the universe" is known. avmatter. -"Matter is(
defined as 'any substance which Obcupies space
and has weight. Examples Covered .bi this
aefinition ,are iron, water, andlair. Each of
thesecioccupies space and has weight. In co
.trist, ..heat, light, and electricit1Nre not in
cluded because they do not take Up,space
cannot be weighed. They are forms of

width are described later in this chap-lir Although the three examples of matter
iron, water, and airLaye all forms qf mattbr,
each one has distinguishing characteristics.
They represent the three states of matter
solids, liquids, and gases. Solids have a °tie&
inite volume and a definite shape; liqfids
have a definite volume, but, take the shape i
of the co aining vessel; gases have neither
a tlefi olume nor a definite shape. Gas-

, es pb only take the shape of the t ontaining
vessel, but they expand and fill the vessel
regardless of the volume ofIthe vessel.

-Matter can --chauge from -one-state tb an-
. 4

other. Water Is a good example. At high tem-
peratures it is in the gaseous state kuOwn
as steam. At mod te/temPeratures it is
a liquid, and at low tem eratures it becomes

..
.1%
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ice, which is definitely a *solid state. 'In this
example, the temperature is the dominant fac-
tor in determining the state th3t the substance
assunieg. Pressure is another important fac-
tor that will effect changes in the state of
matter. At pressures. lower than atmos-
pheric, water will boil and thus change into
steam at temperatureSloiver than 212° Fahr-
enheit (F). Pressure is also. a critical fac-
tor in changing some gases to liquids or
solids. Normally, when pressure, andChill-
ing are both applied to a gas, it assumes
a liquid state. Liquid air; which is a mix-
ture of oxygen and nitrogen, produced in
this manner.

gi the study of fluid power, we are con-
cerned primarily with the properties ;and char-
acteristics of liquids and gases. However,
it should be kept in mind that the properties
of solids also affect the characteristics of liq-
uids and gases. The lines and components,
which are solids, enclose and control the liq-
uid or gas in the respective systems.

FLUIDS

and gases. In this discussion, the two sub-
stances are treated as fluids; however, the dif-
ferences in their, properties .and character-
istics are described in the appropriate areas,
Also included, are some of the ottside fac-
tOrs which affect fluids in different situations.

DENSITY AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY

The density of a substance is its weight
per unit volume. The unit volume selected
for use in the English system of measure-
ment is 1 cubic foot. In the metric system
it is the cubic centimeter. Therefore, den-
sity is expressed in pounds per cubic foot
or in grams per cubic centimeter.

to find the density of a substance, its
weight and volume must be known. Its weight
is then divided by its volume to find the iveight
per unit volume.

/.

EXAMPLE: The liquid which fills a cer-
tain container weighs 1,497.6 pounds. The
container is 4 feet lo 3 .feet wide, and 2

ftfeet deep. Its volu e 24 cubic feet (4
x 3 ft x 2 ft). If 24 cub cfeet of liquid weighs

6497"The Word fluid is derived from the Latin,...1,497.,6 pounds, then 1 cubic foot weighs 1-2-
word "fluidus" meaning to flow. A fluitri

24;
defined as 'a substance Which 'tends to flow or or 62.4 pounds. Therefore, the density of the

liquid is 62.4 pounds per cubic foot.
to conform to the outline of its container.
Since this definition applies to both liquids and
gases, they are commonly referred to as flu-
ids. However, liquids and gases are dis-
tinct states of matter and, thereforrdiffer
in some respects. The characteristics of
liquids and gases may be grouped under sim-
i la rid e and differenc es .

, Similar characteristics are listed as follows:
ta.

.1. Each has no definite shaPe but 'conforms
to the Shape of its container.

2. Both readily tranimit pressures. 4

Characteristics which differ are listed as
follows:

1. Gases fill their containers completely,
while liquids may not.

2,. Gases are lighter than equal volumes of
liquids. .

3. Gases are highly compressible., while
liql?ids are only slightly so.

The following disCussion concern's the phys-
icak properties and-characteristics of liquids

This is the density of water 'at 4° Celsius
(C) and is usually wed as the standard for
comparing densities of other substances. (Cel-
sius, formerly known as centigrade, and other
temperature Scales are described later in this
Chapter.) Using .the metric system of meas-
..urernent, the densify of mater is 1 gram per
cubic centimeter. The standard temperature
of 4° C is used when .measuring the density
of liquids and solids. Changes in temperature
will riot. change the weight of a substance,
but vAll change the volume of the substance
by expansion or contraction, thus changing the
weight per unit volume.

The procedure for finding density applies
to all substances; however, it is netessary
to take pressure into consideration when com-
puting the density of gases. Also, tempera-
ture is more critical when measliring tfie
density of gases than it is for other sub-
stances. The density of a gas increases
in direct proportion El) the pressure exerted
on it. Standard conditions for the measurement
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of the densities of gases have been estab-
lished at 0° C for temperature and 76 cen-
timeters of mercury. (This is the average
pressure of the atmosphere at sea lexel, which
is approximately 14.7 pounds per square inch.)
Ile, density of all gases is computed under
these conditions.

It is often necessary to compare the den-
sity of one substance with that of another.
'For this purpose a standard is needed. Wa-
ter is the standard that physicists have chosen
with which to compare the densities of all
solids and liquids. Air is most commonly
used as the standard for gases; however,
hydrogen is used in some instances. In phys-
ics, the word specific implies a ratio. Weight
is the measure of the earth's attraction for
a body. The earth's attraction for a bbdy
is 'called grairity. Thus, the ratio of the
weight of a unit volume of some standard sub,1
stance, measured under the standard pressure
and temperature conditions, is called specific
gravity. The terms specific weight and spe-
cific density are sometimes used to express
this ratio.

The following =formulas are used to find
the specific gravity (sp gr) of solidi and
liquids.

Weight of the substance
sp gr.- Weight of an equal volume of water..

Or,
Density of the substancesp. gr - Density of water

The same formulas are used to find the
specific gravity of gases by substituting air
or hydrogen for water.

62.4)The specific gfavity of water is 1 (62.4
If a cubic foot of a certain liquid weighs 68..64,

then its specific gravity As 1.1 (4)
. Thus,

the 'specific gravity of the liquid is the ratio
of its density to the density of water.- If the,
specific gravity of a liquid or solid is known,
the density of the liquid or solid may be ob-
tained by multiplying its specific gravity by
the density of water. For example, if a ger-
tain 'hydraulic, liquid has a specific gravity
of 0.8, 1 ctokip, foot of the liquid weighs 0.8
times as muth as a cubic foot of water-
62.4 times 0.8 4049.92 pounds. In the metric
system, 1 cubic centimeter Of a substance
with a specific gravity of 0.8 weighs 1 times
0.8 or 0,8 grams. (Note that in the metrie
system the specific ,gravity of a liquid or

7

solid has the same numericaal vilue as its
density, because water weighs 1 gram per
cubic centimeter. Since air weighs 1.293
gr.am's per liter, die specific gravity of gases
does not equal the metric densities.)

Specific graVy and density are independ-
ent of the sizeWf the example under consid-

, eration and depend only upon the substance
of wliich it is made. See table 2-1 for tyP-
ical values of specific gravity for various
substances.

A device called a hydrometer is used for
measuring specific gravity of liquids. This'
dexice consists of a tubular shaped glass float
which is contained within a larger glass tube.
(See fig. 2-1.) The larger glass tube provides
the container for the liquid. There is a small
opening at one end of the container and the
other end is fitted with a rubber suction bulb.
This provides a means of filling or partially
filling the container with the liquid. There
must be enough liquid in the container to raise
the float and prevent It from touching the bot-
tom. The float is weighted and has a ver-
tically graduated scale. To determine the
specific gravity; the scale is read at the sur-
face of the liquid in which the float is immersed..
An indication, of 1000 is read when the float
is. immersed in pure water. When immersed
in a liquid of greater density the float rises,
indicating a greater specific gravity. For liq-
uids of lesser density than water, the float
sink:s, indicating a lower specific gravity.

An example of the use of the hydrometer
is to determine the specific gravity of the elec-
trolyte (batteryliquid) in an automobile battery.
When the battery is discharged, the calibrated
float immersed in the electrolyte will indicate
1150. The indication of a fully charged battery
is 1270.

BUOYANCY

A body submerged in a liquid or a gas
weighs less than when 'weighed in free space,
This is due to the upward' force that the fluid
exerts on the submerged body. An object
will float if this upward force of the fluid
is greater than the weight of the object. Ob-
jects denser than the fluid, even though they
sink readily, appear to lose a part of their
weight when submerged. Act individual can
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Table 2-1.Typical Values of specific gravity

solids'
-

Liquids

(Room temperatures)

Gases

(Air standard at 0°C
and 76.0 centimeters
of mercury)

sPgr

Aluminum

(Bronze

Copper

Ice

2.7

ii.8

8.9

0.917

Alcohol, ethyl

Gasoline

Oil (paraffin)

Water

0.789

0.88;
0.72

0.8

1.00

,

Air

Hydrogen

Nitrogen
.

Oxygen

1.000

0.089

0.967

1.105

lift a larger weight under water than h'é can
possibly lift in the atmosphere. The upward
force which any . fluid exerts upon a body
placed in it is called buoyant force.

The 'following experiment is illustrated in
figure 272. The overflow can is filled -rip
to the spout with water. The heavy metal
cylinder .is first weighed in still air and then
is weighed while completely submerged in the
water. The difference between the two weights
is the buoyant force of the water. As the
cylinder is lowered into the oVerflow, can,
the water is caught in the catch bucket. The
volume of water which overflows equals the
volume of the cylinder., (The volume of ir-
regular shaped objects may be measured by
this method.) U ,this experiment is performed
carefully, the Weight of the water displaced
by the metal cylinder exactly equals the buoy-,/ant force of the water.

Experiments similar to_this were performed
by Archimedes (287-212 B.C.). As a 'result
of his experiments he diacovered that the buoy-
ant force which a 'fluid exerts upon a _sub-
merged body is equal to ihe weight of the
fluid the body displaces. This statement is
referred to as Archimedes' principle. This
principle applies to all fluids, gases as well
as liquids. Just as water exerts a buoyant
force on submerged objects, air exerts a buoy- -
ant force on objects submerged in it..

8

TEMPERATURE

5

As indicated previously, temperature is a
dominant factor affecthig the physical proper-
ties of fluids. , It is of particular concern
when calculating changes in the state of gases.

The three temperature scales used exten-
sively are' the Celsius (C), the Fahrenheit

,(F), and the absolute or Kelvin (K) scales,.
The Celsius scale (the centigrade scale has
been renamed the Celsius scale in recogriition
of Anders Celsius, the Swedish astronomer
who devised the scale) is constructed by using
the freezing point and boiling points of water,
under standard conditions, as fixed points of
zero and 100,, respectively, with 100 equal
divisions between. The Fahrenheit scale uses
32° as the freezing point of water and 212°
as the boiling point, and has 180 equal di-
visions between. The absolute or Kelvin scale

.is constructed with its zero point established
as 273° C, or 459.4° F. The relations of the
other fixed points of the scale are shown in
figure 2-3.

Absolute zero, one of the fundamental con-
stants' of physics, is commonly used' in the
study of gases. It is usually expressed in
terms of the Celsius scale. If the heat en-
ergy of a given gas sample could be pro-
gressively reduced, some temperature should
be reached at which the motion of the

63u
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OVERFLOW CAN

CATCH BUCKET

1150
DISCHARGED

1270
CHARGED

Figure 2-1.A hydrometer.

CYLINDER

FP.2
Figure 2-2.Measurement of buoyant force.

molecules would cease entirely. If accurately
determined, this temperature could then be
taken as a natural reference, or as a true
"absolute zero" value.

Experiments with hydrogen indicated that
if a gas were cooled to -273.16° C (used as
-273° for most calculations), all molecular
motion would cease and no additional heat
could be extracted from the substance. Since
this. is the coldest temperature to which an
ideal gas can be cooled, it is considered as
absolute zero. When temperatures are meas-
ured with respect to the absolute zero ref-
erence, they are expressed as zero on the ab-
solute or Kelvin scale. Thus, absolute zero
may be expressed as 0° K, as -273° C, or
as -459.4° F (-460° F for most calculations).

Personnel working with temperatures must
always make sure which system of measure-
ent is being used and how to convert from
one to another. The conversion formulas are

FP.1 shown in figure 2-3. For purposes of cal-
culations, the, Rankine scale illustrated in fig-
ure 2-4 is commonly used to convert Fahr-
enheit to, absolute. For Fahrenheit readings
above zero, 460° is added.' Thus, 72° F

9
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KELVIN
oR CELSIUS FAHRENHEIT,

ABSOLUTE

100' WATER ,3
BOILS G

ICE
MELTS

-273 -459.4

TEREGETURE

CORTENSfieGI

,

KELVIN TO CELSIUS
AND FAHRENHEIT

°Kz.C+273

si(F-32)+ 273

/2 F +255.23 I- 9

CELSIUS TO KELVIN
AND FAHRENHEIT

.

°Cr. K-273

-- l(F-32)

FAHRENHEIT TO KELVIN
AND CELSIUS

°F4(K-273)+ 32
_9--0-459.4

I C+32
-9 .

Figure 2-3.-06-milixrison of Fahrenheit, Celsius, and Kelvin temperature.

equals 4600 plus 72° or 532° absolute. If
the Fahrenheit reading is below zero, it is
substracted from 460°. Thus, -40° F equals
460° minus 400 or 420° absolute. It should
be pointed out that the Rankine scale does
not indicate absolute temperature readings.in
accordance with the.. Kelvin scale, but these

FP.3

conversions may be used for the calculations
of changes in the state of gases.

The Kelvin and Celsius scales are used
more extensively in scientific work and, there-

. fore, some technical manuals may use these
scales in giving directions and operating in-
structions. The Fahrenheit scale is commonly

10

.36(c.
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FAHRENHEIT

212°

1800

FP.5 .
Figure 2-5.,--Exertion of pressure.

Gas exerts pressure on all sides because it
completely fills the container.

Atmospheric Pressure

The atmosphere is the whole mass of air
surrounding the earth. While it extends upward
for about 500 miles, the section' -of primary
interest is that portion of the air which rests
on the earth's surface, and extends upward
for about 7 1/2 miles. This ,layer is called
the troposphere. The 'higher one ascends in
the troposphere, the lower the pressure. This
is because air has weight. If a column of air
1-inch square extending all the way .to the.

FP.4 "top" of the atmosphere could be weighed,
Figure 2-4.Fahrenheit and absolute this column of, air would weigh approximately

temperature compared (Rankine scale). 14.7 pounds at sea level. Thus, atmospheric
pressure at sea level is approximately, 14.7
pouncjs per square inch (psi). (See fig. '2-6.)

used in the United States and most people
arefamiliar with it. Therefore, the Fahren-
heit scale is used in most areas of this manual.

PRESSURE

The term cr;ssure, as used throughout this
manual, is defined as a force per unit volume.
It is fUrther deflnedln relation to other fac-
tors later in this chapter. Pressure is usually
measured in pounds per square inch (psi).
S6metimes pressure is measured in inches
of mercury, or foi very low pressure, inches
of water.

Pressure may be exerted in one direction,
several directions, Oi; in, all directions. (See
fig. 2-5.) The ice'(a solid) exerts pressure
downward only. Water (a liquid) exerts pres-
sure on all surfaces with which. it comes in
contact. Gas exerts pressure in all directions.

11

16,400 FT ABOVE SEA LEVEL
RESSURE =7.7 PSIA

SEA LEVEL
PRESSURE=I4.7 PSIA

.moil

FP.6
Figure 2-6.Atmospheric pressure.

633
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As one ascends, the atmospheric pressure
decreases approximately 1.0 psi for every 2,343
feet. However, below sea level, in excavations
and depressions, atmospheric pressure increas-
es. Pressures.under water differ frail those
under air only because the weight of the water
must be added to the pressure of. the air.

Atmospheric pressure .can be measured by
any of several Tethods. The common labora-
tory method employs the mercury column ba-
rometer. A mercury column consists of a glass
tube approximately 34 inches in length, sealed
at one end, then cornpletely filled with mercury,
and inverted in an open container partially
filled with* mercury. (See fig. 2-7.)

The mercury in the tube settles down, leav-
ing an evacuated space in the upper end of
the tube. The height of the mercury column
serves as an indicator of atmospheric pres-
stire. At sea level and at a temperature of
0° C, the height of the mercury column is
approximately 30 incheS or '76 centimeters.
This represents a pressure- of approximately
14.7 psi. - The 30-inch column is - used as
a reference standard.

At higher levels, the atmospheric pressure
on the surface of the mercury in the open
container is less than at sea level; hence,
the column 'of mercury in the tube settles
lower. These variations in the height of the
mercury column represent changes in the at-

, mospheric pressure which may be calibrated
in terms of altitude with reference to sea
level.

Another device used to measure atmos-
pheric pressure is the aneroid barometer. (See
fig. 2-8.) The term "aneroid" means without
fluid. The aneroid barometer, then, is a fluid-
less barometer, utilizing the change in shape
of an evacuated metal cell to measure var-
iations in atmospheric pressure.

The aneroid barometer gets its name from
the pressure-sensitive element used in the in-
strument. An aneroid is a thin-walled metal
capsule or cell, sometimes called a diaphragm,
that has been either partially or completely
evacuated of air. This 'thin inetal moves in
ox out with the variation of pressure on its
external surface. This movement is trans-
mitted through a systehi of levers to a pointer,
which indicates the pressure.

The atmospheric pressure does not yary-
uniformly with altitude. It changes more

12

VACUUM Thar)

ATMOSPHERIC

'PRESSURE ACT
ING ON SURFACE
OF MERCURY

TE

24-

2-

29.92 INCHES

7
FP.7

Figure 2-7.Measurement of atmospheric
pressuremercu0 barometer.

rapidly at lower altitudes because of the cOm-
pressibility of the air, which causes the air
layers close to the earth's surface to be com-
pressed by the air masies above them. This
effect, however, is partially counteracted by
contraction of the upper layers due to cooling.
The cobling tends to increase the density of
the air.

Atmospheric pressures are quite large, but
in most instances practically the same pressure
is present on all sides of objects so that
no single surface is subjeCted to a great load.

6 3 4
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POINTER
COUNTERWEIGHT

ADJUSTING.
SPRING

SECTOR GEAR

ANEROID CELL

FP.8
Figure 2-8.Simple diagram of the

aneroid barometer.

The effects of atmospheric pressure on fluids
is covered later in this chapter. -

Absolute Pressure

As stated previously, absolute temperature
is used in the calculation of changes in the
state of gas. It is also necessary to use ab-
solute pressure for these and other calculations.

Absolute pressure is measured from ab-
solute zero pressure rather than from normal
or atmospheric pressure. (approximately 14.7
psi). Gage pressure is used on all ordinary
gages, and indicates pressure in excess of

atmospheric. Therefore, absolute pressure is
equal to atmospheric pressure plus gage pres-
sure. Por example, 100 psi gage pressure
(psigmeaning pounds per square inch gage)
equals 100 psi plus 14.7 psi or 114.7 psi ab-
solute pressure cpsiameaning pounds per.
square inch absolute).

INCOMPRESSIBILITY AND
EXPANSION OF LIQUIDS

Liquids can be only slightly compressed;
that is, the reduction of the volume which they
occupy, even under extreme pressure, is very
small. U a pressure of 100 psi is applied to

' a body of water, the volume will decrease only
3/10,000 of 'its original volume. It would take
a force of 32 tons to reduce its volume 10 per-
cent. When this force is redrioved, the vrater
immediately returns 'to its original volume.
Since other liquids behave in about the same
manner as water, liquids are usually considered
incompressible.

NOTE:. In some applications of hydraulics
where extremely close tolerances are required,
the compressibilitr of liquids must be consid-
ered in the design of the systein. In this man-
ual, however, liquids are considered to be in-,
compressible.

Almost all forms of matter expand when
heated. this action is normally referred to
as thermal expansion. The amount of expansion
varies with the substance. In general, liquids
expand much more than solids. For example,
when a liter (1;400 cubic centimeters) of water
is heated from 0° to 100° C, it increases
approximately 43 cubic centimeters in volume;
whereas a block of steel of the same volume
would expand only 3 cubic centimeters. All
liquids do not expand the same amount for a
certain increase of temperature. If two flasks
are placed in a heated vessel, and if one of these
flasks is filled with water and the other with
alcohol, it will be found that the alcohol expands
much more than the water for the same rise in
temperature. Most oils expand more than water.
Hydraulic systeins contain provisions for com-
pensating for this increaSe of volume in order
to prevent breakage of the equipment.

-13

COMPRESSIBILITY AND
EXPANSION OF GASES -

As mentioned' previously, two of the major
differences between liquids and gases are in
respect to compressibility and expansion. While
liquids are practically incompressible, gases
are highly compressible. Gases tend to com-
pletely fill any container, while liquids fill a
container only to the extent of their normal
volume.

6:35
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Although both liquids and gases expand when
heated, gases expand much more than liquids
(approximately nine times as much as water).
Unlike liquids, all gases expand approximately
the same. Because of these characteristics,
there are several laws concerning the com-
pressibility and expansion of gases. These
laws are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Kinetic Theory of Gases

The simple structure of gases make them
readily adaptable to mathematical analysis from
which has evolved a detailed theory of gases.
This is called the kinetic theory of gases.
The theory assumes that a body of gas is
composed of identical molecules (see glossary)
which behave like minute elastic spheres, spaced
relatively far apart and continuously in motion.

The degree of molecular motion is dependent
upon the temperature of the gas. Since the
molecules are continuously striking against each
other and against the walls of the container,
an increase in temperature with the resulting
increase in molecular motion causes a cor-
responding increase in the number of collisions
between the molecules. The increased number
of collisions results in an increase in pressure,
because a greater number of molecules strike
against the walls of the container in a given
unit of time.

U the container were an open vessel, the
gas would tend to expand and overflow 'from
the container. However, if the container is
sealed and possesses elasticity(such as a rub-
ber balloon), the increased pressure causes
the container to expand.

For example, when making a longs drive on
a hot day, the pressure in the tires of anew-
tomobile increases and a tire which appeared
to be somewhat. "soft" in cool morning tem-
perature may appear normal at a higher midday
tempre rature.

Such phenomena as these have been ex-
plained and set forth in the form of laws per-
taining to gases and tend to support the kinetic
theory.

At any given instant, some molecules of ,a
gas are moving in one diredtion,. some are
moving in another direction; some are traveling
fast while some are traveling,819VIly; some may
even be in a state of rest. The combined effect

14

of these varying velocities, corresponds to,,the
temperatur of the gas. In any considerable

ot gas, there are so many molecules
present that in accordance with the "laws of
probability" some average velocity can be
found which, if it were possessed by every
molecule in the gas, would produce the same
effect at a tiven temperature the total
of the many varying velocities.

Boyle's Law

As previously stated, compreSsibility is an
outstanding characteristic of gases. The Eng-
lish scientist Robert Boyle was among the first
to study this characteristic, which he called
the "springiness of air." By direct meas-
urement, he discovered that when the temper-
ature of an enclosed sample of gas was kept
constant and the pressure doubled, the volume
was reduced to half the former value; as the
applied pressure was decreased, the resulting
volume increased. From these observations,
he concluded that to'F'a constant temperature
the product of the volume and pressure of an
enclosed gas remains constant. This became
Boyle's law, which is normally stated: "The
volume of an enclosed dry gas varies inversely
with its pressure, provided the temperature
remains constant."

This law 'can be demonstrated by confining
a quantity of gab in a cylinder which has a
tightly fitted piston. A force is then applied
to the piston so as to compress the gas in
the cylinder to some specific volume. When
the force applied to the piston is doubled,
the gas is compressed to one-half its original
volume, as indicated in figure 2-9.

In equation form, this relationship may be
expressed either

Or

V
1
PI = V

2
P2

= P
1 2

V =
2 1

when VI and P1 are the original volume sand
pressure, and V2 and P2 are the revised volume
and pressure.

Example of Boyle's law: 4 cubic feet of
nitrogen are under a pressure of 100 psi
(gage). The nitrogen is allowed to expand

63 b
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FP.9
Figure 2-9.Gas compressed to half its

original volume by a double force.

to a volume of 6 cubic feet. What is the new
gage pressure? Remember to convert gage
pressure to absolute pressure by adding 14.7.

Formula or equation:
V

1
F.

1
V

2
P2

Substituting:
4 x (100 + 14.7) = 6 x P2

4 x 114.7
2 6

1)2 = 76.47 psi absolute

Converting absolute Pressure to gage Pres-
sure:

76. 47
-14:7
61.77 psi gage pressureAnswer.

Changes in the pressure of a gas also affects
the density. As the pressure increases, its
volume decreases; however, there is nochange
in the-weight of the gad. Therefore, the weight
per unit volume (density) increases, So it
follows that the density of a gas varies directly
as the pressure,.if the tempqature is constant.

15

Charles' Law

The French scientist JacNs Charles pro-
vided much of the foundation or the modern
kinetic theory of gases. He found that all
gases expand and contract in direct proportion
to the change in the absolute temperature,
provided the pressure is held constant. Ex-
pressed in equation form this part of the law
may be expressed

V
1
T2 = V

2
T1 '

or
VI T1,

V2 T2

where Vi and V2 refer to the original and
final volumes, and Ti and T2 indicate the
corresponding absolute temperatures.

Since any change in temperature of gas
causes a corresponding change in volume, it
is reasonable to expect that if a given sample
of a gas were heated while confined within
a given volume, the pressure should increase.
By actual experiment, it was found that for
each 1° C increase in temperature the increase
in pressure was approximately 1/273 of the
pressure at 0° C. Because of this fact, it
is normal practice to state this relationship
in terms of absolute-temperature. In equation
form, this part of the law becomes

P
1
T2 = P2

T1 '
or

P1 T1

2 2

In words, this equation states that with a con-
stant volume, the absolute pressure of a gas
varies directly with the olute temperature.

Examples of Charles' la : A cylinder of
gas under a pressure of 1,8 0 psig at 70° F
is left out in the sun in the tropics and heats
up to a temperature of 130° F. What is the

new pressure within the cylinder? The pressure
and temperature must be converted to absolute
pressure and temperature.

Formula or equation:

63

Pi T1r
2 2
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Using the Rankine system:

70° F = 5300 absolute

130° F = 590° absolute .

Substituting:
1

Then:6

1

1

800 4- 14.7 530
--P---- = RIU

2

p ... (590) (1, 814. 7)
2 530

P2 = 2, 020 psia

Converting absolute pressure to gage pres-
sure:

2, 020. 0
-14. 7

2, 005. 3 psig-Answer.

General Gas Law

The facts concerning gases discussed in
the preceding paragraphs are summed up and
illustrated in figure 2-10. Boyle's law is ex-
pressed in (A) of the figure, while the effects
of temperature changes on pressure and vol-
ume (Charles' law) are illustrated in (B)
and (C), respectively.

TEMPERATURE
CONSTANT

P1 v12 P2 vs

(A)

Bna

vOLUME
CONSTANT

FP.10
Figure 2-10.The general gas law.
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By combiningtBoyle's law and Charles' law,
a single expression can be derived which in-
cludes all the information contained in both.
It is referred to as the GENERAL GAS LAW.
It states that the product of the initial pres-
sure, initial volume, and new temperature
(absolute scale) of an enclosed gas is equal
to the product of the new pressure, new vol-
ume, and initial temperature. It is a math-
ematical statement whereby many gas problems
can be solved involving the principles of Boyle's
law and/or Charles' law. The equation may .

be expressed as
P

1
V

1
T2 = P

2
V

2
T1

P11/1 P2/r'2
-"rr= T

1 -. 2

NOTE: The capital P and T signify ab-
solute pressure and temperature, respectively.

It can be seen by examination of figure
2-10 that the three equations are special cases
of the general equation. Thus, If the temper-
ature remains constant, Ti equals T2 and both
can be eliminated from the general formula,
which then reduces to the form shown in (A).
When the volume remains constant, Vi equals
V2, thereby reduCing the general equation to
the form given in (B). Similarly, P1 is equated
to P2 for constant pressure, and the equation
then takes the form given in'(C). -

The generaL gas law applies with exactness
only to "ideal" gases in which the molecules
are assumed to be perfectly elastic. However,
it describe's the behavior of actual gases with
sufficient accuracy for most practical purposes.

Two exainples of the general equation follow:

1. Two cubic feet of a gas at 75 psig and
80° F are compressed to a volume of 1 cubic
foot and then heated to a temperature of 300°
F. What is the new gage pressure?

Formula or equation:

or

P1 V1 P2 V2-7- r
1 2

Using the Rankine system:
.,

80° F 4--540° absolute
300° F = 760° absolute

/
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Substituting:

(75 + 14.7) (2) P2 (1)
540

Then:

Converting
sure:

, 760
..

179. 4 P2
540 760

P2
=

(179. 4) (760)
540

P2 = 252. 5 psia

absolute pressure to gage pros-

252. 5
-14. 7
rt-fr psigAnswer.

2. Four cubic feet of a gas at 75 psig and
80° F are compressed to 237.8 psig and heated
to a temperature of 300° F. What is the vol-
ume of the' gas resulting from these changes?

Formula or equation: ,

P 1V1 P2V2

--7--- T-----
1 2

Using the Rankine system:

80° F = 540° absolute
300° F = 760° absolute

Substituting:

(75 + 14.7) (4) (237.8 + 14.7) V2
540 760

Then:

(89. 7) (4) (252. 5) V2
540 760

358 4 x 760
V 2 540 x 252. 5

) V2 = 2 cubic feetAnswer.,.

Avogadro's Law

An Italian physicist, Avogadro, c onceived the
theory that "at the same temperature and

...___...
pressure, equal volumes of different gases
contain equal numbers of molecules." This
theory was proven by experiment and found
to agree with the kinetic theory, so it has come
to be known as Avogadro's Law.

Dalton's Law

If a mixture of two or more gases which
do not combine chemically is placed in a con-
tainer, each gas expands throughout the total
space and the absolute pressure of each gas
is reduced to a lower value, called a partial
pressure. This reduction is in accordance
with Boyle's law. The iiressure of the mixture
of these two gash is equal to the Sum of the
partial pressures. This fact was discovered
by Dalton, an English physicist, and is set
forth as Dalton's law. The law states that
t'a mixture of several gases which do not
react chemically exerts a pressure equal to
the sum of the pressuces witch the several ,
gases would exert separately if each -were
allowed to occupy the entire space alone at
the given temperature."

TRANSMISSION OF FORCES
THROUGH FLUIDS

When the end of a solid bar is struck, the
main force of the 'blow is carritd straight
through the bar to the other end. (See fig.
2-11 (A).) This happens because, the bar is
rigid. The direction of the blow almost en-
tirely determines the direction of the trans-.
mitted force. The more rigid the bar, the
less force is lost inside the bar or transmitted
outward at right angles to the direction of the
blow.

When a force is applied to the end of a
column of confined liquid (fig. 2-11 (B)), it is
transmitted, straight through to the other end
and also equally and undiminished in every
direction throughout the columnforward, back-
ward, and sidewaysso that the containing ves-
sel is literally filled with pressure.

If a gas i used instead of a liquid, the
force is tran mitted in the same manner.
The one diffe ence is that gas, being highly
compressible, provides a much less rigid force
than the liquid, which is practically incompress-
ible. (This is the main difference in the action
of liquids and gases in fluid power systems.)

17
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(A) :
FP.11

Figure 2-11.Transmission of force:
(A) Solid; (B) fluid.

, An example of this distribution of fo?be
is illustrated in figure 2-12. The flat hose
takes on a circular cross section when it is
filled with water'under pressure. The outward
push of the water is equal .in every direction.
The automobile tire and the toy balloon are
examples of this distribution of force through
the use of gases.

PASCAL'S LAW

As related in chapter 1, the foundations of
modern hydraulics, and pneumatics, were estab-
lished in 1653 when Pascal discovered that pres-
sure set up in a quid acts equally in all direc-
tions. This pressitre acts at right angles to
the containing surfaces. Thus in figure 2-13,
if the liquid standing on a square inch (A) at
the bottom of the container-weighs 8 pounds
(disregarding the atmospheric pressure acting
on the surface of the liquid), a pressure of 8
psig is exerted in every direction at (A). The

18

FP.12
Figure 2-12.Distribution of force;

liquid resting on (A) pushes equally cloy/mard
and outward. The liquid on every square inch
of the bottom stirface is pushing downward
and outward in the same wayt so that the pres-
sures on different areas are in balance.

At the edge of the ixttom the pressures,
act against the walls of the container, which
must be strong enough to resist them with
a force exactly equal to the force of the
liquid. Every square inch of the bottom of
the container must also be strong enough to
resist the downward pressure of the liquid
resting on it. The same balance of pressures

FP.13
Figure 2-13.Pressure acting on a container.

64u:,
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1
exists at every other level in the container,
though of lesser pressures as one approaches
the surface. Therefore, the'liquid remains
at restit does not leak out and the container
does not collapse, The pressure of the liquid
decreases as one approaches the surface be-
cause the volume of-liquid and, therefore, the
weight above each square,inch decreases. This
is similai to the decrease in atmospheric p'res-
sure with increase in altitude, as discussed
previously.

One of the consequences of Pascal's law
is that the shape of the container in no way
alters pressure relations. Thus in figure 2-14,
if the pressure due to the weight of the liquid
at one point on the horizontal line (H) is 8
psi, they_ressure is 8 psi everywhere a,t level
(H) in the system.

Pressure due to the weight of a fluid de-
pends, .at any level, upon the Vertical height
of the fluid from the level to the surface of
the fluid. The vertical distance between two
horizontal levels in a fluid is known as the
head of the fluid. In figure a-14, the liquid
head of all points on the level (H) with respect
to the surface is indicated.

Pressure due to fluj'A head also depends
upon the density of the Mid. Water",--for exam-

gir

ple, weighs 62.4 pounds per cubic foot o,r,

91936 pound per cubic inch, while, certain oil
!right weigh 55 ,pounds per cubic foot, or
0.052 pound per cubic inch. It would take
222 inches of head, using water to prduce
a pressure of 8 psi and 252 inches ng
(See fig. 2-15.) ,

' This fliitid head, which is sometimes re-
ferred tO as gravity head or altitude head,
also applies to gases. As discussedpreviously,
atmospheric pressure at any given altitude is
the reéult of the weight of the air above that
altitude. In this case, however, several miles
of vertical height are required to-produce arP-
proximately 14.7 psi at sea level. Therefore,
when considering a cubic foot of gas, the
gravity head is negligible. For example, a
cubic foot of compressed air (100 psi) at 70°
F produces a gravity head which is ley than
1 percent of that 'produced by a cubic foot
of wataw.

FORC E AND PRESSURE

The terms force and pressure are used
frequently in fit pced1ng paragraphs. 'In
order to understand how ascalis law is applied

3"

FP.14
Fibre 2-14.Pressure relation<lip with s'haPe.,

,
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WATER OIL

PP.15
Figure 2-15.Pres e and density

relatio hip.

to 'fluid power, a distinction Must be Ake
between these terms. Force may be defined
as a push or pull. iS the push or-pull
exerted against the total area of a particular
surface and is expressed in pounds. As pre-
viously. stated, pressure is the amount of force
on a__ unit area of the surface acted upon.
In hydraulics and pneumatics, this unit area
is expressed in, pounds per square inch. Thus
pressure is the amount of- force actthg upon
1 square inch of area.

Computing Force,
.Pressure, and Area

A formula, similar to those used in con-
junction with the Os laws, is uied in com-

- puting force, piessure, and area in fluid power
systems. Although there appears to be three
formulas, there is only one formula, which
may be Written in reW variations. In this
formula P refers to preisure, F indicates
force, and A repres fits area.

Force equals
the formula is wri

sSure times area. Thus,

F=PxA.
Pressure equals force divided by the area:

By rearranging the forniula, this statement
may be condensed into

P
Since area equals -force dividedby pressure,

the formula is written-

_A.=F

Figure 2-16 illustrates a device for re-
calling the different varlations of this formula.
Any, letter in the triangle may be expressed
as the prOduct or quotient of the other twO,
depending upon its position Within the triangle.

For example,.., to find area; consider the
letter A as being set off to itself, followed
by an equal sign. Now look at the Other two
letters. Tills letter F is abovethe letter p;
therefore,

A,=-F

. , In order to find pressure, consider the lef-
ter P as being set off to itself, and look at
the other two letters. The letter F is above
the letter A;*46erefore, P =A

LikeWise, to find force, consider the letter.
F as being set off to itself. The letters P and
A are side by side;, therefore, F = P x A.

NOTE: Sometimes the area may not be
expressed in square inches. If it is a rec-

. .tangular surface, the area mar be found by
multiplying the length (in inches) by the width
(in inches). The majority of areas to be con-

sidered in these calculations are circular ;in
shape. Either the radius or the diameter may
be given. The radius in inches must be known
to find the area. The radius ,is one-hall the
diameter. 'Then, the formula for finding the
area of a circle is used. This is written

20
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FP.16
Figure 2-16.Device for determining the

arrangement of the force, pressure,
and area formula.

A = rr2, where, A is the area, ir is -3.1416
(3.14 or 3 1/7 for most calculations), and
r2 indicates the radius squared.

PRESSURE AND FORCE IN
FLUID POWER SYSTEMS

In accordance with Pascal's law, any force
applied to 'a confined fluid is transmittect in
all directions' thrOughout the fluid regardless
of the shape of the container. Consider the
effect of this in the system shown in figure
2-17.: This is in ,realitljai a modification of
figure 2-11 (B) in which the column of fluid
is curved back upward to its originat level,
with a .second piston at this point. If there

* FORCE 1 - 100 USS.

is . a resistance on the output piston (2) and
the input piston is pushed downward, a pres-
sure is created through the fluid, which acts
equally at right angles to surfaces in all parts
of the container.

Referring to" figure- 2-1'7, if the force (1)
is 100 poun the area of the input piston
(1) is 10 s4uë ches, then the pressure
in the fluid is 10 psi eig), (NOTE: It ?lust
pe emphasized that this fluid pressure can-
not be created iithout resistance to flow,
which, in this case, is provided by the 100

force acting against the top a the out-
put p ston (2).) This pressure actS on piston
(2), so that for each square 'inch of its area
it is pushed upward with a force of 10 pounds,
In this case,-"a fluid column of uniform cross
section is considered so that the area ,of ,the
output piston (2) is the 1same as the iriput
piston (1),, or 10 scitiare inches. Therefore,
the upward force on the output piston (2) is
100 pounds, the same as was applied to the
input piston (1). AU that has been accomplished
in this system was to transmit the 100-pound
force around a bend. However, this principle
underlies practically all mechanical applications
of fluid power.,

At Ws point it should be noted that since- I,
Pascal's law is indepattentlirt6e shape of
the container, it is not necessary that the tube
connecting the two pistons should be the full
area ,of the pistons. A connection of any size;
shape, or length will dd, 'so long as an un-
obstructed passage is provided. Therefore,

FORCE 2 - 100 LBS.

INPUT v
PISTON (1)
10 SQ. IN.

OUTPUT
, PISTON(2

10 SQ. IN.

PRE&URE 10 1.11S. PER S. INCH

FP:17
Figure 2-17.Force transmitted through fluid.
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3 cis

FORCE.1 - 100 111.5. FORCE 2 - 10018S. *

PISTON 1
10 50.1N.

PISTON 2
10 SO. IN

PRESSURE 10 LBS..PER SQ. INCH

Figure, 2-18..r.Transmitting force through smagopipe.

. -

the system shown in figure 2-18, wherein a
reIapvely small, bent pipe connects two cyl-
inders, will act exactly the same as that shown
in figure 2-17.

Multiplication of Fo it es

In figures 2-17 and 2-18 the systems
contain pistons of equal area wherein

FORCE 1
20 LBS.

INPUT
PISTON(1)
2 SO. IN.

+--
'FP.18

the output force is equal to the input force:
Consider the situation in figure 2-19, where
the input piston is much smaller than the
output piston. Assume that the area of the
input _piston (1) is 2 square indhe'l. With
a , resistant force on piston (2), a dbwnward
force of 20.pounds acting on geton (1) creates
10 psi a2) in the fluid. Although this force

FzioRg2

OUTPUT
PISTON (2)
20 SQ. IN

PRESSURE -=-0.
10 LBS. PER Ea INCH

TI

1.1
4r

ttttITf
4
1;:t1 t t 1 1:
4m 10

grn, m*14444444

>
AG' 1/10-

Figure 2-19.Multiplication of forces.
22
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is, much smaller than the applied force in fig-

ures 2-17 and 2-18, the pressure is the same.
This is because the force is concentrated on
a relatively small area.

This pressure of 10 psi acts on all parts,
of the fluid container, including the bottom of

.4, the -output piston (2). The upward iorce on
the ,putput piston (2) is therefbre 10 pounds
for each of its 20 squarFinches of area, or
200 pounds (10 x 20). In this case, the original
force has been multiplied tenfold while usirik
the same pressure in the fluid as before.
In any system with these dimensions, the ratio
of output force to input force is always ten
to one, regacdless of the applied 'force. For
example, if the applied force of the input piston

1(1) is 50 pounds, the pressure in the 'system
is 'increased to 25 psi. This will support
a resistant force of 500 pounds on the out-
put piston (2),

'Tht-tyttexii- Norks the same in reverse.
Consider piston (2) as-, th*-,input and piston

(1)_. as the output. Then the output lOrce will
always be one-tenth the input force. Sometimes-
such results are desired.

,Therefore,, if two pistons are used in a fluid
power System, the force acting on each is di-
rectly proportional ,to its area, and the mag-
nitude of each force is the product of the pres-
sure and its area.

Differential Areas

Consider the special situation shown in
figure 2-20. Here, a single piston (1) in a
cylinder (2) has a piston rod (3) attached to
one side of the piston. The piston rod extends
out of one end of the cylinder. Fluid under
,pressure is admitted to both ends of the cyl-
inder equally through the piPes 5; arid -6f.

The opposed faces of the, piston (1) behave
like two pistons acting against each other. The
area of one face is the full cross-sectionftl
area of the cylinder, say 6' square inches,
while the area of the other face is the area
of the cylinder minus the area of the pistoti
rod, which is 2 square fnches. This leaves
an effective area of 4,square inches on the
right face of the ,piston. The pressure on both
faces is the same, in this ease, 20 psi. Ap-
plying the rule just stated, the force pushing
the piston to the right is its area tirnes the
presthire, or ,120 pounds (20 x 6). Likewise,

23

the force pushing the piston to the left is its
1 area times the pressure, or 80 pounds (20 x

4). Therefore, there is a net unbalanced force
of 40 pounds acting to the right, and the_piston
will move in that,) direction. The net effect
is tlie same as if the piston and cylinder were
just the size of-thIsrston rod, since all-Rther
forces are in balance.

Volume and Distance 'Factors

In the systems illustrated in figures 2-17
and 2-18, the pistons have areas of 10 square
inches. Since the areas of the input and out-
put pistons are equal, a force Of 100 pounds
on the input ,piston will support a resistant
force of 100 pounds on the output piston. At

this point the pressure of the fluid is 10 psi.
A slight force, in excess of 100 pounds, on
the input piston will increase the pressure of

the fluid, which will, in turn, overcome the

resistance force. Assume that the input piston
is forced downward 1 inch. This displaces
10 cubic inches of fluid. Since liquid is prac-
tically incompressiblet this volume rust go
some place: In the-cse of a gas, it v411
press momentarily, bUt will eventual4 expand
to its original volume, at 10 psi: ThiS is
provided; of course, 'that the 100 pounds of
force is still acting on the input piston, Thus,
this volume of fluid' Indves- the- sutOut-Pis.OLIft.--
Since the area of the output piston4s Ukewise-
10 square inches, it moves 1 inch upward_

in order to accommodate the 10 cubic inches
of fluid. The pistons are of equals areas,
and will therefore move equal distances, though
in opposite directions.'

Applying this reasoning to the system in
figure 2-19, it is obvious that if the input piS-
ton- (I) is pushed down 1 inch,- only 2 cubic
inches of fluid is displaced. Iv order to accom-
modate these 2 cubic inches of fluid the output
piston (2) will have to move. only one-tenth of
an inch, because itd area is 10 -times,that
of the input piston (1). This leads to the sec-
-ond basic rule for two pistons in the same

fluid power system, which is that the distances
moved are inversely proportional to their areas.

Effects of Atmospheric Pressure :.

Atmospheric pressure, described preiriold-
ly, obeys Pascal's law the, same as pressure
set up in fluids. As illustrated in figure 2-13,

64,
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4

2

20,1-1113. SQ. INCH

3, 40 LBS.

4W SEM
AREA

a SO IN
"1-- AREA

2 SQ. INCHES

1. Piston. 2. Cylinder. 3. Piston rod. 4. Pipe. 5. Pipe.

Figure 2-20.Differential areas on a piston.

pressures, due to liquid head, are distributed
equally in all direCtions. This is also true
of atmospheric pressures. The situation is
the same if these pressures act on opposite
sides of any surfaces, or through fluids. In
figure 2-21 (Al the suspended sheet of paper
is not torn by atmospheric ,,pressure, as it
would be by an unbalanced force of 14.7 psi,
because atmospheric pressure acts equally
on both sides of the paper.

In figure 2-21 (B), atmospheric pressure
acting on the surface of the liquid is trans-
mitted equally throughout the liquid to the walls
of the container, but is balanced by the same
pressure acting directly on the outer 1/10*ls
of the container. In view (C) of figure 2-21,
atmospheric pressure acting on the surface
of one piston is balanced by the same pressure
acting on the surface of the other. The dif-
ferent areaS, of the two surfaces make no

24

FP.20
6. pipe

difference, since for a unit of area, pressures
are in balance.

-Vacuum and Partial Vacuum

When an individual drinks soda through a
straw, he removes some-of the air from the
straw. This diiturbs the balance of pressures
which was prevailink between the liquid in
the glass and ,the liquid in the straw. This
results in unbalanced pressures, and atmos-
pheric pressure on the liquid in the glass
pushes the soda up into the straw until a new
balance is reached. The soda can be held
at a certain level in the sitraw." This leVel
will always be where the pressure of the head
of liquid exactly equals the difference between
the pressure\ in the straw and that on the sur-
face of the liquid in the glass. (See fig. 2-22.)
When the .straw is removed from the person's

6 4 b
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(8) 14.7 In, PER SQ. INCH

Figure 2-21.Effects of atmospheric pressure.

Mouth, the soda in-the straw is subject ,to
the same pressure as that on the surface of
the liquid in the glass. This ,causes the liq-
uid in the straw to return Wits originalilevel,
which is/the same as that in the glass.

A pgrtial vacuum is produced in the straw
that is, a pressure less than the prevailing
atmospheric pressure. The theoretical limit
of this process would be a condition of zero
pressurea complete vacuure. In actual prac-
tice, however, it is impoisible to produce a
complete vacuum.

...This action takes place in the power supply
for fluid power, systems...0,, As the pump or

iw 25

FP.21

compressor moves the fluid into the system,
a low pressure area (partial vacuum) Is de-
veloped at the inlet port. This allows atmos-
pheric pressure to pUsh the fluid into the inlet
port of the pump or compressor. This action
is discussed in greater detail in .chapters 4
and 8.

INPUT AND OUTPUT RELATIONS
;

As illustrated in figure 2-19, an incree,
in output force is accompanied by a decrease
in the distance ,traveled in exactly the same

6 4
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FP.22
Figure 2-22.Partial vacuum.

ratio. , An increase in force can be Obtained
orily by a proPortional decrease in distance
traveled. This is also true if the system is
operated in the reverse directiona distance
increase can bek obtained, but only at the ex-.
pense of_a force decrease in the same ratio.
This leads to the basic statement:. Neglecting
friction, in any fluid power system (or any
other mechanical system for that matter),,The
input force multiplied by the distance through
which it moves, is always exactly equal to
thea output force multiplied by the distance
throngh which it travels.

Work and Energy

Work is defined as a force moving thrOugh
somt distance, and, the -amount of work done
is the product of the force multiplied by the
distance through which it moves. Therefore,
when friction Js neglected, the work outPlit is
alyays equal to the work inpilt. EAT In-
cludes 'ivOrk 'aftd, in addition,* all fain into
which vrork can be converted'or which eante
converted into* work. Work always involves
actual movement, but energy can be at rest
`and still exidt as energy, as lbng .it Is ca-
pable of doing work.

- Energy. can exist in many different forms,
but all have one thing in common; they are

all interchangeable with each other and with
work. Some of the many fornis which energy
can take and their interchangeability are
illustrated d'by a hydroelectric plant. (See
fig. 2-23.) Here, a body of water is held
babk by a dam. In this case tile water repre-
sents potential energy, because it is not doing
work at the moment, but is capable of doing
work if it is released. If an opening is pro-
vided, water will rush out in a high velocity
jet '-representing energy of motion or kinetic

Zenergy. If this jet is directed againat the
blades of a water wheel it *ill push them a-
round, producing a continuous rotary motion.
This is work in its true sense because a force
is moving through a distance.

The water wheel can, in turn, be connected
to an electric generator which converts the
work into electricity. This electricity can,
in turn, be converted back into work by the
use of an electric motor; or it can be con-
verted into light by the use of an electric bulb
or into heat in an electric iron. By means
of a motor ,and a pump, the energy can be
transformed ; back ,into its original form of
potential energy existing as a body of waters-e,
at an elevation. Thus, all of these forms
of energy are interchangeable with each other.
In actual mechanisms, there is always some
loss in the form of heat, which is produced
by friction, at every exchange. However, the
total energy, useful and wasted, will always
add up to the original input energy.

For simplicity, friction was disregarded in
the preceding discuss.lons. However, it is well
known that there is always some friction in
actual machines. It is also known that heat
is produced whenever biork is accomplished
against friction. Therefore, heat is a form
of energy because it can be produced from
Viork. Liktwise, heat in the form of fire
under a boiler can be converted into work
through the Medium of a steam engine.

Friction represents a loss of efficiency,
but this does not ,mean an annihilation of en-
ergy itself.4 It means only that some of the
energy put into the system habeen converted
into another form ihith is not useful for, the
particular problem in hand. The enerey ,is
not usable I

or available, but it still exists as
dissipated heat.

In agreement with this fapt, any work or
energy added, to the system nnist in turn come

,
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POTENTIAL ENERGY

-74.

POTENTIAL
ENERGY

ol/ATER WHEEL WORK

4,,t14011111

RESERVOIR

GENERATOR
ELECTRICAL ENERGY

STORAGE
RESERVOIR

SUPPLY RESERVOIR

UGHT ENERGY MOTOR -* WORK IRON HEAT MOTOR T. WORK

Figure 2-23.-4)otential and kinetic energy.

from somewhere else, for it is not possible
to- create or destroy energy. All that can
be accomplOshed is to change it from one form
into other forms, so as to make it more or
less applicable to the purposes at hand. In
the case of a hydraulic jack, since there is
always some friction both within the liquid
and between adjacpt parts, the useful work
output will not exactly eqUal the work input,
but the difference will always exist somewhere
in some other form of energy. In this case,
'it will appear as heat which must escape from
the system somewhere at sometime. In other
words, whilk,the usable, work output- does not
equal the input, the total energy output in all
forms will always exactly equal the total energy
input. This id"known as the law of the conser-
vation of energy.

Work and Power

Work and energy are measured in the same
units, the foot-pound in the English system and

27
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the gram-centimeter in the metric system.
Power is the rate of doing work. The same
amount of work may be accomplished in two
instances but less time is used in one case
than in the other. More power is required
where less time is used. The unit for measuring
power in the English system is the horsepower,
which is at the rate of 33,000 foot-pounds per
minute or 550 foot-pounds per second. The
metric system uses the centimeter-gram per
second as its unit of measurement.

FLUID FLOW

. In the operation of fluid power systems,
there mu.st be a flow of fluid. , The amount
of flow will vary from system to system. In

order to understand fluid power systems in
action, it is necessary to become acquainted
with some of the elementary characteristics
of fluids in motion. Among these are volume
and velocity of flow, steady and unsteady flow,
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streamline and turbulent flow, and, even more
imP6rtant, the force and energy changes that
occur in flow and the relations of different
kinds of energy to each other 'in fluid power
systems. These characteristics are discussed
in the following paragraphs. Additional infor-
mation concerning fluid flow as it applies to
fluidics is presented in chapter 14.

VOLUME AND VELOCITY OF FLOW

The quantity of fluid that passes a given
point in a fluid power system in a unit of time
is referred to as the volume of flow. Va. lume
of flow can be stated in a number of ways;
for example, 100 cubic feet per minute, 100
gallons peF minute, 10(1 gallons per hour, etc.
Gallons Or minute is the usual method of ex-
pressing volume of flow in hydraulic systems,
while cubic feet per minute is common in
pneumatic systems. The relative pressure of
the fluid is usually considered when expressing
the volume of flow. This is especially impor-
tant when considering the volume of flow of
gases, Since they are conipressible. For ex-
ample, at the same temperature, a cubic foot
of gas at 100 psi contains twice as many.mol-
ecules as a cubic foot of gas at 50 psi.

Velocity of flow means the rate or spee
at which the fluid. moves forward at a partic
ular point in the system. It too Can be var-
iously stated, but the usual method is in
feet per setond.

Volume and velocity of flow are often con-
sidered together. With other conditions un-

alteredthat is, with volume of input unchanged
the velocity of flow increases as the cross
section or size of the pipe decreases, and the
velocity of flow decreases as the Cross-
sectional area increases. In a stream, velocity
of flow is slow at wide parts of the stream
and rapid at narrow parts even though the volume
of water passing each part of the stream is
the Same. In figure 2-24, if the cross-
sectional area of the pipe is 16 square inches
at point (A) and 4 square inches at point (B)
the velocity of flow at (B) is four times the
velocity at (A).

STkADY AND UNSTEADY FLOW

A fluid may flow as a.#single Qontinuous
stream, or the volume of flow may increase,
decrease, or fluctuate from moment to moment.
Such changes in volume constitute unsteady
flow. , For example, when a faucet is first
opened, the initial flow is unsteady during the
short time that the rate of flow of the water
is incneving_ from the initial zero rate to the
full rate of flOV. fluw then becomes
steady and is inaintlined if the pressurs-i
Main); constant. If t)le ,pgessureshangesithe
ra e of flow once more becorries unsteady until
a new balance is reached.

0

STREAMLINE AND TURBULENT FLOW

At quite low velocities- Qr in tubes of smail
diameter, flow is streamline, meaning that a
given particle of fluid moves straight forward

Figure 2-24.Volume and velocity of flow.
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without c rossing the paths followed by other par-
ticles, and without bumping into them. Stream-
line flow is often referred to as laminar flow,
which is defined as a flow situation in which
fluid moves in parallel lamina or layers. As
an example of streamline flow, consider fig-
ure 2-25, which illustrates an open stream
flowing at a slow, uniform rate with logs float-
ing on its surface. The logs represent par-
ticles of fluid. So long as the stream flows
along at a slow, uniform rate, each log floats
downstream in its own path, without crossing
or bumping into the other.

If the stream narrows, however, and the
volume of flow remains the same, the velocity
of flow increases. If the velocity increases',
sufficiently, the water becomes turbulent. (See
fig. 2-26.) Swirls, eddies, and cross-motions
are set up in the water. As this happens,
the logs are thrown against each other and
against the banks of the 'stream, and the paths
followed by different logs will cross and recrois.

Particles of fluid flowing in pipes act in
the same manner. The flow is streamline
if the fluid flows slowly enough, and remains
streamline at greater velocities if the diameter

,

Figure 2-25.Streamline flow.

ie
Figure 2-26.Turbuleriit flow.
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of the pipe is small. /f the velocity of flow
or size of pipe is increasedsufficiently, the flow
becomes turbulent.

On effect of turbulent flow is illustrated
thin fi re 2-27, where e length of the hen.-

izont arrows indicates the refetive velocities
of flow at different places in the pipe, from
the the edge, when the flow is stream-
line an , hen the flow is turbulent. In both
instances the rate of flow varies from the cen-
ter of the pipe to the edge, but the streamline'
flow varies more in velocity than turbulent
flow. For streamline flow, the average velocity
is about one-half the maximum velocity, while
for turbulent flow it is about four-fifths. Veloc-
ity of flow varies both vertically and horizon-
tally, or from the center of the pipe outward.
In both streamline and turbulent flow, the fluid

M, next to the wall of the pipe has no velocity.
While a high velocity of flow will produce

turbulence in any pipe, other factors antribute
to turbulence. --Among these are the roughness
of the inside of the pipe, obstructions, and the
degree of curvature of bends and the number
of bends in the pipe. In setting up or main-
taining fjp id power systelbs, care should be
taken to eliminate or minimize as many caus'es
of turbulence as, poseible, since the energy

'consumed-by turbulence is-wasted: Limitations
as to the degree and number of ben of pipe
are discussed chapter 5.

While designers of fluid powet equipment
do what they can to minimize turbulence, to
a very considerable extent it cannot be avoided.
For example, in a 4-inch pipe at 68° F, flow
becomes turbulent at velocities over approx-
imately 6 inches 'per second or about 3 inches,

per second in a 6-inch pipe. These velocities
' are far.below those commonly encountered in

fluid power systems, where, velocities of 5
feet per second and above are common, In
streamline flow, losses due to friction increase
directly with velocity, while with turbulent flow-
these losses increAse much more rapidly.

FACTORS INVOLVED IN FLOW

An understanding of the behavior of fluids
in motion, or solids for that matter, requires
an understanding of the term "inertia." Inertia
is the term. used by scientists to describe
that property possessed by all forms of mat-
ter which makes the matter resist being moved
if it is at rest, and likewise, resist any
change in its rate of motion if it is-moving.

The basic statement covering the action of
inertia is: "A body at rest tends to remain
at rest, and a body in motion tends to continue
in motion with the same velocit and in the
same direction." This is simply
everyone has learned by experiencethat one
must push an object to start it moving and offer
an opposition to stop it again.

A familiar illustration is the effort a pitcher
must exert to make a fast pitch and the opposi-
tion the catcher must put forth to stop the ball.
Similarly, considerable work must be performed
by the engine to make an automobile begin
to roll; although, after it has attained a certain
velocity, it will roll along the road at uniform
speed if just enough effort-is expended to over-
come friction, while brakes are necessary to
stop its motion. Inertia also explains the kick
or recoil of guns and the tremendous striking
.force of projectile's.

- '4', OW," "fkg

':; 41.14""""IIP'"A STREAMUNE

TURBULENT

Figure 2-27.Streamline versus turbulent do-w.
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Inertia and Force

In order to overcome il he tendency to resist
any change in its state of t or motion, some
force which is not otherwise ..celed or un-
balanced must act u. the obje',- Some un-
balanced force
are set in mo
while convers
elsewhere w
tarded or sto

ied whenever fluids
on _or incr sed in velocity;

y, forces ar made to do work
never fluids in motion are re-
ed.

oring riction, if the ',me (A) in figure
2-28 es a velocity of 10 miles per hour
(mph) w en it is applied to a body for 5 seconds,
it will produce a velocity of 20.mph when it
is applied for 10 seconds. The same result
of 20 mph would be obtained if a force (B)
equal to twice (A) were applied to the body
for 5 seconds. Again ignoring friction, the
body would be returned to,rest from a velocity
of 20 mph if force (C), equal to (A) but acting
in the opposite direction, were applied to it
for 10 seconds, or if a force (D) equal to twice
(C) were applied to it for 5 seconds.

There is a direct relationship between the
magnitude of the force exerted and the inertia
against which it acts. This force is dependent
on two factorson the mass of. the objeCt

(which is proportional to its weight), and on
the rate at which the velocity of the object
is changed. The rule.is that the force in pounds
required to overcome inertia is equal to the
weight of the object, multiplied by the change

. in velocity measured in feet per second, and
divided by 32.2 times the time in seconds re-
quired to accomplish the change. .Thus, the
rate of change in velocity of an object is pro-
portiona1 to the .force applied. The number
32.2 appears becafte it is the conversion fac-
tor between'weight and mass.

As discussed previously, fluids are always
acted upon by the force of gravity, or in other
words, by their crtin weight. Also previously
explained, 'is the fact that fluids are acted upon
by atmospheric presstire, or the weight of air
over the system, if they, are exposed to itif,
that is, the system is noNnclosed. The action
of specific applied force was also explained
and', in addition, it was pointed out that when-
ever there is movement theye is always some
friction. Inertia, just described, completes
.the list of forces which control, the action of
fluids in motion.

There are five physical factors which'can
act upon a fluid to affect its behavior. All of
the physical actions of fluids in all systems
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Figure 2-28.Force and velocity..
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are etermined by. the relationships of, these
five factors to each other. Summarizing, these
five factors are as follows:

1. Gravity, which acts at all times upon
all bodies, regardless bf other forces.

2. Atmospheric pressure, which acts on
any part bf a system exposed to the open air.

3; Specific applied forces, whiCh may or
may not be present, but which, in any event,
are entirely independent of the presence or
absence of motion.

4. Inertia, which comes into play whenever
there is a change from rest to motion or the
opposite, or whenever there is a change in
direction or in rate of motion

5. Friction, which is always present when-
ever there is motion.

Figure 2-29 illustrates a possible relation,-
ship of these factors with respect to a particle
pf fluid (P) in a system. The different forces
are shown in terms of head, or in other wqrds,
in terms of vertieal columns of fluid required
to provide the forces. At the particular Mo-
ment under consideration, a particle of water

).

t

APPUED FORCE

A 4

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

41Stilmir

(P) is being acted upon ,by an applied force .
i equivalent to a head (A), by atmbspheric pres.
sure to a head (B), a d by gravity head (C)
produced by the weight of the fluid standing

1 over it. The particle ossesses sufficient
' inertia or velocity head to rise to level (P1.),
since head equivalent to (F) was lost in fric-
tion as (P) passed -through the system. Since
atmospheric pressure (B) acts downward bn the
system on both sides, what was gained on one
side was lost on the other.

If all the pressure acting on (P) to force
it through the nozzle cobld be recovered in

e form Of elevation head, it would rise to
level (Y). If account is taken of the balance
in atmospheric pressure, in a frictionless sys-
tem, (11) would rise to level (X), or precisely
as high as tfie sum of the gravity head and the
head equivalent to the'applied force.

Kinetic Energy

It was previously pointed out that a force
must be applied to an object in order to impart
velocity to it or to, increase the , velocity it
already has. Of necessity the force must act

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE-ITT 4 x
FRICTION F I PI

GRAVITY

INERTIA

(vuocire
HEAD) D

Figure 2-29.Physical factors governing fluid flow.
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A

while the object is moving over some distance.
It was also ,previously stated that a force act-
ing over a distance is work, sand that work
and all forms intb which it can be changed
are classified as energy. Obviously, then,
energy is, required to give an object velocity.
The greater"the energy used, the greater..the
velocity will be.

. .

Likewise, disregarding friction, for an ob-
ject to be brought to rest or its motion slowed
down; a force opposed to its motion must be
applied to it. This force also adts over some
distance. ' In this way,energy is given up by
.the object and delivered in some form to what-
ever opposes its continuous motion: The moyi-
ing objfct is therefore a means of receiving
energy lat one place (where its motion is.in-
creased) and Olivering if to anothe1 point
(where it Lislopped or retarded). While it

in motion, it is-said to contain this energy
a'S energy of motion. or kinetic energy.

Since energy tcan never be destroyed, it
follows that if friction is disregarded the en-
ergy delivered to stop the object will exactly
equal the,energy which was required to increase
its speed. At all times the amount of kinetic
energy possessed by an object depends upon
its weight and the velocity at which it is
mdving.

Thus, in figure 2-30, the force (F) is
applied 'to the body (A), which is ar rest.
Disregarding friction, after it has moved i
foot it Will possess kinetic energy equivalent
to 1. During each succeed,g foot 'of move.;
ment it Will gain an equal incremeitAf kin-
etic energy, so long as the force israpplied.
If it meets a reiistance after moving 5 feet,
kinetic energy equivalent to 5 is available to
do work. Accelerated motion has been a means
of Nceiving energy While force (F) was ap-
plied,Np (A), and of delivering it to do work
at thepoint (A) reached at that time.

, -

The mathematical relationship for kinetic
energy is stated in the rule: "'Kinetic energy,
in foot-pounds is equal to the force in pouLds
which created it, multiplied by the iiistalbe
through which it was applied, or to the weight
of the moving objecrin pounds; multiplied by
the square of it% velocity in feet per second,
and divided by 64.4."

The relationship between inertia forces,
velocity, and kinetic energy can be illustrated-
by analyzing what happens when a gun fires

KINETIC ENERGY

AYAKAISLE

TO CO WORK

Figure 2-30.Kilietic energy.
FP.30

Art

a projectile against the armor. of an enemy
ship. (See fig. 2-31.) The explosive foirce
of the powder in the breach pushes the pro-
jectile out of the gun, giving it a high velocity.
Because of its inertia the projectile offers
opposition to this sudden velocity and a reaction
is set up which pushes the gun backward
(kick or recoil). The force of the explosion
acts on the projectile throughout its movement
in the gun. This is force acting through a
distance producing work. This work appears
as kinetic energy in the speeding projectile.
The resistance of the air produges friction,
which uses some of the energy arid sloWs down
the projectile. Eventually, howeyer, the pro-r
jectile hits its target and because of the inertia
tries to- continue moving. The tallget, being
relatively stationary, t'ends to remain stationary
because of its inertia. The result is that a
tremendous force is set up which either leads
to the penetration of the armdr or the shattering
.of the projectile. The prOjectile is si ply a
means of trinsferring energy, in stance
for 'destructive purpose, frem the gun to the
enemy ship. This energy is transmitted in
the form of energy of motion or kinetic energy.

Referring to figure 2-31, the projectile is
shown in four different positions: af (A) where
it is at rest in the gun, just before firing; at
(B), a short distance beyond the muzzle of the

, gun, when its kinetic energy is, at the max-
4mum; at (C), midway in its flight,,where fric-
ton has used up a ,portion of' its original
kinetiC energyi and at (D), at the Moment of
inipact, where its kinetic energy is suddenly
transformed into work by its inertia and the
opposed inertia offered by the, tatipt. Energy

09 ,
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Figure 2-31.-Relationship of inertia, velocity, and kinetic energy.

-imparted to the projectile at (A) has been
transformed in the form .of kinetic energy to
do work at (D).

In this diagram nd effort has been Made
to exhibit the magnitude of the force of gravity
acting on thet projectile. It enters, of course,
into the- path the projectile takes. Tt1I sit-

, uation differs from that shown in fi e 2-30
in which the propellitig force was .co inuously

' applied throughout the period cov ed by the
diagram, .whereas in figure 2-31, the force was
applied while the projectile was mOving, from
(A) to (B)..

A similar tion takes place ,in a fluid
power system hi whiali the fluid takes the place
of the projectile. For example, the pump in
a hydraulic system imparts energy to the fluid
which overcomes the inertia of the fluid at
rest and cauSes it to flow throuyh the lines.
The fluid flows against some type of actuator
which is at rest. The, fluid tends to continue
flowing, overcomes the inertia of the actuator,
and moves the actuator to do work. Friction
uses up a portion of the energy .as the fluid
flows through the lines and coniponents.

ad.

RELATIONSHIP OF TORCE,
PRESSURE, AND HEAD

In deSling with fluids, forces tare usually
considered in relation to the areas over which
'They .are äpplied. As previously discussed,
a force a g over a unit area is a presdure,://

34
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and pressure can alternately be stated in Psi
or in terms of head, which is the vertical
height of the column of fluid whose weight
would produce that pressure.

In most of the applications of fluid power
in the Navy, applied forces greatly Sutweigh
all other forces, and-in most systems the fluid
is entirely confined. Under these circumstances
it is customary to think of the forces involved
in termp of pressures. Since the term head
is encountered frequently in the study of fluid
power, it is necessary to understand what it
means and how it is relatedejsure and!
force.

All five of the 'factora which coniffol the
aictions of fluids can, of course, be expressed
either' as force, or in terms alternately of
equivalent pressures or head. In eaCh situation,
however, the different factors are commonly
referred* to in the same terins, since on this
zommon basis they can be added, and sub-
tracted to study their relationship teeach other.

At this point some terms in general use
should be reviewed. Gravity head, _when it is
of sufficent importance to be considered, isoi",
sometimes .referred to as head.. The effect
of atmospheric pressure is referred to eimply
as atmospheric pressure. (Atmospheric pres-
sure4s frequently and improperly referred to
as suction.) Inertia effect, because it is always
directly related to velbcity, Is usually called'
velocity head, and friction, because it represents
a loss of pressure 'or head, is usually referred
to as friction head.

, 656
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STATIC AND DYNAMIC FACTORS

The first three factors-gravity, applied
. force, and atmospheric pressure-apply equally

to flMds at rest or in motion, while the latter
ti,tro:-inei;4il'alid friction-apply-only tuids -
in motion. The first three are the static
factors and the latter two-the dynamic factors.
The mathematical sum of the 'first three-
gra'vity, applied force, and atmospheric pres-
sure-4is the static pressure obtained at any
one point in a fluid Aat any given time. Static
pressure exists in addition to any dynamic
-factors whic may also be present at the same
point and time. .

Remember, Pascal's law states that a pres-
sure set up in a fluid actq equally in all di-
rections and at right angles to the containing
surfaces. This covers the situation only for
fluids at rest, or practically at rest. It is
true -ontly for the factors making up static
head. qbviously when velocity becomes a fac-
tor it musthave a direction, and, as previously
explained, the force related to the velocity
must also have a direction, so that Pascal's
law alone does not apply to the dynamic fac-
tot,..of fluid power.
dr The dynamic factors of inertia and friction
are related to the static factoirs. Velocity )tead .
and. friction _head are obtained at the expense
of static head. However, a portion of the ve-
locity head can always be reconverted to static
head. Force, which can be produced by pres-
sure or head when dealing with fluids, is
neQessary to start a body moving .if it is at
rest, and is present -in some form when the
motion of. the body is arrested. Therefore,
whenever, a 'fluid is given velocity; some pac

:.
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of its original static head is used to impart
this velocity, which then exists as velocity i
head.

BERNOULLI'S PRINCIPLE- ..

Consider the systet illustrated in' figure
2-32. Chamber (A) isllunder pressure and is tr6
connected by a tube to chamber (B), which is
also under pressure. The pressure in chamber
(A) is static pressure of 100 psi. The pressure
at some point (X) along the connecting tube
consists of a velocity pressure of 10 psi exerted
in a direction parallel .to the line of flow, plus
the unused static pressure of 90 psi, which
still obeys Pascal's law and operates equally
in all directions. As the fluid enters chamber
(B) it is slowed down, and, in so doing, its
velocity head. is changed back to pressure head.
The'force required to absorb its inertia equals
the force required to start the fluid moving
originally, so that the static pressure in chamber

(B) ,i,s again 'equal to that in chamber (A),
although it was lower at an intermediate point.

This situation (fig. 2-32) disregards friction,
and would therefore, not be encountered in
actual practice. Force or head is also required
to overcome friction, but, unlike inertia...effect,
this force cannot be recovered again, although
the energy represented still exists somewhere
as heat. Therefore, in. an actual system, the
pressure in chaMber (B) would be Iess than in
chamber (A) by the. amount of pressure used
in overcoming frict4on along, the way.

At all points in a Sy refore, the
,

static pressure is always the original static
/

B

x /
..

.,

_

Figure 242.-Relafion of static and dynainiC factprs-Bernoulli's principle.
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* pressure less any velocity head at the point it
question, and less the friction head consumed
in reaching thatpoint. Since both velocity
head and frictionn,epresent energy which came
from the original static head, and since energy,
cannot be destroyed, the sum-of the static head
velocity head, and friction at any point in the,
system must add up to the original static head. \
This is lertown as Bernoulli's principle, which
states: "For the horizontal, flaw of fluid
through a tube, the sum of the pressure and
the Idnetic energy per unit volume of the fluid .
is constant." This principle governs the

'relations of the static and dynamic factors
concerning fluids, while Pascal's law states the
manner in which the static factors behave when
taken by themselves.

4

-410
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MINIMIZING FRICTION

As mentioned previously, fluid power equip-
ment is designed to reduce fribtion to the lowest
possible level. Volume and velocity a flow are
made the subject of careful study. The proper'
flu'id for the system is.chosen. Clean, smooth
pipe of the best dimensions for the particular
conditions is used,- and it isinstalled along_
as direct a route as possible. Sharp bends
and sudden changes in cross-sectional areas
are avoided. Valves, gages, and other com-
ponents are designed so as to interrupt flow
as little as passible. Careful thought is given
to the size and shape of the openings. The
systems are desied so they can be keiirclean
inside and varKtions front normal operation
can easily be detected and remedied.
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CHAPTER, 3
An. :

HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC FLUIDS

During the design of equipment that re-
mitny---factorsmust--be-"-

considered in the selection of the type of sys-
tem to be usedhydraulic, pneumatic, or a com-
bination of the two. Some o f the factors that
musi be considered are as follows: Required
speed and accuracy of operation, surrounding
atmospheric conditions, economic conditions,"
availability of replacement fluid, requiredpres-
sure level, operating temperature range, con-
tamination possibilities, cost of transmission
lines, limitations of the equipment, lubricity,
safety to the operators, and expected service
life of the equipment.

After the twe of system has been Selected,
many of these same factors must be considered
in selecting the fluid for the system. The first
part of this chapter is devoted to hydraulic liq-
uids. Included in this pka_aie sections on the
properties and charaotelistics desired of hy-
draulic liquids, the basic types of hydraulic liq-
uids, and the types and controlof contamination.
The last part of the chq.pter covers similar infor-
mation concerning th,e gases used in pneumatic
systems.

HYDRAULIC LIQUIDS

Iriiquids are used in hydraulic systems pri-
marily to transmit and distribute forces to the
va'rious units to be4actuated. As pointed out in
chapter 2, liquids are able to do this because
they are almost incompressible. Pascal's law
states pat a force applied on any area of an en-
closed liquid is transmitted equally and undim-

. Wished to all equal areas throughout the enclos-
ure. Thus, if a number of passage exist in a
system, p s re can be distributeil through all
of them byzjs of a liquid.

Commercial manufactures of hydraulic de-
vices usually specify the type of liqUid best suited

37
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for use with their equipment. Their recom-
mendatiolis_ambasetion_thaworking conditions,
the service ruired, temperatures ekpected
both inside and outside Iie system, pressures
the liquid must withstar the possibilities of
corrosion, etc.* In additio o the manufacturer' s
recommendations, the proper specifications for
liquids used in Navk hydraulic systems are de-
termined by the various systems corpminds on
the basis of experiments, tests, and trials. For
example, many' experiments and tests were made

'1.n the search for hydraulic liquids adapted to both
the subtero Arctic climate and high temperat-
tures of the Tropics.

PROPERTIES'

If fluidity (the physical property of a sub-
stance that enables it to flow) and incompress-
ibility were the only qualities required, any liq-
uid not too thick might be used in a hydraulic
system. However, a satisfactory liquid for, a
particular installation must possess a number of
other properties. Some of the properties and
characte'ristics that must be considered when se-.
le ctingasatisfactoiHiquid fo ra particulat Sys--
tern are discussed in the followink paragraphs.

Viscosity

One of the most iraportant properties of a
liquid to be used in hydraulic system is its vis-
cosity. Viscosity is the internal resistance of
a fluid which tendi to prevent it from flowing.
A liquid, such as tasoline, which flows easily
has a low viscosity; and a liquid, such as tar,
which flows slowly has a high viscosity. The
viscosity of a liquid is affected by changes in
temperatures. As the temperature of a liquid /-
increases, its viscosity (resistance to flow) de-
creases. That is, a liquid flows more easily when

65
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hot thin when ld. Also, the viscosity of a liq-,
uid wiU, incre e as the pressure increases.

A sat'isfa6tory liquid for a given hydraulic
system must have enough body to give a good
seal at pum , motors, valves, etc. These com-
ponents dep_ nd upon close fits for creating and
maintaining pressure. Internal leakage through
these clearances results in loss of pressure,in-
stantaneous control, and pump efficiency. These
leakage losses are greater with lighter liquids
(low viscosity). A liquid that istoo thin will also
'lead to rapid wearing of moving parts, or of parts
having heavy loads. On the other hand, if the vis-
cosity of the liquid is too high the internal fric-
tion of the liquid will increase which in turn will
increase the flow resistance through-clearances
of closely fitted parts,lints-and pasSages. This
results in pressure drops throughout the system,
sluggish operation of the equipment, and an in-
crease in power consumption.

MEASUREMENT OF VISCOSITY.The vis-
cosity of a liquid is measured with an instrument
called a viscosimeter or viscometer. Thereare
several- types, but the instrument most commonly
used try American engineers is the Saybolt Uni-
ve sal Ariscos im e te r. : (Se e fig. 3-1.) This inst ru-

t measures the numberof seconds it takes for
fi.e4. quantity of liquid (60 cubic centimeters) to,

flow through a small orifice of standard length
and diameter at a specific temperature. The time
of flow is taken in seconds, and the viscdsity
reading is expressed as Second, Saybolt Univer-
sal (SSU). For example, a certain liquid might
have a viscosity of 80 SSU at 130° F.

The Saylaolt Viscosimeter consists of a con-
tainer for the liquid surrounded by a bath heat-
ed by heating coils to bringthe liquid to the tem-
perature at which the viscosity is tobe meatur-
ed. There is a standard viscosimeter orifice
located in the bottom of the container. Passage
through'the orifice is blocked with a cork. The
container is filled to a marked level with the lig-

- uid to be tested and a small containei marked at
the 60-cubic centimeter (cc) level is placed under

- the orifice. When the liquid is at the de irecl--
temperature, the cork is removed. The number
of seconds required for the liquid to reach the
60-cc 17,41 gives the SSU reading.

VISCOSITY INDEX.One of the properties of
an ideal h)rdraulic liquid would be that of retain-
ing thezsame viscosity udaer all temperature a
pressUre conditions to which it is subjected.
Many .liquids, particularly petroleUm base oils, ,

HEATING UNIT

LIOUI0 BATH

OIL

tHERMOMETER,

CONTAINER

60 C.C.

ORK

RESERVOIR

FP.33
Figure 3-1.Saybolt Viscosimeter.

do not have this characteristic. As the tempera-
ture increases the oil becomes thinnerthe vis-
cosity decreases; as the temperature decreaseS;
the oil thickensthe viscosity increathes. The
variation is-greater for &Sloe liquids than for
others. Pennsylvania crude oils (phaffinic) vary
comparatively little in viscosity with changes in
temperature; while with Gulf Coast crude (nap- -
hthenic or asphaltic), the variation is consider-
ably greater..

- In order to obtain a numerical indication of the
degree to which viscosity changeS with change in
temperature, these two oils (paraffinic and naph-
thenic) are taken as the basis for a scale. The
change in viscosity of a specific paraffinic oil at
temperatures between 1000 and 210° F is as-
signed a viscosity index (V.I.) value of 100,
yhile the change in viscosity of a specific

?naphthenic oil over the same temperature range
is assigned a value of 0. Other liquids are then
assigned a viscosity index in terms of the degree
to which theft- viscosity changes over this tem-
perature range, as compared to the slandard oils.,

The greater the variation in Viscosity *ith
changes in temperature, the lower the V.I. The
V.I. ligures may range above -100 orbelow zero,
if the liquids'be" g measuredevary less or great-
er in viscosit4 than the standard oils. Fer
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example, a liquid with a viscosh index of -10
, would indicate a variation in viscosity over the

standard temperature range to a greater degree
than naphthenic oils; while an oil with a viscosity
index_of 120 _would show Jess. change in viscosity
with changes m temperature than paraffinic oils.

Since naval hydraulic systems must operate
satisfactorily under wide temperature extremes,
from the Arctic regions to the Tropics and from
below sea level to many miles into space, the
liquids used should have as high a viscosity index
as pbssible, consistant with the other properties
the liquid must possess. The viscosity index of a
liquid is often increased through the use of chem-
ical additives.

L9ricating Power

If motion takes place between surfaces in con-
tact, friction tends to oppose the motion. When
pressure forces the liquid of a hydraulic system
between the surfaces of moving parts, the liquid
spreads out in a thin film which enables the parts
to move more freely. Different liquids, includ-
ing oils vary greatly not only in their lubricating
ability, but also in film strength which is the cap-'
ability of a liquid to resist being wiped or
squeezed out from between the surfaces when
spread out ui an extremely thin layer. A liquid
will no longer lubricate d the film breaks down,
since the motion of part against part wipes the
metal clean of liquid.

Lubricating power varies with temiejture
therefore, the climatic and rking

condi ions must enter intO the determination of
the lubricating qualities of a liquid. Unlike vis-
cosity, which is a physical property, ihe lubricat-
ing and film strength of a liquid is directly re-

- lated to its chemical nature. Lubricating qual-
ities and film strength can be improved by the
addition of certain chemical agents.

Chemical Stability

Chemical stability is another property 'which
is exceedgly important in the selection of a
hydraulic liquid. It is defined as the liquid's
ability resist oxidation and deterioration for
long periods. All liquids tend to undergo unfavor-
able ehanges under severe operatingconditions.
This is the case, for example, when a system op-
erates for a'considerable perio4 of time at high
temperatures .
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Excessive temperature, especially extreme-
ly ,high temperatures, have a great effect on the
life of a liquid. It should be noted that the tem-
perature of the liquid in the reservoir of an op-
eratinglydraulic system does not always repre-
sent a true state orthe oterating Cohditiains
throughout the system. Localized hot spots occur
on bearings, gear teeth, or at other points where
the liquid under pressure is forced through small
orifices. Continuous passage of the liquid
through these points may produce local temper-
atures high enough to carbonize or sludge the liq-
uid, yet the liquid in the reservoir may not, indic-
ate an excessively high temperature.

Liquids with a high viscosity have a greater
resistance to heat than light or low viscosity liq-
uids which have been derived from the same
source. The aierage hydraulic liquid has a re-
latively low viscosity. Fortunately, there is a
wide choice of liquids available &ruse in the Vis-
cosity *range required of hydraulic liquids.

Liquids may break down if exposed to air,
water, salt, or other impurities, especially if
they are in constant motion or subjectedto heat.
Some metals, such as zinc, lead, brass, and
copper, have an undersirable chemicar*action
on certaln liquids.

These chemical processes result for-
lation of sludge, gtims, and carbon e de-il

posits which clog openings, cause valves and
pistons to stick or leali, arid give poor lubrica-
tion to moving parts. As soon as a small amount
of sludge or other deposits are.formed, the rate
of formation gene ally increases more rapidly.
AS they are forme certain changes in the phy-
sical and chemical properties of the liquid take
place. The liquid usually becomes darker,, highe r
in viscosity, and acids are formed.

The extent to which changes occur in cifffeiK-

ent liquids depends on the type of liquid, type
of refining, and whether it has been treated to
provide further resistance to oxidation. The
stability of liquids can be improved by the
addition, of oxiaation inhibitors. Laboratory
test must be conducted to select the type sand
quantity of the inhibitor most effective against
oxidation of a particular liquid. However, in-
hibitors sel.e.cted to improve the stability of a
liquid must also be compatible withthe other re-
quired properties of the liquid.

Freedoz from Acidity

An ideal hydraulicliquid should oe free from
acids which cause corrosion ofthe metals inthe

661
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system. Most liquids cannot be expected to re-
main completely noncorrosive under severe op-
erating conditions. The degree of acidity of a
liquid, when ned, may be satisfactory; but after
use, the liquid may tend to develop corrosive
tendencies as it begins to deteriorate. The llq-
quid must be carefully processed with the spec-

-Lull of inhibiting_ harthful acid formation
which would attack metal surfaces in the system.

Many systems are Ade forlong periods after
operating at high temperatures. 'This permits
moisture to be condensed in the system, resulting
in rust formation.

Certain corrosion-and rust-preventive addi-
tives are adtled to hydraulic liquids. Some oi
these additiv,es are effective only for a limited
period. Therefore, the best procedure is touse
the 'liquid specified for the system, and to pro-
tect the liquid and the system as much as poss-
ible from contamination by foreign matter, from
abnormal temperatures, and misuse.

Flashpoint

Flashpoint is the temperature at which a liq-
uid gives off vapor in sufficient quan ty to ignite
momentarily or flash when a flame applied.
A high flashpoint is desirable for hydratilic liq-
uids because it provides good resistance to com-
bustion and a low degree of evaporation atnormal
tempe ratures.

Fire Point

Fire point is the temperature at which a sub-
stance gives off vapor in sufficient quantity to
ignite and continue to burn when exposed to a
spark or flame. Like flashpoint, a high fire.
point is required of desirable hydraulic liquids.

Minimum Toxicitx

Toxicity id defined as the quality, state, or
degree of being toxic or poisonous. Some liq-
quids contain chemicals that are,a seripus toxic
hazard. These toxic or poisonous chemicals may
enter the body through inhalation, by absoriStion
through the skin, through the eyes, or through the
mouth. The result is sickness and in many cases
death. Manufactures of hydraulic liquids strive
to produce suitable liquids that contain no toxic

chemicals and, as a result, Most hydrauliê
liquids are free of harmful chemicals. Some
fire-tesistant liquids are toxic, and suitable pre-
tection and care in handling Must be provided.
Containers for toxic liquids must be properly
labeled.

NOTE: MIL-STD-755A establishes a uniform
design for symbols to warn users of potential'
hazaRLs-inVolved with the.ilse of materials in con-
tainers. The toxic symbol consists of a brOwn
edged square inside of which is a brown circular
patch on a white' background. A skull and the
following lettering appears in white on the brown
patch: DANGER, TOXIC, CONTAINS (name of
substance) AVOID INHALING, SWALLOWING,
OR CONTACT WITH THE SKIN. Additional in-
formation concerninrthe identification of com-
pressed-gas cylinders and pipelines containing
hazardous substance is cOntained in MIL-STD-
101A and MIL-STD-1247B.

TYPES OF HYDRAULIC LIQUIDS

Many different liquids have been tested for
use in hydraulic systems. The liquids that are
presently in. use include mineral oil, vegetable
oil, water, phosphate esters, ethylene glycol
compounds,- and oil in water. Hydraulic liquids
aze usually classified according to their type of
base. Th-e-Viree most common types of hydrau-
lic 'liquids are water base, petroleumobase, and
synthetic base.

Water Bastertiquids

,
Water was used as a fluid medium in the

first hydraulic systems. it is still suitable for
certain large commercial hydraulic installations
that require high pressure and low operating
speeds, but it does not meet all the requirements
for general hydraulic equipment use. Asa hy-
draulic liquid, water presents many problem*
It is limited te temberatures aboVe freezing and
below boiling points. It promotes corrosion and
rusting of metal parts and provides no lubrica-
tion of moving parts. In addition, the hazard of

, foreign matter in 'the, water itself can cause an
abrasive action on the smooth surfaces of system
components. All of thete act as factors det-
rimental to the operating efficiency and long ser-
vice life of the equipment.

One of the major advantages of Water is its
fir regtstant qualities. When water is used as
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a hydraulic liquid, it is usually combined with
certain oils, ethylene glycol, and other sub-

.. stances. When combined with oil, the combin-
ation is relatively fire resistant. However, high
temperatures may cause the water to evaporate
and then-the oil might burn. Othernornbinntinps
can eliminate ignition probIeMs-W May have
mechanical or economic limitations. During the
early 1950's, the Navy used Hydrolube, a mix-
ture of water and polyethylene glycol (antifreeze
compound) id approximately 80 percent of their
aircraft. This liquid contained 35 to 40 percent
water mixed with polyethylene glycol, rust in-
hibitors thickeners,_ and lubricating agents.
After a few years of use, problems were encoun:-
tered with thin film corrosion on the hydraulic
system comi5onents, resulting in the Navy dis-
continuing its use in aircraft hydraulic systems.
Similar water base liquids are used by theigavy
in the catapult systems on some aircraft carri-
ers. This was approved following explosions
attributed to petroleum base liquids.

Petroleum Base Liquids

One of the first oils used as a hydraulic liq-
uid was a petroleum base automotive brake
fluid. At that time natural rubber was used in the
construction of packings and gaskets. Since nat-
ural rubber is not compatible with petroleum
base liquids, the use of this kype liquid as a hy-
draulic medium was limited. As a result, a veg-
etable base oil containing 50 percent castor Oil
and 50 percent alcohol was used insome appli-

. cations. This solved the problem with packings
and gaskets, as natural rubber is compatible
with vegatable base oils. However, this liquid
was unsatisfactory due to oxidaiion of the castor
oil and, sincp liquid is an excellent conductor of
electricity, resulted in a high degree of elect-
rolysis'(the chemical disintegration of a sub-
stance accomplished by an electric currentpas-
sing rough it). In addition, vegetable Oils tend

)
to b r e ak down under extreme temperature

...#
changes.

During the middle 1930's, a' light'petroleum
base oil was developed and, when used with as-
bestos seals, pr6ved quite successful. By the
late 1936's, advancement in packing thatprials,
such as synthetic-rubber seals, permitted exten-
sive use of petroleum base liquids in hydraulic
systems. As a result, a pertoleum base oil was
developedzabouti94.0 that proved very satisfac-
tory and, wan certain refinements, is in use
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today. This liquid was improved through the
use of a number of4additives, such as oxidation
and corrosion inhibitors, viscosity index im-
provers, pour depressants, etc. These addi-
tives not only permit liquid operation at greater
lempezature_extremps, hit _add to their lubric_,
ating qualities and life characteristIcs.

Petroleum base liquids are the most widely
used media for hydraulic systems. Certain
petroleum base oils are used in a number of
different ,applications. For example, MIL-H-
'5606B is the specification number of the pe-
troleum base oil presently used in most Navy
aircraft hydraulic systems. Another, example

MIL-F-17111 which is the specification
number of the petroleum base oil generally
approved for ordnance equipment, except guided
missiles. Many special petroleum base oils
are required for special applications.

Synthetic Base Liquids

Petroleum base oils contain most of the de-
sired properties required of a hydraulic liquid.
However, they are flammable under normal con-
ditions and can become explosively dangerous
when subjected to high pressutes and a source of
flame or high temperatures. Water base lig"-
uids are relatively fire resistant, but do not haire-
the high lubricity of petroleum base oils. Some
water base liquids.cause corrosion of compo-
nents in the hydraulic system.

In recent years, nonflammable synthetic liq-
uids have been developed for use in hydraulic
systems where fire hazards exist. A synthetic
material is a complex chemicaLcompOund that
has been artifically formed by the combining of
two or m3re simpler compounds or elements.
Some of the synthetic liquids currently used as
a hydraulic medium are chemically described
as phosp, ha te esters, chlorinated biphenyls, or
blends of eac,h. Certain synthetic liquids have
been found to chemically attack packings 'used
in hydraulic systems; therefore, special pack-
ings are normally required when these fluids
are used.

CONTAMINATION

Experience 'has shown that trouble in a hy-
draulic system is inevitable whenever the liquid
is allowed to become cotitaminated: Infact, most

Te
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manufacturers and users agree that a large
percentage of the malfunctions 'in hydraulic sys-
tems may be traced to some,type of contaminant
in the hydraulic fluisi. The nature of the t rouble
whether a, simple malfunction or the cpmplete
destruction of a componentdependsAo some,
extent on the type of contaminant.

Classes 'of Contamination .

There are many 'different types of contam-
inants which are harmful to hydraulic liquids.
These contaminants are divided into two gen-
eral classes and can be distinguished as follows:

1. Abrasives, includingEsuch particles as
core sand, weld spatter, machining chips, and
rust.' t

2. Nonabrasives, including those resulting
from liquid oxidation, and soft particles worn or
shredded from seals and other organic compo-

.
nents. .....

The mechanics of the, destructive action by
abrasive contaminants is clear. When the size
of the particles circulating in the hydraulic sys-
tem is greater thanthe clearance between moving
parts, -the clearance openings act as filters and
retain such particle's. Hydraulic pressure then
embeds 'these particles into the softer ma rials,
and the reciprocating or rotating motion com-
ponent parts develop scratches on fine y fin-
ished surfaces, Such scratches result in internal
component leakage and decreased efficiency.

Liquid-oxidation products, usually Called
sludge, have no abrasive properties. Neverthe-

*less, sludge may pre.vent proper functioning of a.
hydraulic system by clogging valves, orifices,
anfillters. Frequent changing of hydraulic sys-
tem liquid is not a sapsfactory solution to the
contamination problem. Abrasive particles con*
taMed in the system are not usually flushed out,
and new , particles are contiAally created as
friction prodUcts. Furthermore, even a small
amount of sludge acts as an effective catalyst

,..,to -speed up oxidation of the fresh liquid. (A -

'catalyst is a substance which, when added to
-another 'substance, speeds up or slows dolp
chemical reaction, but is itself unchanged at the .
end of .the reaction.) .

.. I

Origin 4 Contaminants
, .

.
, The origin of contaminants in hydgaulic sys-

ems can be traced to four major areas as
, .

followS: . I.

42'

1. Particles originally contained in the
system. These particles coriginate during the
fabrication and storage of system components.
Weld. Spatter and slag may remain in welded
system components, especially in reservoirs and
pipe assemblies. The presence is minimizedby
proper design. For example, seam-welded
overlapping joints are preferred, and arc welding
-ofopensection-sis---usually avOided. Hidden_
passages in valve bodies, inaccessible to sand
blasting or other methods of cleaning, are the
main source of introduction of core sand. Even
the most carefully designed and cleaned casting
will almost invariably free some sand particles
under the action of hydraulic pr'essure. Rubber
hose agsemblies always contain some loose
particles. 'Most of these parlicles can be re-
moved by flushing the hose bAbre Installation;
however, some particles withstand cleaning and
are freed later by the action of hydraulic pres-
sure.

Particles, of lint from cleating rags can
cause abrasive damage in hydraulic systems,
especially to closely fitted moving parts. In
addition, lint in a hydraulic system packs easily
into clearances between packihgs and contacting
surfaces, leading to component leakage and de-
creased efficiency. Lint also helps clOg filters
prematurely. Rust or corrosion initially present
in a hydraulic system can usually be traced to
improper storage of materials and component
parts. Particles can range in size from large
flakes to abrasives of microscopic dimensions.
Proper preservation of stared parts is helpful
in eliminating corrdsion.

2. Particles introduced from outside
sources. Particles can be introduced into hy-
draulic systems at ppints where either the liquid
or certain working parts Of the system (e.g., pis-
ton rods) are at least in temporary contact with
the atinosphere. The most common danger areas
are at the refill and breather Openings, at cyl-
inder rod packings, ate at open lines where
components are removed for repair or replace-
ment. Contamination arising from carelessness
during servicing operations is minimized by the
u*se of filters in the system fill lines and finger
strainers in the filler adapter of hydraulic reser-,
voirs. Hydraulic,cylinder piston rods incorpo-
rate wiper 'rings and dust seals to prevent the
dust that settles' on thelpiston rod during its
outward stroke from entering the system when
the piston rod retracts. Caps and plug are avail-
able and should be used to seal off the open lines

66".(41
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dun g the time a component is removed for
repair or replacement.

3. Pa rtales c reated wilhin the system during
operation. Contaminants oreated during system
operation are of two general types-pechanical
and chemical. Particles of a mechanical nature
are formed by wearing of parts in frictional
contact, such as pumps, cylinders, and packing
gland components. These wesr particles can
vary from large chunks of packings down to
steel shavings of microscopic dimensions which
are beyond the retention potential of system)

lterl
The major source of chemical contaminants

in hydraulic liquid is oxidations These con-
taminants are formed under higl! pressure and,
temperatures, and are Rromotedby the chemical
action of water and air and of metals like copper
and iron oxides. Liquid-oxidation -products
appear initially as organic acids, asphaltines,
gums, and varnishessometimes combined with
dust particles as Sludge. Liquid soluble oxi-
dation products tend to increase liquid viscosity,
while insoluble types separate and form sedi-
ments, especially on colder elements such as

-heat exchanger coils.
Liquids containing antioxidants have little

tendency to form gums and sludge under normal
operating conditions. However, as the tempera-
ture increases, resistance to oxidation dimin-
ishes. Hydraulic liquids which have been sub-
jected to excessively high temperatures (above
250° F for most liquids) will kreak down in sub-
stance, leaving minute particles of asphaltines
suspended in the liquids. The liquid changes to
btown in color and is referred to as decomposed
liquid. This explains the importance of keeping
the hydraulic liquid temperature below Specific
levels.

The second contaminant producing chemical
action in hydraulic liquids is one which,permits
these liquids to establish a tendency to react
withi certain types of rubber. This reaction
causes structural changes in the rubber, turning
it brittle, and finally ,catising its complete dis-
integration. For this reason, the compatibility
of system liquid with seals and hose material
is a Very important factor.

4. Particles introduced by foreign liquids.'
'One of the most common foreign-fluid c.ontami-
nants is water, especially in hydraulic systems
which require pdtrolbum base liquids. Water,
which enters even the most carefully designed

4 3

systems by condensation of atmospheric mois-
ture, normal.ly settles to the bottom of the reser-
voir. Oil movement in the reservoir disperses
the water into fine droplets, and agitation of the
liquid in the pump and in high speed pasaageS
forms an oil-water-air emulsion. Such emulsion
normally separates out during the rest period
in the sys m reservoir; but when fine dust and
corrosioA,articles are present, the emulsion
is chemically changed by high pressures into
'sludge. The damaging action of sludge explains
the need for effective filtration, as well as the
need for water separation qualities in hydraulic
liquids__ _____ _

Contamination Control

Filters (discussed in chapter 7) provides
- adequate control of the contamination problem
during all normal hydraulic system operations.
Control of the size and amount of contamination
entering the system from any other source must
be the responsibility of the personnel who service
and-maintain the equipment. Therefore, pre-
caution must be taken to insure that contami-
nation IS held to a minimum during service and
maintenance. Should the system become, ex-
cessively contaminated, the filter element should
be removed and cleaned or replaced.

As akaid to exercising contamination control,
the following maintenance and servioing pro-
cedures should be adhered to at allytimes:

1. M ai ntain all tools and the work area
(work-benches and test equipment) in a clean,

7dirt-free condition.
2. A suitable container should always be pro-

vided to receive the hydraulic liquid 'which is
spilled during component remOval or disassem-
bly procedures.- , 7

NOTE: The reuse of drained hydraulic liq-
uid is prohibited in some hydraulic systems; for
example, aircraft hydraulic systems. In some
large capacity systems the reuse of fluid is
permitted., When liquid is drained from the latter
systems, it must be stcyred-itra-ciean and suitable
container. This liquid must be strained and/or
filtered as it is returned to the system reser-
voir.

3. Before disconnecting hydraulic lines or
fittings, clean the affected area with an approved
drycleaning solvent.

; 4. All hydraulic lines and fittings should be .
capped or plugged immediately after discon-
necting.

6 o
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5. Before assembly of any hydraulic com-
ponents, wash all parts with an approved dry-
cleaning solvent.

6. After cleaningparts in drycleaning sol-
vent, dry the parts thoroughly and lubricatewith
the recommended preservative or hydraulic liq-
uid before assembly.

NOTE:dUse---only cleanf-lint-free cloths to
wipe or dry cotnponent parts.

7. All packings and gakets should be re-
placed duringtthe asSembly procedures.

8. All parts should be connected with care
to avoid stripping metal slivers from treaded
areas. All fittings and lines should be installed
and torqued in accordance with applicable techni-
cal. instructionS.

9. All hydraulic servicing equipment should
be kept clean and in good operating condition.

Contamination Checly

Whenever .it is suspected that a hydraulic
system has become excessively diptaminated,
or the system has been operated at temperatures
in excess of the specified maximum, a check of
ihe system should be made. The filters in most
hydraulic systems are designed to remove most
foreign particles that are visible to the naked eye.
However, hydraulic liquid which appears cleanto
the naked eye may be contaminated to the point
that it is unfit for use.

Thus, visual inspection of the hxdraulic liquid
does not determine the total amotiht of contami-
nation in the system. Large particles of im-
purities in the hydraulic system are indications
that one or more components in the system are
.being subjected to excessive wear. Isolating
The dAfective component requires a systematic
procets of elimination. Liquid returned to the
reservofr may contain impurities from any part
of the system. In order to determine which
component is defective, lidthid samples should be
taken from the reservoir and various other loca-
tions in the system.

FLUID SAMPLING.Liquid samples should
be taken in accordance wifhthe instruCtionspro-
vided in applicable technical,publications for the
particular system and. the contdmination'test
kit, Some hydraulid-systerns are provided with
permanently installed bleed valves for taking
liquid samples; while on,other systems, lihes
must be disconnected to provide a place to take

a sample. In either case, while thg.- liquid is
being, taken, a small amount of presarre should
be -applied to the system. This insures that
the liquid will flow out of the sampling point
and thus prevent dirt and other forjaign matter
from entering the hydraulic systeth. Hypoder-
mic syringes are provided with some contami-
nation test kits for the-purpose of taking sam-
pIeS.

CONTAMINATION TESTING.Various pro-
cedures are recommended to determine the
contaminant level in hydraulic, liquids. The
filter patch test provides a reasonable idea of
the condition-of the fluid. This test consists
basically of filtration of a sample of hydraulic
system liquid through a special filter paper.
This filter paper darkens in degree in relation
to the amount of contamination present in the
sample, and is 'compared to a series of stand-
ardized filter discs which, by degree of darken-
ing, indicates the various contamination levels.
The equipment provided wi type of contami-
nation test kit is Must fed in figure 3-2.

When uffig this liquid contamination test kit,
the liquid samples should be poured through the
filter disc (shown in figure 3-2), and the test
filter patches should be compared syith the test
patches supiilied with the test kit. A microscope
iS provided with the more expensive test kits
for the purpose of making this comparison.
Figure 3-3 shows test patches similar to those"' '
supplied with the testing kit.,

To check liquid for decomposition, pour new
hydraulic liquid into a sample bottle of the same
size and color as the bottle containing the liquid,
to be' checked. Visually compare the color of
the two liquids. Liquid which is deconiposed
will be darker in color.

At the same ffme the contamination check is
made, it may be necessary to make a chemical
analysis of the liquid.. This analysis consists
of a viscosity check, a moisture check, and a
flashpoint check. However, since special equip-
ment is required for these checks, the liquid
samples must be sent to a laboratory, where a
technician will perform the tegt.

System Flushing

Whenever a. contamination check indicates
impurities in the system or indicates decompo-
sition of the hydraulic liquid, the hydraulic sys-

, tem must be flushed.
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FILTER PAPER RtSKS (Whatmon No. 40)

TO VACUUM PUMP

'GOOC*CRUCIBLE

RUBBER CRUCIBLE HOLDER

_ __FILTER
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N.coalet

POLYETHYLENE
WASHING BOTTLE

FLUID SAMPLE BOTTLE REFERENCE FILTER PATCH

Figure 3-2.Liquid contamination test kit.

NOTE: The presence of foreign particles
in The hydraulic s,ystem indicates a possible

, component malfunction, which fbeuld be cor-
rected prior to flushing the system.

111 A hydraulic syst,em in which the liquid is
contiminated should be flushed in accordance
with current applicable technical instructions.
Flushing procedures are normally recommended
by the manufacturer and approved by the Navy.
The procedure varies with diffirent hydraulic
systems. The following procedures for flushing
hydraulic power-transmission systems used
with* naval ordance are covered in NavOrd OD
3000, Lubrication of Ordance Equipment.
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Drain out as much of the contaminated liquid
as possible. Drain valves are provided in some
systems for this purpose; while on other tys-
tems, lines and fittings must be disconnected at
the low points of the system to remove any
trapped fluid lines and colnponents.
Close all the connections and fill the system
with the applicable flushing medium. Any of
the hydraulic liquids approved for use in power-
transmission systems may be used for flushing
purposes. In the interest of economy, however,
either used or reclaimed liquids should be used
for .flushing, provided they are clean and free of
water and insoluble contaminants and do not con-
tau) acids resulting from oxidation of the liquidg.
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rIvisa son SAMPLE

.1. Discoloration as dark as-or darkeq than refer-

one. disk.

2. Mort than 2 !anal chips larger than 0.01 inch

in diameter. .,(About sizeof sharp pencil dot.)

a. More Olio 25 viry fin but visible metal particles.

I

DOWN AM SAMPLE

1. Edscolorati as dark As or darker than refer-

enc, disk.

2. More than 1 mtal chip larger thaV.01 inch
in diameter. (About size of sharp ncil dot.)

3. More than.10.very fine but visible metal particles.

FP.35
Figure 3-3.Hydraulic liquid con-

tamination test patches.

CAUTION: Diesel fuel oil must not be used
kor flushing hydraulic systems in active ser-
vice, because of its poor lubricating qualities
and its contaminating effect on the subsequent
fill of hydraulic liquid.

While being flushed with an approved hy-
draglic liquid, power-trans ission systems can
be operated at full load to raise the temperature
of the liquid. Immediately llo the warming
operation, the system sho drained by
opening all drain outlets and disconnechng the
hydraulic lines to remove as inucl of the flush-
ing medium as possible. All' filter elements,
screeps, and chambers should be cleaned with
new fluid prior to filling the. system with the
required service liquid.
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eAUTION: Tire sy§tem -should- riot be- oper---

ateci while or after draining the liquid.

Power-transmission systems and their
interconnected hydraulic controls whose inner
surfaces have been inactive/teak and treated with iw

a corrosion prevention or prOsprvation coin-
piund must be flUsbed to remove the compound.,
-Thetest current instructions for flushing and
other-operations required to reaCTIVarea-pa-r:.----

ticular system must i)e strictly, followed to
"prevent damage. .

Some hydraulic systems are flushed by
forcing new liqUid into the system under pres-
sure, forcing out the contaminated or decom-
posed liquid.

Hydraulic liquid which has been cpntaminated
4by continuous use in hydraulic equipment or has
been expended as a flushing medium must not
be used again, but should be discarded in ac-
cordance with prevailing instructions.

CAUTION: Never permit high-pressure air
to_ be in direct contact with petroleum base
liquids in a closed system, because of the danger
of ignition. If gas-pressure is needed Ma closed
syetem, nitrogen or some other inerigas should
be used.\ PNEUMATIC GASES

Gases serve the same purpose in pneu-
matic systems as liquidS serve in hydraulic
systems. Therefore, many of the same quali-
ties that are cOnsidered when selecting a liquid
for a hydraulic system must-be considered when
selecting a gas for a pneumatic system.

QUALITIES

The ideal fluid medium for a pneumatic
system must be a readily available gas thai is
nonpoisonous, chemically stable, free from any
acids that cause corrosion of system compon-
ents, and'nonflammable. It should be a gas that
will not support combustion of other elements.

The viscosity of gases is not a criticalqual-
ity to consider.in the selection of a medium for
pneumatic systems. However, it should be noted
that, unlike liquids, the viscosity of gases ima,_
creases as the temperature increases and de-
creases as the.ternperattire decreases.

Gases that have these desired qualities' do
not have the required lubricating power..There-'
fore, lubrication of the componenfs of a

6 60
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pneumatic system must be arranged by other
means. For example, air compressors are pro-
-vided with a: lubricating system and compo-
nents are lubricated upon installation or, in,

..... same_ gases, lubyication is introduced into the
f air supply line.

TYPICAL GASES USED

..The two most common gases used in pneu-
, matic systems are compressed air and nitro-

gen.
NOTE: Conipressed air is a mixture of all

:01:her gases -contained-in-the-atmosphere,How
ever, in this manual it is referred to as one of
the gases used is a fluid medium in pneumatic
systems.

C ompressed Air
_

The unlimited supply of air and the ease of
compression make conipressed air the most
widely used fluid for pneumatic systems. Al..-
though moisture and solid particles must be
removed from the air, it does not require the
extensive distillation or separation process re-
quired in the production of other gases.

Compressed air has . most of the desired
properties and characteristics of a gas for
pnenmatic systems..It is nonpoisonous and non-

_flammable but does contain gases such as
oxygen, which support combustion. .One of the
-most undesirable qualities of compressed air
as a fluid medium for pneumatic systems is

/ moisture coritent. The atmosphere contains
varying amounts of moisture in vapor fOrm,
the amount depending upon geographic locations
and weather conditions. Changes in temperature
of compressed air will cause condensation of

/ moisture in the pneumatic system. ThiS con-
densed moisture iS very harmful to the system
as it Andreases the formation of rust and cor-
rosion, dilutes lubricantS, and may freeze in
lines and components during cold weather. Most
pneumatic systems employ devices for:the re-
moval of moisture. These componenti are de-
scribed in chapter 7.

Te sui5ply of compressed air at the required
volume an ressure is provided by an air com-
pressor. In ome systems the compressor is
part of the sys em With distribution lines leading
from the compressor (receiver) to the devices
to be operated. Other systems receive their
supply from cylinders. However, the cylinders
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must be charged (filled to the required pres-
sure) at centrally located air compressor
and then connected to the System.

Nitrogen

v.For all practical purposes, nitrogen is con-
sidered to be an inert gas. (Inert is definesi as
chemically inactive; not coriab iz iwth other

alchemics.) It is not completelytert like he-
lium or argon, for there are many nitrogen
compounds, such as nitrate used in fertilizers
and explosfves. HOWever, nitrogen is very slow
to-combine _chemioally_with other elements untie r
norMal conditions. Nitrogen, as egas, supports
no fires, no living things, and causes no rust
or decay of most of tlie things with which it
comes in contact. Due to these qualities, its
use is preferred over compressed air in many.
pneumatic systern,v, especially aircraft and
missile systems. .

Nitrogen is obtained by the fractional dis-
tillation of air. In many cases, nétrogen is
obtained as a byproduct of oxygen-producing
plants. Such plants are located at many of the
Navy's installations ashore..In addition, some
ships, particularly aircraft carriers, ire equip-
ped with oxygen/nitrogen plants.,

A combination of nitrogen and compressed'
air is used in some pneumatic systems. Com-
pressed nitrogen is supplied from cylinders,
while a Compressor provides compressed air to
replenish any expended nitrogen and maintains
the pneumatid system at the required pressure.

POTENTIAL HAZARDS .

All compressed gases are hAardous. Com-
pressed air and nitrogen are neither.poisonous

, nor flammable, but should not be handled care-
lessly. Some pneumatic systems operate at
pressures exceeding 3,000 psi. Lines and M-Ttings have expToded injuring personne and

property. Literally thousands of carel s men
have blown dust or harmful particles into their
eyes by the careless handling of compressed
air outlets.

Nitrogen gas will not suppOrt life, and when
released in a confined space will cause asphyxia
(the loss of consciousness as a resUlt of too lit-
tle oxygen and too much carbon di "de'in the
blood). Because coMpressed air an nitrogen
seem so safe in comparison with othe gases, do
not let overcohfidence lead, to person injury.

6 u
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When handling gas cylinders, always abide
by the color coae on the cylinders. For example,
a cylihder must not be charged with a gas other
than that so indicated by the color code. The
color codes for compressed air and nitrOgen
cylinders are as follows.,Cylinders for corn-
pressed.air are painted black. Cylinders con-
taining oil pumped air have two green stripes
painted around the top of the cylinder, while
cylinders containing water pumped air have one
green stripe. Nitrogen cyllnders are painted
gray. One black stripe identifies those cylin-
ders for oil -pumped nitrogen, and two black'.
Stripes identify 'those sylinders for water
pumped nitrogen. In addition to these color
codes, the exact identification of the contents
is printed, in two locations diametrically op-
posite and parallel to the longitudinal axis to
the cylinder. For compressed air and nitrogen
cyliiiders, the lettering is in white.

NOTE: Oil pumped indicates that th'e air or
nitrogen is compressed by an oil luhricated coiii-
pressor. Air or nitrogen compressed by a water
lubricated (or nonlubricated) compressor is
referred to as water pump"ed. Oil pumped nitro-
gen can be very dangerous in certain situations.
For example, ni rogen is commonly used- to

'purge oxygen sy tems. Oxygen will not burn,
but it supriorts iccelefates combustion and
will cause oil to burn easily and, with great
intensity. Therefore, oil pumped nitrogen -must
never be used to 'hinge oxygen systems. When
the small amount of oil remaining in the nitro-
gen comes in contact with the oxygen, an ex-
plosion may result. In all situations, use only
that, gas specified by the manufacturer and/or
recommended by the Navy.

CONTAMINATION CONTROL

0 Like hydraulie systems, fluid contamination
is also a leading clause of malftinctions in pneu-
matic systems. In addition to the solid pa'rti-
cies, of foreign matter which find a way to
enter the system, there-is also the problem of
moisture, as mentiOned previously. Most sys-'
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tems are equipped with one or more devices to
reigove this contamination. These include fil-
ters, water separators, and chemical driers,
which are discussed in, chatter 7. In additidn;
most systems contain drain valves at critical
low points in the system. These _valves are
opened periodically allowing the escaping gas
to purge a large percentage of the contarnin-:
ants, both solids and moisture, from the sysiem.
In some systeins these varves are opened and
closed automatitally, while in ethers they must
be operated manually.

Complete phrging is accomplished by re-
moving lines from various compot-ents through-
otit the system and then attempting topressurize
the system. Removal of the lines will cause a
high rate 'of airflow through the systeni. The
airflow will cause the foreign matter to be ex-
hausted from the system.

NOTE: If an excessive amount of foreign
smatter, particularly oil, is exhausted from any
one system, the lines and components should be
removed and cleaned or replaced.

Upon the i9mpletion of pneumatic %system
purging and after reconnecting all the system
components, .the system di-Ain valves should be
op.ened to exhaust any.moisture or impurities
which may have accumulated. After all drain
valyes are clwed, the system should be serv-
iced with the approved gas, usually nitrogen or
compressed air. The system should then be
given a thorough operational check and an in-
spection for leaks ana security.

History has indicated that the development of

fluid power and its mechanical equipment goes
hand in -hand with the development of' specific
fluids for each am3lication. Past breakthrough'
in high-temperature fluids have shown that,
when future equipment requires fluid, power,
satisfactory systems and fluids will be avail-
able. For example, hot gas fluid power systems
have been developed and are currently used in'
missile and spack,vehicles. The hot gases are
obtained by ble9ding off the main rocket engine
or using a solid or liquid propellent gas gen-
erator.

2.4
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CHAPTER -4

BASIC ,SYSTEMS AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

.

In ,order to transmit and control power
through pressurized fluids, an arrangement of
interconnected components is required. Such
an arrangement is commonly referred to as a
system. The number and arrangement of the
components vary from system to system, de-
pending upon the particular application. In many
applications., one main system supplies power
to several subsystems, which are sometimes
reerred to as circuits. The complete system
may be a small compact unit; more often how-
ever, the components are located/ at Widely

separated points for convenient control and
operation of the system.

Regardless of the arrangement of the com-
ponents? it is difficult, if not impossible, to
understand.the operation and interrelationship
of the comyonents by simply observing the op-
eration of the system. This knowledge is
required to effectively troubleshoot and main
tam a fluid power systeni. As an aid for per-
sonnel- who must maintain fluid power equip-

, ment, at least one system or circuit diagram
is _usually provided in the applicable technical
publication. By utilizing the applicable diagram,
the path of fluid may be traced through the
operation of the system..Thus; these diagranis
are valuable aSsets,, in diagnosing the catise of
malfunctions in fluid power systems.

The first part of' the chapter describes the
functions of the components of a baiic fluid
power system. Included in this Section ire dee-
ariptions. and illustrations denoting the differ-
ences between closed-center and open-center
fluid power systems. The next part, of the
chapter covers information concerning the dif-
ferent types of diagrams used to illustrate fluid
power circuits, including some of the symbols
used to depict fluid power components on dia-
grams. The last part of the chapter describes
and illustrates some orthe applications of basic
fluid power systems.
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COMPONENTS OF A BASIC SYSTEM

The basic componentseof a fluid power sys-
tem are essentially. the-same, regardless of
whether the system employs a hydraulic or a
pneumatic mediiim. There are five basic com-
ponents used hf a system, These balsic compo-
nents are as follows:

1. Reservoir or rdceiver.
-2. Punip or compressot
3. Lines. (pipe, tubing, or flexible hose).
4. Directional control valve.
5. Actuating device.

The term RESERVOIR is- associated with
hydraulic systems and the term RECEIVER
with pneuznatic systems. The primary purpose
of a reservoir or receiver is to provide a stor-
age epace for fluid used in the respective
systems. The two components, however, differ
in some respects. In the case of tlie receiver,
a volume of fluid (gas) is stored under pressure
and is supplied to the pneumatic system as
needed to- operate the system. Thepressure of
the gas provides the flow andt force required to
operate the system. After the gas is used for
an operation, it is exhausted to the atmosphere
and a new, supply of fluid is compressed' in the
receiver. In converse, the fluid in most hy-t-'
draulic reservoirs is riot pressurized. Although
some hydraulic reservoirs are pressurized,
this pressure does not. gupply the force to op-
erate the system but is limited to the amount
necessary to insure a/ supply of _fluid to -the
hydraulic pimp at all *imes. In addition, the
fluid of a hydraulic system is used over and
over again, flowing from the reservoir the
other components, back to the reservoir, t the
components, etc. Theyefore, a well desigied
reservoir( also serves as a heat exchanger to con-
trol the temperature Of.the fluid and as a place
to filter and clean the fluid. Reservoirs and re-
ceivers are discussed in detail in chapter '7. ,
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A fluid power system requires a power unit

1 this unit is ref red to
to convert mechanical energy into fluiNnergY.
In pneumatic systems,
as a COMPRESSOR,-while in hydraulic systems,
this unit is called a PUMP. Like the reser::
voirs and receivers discussed in the preceding
paragraph, the pump and compressOr difier in
some respects. 'these differences and detailed
information concerning the typeb and operation
of pumps and compressors are covered in
chapter' 8 of this training manual. Basically,
the compressor, which is dkven by some out-
side power source, compresses the fluid (gas)
izi the receiver. The hydraulic pump, also dkven
by ail outside power source, provides a flow of
flui'd to a hydraulic system.

The LINES are the medium for transmitting
the fluid from 'one component to another.. ThiS
is normally accomplished by using pipe, tubing,
or flexible hose for interconnecting reservoirs
to pumps, pumps to valves, valves to cylinders,
etc: The different types of fluid lines and con-
nectors ar.,s covered in chapter 5.

The DIRECTIONAL COfiTROL VAVE (also
referred to as a selector. valve) is a device
which directs a flow of fluid tto and from'the
actuating device. Some of the most common
types of directional control valves and' their ap..
plications are described and illustrateth in
chapter 11.

The ACTUATING DEVICE of a fluid pinver,
system is that compOnent which converts the\'
fluid pressure into useful work. Actuators per-
form the oRposite function of hydraulic pumps
and pneumatic compresSor§ in that they con:
vert fluid energy into niechanical._ energy.
Common types of actuating devices are the cyl-
inder,, which pro.vides linear motion, and

_#rnotorp, which provide rota* motion. The types
and operation of actuating devices are coiered
in chapter 12.

These five basic components, when combined
into one unit, are the basis for' i fluid power
system. An example of a basic hydraulic sys-
tem is illustrated in figure 4-11

The flow of fluid can be traced readily from
the reservbir through the pump to the direc-
tional control valve. With the control valve in
the UP position, as shown, the flow of fluid
provided by the punip flows through the v,alve
to the right-hand end of the actuating cylinder.
Fluid pressure then forces the piston to the
left .and,tat'the same timez the fluid .oh the left
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side of the piston is forced out of the cylinder,
'through the control valve, and back to reser-

voir through the return line.

9410, a

RETURN LINE

RESERVOIR

PRESSURE UNI

HAND PUh\P

4

,

r--

CONTROL VALVE IN
"DOWN- PO'SITION

CONTROL V A CVE IN
-UP" POSITION

WONXeNG LINES

ACTUATING ONIT

FP.36
Figure 4-1.Basic hydraulic system,

hand pump operated.
t

When\ the control valve is moved to the
bOWN position, as shown in the insert of

fiieurp 4i-1, the fluid flows from the pump
through th'e control valve to the left side,of the
actuating cylinder, thus reversing the prdcess.
Movement of the piston can be stopped at any
time simply, by moving the Control talve to
neutral'. In this position, all four ports are
closed and pressurized fluid is trapped in both
working lines.

The example shown in figure 4-1 could very
well represent a basic pneumatic s3;stem by
replacing the .reseryoir with a receiver and the
pump with a compressor and reversing their
positions in the system. Thus the fluid would
flow from the compressor into the receiv.e4 and
from the receiver to the control valve. The re-
turn fluid from the actuating cylinder is ex-
hausted from the control valve; therefOre, the
return line, as shown in figure 4-1, is nOt re-
quired in a pneumatic-system.
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This basic system is one from which any
system canibe derived. The hand pump may be
replaced with a power pump and the actuating
device may be a motor Additions-may be ad-
ded for the purposes of providing additional, sources of power, operating additional cylin-.

de rs, making operation more automatic, or in-
creasing reliability; but these additions are all
made on the framework of the basic system.

With the addition of a few components, a
basic system can be improved into a more
workable system. Figure 4-2 shows a basic
system with the addition of a power-driven
pump and the following essential components:
Filter, pressure regulator, accumulator, pres-
sure gage, relief valve, and two check valves.'
The functions of each of these components are
briefly explained in the following paragraphs.
Detailed informatioil conceiming the types, con-
struction, and operating features of these com-
ponents are described' later in this manual.

The FILTER removes fbreign particles from
the fluid, preventing dust, grit, and other untie.:
sirable matter from entering the system.

The purpose of the PRESSURE REGULATOR
is to Unldad or relieve the power-driven pump
when the desired pressure in the system is
reached. It is therefore often referred to.as an
unloading valve. When the preg'sure in the sys-
tem .builds up to the desired ,point, a valve in
the pressure regulator opens and fluid from tfie
pump is bypasSed back to the reservoir. 'The
byRass line is shown if figure 4-2 leading from
the regulator to the reservoir. At the same time,
the pressure in the remainde of the system is
maintained at the desired pr sure. When this
pressure drops, due, to the operation of an
actuating \lux or 'internal ot Vernal leakage,
the .valve iz the regulator closes, allowing the
pressure lin the system. to build up to the de-
sired amount.

Many fluid power systems do not use apres-
sure regtilator, but have other means of un-
loading the pump and maintaining system
pressure. Such methods are described latefr irl
this manual.

The ACCUMULATOR serves several pur-
poses in a hydraulic system: It serves as a
cushidn or Shock absorber by absorbing pressure
surges .in the system, and it stores enough
fluid under pressure to provide for emergency
operation of certain actuating units. It is de-
signed with a compressed-air (or nitrogen)
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1. Reservoir. ,7. Hand pump.
2. Power pump. 8. Pressure gage.
3. Filter. , , 9. Retief valve.
4. Pressure regulator. 10. Control valve
5. Accumulator. 11. Actuating deyice.
6. Check valves. (

, .., FP.37
Figure 4-2.Basic system with 'addition of

power pump and other cdmponents.

chamber separated from 'the hydraulic fluid by
a flexible diaphragm, synthetic -rubt;er bladder,
or mov,able piston.

The PRESSURE GAGE indicates the amount
of pressure in the system.
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The RELIEF. VALVE, is a safety valve in-;
/ stalled in the system sci that fluid Is bypassed

through the valve back to the reservoir in case
excessive pressure is built .up in the sotem.

CHECK VALVES allow the flow of fluid in
one direction only. There are numerous check
valves installed at various points in most fluid
power systems. A careful study of figure 4-2
will reveal why the two check valves are nec-
essary in the system. (The arrow on each
check valve points toward'the direction of free
flow.) One check valve prevents power-pump
pressure from entering the hand, pump line;
the other prevents hand-pump pressure from
being directed toithe accumulator. In a sys-
tem of this type, the power pump is used in
the normal operation of the system. The hand
pump serves as an emergency means of op-
erating the system in case of power pump fail-
ure. The hand pump may also!, be used as a
means for checking and troublishooting many
of the components of the system.

In the system described in the preceding
paragraphs; the fluid in the system from the
pump (or regulator) to the directional control
valve is under pressure when the pump is op-
erating. Any number of subsystems may be
.incorporated in such a system with a separate
,directional control valve for each subsystem.
The directional control valves are arranged in
Parallel whereby system pressure acts equally
on all control valves. This type system is re-
ferred to as a closed-center system.

Another type of system which is sometimes
j used in hydraulically operated equipment is the

open-center system. An open-center system is
one having fluid flow, but no pressure in the
system 'when the actuating mechanisms are idle.
The pump circulates the fluid from the reser-
voir, through the directional control valves, and
back to the reservoir. (See fig. 4-3 (A).) Like
the closed-center system, the open-center sys-
tem may employ. -any number of subsystems
with a directional control valve for each sub-

, system. Unlike the closed-center system, the
directional control Valves of an open-center
system are always connected in series with
each other, an arrangement whereby the system
pressure line goes through each directional con-

, trol valve. Fluid is always alloyed free pas-
sage through each control valve and back to the
reservoir until one of the control valves is
positioned to operate a mechanism.
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turtvout

(A)

(B)

FP.38
Figure 4-3.Basic open-center

'hydraulic system.

When one of the directional control valves
is positioned to operate an actuating device, as
shown in view (B) of figure -4-3, fluid is di-
rected from the pump through one of the work-
ing -lines to the actuator. With the control valve
in this position, the flow of fluid through the
valve to the reservoir is blocked. Thus, the
pressure of the fluid builds up in the system to
overcome the resistance and moves the piston
of the actuating cylinder. The fluid from the
other end of the actuator returns to the control
valve through the opposite working line and
flows back to the reservoir.

Several different types of directional control
valves are used-in conjunction with the open-
center system. One type is the manually en-
gaged and manually disengaged. After this type
valve is manually moved to an operating

G.7,1
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_position and theactuating_ meshanistr( reaches
the end of its operating cycle, pump oitput c-On:
tirmes until the system relief valve -setting is
-reached. The relief valve then unseats and al-
lows the fluid to flow back to the reservoir
The system pressure remains at"the pressure
setting of the relief valve until the directional
control valve is manually returned to the neu-
tral position. This action reopenN the open-

, center flow and allows the system pressure to
drop to line resistance pressure.

Another type of open-center directional con-
trol valve is the manually engaged and pressure
disengaged. This type valve is similar to the
valve discussed in the preceding paragraph;
however, when the actuating mechanism reaches
the end of its cycle and the pressure continues
to rise to a predetermined pressure, the valve
automatically returns to die neutral position
and, consequently, tb open-center flow.

One of the advad ges of the open-center
system is that the con mous pressurization of
the system is eliminat d.,Since the pressure is
gradually built up afte the directional control
valve is moved to an operating position, there
is very little shock rom pressure surges.
This provides a smoot operation of the actu-

ating mechanisms; how ver, the operation is
slower than the closed- enter system in which-
the pressure is available he moment the direc-
tional control valve is p itioned. Since most
applications require inst taneous operation,
closed-center systems a the nidst widely
used.

CIRCUIT DIAGR

As mentioned previously, the 4btlity to read
diagrams is a basic requirement for under-
standing the operation of fluid power systems
To understand the diagrams of a systemic first
requires a kndwledge of the symbols used in
the schematic diagrams.

SYMBOLS

The Navy uses two Military Standards which
list mechanical symbols that Shall be used in.
the preparation of drawings, where symbolic

' representation is desired. These two Military
Standards are as follows:

1. Military Standard, Mechanical Symnols
(Other than Aeronautical, Aerospacecraft, and
Spacecraft Use), Part 1, MIL-STD-178-1.
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2. Military Standard, Mechanical Symbols
7oF Aeronautical; -Aerospaeecraftr and Space-___ _

!craft Use, Part 2, MIL-STD-17B-2.
Some of the More pertinent symbols used

in fluid power systems have been selected from
these two standards and are depicted in tables
-1 and 4-2. Symbols froth MIL-STD-17B-2

esented in table 4-1 and symbols from
B71 in table 4-2.

4
are pr
MIL-STD-17

NOTE: The equipment symbols illustrated
in table 4-1 show only the basic outline of each
component. It is stated in MIL-STD-17B-2 that
schematic diagrams should show a cutaway sec-
tion of each component at least in schematic
form.

While the symbols illustrated in this chapter
are not all encompassing, they do provide a
basis for the man working-wiffi fluid power sys-
tems to build upon. For more detailed informa-
tion concerning the symbols Used in fluid power
diagrams, the above mentioned Military Stand-
ards should be consulted. Additional information
concerning symbols Ind the reading of diagrams-
is contained in Blueprint Reading and Sketch-
ing, NavPers 10077 (SerieS).

USE OF DIAGRAMS

As emphasized earlier in this chapter, in
order to troubleshoot fluid power s3'rstems intel-
ligently, the mechanic or technician must be
familiar with the system at hand. He must know
the function of each component in the system
and have, a mental picture of its location in
relations to other components in the system.
These can best be aChieved by studying the
diagrams of the system.

There are many types Dfdiagrarns; however,
those which are ,the most pertinent to fluid
power systems may be divided into two classes.
These diagrams are usually referred to as pic-
torial and schematic diagrams and are usually
provided by the manufacturer to aid the main-
tenance man in understanding and troubleshoot-
ing the system and equipment. There may be
instances where a schematic diagram will be
shown as a,.,pictorial diagram, or the diagram
may conlist of a combination of the two.

A diagram, whether it is a pictorial or
schematic diagraM, may be defined as a graphic.
representation of an assemblr or "sys/em, in-
dicating the various parts and expressing the
methods or principles of operation. As a general

p.
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POWEEt

BRAKE

_

Table 4-1.Aeronautical mechanical symbols.

110111MIN I MEM!

DOWN (OR CLO*SE )0/.7000/7.
METIGE NCY PRESSURE

ROSE CONNECT I ON (RIGID TUBING )

ROSE , FLEX I BLE

RETURN

V.! K 071.*: X ek r. VC

III

SUPPLY FLUID (PUMP S UCT I ON)

WAWA% YAV AVAVA1

serTI ON GRAVITY

SUPPLY PRESSURE

UP (OR OPEN)

VENT

ACCUMULATOR

ror rpurAT

AI R BOTTLE , °EMERGENCY

BRAKE CONTROL

BUNGEE, A IR.-OIL

A

COUPL I NG , SELF-SEALING

CYLINDER , ACTUATING

DE B OOS TE R , BRAKE

F ILTER OR STRA I NER

FITTING, 'SWIVEL

GAGE , PRESSURE

J

GAGE AND SNUBBER , PRESSURE

-
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PUMP, HAND
I

PUMP, POWER DRIi/EN

Table 4-1.Aeronaaica1 mechaniqal eymbolsContinued.

I
RESERVOIR

S

OR
P

HP

VALVE, CHECK, AUTOMATIC

*

-1

VALVE, PRESSURE REGULATING
(UNLOADING) AUTOMATIC

.

VALVE, PRESSURE REGULATING
(UNLOADING) MANUAL

VALVE, RELIEF
A

VALVE, RESTRICTOR,
BOTH WAYS

VALvp, CHECK, VALVE, RESTRICTOR, PARTIAL

MANUAL ONE-WAY

A VALVE, GUN CHARGER CONTROL

..

PC

Rt1
2U

VALVE, SHUTTLE

pl----- 5711 s

VALVE OR SELECTOR,'
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL

P U

55
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Table 4-1.--Aeronautical meChanical
symbolsContinued.

A k-P AIR

BP. BRAKE

1i 11U I 11 t

HP - HANDP.UKP

P -PRESSURE

BC-BRAKE CONTROL R -RETURN

)D-DOWN(OR CLOSE) S-SUCTION (OR SUPPLY)

F-FLUID (LIQUID) U-UP (OR OPEN)

Table 4-2.--Mechanical symbols other
than aeronautical.

f IU. LI Nr";

Table 4-2.--Mechanical symbols other

than aeronautical--Continued.

LINES TO RESERVOIR
6BELOW FLUID LEVEL

ABOVE FLUID
LEVEL

PLUG OR yLUGGED CONNECTION

LINES, WORKING

LINES, PILOT

LINES, LIQUID DRAIN OR AIR EXHAUST

LINES, CROSSING

. LINES, JOINING

,

LINES, FLEXIBLE

.1

FLOW, DIRECTION OF

.401 Ow-

56

TE-STING STATION

FLUID POWER TAKE-OFF
STATION

RESTRICTION:FIXED

QUICK DISCONNECT
WITHOUT CHECKS

670

WITH CHECKS
DISCONNECTED

4.

WITH ONE CHECK

WITH TWO CHECKS

x

X

PI %IPS , (YIPPI:S"01?!-)

k 1101'111V '.101*Oir-,

BASIC SYMBOL
ENyELOPE

L
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PORTS

,

Table 4-2.Mechanical symbols other than aeronatiticalContinued.

LINES OUTSIDE ENVELOPE ARE NOT PART
OF SYMBOL, BUT REPRESENT now LINES
CONNECTED THERETO.

SHAFTS, ROTATING

ARROW INDICAiES DIRECTION OF ROTA...
T/ON BY ASSUMING IT IS ON NEAR SIDE OF
SHAFT.

APPROPRIATE SYMBOLS SHALL BE ADDED
TO INDICATE SHAFTS, CONNECTING LINES,
AND METHOD OF CONTROL.

*TTPE OF PUMP ,SHALL Bg LNDICATED
WITHIN BASIC SYMgOL BY APPIROPRIATE
LETTERS LISTED BELOW.

PF FIXED DISPLACEMENT
PK KINEtIC - CENTRIFUGAL
PV VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT

COMPRESSORS, AIR

APPROPRIATE SYMBOLS SHALL BE ADDED
TO INDICATE SHAFTS, CONNECTING LINES,
AND METHOD OF CONTROL.

*TYPE OF COMPRESSOR SHALL BE INDI-
CATED WITHIN BASIC SYMBOL BY APPRO-
PRIAtE LETTERS LISTED BELOW.

CF rIXED DISPLACEMENT
CK KINHTIC

57

FLUID MOTORS, ROTARY

APPROPRIATE SYMBOLS SHALL BE'ADDED
TO INDICATE SHAFTS, CONNECTING LINES,
AND METHOD OF CONTROL.

*TYPE PF MOTOR SHALL BE INDICATED ,
WITHIN BASIC SYNBOL BY APPROPRIATE
LETTERS LISTED BELOW.

MF FIXED DISPLACEMENT
MO OSCILLATING
MV VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT

CYLINDERS

SINGLE ACTING,

DOUBLE ACTING
SINGLE END ROD

POUBLE END

Ii1)11?VOIRS

FOR LIQUIDIVENTED

1

PRESSURIZED,
RECEIVgR FOR AIR OR OTHER GASES

6 7 zi

aro
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MAIN OEM INBOENCY
UPLOCK ITEUASE HANDLE

(MYDRAUUC SERVICE
CENTER FLOOR ACCESS )

DETAIL A

NOSE GEAR UPLOCK
AND CAM RELEASE

NOSE GEM EMOGENCY
UPLOCK MAME HANIXE

(WONT STATION..
PEDESTAL)

14*
11114

107--.1i t
"44 '

I OMR B

CONTROL (EVE*
SWITCH

. LANDING GEAR EXTEND AND
RETRACT CO'NTROL ASSEMBLY-

DITAlt C
MAIN GEAR UPLOCK
AND CAM RELEASE

Figure 4-4.Example of a pictorial diagram.

rule, the various components are indicated by
symbols (tables 4-1 and 4-2) in 'schematic
diagrams, while drawings of the actual com-
ponents are used in pictorial diagrams.

Pictorial Diagrams

VIEW D
LANDING GEAR SEUCTOR AND
BRAKE SHUTOFF VALVE

FP.38

'of a Navy aircraft. It shows the location of
each of the components within the aircraft on
the Orincipp view. Each letter (A; B, C, eth.)
on the principal view -refers to a detail view
located elsewhere on the diagral. Each detail
view is an enlarged drawink off a portion of the
system identifying each of the principal corn-
poRents.Pictorial diagrams show general location,

function, and appearance of parts and a;ssem-'
blies. This type diagram is sometimes referred
to as an installation diagram. An example of a
pictorial diagram is shown in figure 4-4. This
is a diagram of the landing gear control system

58

Diagrams of this type are invaluable to main-
tenance personnel in identifying and locating
components, and understanding the principle of
operation of the system.

Go u

JI
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PRESSWIE LINEan RETURN LINE

Ir aRAKE ORENYINE

BRAKE CLOSE LINE

CHECK VALVE

SPEED BRAKES
CONTROL VALVE

CLOSE

SPEED BRAKE
CONTROL SWITCH

OPEN

"

Schematic Diagrams

ACTUATING CYLINDER
CLOSED

0
Is

s
Virireit

Ativ 44

. l

Figure 4-5.Example of schematic diagram.

The primary purpose of a schematic diagram
is tO enable the maintenance man to trace the
flow of fluid, component by component. This
type of diagram does not necessarily indicate

., the physical location of the various components,
but does show the relation of each component to
the other componentstwithin the system.

59

FP.40

Figure 4-5 id' an example of a schematic
diagram .of a speed brake system used in one
model-of Navy aircraft. Notice that this dia-
giam does not indicate the physical,location of

the, individual components within 668 aircraft,
but does locate components with respect to
each other in the system. For example, the
check valve in figure 4-5 is, not necessarily
.located .immediately above the speed brake

681
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control valve. The diagram does indicate, how-, ,
ever, that the check valve is located in the
pressure line and that the pressure line leads.
into the control valve.

Schematic diagrama of this type are ised
mainly in troubleshooting: Note that each ine
(pressure, return, brakes open, an brakes
closed) is coded for easy reading and tracing
the flow. An explanation of the codes is given
in the legend at the top righthand corner of the
illustration. On many diagrams of this type,
different. colors are usea to represent the var-
ious lines. Each Component is identified 6y
name, and its location within the system can be
ascertained by noting whieth lines lead into and
out of the component.

The system illustrated in figure- 4-5 is-
actUally one of several subsystems operateti by
one power system. Although it is a rather com-
plex system, it .is shown at this point in the
manual to emphasize the importance of using
diagrams in maintaining fluid power systems.
A hrief description of the system, including the
general function of the major components follow.

In tracing the how of fluid through the sys-
tem, it can be seen that the first component in
the pressure line is a check valve. The,arrow
mil the valve indicates the direction of flow
through the valve. This valve is located in the .
pitssure line for the purpose of -preVenting
speed brake pressure-froNdroppint when the
main system pressure drieps moMentarily, as
when another actuating system fs operated.

The next unit in the line is the speed brake
control valve. This valve is a" four-port valve
which is connected to pressure, return, and to
each actuating line.

When the control valve is placed brakes
open pogition, fluid under pressure flows through
the brakes open line to the actuating cylinders,
opening .the speed brakes. Also in the brakes
open line is a blow=back relief valve. This valve
is also connected to the return line. The pur-
pose,of this valve.is to protect the speed brakes
against excessive wind blasts. For example, if
the pilot opened the speed brakes at an airspeed
greater than that for which the speed brakes
are designed, the blow-back relief valve' would
open, allowing the excess fluid pressure to re-
titirn to the reservoir. Thus, the speed.brakes
w_ould blown back to the closed position.

60

SIMPLE HYDRAU.LIC AND PNEUMATIC
SYSTEMS(

There )lre several applications of fluid
power which require only 'a simple system;
that is, a system which employs only a few com-
ponents in addition to the five basic coMponents.
A few of these applications are presented in the
following paiagraphs. The operation of these
systems is briefly explained at ihis time so that
the reader knows the purpose of the different
components and can better understand the func-
tions and,operation of these components as they
are presented in the following chapters. Ex-
arriples of the more complex fluid power systems
are described in chapter 13.

HYDRAULIC JACK -

The hydraulic jack is perhaps one of the
simplest forms of a fluid power system. By
moving the handle of a small device, an indi-
iridual can lift a load vieighing several tons. A
small -initial force exerted on the handle is
transmitted by means of a fluid to a much larger
area. This becomes-readily understood by study-
ing figure 4.-6. The, small input' piston has an
area O('S square triches and isdirectly con-
nected to a large cylinder with an output piston&
havirig an area of 250 square incheg. The top pf7
this piston forms a lift plattrm.

som

*1250 LBS.iwli
OUTPUT
PISTON

250 50.IN.

INPUT
PISTON
5 SO. IN.

25 LBS:

41,

. 5 LBS. PER
%MOH

'Figu're 4-6.-Hydraulic jack.
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U a force of '25 pounds is applied to the in-

put, pisfon, it produces a pressure of 5 pounclA

per square inch in the fluid, that, is, of course,
if asuffitient amount of resistant force is acting
against the top of the output piston. Disregarding
friction loss, this pressure acting on the 250
squi'-r..Q.7h area 4 the output piston will,sup-
port 'a r sistance forte of 1,250 pounds. In
other words, this pressure could overcome a

force of slightly under 1,250 pounds. An input
force of ,25 pounds has been transformed into a
working force oLdiore than half, a ton. How-
ever, dor this to be true requires that the dis-

tance traveled by the input piston be 50 tfmes
aq great as that traveled by the output piston.
Thus, for every inch that the input piston moves,
the output piston will move only one-fiftieth of
an inch.

This -would be ideal if the *put piston
needed to move only a short distance. However,
in most instances, the output piston would' have
to be capable of moving a greater distance to
serve a practical application. The .device shown
in figure 4-6 is not capable of moving the out-
put piston farder than that shown. Therefore,
some other means must be employed to raise
the output piston to a greater height.

- The output piston can be raised higher and
maintained at this height if valves are installed
as shown in figure 4-7. hi*this illustration the
jack is designed so that it may be raised, low-
ered, or held at a constant height. These results
are attained by introducing a number of valves,
and also a reserve supply of fluid to be used fet
the system.

Notice that this system contains the five
basic componentsthe reservoir, cylinder (1)
which serves as a pump, valve (3) which serves
as a directional control valve, cylinder (2)
which serves as the actuating device, and lines
to transmit the fluid to and from the different
components. In addition, this system contains
two valves (1) and (2) whdse functions are ex-
plained in the following discussion?,

the input piston is il_aised(fig. 4-7-(A)),
v ye (1) is closed by the back ,pressure from
the weight of the output piston. At the same
time, valve (2) is openecay the head Of the,fluid
in the reservoir. This forces fluid into cylinder
(1). When the input piston CSleawbrea (fig.`4-7
(B)), a pressure is developed in cylinaer (1).
When this preisure exceeds the head in the res-
ervoir, itIcloses valve (2) and when it exceeds

61

OUTPUT
PISTON

.0-250 SO. IN

CTUNOER I

INPUT
PISTON
5 SO. IN.

(A)

*1250 OS

OUTPUT INPUT
PISTON PISTON

4.-250 SO.IN. '5 SQ. IN.

25 LSS
CYUNDER I +

(8)

FP.42
Figure 4-7.Hydraulic jack; (A) Up

stroke; (B) downstroke.

the back pressure from the output piston, it
opens valve (1), forcirig fluid into the pipeline.
The pressure from cylinder (1) is thus trans-
mitted into cylinder (2), where it acts to raise
the output piston with its attached lift platform.
When the input piston is again raised, the pres-
sure in cylinder ll) drops below that in cylinder
(2) causing valve (1) to close. This prevents the
return of. fluid and holds the output piston with
its attached lift platform at its new level. Dur-
ing this stroke, valve (2)* opens again allowing
a new supply of fluid into cylinder (1) for the
next power (downward) stroke of input pislon.,,
Thus, by repeated strokes of the input piston,
the lift platform can be progressively raised.
To lower the lift platform, valve (3) is opened,
and the fluid, from cylinder (2) is returned.to
the reservoir.
HYDRAULIC LIFT

The hydraulic lift functions very similar.
to the hydraulic jack. The basic
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difference between the two is the media used
to transmit the force.

In ale hz.lraulic lift, air pressure applied
to the surface of oil in a reservoir is transmit-

' ted by the oil to the output piston on the hydrau-
lic lift. (See fig. 4-8.) Using the compressed air
as the input piston, .the oil as a means of trans-
mitting the force, and the lift attached to the
output piston, a meahs is provided for lifting
a heavy vehidle. When the ' rplease valve is
opengsl, the compressea air pres sure de-
creases, the oil returns to the reservoir, and
the lilt is lowered.

HYDRAULIC BRAKES

The hydraulic brake system used in the
automobile is a multiple piston system. A

0,

;

multiple piston system allows forces to be trans-
mitted to two or moke pistons in the manner
indicated in figure 4-9. Note that the pressure
set up by the force. applied to the input piston
(1) is transmitted undiminished to both output
pistons (2) and (3), and that the resultant force
on each piston is proportional to its area. The
multiplication of fordes from the input piston
to each output piston is the same as that ex-
plained earlier.

The four-wheel brake system commonly used
on automobiles is a practical application of
the multiple piston system. (See fig. 4-10.)

NOTE: Many of the modermautomobiles are
equipped with power (vacuum) assist for the op-
eration of the master cylinder. In the last few
years, dual master cylinders are incorporated

RELEASE
VALVE

'''',.. INLET
VALVE

--.

I

COMPRESSED
AIR

Figure 4-8.Hydraulic lift.

,

FP.43
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10 LEIS
PER

50 IN

MO LBS. t3000 LBS.'

.P1STON 2 tie
150 SO IN

PISTON 3
300 sp. IN.

10 LSI PER
MINCH

FP.44
Figure 4-9.--Multiple piston system.

as a standard safety feature. In addition, some
automobiles are equipped with disc brakes.
However, the hydraulic system from the master
cylinder (s) to the wheel cylinders on 'most

Li-31

automobiles operates similar to the system il-
lustrated in figure 4-10 and descri d in the
following paragraphs.

When the brake pedal is depressed, e pres-
sure on the brake perM1 moves the pis n within
the master cylinder, forcing the brake fluid
from the master cylinder through the tubing and
flexible hose to the wheel cylinders. The wheel
cylinders contain two opposed output Ostons,
each of which is attached to a brakeshoe fitted
inside /the brake drum. Each output piston
pusheg the attached bra.keshoe against the wall
of the brakedrum, thus retaqing the rotation of
the wheel. When pressure on the pedal is re-
leased, the springs on the brakeshoes rpturn
the wheel cylinder pistons to their released
positions. This action forces the ditplaced brake
fluid back through the flexible hose and tubing
to the master cylinder.

The force applied to the brake pedal pro-
duces a proportional force on each of the
output pistons, which in turn apply the brake-
shoes frictionally to the tu'rning wheels to re-
tard rotation. If all eight output pistons were
the same size, the force exerted on each brake-
shoe would be exactly the same, provided
frictional losses from the master cylinder to
each wheel yere equal. Likewise, iff the brake-

>

WHEEL CYLINDER

MASTER
CYLINDER

Figure 4-10.An automobile brake system.
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shoes were identical, each wheel would be
equally retarded. r

In actual brake designs, it is customary to
use a greater piston area for the front wheels
than for the rear.."-This is to compensatejor
the transfer of weight to the front of the airto-
mobile when the brakes are applied. Due to
inertia, the automobile tends to continue to move
when the brakes are applied. This increases
,the concetiratron of weight at the front end and
decreases the concentration of weight at the
rear. As a result, the front brakes are required
to.do more work than the rear and, therefore,
require a greater piston area.

DOORSTOP

A doorstop is a mechanism for reducing the
speed of a closing door. Doorstops vary in size,
shape, design, media, and the principle used to
control' the door's movement. Hydraulic door-
stops are normally..used in controlling heavy
doors, while pneumffic doorstops are used for
lighter type doors. The most commOnly used
doorstop consists of a-cylinder and piston es-
pecially designed to cushion orbuffer the quick
Movements of the closing door.

In the pneumatic doorstop, the cushion or
buffer effect is attained by%the transmission of
the motion- to the piston rod, which thereupon
forces the piston head against the volume of
air within the cylhider. The air is compressed

i and absorbs...most of the niotion, while graduated
*N holes,. in the cylinder permit the air to escape

slowly and the piston and door arebrought grad-
ually to rest,

in.-the hydraulic "type, a liquid it used to
Cushion the motion of the door. Two cylinders
are generally connecte6 by an orifice' through
which the liquid is arced as the door is opened
OT closed, The door can thus.close only 'as ra-
Ludy as the liquid can be ,moved through the
orifice.

AIRBRAKES

Airbrakes _were developed to enable the
driver to apply sufficient biaking action to the
wheels of high-speed, heavily loaded vehicles.
With modern airbrake systems, the brake pedal
is merely a col*,rolling device for the braking
force, which is compressed air. On a vehicle
that tows trailers provided ivith airbrakes, an
additional hand controller is provided, which
may be operated separately or in conjunction

64

with the pedals. AirelTakes are a form of power
brakes. Being more powerful than the hydraulic
brakes previously described, they must be
larger so that the individual brake will have a
greater braking area.

,In an airbrake system (fig. 4-)), an engine-
driven air pump or compressor is used to cqm-
press air and force it into a reservoir, where
it id stored under pressure and made available
for operating the brakes. The compressed air
is released from the reservoir to the brake
lines by an air valve operated by the brake
pedal. This released air goes to the brake
chambers- located close to the wheel brakes.
Each brake chamber contains a flexible dia-
phragm and plate. The force of the compressed
air admitted to the chamber causes the
diaphragm to move the plate, and operates the
brake shoes through mechanical linkage. Con-
siderable force it available for braking since
the operating pressure may be as high as 100
pounds per square inch. All brakes on a vehicle,
and on a trailer w e is used, are operated
by special regulating dev es.

AIR-OVER-HYDRAULIC
BRAKE SYSTEM

The air-over-hydraulic brake system uses
the principle of the hydraulic br e to operate
the wheel brake cylinders and provide braking
action. However, the hydraulic pressure for the
wheel brake cylinders is not supplied from the
master cylinder. Instead, there are two circuits.
The first heads from the air-hydraulic cylinder

. and admits air pressure which actliat'es this
cylinder by moving an air piston that is con-
nected to the hydraulic piston. The hydraulic
piston, then applies the hydraulic pressure that .

produces the braking action. The airsis admitted
IfY the action of valves controlled by the hy-
deaulic preSsure from the master cylinkr-.

An air-over-hydiaulic brake system is shown
in figure 4-12. Air pressure is supplied by a
compressor and.stpred in reservoirs. The mas-
ter cylinder is similar to the master cylinder
used in hydraulic brake systems. Alsci, the
wheel raTé cy1i-nder and w h rettrake
construction are very similar to that used in
conjunction with hydraulic brake systems. The
essential dif,ference between 'the straight hy-
draulic biake system and the air-over-hydraulic
brake system lies in the air-hydraulic cylinder.
This cylinder consists of three essentials; a
large diameter air piston; a small diameter

6St, 4 a
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BRAKE CHAMBER

SLACK
ADJUSTER (#5.10.

RUBBER HOSE

s

COMPR SSOR

QUICK
RELEASE
VALVE

RELAY
VALVE

.4......-RUBBEFi HOSE

Figure 4r1l.-Typical airbrake system.

eydraulic piston in tandem with the air piston
(both on the same rod); and a set of valves con;
trolled by hydraulfc pressure from the master
cylinder for admitting air into the air cylinder
section of the air-hydraulic cylinder.

The air-hydraulic cylinder embodies an air
cylind a hydraulic cylinder in tdem,*kit an
each i e th a piston with a common piston
rod between. The air piston is of, greater di-
ameter than the hydraulic piston. This differ-
ence in- areas of the two 6istons gives a
resultant hydraulic 'pressure much greater than
the ai.4 pressure admitted to the air cylinder.
Automatic valves, operated -byfl-iiid 'pressure
from the ,master cylinder, control the air ad-
mitted to the air Cylinder. Thus, Ae .fluid

FP,46

pressure in the brake lines is always
in a direct ratio to foot pressure on the
brake pedal,.

Valve actron varies with the amount of brake
pedal pressure. Vhefi heavy brake pedal pres-,
sure is applied by the operator for harebrak-
ing, the hydraulic, pressure in the master ,

cylinder (which operates the valves) causes
greater valve movement, and therefore the "
valves admit mok'air pressure into the air- \,

hydraulic cylinderr This higher air pressure '

causes a stronger braking action. With only a
---fight-ffrake pedal pressure;The valves adniltrn-

air pressure into thesair-hydraulic cylinder and
the braking b.ction is lighter. do e

65 ,
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.1- TO WINOSHIELD WIPERS

OMPRESSOR

4-1TO AIR HORN

AIR UNES

HYDRAUUC LINES

GOVE R NO R

TO FRONT WHEEL
BRAKES

LOW PRESSURE
INDICATOR

'6

AIR SUPPLY VALVE

0 '

BRAKE PEDAL

AV'
MASTER CYLINDER

AIR-HYDRAULIC
CYLINDER

EMERGENCY UNE TO
TRAILER LONNECTION

SAFETY VALVE

RESERVOIR

DRAIN VALVE

CUT-OUT COCK

TO
REAR

WHEEL
BRAKES

442.

DUMMY
COUPUNG

1/

HOSE
COUPLING

CUT-OUT COCK

HOSE
COUPLING

SERVICE UNE TO TRAILER CONNECTION

Figure 4-12.Air-hydraulie brake system.

DUMMY
COUPLING
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CHAPTER 5-

FLUID LINES AND CONNECTORS'

The control and application of fluid power
would be impossible without a suitable means
of conveying the fluid from the power source to
the point of application. Eluid lines Used for
this purpose must be designed and installed with
the same care applicable to the other compo-
nents of the system. An improperly piped sys-
tem can lead to serious poiver loss and/or
harmful fluid contamination. Therefore, fhe
lines and connectors of fluid power syStems are
designed with several basic requirements in
mind. The following is a list of some of the
most important, requirements which must be
conside red:

1. The lines must be of sutficient strength
to contain the fluid at the required pressure
and, in addition, must be strong enough to with-
stand the surges of pressure that may develop
in the system during any portion of the oper-
ating cycle.

2. The lines must be of sufficieneStrength
to support components which may be mounted
in or on them.

r 3. Terminal fittings (flanges unions, etc.),
must be provided at all junctions with parts or
componeiSs that require removal oLreplace-'
ment.

4. Line supports must be capable of damp-
ing shock waves caused by surgeS' of pxessure
and changes in direction of flow.

5. The lines should have asmooth interior
surface to reduce turbulent flow of fluid.

6. The lines must be of the correct size
go insure the required volume and velocityAof,
how with the least amonnt of turbulence during
all demands of the system. Lines which 'provide
return flow in hydraulic systems must be large
enough so as not to build up excessive back
p ressu re.

7. The interior surface of the fluid lines
mwst be clean upon installation. After instal-

, lation, lines must be kept-clean by flushing or
purging the system regularly. Any source of
contaminant must be eliminated.

67 .

To obtain these required results, attention
must be given to the various types, materials,
and sizes of lines available for fluid power sys-
tems. The different types of lines and their
application to fluid power systems are described
in the first part of this chapter. The last part
of the chapter is devoted to the various con-
nectors applicable to the different types of fluid
lines.

TYPES OF FLUID LlNiS

The three most common types of lines used
in fluid power systems are pipe, tubing, and
flexible hose. They are sometimes referred to
as rigid, semirigid, and flexible. A number of
factors are considered when selecting the type
of lines for a particular'fluid power system.
These factors include the type of fluid medium,
required pressure of the system, and the loca-
tion -of the system. For example, heavy pipe
'might be used for a large stationary fluid power
syStem, but comparatively lightweight tubing
must be used in aircraft and misstje systems
because weight and spaFe are critibal factors.
Flexible hose is required in some installations
where units must be free .to move relative to
each other.

PIPE ANb TUBING

In commercial usage, there is no clear dis-
tinction between pipe and tubing, since the cor-
rect designation for each tubular product is
established by the manufacturer. If the man-
ufacturer calls a product pipe, it is pipe; if
he calls it tubing, it is tubing. ,

.6,r) (I-
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In the Navy, however, a distinction is made
between pipe and tubing. This distinction is
based on the method the tubular product is iden-
tified as to size.

Size

There are three important dimensions of any
tubular product-outside diameter (OD), inside
diameter -(ID), and wall thickness. A tubular
product is called tubing if its size is identified
by actual measured outside diameter and by
actual wall thickness. A tubular product is cal-
led pipe if its size is identified by a nominal
dimension and wall thickness.

In the past, wall thickness of pipe was clas-
sified as standard (Std), extra strong (XS), and
double' extra strong (XXS). These designations
are still used to some extent. However, pipe
is manufactured in a /lumber of different wall
thicknesses and does not always fit into the
standard, extra strong, and double extra strong
classifications. In recent years, a trend has de-
veloped toward the use of scheduled numbers
to classify thç wall thickness of pipe and pipe,
fittings. Theé scheduled 'numbers, established
by the Amer can Standards As9ociation, range
from 10 to 160 and cover 10 distinct sets of
wall thickn ss. (See table'5-1.) Schedules 40
and 80 are comparable' in wall thickness for
most nominal pipe sizes to the standard and
extra strong class, respectively. Schedule 160
covers pipe with the greatehtwall thicknesses
in this classification, but are slightly thinner
than the double extra Sttong class. The table
includes only pipe sizes up through 12-inch
nominal size, although larger pipe sizes are
available. Schedule 10 is for nominal pipe sizes
larger than 12 inches.

A . nominal dimension is close to-but not
necessarily identical with-an actual measured
dimension. As indicated in table 5-1, a pipe with
a nominal size of 3 inches has an actual meas-
ured outside diameter of 3.500' inches. A pipe
with a nominal size of 2 inches has an actual
measured outside diameter of 2,375 inches. In

--the-larger sizo4above 12 inches), the nominal
pipe size and the actual measured outside di-
ameter are the same. For example, a pipe with
a nominal pipe size of 14 inches has an actual
measured outside diameter of 14 inches. Nom-
inal dimensions are used in order to simplify
the standardization of pipe fittings, pipe taps,
and threading dies.

68

` The wall thickness of pipe increases. as the
schedule numbers increase. For example, a
reference to schedule 40 for a pipe with a nom-
inal pipe size of 3 i chee-indicatesthat the wall
thickness is. 0.216(3.500 - 3,068).

2
(NOTE: The

difference between the outside diameter and the
inside diameter includes two wall thicknesses;
therefore, this difference must be divided by 2
to obtain the wall thickness.) A reference to
schedule 80 for a pipe of the same,nominal size
(3 inches) indicates that the wall,thickness is
0.300 inch-.

Tubing differs from' pipe in ith size classifi-
cation. Tubing is designated by its actual outside
diameter. (See table 5-2.) Thus, 5/8-inch tubing
has an ontside diameter -of 5/8 inch. As indi-
cated in the table, tubing is available in a
variety of wall thicknesses. The diametef of
tubing is ofted measured and indicated in 16ths.
Thus, No. 6 tubing i's 6/16 oy 3/8 inch,,, No. 8
tubing is 8716 or ,1/2, etc.

The foregoing is a brief description of the
standard ways to identify the size .and wall
thickness,'of pipe and tubing. It should be noted,
however, that pipe and tubing are sometimes
identified in- other ways, For example, sonie
tubing is identified by rather than by OD and
some pipe is identified'by nominal pipe size,
by OD, by ID, and by actual measured wall
thickness., 0

Materials

The pipe and tubing used in fluid power sys-
tems are commonly made from steel, copper,
brass, aluminum, and stainless steel. Each of
these has their own diStinct advantages or dis-
advantages in certain applications.

Steel pipe and tubing are relatively inexpen-
sive, and are used in many hydraulic and pneu-
matic systems. Steel is used because of its
strength, its suitability for bending and flanging,
and its adaptability to high pressures and tem-
peratures. Its chief disadvantage is its com-
paratively low resistance to corrosion.

Copper pipe and tubing are sometimes used
for fluid power' lines. Copper has high resis-
tance to corrosion and is easily drawn br bent.
It is unsatisfactory for high teniperatures and
has a tendency to harden ,and break due to stresS
and vibration.

Aluminum has many of the characteristics
and qualities. required for fluid power lines.

6 9
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Table 5-1. 7Wall thickness schedule designations for pipe.

Nominal
size

Pipe
OD

N

Inside diameter
.

,

-

Schea.
, 10

Sched.
20

Sched.
30

Sched.
40.

Sched.
60

Sched.
80

Sched.
100

Sched.
120

'Sched.
140

Sched
160

.

1/8 -
I/4
3/8

1/2

3/4 ,
)

1'

1 1/4

1 1/2

2

2 1/2

3

3 1/2

4

5

6

8

10

12

0. 405-
. 540

.'675

. 840

1. 050

1. 311

1. 660

1. 900

2. 375

2. 875

3. 500

4. 000

4. 500

5. 563

6. 625

8. 625

10. 750

12. 750

.

e

,

'

8.

10.

12.

1

,

125

250

250

8.

10.

12.

.

071

13.6

090

0.

.

.

.

.

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

10.

11.

269

364

493

622

824

049

380

610

067

469

068

548

026

047

065

981

020

934

7.

9.

11.

..

813

750

626

0.

.

.

.

.

.

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

'5.
7.

9.

11.

215

302

423

546

74

957

278

500

939

323

900

364

826

813

761

625

564

376

-

7. 439

9. 314

11. Q64

(

-

3.

4.

5.

7.

9.

10.

.

624

563

501

189

064

750

7.

8.

10.

001

750

500

0. 466

. 614

.. 815

1. 160

1. 338

1. 689

2. 125

2. 624

3,438

4. 313

5. 189

6. 813

8. 500

10. 126

-

It has high resistance to corrosion and is easilY
drawn or bent. In addition, the outstandingchar-
acteristic of aluminum is its light weight. Since
weight elimination is a vital factor in the de-
sign of aircraft, aluminum alloy tubing is used
in the majority of aircraft fluid power systems.
Two aluminum alloys are in common use-alloy
5052 may be used fog lines carrying pressures
up to 1,500 psi, and alloy 6061 for pressures
up to 3,000 psi. Stainless steel tubing is used
in cert4in areas of many aircraft -fluid power
systems. As a general iule, exposed lines and
lines subject to abrasion or intense heat are
made of stainless steeL

Application

Tee material, the inside diameter, and the
wall thickness are the three primary consider-
ations in the selection of lines 'for a particular
fluid power system. Most of the advantages and
disadvantages of the metals used for the con-
struction of fluid power lines were covered in
the preceding paragraphs.

`(. The inside diameter of a line is important,
since it determines, the rate of flow that can be-
pissed through the line without loss of power
due to extessive friction and heat. Velocity of

69
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Table 5-2. -Tubing size designation.
,

TUbe
OD

Wall
thickness

Tube
ID

Tube
OD

Wall
thickness

Tube
ID

Tube
OD

Wall
thickness

Tube
ID

,
. ,,.

0. 028 0. 069 0. 035 0. 555 0. 049 . 1. 152

1/8 .032 . 061 . 042 . 541 . 058 1. 134

. 035 . 055 . 049 . 527 . 065 1. 120

. 058 . 509 1 1/4 . 072 1. 1065/8
0. 032 0. 1235 . 065 . 495 . 083 1. 084

3/16 . 035 . 1175' . 072 . 481 . 095 1. 060

. 083 . 459 . 109 1. 032

. 095 . 435 . 120 1. 010

O. 035 0. 180 _

,.

. 042 . 166 0. 049 0. 652 0. 06b 1. 370

1/4 . 049 . 152 . 058 t 634 . 072- 1. 356

. 058 . 134 . 065 . 620 . 083 1. 334

. 065 . 120 3/4 . 072 . 606 1 1/2 . 095 1. 310
. 083 . 584 . 109 1. 282

0. 035 0. 2425 . 095 . 560 120 1. 260
_ . 042 . 2285 . 109 . 532 . 134 1. 232

5/16 . 049 . 2145
. 058 . 1965 0. 049 0. 777 0. 065 1. 620

. 065 . 1825 . 058 . 759 . . 072 1. 606

. 065 . 745 . 083 1. 584'

0. 035 0. 305 7/8 I. G72 . 731 1 3/4 . 095 1. 560

. 042 . 291 . 083 . 709
. .

. 109 1. 532

3/8 . 049 . 277 . 095 . 685 . 120 1. 510

. 058 . 259 . 109 . 657 . 134 1. 482

. 065 . 245 ..
. 0. 049 0. 902 0. 065 1. 870

0.035 0.430 . 058 . 884 . 072 1. 856

.042 .416- . 065 . 870 . 083 1. 834

.049 .402 . 072 . 856 2 . 095 1. 810

1/2 .058 .384 -1 . 083 . 834 . 109 1. 782

.0E35 .370 . 095 . 810 . 120 1. 760

.072 .356 . 109 . 782 . 134 1. 732

.083 .334 * . 120 . 760

.095 .310

a given flow is less through a large opening
than through a small opening. If the inside di-
ameter of the line is too small for the amount
of floW, excessive turbulence and friction heat
cause unnecessary power loss and overheated
fluid.

The wall thickness, the material used, and
the inside diameter determine the bursting Pres-
sure of a line or fitting. The greater the wall
thickness in relation' to the inside diameter and

the stronger the metal, the highei the bursting
pressure. However, the greater the inside di-
ameter for a given wall thickness, the lower
the bursting,. pressure, because force is the
product of area and pressure. Industrial_activ-
ities recommend that rigid 'lines should have
a bursting pressure which provides a safetY
factor of at least eight; that is, the rated burst-
ing pressure should be at least eight times
greater than the maximum working pressure in
the system. 1

70
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Chapter 5FLUID LINES AND CONNECTORS 447
The manufacturers of pipe andtubingusually

supply charts, graphs, or tables which aid in
the selection of the proper lines for fluid power
systems. These tables and charts use different
methods of deriving the cerrect sizes of pipe
and tubing. Regardless of the method,some pro-
vision must be made for correlating the strength
of the line in terms of bursting pressure with
the' inside diameter in terms of flow capacity
'at recommended velocity.

Fluid power systems are designed as aim-
pactly as practicable, in order to keep the con-
necting lines short. Every section of line should
be anchored securely in one or more places so
that neither the weight of the line nor the effects
of vibration are carried on the joints. The aim
should be to minimize stress throughout.

Lines should normally be kept as short and
free of bends as possible. However, tubing
should not be assembled in a straight line;
because a bend tends to eliminate strain by ab-
sorbing vibration and alsocompensates for ther-
mal expansion and contraction. Bends are
preferred to elbows, because bends cause less
of a power loss. A few of the correct and incor-
rect methods of installing tubing are illustrated
in figure 5-1.

Bends are described in terms of the ratio-
of the radius of the bend to the inside diameter
of the tubing or pipe. 'The ideal bend radius is
2 1/2 to 3 times the inside diameter, as shown
in figure 5-2. For example, if the inside
dia*meter of a line is 2 inches, the radius of the
bend should be between 5 and 6 inches.

11

FP.49
Figure 6-2:Ideal bend radius.

While7friction head increases markedly for
sharper curves than this, it also tends to in-
crease up to a certain point for gentler curves.
The increases in friction in a bend with a radius
of more than about 3 pipe diameters result
from increased turbulence near the outside
edges of the flow. Particles of fluid must travel
a longer distance in making the change in di- ,
rection. When the radius of the bend is less
than about 2 1/2 pipe diameters, the/increased
pressure loss is due to the abrupt change in the
direction of flow, especially for particles near
the inside edge of the flow.

Cutting and bending of pipe and tubing are
covered in Basic Handtools, NavPers 10085
(Series), in other applicable Rate TrainingMan-
uals, and in applicable technical publications.

o.
WRONG

RIGHT

WRONG WRONG

Figure 5-1.Correct and incorrect methods.of installing tubing.

71^
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FLEXIBLE HOSE

Hose is used in fluid power systems where
..there is a necessity for flexibility, such as con-
nections to actuating units that move while in
operation, or to units attachedto a hinged por-
tion of the equipment. It is also used in
locations that are subjected to s eve re vibrations.
For example, flexible hose is often used for
connections to and from the pump. The vibra-
tion that is set up by an operating pump would
ultimately cause rigid ,and ,isemirigid lines to
fail.

, Sizes

The size of flexible nose is identified by a
number which refers to, the equivalent tubing
size; for example, No. 8 flexible hose,is equiv-
alent to No. 8 tubing. The. No. 8 tubing has an
outside diameter of 1/2 inch (8/16). The inside
diameter of No. 8 hose will not be 1/2 inch; it
,will be slightly smaller to allow for wall thick-
ness. The actual inside 'diameter of both the
hose and tubing is the same. As long as the
number of the hose corresponds to the number
of the tubing, the proper size is being used.

The 'size, along with othe r information, -is
-usually stenciled on the outside of the hose.
This information ,includes the Military Specifit?
cation of the hose followed by a dash number,
which is the size. In addition, the year of
manufacture and the manufacturer's symbOl are
also included. If the hose is assembled with end
fitting, the length-of the nose is.also included.
This information appears/ at intervals of not
more than 9'inches and is connected by a series
of dots or dashes. The continuous line of sten-
ciled information and dots or.dashes also indi-
cates the' natural lay of the hose. On some of
the newer types of hose, such as Teflon(discup-
sed lated, this information is placed on a metal
tag and attached to the hose.

Materials

In regards to mateal, there are two types
of flexible hose used in fluid power systems.
These two types of material are rubber and

'Teflon. Although flexible hose made of rubber
is the type most commonly used, Teflon has
many of the.desired characteristics for certain
applications. These two types of materials are
described in the following paragraphs.

RUBBER.Flexible rubber hose consists of
a seamless synthetic rubbe,r tube covered with
layers of cotton braid and wire braid, and an
outer layer of rubber-impregnated cotton braid.
The inner tube is designed to withstand the
attack of the material whic ses through it.
The braid, which may consist of several layers,
is the determining factor in the strength of the
hose. The cover is designed to withstand ex7
ternal

TEFLON.Teflon hoae is a flexible hose
designed to meet the requirements of higher
operating pressures and temperatures 'in
present fluid power systems. This type hose
consists of a chemical resin, which is processed
and extruded ,into tube shape to a desired size..
It is Covered with stainless steel wire-which is
braided over the tube for strength and protection.

Teflon hose is unaffected by all fluids pres-
ently used in fluid power systems. it is inert
to acids, both concentrated and diluted. Certain
Teflon hose may be used insystems where op-
erating temperatures range from -100° F to
+ 500° F. Teflon is nonflammable; however,
where the possibility of open flame exists, a
special asbestos 'HIT sleeve should be used.

Teflon hose will not absorb moisture. This,
together Vie,its chemical Inertness and anti-
adhesive earacteristics, makes it, ideal for
missile fluid power systems where noncontam-

' ination "and cleanliness are so essential.

Application

Flexible hose is avai1abl in four pressure
ranges ext ra-high-pressure, high-pressure,
medium-pressure, and low-pressure. Ejetra-
high-pressure 'hose is used in fluid power sys-
tems with normal operating pressures in excess
of 3,000 psi. High-pressure hose is used in
systems with normal operating pressures up to

, and including 3,000 psi. Medium-pressure hose
is used with a wide range of pressures (approx,
imately 300 psi to 3,000 psi); however, it must

, be emphasized that the maximum operating
pressure for a particular medium-pressure
hose depends upon its size. For example, No. 12
hose is limited to pressures up to 1,500 psi,
No. 8 hose to 2,000 psi, and No. 4 hose to 3,000
psi. The maximum operating pressure for low-
pressure hose (up to approximately 600 psi) is
also detelrmined by the size of the hose. The
use of low-pressure hose influid power systems

72
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is limited. It is used in some low-pressure
pneuniatic systems , and as exhaust lines and
drain lines in some high-pressure fluid power
systems.

Extra-high-pressure hose and some high-
pressure hose are available only in complete,
assemblies with factory installed end fittings.
Some !wt.:pressure hose is available in bulk
fnrm and can be fabricated with end fittings by

in desigftated activities which have the re-
quired special tools and equipment. Medium-
and low-pressure hose 4,e available in bulk
and are usually fabricated locally. The fabri-

*cation of hose assemblies is covered in ap-
plicable Rate Training Manuals and technical
publications.

Flexible hose must not be twisted on instal-
lation, since this reduces the life of the hose
considerably and may cause the fitting0 to loosen
as well. Twisting of the hose can be determined
from the identification stripe running along

41:3=ano
WRONG

Figure 5-3.Correct and incorrect FP.5G
installation of flexible hose.

r
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its length. This stripe should not tend to spiral
around the hose. (See fig:5-3.)

Flexible hose should be }protected from
chafing by wrapping lightly with tape, but only
where necessary.

The minimum bend radius for flexible hose
varies according fo size and construction of
the hose and the pressure under which the sys-
tem operates. Current applicable technical pub-
lications contain tables and graphs showing
minimulii bend radii for the dift rent types of .
installations. Bends which are too sharp will
reduce the, burtting'pi'essure of flexible hose
considerably below its rated value.

Flexible hose should be installed so that it
ivfll be subjected to a minimum of flexingduring
operation. Support clamps are not necessary
'with short installations; but with hose of con-
siderable length (48 inches for example), clamps
should be placed not more than 24 inches apart.
Close r supports are desirable and in some cases
required.

A flexible hose mu st never be stretched
tight between two fittings. About 5 to Er percent
of the total length must be allowed as slack to
provide freedom of movement under pressure'.
When under pr essure, flexible hose contracts
in length and expands in diameter. Examples of
correct and incorrect installations of flexible'
hose are illustrated in figure 5-3.

Teflon hose should be handled carefully
during removal and installation. Some Teflon
hose is preformed during fabrication. This type

'hose tends to form itself to the installed po-
sition in the system. To insure its satisfactory
function and reduce the likelihood of failure,
the following rules should be ,observed when
working with Teflon hose:

I. Do not exceed recommended Viend
limits.

2. Do not exceed twisting limits.
3. Do' not straighthn' a bent hose that has

taken a permanent set.
4. Do not hang, lift, or support objects

from, Teflon h,e.

. TYPES OF C ONNEV TORS

Some type of connector must be provided to
attach the lines to the components of the system
and to connect sections of line to each- other.
There' are many different types of connectors
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provided for this purpose. The type of connec,tor
required for a specific system depends on
*several factors. One determining factor, of
course, is the type of fluid line (pipe, tubing,

' or flexible hose) used in the system. Other de-
termining factors are the type of fluid medium
and the maximum operating pressure of the
system. Some of the most common types of
connectors are described in the following para-
graphs.

THREADED CONNECTORS

There are several different types of threaded
connectors, some of which are described later.
In the type discussed in this section, both the
connector and the end of the fluid line (pipe)
are threaded. This type connector is used in
some low-pressure fluid power systems. In
Navy systems, they are usually made of steel,
copper, or brass, and in a variety of designs,
some': of which are illustrated in figure 5-4.

cAp

TAIL PIECE

PLUG

GROUND SuRCACE 40011

TAIL MC

UNION

COUPLING

CLOSE NIPPLE

LONG NIPPLE

.

REDUCING COUPLING

REDUCING

TEE

CROSS

Sir ELIO." RETURN SEND 45 ELIO,

FP.51
Figure 5-4.Threadedpipe connectors.r 74

Threaded connectors are made with standard
female threading cut on the inside surface. The
end of the pipe is threaded with outside (male)
threads for connecting. Standard pipe threads
are tapered slightly to insure tight connectiont.
The amount of taper is approximately three-
fourths of an inch in diameter per fookof thread.
(See fig. 5-5.)

I FT

7t
enfa)

It

FP.52
Figure 5-5.Standard taper for pipe

threads.

---Metal is removed when a pipe is threaded,
thinning the pipe and exposing new and rough
surfaces for chemical action. Corrosion agents
work more/ quickly at such points than else-
where. If .eipes are assembled with no protec-
tive compound on the threads, corrosion sets
in at once and the two sections stick together
so that the threads seize when disassembly is
attempted. The result sis damaged threads and
Pipes.

To prevent seizingi a suitable pipe thread
compound is sometimes applied to the threads
as illustreed in figure 5-6. The two end threads

FP.53
. Figure 5-6.Application of protective

compound to pipe threads.

6 9 4/
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are kept free of compound so that it will not
contaminate the fluid. Pipe compound, when
improperly Applied, may get inside the lines
and components and damage pumps and control
equipmeq. This has been such a problem that
many manufacturers forbid the use of any com-
pound when fabricating the piping for fluid
power systems.

Another type of "material used on pipe
threads is sealant tape. This tape, which is
made of Teflon, provides an effective means of
sealing pipe connections and eliminates the
necessity of 3.orquing connections to excessively
high values in order to prevent pressure leaks.
It als s? provides for ease of maintenance when-
ever it is necessary to disconnect pipe joints.
The tape is applied over the male threads,
leaving the first thread exposed. After the tape
is pressed firmly against the threads, the joint
is connected.

FLANGE CONNECTORS

.Bolted flange connectors (fig. 5-7) are suit-
able for most pressures now in use. The flanges
are attached to the piping by welding, brazing,
ta,pered threads (for some low-pressure sys-
tems); 'or rollii4 and bending into recesses.
Those illustrated are the most common types
of flange joints uSed. The sanie types of stand-
ard 'fitting shapes (tee, cross, elbow, etc.) are

, .

manufactured for flange joints, such as the
threaded connectors illustrated in figure 5-4.
Suitab/egasket material must be used between
the flanges.

WELDED CONNECTORS

The subavemblies'of some fluid power sys-
tems are connected by welded joints, especialIy
in high-pressure systems which utilize Pipe for
fluid lines. The welding is accomplished ac-
cording to standard specifications which define
the materials and techniques. There are three
zeneral classes of welded jointsbutt-weld,
fillet-weld, and socket-weld. (See fig. 5-8.)

L
BUTTWELD JOINT BACKING RING FILLETWELO JOINT

45 DEGREE
BUTTWELDING

ELBOW

BUTTWELDING TEE BACKING RING

WELD METAL

LOW-PRESSURE TYPE
WITH RING GASKET

HIGHPRESSURE TYPE
yam STONE OR LAPPED

WELDING NECK FLANGE
BUTTWELDED TO USE

-

SLIPON FLANGE .
WELDED FRONT AND RACK

FP.54
Ffgure 5-7.Four types of bolted

flange connectors.

-.

75

WELD METAL

TUBE BEING INSERTED COMPLETED JOINT

1
SOCKETWELDING FITTINGS

69d

Figure 5-8.'Various types of
welded joints.

FP.55
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AREA OF HEATING

BAND

CLEARANCE
GAP

SILVER BRAZING ALLOY INSERT

SHOULDER STOP

*We

SILVER BRAZING ALLOY FILLET

BRAZED CONNECTORS

ToRCH FLAME POINTING AT
AN ANGLE TOWARDS TUBE

CLEARANCE GAP

StRIBE LINE,
DEPTH OF SOCKET

PLUS 1 INCH ----____

HUB

41.

FLANGE

Figure 5-9.Silver:brazed connectors.

-
Silver-brazed connectors (fig. 5-9) are com-

monly used for joining nonferrous (copper,
brass, etc.) piping in the pressure and temper-
ature range where their use is practical. These
practical factor's limit the use of this type con-.
hector to lines not exceeding 425° F; for cold
lineSt these fittings may be used for pressures
up to 3,000 psi. The alloy is melted by heating
the joint with an oxyacetylene torch. This causes
the alloy insert to melt and fill the few thou-
sandths of an inch annular space between the
pipe and the fitting.

A fitting of this type which has been removed
from a pising system can_be rebrazed Into a__
system, as in most cases sufficient alloy re-
mains in the insert groove for a secohd joint.
New alloy 'inserts may be obtained for fittings
which do not have sufficient alloy remaining in
the insert for making a new joint.

FLARED CONNECTORS

Flared connectors are commonly used in
fluid power systems containing lines made of
tubing. These connectors provide safe, strong,
dependable connections without the necessity
of threading, welding, or soldering the tubing.

76

AREA OF
HEATING

SILVER BRAZING
ALLOY INSERT N

DEPTH OF SOCKET //

FP.56'

The connector consists of a fitting, a sleeve,
and a nut, as illustrated in figure 5-10.

c

voymmorepae.

,011 uwAvAmmuumm.....

,

NUT

SLEEVE

TUBING

FP.57
Figure 5-10.Flared-tube connector.

The fittings are made of steel, aluminum
alloy, or,Lbronze. The fittings should be of the
same material as that of the sleeve, nut, and
tubing. For example, use steel connectors with
steel tubing and aluminum alloy connectors
with aluminum alloy tubing. Fittings are made
in unicins, 45-degree and 90-degree elbows,
tees, and various other shapes. Figure 5-11

6 9 j
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Figure 5-11.Flared-tube fittings.
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illustrates some of the most common fittings
used with flared connectors.

Tees, crosses, and elbows are self-explan-
atory. Universal and bulkhead fittjngs can be
mounted solidly with one outlet of the fitting
extending through a bulkhead and the other out-
let (s) positioned at any angle. Universal denotes
the, fact that the fitting can assume the angle
required for the specific installation. Bulkhead
denotes that the fitting is long enough to pass
through a bulkhead and is designed in such a
manner that it can be secured splidly to the
bulkhead. Figure 5-12 illustrates a universal
bulkhead-mounted, fitting.

i'13.59
Figure 5-12.Univ rsal bulkhead--

mounted f tting.

For connecting to tubing, the ends of the
fittings are threaded with straight ma.4hine
threads to_ correspons1 with tc_fenaaIe thteads-
of the nut. In some cases, however, one end of
the fitting may be threaded with tapered pipe
threads to fit threaded ports in pumps, valves,
and other components. Several of these thread
combinations are shown in figure 5-11. For
example,, unions have straight machine threads
on both ends, while elbows have straight
machine threads on one end, but may have
either tapered pipe threads or straight machine
threads on the other end. Tees and

crosses also are available in several
different combinations.

Tubing used with this type connector must
be flared prior to assembly. The nut fits over
the sleeve and when tightened, draws the sleeve
and tubing flare tightly against the male fitting
to form a seal.

The male fitting has a cone-shaped surface
with the same angle as the inside of the fla
The sleeve supports the tube so that ytbrion
does not concentrate at the edge of the flare,
and distributes the shearing action over a wider
area for added strength. Tube flaring is covered
in Basic Handtools, NayPers 10085 (Series),
and other applicable Rate Training Manuals.

Correct and incorrect methods of installing
flared-tube connectors are. illustrated in figure
'5-13. Tubing nuts should be tightened with a
torque wrench to the value specified in appli-
cable technical publications.

DO NOT DIPLICT INTO ftAC!
11PLACI IUU A331ARIT

IMCOARICT ...Witt DAMAO!
ftAll 01 DaTAD$ OR CADS!
$LTIV! TO CRACK UNDIR
vIIRATION if UGHT1f4t0

r*Coticr .Af Pvt! Off OR
DISTORT FLAMM, T$C.H11)40

const-ny rimo
AND TIDWID010

OOi ClIAIIANC! IRTNKRN
owl AND SHOUtOfs
MOIR TIGHTVANG

FP.60
Figure 5-13.Correct and incorrect niethods

of tightening flared connectors.

e."*"
If an aluminum alloy flared connector leaks

after tightening to the required torque, it must
not be tightened further. Overtightening may
severely.damage or completely cut off' the tub-
ing flare or may result in damage to the sleeve
or nut. The leaking connection must be disas-
sembled and the fault corrected.

If a steel tube connection leaks, it may be
tightened 1/6 turn beyond the specified torque
in an attempt to stop the leakage; then if
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unsWcessful, it muat be disassembl e d, and
repaired.

Some of the causes of leaking flared con-
nectors are as follows:

1. Flare distorted into nut threads.
2. Sleeve cracked.
3. Flare cracked or split.
4. Fiare out Or round.
5. Flare eccentric to tube OD.
6. Inside of flare rough or scratched.
7. Fitting cone rough or scratched.
8. Threads of the fitting or nut dirty,

damrged, or broken.

Undertightenint ç connections may be se-
rious, as this can now the tubing to leak at
the connector because of insufficient grip on
the flare by the sleeve. The use of a torque-
wrench will prevent undertightening.

CAUTION: A nut should never be tightened
.when there is pressure in the line, ai this will
lend to damage the connection without adding
9hy appreciable torque to the connection.

BITE TYPE CONNECTORS

bite type connectors are commonly refer-
red 'to flareless-tube connectors. This type
connector eliminates all tube flaring, yet pro-
vides a safe, strong, and dependable tube con-
nectipn. This connector consists of a fitting,
a sleeve or ferrule, and a nut. (See fig. 5-14.)

TUBE
SLEEVE PILOT

SLEEVE

SLEEVE
-- -CUTTING-

EDGE

CONNECTOR NUT

FP.61
Figure 5-14.Flareless-tube connector.

Flareless-tube fittings are available in many
of the same shapes and thread combinations as

79
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flared-tube fittings. (See fig. 5-11.) An example
of a flareless-tube fitting is illustrated in
figure 5-15. The fitting has a counterbore
shoulder for the end of the tubing to rest
against. The angle of the counterbore causes ,
the cutting edge of the sleeve or ferrule tc..2 cut ,

into the outside surface of the tube when the
two,are assembled together.

ELBOW

LARELESS TUBE 90°

FP.62
Figure 5-15.Flareless-tube fitting.

The nut presses on the bevel of the sleeve
and causes it to clamp tightly to the tube. Re-
sistance to vibration is concentrated at this
point rather than at the sleeve cut. When fully
tightened, the sleeve or ferrule isbowed slightly
at the midsection and acts as a spring: This
spring action of the sleeve or ferrule maintains
a constant tension between the body and the nut
and thus prevents the nut from loosening.

Prior to the installation .of a new flareless-
tube connector, the end of the tubing niust be
square, concentric, and free of burrs. For the
connection to be effective, the cutting edge of
the sleeve or ferrule must bite into the per- 1

iptteryofthe tuber Thid4S, accomplished-byL-4-
presetting the sleeve or ferrule on the tube
using a presetting tool which has the same
dimensions as the fitting body, and which can
be obtained from the fitting manufacturer. If
a presetting tool is not available, a suitable
male-thread fitting may be used. If a fitting
must be used, a steel fitting is preferred for
this ofieration. If an aluminum fitting is used
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as a preset tool, it should not be reused in
the system.

Applicable Rate Training Manuals, technical
publications, or specifications may be consulted
for the proper procedures to be followed for
presetting flareless-tube connectors.

After presetting, the connector is disas-
sembled for inspection. If the sleeve or ferrule
is satisfactorily installed, the connector is
ready for final assembly in the system. When
making the final assembly in the system the
following installation procedures should be fol-

.
lowed:

1. Lubricate all threads with a liquid that
is compatible with the fluid that is to be used
in the system.

2. Place the tube asSembIy in position and
check for alignment.

3. Tighten the nut by hand until an
increase in resistance to turning is encountered.
This indicates that the sleeve or ferrule pilot
has contacted the fitting. .

4. If possible, use a torque wrench to
tighten ,flareless tubing nuts. Torque values for
specIfiC installations are usually listed in the
applicable technical publications. If it is not
possible to use a torque wrench, use the fol-
lowing procedures for tightening nuts.

After the nut is handtight, turn the nut 1/6
turn (one flat on a hex nut) with a wrench. Use
a wrench on the connector to prevent it from
turning while tightening _the nut-After_ the tube
assembly is ihstalled, the system should be
pressure tested. Should a connection leak, it
is permissible to tighten the nut an additional
1/6 turn (making a total of 1/3 turn). U, after
iightenihg the 'nuta total of 1/3 turn, 'leakage
'still -exists, -the assembly -should -be removed
and the components of the asseMbly inspected
for scores, cracks, presence of foreign mate-
rial, or damage from overtightening.

NOTE: Overtightening a flareless-tube nut
drives the cutting edge of the sleeve or ferrule
deeply into the tube, causing the tube to be
weakened to the point where normal vibration
could cause the tube to shear. After inspection
(if no discrepancies are found), reasseMble the
connection and repeat the pressure test pro-
cedures.

CAUTION: Do not in any case tighten the
nut' beyond 1/ 3 turn (two flats on the hex nut);

4%

this is the maximum the fitting may be tight-
ened 'Without the possibility of permanently
damaging the sleeve or the tube.

CONNECTORS FOR FLEXIBLE HOSE

As previously stated, extra-high-pressure
and some high-pressure flexible hose are avail-
able only in 'complete assemblies with factory
installed end fittings. The procedures involved
in the fabrication of low-, medium-, and high-
pressure hose Are contained in applicable Rate
Training Manuals and in applicable technical
publications.

The end fittings most commonly used on
flexible hose used in fluid power systems are
either for the flared or flareless type con-
nectors. Hose is also available with fittings
adaptable to flange type connectors. Examples
of end fittings for -flexible hose are illustrated
in figure 5-11.

QUICK-DISCONNECt COUPLINGS

Quick-disconnect couplings of the self-
sealing type are used at various points in many
fluid power systems. These couplings are in-
stalled at locations where frequent uncoupling
of the' lines is required for inspection, test,
and maintenance. Quick-disconnect couplings
are 10 commeinly used in pneumatic systems
to c nect sections of air hose together and to
co tools to the air pressure lines. This
pro es a convenient method of attaching and
detachibg tools and sections of lines without
losing pressure.

Quick-disconnect couplings provide a means
of quickly disconnecting a line without the loss
of fluid fronithe system or entrance of threign

-inattet ihto t11 systemSeveral types of-quick-
disconnect couplings have been designei for use
in fluid power systems. Figure 5-17 illustrates
a coupling Wet is used with portable pneumatic
tools. The male section iS connected to the
tooi or to the line leading from the tool: The
female section, which contains the shutoff valve,
is installed in the pneumatic line leading from
the power source. These connectors can be
separated or connected by very little effort on
the part of the operator.

The most common quick-disconnect coupling
for hydraulic systems consists of two parts,
held together by a union nut. Each part contains
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111---

SWIVEL NUT FITTING

Ne;'
SWIVEL NUT FITTING 45°

FLANGE FITTING

..,
SWIVEL NUT FITTING NIPPLE

SWIVEL NUT FITTING NIPPLE 45°

FLANGE FITTING NIPPLE

.F.LANGE _FITTINGA5° FLANGE FITTING NIPPLe 450

Figure 5-16.Flexible' hose end fittings.
FP.63

a valve which is held open when the coupling ling is disconnected, a spring in each part

is connected, allowing fluid to flow in either closes the valve, preventing the loss of fluid
direction through the coupling. When the coup- and entrance of foreign matter.

c
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458

-*".10100es

FP.64
Figure 5-17.Quickdisconnect coupling

for air lines.

The union nut -has a quick-lead thread
which permits connecting or disconnecting the

110

coupling by turning the nut. The amnunt the
nut must be tutned varies with different styles
of couplings. For one style, a quarter turn of
the union nut locks_ or unlocks the coupling.
For another style, a full turn is required. Some
couplings reqUire wrench tightening; others m47
be connected and disconnected by hand. Some
installations require that the coupling be safe-
tied with safety wire, others do not require any
form of safetying. Because of these individual
differences, all quick-disconfiects should be in-
stalled in accordance with the instructions in
the applicable technical publications.

One type of quick-disconnect coupling fox
hydraulic systems is illustrated in figure 5-18

(A)
3 4 5 6 7 8

SI HALF ( B )

1. Tubular valve. 6. Protruding nose.
2. Valve spring. 7. Poppet valve.
3. 0-ring packing. 8. Lock spring.
4. Sleeve. 9. Mounting flange.
5. Union nut teeth.

Figure 5-18.Typical quick-disconnect coupling.
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`LOCK
TEETH

HEAD OF
TUBULAR VALVE

UNION NUT,ASSEMBLY

FLUSH

PROTRUDING NOSE

LOCK

TEETH

MOUNTING
FLANGE

IOCKSPRING ASSEMBLY

1-INCH MINIMUM GAP
16

SPRING PLATE

SPRING
RETAINER
FINGERS

COUPLINGS IMPROPERLY TIGHTENED

COUPLINGS PROPERLY TIGHTENED
(TEETH DISENGAGED)

LOCKSPRING ASSEMBtY
-*UNLOCKED (PARTS ARE

NOT FLUSH)

LOCK TEETH
(HIDDEN)

Figure 5-19.Quick,disconnect coupling properly and improperly tightened.

Each coupling consists of twothalves, referred
to as the S1 half add the S4 half. When discon-
nected, the union nut remains with the S1 half.
The 84 half has a mounting flange (9) for at-
taclung to a bulkhead or other structural
membe r.

_

All parts referred to in the following dis-
cussion are identified in figure 5-18. The two
halves of the coupling may be connected by
placing the tubular valve (1) within the pro-
truging nose (6) of the mating half and rotating
the xunioir'nut- ih a_ clbckwise direction. The
union nut must be Totateftintil the teeth- (5)
fully engage the lock spring (8). A properly
tightened coupling will have compressed the lock
spring until a.1/16-inch 'minimum gap exists
between the inside lip of the spring retainer
fingers and the spring plate. Figure 5-19 shows
the coupling both properly tightened and im-
properly tightened.

83
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The locking action may be followed by re-
ferring to figure 5-18. Positive locking is
assured by the locking spring (8) with teeth
which engage the ratchet teeth on the union nut
(5) when the coupling is fully connected. The
lock spring automatically disengages when the
union-nut-is unscrewed._ ..Art_Q-:_rircpacking (3)
seals against leakage as the coupling halves are
joined. Positive opening of the valves occurs as
the halves are connected.

When the coupling halves are joined, the
protruding nose (6) of the S4 half contacts the
sleeve (4) df the SI half. Simultaneously, the
head of the tubular valv% (1) contacts the faCe
of the poppet valve (7), thus prefenting fare*
matter from entering the system.

Tightening.the union pulls the couplinghalves
together. This causes the nose of the S4 half to'
push the sleeve into the Si half, uncovering

7u6
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the ports of the tubular valve. At the same
time, the head of the tubular valve depresses
the poppet valve.

When the coupling halves are fully connected,
the sleeire and' poppet valve have reached the
positione shown in the lower left-hand view of
figure 5-19. The nose of the S4 half has engaged
the 0-ring packing of the S1 half, providing a
positive seal.

Dust caps are usually provided with quick-
disconnect couplings to cover the ends of the
coupling when it is disconnected.

MANIFOLDS

Some fluid power systems are equipped with
manifolds in the pressure supply and/or return
lines. A manifold a iltilirdiiridirdtof *filch
provides multiple connection ports. Manifolds
serve to eliminate piping, to reduce joints which
are often a source of leakage, and to conserve
space. For example, manifolds may be used in
systems that contain several subsystems. One
common line connects the punip to the mani-
fold. There are outlet ports in the manifold to
provide connections to each
il

tem. A eim-
arjmanifold may be used in the e4irn system.

Lines from the control valves of thesubsystem
connect to the inlet ports of the manifold where

the fluid combines into one outlet line to the
rbeservoir. Some manifolds are equipped with
the check' valves, relief valves, filters, etc.,
required for the system. In some cases, the
Control valves are mounted on the manifold in
such a manner that the ports of the valves are'
connected difectly to the manifold.,

Manifolds .are usually one of three types
sandwich, cast, or drilled. The sandwich type
is constructed of three or more flat lates. The
center plate (or plates) is machine for pas-
sages, and-the -required inlet-and--ou etparts-
are drilled into the outer plates. The plates are
then bonded together to provide a leakproof
assembly. The cast type of manifold is designed
with cast passages and drilled ports. The cast-
ing may be iron, steel, bronze, or aluminum,
depending_ upon _the_tyTte_ oLsystern a;id fluid
medium. In the drilled type manifold, all ports
and passages are drilled in a block of metal.

A simple manifold is illustrated in figure
5-20. This manifold contains one pressure inlet
port and several pressure outlet ports. Since
any number of the outlet ports can be blocked
off with threaded plugs, this type manifold can
be adapted to systems containing various
numbers of subsystems. A thermal relief valve
may be incorporated in this manifold. In this
case, the port labeled. (T) is connected to the

RELIEF VALVE
RETURN PORT

PRESSURE
INLET PORT

Figure 5;:20.Fluid manifold.
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return line to provide a passage for the re-
lieved fluid to flow to the reservoir.

Figure 5-21 shows a flow diagram in a
manifold which provides both pressure and
return passages. One common line provides
pressurized fluid to the manifold, which dis-
tributes the fluid to any one of five outlet ports.
The return side of the manifold is similar in
design. This manifold is provided with a relief
valve, which is connected to the presiure and
return passages. In the event of excessive pres-

PRESSURE OUT
PORT

sure, the relief 4a1ve opens and lows the fluid
to flow from the pressure side t the manifold
to the return side.

Althouich manifolds, are used mostly in hy-
draulic systems, the demand for them in pneu-
matic systems is increasing.

PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES

The fabrication, installation, and mainte-
nance of specific fluid lineS and connectors are
beyond the scope of this training manual. How-
ever, there are some general precautionary
measurbs that apply to the maintenance of all
fluid lines. Some of these arediscussed in the
following paragraphs.

PRESSURE OUT
PORT

It should be emphasized that regardless of

PRESSURE IN
PORT

PRESSURE QUT
PORT

PRESSURE OUT
PORT

PRESSURE IN
PORT .

(PLUGGED ON-I ASSY)

PREPURE IN
PORT

ICHECK
VALVE

REL/Ei

VALVE

RETURN IN
PORT

RETURIST-
OUT PORT

RETURN IN
PORT

RETURN IN
PORT

RETURN IN
PORT

RETURN IN
PORT

M

I= PRESSURE
MIMI RETURN

FP.68
-Figur& 5-2uid-triaiiirold

flo7 diagram.

es.

the type of lines or connectors used to make up
a fluid power system, -make certain that thdy
are the correct size and strength and perfectly
clean on the inside. All lines must be absolutely
clean and free from scalp and other foreign
matter...Iron_or ateeLpims,_tuling and fittings
can be cleaned with a boiler tube wire brush or
with commercial pipe cleaning apparatus. Rust
and scale can be removed froth short, straight .
pieces by sandblasting, provided there is no
danger that sand particles' will remain lodged
ih blind holes .or pockets after the piece is
flushed. In the case of long pieces or pieces'
bent to comPlex shapes, 'rust and scale can be
removed by pickling (cleaning metal in a chem-

1 bath). Parts mtist be degreased prior to
tai pickling. The Manufacturer ,of the parts
should provide complete pickling instructions..

*Open ends of pipes, tubing, hose, and fit-
tings should be capped or plugged when they
are to be stored for any considerable period.
Rags or waste must not be used for this purpose,
because-they deposit- harmfullintwhich-can
cause severe damage to the fluid power system.
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CHAPTER 6

SEALING DEVICES AND MATERIALS

As related in chapter 1, Pascal's theor
from which evolved the fundamental law f91 the
icience of hydraulics, was proposed in the 17th
century. One stipulation that Was necessary to
make the law,effective for practical applications

-isiston -thatwould "fit"-the ogening in -the
vessel 'exactly." This was not accomplished
until over 100 years later. It was late in the,j.8th
century when an Englishman, Joseph-Brahmah,
invented the cup packing which led to the, develop-
ment et the hydraulic press,

The packing was probably the most important
invention in the development of hydraulics as a
leading method of transmitting power. Of course,
the invention and development cif machines to cut
and shape closely fitted parts were also very
imOrtant in the development of hydraulics.
However, some- type of packing is usually re-

, gutted to fnake the piston, and many other parts
hydriulic components, to "fit exactly." This

also applies to the components of pneumatic
s stems.

The dynamic seal is commonly referreco as
a packing. The packing is used to provide seal
between two parts which move in relation to each
other; for example, a piston which moves back
and forth wityin a cylinder. These two classifi-
-eations of -seg_s_--gasketa and packingswill-
apply inmost cases; however, deviations maybe
found in some technical publications. It should
be noted that certain types of seals (for exaMple,
the 0-ring which is discussed later) maybe used
either as a gasket or a packing. '

Many of the seals influid power systems pre-
vent external leakage. These seals provide a
twofold purposeto seil the fitted in the system
and to keep foreign matter out of the system.
Other seals simply prevent internal leakage,
within a systeni. These applications are Mils-
trated in figure 6-1. Gaskets are installed
tween the cylinder wall and the end caps (points'
(A) and (B)) to prevent external leakage. A
packing is installed between the piston rod and .4
one end cap (point (D)) which, also pieents, .

Through yearl'of research and experiments,
many different materials and designS have been
used in "The development of suitable packing
devices. The mateleials must be durable and
provide effective sealing. In, addition, the
materials -inust be tompatible with-thik fluid-' _
used in the system. Several different designs are
necess2ry to satisy, the various recitirements of
fluid power systems.

These packing maté ls.(re com monly re-
ferred to as seals or sealindevlces. In
the*als used in fluid poTer systems an com-
pengnts. are divided iinto*tv general classes
state seals and dynamic seals. The static seal,
usually ref erred to asta gasket, is usecl to provide
a seal betwf en two parts where no relative motion
is involved. Fortxrunple, gaskets are used in the
assembly,of cover plates on reservoirs and end
plates or pther nonmoving parts of certain iypes
of .pumetr," motors, valves, etc.

I .

offernal Ieffcage. A packing is alsoinstalledon .

the piston (point (C)) to prevent internal lejcage.

NOTE: Although leakage of any ki results,.
in a loss of efficiency, some leakage, espeCially "

internal leakage, is desired in hydraupc sy3téz4is -
taprovidelubrication_otinOyliftatt.M0

, applies to some pneumatic, tems in WhiCh
drops of oil are introduced into tkeIowdf air in
the system. As a result,- a sligh amount dif in-
ternal leakage within the system rovisleglubri-

'cation of moving parts. - N.
The first part of this chapter de sprimaxily

with the characterigtics of the different types of
materials used in the construction,of seals; The-, -
next dection is de oted to, the différentshapes'
and designs of setis 'and their application
gaskets and/or packings in_fluidpdwer.systenis.
Most is on the Ci-ring,, since it islbe
most c mmon seal used in fluid poWOr systemg.
Also included in this' chapter are sections

Om.
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PISTON

PISTON ROD

END CAP FLUID PORTS .

concerning the functions of wipers and backup
washers in fluid power systems and on the
selection, storage, and handling of sealing
devices.

MATERIALS

-As mentioned previously, several different
Vpes of material are used in the construction of
seals In the early years of fluid power, seals

' were made of such materials as rope, sawdust,
rags, etc. Viese materials were jammed nab a
stuffing bot by, means of a packing gland. The
use of such materials led to extrusion of -the
material through clearance spaces, rapid wear.,
and continual leakage in varying amounts.

--Therefore, these seals demanded almost con-
stant attention.

Natural rubber. has many of the charac-
teristics required in an effective seal. However,
as discussed in chapter 3, natural rubber is not
coMpatible with petroleum base fluids. Since,
this type 'fluid is commonly used in hydraulic
systems and petroleum base oils are used as
lubricants in pneumatic systems,natural rubber
seals haVe limited use in fluid power systems.
They are sometimes used in automotive brake
systems, which utilize veOtable base -fluids.

Joday, seals are made of materials which
have been clrefully chosen dr xleveloped-for
sbecific ipplications. These materials include
synthetic rubber, cork, leather, and metal.
Asbestos seals are sometimes used where heatis a 'problem. Some of the. most common

II

ca on seals

materials used in the construction of seals
for fluid power systems are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

SYNTHETIC RUBBER

Although experiments were conducted in the
search for a synthltic rubber in the-1800's and
early 1900's, it was late in the 1930's before
suitable synthetic compositions were developed.
Among other desirable characteristics, sblite of
these compositions were resistant to petroleum
base .fluids and, therefore, became the leading
niaterials for fluid ;power seals. Since then,
great advancements, have been made in,this field.
New lynthetics have been developed and the

, earlier synthetics have been improved..

87

The ,basik substance used in the composition
of many synthetic rubbers is petroleum or
alcohol. Different chemicals are added to the

"basic substance to obtain different synthetics.
the names of these different synthetics are
usually derived from their chemical compo-
sition. Butyl, buns N, neoprene, polyacrylate,
thiokol, ethylene propylene, and fluorosiicone
are some of the synthetic compositionsavailable.
Seals made of such synthetics as ethylene
propylene and fluorOsilicone are required in
system& containing the newer synthetic fluids.
Seals made -of butyl and buria N are Used in-
some fluid power systems. However, neoprene,
which was one of the first synthetic compositions,is the most widely used material in. making
seals for fluid.power systems.

7.1.6 .
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Many factors ebntribute to make synthetic
rubber ideal for fluid power seals. This
material is virtually impermeable (prevents
passage of fluid) in a compressed state and,
therefore, requires less sealing load than many
other types of seals. Synthetic rubber is easily
formed and is avaikable in sheet form and in
molded shapes for different applications. Sev-
eral types of synthetic rubber seals are capable
of functioning in temperature ranges as wide as
-65° to 300° F. Some of the newer synthetics can

CORK AND RUBBER

Cork and rtibber seals are made by com-
bining synthetic rubber and cork. This coin-
bination allows a sealing material having the
properties ,of both the two materials. This
means that seals can be made with the com-
pressibility of cork, but with a resistance to
fluid comparable to the synthetic rubber on
which they are based. Cork and rubber Com-
position is sometimes used as gaskets for

withstand even greater temperature ranges.

There apt two general classes-of synthetiô
rubber sealI. One class is made entirely of
a certain synthetic rubber. The term homo-
geneous, Which means having uniform structure
or composition throughout, is frequently used to
describe this class of seal. The other class of
seal is made by impregnating woven cotton duck
or fine-weave asbestos ,with synthetic rubber.
This class is sometimes referred to as fabri-
cated seals. (Natural rubber impregnated seals
are available for some applications.)

CORK

pork has several of the required properties
which make it ideally suited as a sealing
material in certain applications. The com-
pressibility of cork composition seals make
them well suited for confined applications where
no relief for side flow -can be provided. lir
other words, cork can be corapressed enough
to provide an effective seal with only a limited
spread of the material. Much of the compression
is absorbed by the material itself.

Cork can be cut to any desired thickness and
shape to fit any surface and still provide an,
excellent seal. It 'can withstand sustained
temperatures up to approximately ..270° F.

One of the undersirable characteristics of
cork is its tendencg to crumble. Therefore,
if cork seals were used as packings or in areas
where there is a high fluid pressure and/or
high flow velocity, small particles wouldbe cast
off into the system. For this sreason, cork
seals have limited use in fluid power systems.
Cork gaskets are sometimes used under the
inspection plates on hydraulic,reservoirs.

applications similar to those described for cork
gaskets.

ME TAL

One of the- nThiltcommon metal seals used
in Navy equipment is copper. Flat copper
rings are sometimes used as gaskets under
adjusting screws to provide a fluid seal. Molded
copper rings are sometimes used as a packing
with speed gears operating under high pressures.
Either type is easily Pent and requires careful
handling. In addition, copper becomes hard
when used over long periods or is subjected
to compression. Whenever a unit or component
is disassembled, the copper sealing rings should
be replaced. However, if new' rings are not
available and-the part 'must be repaired, the
old ring should be softened by annealing. (An-
nealing is the process of heating a Metal, then
cooling, so, as to make the metal more pliable
and less brittle.)

Metallic piston rings are used as a packing
in some fluid power actuating cylinders. These
rings are similar in design to the piston rings
in automobile engines. 'In some instances, this
automotive type ring is made of Teflon.

TYPES OF SEALS

liP Fluid power seals are usually typedin
accordance with their shape or design. These,
types include 0-rings, Quad-rings, V-rings,
U-rings, cup seals, and flange Seals. Figure
6-2 illustrates some of these seals. A section
is cut out cZ each seal to show the cross-
sectional shape.- A few of the more 'common
seals used in fluid power systems are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
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o -RING

V -RING,

U -RING

V -RING
ADAPTERS;MALE 1, FEMALE

FP. 70
Figure 6-2.-Fluid power seals.

0-RINGS

leakage. The 0-ring forms the seal by dis-
tortion of its resilient, elastic compound, thus
-filling thrfeakage path.

Figure 6-3 shows the proper Installation
of an 0-ring ieal. The clearance for the
seal is less than ite free outer diameter, and
the 0-ring is .squeezed diametrically out-of-
round evan haore the application of pressure.,

) (See view (A), fig. 6-3.)

When pressure , is applied to the 0-ring,
the seal moves away from the pressure into
the path of the possible leakage (fig. 6-3
(B)). The 0-ring is designed so that the seal
flows up to the passage, thus completely sealing
it against leakage. The greater the pressure
applied, the tighter the seal becomes. When
the pressure is decreased, the resiliency and
elasticity of the seal results in the 0-ring
returning to its natural shape.

Identification and Inspections

Individuals working with fluidpower systems
must be able to positively identify, inspect,
and install the correct size and type 0-ring
for every application in order to insure 'the
best possible service.

The task of prOcuring and positively ident-
ifying the correct seal can be difficult since
part numbers cannot be put directly on the
seals. In addition, there is 'a continual intro-
duction of new types of Seals and obsolescence
of others.

An 0-ring, as shown in figure 6-2, is circular
in shape, and its cross section is small in,
relation to its diameter. The cross section is
truly round and has been molded and trimmed
to extremely close tolerances. The ellipitcal
seal is also included in.this discussion. 'This
seal is similar to the 0-ring except for its
cross-sectional shape. As its name implies,,
its cross section. is elliptical in shape.

Some 0-rings are made of natural rubber;
however, most are made of one of the synthetic

"' compositions. The 0-ring is usually fitted into
a -rectangular groove machined into the mech-

anism to be sealed.* As stated previously,
0-rings may be uied as.gaskets or packings,
and are used to prevent external or internal

89
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Most 0-rings are identified .with a color
code to denote the specific use for which they
are intended. Colored dots, dashes, and stripes,
or combinations of dots and dashes on the
surface of the 0-ring indicate the medium (air,
gas, or other type of fluid medium) in which
the 0-ring is usable. Identification marks are
,read clockwise around the ring.

The first mark on the 0-ring indicates the
fluid medium. A blue dot or blue stripe indicates
a seal that is used. with air and/or petroleum
base hydraulic fluid. The next mark following
the first identification mark denotes the manu-
facturer; however, in some instances manu-
facturer's marks are not required.

Color coding of 0-rings ib-not always a
complete and reliable means of identification.
There are several limitations to the color

. 712 .
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Figure46-3.Properly installed 0-ring.

coding. Some coding is not permanent, while it
may be omitted on some 0-rings due to manu-
facturing difficulties or interference with oper-
ation. Furthermore, the color system provides
no means to establish,the, size, age, and other
important data. For these reaions, 0-rings are
made available in individually sealed envelopes
labeled with all the necessary pertinent data.
It is recommended that they be processed and
stocked in these envelopes. An example of the
information printed on the 0-ring envelope is
illustrated in figure S=4.

When selecting an 0-ring for installation,
information on the package should.becarefully
observed. If an 0-rine cannot be positively
identified, it should be discarded. The part
number on the sealed package provides the
most reliable and complete identification.

Although an 0-ring may appear perfect at
first glance, slight surface flaws may exist.
These are, often capable of preventing satis-
factory 0-ring performance under the variable
operating pressures of fluid power systems.
Theiefore, 0-rings should be, rejected for any
flaws that will affect their performance: ,

By rolling the ring on an inspection cone
or dowel, the inner diameter surface can be
checked for..-small cracks, particles of foreign
matter, arid other irregularities that will cause
leakage or shorten the life 'of the 0-ring.
The slight stretching of the ring when it is
rolled inside out will help to reveal some
defects not otherwise visible. A further check
of each 0-ring should be made by stretching
it between the fingers, but care must be taken
not to exceed the elastic limits of the rubber.

FP.71

KZ5330-833-7491
PACKING PREFORMED SYN. RUBBER

4 I EACH (MS28778-5)
5 D1SC-3$329
g A-5/70

----SR 810-8-90
DATE 4-70 CURE DATE 2070

'8 STILLMAN RUBBER CO. (MFGR/CONTR)

90

9 MIL-G-5510A

1. Stoci number.
2. Nomenclature.

3. Part number,
4. Contract number.
5. Preservation.

FP. 72
6. Rubber compdsition

number.
7. Date o! manufacture

and cure date.
8. Manufacturer.
9. Military specification

ntimber.

Figure 6-4.-0-ring package identification.

Following these inspection practices will prove
to be a maintenance economy. It is far more
desirable to tait special care identifying, and
inspecting Omrings prior to installation than to
repeatedly overhaul components because of
faulty seals.
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Chapter 6SEALING DEVICES AND MATERIALS

0-Ring Replacement .

6 Figure 6-5 shows a typical 0-ring instal-
lation. When such an installation shows signs
ci mternal or external leakage, the component
must be disassembled and the seals replaced.
Sometimes components must be resealed be-
cause of the age limitations of the seats. Age
lunitation is discussed later in this chapter.
Sozne of the precautions that must be observed
when replacing 0-ring seals are discussed in
the following paragraphs.

CYLINDER O-AING PACKING

PISTON ROO

PiSTON HEAD \
'0-RING PACKING

FP.'73
Figure 6-5.Typical 0-ring installation.

After disassembly of the component in
accordance with the applicable technical mstruc-
tions, the first step in replacing an 0-rMg
is to identify it both aS to size and material.
The part number of the seal required for each
applicaticrn should be listed in the applicable
parts manual for the specifid equipment. This
number should correspond with the part number
on the package of the replacement, seal. (See

, item 3, fig. 6-4.) This number will usually be
in MS. (Military Standard) number. The com-
plete number must be checked since the dash
number indicates the size of the 07ring. For
example, m the number MS28778-5, the -5
indicates the size of the 0-ring.

After determining that the replacemeirt seal
is made of the correct material and is of the
proper size, the seal should be inspected for
cuts, nicks, or flaWs following the procedures
discussed previously. If any defects appear,
theseal should be discarded.

Prior to installation, the 0-ring grooves,
and all surfaces over which the 0-ring must
slide should be lubricated. In hydraulic systems,

-91

this lubricant should be fluid of the type that
is used in the system. In pneumatic-systems,
these surfaces should be coated With a lubri-
cant which has a high melting point. Barium
and lithium soap grease is recommended for
use in low-pressure systems, while a silicone
lubricant is recommended for use in pneumatic
systems that have pressures of 1,000 psi or
more. Since this lubricant must be compatible
with the seal material, the correct lubricant
is sometimes listed in the technicalpublications
for the specific system. Therefore, the appli-
cable technical instructions should be consulted
before lubricant is applied to seals and sealing
surfaces of pneumatic systems.

Felt washers are sometimes installed on
bnth Ricloa ci the 0-ring These taIt washers

4,0

VIII retain theltibrimt tor along period of
-time. Installations and fittings can be provided
so that the washers can be lubricated period-

-ically.

0-ring installation often uires spanning
or inserting the 0-ring th h sharp threaded
areas, ridges, slots, and edges. Such areas
should be covered with an 0-ring entering
sleeve (soft, thin-wall metallic sleeve). If
the recommended 0-ring entering sleeve is
not available, paper sleeves and covers may' be
fabricated by using the seal package (glossy
side out) or lint-free bond paper. Adhesive
tapes should not be used to cover these danger
areas. Gummy substances left by the adhesives
are extremely detrimental to fluid power sys4
tems.

After the 0-ring is placed in pie cavity
provided, it should be gently rollea with the
fingers to remove any twist that might have
occurred during installation.

When removing or thstalling 0-rings, the
use of pointed or sharp-edged tools which might
cause scratching or marring of component
surfaces or cause damage to the 0-ring should
be avoided. Special tools may be fabricated
for gas purpose. A few examples of tools
used in the removal and installation of 0-rings
are illustrated in figure 13-6. These tools
should be fabricated from soft metal such as
brass or aluminum; however, tools made from
-phenolic rod, wood, or plastic may also be
used._ In fact, plastic- tools of this type are
available M kits through the supply system.

The 0-ring seal, when used alone, is limited
to systems having maximum operating pressures
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SURFACE MUST BE SMOOTH
AND FREE FROM SCRATCHES.
=noes mum NOT RE DENTED
OR--BUMPE11-1)05-RADIUS-DESIRED,--

FLATTEN AS SHOWN AND
POLISH OFF BURRS AND
EDGES.

Figure 6-7.-Quad-ring.
1-P.75

The elimination of the spiral twist will in
many instances extencL the life of the seal.

FP.74
Figure 6-6.-0-ring removal and

instaAation tools.

of 1,500 psi or less. This is particularly
true when the 0-ring is used as a packing.
In systems _with operating pressures above
1,500 psi; backup washers are ,installed in
conjunction with the seal. Backup washers are

. discussed later in thfs chapter.

QUAD-RINGS

The Quad-ring is very similar to the 0-ring
discussed previously; the major difference being
that the Quad-ring has a modified square type
of cross section, as shown in figure 6-7. Like
0-rings, Quad-rings are molded and trimmed
to extremely close tolerances in cross-sectional
area, inside diameter, and.- outside-diameter.

The Quad-ring is relatively new and is
presently used as a packing for reciprocating
Or rotary motion and can also be used as a
static seal. The composition and the design
of Quad-rings are puch that they could be used

.An most applications in place of 0-rings. The
relatively, square cross section of, the Quad-
ring helps to eliminate tbe spiral twist that is

, sometimes encountered with the 0-ring.

92

Quad-rtngs-are ideally- suited for both low
pressures and extremely high pressures. An
example of a Quad-ring ifsed as a cover gasket .
is illustrated in figure 6-8.

UAD
RING

FP. 76
Figure 6-8.-Quad-ring used as cover gasket.

;

WRINGS

Several years ago, the V-ring was the
predominant seal used in fluid power systex.ns.
In recent years it has been replaced by the
0-ring in most applications. However, V-
rings are still used in some applications.

Utilike the 0-ring the V-ring seal will
provide a seal-in only one direction. Therefore,
if a piston is to. Move in twd directions Under
pressure, two sets of V7,rings must be used.
V-rings are always installed with the open end
of the V facing the pressure. Male and female
adapters are used in conjunction with V-rings
for reinforcement A V-ring and male and
female adapters are illustrated in figure 6-2.
A V-ring installation is illustrated in figure
6-9.

71
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ADJUSTMENT NUTS SHALL USED
IN ALL V-RING INSTALL IONS

MALE V-RING wN.Aim(ADAPTER
I 7:\

FEMALE V-RING
ADAPTER

V-RING PACKING'

FP.77
Figure 6-9.V-ring installation.

Installation of V-rings is slightly different
from that of 0-ring seals. The rings and
adapters are placed in their respective grooves,
one at a time. After the rings andadapters are
seated properly, the adjusting nut is tightened.
(See fig. 6-9.) The 'adjusting nut should be
tightened enough to hold the seals securely.
If possible, the unit should be operated by hand
to check the adjustment

CUP SEAL

The cup seal is sometimes used as a piston
seal in fluid power systems. The nup seal is
generally made of synthetic rubber or leather.
Some cup seals are made of fabricatedsynthetic
material, described earlier in this chapter.
As the name implies, the cup seal is made in the
shape of a cup. A typical cup seal is illustrated
in figure 6-10.

UnRINOS '

U-rings are used to
direction only. Typical
in automotive hydraulic
brake master cylihders.

prevent leakage in one
uses of the U-ring are
brake assemblies and
U- rings are never used

'4
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FP.78
Figure 6-10.Typical cup seal.

where high pressures will-be-encountered. As
with 0-rings, when U-rings are used in pneu-
matic systems, provisions must be made to
lubricate the seal. A typical U-ring seal is
shown in figure 6-11.
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Figure 6-11.Typical U-ring seal.

FLANGE SEALS

Flange seals are sometimes used as packings

in some fluid power systems7 This type packing

is recommended for use only in low-pressure

applications.
fllange,packings are the least

desirable of the previously described types of

seals. They ar4 normally used only 'where

there is not sufficient space for either i*V-ring

packing or a U-ring packing. Flange packings

are sometimeb referred 'to 'as "hat packings."

A typical flange packing is illustrated4n figure

6-12.

iP.80
Figure 6-12.Flange packing.

"'WIPERS AND BACKUP WASHERS

Although wipers and backup washers , are

not classified as seals, they definitely serve

a vital role in the effectiveness and the life

of seals in certain applications. Theirfunctions

and applications are discussed in the following

paragraphs. .
.

IPERS
ol

WipersL which are sometimes, refeire to

as scrapers, all and-lubrica

the exposed portion of piston rods. This

revents foreign matter from entering the

m and scoring internal surfaces and dam-

seals. Wipers may be of the metallfc
(usually copper base alloys) or felt types. In

some app 1 i ca. t i on s, they are used together,

the felt wiper being installeckhehind the metallic
stems the felt wiper'

is normally u r dated-with-systezn-- y
fluid from a drilled passage or from an external

fitting. in pneumatic systems, the felt wiper

is lubricated with the approved lubricant from

an external fitting.

Wipers are manufactured for a specific

component and must be ordered for that appli7

cation. Wipers are normally inspected and.

changed, if necessary, while component repair

is in process.
Metallic wipers are formed in split rings

for ease' in installation and are manufactured

slightly undersize to insure a tight fit. One

stde ollie metallic wiper has alip which shotild

ace outward upon installation. Metallic wipers

should be inspected for foreign mattef and con-

dition and then installed over the piston shaft

in the_proper order, as direc tedby the applicable

technical instructions. ----
. _.

The felt wiper may be a contimious fell

ring or a length of felt with sufficient material

to overlap its ends. The felt wiper should be ,

soft, clean, and well saturated-with the apprd-

priate lubricant-during installations.

FS111111111

BACKUP WASHERS

One of the major problems conderning seals

is the problem of extrusion. Extrusion may be,

defined as distortion, under pressure, of por-

tions of the seal into the clearances between

mating metal parts. The extrusion of 0-rings

is illustrated in figure 43-13. When pressure

is applied, the seals will flow into the, respective

clearances. When the pressure is released, the

0-rings return to their original shape. However,

the extrusion groove will appear as a cut be-

neath the surface of the 0-ring. Eventually, the

cuts will become more severe, and sections

. will be cut out of the 0-rings. This, of course
will lead to the failure of the 0-ring.

94
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0-RiNG SEAL

3"4\

PSI

9 1414.3CAL

CHUNGe

8ACXUP WASHERS SACXUP
WASHER

RING_

illlitt1111111111111111111111111111111111111 lilli11111111111111111111111111

PRESSURE FROM ALTERNATE SIDES,
OR FOR OTHER REASONS TWO BACK-
UP, WASHERS USED ONE ON EACH
SIDE OF 0-RING

Figure 6-13.Extrusion of 0-rings.

To eliminate extrusion, the manufacturer
must use harder seals, reduce clearances, or
use backup washers. Backup Washers are
commbnly used for this purpose. A.backup
washer is a device normally used behind a
seal to allow a higher pressure to be ahlied
to the seal. A backup y/asher used behind an
0-ring, fo,r example, will extend the allowable'
seal pressure fitobm 1,500 psi to pressures in
excess of 3,000 psi. If the 0-ring is subject
to pressures from ,alternating sides, backup
washers are required on both sides of the ,
0-ring. An installation of 0:rings with backup
washers is illustrated_ in figure 6-14.

When, a part or cordponent is disassembled
and the packing is being replaced, the backup
washers should also be thoroughly inspected.
Inspection of backup washers should include
a check that surfaces are free from irregu-
larities, that edges are clean-cut, and that
scarf cuts are parallel. Tools similar to those
used in the removal and installation of 0-rings
should be used for the removal and installation
of backup washers.

The size of a backup washer is indicated by
a dash number. ,The dash number of the backup
washer should be.the same as the dasfi number
of the packing with which it is to be used.
Most backlit) washers are packaged in envelopes
similar to ,those described for Q-rings. Infor-
mation concerning the backup washers is
printed, on the ebelope. It is reqommended
that the backup washer be retailied in the
envelope until required.

4 A

0-1? IN G

GANN OR HMI SIDE
OF LEATHER

PRESSURE ALWAYS FROM THIS
OIRECTION PLACE NONEXTMISION
DEVICE AWM FROM PRESSURE.

;1

FLESH OR CUT SIDE
OF LEATHER

FP.82
Figure 6-14.-0-ring with backup washers.

Presently, backup washers are made of thin
split metal, bakelite, chrome, tanned leather,
or Teflon. Leather and Teflon are the most
widely used. These two types of backup wash-
ers are described in the following paragraphs.

Leather

4

The chrome tanned leather backup washer
is made of leather with hair on the outer side
of the leather. The outer side of, the leather
is called the grain side, while,the cut,or inside
of the leather is, called the flesh side. The
backup washer id always installed in the gland
(groove). The flesh side of the backup washer
is always next to the gland. This positions
the grain side to the seal. (Iri this case, the
seal is an 0-ring.) If the pressure is exerted
on the sealmin one direction only, the washer
is placed away from the pressure. If pressure
-is to be applled alternately from both direttions,
one backup washer must be placed on each
side of the 0-ring.

NOTE: Leather backup washers should
never be cut, as results have shown that

95
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when pressure is applied, this will be the
section most likely to fail.

Teflon

Backup washers made of 'Teflon do not
deteriorate with age, are unaffected by any
system fluid or vapor, and tolerate temper-
attire extreme! in excess of those encountered
in high-pressUre fluid power systems. Teflon

tbackupt_rings may be- stocked in,---inciividua1,-
/ sealed ,envelopes similar to those in which

0-rings are packed, or several may be in-
stalled on a cardboard mandrel.

Teflon backup washers are usually of the
spiral design, as illustrated in figure, 6-15.
When dual backup washers are installed; the
split scarfed ends must be. staggered.

FP.83
Figure 6-15.Teflon spiral backup Niasher.

SELECTION, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

The selection, storage, and handling of all
types of seals are very important to the effec-
tiveness and to the life of the seal. The correct
'seal must be selected for the job and must
be protected from outside elements during the
time it is in storage. Some of the precautionary
measures that must be considered in the se-
lection, storage, and tandling of fluid power
seals are discussed in thefollowingparagraphs.

SELECTION

The selection of the correct packings and
gaskets is an important factor in maintaining
an efficient fluid power system. Manufacturers

specify the type of seals to be used in their -

equipment, and -their instructions should be
followed-when replacing: these items1
proper seal is not available, careful consider-
ation should be 'given to the selection of a
suitable substitute.

Asoidiscussed in the section on 0-rings,
applicable technical ins,tructions should be con-
sulted to select the correct replacement seal
in a specific system. To simplify ttdidaillection

1111III
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a/ or
used- in naval serri-c-ethe-WaTra-Ships stems
Command has prepaThd a packing and gasket
chart (Mechanical Standard Drawing B-153)
showing the symbol numbers and the recom-
mended applications of Most "types of packing
and gasket materials. The symbol number
used to identify each type of packing and
gasket consists of a four-digit number. The
first digit indicates the class of seal; the
numeral 1 indicates the seal is a packing
and the numeral 2 indicates a gasket. The
second digit indicates the principal material
from which the seal is, composed. The third
and fourth digits indicate the different styles
or forms of the seal.

- addition to the Naval Ships Systems
'Command chart, most ships have a. packing
and gasket chart made up specifidally for
each ship. The shipboard chart shows the
spnbol numbers and the sizes of packings
and gaskets re qui r ed in the ship's piping
system and equipment.

STORAGE AND HANDLING

It has been found through experience that
seal materials, especially natural; and.synthetic
rubbers,. will deteriorate with age. For this
reason, the Navy has established an age control°
program for these materials. This program
is known as shelf life. Knowing ,and under-
standing shelf life will save many hours of
unnecessarl toil experienced in repacking a
unit and having it still leak because the packing
was defective due to age.

Prior to installation of natural and synthetic
rubber seals, a check must be made to deter-
mine if these parts are- acceptable for use.
All natural and synthetic rubber packing con-
tainers are marked to facilitate an age control
program. (See' item 7, fig. 6-4.) This infor-
mation is available f or all seals used regardless
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of whether the seal is stocked on shipboard,
at stock distribution points, or furnished as
an integral part of the component. Positive
identification indicating the source, "cure date,"
and "expiration date" must be made of seals.

The age control of all seals is based upon
the cure date stamped On the manufacturer's
package. This cure date is denoted inquarteri.
For example, the cure date 2Q70, illustrated
in figure 6-4, indicates that the seal was
manufactured during the second quarter of
1970. Seals manufactured during any given
quarter are not considered one quarter old
until the end of the succeeding quarter.. Most
seal agP limitations' are determined by this
cure date, anficipated-aervice-lifei and--re-
placement schedule.

The age of the seal is computed from the
cure date. The term cure date is used in ,

conjunction with replacement kits which contain
seals, parts, and hardware or shop repair
of various components. These cure dates also
provide bases, for seal replacement schedules,
which are determined by the sertce life of
the seal. The service life (estimated time of
trouble-free service) of seals also depends
upon such conditions as use, exposure to certain
elements, both natural and imposed, and sub-
jection to physical stress. Operational con-
ditions imposed on seals in one component
may necessitate seal replacement more fre-
quently than replacement of identical seals in
other components. Therefore, it is necessary
to adhere to the recommended replacement
schedule for each individual component. The
age of seals in 4 spare part is determined
from the assembly date recorded on the service
or identification plate and/or the exterior of
the container. All 0-rings over 24 months
old should be replaced or, if nearing their age
limit (24 months), should not be used for
replacement.
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Proper storage practices must be observed
to .provent deformation and deterioration of
seals. Most synthetic rubbers ar'e, not damaged
by storage under ideal conditions. However,
most syn,thetic rubbers will deteriorate when
exposed to heat, light, oil, grease, fuels, sol-
vents, thinners, -moisture, strong "drafts, or
ozone (form 5 oxygen formed from an elec-
trical discharge). Damage by exposure is
magnified when rubber is under tension, com-
pression, or stress. There are several con-
ditions to be avoided which include the following:

1. Deformation as a result of improper
stacking of parts and storage containers.

Creasing oausect-by-force-applied to
corners and edges, and_by squeezing between
boxes and storage containers.

3. Compression and flattening, as a result
of storage under heavy parts.

4. Punctures caused by staples used to
attach identification.

5. Deformation and contamination due to
hanging the seals from nails or pegs. Seals
should be kept in their original envelopes,
which provide preservation, protection, identi-
fication, and cure date.

6. Contamination by piercing the sealed
envelope to store 0-rings on rods, nails, or
wire hanging devices.

7. Contamination by fluids leaking from parts
stored above and adjacent to the seal surfaces.

8. Contamination caused by adhesive tapes
applied to seal surfaces. A torn seal package
should be secured with a pressure-sensitive
moistureproof tape, but the tape must not
contact the seal surfaces.

9. Retention of overage parts as a result
of improper storage arrangement or illegible
identification. Seals should be arranged so
the older seals are used first.
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CHAPTER 7

RESERVOIRS, STRAINERS, FILTERS, AND ACCUMULATORS

Fluid power systems must have a sufficient
supply of uncontaminated fluid for the efficient
operation of the system. Although the same fluid
is recirculated in hydraulic systems, a con-
tainer must be provided for a supply of fluid
in-excess of that gontained in the lines and com-
pOnents. Since the ffuid is expended during the
operation of pneumaik systems, containers are
also required to supply gas to these systems.
As stated in chapter.3 and emphaaized through-
out this manual, fluid must be kept free of all
foreign matter for efficient operation of the
system. Various tyPes of strainers and filters
are incorporated in the system to provide this,
function.

The first part ef this chapter covers the
containershydraulic reservoirs and pneumatic
receiversused in, fluid power systems. The
next section of the chapter describes the dif-
ferent types of strainers and filters used in the
filtration of fluids. The last part of the chapter
is devoted to accumulators, another fluid ll_)i
source commonly used in hydraulic sys s.

'FLUID SUPPLY

,As previously stated, an adequatesupply of
the recommended fluid is a very important re-
stirement for the efficient operation of a fluid
power system. The reservoir, which provides
a storage space for fltdd in hydraulic systems,
-differs to a great extent from the receivers
used for this purpose in pneumatic systems.
For this reason, the two components are cov-
ered separately in the following sections.

HYDRAULIC RESEnOIRS

The reservoir is a basic component of any
hydraulic system., In most systems the
reservoir is a separate component of the system,
while in other systems, for example the
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automatic transmission of an automobile, the
reservoir also serves as the housing for the
complete system. Although its primary function
is to provide a storage space for the hydraulic
fluid required by the system, a well constructed
reservoir provides several additional functions.
Among these functions are dissipation of heat,
trapping of foreign matter, and the separation
of air from the 'system.

Reservoirs dissipate heat by radiation from
the external walls. In addition, some reservoirs
are equipped with internal and/or external radia-
ting devices such as cooling fins or coils. The
trapping of foreign matter usually requires the
use of strainers and/or filters, whic are dis-
cussed later in this chapter'. The s ration of'
air from the system is accomplished by tfie
design of the reservoir, which includes the in-
corporation of baffles to slow the fh,tid as it
returns to the reservoir. The air bubbles have
a greater chance of escaping to the surface of
a liquid if the liquid moves at a slow velocity.
Most reservoirs are equipped with a means
whereby the air is vented to the atmosphere.

Many factors are considered when selecting
the size and c onf i gu r a tio n of a hydraulic
reservoir for a particular system. The res-
ervoir must be large enough to store more
than the anticipated volume of fluid that the sys-
tem '\virl require. The recommended reservoir
volume is usually based on the gallon-per-minute
flow demanded by the system. A reservoir
capacity equal to two or three times the max-
imum, rate of flow required by the system is
usually. sufficient. A higher ratio is desirable
for fixed installation, and a somewhat lo*er
ratio may be required for mobile' equipment.
Adequate space must be allowed to
accommodate thermal e xp ans ion of the
hy d r au 1 i c fluid and changes in fluid level
due to system operation.
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Figure 721.Nonpressurized reservoir (ground or ship-installation).

Reservoirs are of two general typesnon-
pressurized and pressurized. Nonpressurized
reservoirs are vented to the atmosphere. This
prevents a partiaj vacuum from being formed
as the fluid lev in the reservoir is lowered.
The vent als inakes it possible for any air
that has entered the system to find a means Of
escape.

Aircraft and missiles designed for high-
altitude operation require pressurized reser-
voirs. Pressurizing assures a positive flow of
fluid to the pump at altitudes where low atmos-
pheric pressure is encountered.

Nonpressuriked Reservoirs

Hydraulic systems designed to operate equip-
ment at or near sea level are normally equip-
ped with nonpressurized reservoirs. This
includes the hydraulic systems of ground and
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ship installations and some aircraft tyat are
limited to low-aftitude operations.

1

A typical reservoir, for use .with ground.
and ship installations is illustraied in' figure
7-1. This type reservoir is made of hot rolled
steel plates and welded seams. The-ends extend
below the 'bottom of the reservoir and ser,ve
as the support. The bottom of,the reservoir is
convex and a drain plug is incorporatedat the
lowest point.

Large removable covers are installed on
each end of the reservoir to provide easY
access for cleaning. One of the covers contains
a fluid level indicator and a filler opening with
a cap that is secured to the plate Ntrith,a chain.
Since the fluid level must be checked frequently,
the indicator is located in a position where it
can be easily read. A strainer is installed
in the f ille neck to prevent foreign matter

4.
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from entering thekpservo
is added. ,

when. fluid

In this type reservoir a baffle plate extends
lengthwise through the centegi of the tank and
separates the pump supply,. port front the sYStem
return port. The baffle!usually extends from
the bottom, of the ,tank'to apkoximatelyaw two-.
thf5ds the height of the normal fluid lev
Usually, there are seve openings in
baffle_near_the_bo
fore, the purpose of the is not to com-
pletely divide the reservoir into two separate
compartments, but rather to reduce turbOlice
created by return flab and to prevent the con-

, tinuolis
e
circulation of the same fluid. It.also

system. The ystern must then be operaled for
a few minutes to allow Ihe fluid fn the system
to circulato. through the'...reservoir and displace
any airdthat may have entered the system. It
should be noted at this point that some hydraulic 1
systems are connected to, the reservoir by a
singlt line. This line serves as htth supply and
return line to and from the system. Since this
prevents cordplete recirculation of the fluid in

allows lreicn thatterio settle to the bottom
of the reservoir and air bubbles to escape
through the surfahe of the fluid before the fluid
is recircu1red.4

, The veni (air breather) line contains a filter
to purify the air that enters the reservoir. The
vent assembly -functions to alrow the pressure

the **reservoir tb balance with atmospheric
pressure and to filter the air whiCh entep the
reserfoir when the fluid leyzlis low ed due
to system operation.

The pump suRply line -enters the reservoir
at the top and extends to within a few inched of
tire reservoir bottom. This helps to preyent
foreign matter which settles to the bottom of
the reservoir frOm entering the system. Retur
lines must be well below the fluid surface levet
t6 prevent foaming. Theend of the return lin'e
is usuallyrput at an angle of approximately 45
degrees and positioned so that the flow is
directed toward the walls ofthe tank and away
fgom the pump intake-line. Tins provides f r
maximum heat dissipation.

The inside of the reservoir is painted with
eviCv ealer Jo minimize oxidation, which can be

ca sed brlcondensation. The sealer must be of
a composition that will not react chemipally
with the fluid specifie,d for tht,system.

;-

various points in the system. The automobile
,bralce system is a good example of this type
system- Bleed valves are incorporated in the

,.'system at each wheel. After the air has been
displaced in either type system, the fluid level
must be rechecked 'an more fluid added if

. necesdary. It should e. emphasised that the
fluid .must be maint ned at the level indicated
on the gage. Reme ber therVerspace pro-

-Vided-above the fluid level f rmal expan-
sign. A lesser amo6fs-acfluid than that indi-

'cateti may result in improper performance 'of
the systein.

previously, some aircraft
are equipped with nonpres-
. A typical rxample of this

illustrated in figure
41,4,

As rnen*eyed
hydraulic sylterns
surized reservoirs
type reservoir is
1.

4

7

\yew FILTER

CHECK VALVE

EMERGENCY
RCSERVOIR VENT #

Becatisq of the design of thislype reservoir,
a large portion of the harmful colaminants in
the systemoill accuMmulate in the reservoir,
especially at the bottom. Therefore, the reser-
voir should be drained periodically and then
fluShed with a solvent compatible with the fluid
that is used in the system. After cleaning, 'the
reservoir should be filled to the, proper level
with clean hydraulic fluid of the type that cdn-
forms to the specification designated for the

PUMP SUPPLY
LINE

I

POMP SUPP14. I
LINE 'N.,

FP.85
Figure 7-2.Nonpressurized reservoir

(aircraft system)..
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Because of weight limitations in aircraft con-
struction, the reservoirs are made of welded
aluminum. The filler neck incorporates a re-
movable metal screen assembly, which serves
as a strainer.

A sight gage yindow for visually checkine
the fluid level is located ..9n one end of the'
reservoir. The rim of this window is marked
with-lines indicating the refill level.

.a

In addition to a filter, the vent assembly-on
4ti1s type reservoir usually contains a bypass
check valve. The check valve allows air to be

, expelled from the reservoir at a greatekrate
than normal when large volumes of fluid are
returned to the reservoir,, and also prevents
unfiltered air from entering the reservoir.'

There are two pump supply line outlets
one supplies the main power pump, while the
other outlet supplies the emergency pump. The
outlet- which supplies the main power pump is
located a considerable distance above the outlet
which supplies the emergency pump. This pro-
vides a reserves supply of fluid in the reservoir
for the emergency system in the event that ex-
ternal leakage occurs during normal operation.
The reserve supply of fluid should be of suf-
ficient volume to oper at e the subsystems
necessary for a safe landing of the aircraft.
This includes such operations as the extension
of the landing gear, the lowering of the flaps
and the operation.of the brakes. The emergetly
and main system return lines, not shown in
figure 7-2, are connected to ports on theside
of the reservoir.

Maintenance of this reservoir Consists
mainly of cleaning the filler neck stralritrand
replacement of the vent filter. The filler neck
strainer should be cleaned with a cleaning fluid
that is ,compatible with the "fluid used Vile
system. When cleaning "the strainer, inspect
'for broken mes (sometimes the result of
servicing ,with a nel).

The vent filter element should be replaced,
in accordance with applicable technical publi-
cations. A ddit i on a 1 information concerning
strainers and filters are presented later in
this chapter.

The cleanliness of the rebervoir is main-
tained by periodic flushing similtar to the
procedures described in chapter 3."
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Pressurized Reservoirs
-

As stated previously, many of the Navy's
aircraft and missile hydraulic systems are
equippe4 with pressurized reservoirs. This
assures a positive flow of fluid to the pump at
highaltitudes where low atmospheric pressures
are encountered. There are two common types
of pressurized reservoirsair-pressurized and
hydraulic-fluid-pressurized.

AIR-PRESSURIZED.One type of air-pres-
surized reservoir is illustrated in figure 7-3.
The rese-rvoir is cylindrical in shape and has
a piston installed internally to separate the air
and the fluid chambers. The end of the piston

rod protrudes through the air chamber end of
the reservoir and indicates the fluid quantity.
The quantity indication may be seen by inspect-
ing the distance the pi/ston rod protrudes through
the end of the cylinder.

PORT A
It PISTON

INDICATOR

-4 .
cunnunnu

1°&

FLUID AIR

I-PORT C

4
PORT 8

4

FP.86
Figure 7-3.Air-pressurized reservoir.

Y

. The air priassure is usually provided by
bleed air taken- from the compressor section
of the engine. An air filler valve is usually
Incorporated in the air line to provide a means
for pressurizing .the reservoir during ground
check.? of the hydraulic system when the engine
is not running. The air is filtered and the pres-
sure is regulated to the required psi before it
enters the reservoir through port (C). The
required pressure is stipulated by the. manu-
facturer.

There are at least two portsa gupply port
and a return portin the fluid erid pf the

.724
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rejservoir. Some reservoirs contain additional
ports to satisfy the requirements of certain
systems. Provisions are, incorporated, usually
_in the return line, to fill the reservoir from a
single point. Filling is accomplished by forcing
hydraulic fluid into the filler line. Applicable
technical instructions must be adhered to when
servicing this type reservoir.

In operation, the regulated air pressure
enters the reservoir and acts on the piston,
which 'in turn, transmits this force to the fluid.
Thus, the pressurized fluid in the reserv2ir
provides a positive flow of fluid through the
supply line to the pump.

FLUID-PRESSURIZED. S o m e hydraulic
systems utilize system hydraulic pressure for

118 PRESSURE
RETURN PRESSURE PORT(INTO HOLLOW

ZO STOIC FLUID \PISTON ROD OF RESERVOIR )

pressurizing the reservoir. A reservoir of this
type is shown in figure 7-4. This type reservoir
is divided into two compartments by a floating
piston'. The floating piston is forced downward
in the reservoir by a spring and by a pressure
probe which fits into the piston.

The pressure probe is connected to the pump
pressure line: Therefore, when the system is
pressurized, hydraulic fluid under pressure
enters the probe and' aids the spring to force
the piston downward, pressurizing the fluid in
the lower compartment. This pressurizes the
pump supply line to the same pressure. This
pressure prevents pump starvation at all
altitudes.

This type reservoir has five portspump
supply, return, pump pressure, reservoir drain,

RESERVOIR DRAIN PORT .

RETURN PONT
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Figure 7-4.Fluid-pressurized reiervoir.
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and overboard drain. Fluid is supplied to the
pump through the pump supply port. Fluid re-
turns to the reservoir from the system through
the return port. Pressure from the system
enters the pressure probe in the top of the
reservoir through the pump pressure port. The
reservoir drain port is for the purpose of drain-
ing the reservoir, when draining is necessary.
The line leading from the overboárd drain port
LS equipped with a sight gage which is used as
an aid in servicing the reservoir.

When servicing the reservoir, a container
should be placed under the line leading from
the overboard drain port. Fluid is forced into
the reservoir through a fill port in the return
line. The liquid should be forced into the res-
ervoir until air-free liquid flows through the
sight gage. (Air-free liquid is liquid containing
no air bubbles.)
/An lindicator rod that protrudes through the

top of the reservoir housing is used in deter-
mining when the reservoir needs ,servicing.
The word REFILL is stamped on the rod guide.
When the reservoir is full, the rod is extended
and the word REFILL is hidden; when the rod
is retracted, the word REFILL is exposed and
the reservoir needs servicing.

PNEUMATIC RECEIVERS

Like hydraulic systems, pneumatic systems
require an adequate supply of fluid for the
efficient operation of the system. In all cases,
the supply -of gas for pneumatic systems must
be stored under pressure. The amount of pres-
sure, and also the volume, depends upon the
requiremerits of the system.

Receiver, storage cylinder, air bottle, air
cylinder, and flask are all terms used to de-
scribe the component of, a pneumatic system
which provides the functions similar to those
provided by the reservoir of a hydraulic system.
As described previotisly in this chapter, the
hydraulic reservoir supplies the fluid to the
pump and provides a place for the return fluid
from the system. In pneumatic systems-ihe
receiver stores a volume of gas under the max-
mum pressure required by the system and
supplies it to the system as needed. After the
gas is used in the operation of the system, it
is exhausted to the atmosphere.

A receiver is usually part of the compressor
system. The, compressor forces the gas into
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the receiver where it is stored under pressure.
(See chapter 8 for detailed information con-
cerning air compressors.) This receiver may
provide gas under pressure directly to pneu-
matic systems or may be used to charge (fill)
other receivers, suCh as cylinders, bottles, etc.,
which are, in turn, used to furnish gas to the
pneumatic systems.

Receiver is the term usually associated with
ground and shipboard pneumatic systems that
employ a compressor as part of the system.
The receiver is usually located near the com-
pressor and is considered as part of the
compressor system.

The receiver acts as a storage tank and also
a supply tank. It stores a; volume of air under
pressure which is provided by the compressor
and supplies this compressed air to the pneu-
matic system or to other receivers. Through
the storage of a volume of gas under pressure,
the receiver functions to maintain the system
at a constant pressure and thereby retards the
frequency and length of the start-stop-start
cycles of the compressor.

Th,._size and construction of the receiver
depend upon the maximum pressure and volume
of gas required to efficiently operate ,the com-
plete system. The receiver is cylindrical in
shape and may be mounted either horizontally
or vertically, the position and location being
dependent on the space available for installation.
Vertically mounted receivers should have
convex shaped bottoms to permit prorier drain-
ing of accumulations of moisture, oil, and
foreign matter. Each receiver should be fitted
with the following accessories and connections:

1. Inlet and outlet connections.
2. Drain connections and valve.
3. Connection for operating line to com-

pressor regulator.
4. Pressure gage.
5. RelieT valve.
6. Manhole or handhole plate, depending

on the size of the. receiver.
The inlet connection is located near the top

of the receiver. The outlet connection is located
at a point some distance above the bottom of
the receiver. This helps to prevent water, oil,
and other foreign matter that settles to the
bottom of the receiver from entering the system.
The line between the compressor and receiver
should be kept as short and as free of bends as

( 72 b
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possible in order to eliminate excessive vibra-
tion due to pulsations of air and to redice
friction caused by the flow of air throug
lines.

The receivers in aircraft pneumatic stems
are referred to as storage cylinders or bt1es.
The compi-essed air or nitrogen is stored in
these cylinders until required by the actuating
system. The cylinders are initially charged
with compressed air or nitrogen from an ex-
ternal source. Most systems contain an air
compressor which replaces the volume and
pressure loss ',through leakage and system
operation.

The storage cylinders are made of steel and
may be either spherical or cylindrical in shape.
The cylinders are nonshatterable and each is
equipped with a moisture driCka The valve
is incorporated into the e , which is
sometimes referred to as a manifold. This fit-
ting also contains the inlet and outlet ports. 'An
example of a storage cylMder used in aircraft
pneumatic systems is illustrated in figure 7-5.

OUTLET TUBE

AIR BOTTLE
STRAINER

DRAIN TUBE

IN

END
FITTING

FP.88'
Figure 7-5.Compresseif gS cylinder for

aircraft,pneumatic systems.
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Cooling of the high-pressure air in the
storage cylinder will cause some condensation
to collect and settle to the Jowest point in the
cylpder._ To insure positive operation of these
systems, the cylinder must be ',Urged of mois-
ture periodically. This is accomplished by
slightly opening the moisture drain valve, which
connects to the drain tube. As shown in figure
7-5, the other end of the drain tube is positioned
at the lowest point in the cylinder. With the
drain valve slightly open, -any moisture that has
accumulated in the cylinder will be forced out
of the cylinder through the drain tube.

Cylinders are available in different sizes,
the selection of which depends on the require-
ments of the system. The required size is
stipulated by the manufacturer of the system.
The unit of measurement to indicate the volume
of cylinders is the cubic inch. Cylinders with
volumes of 100, 200, and 400 cubic inches are
common in aircraft pneumatic systems. The
pressure normally required in aircraft pneu-
matic systems is 3,000 psi.

FILTRATION AND COOLING
. OF FLUIDS

As pointed out in chapter. 3, most mal-
functions in fluid power systems may be traced
to some type of contaminant in the fluid. For
this reason, every effort must be made to pre-
vent contaminants from entering the system
and to remove those contaminants which do find
their way into the system. Filtration devices
are incorporated at key points in fluid power
systems to remove those contaminants which,
in some way, do enter the,system.

Filtration devices for hydraulic systems
differ to some extent from those for pneumatic
systems and, therefore, are covered separately
in the following paragraphs. Cooling devices
for hydraulic fluids are also covered in this
section. Cooling devices for pneumatic systems
are covered under the compressor section of
chapter 8.

HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

The importance of keeping hydraulic fluid
clean and free of contaminants cannot be over-
emphasized. Foreign matter in the system can
cause excessive wear, increase power loss,
clog valves and other components, and substan-
tially increase mairltenance and replaceznent
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costs. Although great care is taken while
servicing, maintaining, and operating hydraulic
systems, it is impossible to prevent some
foreign matter from entering the system. Some
contaminants are built-in; that is, small par-
ticles of core sand, weld spatter, metal chips,
lint, and abrasive dust, resulting from the
manufacturing process, remain in the compo-

-nents when they are iiisWled in the system.
Also, tiny particles of metal and sealing mate-

FP.89
Figure 7-6.Typical hydraulic system

strainer.

PUMP INTAKE
CONNECTION

FLUID LEVEL

rials are deposited in 441uid as a result of
the normal wear on valves, pumps, and other
components.

The filtering devices used in hydraulic sys-
tems are most commonly referred to as strain-
ers and filters. Since they share a common
function, the terms strainer and filter are often
used interchangeably. As a general rule, de-
vices used to: remove large particles of foreign
matter from hydraulic fluids are referred to as
strainers, while those used.to remove the'smal-
lest particles are referred to as filters.

Strainers

Strainers usualty consist of a metal frame
wrapped with a fine mesh wire screen, or,a
soreening element constructed of varyingthidk-
nesses of specially processed wire. A typical
strainer is illuetrated in figure..7-6.

Strainers do not provide as fine a screening
action as filtels, but offer less resistance to
flows Therefore, strainers are usually used in
pump supply lines where the fluid is iri a low-
pressure area and restriction of flow would
result in starvation of the pump. Strainers are
also used in the filler ports of most hydraulic
reservoirs.

Various arrangements for using strainers
in ,a pump simply line are illustrated in figure
7-7. If one strainer causes restriction of flow
to the pump, two or more may be used in
parallel as shown. Since strainers must be'
removed frequently for cleaning, they need
only be hand tightened during installation,

DISCONNECT UNION TO REMOVE
STRAINERS FOR CLEANING

PIPE JOINTS
SUBMERGED

NOTE: ACCESS OPENING SHOULD BE PROVIDED
SO STRAINERS MAY BE REMOVED FOR
CLEANING WITHOUT DRAINING TANK

FP.90
Figure 7-7.Various arrangements of hydraulic system strainers.
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provided the fittings will remain submerged
during the operation of,the syStem. Pump inlet
fittings exposed to the atmosphere must be air-
tiOt.

-Filters

The most common devices incorporated in
hydraulic systems to prevent foreign particles
and contaminating substances from remaining
in the system are referred to as filters. They
may be located in the reservoir, in' the -return
line, in the pressure line, or in any other lo-
cation in the system where the de;iNer Olf the
system decides that they are nee to safe-
guard the hydraulic system against impurities.

Filters are classified as full flow orpropor-
tional flow. In the full flow type filter, all the
fluid which enters the unit passes through the
filtering element, whire in a proportional flow
type, only a porfi xi of the fluid passes through
the element.

FULL FLOW IILTER.A full'flow filter is
illustrated in figure 7-8. This type filter pro-
vides a positive filtering actioe however, it
offers resistance to flow, particularly when the
elethent becomes dirty. For this reason, a full
flow filter usually contains a valve, which auto-
matically allows the fluid to bypass the element
when the element cannot handle all the flow
through the unit.

Hydraulic fluid enters the filter through the
inlet port in the body and flows.around the filter
element inside the filler bowl. Filtering takes
place as the fluid passes through the filtering
element and into the hollow core, leaving the
dirt and impurities on the outside of the filter
element. The filtered puid then flows from the
hollow core through the outlet port and into the
system.

The bypass pressure relief valve in the bdy
allows the fluid to bypass the filter ele.m
and pass directly through the outlet port e
event that the filterAelement becomes cl ged.
In most filters of this type, the relie alve is
set to open when the differential ressure
exceeds 50 psi. For example, i e pressure
at the filter inlet port is 90 ps the pres-
sure at the outlet port drops 40 psi, the
relief valve will open and a o. the fluid to
bypass the element. Additional, i ormation con-
cerning the operation of rel f, valves is pre-
sented in chapter 10 of this iaival.

BYPAtS RELIEF
VALVE150 PSI)

OUT

Fi re 7-8.Full flow hydra
filter.

BODY

FILTER
ELEMENT

FILTER
BOWL

FP.91

8ome nonbypassing full flow filters are
e%uippei with a contamination indicator which
opera s under the principle of difference in
pres ure entering the element and pressure
aft r it leaves the element. As contaminating
p rticles collect on the filter element, the
ifferential pressure across the element in-

creases. When the increase in pressure reaches
a specific value, an indicator (usually in the
filter head)-pops out, signifyMg that the filter
element must be cleaned or replaced. A low-
temperature lockout feature isiincorporated in
most types of contamination indicators to pre-
vent actuation below 20° F, thus eliminating
the possibility of false indications due to cold
weathe r.

Filter elements used in connection with a
contamination indicator are not normally re-
moved or replaced until the indicator is actu-
ated. This decreases thee possibility of system
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contam1natIo n from the ottside sources
due.to Unnecessary handling.

The use of the nonbypaiSing type filter
eliminates the possibility of,contaminated fluid
passing the filter element and contaminatingthe
entire system. Thie type Mter will minimize
the necessity for flushing the entire system and
lessen the possibility, failure of pumps and
other components in the, system.

A bypass relief v-41ve is incorporated in
Some filters equipped with the contamination in-
dicator. If the filter element in this type is not
replaced when the indicator signifies, the filter

element continues to collect foreign particles.
The pressure differential between the inlet and
outlet ports will continue to increase until the
bypass valve opens and directs fluid through the
filter element bypass. This is similar to that of
Jhe bypass valve of the filter illustrated in fig-
ure 7-8.

PROPORTIONAL FLOW FILTER.Although
the full flow filter is the most commontype used
in hydraulic systems, some systems use the pro-.
portional flow filter. A cutaway 'view of the pro-
portioal flow filteris illustrated in figure 7-9.
This ty pe filter operates on the venturi

VENTURI THROAT

t

/
,

-s

s ;44
s ; ,

11.0

z

BAFFLE

BODY

CARTRIDGE

SEDIMENT

Figure 7-9 Proportional flow hydraulic filter.
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principle. (See glossary). As the fluid passes
through the venturi throat a drop in pressure
is created at the narrowest point. A portion of
the fluid flowing toward and away from the

lroat of the venturi flows through the passages
to the body of the filter. A fluid passage
onnects the hollow core of the filter with the

throat of the venturi. Thus, the low pressure
area at the throat of the venturi causes the fluid
under pressure in the body of the filter to flow
through the filter element, through the hollow
core, into the low pressure area, and then re-
turn to the system. Although only a portion of
the fluid is filtered during each cycle, constant
recirculation through the system will eventually
cause all the fluid to pass through the filter
element. Figure 7-9 shows the direction of flow
from right to left; however, this type filter
provides filtering for either direction of flow.

..

Filter Elements

The effectiveness af any filter is measured
ta the degree of filtration it produces. Degree
oT filtration means that a. specific filter element
will, when new and clean, stop a certain per-
centage of the particles whichnieasure acertain
size or larger while the fluid is operatingunder
its designed flow conditions.

The unit of measurement used in exinessing
the degree of filtration is the micron. A micron
equals one-millionth of a meter, or 0.00004
inch. For comparison value, consider that the
normal lower level of visibility to the naked
eye is approximately 40 microns. (A grain of
table salt is about 100 microns in size; the
thickness of a human hair is about 70 microns;
and a grain of talcum powder is about 10 mi-
crons in size.)

Some hydraulic systems require a much
finer degree of cleanliness than others. This
is due to the closer tolerances required in
some systems, such as the precisely mated
parts in the servomechanisms of missiles.
Some systems only require that 98 percent of
the particles over 100 microns in size are re-
moved, while other systems require.that 100
percent, of the particles measuring 2 microns
are removed. The degree of filtration of a filter
depends on the material and design of the fillet
element.

' Filter elementt are made of-various mate-
rials, such as clay, plastic., fuller's earth,
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cellulose paper (micronic), and metal. Some of
the different types of filter elements are de-
scribed in the following paragraphs':

FULLER'S EARTILFuller's earth is clay-
like material and is used in the purification
of mineral and vegetable base oils. It produces
a fine degree of filtratioVowever, its use as
a filtering element in preeent day hydraulic
systenis is limited. Filters employing fuller's
earth or activated clay should not be used with
hydraulic fluids containing additives, because
such filters may remove the additives as well
as the impurities.

MICRONIC.Micronic, a term derived from
the word micrcT, could be used to describe any
filter element. %Through usage, this term has
become associated with a specific filter with a
filtering element 'made of a specially treated
cellulose paper. The paper is formed in ver-
tical convolutions (wrinkles) and is made in a
cylindrical pattern. (See fig. 7-10.) A spring in
the hollow core of the element holds the element
in shape. .

FP.93
Figure 7-10.Micronic filter element.

This type element is designed to prevent
the passage of 99 percent of solids greater

7 31
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than 10 microns in size. The element in the
full flow filter illustrated in figure 7-8 is of
this design.

The element is normally thrown away when
removed. It is replaced at periodic intervals
in accordance with the applicable technical in-
structions. The element id replced in the fol-
lowing manner:

1. Relieve system pressure.

2. Remove the bowl from the filter body.
(In some systems, such as aircraft hydraulic
systems, the bowl is safetywired to the body
and the wire must be cut for removal.)

3. Remove the filter element from the
filter body with a slight rocking motion. Do not
twist the element.

4. Replace the element with a new one
whenever possible. If a new element is not
available, the old element may be cleaned, in-
spected, and reinstalled.

NOTE: A used micronic filter may be cleaned
by masking the element outlet and rinsing it
with a cleaning solvent that is compatible with
the fluid used in the system. After cleaning,
inspect carefully to insure that there are no
holes in the paper walls of the element.

5. Replace all old 0-ring packings and
backup washers with new ones.

6. Reinstall the bowl onto the body. Do
not tighten the bowl excessively; handtight is
usually sufficient.

7. Pressurize the system and check the
filter assembly for leaks. Safetywire if re-
quired.

SINTERED BRONZE.The sintered bronze
element consists of minute bronze balls joined
together as one solid piece, butstill remaining
porous. The process of joining the balls is
known as the sintered process. This element is
capable of filtering particles' greater than 5
Microns, or approximately 0.0002 inch in sizek

Zhe lipperation of the sintered bronze filter
is very similar to that of the micronic filter.
Most sintered bronze filters are equipped with
either the bypass relief valve or the contam-
ination indicator described in this' chapter.

The Sintered bronze element may be cleaned,
tested, and reused a maximum of four times at
wh h time it must be replaced. Cleaning of

10.9

the element is accomplished by dipping it in a
cleaning solvent that is compatible with the
liquid used in the"system and allowing the sol-
vent to flow through the element. The element
should then be dried 'by blowing dry, filtered
air through the element from the inside to the
outside.

STALItLESS STEEL.Stainless steel filter
elements are used in the hydraulic systems of

'many of the Navy's most modern aircraft. This
typ\e-element is similar in construction to the
sintered_ bronte element describgg previously.
The design is usually a corrugitted sintered
stainless steel mesh such as the magnified
cross section shown in figure 7-11. One man-
ufacturer calls this type a "Dutch-Twill" pat-
tern. Elements of this type are capable of
filtering 95 percent of 5- to 10-micron particles
and 100 percent of 25-micron particles from the
fluid. The curved passages of the filter element,
through which the fluid passes, limit the length
of the particles that pass through the element.
Most filters that use the stainless steel element
are equipped with the contamination indicator
described earlier in this chapter.

FP.94'
Figure 7-11.Cross-section of a stainless

steel filter element.

Stainless steel elements are of the reusable
type. The specific tiine limit on the usage of
this type filter differs with the type of system
and equipment. Also, special equipment and
procedures are required in the cleaning of this
type element. For giese reasons, the applicable
technic'al instructions must be consulted when
maintenance is performed on this type filter
element.
- Some hydraulic systems have magnetic fil-
ters installed at strategic points. Filters of
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this type are d signed primarily to trap any
magnetic partic s that may be in the system.

Temperature Control

Hydraulic systems operate most efficiently
when the fluid temperature is held within a
specific range. All hydraulic fluids are designed
to provide minimum flow resistance with suit-
able sealing properties when the fluid temper-
ature is maintained within the correct range.
The recommended temperature range varies
with- different types of fluid; for example, the
recommended operating temperature of one type
fluid is -65° F to +275° F, while the recom-
mended range of another type is -25° F to
+140' F. Operating at a temperature below
that of the recommended range resulth in slug-
gish movement of the fluid through orifices and
other restrictions in the lines and components.

Temperatures higher than the desired level.
reduce the lubricating characteristics of the
fluid and also cause the fluid to break down,
forming sludge and other contaminants. Heat
will also cause sealing materials to become
brittle and close-fitting precision parts of valves
and other components to seize. In addition, high
temperatures lower the viscosity of the fluid
which, in turn, reduces the efficiency of the
pump.

Excessively low fluid temperatures are
caused primarily by external sources, for ex-
ample, hydraulic systems operating in extremely
cold climates. External sources are also a
major cause of excessively high fluid temper-
atures. However, in addition. to the effects of
external temperature, the friction, resulting
from fluid flowing through components and long
lengths of lines, creates heat. '

In most systems, temperature control is not
a problem. Although slightly cold temperatures
may cause sluggish action of the fluid when
first operating a system after it has been idle
for a period of time, the friction resulting from
the flow of fluid through the system will usually
increase the temperature oil the fluid to the
desired level. As discussed previously in this
chapter, most of the heat is dissipated from the
fluid as it circulates through the reservoir. In
some systems, however, it is necessary to
c ontrol the fluid, te mpe ratu re . For example,- in
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extremely cold atmospheric conditions, some
means must be provided to heat the fluid. In
some systems, it is impossible to incorporate
a reservoir large enough to dissipate enough
heat to provide satisfactory cooling. These sys-
tems -require some means to cool the fluid.

The component used to heat or cool liquids
is usually referred to as a heat exchanger. Air,
steam, or another liquid is usually used as the
heat exchange medium. Some systems use an
electric heat probe, imMersed in the fluid
within the reservoir for heating the fluid.

There are several different designs of heat
exchangers. One type is similar in design to
the automobile radiator in which the fluid flows
through small tubes in the core, and air is
forced through the honeycomb material around
the core to cool the fluid. Anothei type is the
shell-and-tube heat exchanger. This type con-
sists of a cylindrical metal shell containing a
'bundle of metal. tubes. The hydraulic fluid flows
through the tubes while the heating or cooling
medium flows through the shell around the
tubes. This type can use steam or hot water as
a heating medium. For cooling, water or refrig-
erated liquid may be used.

Fin tubing is another type of heat exchanger
used in some hydraulic systems. The fins help
to dissipate the heat from the fluid flowing
through the line. Air may be forced around the
lines to increase the cooling effect. The fin
tubing type heat exchanger can also be im-
mersed in a heating or cooling medium. An
example of this type installation is, illustrated
in figure 7-12. In thistallation, several
loops of the fin tubing are mounted in one of
the fuel cells of an aircraft. Fluid enters the
inlet coupling, flows through the fin wall tubing,
through the outlet coupling, and then returns to
the reservoir. The heat of the fluid flowing
through the heat exchanger is absorbed by the
fins and the fuel.

Another type of radiator heat ex-
changer is i 1 lus t rat ed in figure 7-13. This
type is used in several mode Is of air-
craft to cool pie hydraulic fluid. Like the
fin tubing heat exchanger illustrated in fig-
ure 7-12, the r a di ator type utilizes fuel
as a cooling medium. This heat exchanger
is used to cool the fluid for two separate hy-
draulic systems. In addition, it has a fuel filter
incorporated which filters the fuel supply to
the engine.

7 3
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FP.95
Figure 7-12.Fin tubing heat exchanger.

The radiator unit consists of a cylindrical
housing containing two cooling. coils of 1/2-
inch aluminum alloy tubing and a replaceoable
fuel_ filter element. The cooling coil for
one hydraulic system is installed in the right-
hand end of the housing; the cooling coil for
the other hydraulic system and the filter ele-
ment are installed. in the left-hand end as
viewed in figure 7-13. The housing ends con-
tain fittings for connecting fuel hoses. Threaded
fittings, which are secured to the cooling coil
ends, serve to connect the hydraulic lines from
,each system.

In operation, hydraulic fluid returning to
the reservoir is direeted through the applic-
able system cooling coil where sufficient heat
is transferred to the engine fuel fo maintain
the temperature of the hydraulic fluid at the
desired level. Should the cooling coils be-
come clogged, each hydraulic system is equipppd
with a bypass relief valve which opens ad
bypasses fluid around the coil and deectly .As discussed in

to the reservoir. Aowilitrogen decreases

PNEUMATIC GASES

Clean, drygas is required for the efficient
operation of pneumatic systems. Due to the
normal conditions of the atmosphere, free air
seldom satisfies these requirements adequately.
The atmosphere contains dust and impurities
in various amounts, depending on the locality.
Also, the atmosphere generally contains a
substantial amount of moisture in vapor form.

Solids such as dust, rust, or pipe scale in
pneumatic systems may lead to excessive wear
and failure of components, _and sqme cases
prevent the pneumatic devices from operating:
Moisture is also very harmful to the sYstem.
It washes lubrication from Movingparts, thereby'
aiding corrosion and causing excessive wear of

components. Moisture will also settle in low
spots in the system 'and freeze during' cold
weather, causing stoppage of the ,systerh or
rupture of lines.
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Figure 7-13.Radiator type heat exchan er.
.....

extent However, it is not economically feaSible
to use ,nitrogen, except in small systems.

An ideal filter would remove all dirt and
moisture from a pneumatic system without caus-
ing a pressure drop in the process. Obviously,
iuch a condition can only be approached; it
cannot be attained.
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Removal of Solids'

FP.96

The removal of solids. fromtbe gas of
pneumatic systems is generally accomplished
by screening (filtering), centrifugal force, or
a combination of the two. In some cases,
the removal of moisture is accomplished in
conjunction with the removal of solids.

730
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Some types of air filters are similar in de-

sign and operation to the hydraulic filters dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter. Some materiali

-used in.the constructio2 of elements for air fil-
ters are ,woven screeir wire, steel wool, fiber
glass: and felt fabrics. Elenlents made of
these materials are often used in the unit that
filters the air as it enters the compressor.
They are used in the same manner as carbu-
retor filters on automobile engines. These
filters must be chedkect frequently for the ac-
cumulation of foreign matter and the element
cleaned or replaced as necessary. If the fil- .0

ter element becomes clogged, the compressor
is reduced in efficiency or, in extreme cases,
becomes inoperative. Filters of this type are
usually designed to remove particles as small
as 25 microns. .

' Porous metal and ceramic elements are com-
monly used in, filters "that are installed in the
compressed air supply lines. These filters
also use a controlled airpath to provide some
filtration. Internal design causes the air to
flow in a centrifugal path within the bowl.
(See fig. 7-14.) Heavy particles and water
droplets are thrown out from the airstreain
arid drop to the bottom of the bowl. The air
then flows through the filter element, which
filters out most of the smaller particles. This
type filter is designed with a drain valve at the
bottom of the bowl. When the valve is opened
with air pressure in the system, the 'accumula-
tion of solids and water will be blown out of
the bowl. Many air filters of this type have
transparent bowls so that the accumulation of
impurities can be seen. Some units are pro-
vided with automatic drainage.

An air filter that employs moving mechanical
devices as an element is illustrated in figure 7-
15. As the compressed air passes through the
filter the force revolves a number of multi-
blade rotors at high speed. Moisture and dirt
are caught on the blades of the rotors. The
whirling blades hurl the impurities by centri-
fugal foiice to the outer rims of the rotors and
to the iiiner walls of the filter.housing. Here,
contaminating matter is out of the airstream and
falls 'to the bottom of the bowl where it must
be drained at periodic intervals. c

Removal of Moisture

OWILET INLET

Figure 7-14.Air filter.

,

OUT

, IN

FP. 97

FP.98
When it enters the compretsor, air con- Figure 7-15.Air filter using rotating blades as

tains a certain amount of moisture in vapor form. element.
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When tt enters the compressor, air con-
tains a certain amount of moisture in vapor
form. During the compression process, the
temperature and pressure of the air- increase
and the moisture remains in vapor form. If the
moisture 'would remain in vappr form it would
have very little effect on the system. However,
as the compressed air cools, the moisture

_vapor condenses into water. When it is in this
condensed state, moisture causes corrosion and
rust, dilutes lubricants, and may freeze in the
lines and_components.

Sinbe 'cooling.of the compressed air causes
the moisture to condense, uaing devices are
installed immediately after the. compressor be-
fore the air enters the receiver and flows on into
the system. There is a water separator fitted
on the discharge side of the cooler. As the air
is cooled, the moisture:condenses and is re-
moved frhm the system as the air passes
through the water separator. The separators
are of a variety of designs. The removal of
moisture is accomplished by centrif gal force,
impact, or sudden changes.in velocity of the
airstream. Many water separators are similar
in design and operation to the filters illustrated
in figures 7-14 and 7-15.

Chemical driers ate incorporaSed in some
pneumatic systems. Theivpurpose is to absorb
any moisture that may collectiin the lines after
the water sepafator. Air drier, dehydrator, air
purifier, and desiccator are all terms used by
different manufactures to identify,thee compon-
ents.

One?Ole of chemical drier is illustrated in
figure 16. This unit consists of the housing,.
a cartridge containing a chemical agent, a filter
(sintered bronze), and a spring. Various types
of absorbent chemicals are used by the differ-,
ent manufacturers in the tonstruction of the car-
tridges. To insure proper filtering, the air
must pass through the drier in the proper di-
rection. The correct direction of flow is in-
dicated by an arrow and the word FLOWprinted
on the side of the cartridge. The cartridge
must be replaced at intervals specified by the
applicable technical instructiOns.7-18

ACCUM 'FOR.

Hydraulic, acdumula rs are incorporated in
some hydraulic° systems to zuzn-c volume of
liquid under pressure for subsequent conver-

-sion into useful work. Thi\ potential energy -

may be the result of,gravita on, the elasticity

A

of springs, or the compressibility of gases. In
addition to a source of fluid supplya,qcumu-
lators also provide several other useful func-
tions. These ftmctions are'described in the last
part of this section under "Applications."

.. DEAD-WEIGHT ACCUMULATORS

The dead-weight or gravitytype accumulator
represents the earliest form of accumulators
and is generally used as a single unit to operate
a multiple battery of machines..

This acpumulator consists of a v rtical
cylinder with a inioothly machined bo

,
e into

which is fitted a piston with suitable packing.
(See rig:, 7-17.) A platforM is'aiounted on the
topvf the piston on which is placed a high
dens ty material, such as conc rete blocks, metal,
or stone. Tiie force of gravity provides energy
to force the liquid from the cylinder into the
hydraulic system. The main advantage of this ....

type accumulator is that the pressure is con-
stant regardless of the amount ofAiquid in the
cylinder, since the weight of the material on

)top of, the piston remains conslant. The main
r--- disadvantage of the dead-weight accumulator is

its cumbersome size and weight. s

SPRING-OPERATED ACCUMULATOR
.

The sydingroperated accumulator is similar
in princsipl and design to the dead-weight type,
except that spring tension supplies the force.
Figure 7-18 depicts two examples of spring-

'operated accumulators.
The load characteristics of a spring are

such that the 'energy storage depends on the
force required to compress the spring. The
uncompressed length of the spring represents
zero energyr storage.

i In thie type accumulator the compressioare
suiting from the maximum installedlength Of the
spring or springs should proVIde the minimum:
pressure required of the liquid in the cylinder
assembly. As liquid is forced into the cylinder,
the piston is forced upward and the spring or
springs are further compressed, hus providing
a .reservoir of' potential energy, for later' use,

,

AIR-OpERATED ACCIMULATORS

The air-operated accumulator is often
referred to as a pneumatic or hydropneumatic
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accumulator. This type accumulltor utilizes
compressed gas (uSually dr or nitgen) to
apply force to the stored liquid. Air-operated
accumulators are classified as either nonsep-
rator or separator types.

Nonseparator Type

In the nonseparator type accumulator, no
means ,,ve _Provided for separating the gas
from the liquid. It Consists of a fully. euclosecift,
cylinder, mounted in a vertical position, con-
taining a liquid port on the bottom and a pneu-
matic charging port at the top. Figure 7-19
depicts a nonseparator type air-operated
accumulator. .

To prevent gas from- entering the system,
there must be scifne liquid trapped in the bottom
of the cylinger *hen this type accumulator is
placed in s'ervice. Nitrogen or compressed
air is then charged into the lop of the cylinder
until the pressure is equivalent to the, minimum
systeM 'requirements. As the system forces
liquid into the bottom oil the cylinder, the gas
is further compressed and this compressed
gas is then used as the energy medium. Only

. about '70 percent of the accumulator liquid is
used in the system, as the remaining space
must act as a separator to preient the gas from
entering thethydraulic system.

Jr

heniical drier.
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Separator Type

FILTER

FP.99

In the separator type of air-oper te'd accumu-
lator, a means is provided to se arate the gas
from the liquid. Three types of eparators are .
bladder or Gag, diaphragm, and ston (cylinder).

BLADDER OR BAG.Figu e 7-20 illustrates
one version pf an air-opera d accumulator of
the bladder type. This a cumulator derives
its nametfom the shape of e synthetic rubber
bltdder or bag which sep rates the liquid and
gas within the accumula r. The accumulator
consists of a seamless high-pressure shell,
cylindrical in shape th domed ends. The
bladder is fully encl ed in the shell and is
molded' to an air steni in the upper end of the
shell, as it appears in the illustration. The
air stem contains high-pressure air valve.
The bottom end o the shell is sealed with a
special plug assem ly containing the liquid port
and .usually a sa ety feature, which makes it
impossible to dis ssemble the accumulator with,
pressure in the rstem.

The bladdei is larger in diameter at the
top (near the 1àir valve) and gradually tapers
to a smaller diameter at the bottom. The
synthetic rubber is thinner at the top of the
bladder than at the -bottom. The operation
of the accumulator is based on Barlow's formula
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Figure 7-17.D d-weight accumulatbr.

for hoop stress which states: the stress in
a circle is diredt4 proportional to its diameter
and wall thiciness. This Means that for a
certain thickness, a large diameter circle will
stretch fasterl than a small diameter circle;
or for a certain diameter, a thin wall hoop
will stretch faster than a thick wall hoop.
Thus, the bladder will stretch around the top
at its largest diameter and thinnest wall thick-
ness, and then will gradually stretch down-
ward and push itself outward against the walls
of the shell. As a result the bladder is capable
of squeezing out all the liquid from the accu-
mulator. Consequently, the bladder accumulator
has a very high volumetric efficiency. In other
words, this type accumulator is capable of sup-
plying a large petcentage of the stored Eluid to
do work.
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DIAPHRAGM.Although there are several
different nodiiicatlons of the diaphragm accum-
ulator, usually spherical in shape. Figure
7-21 11 ustrates an example of this type. The
shell is constructed of two metal hemispheres,
which are either screwed or.bolted together.
The fluid and gas chambers are seperated by
a snythetic rubber diaphragm. An air valve
1oriresssurizing the accumulator is located in

chamber end of the sphere, and the
liquid port to the hydraulic system is located
on the opposite end of the sphere. This accum-
ulator opeAtes very similar to the bladder
type.

CYLINDER.A cylinder type accumulator
is illustrated in figure 7-22. This accumulator
contains a free-floating piston, which separates
the gas and liquid chambers. The cylindrical
accumulator consists of a barrel assembly,
a piston assembly, and two end caP assemblies.
The barrel assembly houses the piston and in-
corporates provisions for securingthe end caps.
The piston contains two packings. A small,
drilled' passage fromthe_liquid- side of the
piston to a point between the two seals provides
,for lubrication of the seal on the air chamber
side.

Operation

In the operation of pneumatic type aCcum-
ulators, the compreised air chamber is ififialed
with air or nitrogen to a predetermined pres-
sure that is somewhat lower than system pres-
sure. This pressure is stipulated by the system
manufacturer. This initial charge of gas is
referred to as accumator preload.

As an example of accumulator operation,
assume tfiat an accumulator is designed for a
preload of 600 psi in a 1,500 psi system.

The hydraulic system pressure shOuld be"'
zero when the initial charge of 600 psi preload
is introducedinto the air chamber of the accum-
ulator. Some accumulators are equiped with
air pressure gages for checking the preloadk
When the accumulator is not so equipped, a
suitable hiih-pressure air gage must be in-
stalled at- the air preload fitting for this pur-
pose. As air pressure is applied through the
air pressure port, it moves the separator
(bladder, diaphragm, or piston) toward the op-
posite end. The 600 psi preloar moves or
stretches fhe separator to the extenethat the

7
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Figure 7-18.Spring-operated accumulators.

volume of gas under pressure completely fills
the entire shell of the accumulator. After the
accumulator has been preloaded tO 600 psi,
the hydraulic system is operated and the pump
will force fluid against the separator of the
accumulator. The system pressure must in-
crease to a pressure greater than 600 p4 be-
fore, the-shydraultic flwid can _move the sepa r,ato r.
Thus, at 601 psi the separator will sfait to
move within the accumulator, compressing thg
gas as it moves. At 17500 psi, the gas is corn--
pressed to the extent that it occupieS less than
one-half the space that it did at 600 psi. The
remaining space stores a volume of liquid under
pressure for subsequent demands of the system:

When actuation of-hydraulic circuits lowers
system pressure, it is evident that the com-
pressed gas will e*and against the seParatot*
forcing liquid froni the accumulator, thus sup-
plying an instantaneous supply of liquid to the
hydraulic, system.

Pneumatic accumulators shOuld be visually
examined for indications of external hydraulic
leaks periodically. They should then be exam-
ined for external air leaks by brushing the ex-
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terior with soapy water, which will form bubbles
where the air leaks occUr.

the air valve assembly should be loosened
to examine the accumulatWor internal leaks,
If liquid comes out of the air valve, it indicates
a leak in the separator. This is caused by
a ruptured bladder or ,Viaphragm, or by faulty
packing on the piston Itype. As a result the
acacinulator Inudt lie removed, repaired, and
reinstalled.

'Edo)* reinoving an accumulator from the
system for repair, all internal pressure must
be relieved. The pumps must be turned off
and system pressure relieved by actuatingsome
part of the system -until all pressure is dissi-
pated. The preload is released by loosening
the swivel nut on the air filler valve until
all-vair is completely -exhausted, then remove
the valve.

Applications
04,

Many of the present day hydraulic systems
a.e equipped with one or more accumulators.
The storage of liquid under pressure serves

u
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Figure 7-19.Air-operated accumulator

(nonse/Arator type).

several purposes" in hydraulic systems, some
of which are described in the following para..'
graphs. Some of the hydraulic systems illus-
trated and described in chapter 13 of this.man-
ual show the applications of accumulators and
their relationship to other components_ in...the
system.

LEAKAGE COMPENSATOR.In some oper-
ations it is necessary to maintain the hydrau-
lic system under-a controlled pressixT for
long periods of time. It is very difficult
to maintain a closed system without some leak-
age, either external or internal. Even a dmall
leak can decrease the required pressure. By
the proper use of an accumulator, this leakage
ean be compensates' for and the pressure main:-
tained within 'an acceptable range for long pe-
riods of time. In the same manner, the accum-
ulator can compensate for thermal expansion
and contraction of, the liquid due to variations ,
in temperature.

SHOCK ABSORBER.A liquid, flowing ata
high Velocity in' a' pipe, will create a backwaid
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surge when stopped suddenly by the closing
of a valve and thus develop instantaneous pres-
suns two a.nd_three timeathe_operating pressure
of the system. This shock will result in ob-
jectional noise and vibration which can cause
considerable damage to piping, fittings, and com-
ponents. The incorporation of an accumulator
will enable such shock and surges to be absorbed
or cushioned by the entrapped gas, thereby
reducing their effects. The accumulator will
also dampen pressure surges caused by .the
pulsating delivery from the puthp.

AID TO PUMP. There are times when most
hydraulic -systems require large volumes of
liquid for short periods of time. This is due
to large cylinders or the necessity of operating
two or more circuits simultaneously. It is

AIR

a

FP.103,
Figure 7-20.Air-operated bladder

type accumulator.
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not economical to incorporate a pump of such
capacity in the system for only intermittent
usage to supply these applications, particularly POKIISIAK

if there are sufficient intervals during the
working cycle for an accumulator to store
up ,a volume of liquid to aid the pump during
these peak demands.

EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY. The energy
stored in an accumulator may be used to actuate
a unit in the event of normal hydraulic system
failure. For example, in an aircraft hydraulic
system. sufficient energy can be stored in
the accumulator for several applications of
the wheel brakes.

END CAP

PACKING AND
BACKUP RING,

OIAPHAAVA

moo gismos

ocureut

Alt MILVC CAP
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Figure 7-21.Diaphragm accumulator.

BARREL ASSEMBLY

HYDRAULIC FLUID PORT

END
CAP

LAIR PORT

LUBRICATION PASSAGE

PISTON

Figure 7-22.Cylinder (piston) accumulator.
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'CHAPTER 8

PUMPS AND COMPRESSORS.

To accomplish work, fluid power systems
require some Means to provide a flow of fluid.
Pumps are utilized to provide this requirement
in hydraulic systems. Although the volume and
the pressure of a compressed' gas provide the
flow in pneumatic systems, some means must be
utilized to compress the gas. The air compressor
is commonly used in pneumatic systemsfor this
purpose and is, therefore, considered the source
of power in pneumatic systems. It should,be
noted that some pneumatic systems do not contain
a comptessor. In these syktems, a-container,
such as a cylinder or bottle, compressed gas(air or nitrogen) is .connected tthe system to
provide the power for the systethBwever,
some type of compressor mustbsused to charge
(fill) these containers with the compressed gas.Although pumps and compressors do serve
similar functioni in theiir redpectivesyritemark
the principl.es of iveration and,the design differto some -ektentrA:aue46..thesirtitfidretfest, dietwo components are discussed separately in
this chapter.

PUMPS

Pumps are used for a number of essential
services in the Navy. Pumps supply water to the
boilers, draw condensation from thd condensers,
supply? sea water to the firemain, circulate
cooling water for coolers and condensers, pumpout bilges, transfer fuel, supply water to the
distilling plants, and serve many other purposes.
Although the pumps discussed in this chapter are
those used in hydraulic systems, the principles
of operation of the different types apply to the
pumps used in other systems. .

PURPOSE"'

A,hydraUlic pump is a device which converts
mechanical force and motion into hydraulic

4 (0
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energy. Many different sources are used to
provide the mechanical "power to the pump.Electric motors, air motors, and gasoline
engines are all used as a source of power to
operate hydraulic pumps. Some pumps are
manually operated. Many of the pumps in
aircriEtihydraulic systems are attached to and
driven by the aircraft engine.

The purpose of a hydraulic pump is to supply
a flow of fluid to a hydraulic system. It should
be emphasized that a pump does not create
pressure, since pressure can be created only
by a resistance to the flow. As it provides
atm, the pump transmits a force ,to the fluid.
As a result, a pump can produce the flow and
force necessary for the developmentof pressure;
however, since it cannot provide resistance to
tts oyi,n flow, a pump, alone, cannot produce
presdifre:Theiritarae itVflow is .therestitt-of-7

restriction., or Attructicm in the path ot the'
ifoiV.'fihrs restriction is normally the work
accomplished by the hydraulic system, but can
also be restrictions of lines, fittings, and valves
within the system. Thus, the pressure is con-
trolled by the load imposed on the system or the
action of a pressure regulating device.

In order for a pump to supply a flow of fluid
to the ,pump outlet and into the system,.it must
have a continuous supply of fluid available to
the inlet port. Atmospheric pressure (discussed
in chapter 2) plays an important role in.tlle;
supply of fluid to the inlet port: If the pump
is located at a level lower than that of the
reservoir, the force of gravity supplements
atmospheric pressure. However, in most sys-
tems the pump is located above the reservoir.
Aircraft and missiles that operate at high
altitudes are equipped with pressurized hy-
draulic reservoirs (see chapter 7) to compensate
for low atmospheric preSsure encountered at
high altitudes.

As the pump forces fluid through the outlet
port, a partial 'vacUum or low-pressure area

120
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(often referred to as suction) is created at the
inlet port. This low-pressure area contains a
pressure lower than the suFrounding atmos-
pheric pressure (approxima.tely 14.7 psi at sea

.level). When the pressure at the inlet port
of the pump is lower than the local atmospheric
pressure, the atmospheric pressure acting on
the fluid in the reservoir forces the fluid into
the pump.

PUMP PERFORMANCE

,r-....Quinps are normally rated in terms of
volumetric output and pressure. The volumetric
output is the amount of fluid the pump can
deliver to its outlet port in a certain period of
time at a given speed. Volumetric output is /
usually expressed in gallons per minute (gpin).
Since.changes in pump speed affect volumetric
Output, some pumps are rated according to
displacement. Pump displacement is the amount
of fluid the pump can deliver per sycle. Since
most pumps use a rotary drive, the displacement
is usually expressed in terms of cubic cinches
per revolution.

As stated previously, a putdp does not create
pressure. However, the pressure developed by
the restriction in the system is a factor that
affects the volumetric output of the pump. As
the system pressure increases, the volumetric
output decreases. This drop in _volumetric
output is the result of an increase in the amount
of internal leakage from the outlet side to the
Wet side of the pump. Thisleakage is referred
to as pump slippage and is a'factor that must
be considered in all pumps. Therefore, most

Ilt.litcp$-Ve- rated- in-terilo 4volupiett Vput
'at a given preseUre. Some panips have-greiter*
internal slipPage than others. This indicates
the efficiency of a pump and is usually expressed
in percent.

CLASSIFICATION OF PUMPS

Many different methods are used to classify
pumps. Terms such as nonpositive displace-
ment, positive displacement, fixed displacement,
yariable displacement, fixed delivery, variable
delivery, constant volume, and others are used
to describe pumps. The first two of these terms
describe the fundamental division of pumps;
that is, all pymps.are either of the nonpositive
displacementt or positive displacement type.
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Basically, pumps which discharge liquid in a
continuous flow are referred to as nonpositive
displacement, and those which discharge vol-
umes separated by a period of no discharge
ar referred to as positive displacement.

Although the nonpositive displacement pump
normally produces a continuous flow, it does
not provide a positive seal against slippage
and, therefore, the output of the pump varies
as system pressure varies. In other words,
the volume of fluid deliirered for each cycle is
dependent upon the resistance offered to the
flow. This type pump produces a force on the
fluid that is constant for each particular speed
of the pump. Resistance in the discharge line
produces a force in the opposite direction.
When these forces are equal, the fluid is in a
state of equilibriuni and does not flow.

If the outlet of a nonpositive displacement
pump is completely closed, the discharge pres-
sure will increase to the maximum for that
particular pump at a specific speed. Nothing
more will happen except that the pump will
churn the fluid and produce heat.

In contrast to the nonpositive displacement
pump, the positive displacement pump provides
a positive internal seal against slippage. There-
fore, this type pump delivers a definite volume
of fluid for each cycle of pump operation,
regardless of the resistance offered, provided
the capacity of the power unit driving the puma"
is not exceeded. If the outlet of a positiVé
displacement pump is completely closed, the
pressure would instantaneously increase to the
point at which the unit driving the pump would
stall or something would break.,

qgOsitive displacement pumps are further
classified as fixed displacement or variable
displacement. The fixed displacement pump
delivers the same amount of fluid on each
cycle. The outpurtolume can be changed only
by changing the speed of the pump. When a
pump of this type is used in a hydraulic system,
a pressure regulator (unloading valve) must be
incorporated in the system. 4 pressure reg-
ulator or unloading valte is used in a hydraulic
system to control thq amount of pressure in the
systeth and to unload or relieve the pump when
the desired pressure is reached. This action
of a pressure regulator keeps the pump from
working against a load when the hydraUlic
system is at maximum pressure and not func-
tioning. During this time the pressure regulator
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bypasses the fluid from the pump back to the
reservoir. (See chapter 10 for more detailed
information concerning pressure regulators.)
The pump continues to deliver a fixed volume
of fluid during each cycle. Such terms as fixed
civery, constant delivery, and constant volume
are all used to Identify the'fixed displacement
pump.

The variable displacement pump is con-
structed in such a manner that the displacement
per cycle can be varied. -The displacement
is varied through the use of an integral con-.

trolling device which contAis the working re-
lationship of the internal operating mechanisms
of the pump. Some of these controlling devices
are described later in this chapter.

Pumps may also be classified according to
the specific design used to create the flow of
fluid. Practically all hydraulic pumpsfall within
three classifications of designcentrifugal, ro-
tary, and reciprocating. These classifications
are best illustrated In the following discussion
of principles of operation.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

There are several different types of cen-
trifugal pumps, but they all operate on the same
principle. In each case, the operation depends
upon the centrifugal force produced by the
rotation, of an impeller.at high speeds. This
force, in turn, imparts a high velocity to the
fluid delivered through the pump.

Centrifugal force is based on the principle
Ot inertia. Althcrugh inertia is discussed in
detail in chapter 2, for convenience, the basic
law is repeated here: "A body at rest tends
to remain 'at rest, and a body in motion tends
to continue in motion with the same velocity
and in the same direction."

Many illustrations of centrifugal force could
be cited. A familiar one is the tendency of an
automobile to skid towards the outside of the
curve when rounding a corner at high speed.
For the same reason the occupants of the
automobile are forced against the outer side.
An example of centrifugal force, helpful for the
understanding of centrifugal pumps, can be
found if one imagines a man whirling a bucket
of water rapidly ,around in a circle over his
head. If he whirls the bucket rapidly enough,
the outward or centrifugal force will hold the

water against the bottom of the bucket and
will not spill, even when `the bucket is upside
down. By whirling the buckettery rapidly,
a force many times the force of gravity can
be developed,.

To understand the apjilication of thiS example
to a centrifugal pump, assume that a number
of bottomless buckets rotating about a centek.
are placed as shown in figure 8-1 (A). The
bottom of the buckets is sealed by contact
with what might be called a continuous bottom
in the shape of the bounding wall against
which they rotate. As the buckets rotate,
centrifugal force pushes .the liquid against
this continuous bottom.

If the buckets are shaped like pieces of
pie, and they completely fill the circle, as

oshown in figure 8-1 (B), then the buckets will
act as a paddle wheel revolving in a drum- -
shaped container. The result is a continuous
liquid pressure due to centrifugal force over,
all the circumference of the container. The
pressure is the result of the restriction to
the flow of the liquid caused by the walls of
the container.

By enlargitig the diameter of the container
(fig. 8-1 (C)), a space (A) is created for liquid
between thip ends "of the paddles and the drum.
The . rotation of the liquid in the buckets,
because of centrifugal force, p,ushes outward
against the liquid bottom and thereby imparts
a pressure- to the liquid in space (A). If the
liquid rtmains statiorlawhicilltiould not actu-o-
ally be, the case in practicethen it would be
subjected to a true static pressure, the magnitude
al which would be dependent upon the centrifugal
force of the liquid between the paddles.

If an opening were prOvided in the containing
drum, the centrifugal force would cause the
liquid in space (A) to be discharged. If the liquid
in spade (A) were stationary,, this dis,charge
could take any direction because, according to
Pascal's law, static pressurskin a fluid is
transmitted equally in all directions. In prac-
tice, however, another factor must be considered
which 'determines the `directitin of discharge.
This factor is explained shortly.

If a means for continuously filling the bucket
is provided, such as a central opening in the
container, and a source of power to rotate
the paddles is provided, then a continuous flow,
as shown in figure 8-1 (D), exists. This
demonstrates one of the principles that apply
to the operation of the t entrifugal punip.
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( A )

C

Figure 8-
,

.Centr" ugal force.

When a force which is compelling an qbject
to Move in a curved path is removed, the object
will travel in a straight line with the speed and
direction it had at the 'instant the force was
removed. This is illustrated in figure 8-2.
An object is attached to a line (R) and swung
around in a circular paih. Assume that the
line..breaks When it reaches the vertical position
shown. The object vAll*then fly off horizontally
(at right angles to the line) with the velocity it
had at/that moment. This horizontal path will
be tangent to the circular path the object was
following up to*this moment, so"this action is
commonly -called "going off on a tangent," while
the velocity is called tangential velocity.

This tS tie principle* of the-old, fashioned
sling shot, in which a jnan placed a stone in a
leather holder to which two strings were at-
tached, swung it around in a circular path several

4
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't times to impart velocity, and then let go one
of the strings. This principle is utilized in the
cenlrifugal pump in addition to tha outward
action of centrifugal force previously orescribed.

Referring to figure 8-1(D), as soon as some
Of the liquid in space (A) ispermittedto escape,
a continuous suction or low-pressure area will
be set up in the center opening. (This center
opening is commonly referred to as the eye.)
Atmospheric pressure and, in some cases,
gravity fprce acting on the liquid,in the reser-
voir- will force liquid into the eye of the cono,
tainer. The blades or paddles will then start
rotating the liquid. As the liquid from space
(A) flows out of the container, the liquid be-
tween the blades will move* out to a greater
and greater radius. In §o doing it Will acquire
an increasing tangential velocity, because the
angular velocity of the blades is constant, and
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Figure 8-2.Tangential velocity.
FP.107

as the radius of the circular path increases,
the liquid must travel a, greater distance per
revolution. Eventually, it will teach the tip of
the blades and enter space (A), which is equiva-
lent to "going off on a tangent" as described
previously. The liquid will also tend to continue
moving directly outward from the center of the
circle because of its inertia. The two actions
centrifugal and tangentialaie then combined.

This liquid that is thrown off the tips of the
blades has a velocity equal to the tangential -
velocity it had the instant it left them. The two
actionscentrifugal force and tangential velodi-
tycause the liquid to flow out of the discharge
port. 4

Since it is part of the meaning of velocity
that it have direction (see chapter 2), the direc-
tion in which the discharge takes place becomes
important. In order to make the most use of the
velocity, the discharge is generally in an ap-
proximately tangential direction.

The liquid iS thrown off the paddles, or im-
peller blades, as they are called ,in the pump,
all around the Circle. Therefore, liquid is added
to the sjiace' (A) at all points, but escapes from
this space at only one point. In order to com-
pensate for this, it is customary to increase the
area -of apace (A) as the outlet is approached.
By this means it is also possible to slow. dowii
the tangential velocity at a more gradual rate,
and thereby obtain more efficient conversion dr
the velocity, in the pump into flow to the system.
Therefore, it is customary to design space (A)

-in the shape likes that shown in figure 8-3. This
shapecalled a volutecontinuously expands in
a definite ratio.
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FP.10.8
Figure 8-3.Basic elements of a centrifugal

pump.

The details of the size and shape of the volute
used are very important to the efficiency of the
pump, as are likewise.the exaCt shape, size, and
speed of rotation of the impeller. In general,
it is true that impeller blades that curve back-
ward with respect to their direction of rotation
give better results than straight blades, but the
reasons far bits and for the other details of
construction are matters which concern the de-.
signer primarily, and are outside the scope-of
this training manual.

Types

The two most cOmmon types of centrifugal
pumps used in hydraulic systems are the volute
and diffuser types. In both types, flow is provid-
ed by the action of centrifugalforce. At the same
time, the rotation of the impeller produces the
greater part of the velocity thatforces the liquid
out through the discharge. The major differences
between the two types are described in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

VOLUTE TYPE.Figure 8-4 illustrates the
opetation of a volute type, centrifugal pump.
The*impeller discharges the liquid at a high
velocity into a progressively expanding casing.
This contour of the casing directs the movement
of the liquid through thiboutlet port and into the
system. prr
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Figure 8-4.Volute type centrifUgal pump.

LFUSER TYPE. Figure 8-5 illustrates the
diffuser type pump. It is similar in design to the
volute pump, with the addition of a series of
stationary blades incorporated around the out-
side cirdumference of the impellerblades. These
stationary blades are 'termed the diffuser. The
diffuser blades are curved in the opposite direc-
tion from the rotating impeller blades. The dif-
fuser reduces the velocity of the liquid and de-
creases Slippage (previouslY described), whi'dh
increases the efficiency of the pump.

IMPELLER

DIFFUSER

FP.110
Figure 8-5.Diffuser type centrifugal pump.

eClassification

Centrifugal pumps are classified in several
ways. For example, they may be either single-
stage or multistage. A single-stage pump has
only one impeller. A multistage pump has two or
more impellers housed together in one casing.
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As a 1e, eath impeller acts separately, -dis-
charging to the inlet (suction) side of the next
stage impeller. For the sake of compactness,
the several impellers which make up a multi-
stage pump are almost invariably placed on one
shaft. Figure 8-6 shows a possible flow diagram
for a fourrstage pump.

The illustrations of centrifugal pumps in this
section emphasize horizontal pumps; that is,
pUmpe with their Shaft parallel to the horizontal
axis. These pumps can operate just as efficiently
when installed in such a position that the shaft
is parallel to the vertical axis. HoWever, these
pumps are sometimes classified as horizoRtal
or vertical pumps.

DISCHARGE

FP.111
Figure 8-6.Flow diagram of a fou tage

centrifugal pump.

The impellers used in centrifugal pumps may
be- classified as single-sUction or double-suc-
tion. The single-suction impeller allows liquid to
enter-the eye from one direction only; the double-
suction type allows liquid to enter the eye from
two directions. Impellers are also classified as
CLOSED or OPEN. Closed impellers have side
walls that extend from the eye to the outer edge
of the blade tips; Open impellers do not have
these side walls.

Manufacturers sometimes classify centrifu-
gal pumps according to the size and shape of the
casing, arrangement of the discharge nozzle in
relation to the pumping chamber, ''and the-type
of material used in construction of the pump.

Centrifugal pumps may be dviven by any of
the sources mentioned previously in this chapter.
Many of the centrifugal pumps aboard ship are
driven by steam turbines. As a rule, centrifugal
pUmpe are direct drivethat is, the impeller
rotates at the same rpm as the power source.

7 4 d
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Figure 8-7.Gear type rotary pump.

However, some low-pressure centrifugal pupps
have reduction gears installed between the power
source and the impeller. This allows the power
source to operate at a high speed and the inirik.
peller to operate at alower speed, thus obtaining
maximum efficiency from both the power source
and the pump.

Applications
(

Since centrifugal pumps are nonpositiVe dis-
placement, their use in hydraulic systems i&
normally limited to systems that require a large
volume of flow and operate at a relatively low
pressure. Some Aydraulic systems require vari-
ations of flow and pressure. A centrifugal pump
is sometimes used ih combination with a positiv e
displacement pumP to supply the demands of such
systems. The positive displacement pump main-
tail.* the astem during periods requiring low
volume and high pressure. The centrifugal pump
aids the positive displacement pump -when the
system requires large volumes and 16w pres-
Sure.
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In some hydraulic systems a centrifugal pump
is used with a variable displacement pump. Both
pumps are driven by the same electric motor.
The motor is fully enclosed and is cooled by a
flow of liquid from the centriftial pump. The
centrifugal pump also provides a supply of liquid
to the inlet port of the variable displacdment
pump. This insures an adequate supply.of liquid
to the main pump (variable displacemerit) for all ,
demands of .the system. .

ROTARY PUMPS

All rotary pumps operate by means of
rotating ,parts which trap the fluid at the inlet
(suction) port and force it through the discharge
port into the system. Gears,, screws, lobes, and
vanes are commonly used as elements in rotary
pumps. Rotary pumps operate on .the positive
displacement principle and are of the fixed
displacement type.

Rotary pumps are desigiz.5 with very small
clearances between rotating parts and between
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rotating Parts and stationary parts, in order to
minimize shppage from the discharge side back
to the suction side. Pumps of this type are de-
signed to operate at relativeltmoderate dpeeds
in order to Maintain these clearances. Operation
at higher speed causes erosion and excessiVe
wear, resulting in increased clearances.

Classification

Like /centrifugal pumps, there are numerous
types of rotary pumps and various methods of
classification. They may be classified as to
shaft positioneither vertically or horizontally
mounted; the type of driveelectric motor,
gasoline engine, etc.; manufacturer's name; or
service application. However, classification of
rotary pumps is generally made according to
the type of rotating element. A few of .the most
common types of rotary pumps are discussed
in the following paragraphs. ,

GEAR.The simple gear pump (fig. 8-7)
consists of two meshed gears which revolve
in a housing. The drive gear in the illustration
in turned by a drive shaft which engages the
power source. The clearances between the
gear teeth as they mesh and between the teeth
and the pump housing are very small.

The inlet port is connected 'to the fluid
supply line, and the outlet port is connected to
the pressure line. Referring to figure 8-7, the
drive gear, is turning in a counterclockwise

and4he driven (idle) gear is turning
in a clockwise arrection. As the teeth pass the
inlet port; liquid is trapped between the teeth
and the housing. This liquid is carried around
the housing to the outlet pOrt. As the teeth
mesh again, the liquid between the teeth is
displaced into the outlet port. This action
produces a positive flow of liquid into the system.
A shearpin 4or shear section is incorporated
in the drive) shaft. This is to protect the
power source or reduction gears if the pump
fails because of excessive load or jamming o/
parts.

The gears of the pump illustrated in figure
807 are referred to as.spur gears. Herringbone
and helical gears are also used in 'the construc-
tion of gear pumps.

The herringbone gear pump (fig. 8-8) is a
modification of the siznple, gear pump. The
liquid is pumped in the same manner as in the
spur gear pump. However, in the operation of
the herringbone pump, orb* discharge phase
begins before the previous di,harge phase'is
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entirely complete. This overlapping and the
relatively larger space at the center of the gears
tend to minimize pulsations and give a steadier
flow than is produced by the spur gear pump.

The helical gear pump isostill another modi-
fication of the dimple gear pump. Because of
the helical gear design, the overlapping of
succeisive discharges from spaces between the
teeth is even greater than it is in the herring-
bone gear pi/grip; therte, the discharge flow

this sniooer. Since the di charge flow is smooth
in .the helical pump, the gears can be designed
with a small number of large teeththus allow-
ing increased capacity without sacrificing
smoothness of flow.
, Figure 8-9 shows a helical gear pump. The
pumping gears of this type pump are driven by

a set of timing and driving gears, which also
, function to maintain the required close clear-
ances while preventing actifal metallic contact

4between the pumping gears. (Metallic, contact
between the teeth of the pumping gears would
provide a tighter seal against slippage; however,
it would cause rapid wear of the teeth, because
foreign matter in the liquid would be present
on the contact surfaces.)

Roller bearings at both ends of the gear
shafte maintain proper alignment and minimize
the friction loss in the transmission of power.
Suitable packings are used to prevent leakage
around the shaft.

The spur, herringbone, and helical are all
classified as external gear pumps. This . is
because both sets of teeth project outward, from
the center of the gears. In an internal gear
pump, 'the teeth of one gear project outward,
but the teeth of the other gear project inward
toward, the center of the pump, as shown in
figure 8710 (A). One gear wheelthe external
gearstands inside the otherthe internal gear.

Ond type of internal gear pump is illustrated
in figure 8-10 (B). The external (drive) gear is
attaohed directly to the drive shaffof thwump
and is placed off cente,r in relationto the idternal
gear: The two gears mesh on one bide of the
pump, between the inlet (suction) and discharge
ports. On the opposite side Of the .chamber, a
crescent-shaped form is located in the ,space
between the two, gears in such a way "as to
provide a.close tolerance with them.

The rotation of the center'gear by the drive
shaft causes the outsidg gear to rotate, since
the twetare in mesh. Evitything in the chamber .

rotate4)except the crescent. This actio,n causes
, liquid to be trapped in the gear spaces as they

.40
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Figure 8-8.Herringtone gear pump.

the crescent The liquid is carried from the
inlet port to the discharge port, where it is
forced out of the Pump by the meshing of the
gears. As the liquid is forced from tp. inlet
side of the pump, alow-pressure area iiVreated
at the inlet port allowing atmospheric pressure,
to force liqid intc?ethe pump from theeource of
supply. the, size of the creecent iltat sepaiates
the internal and external gears is the detevnin-
ing factor in the volume delivery of the plusp.
A small crescent allows more volume liquid

L-per revolution than a larger crescent.
Another design of internal gear pump is

Illustrated in figures 8-11 and 8-12. This pump
consists of a pair of gear-shaped elements,
one within the other, located" in the pump

dart
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chamber. The inner'gear is connected to the
drive shaft of the source of power.

The aperation* of this type internal tear
pump is illtistrated in figure 8-12. T.o simplify
the explanation, the teeth of the inner gear and
the spaces between the teeth of the outer gear
are ,numbered. Note that the inner gear has one
lesa4tOoth 'than die tiuter gear. The' tooth'form
of each gear is related to that of the other in
such a way that each tooth of the inner gear is
always in sliding contact wi4 the surface of
the outer gear. Each tooth of the inner gear
meshes with theL outer gear at just one point
during each revolution. In the illustration, this
point is at the top (X). In view A, tooth 1 of the
innetr gear is in.gmesh with space 1 of the outer

1.28731
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Figure 8-9.Helical gear pump.

gear. As the gears ,continue to rotate in a
clockwise direction and the teeth approach point
(X), tooth 6 of the inner gear will mesh With space
7 of the outer gear, tooth 5 with space 6, etc.
During`this revolution, tooth 1 will 4iesh with
space 2; and the following revolution, othl will
mesh with space 3/As a result, th outer gear
will rotate at just six-sevenths thspeed of the
inner gear. For example, if the inner gear rotates
a,t 10400 rpm the outer gear will rotate at 1,200
rpm.

4
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At one sido, of the point of medpockets of
increasing size aie formed as the gears rotate,
while on the other side the pockets decrease in
size. In figure 8-12, the pockets on the right-

1hand side of the drawings are increasing in size
1 as one moves down the illustration, while those
on the left-hand side are decreasing in size.
The intake side of the pump would therefore be
to the right and the discharge to the left. In
figure 8711, since the right-hand side of the
drawing was turned over ic--thow/ the porfs,
the intake and discharge affpear reversed.
Actually, A in one drawing covers A in the other.

INNER GEAR
OUTER GEAR

Flpi115
Figure 8-10.Offeentered internal gear pump.
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DISCHARGE

FP.116
Figure 8-11.Centered internal gear pump.
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DECREASING
POCKETS

and, therefore, is sometimes classified as a gear
type pump. The ierew pump'has two or more
meshing screws thich rotate to develop Aid
flow. These screws mesh to form a fluid-tight
seaLbetween the screws and between the screws
and the housing.

Screw type pumps are available in several
different designs; howeverthey all operate in
a similar manner. One design of a screw pump
is illustrated in figure 8-13. Since this pump
contains three screws, it is referred to as a
triple screw pump. The screws revolve within
a close-fitting housing. The power screw
(rotor) in the center is in mesh with (and
dives) the two idling rotors (idlers).

IDLER

FLEXIBLE
COUPLING

UPPER THRUST
PLATE

POWER ROTOR

ROTOR HOUSING

DISCHARGE

SPACER
RING

FP.117
Figure 8-12.Principles of operation.

of the internal gear pump.

SCkEW.--Another type of rotating element
used in rotary pumps is tile screw. The design
of this element is similar to that of a worm gear
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ROYOR' HOUSING

IDLER
LOCATING
CAPS

IDLER'

SUCTION

POWER
LOCATING,
CAP

LOWER THRUST
PLATE

-FP.118
Figure 8-13.Triple screw pump.

The supply line is connected to the pump
intake which,- in turn, opens into the chambers
at the ends of the screw assembly. As the
screws turn, the liquid flows in between the
threads at each end of the assembly. At the
end of the first -turn, a spiral-shaped quantity
of fluid is trapped when the ends of the threads
become in mesh again. The threads carry

1
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the fluid along within the housing toward the
center of the pump .to the discharge ,port.

In some screw pumps; the intake pmtNis
located near one end of the pump aild) the
discharge,4nearthe _other.. In*.theisezunts the
screws are designed in such a manner that
fluid enters one end of the pump, is forced
through the puipp by the Screws to the opposite
end, and is disaarged into the system.

LOBE.The principle of operation of the
lobe pump is exactly the same as for the external
-gear pump described previously. The lobes
are considerably larger than gea2r teeth, kut
there-are-only two or-three lobesron each, rota..
A three-lobe pump is illustrated in figure 8-14.
The two elements are rotated; bnebeing directly
driven by the source of power, and the other
through timing gears. As rthe elements rotate,

- liquid is trapped between two lobes af each
rotor and the walls of the pump chamber, and
carried around from the intake side to .the
discharge side of the pump. As liquid leaves

/ the intake chamber, the Pressure in the intake
k chamber is ,lo1Kred, and additsnal liquid is

forced into the chamber from the source of
supply.

DISCHARGE

VANE

INTAKE

.:Figure 8714.-1-Lobe pump.
FP.119

The lobes 'are so constructed that there is
a continuous seal at the point of juncture at the
center of the pump. The lobestof the pump
'illustrated in figure 8-14 are fittgd with small
vanes, at the outer edge to improve the seal of
the pump. Although these vaneS are mechanically
held in their slots, they are, to sonie extent,
free to move outward. Centtifugal force keeps
the vanes snug against- the" chamber and the
other rotating members.

VANE.Figure 8-1$ illustrates a vane purrip
of the unbalanced design. The rotor is attached
to the drive shaft and is rotated by an outside

I.

507 1

a I

JUSTMENT MECHANISM
DISCHARGE

SLIDING
VANES

ROTATING
ELEMENT

Figure 8-15.Vane pump
FP.120

power source such as an electric motor, gasoline
engine, etc. The rotor is slotted and each slot
is fitted with a rectangular vane. These vanes,
to some extent, are free to move outward in
their respective slots. The rotor and vanes
are enclosed in a honsing, the .inner surface
of which is offset with the drivesaxis.

As the rotor turns, centrifugal force keeps
the vanes snug against the wall of the housing.
The vanes divide the area between the rotor
and housing into a series of chambers. The
chambers Vary in size according to their
respective pOsitions around the shaft. 'The inlet
port is located in that part of the pump whdre
the chamlors are expanding in size so that
the partial vacuum formed by this expansion
allows liquid to flow into the pump. The liquid
is trapped between the vanes and is carried
to the outlet side of the pump. The chambers

action forces the licluid through the outlet post'
contract in size on the outlet side, and th

and into, the system.
The pump in figure 8-15 is referred to-as

unbalanced becatise all of the pumping action
takes place On one side of the shaft and, rotor.
This 'caves a side load on the shaft and rotor.
Some 'Ate 'pumps are constructed with an
eliptical-shaped housing_which forms two sepa-
rate pumping areas on opposite sides of the

' rotor. This cancels out the side loads; there-
fore, such pumps are referred to as balanced
vane.
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plication

Altliough some rotary pumps are capable
of operating in high-pressure systems (above
1,500 psi), their use is usually limited to systems
which operate at pressures of 1,500 psi or
below. As compared to other types of hYdraulic
pumps, rotary pumps are less expensive, have
fewer-moving- parts-, and- feature-simi)licity-in
designs and construction.

The efficiency of rotary pumps depends on the
/close tolerances betyieen the rotating elements
and, in most pumps, between the rotating element
and the housing of the pump. This efficiency is
quickly reduced by excessive wear. For this
reason,.. dirt picked up by the liquid must be
eliminated by suitable filters.

Rotary pumps are usually used in hydraulit
systems that do not require the continuous, or
near continuous, operation of the pump. For
example, electric-motor-driven gear pumps are
often usedAto operate the emergency hydraulic

-1. systems in aircraft. This provides an efficient
pump to supply fltkid to the system in case of
main system failure. It is far less expensive
than the type pumg..Teral1y used in the main
system and, due to its limited use, Maintains
eff iciency.

_

RECIPROCATII1G PUMPS

The term reciprocating is defined as back-
and-forV.i. motion. In the reciprocating pump. it
is this back-and-forth motion of pistons inside
of cylinders which provides the flow of fluid..
Reciprocating pumps, like rotary pumps, operate

, on, the positive principle-that is, each stroke
delivers a definite volume of liquid to the system.

The master cylinder of theeutomobile brake
system, which is described and illustrated in
chapter 4, is an example of a simple recipro-
catmg pump. Most manually operated hydraulic
pumps are of the reciprocating type. Several
types of power opeiated hydraulic pumps, such
as th r dial piston and axial piston, are also
classi s reciprocahng pumps. These pumps

etimes classified as rotary pumps,
because a .rotary motion is imparted to the
pumps by the source of power. flowever, the
actual pumping is performed by sets of pistons
reciprocating inside sets of cylinders. Some of.
these different types of reciprocating pumps
are discussed in the following paragraphs.

132
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Hand Pumps
There are two types of manually ope ated

reciprocating pumps-the single-action an the
double-action. The single-action pump prow es
flow during every other stroke, while the doubl
action provides flow during each stroke. Single-
action pumps are frequently used in hydraulic
jacks. This type pump is illustrated in figure;
4_-_6__in_chapter 4.

ve.

A double-action hand pump is illustrated in
figure 8-16. This type pump is used in som'e
aircraft hydraulic stems as a source of
hydraulic power fo emergencies, for testing
certain subsystems during preventive mainte-
nance inspections, and for determining the
causes of malfunctions in theSe subsystems.

'This type. pump is also used as a secondary
source of hydraulic power in hydraulic test
benches to test hydraulic components.

PISTON
OUTLET
PORT D

6

CHECK

VALVE 8

INLET
PORT C

DOUBLE-ACTION HAND PUMP

CHECK VALVE A

FP.121
Figure 8-16.-Hydraulic hand pump.

This pump consists Of a cylinder, a piston
containing a built-in check valve (A), a piston
rod, a,n operating handle, and a check valve (B)
at the inlet port. When the piston is moved to
the left, the force of the liquid in the outlet
chamber and spring tension cause valve (A) to
close. This movement causes the piston to
force the liquid in the oupt chamber through
the outlet port (D) and into the system. This
same movematit of the piston causes a low-
p ressure area in the inlet chamber. Atmospheric
pressure acting on the liquid in the reservoir
transmits this pressure to the liquid at the
inlet port (C). This differenttal of presstras
acting on the ball of check valve (B) causes the
spring to compress and open the check valve.
*This allows liquid to enter the inlet chamber.

When the piston c3mpletes this stroke to the
left, the inlet chamber is full of liquid. This
liquid eliminates the 13w-pressure area in the,
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inlet chamber, thereby allowing spring tension
to close check valve (B).

When the piston is moved to the right, the
force of the confined liquid in the mlet chamber
acts on the ball of check valit (A). This
action compresses the spring and opens check
valve (A) a4wrng the liquid to flow from the
intak chamb r to the outlet chamber. Because
of the area occupied by' the piston rod, the
outlet' ber cannot contain all the hquid
discharged from the inlet chamber. Since the
hquid will not compress, the extra liquid is
forced out of port (D) into the system.

Radial Piston Pumps

Figure 8-17 illustrates the operation of the
radtal [Dist& pump. The pump consists of a
pintle which remains stationary and acts as a
valve; a cyhnder block which revolves around
the pride and contains the cyhnders in which
the pistons operate; a rotor which houses the
reaction ring of hardened steel against which
the piston heads press; and a slide block which
is used to control the length of the piston
strokes. The shde block does not revolve but
houses, and supports the rotor, which does
revolve due to the friction set up by the sliding
ap non between the piston heads and the reaction
ring. The cylinder block is attached to the
drive shaft.

\ Referring to view (A) of figure 8-17, assume
tl* space (X) in one of the cylinders of the
cylinder block contains liquid and that the
respective 'piston of this cylinder is at position
(1). -When- the cylinder-bloCk and piston are
rotated in a clockwise direction, the piston
is forced into its cylinder as it approaches
position (2). This action reduces the volumetric
size of the cylinder Ind forces a quantity of
hqutd out of the cylinder and into the outlet
port above the pintle. This pumping action is
due to the 'fact that the rotor, in the slide
block, is off centered in relation to the cbnter
of the cyhnder block.

In figure 8-17 (B); the piston has reached
position (2) and has forced theTiquid out of the
open end of the cyhnder through the outlet above
the pintle and into the system. Wilde the piston,
moves from position (2) to position (3), the
open end of the cylinder passes over the solid
part of the Entitle; therefore, therta48(.no-4ntake
or ..bischraige of hquid during this tittle. As the
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Figure 8-17.Printiples of operation

of the radial piston pump.
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piston and cylinder move from position (3) to
position (4), centrifugal force causes the piston
to move outward against the reaction ring of the
rotor. During this time the open end of the
cylinder is open to the intake side of the pintle
and, therefore, fills with liquid. As the piston
&

, moves from position (4) to position (1), the open
end of the cylinder is against the solid side of

the pinkie and no intakë ordihargecif liquid
takes place. After the piston has passed the
pintle and starts toward position (2), another
discharge of liquid takes place. Alternate intake

rand discharge continues as the rotor is revolved
about its axisintake on one side of the pintle
and discharge on ttie other, as the piston slides
in and out. ,

----- Notice in views (A) and (B) of figure 8-17
that the center point of the rotor is different
from the center point of the cylinder block. It is
the difference of these centers thatproduces the
pumping action. If the rotor is moved so that its
center point is the same as that of the cylinder
block, as shown in figure 8-17 (C), there is no
pumping action, since the piston does not move
back and forth in the pylinder as it rotates with
the cylinder block.

The flow in this pump can be reversed by
moving the slide block, arid therefor the rotor,
to the right so that the relation of th nters of
the rotor and the cylinder block is rev sedfrom
Ulf position _shown in_views (A) and (B)_of figure
8-17. Figure 8-17 (D) shows this arrangement.
Liquid enters the cylinder as the piston travels
from position (1) to position (2) and is discharged

, from the cylinder as the piston travels from
position (3) to (4).

In the illustrations the rotor is shown in
the center, the extreme right, or the extreme
left in relation to the cylinder block. The amount
of adjustment in distance between the two centers
determines the length of the piston stroke, which
control§....the amount of liquid flow in and out of

, the cyttnder. Thus, this adjustment determines
the displacement of the pump; that is, the volume
of iiquid the pump delivers per revolution. This
adjustment may be têntrolled in different waA.

4-1 Nanual control by means of a handwheel is the
simplest.The pump illustrated in figure 8-17 is
controlled in this way. For automatic control of
delivery to accommodate varying vpltnne re-
quir,ements during the operating cycle, a hy-
draulically controlled cylinder may be used to
position the slide block. A gear-motor controlled
by a pushbuttoti or limit switch is sometime,s
*used for this purpose.-

, -
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A pump of this type with onlY one piston
would notbe practical. Therefore, the radial
piston pump is designed with several pistons.
Note that the pump illustrated in figure 8-18
contains an odd number of pistons. All radial
pumps are designed with an odd number of
pistons-7, 9, 11, etc. This is to insure that
no more than one cylinder is completely blocked
by the pintle at any one tbne. If there were an
even number of pistons spaced evenly around
the cylinder block (for example, eight), there
would be occasions when two of the cylinders
would be blocked by the pintle, while at other
times none would be blocked. This would cause
three cylinders to discharge at one time and
four at one time, causing pulsations in flow.
With an odd number of pistons spaced evenly
around the cyligder block, only one cylinder is
completely blocked by the pintle at any one
time. This reducesPulsations of flew.

Some of the principal part..)the radial
piston pump are described in more detail in the
following paragraphs.

PINTLE.Infigure 8-17 the` pintle is shown,
for the sake of simplicity, as a flat bar around
whi411 the rotor turds. Actually, the pintle is a
round bar which serves as a stationary shaft
around which the cylinder block turns. The
pintle shaft, ashown in figure 8-19, has four
holes bored fr4m one end lengthwise through
part of its length, Two holes serve as the intake
and the remaining two as the discharge. Two
slots are cut in the side a the shaft so that
each slot connects two of the lengthwise titles.
The two slots are in line _with the cylinders
when the cylinder block is assembled on the,
pintle. One of these slots provides the path for,
the liquid to pass from the cylinderi to the'
discharge hole bores into the pintle. The-other
slot connects the two inlet holes to the cylinders
during the entrance of liquid. The discharge
holes are connected through appropriate fittings
to a discharge line so that the liquid can be
directed into the system. The other pair of .

holes are connected to tlite inlet line,
CLINDER BLOCK.One type of cylinder

block is illustrated in figure 8-20. This is a
cylindrical-shaped block of metal with a hole
bored through the icenter t4 accommodate the
pintle. The cylinder holes are bored froth the
outer edge of the block to the center hole and,

diStinces around the cir-
ock. Both the cylinder holes
tre very ac curately machined
rouna the pistons and the

are spaced at equ
cumfererIce of the
and the center hole
so that liquid loss
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Figure 8-18.Nine-piston radiall-Ao'n pump.

puitle is kept to a minimum. There ere several
different designs of cylinder bloacs. Some, like
tire one illustrated in figure 81-20, appear to be
almost solid, while others have spokelike cyl-
inders radiating out from the center.

PISTONS.Like cylinder blocks, pistons are
manufactured in differentdesigns. Some of these
designs are illustrated in figuYe S-21. View (A)
shows a piston with small wheels that roll around
the inside surface of the rotor. View (B) shows a
piston in which the conical edge of the top bears
directly against the reaction...ring of the rotor.
In this particular design, while the piston moves
back and forth in the cylinder, it will rotate
about its axis, so that the top surface will wear
uniformly. View (C) shows a piston attached to

FP.123

curved plates. These curved plates,.sometimes
referred tp..as curved shoes or slippers, bear
against and slide around the inside surface of the
rotor. Like the cylinder walls, the sides of the

,pistons are accurately machined to fit the
cylinders, so there is a minimum loss of liquid
between the walls of the cylinders and the
pistons. No provision is made for the use of
piston rings to, help seal against leakage.

ROTOR.Here again, the design may be
diffe'rent from pump to pump, as shown in figure
8-22. The rotor consists essentially of a circular
ring, machine finished on the inside, against
which the pistons bear. The rotor rotates within
the slide block which can be shifted from side to
side to 'control the length of the stroke of the
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FP.124
Figure 8-19.Pintle for radial piston pump.

FP.125
Figure 8-20.Cylinder block for

radial piston pump.

(A) (c)

FP.126
Figure 8-21.Pistons for radial piston pump.

FP.127
Figure 8-22.Rotoxs for- radial piston pump«

_

pistons. The slide block has two pairs of
machined stirfaces on the exterior so that it can
slide in tracks in the pump case... The sliding
motion is controlled by any means covered
earlier in this-chapter.

These parts, together with the drive shaft,
constitute the main working parts of the radial
piston pump. The drive shaft is connected to
the oylinder block and is driven by an outside
force suoh as an elect4c motor.

Axial Piston Pumps.
Axial piston puinps have the same general

characteristics as radial, piston puntps.

However, in the axial p,iston pump, the block
with its pistons rotate on a shaft in such a way
that the pistons reciprocate in their cylinders
along lines parallel to the axis or the shaft.
This ip called axial motion.

The pumping action of this pump is made
possible by a universal Pint or link. Figure
8-23 is a series of drawings which illustrates
how the universal joint is used in the operation
of the axial piston pump.

Firstl 'a rocker arm is installed on a hori-
zontal shaft. (See figs 8-23 (A).) The arm is
joined to the -shaft by a pin in such a way that
it can be swung back and forgi, as indicated in
view (B). Next, a riztg is placedaround the shaft
and secured ,to the rocker arm so that the ring
can turn'from left to right as shown in view (C).
This provides two rotary motions in different
planes at the same time, and in yarying pro-
poitions as may be desired: The rocker arm
can swing back and forth in one arc, and the ring
can simultaneously move from left to right in
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Figure 8-23.Relationship of the universal
joint in operation of the axial piston pump.

another arc, in a plarie at right angles to theo
plane in which tlie rocker arm turns.

Next, a tilting..plate is added to the assetnbly.
The tilting plate is placed at a. slant to the
axis of the shaft, as depicted in figure 8-23
(D). The rocker arm is then planted at the same

as'the tilting plate, so that it lies parallel
to the tilting plate. The ring is also parallel
lo, and m contact with, the tilting plate. T116
position of the ring in relation td the rocker arm
is unchanged from that shown,id figure8-23 (C).
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Figure 8-23 (E) shows Ahe assembly after
the 'Shaft, still in a horizontal position, has been
rotated a quarter turn. The rocker arm is still
tn the same position as the tilting plate, and ts
now perpendicular to the axis of the shaft. The

,zring has turned-go the rocker pins, so that it
has changed its position irjorelation to the rocker
arm, but it remains parallel to, and in contact
with, the tilting,plate.

View (F) offigure 8-23 shows the-assembly
after the shaft has been rotated another quarter
turn.. The parts are now in the same position
as shown in view (D), but with the,ends of the
rocker arm reversed. The ring stilL bears
against the tilting.plate.

the shaft continues to rotate, the rocker
arm and the ring turn about their pivots, with
each changing its relation to the other, and with
the ring always bearing on the plate.

Figure 8-23 (G) shows d Wheel added to the
assemblY. The wheel is placed upright and
fixed to ihe *shaft, so that 14 rotates with the
shaft. In addition, two rods, (A) ana" (B), are
loosely connected to the tilting ring, and extend
through two holes standing opposite each other
in the fixed wheel. As the shaft is rotated, the
fixed wheel turns perpendicular to the shaft at
all times. The tilting ring rotates with the shaft
and always remains tilted, since it reinains in-
contact with the tilting plate. Referring to view
(G), the distance along rod (A), from the tilting
ring to the fixed wheel, is greater than the
distance along rod (B). As the assembly is
rotated, however, the distance along rod (A)
decreases as its pomt attubrnent to' the
tilting ring moves closer to the fixed wheel,
while the distance along rod (B) increases.
These .changes continue Until after 'a half revo-
lution, at which time the initial positions of the
rods have been reversed. After another half
revolution, the two rods will again be in their
original positions.

As the assembly,rotatel, the rode are moved
in and out through the holes in the fixed wheel.
This is the way that the axial piston pump-,
works: To get a pumping' action, it is only
necessary to place pistons at the ends of fhe
rods, beyond the fixed wheel, and uisert them
in cylinders. The rods must be connected to
the pistons and to the wheel by ball and socket
joints. As the assembly rotates, each piston
moves back and forth in its cylinder. Intake
and discharge hnes can be arranged so that
hquid enters the cylinders while the spaces

'
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between the piston heads andtre bases of, the
cylinders are increasing, and leaves the cyl-
inders dUting the other half of each revolution
when :the pistons are moving in the opposite
direc tion.

These operating principles are illustrated
in the different views of the axial piston p9mp
shown in figures 8-24 and 8-25. This type pump
consists of a circular cylinderwith either 7 or
9 equally spaced pistons.

The main parts of the pimp are the drive
shaft, pistons, cylinderblock, and valve plate.
There are two ports in the valve plate. These
ports connect directly to openings in the face of
the cylinder block. Liquid is forced in one
poi t by atmospheric pressure and forced out
the other port by the reciprocating action of the
piltons.

There is a fill port in the top of the cylinder
housing. This opening is normallykeptplugged,
but it can be opened for testing the pressure in
the hbusing or case, When installing a new
pump or a newly repaired one, this plug must
be removed and the housing filled with the
recommended liquid before the pump is operated.
There is a drain port in the mounting flange
to drain away any leakage from the drive shalt
oil seal.

When the drive shaft is rotated, it rotates?
the pistons and cylinder block with- it The
offset position of the cylinder block causes the
pistons to move back and forth in the cylinder
block while the shaft, pistons, and cylinder block
rotate together. As the pistons reciprocate
in the cylinder block, liquid enters one port
and is forced out the other.

In' figure 8-25, piston (A) is shown at the
*bottom of the stroke. When piston (A) has
rotated to the position held by piston (B), it
will have moved ukward in its cylinder, forcing
liquid through the outlet port during the entire
distance. During the remainder ,of the rotation
back to its original position, the piston travels
downward in the cylinder. This action áreates
a low-pressure area in the cylinder; therefore,
atmospheric pressure forces liquid through the
inlet port into the cylinder. Since each one of
the pistons performs the same operation in,

'succession, liquid is constantly being taken into
the cylinder bores through the inlet port' and
discharged -from the cylinder bores into the

system. This action provides a steady,' non-
p sating flow of liquid,

As shown in figure 8-23 (G), the distance
the istons move back and forth in their cylinders
depen s on the tilt or angle of the tilting plate.
In th pump illustrated in figures 8-24and8-25.
this tilt or angle is fixed by the shape of the
housing and therefore is referred to as a fixed
displacement or constant displacement pump.
Pump output is determined by the angle and,
since this angle is fixed, can be changed only
by varying the pump speed.

With no tilt at all, no pumping action would,
occur since the piston would not move back and
forth. The distances (A) and (?) in figure
8-23 (G) would be equal, and would remain equal
as the assembly rotates. If the angle Of tilt
given to the tilting plate were reversed, making
distance (A) less than distance (B), the pumping
action would be reversed. What had been the
discharge would now become the intake and

. _

vice versa. By adding a mechanism to-control
the angle of the tilting plate, any variation of
delivery can be obtained, from a maximum flow
in one direction through zero (no *flow) to
maximum flow in the opposite direction, although
the drive shaft continues to rotate at a constant
speed. Axial piston pumps designed with such
a controlling device are referred to v.- variable
delivery or variable displacement rumps, de-
fined previously in this chapter.

A variable displacement pump is shown in
figure 8-26. This type pump contains either
seven or nme single-acting pistons. The pistons
reciprocate within cylinder borea which are
evenly spaced around-a cylinder barrel. (Note
that the term barrel, as used in this discussion,
actually refers to a cylinder -block which con-
tains cylinders.) The piston rods are attached
to a socket ring by means of ball-and-socket
conneCtions. The socket ring rides on a thrust
bearing carried by a castingthe tilting box
or plate.

When the tilting plate is at ',right angles to
the shaft, and the pump is rotating, the pistons
do not reciprocate; therefore, no purrising action
takes place. When the tilting box is lilted' away
from a right angle, the pistons reciprocate and
liquid is pumped.

Since the displacement of this type pump is
varied by changing the angle of the tilting box,
some means must be used to control the changes
of, this angle. Various methods are used to
'control this movementmanual, electric, pneu-
matic; or hydraulic. The operation of a hydrau-
lically controlled variable displacement plimp is
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FlU. PORT

DRAIN PORT

VALVE PLATE

Figure 8-24.Partial cutaway view of axial piston pump.
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RADIAL REARING

SRAL OUPUNO SHAFT

FP.130
Figure 8-25.Schematic .diagram of

axial piston pump.

described in the hydraulic power drive system
in chapter 13. -

Another type of axial piston pump is illus-
trated In figure 8-27, This type pump is
sometimes referred to ag an inline Pump;
however, it is most commonly referred to as
a Stratopower pump. _Like the axial piston

FP.129
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ptimp described previously, the Stratopower
pump is available in either the fixed displacement
or the variable displacement type. The pump
shown in figure 8-27 is the fixed displacement
type.

Two major functions rfterformed by the
internal parts of the fixe displacement Strato-
power pump. These functions are mechanical
drive and fluid displacement.

The mechanical drive mechanism isshown in
figure 8-28. Piston motion is caused by the
drive cani-displacing each piston the full height
of the drive cam each revolution of the shaft. &

By coupling_ the ring of pistons with a nutating
(wobble) plate supported by a fixed center
pivot, the pistons are held in constant contact
with the cant face. As the driye cam depresses
one side of the nutating plate (as pistons are

. advanced), the other side of the nutating plate
is withdrawn an equal amount, moving the
pistons with it. The two creep plates a:re pro-
vided to decrease wear on the revolving cam.

A schematic diagram ,of the displacement of
fluid is shown in figure 8-29: Fluid is displaced
by axial motion of the pistons.. AS each piston
advances in its respective cylinder block bore,
pressure opens the check and a quantity of fluid
is forced past. Combined back pressure and
gheck spring tension closes the check when the
piston advances to itd foreMost position. The
low-pressure area occurring in the cylinder
during,. the piston return rIlkows atmospheric
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Figure 8-26.Variable displacement axial piston pump. .
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\ PISTON DISCHARGE
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FP.132
Figure 8-2.7.Cutavy view of Stratopower hydraulic pumpfixed displacement.

CREEP PLATS

NUTATING PLATE

STATIONARY SIARING

PISTON

FIXED PIVOT

DRIVE CAM

FP.133
Figure 8-28.:-Mechanicai drive

Stratopower pump.

pressure to force fluid- to flow from the intake
loading groove into the cylinder.

A fluid flow diagram of the fixed displaceinent
Stratopower _pump is illustrated in figure 8-30.
Fluid enters the intake port and is discharged
through the outlet port by the reciprocating
action of the pist9ns. fluid is circulated through
tlp back of the pump for cooling and lubricating
purposes by the centrifugal action of the drive
dam.

, The internal features-of the variable dis-
placement. Stratopower pump are illustrated in
figure 8-31. This pump operat* similar to
the, fixed displacement Stratopower pump; how-
ever, this pump provides the additiobal function
Of automatically varying the, volume outptit.
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AMIN%
PISTON MINNA OCK DISCNAKNI

Figure 8-29.Fluid displacement
Stratopower pump.

This functiOn is controlled by the pressure in the
hydraulic system. For example, assume that a
pump of this type; ratedat3,000-psi, is Providing
flow to a 3,000. psi system. When system pres-
sure reaches 3,000 ,psi and there is no demand
'on the system, the .pump unloads (delivers no
flow to the system). The pressure regulation and
flow is-accomplished by an internal bypass which
automatrcally adjusts delivery, af fluid to the
demands of the system.

Flow cutoff actually 'begins before the fluid
reaches system pressure. For example, in a
3,000 psi system, flow cUtolf begins at approli-
xnatelY 2,850 psi and reaches zeroflow (unloads)
it 3,000 psi. When the pumfris operating in the
unload condition, the bypass system provides
circulation of 'fluid internally for cooling and
lubrication of the pump.-- ,

your major functions are performed by the
internal -parts of the variable displacement
Stratop oit. r pump.. These functions are me-
chanical ive, fluid displacement, pressure
control, and bypass.; Two of theie functions

Mechanical , drive and fluid displacementare'
identical to those performed by,the fixed dis-
placernent Stratopower pump.

A schematic diagram of the pressure control
mechanism is shown in figure 8-32. Pressure
is bled through the 9ontrol orifice into the
pressure compensator cylinder where it moves'
the ,compensatomppiston against the force of the
calibrated contAIR (compensator) spring.. This

S' motion, transmitted by. a direct meghanical -
linkage, moves sleeveetaxialli on the pistons,
therebY varying the time Viittring which the
relief holes are covered during each _stroke.

Fluid flows through the hollow pistons during
the forivard stroke, and escapes out the relief
holes until they are covered by the piston
sleeves. -The effective pistolFstroke (delivery)
is, controlled by the piston sleeve, position.
During nonflow requirements, only enough fluid
is pumped to maintain pressure againstleakage.

During normal pump operation, three con-
ditions may existfull flow, partial flow, and
zero or no ildt. During full 'flow operation
(fig. 8-33), fluid enters the intake port and is
discharged to the system past the pump-checks
by the reciprocating action cl the pistons.
Piston sleeves cover the ..relief holes for the
entire discharge stroke.,

During partial flow, sistem Viessure is
sufficient (as bled through the orifice) to move
the- compensator stem against-the compensator
spring force.

U system pressure continues to buird up,
as under npnflow conditions, the stem will be
moved further until the relief holes are un-
covered for practically .the entire piston stroke.
The 'relief 'holes will be cOvered only for that
portion of the strcice necessary to maintain
system pressure against leakage and to produce
adequate bypass flow.

The bypass system is 'lidded to supply,/
. .

selfzlubrication? particularly when the pump is
in nonflow operation. The ring of bypass holes
in the pistons are aligned with the bypass passage
each time a piston reaches the very en of its
forward travel; This pumps'2 sm quantity
of fluid out of the bypass' passage ack to the
supply reservoir and provides a constant chang-
ing of fluid in the pump. The bypass is designed
to pump against a considerable back pressure
for use with pressurized reservoirs.
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AIR COMPRESSORS

As previously mentioned, compres s ar
used in pneumatic systeins for requirem ts
similar to those required of pumps in hydraul:\
systems. However, since gases are
compressible, the gai must be Compres in
advance, stored in containers, and then re ask
in sufficient volume and at regulated pre sures,
from the container into the pneumatic system. \
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Figure 8-31.Internal features of Stratopower variable displacemerit pump.
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Figure 8r32.-rPressure control mechanism

Stratopower variable displacement pump.
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3/44.

Types of Compressing Elements

Air compressor elements may be of the
centrifugal, rotary, or reciprocating types.
Most of the compresaors used in the Nayy
have reciprocating elempnts. (See fig. 8-350
In this type compressoi the air is compressed
in One or more cylinders very much like the
compression which takes place in an in4ernal
combustion engine.

Sources oi Power

Compressors are slriven by electric motors,
internal combOstion engines, turbines, recipro-
cating steam engihes, or hydraulic motors.
Most of the air compressors in the naVal
service are driven by ele,ctric motors.
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Figure 8-35.A simple two-stage reciprocating low-pressure air compressor.
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FLUID POWER

the compressor and the motor. When using
steam turbine drives, compressors are usually

-driven,through reduction gears.

Pressure Classifications

Compressors are classified as low-pres-
' sure, medium-pressure, or high-pressure.
Low-pressure compressors are those which
provide a discharge pressure of 150 psi or
less. Medium-pressure compressors are those
which provide a discharge pressure of 151
psi to 1,000 phi. Compressors which provide
a discharge pressure above 1,000 psi are clas-
sified as high-pressure.

Most low-pressure air compressors are
of the two-stage type with either a vertical
V (fig. 8-35) or a vertical W arrangement of
cylinders. Two-stage, V-type, low-pressure
compressors usually have one cylinder that
provides the first (low-pressure) stage of com-
pression, and one cylinder that providesAte
second (high-pressure) state. 'W-type com-
pressors have two cylinders for the first stage
of compression and one cylinder for the second
stage. This arrangement is shown in figure
8-36 (A).

Compressors may be , classified according
to a number of other design features or op-
erating characteristics.

Medium-pressure air compressors are ,of
the twg-stage, vertical, duplex, single-acting
type. Many medium-pressure compressors
have, differential pistons. This typeeof piSton
provides more than one stage of compression
on each piston. (See fig. 8-36.)

Modern air compressors are generally
motor-driven (direct or geared), liquid or air
cooled, fotr-stage, single-acting units with
vertical or horizontg cylinder !arrangement.
Cylinder arrangements for, high-pressure air'
compressors utilized in the naval service are
illustrated in figure 8-36 (B). Small capacity
high-pressure air systems may have .three-
stage compressors. High ,capacity air systems
may be equipped with five- or six-stage
compressors.

RECIPROCATING AIR COMPRESSORS

An air compressor assembly includes all
the associated equipment requiredfordelivering
filtered, oil and moisture free compressed air

as required for the opfration of various units.
The complete unit normally includes the com-
pressor, filter and moisture separator assem-
bly,, an adjustable relief valve assembly, a
control system, and an air receiver with a
pressure gage. (See figure 8-37.)

Most reciprocating compressors are sim-
ilar in design and operation. The following
discession relates to the radial, three-stage,

, piston type, high-pressure air compressor.

Principles of Operation

This air compressor consists of three pis-
ton type air pumps connected in series. There-
fore, the process of compressing ambient air
(see glossary) to a relatively high pressure
is accomplished in three stages. Each com-
pressor stage consists of a cylinder, a re-
ciprocating piston, an intake valve mechanism,
and an exhaust valve mechanism. The recip-
rocating pistons are conn'ected to, and actu-
ated by, a master rod assembly attached to
a shaft that is, coupled to the power source by
a flexible coupling.

The intake' and exhaust valves are usually
hardened steel discs, carefully ground and
lapped to seat snugly against a shoulder at the

- end of the cylinder bore (chamber). The valves
are held against the valve seat by -a tempered
steel spring. As the piston travels downward,
the cylinder bore fokward of the piston is at
reduced pressure and the intake valve lifts
from its seat and allows 'air to enter the Cyl-
inder. As the piston travels upward, the in-
take valve closes -and the air is compressed
until the pressure overcomes the resistance
of the exhaust valve spring. The exhaust valye
is then lifted from its seat and the compressed
air in the cylinder escapes through the outlet
fitting into the interstage tubing.

Tc4 compensate for the volumetric decrease
of the air as it is compressed, the cylinder
bores and piston displacement of the three
stages are progressively decreased. The first-
stage cylinder is the largest and, therefore,
receives a relatively large volume of ambient.

. air and compresses it into a-smaller volume
for delivery to themedium size second-stage
cylinder. Here, the compression cycle is re-
'peated. The supercharged inlet- air is further
compressed to a higher pressure and applied
to the third-stage cylinder. Here, the com-
pression cycle is completed as the air is
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2-STAGE WITH
DIFFERENTIAL

PISTON

2-STAGE, VERTICAL WITH
'2 DIFFERENTIAL PISTONS

(A)

4-STAGE ARRANGEMENTS

1

3-STAGE ARRANGEMENTS

(B.) s

FP.141

Figure 8-36.Air compressor .cylinder arraggement. (A) Low- and medium-
pressure cylinders; (B) high-pressure cylinde rs.

cpinpressed to its ultimate deliiery pressure.
(This is an application of Boyle's law dts-
cussed in chapter 2.)

NOTE: These cycles.compare with the num-
ber of stages of a particular compressor. For
example, a six-stage compressor has six such
stages.

Compressor Lubrication

Unlike hydraulic pumps, which are lubricated
by the liquid of the system passing around the
moving parts, the pneumatic compressor re-
quires a lubrication system for its moving
parts.

Most low-pressure and, medium-pressure
compressors are lubricated by a simple but
effective combination of pressure, splash, and.
mist principles. Normally, the compressor

base is used as the oil sump and oil pump
housing. The oil level canobe measured by a
dip stick, or, in some compressors, by an oil
level sight gagen that is mounted on the out-
side of the base.

During compressor operation, ,sump oil en-
ters the punip cylinders ,through ports in the
cylinder walls on the up stroke of the piston.
On the down stroke, the piston descends past
the ports, preventing the escape of oil. The
oil trapPed in, the cylinder is forced through
a spray tube and is directed against the rapidly
moving master rod. The inipact forms a fine
mist of oil which fills the interior of the crank-
case and provides lubrication of the master
rod, bearings, pistons, connecting links, and
other internal parts. Internal lubrication of
the cylinders and valve mechanisms is aided
by the 'small quantity of vapor draw.n into the
first-stage .cylinder from the crankcase and
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INTAKE FILTER
ASSEMBLY

DRAIN %LYE

Figure 8-37.Air compressor assembly.

passed on to the second and third stages thiough
the interstage connecting tubes.

Lubrication of high-pressure air compres-
sor cylinders is generally accomplished by
means of an adjustable mechanical force-feed
lubricator, which is driven irom a recipro-
cating or a rotary part of the compressor. Oil
is fed from the cylinder lubricator, by sep-
arate feed lines, to each cylinder. A check
valve is installed at the end of each feed line
to keep the compressed air from .forcing* the
oil back into the lubricator. Lubrication begins
automatically as the compressor starts up.
The amount of oil that must be fed to the cyl-
inder depends upon the cylinder diameter, the
cylinder wall temperature, and the viscosity
of the oil,

Lubrication of the other internal parts of
most modern high-pressure compressors, and
some medium- and low-pressure compressors,
is accomplished by an oil pump.! The pump
(usually. of the gear type) is attached to the
compressor and is driven by the compressor
shaft. The pump is supplied with oil from the
compressor reservoir (crankcase) and delivers
it, Arough a filter, to an oil cooler. From
the cooler, the oil is distributed to the top of
each main beating, to spray nozzles for re-
duction gears, and to outboard bearings. The
Crankshaft is drillp so that oil fed to the.niain
bearings is picked up by the main bearing
journals and carried to the crank journals.
The connecting rods contain passages which
conduct lubricating oil froM the crank bear-
ings up to the wrist pin bushings. As oil leaks
out from the various bearings, it drips back
to the oil sump (in the base of the compressor)

,150
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and is recirculated. Oil from the outboard
bearings is carried back to the sump by drain
lines.

The discharge pressure of lubrication oil
pumps varies with different pump designs. A
relief valve, fitted to each pump, functions
when the discharge pressure exceeds the pres-
sure for which the valve is set. When the re-
lief valve lifts, excess oil is returned to the
sump.

Cooling

In somp,low-pressure air compressors, the
heat, which normally results from rapid com-
pression of a gas, is dissipated before the
temperature attains a troublesome level. This
is accomplished by using aluminum cylinders
with integral cooling fins and a fan which blows
cooling air past the cylinders and interstage
tubing. This type of cooling is sufficient for
most low-pressure air compressors when op-
erated in well-ventilated spaces.

Most high-pressure ond medium-pressure
compressors aboard ship are cooled by sea
water supplied from the ship's fire, flushing,
or water service niains: The cooling water
is generally available to each unit through at
least two sources. Compressors located out-
side the large machinery spaces are generally
equipped with an attached circulating water
pump as a standby source of cooling water.

The cooling water is circulated through
the compressor in much the same manner as,
an automobile engine. The path of water in the
cooling water system of a typical four-stage

7,1
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WATER OUTLET
2

OIR COOLER OIL INLET

Figure 8-38.Cooling water system in a typical multistage air compressor.

compressor is illustrated in figure 8-38. Not
all systems have identical paths of water flow;
however, in systems equipped with oil cootersf-
it is important that Vie coldest water is avail-
able for the cooler. :Valves are usually pro-
vided so that the water to the cobler can be
controhed independently of the rest of the sys
tem. Thus, Oil temperature may be controlled
without harmfully affecting other parts of the
compressor.

Next. ui importance are the intercoolers
and after coolers (discussed later), then the
cylinder jackets and heads. High-pressure air
compressors require from 6 to 25 gallons of
cooling watir per minute, while medium-pres-
sure compressors require from 10 to 20 gal-
lons per minute.

When sea water is used as the
1cooling agent,

all parts, of the, circulating .system must be
of corrosion-resisting materials. The cylin-
ders and heads are therefore 'composed of
gun metal 'or valve bronze composition, with
water jackets cast integral with the cyltnders.

FP.143

iach cylinder is fitted with a liner of special
.cast ironor- steel to withstand the wear of the
piston. -Whenever practicable, the cylinder
jackets are fitted with handholes and covers
so that water spaces may lie inspected and
cleaned. Jumper lines are 'generally used to
peke water connections between the cylinders
and .heads, since these prevent any possibility
of leakage into, the compression spaces. In
some compressois, however, the water passes
directly through the joint between the cyl-
inder and the head. With this latter type, ex-
treme are must be' taken to insure that the
joint is 'properly sealed to prevent leakage
which, if allowed to continue, would ruin both
the cylinder liner and the piston. .

The intercoolers and aftercoolers remcr
the heat generated during compression and
cause the condensation of any vapor that might
be present. It is important that this conden-
sation be drained at regular intervals to pre-
vent carryover into the next stage, 'accumu-
lation at low points, water hammer, freezing
or bursting of pipes in expdsed locations,
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faulty operatton of pneumatic systems and com-
ponents, and possible. damage to electrical ap-
paratus where air is used for cleaning. The
removal cif heat is also required for economical
compression. Durind compression the temper-,

4 ature of the air is increased, thus causing the
air to e4)and to a larger volume whicli in turn,
requires a corresponding increase of work t,)
compress it. (The effect of changes in tem-
perature on compressed gas is discussed in
chapter 24 dultistaging and cooling of the air
between stages reduce the power requirenient,
for a given capacitl. The intercooling reduces
the maximum temperature in each cylinder and
thereby reduces -the amount of heat that must
be removed by the water jacket at the cylinder.
Also, the resulting temperature in the cylinder
insures good lubrication of the piston and the
valves. Both the intercoolers and the 'after-
coolers are of the saine general construction,
except that ,the aftercoolers are designed to
withstand a higher working pressure that the
intercoolers.

Water-cooled intercoolers may be of the
straight tube and shell type or, if size permits,
may be of the coil type. In coolers with air
pressure above 250 psi, the air flowsythrough
the tubes. Suitable baffles are profided in
tubular coolers to deflect the air or water in its
cour,se through the cooler. In coil type cOolers
the ail passes through the coil, with the water
flowing round the outside.

Air-cooled intercoolers and aftercoolers
inay be of the radiator type or may consist of a
bank of finned copper tubes located in the path
of blast air prov.ided by the air_ compressor.

Automatic temperature shutdown devices are
_fitted on all recent designs of high-pressure. air
compressors. Thus, if the cooling water tem-

*

perature rises above a safe limit, the coin-
_ pressor will stop and will not restart auto-

matically. 'Some compressors are fitted with a
device that will shut down the compressor if
the. temperatui`e of the air leaving any stage
exceeds a preset value.

Compressor Assembly Components
As previously Stated certain other com-

ponents are usually considered as part of the
compressor assembly. A brief description of
these components is given in the following par-
agraphs. They are described in more detail
in other sections of the manual, as indicated.

A filter and a moisture separator are in-
corporated in the line between the compressor
and _the receiver tank. Their purpose is to
remove as much dirt and moisture ati possible
before the air enters the system. Filters and
separators are discussed in chapter 7.

An air receiver or reservoir is installed
in or near each space housing air compressors.
The receiver atts as a supply tank and a stor-
age tank for the pneumatic system. Air re-
ceivers are explafied in chapter 7.

n unloading system that removes-the com-
pression load from the compressor while the
unit is starting and automatically applies the
load after the unit reaches operating speed is
installed in Most systems. Unloading valves are
covered in more detail in chapter 10.

A pressure relief valve is installed in' the
assembly. It exhausts compressor discharge
air to the atmosphere when the pressure in the
equipment being charged exceeds a predeter-_
mined maximum value. Pressure relief valves
are descrited in chapter 10.
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CAAPTER .

CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT OF FLOW

It is all but impossible to design a prvtical
fluid power system wit4out some means of con-
trolling the volume and pressure of the fluid and
directing the flow of fluid to the operating units.
Thil is accomplished by the incorporation of
different types Of valves at various points in the
system. Different tycies of valves used in fluid
power systems are discussed in this chapter

and chapters 10 and 11.A brief introduction to
valves, including their classification and appli-
cation is covered in 'the first part of this chap-
ter. This is followed by detailed descriptions
and illustrations of those valves which arp used
to control the flow of fluids.
Some fluid power systems reqUire devices for

measuring the quantity or rate of flow through
didosystem. The latter part of this chapter is
devoted to 'various types of flowmetersnased for
measuring the flow of fluids.'

INTRODUCTION TO VALVES

'Au often *quoted definition of a valve is "antengineered obstruction in a pipe." Although this
definItion is-technically correct, a more precise
definition is: A valve is any device by which the
flow of fluid may be started, stopped, or reg-
ulated by a movable part which opens or ob<
structs passage. As applied to fluid power sys-
tems, valves are used for controlLtng the flow
of ,the fluid, the pressure of the fluid, and the

'direction of the fluid flOw.
AValves must be accurat in the control of

field flow and pressure and the sequence of
operation. Usually, no packing è used between
the valving element and the valve seat, since
fluid leakage is reduced to a negligible
quantity by precision machined surfaces, re-
sulting in carefully controlled clearances.
(Packing is required around valve Stems, be-
tween lands of spool valves, etc.) This is another.
very .important reason for using only the rec-
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ommended fluid in the system and for kegping
the fluid clean. Oxidation, rust particles, and
other foreign materials such as dust, sand, lint,
etC., can pause considerable damage to preci-

. sion valves. . This .contamination Will cause
valves to stick, may plug small orifices, or
cause aVrasion of the valving surfaces, resulting
in leakage'between the valve element mei valve
seat when the valve is in the closed pokifion.
Any one of these can result in inefficient opera-
tion or complete stoppage of the equipment
Valves may b controlled manually, electri-

cally, pneumatically, mechanically, hydraulir
cally, or by combinations of twEI or more of
these methods. In some systems the entire se-
qUence of operation of the-most complicated
equipmen't may be automatic. The method of con-
trol depends upon many.. different factors. The
purpose of the valve, the'design and purpose of
'the system, the location of the valve within the
system, and. the availability of the. source of
povier are dome of the factors that deterinine
the method ef control.

CLASS1FICATIO'N OF VALVES

Valves are sometiines classthed according to
their method of operationsimple, compound,
or directional. A simple valve requires only a
single internal motion for its operation. For
example, fluid acting on one side of the valving
element opens it\against the resistance of grav-
ity or spring tenSion; or the valve is controlled
manually by tureing a screw so that the passage
for theefluid' is opened or closed. A compound
valve invOlves a combinatioq of internal mth
tions for its operation., Directional valves ee
used to control the direction of theflow of fluid
along two or more paths.

Probably, tne most common method of clas-
sifying valves is according to their purpose

7 7 6
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flow, control, presiute control, an& girectional
control: This method of classification is very
similar to the toethod discussed previously. As
a general rule, simple valves include those
which control flow; compound valves include
those which control pressure; and, of course,
directional vIlvei control the direction of flotv.

All the types of valves available.dor fluid
power systems are too numerous to describe _

within the scope of this training manual. Most
valves however, are variations of these three
fundan;ental _aassesilosr. control, pressure
control, and directional coritrol. Several rep-
resentative t7pes in each class are described
and illustrated in this manual. Flow control
valves are discussed in this tiapter. Pressure
control valves are describeNn chapter 10,

'while dtrectional control valves are covered in
chapter 11.

APPLICATIONS

-Iach type of Valve,tised in fluid power sys-
tems has a specific purpbse or, in some appli-
cations, a combination of different purposes.
These applications and purposes are discussed
in more detail as the different valves are der
scribed in this chapter and hi chapters fo and

11, In general, howeve'i, the applicationg of
valves aCcording to their classification, are
riefly described in -the following paragraphs.
' Flow control valves are used in fluid power
systems to open and close 'a lineto how or to
control the rate.of flow through the lines. They
are sometimes used as ON and OFF Valves
to isolate circuits of the system during cer-
tain operations.

The uses of pressure control valves include
the regulation of system pressure, the protectiat-
of the system and components from pressure
overload, and the control of the seqgence of oper-
ation of certain components in 'some systems.

Among other applications, directional control
valves are used to control the paths of the fluid to,
,operating components. For example, these
valves are used to control the direction of rota-
tion actuating' motors and the direction of
movement of actuating cylinders.t

FLOW CONTROL VALI:MS

A typical exaniple of a valve used to control
flow is the ordinary water faucet. It is normally
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in the closed position 'allowing no flow.- It can be
fully opened allowing full flow. ,The rate of flow
is ,varied by turning the faucet handle alock-.
wise or cdunterclockwise, Which changes the
size of the opening of the faucet. Although iome
of the flOw control valves used in fluid power
systems are-Similar to the water faucet, others
are more complex in design and operation. Some
of the different types of flow control valves I
,commonly used in fluid pgwer systems are
'described in the following paragrAphs.

PLUG VALVES
v

A. plug vaLve-,----sometimes referred to as a
cock, consists of a Hollow cylindrical shaped
body, into which is fitted a tapered cylindrical
plug. Figure 9-1 shows an exploded view of a
plug valve including a cross-sectional view of
the body. 'The top of the plug extends up through
the gland, and can be turned with A wrench.
In most plug valves, the plug terminates in a
handle for manual control of the yalve.

Ths body-of the-valve is secured in the line
with holes or ports in the wall ofthe-cylindrical
body aliened with the flow of fluid through the
line. The plug, which also contains holes or
ports, fits snugly into the. valve body. When the
plug is open the ports of the plug are in line
with the ports of the body, allowing fluid to
flow through the valve. 'Pee fig. 9-2.) Flow
is stopped by a quarter turn of the plug, .which
aligns the solid areas of the plug with the ports
in the body e top of the plug or the handle

4l-
Th

is usually marked by some method to indicate
-vhether the valve is op n or closed.

Although the inside surface plug valves
are machined to give close do t, the meeting 4.
otmetal with met* offers the danger of seizing.
When plug valves stand normally in.an open
position, the parts of the plug that provide the
seal ate nOt directly in contact with the fluid;
but, when 'the valve is normally closld the fluid
will act on only one side of the sealing sur-
face. Under ordinary conditions, however, plug
valves can be easily opened or closed.

Plug Valves are used as fully ON or fully
OFF valves. They ate not designed to be used
in a s'emiopen position; that is, to throttle or
vary thevolume of flow. This is especially true
if grooves in the Walls of the body are filled
with packing to separate metal from metal. In
a partially open position, this packing would

77i e 4
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, BODY

'Figure 9-1.Plug valve.
^
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eventually wear away. In any event, unequal
wear is encouraged 'if the valve remams in art
partly open position for any ,length of 'time.

Plug valvds pave a limited use influid power
systems. Small plug valves are sometimes used
in hydraulic systdms to free the system of air.
The valve is opened so that the air can escape:
When the liquid begins to flow- continuously
the valve is closed. Plug valves are also used

'in pneumatic systems to drain/ coridensation
from the system.

GATE VALVES

/fr

In the gate valve, flow Is controlledby means
of a wedge or gate, the movetment of which is
usually controlled wiSh a handwheel. By turning
the handwheel, the wedge or gate cif be moved
up arid down across the line of flow to open and
close the passage. Figure 9-3 illustrates the
principal elements of the gate valve in .cross
section. Part (A) shows the line connection and
the outside structure of the valve body, while
(B) shbws the wedge or gate inside the valve
and the stem to which the gate and handwheel

FP.145,
Figure 9-2.Operation of plug valve.

SEAT

FP.146
Figure 9-3.Cross-sectional view of

gate valve.

'are attached. When the valve is open, the gate
stands up inside the4bonnet. The bottom sur-
face of the gate is then flusfi with the 1,17a.11 of
the lint. While the valve is closed, the gate
blocks flow by stpriding.straight across the line,
whQse it rests firmly against 'two seati, ex-
tennig completely across the line.

Gate valves permit straight flow and offer
little or no resistince to the flow of fluid when
-the valve is completely open. Gate valve-S-4re
intended for use as fully open br fully closed
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OPEN CLOSED.

FP.147
gate valve.Figure 9-4.Operation of

valves. If the valve is partly open, the face of
the valve stands in the flow of fluid. This flow
will act on the face of the valve caueing it to
erode. For this reason, gate valves should
not ke,used to restrict or. throttle the rate Of
flow.

Two different types of gates are used in the
construction of gate valves. One type is a solid
or hollow wedge. This type is satisfactory ft*
small valves in low-pressure systems. How-
ever, wedges are sometimes diffictat to tighten
and will leak when slightly worn. The other
type consists of two facing discs. By using discs
a better closure is provided, since the diks
are forced apart,' snug against the valve seats,
as they are moved 4nto position. One arrange-
menT for accomplishing this is shown in figure
9-4. One of the two faciiitg discs, composing
the valve, has been removed to ;how how the
valve is constructed. Two dams with arms

tending outward stand obosite each 'other
slanting surfaces in the space between the

discs. As the'discs move into the closed posi-
tion', te arm of = each tarn engages a lug on

._the k)ody of the valve_and is turned on the slant-
ing cam bearing surface, forcing the discs
against the valve gates during closure.

Gates valves are available in different types
of stem teonnections. Figure 9-5 illustrates
three different types. In figure 9-5 (A), the
stem screws down into thf valve .tate as the
valve th opened. In this type the stem does not
rises or fall outside the body of the 'valve as

.0

the valve is opened or elosed. In figure 9-5
(B), the stem rises outside the valve as the
valve is opened, but the stein screw operates
inside' the botly of the valve. In figure 9-5 (C),
the stem screw operates at the level of the
handwheel, so that the stem rises independently
of the wheel as the valve is opened. This is
called the outside-screw-and-yoke type valve.

Valves with rising stems are used when it
is important to know by immediate inspection
whether the valve is open or closed. The lion-
rising stem type is least likely to leak, and
requires less space.

date valves -should be opened or 'closed
slowly. Difficulty in opening and closing the ,

valve may be daused by high fluid pressure
acting against the gate. The gate should not be
forced against the seat. U the valve fails to
seat properly, it...should be opened slightly and
then closed again. U it still faile to seat, the
system must be shut down and the valve dis-
assembled to locate and correct the trouble.

GLOBE VALVES

Globe valves derive their name from the
globular shape of their bodies. It should be noted,
however, that other types of valves May also
have globular-shaped bodies; hence, the name
may tend to be misleading. It is the internal
structure of the valve, rather than the external
shape, that distinguishes one type of valve from
the other.

The controlling 'member of the globe valve,
Called the disc, is attaChed directly to the end
of the stem. The valve is closed by turning
the valve stem in until the aisc is seated into
the valve seat. Sine.e _the fluid flows equalli
on all sides of 'tile center of support whenhe
valve is open, there is no unbalanced pressifre
on the disc to cause uneven wear. The opera-
tion of the globe valve is illustrated in figure
9-6.

The moving parts of a globe valve consist
of the disc,_ valvs_stPni, And the handWheel._
Figure 9-7 (A) is an exploded view of a globe
valve. The stein, which connects the handwheel
and the disc,' is threaded and fits into the threads
in the valve bonnet. Discs ase available in
various designs. (See fig. 9-7 (B).)

When the valve is closed, the valve disc
rests against the valve seat, preventing fluid
from flowing through the valve. The edge of
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(A) (B)

Figure 9-5.Types of gate valves.

the disc and the seat are very accurately ma-/
chined so that they form a tight seal'when the
valve is in the tsed position. When. the valve
is open, the flui flows through the space be-
tween the edge of the piisc anti; seat, The
rate at which the fluid/flows thro h the valve
is regulated by the position of the disc in re-

to the beat. The valve must always be
installed with the presSure against the face of
the disc.

The globe alve is commonly used as a fully
open or fully closed valve. This valve may also
be used..as a throttle valve to control the rate
of flow. However, since the seating surface is
a relatively large area, this villve is not suit-
able as a thr4tle valve where tirrjustments
are, iltquired in controlling the rate of flow.

The globe valve should never be jammed
in the open position. After a valve has been
fully opened, the handwheel should be turned
toward the closed one-
half turn. Unless this is the valVe is likely
to seize in ,the open-position-making-itdifficult,
if not impossible, to close the valve. Many valls

(C)

.orv
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hive been 'damaged in this manner. Another
reason for not leaving globe valves in the fully
open position is that it is sometimes difficult
to determine if the valvg is open_ or closed.
If the valve is jammed *in the open position,
the stem may be damaged or broken by someone
who thinks the valve is closed, and attempts
to open it.

NEEDLE VALVES

Needle valves are similar in design and
operation to the globe valve. Instead of a disc,
a needle valve has a long tapered point at the
end of the valve stem.),A cross-sectional view
of a needle valve is illustrated in figure 9-8.

The long taper of the valve element permits
a much smaller seating surface area as com-
pired to the globe valve; therefore, the needle
valve is more suitable as a throttle valve where
,fine adjustments are required in controllint
the late of flow._Needle valves are used to con-
trol flow into delicate gages, which might be
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Figure 9-6.Operation of a globe

valve.

damaged by sudden surges of fluid under pres-
sure. Needle valves are also used to control
end operation of a work cycle, where it is de-
sirable that a work,motion be brought slowly
to a halt; and at other points where precise
adjustments of flow are necessary and where a
small rate of flow is desired.

Although many of the needle valves used
in fluid power systems are of the manually
operated type illustrated in figure 9-8, mod-
ifications of. this type valve are often used as
variable restrictors, described in the next-sec-
tion.

RESTRICTORS

Restrictors, sometimes referred to as or-
ifices, are used in fluid power systems to limit
the speed of movement of certain actuating
devices. They do so by serving as restrictions
in the line,, thereby limiting the rate of flow;
Figure 9-9 shows an example, of a typical re-
strictor. This type .is referred to as a fixed
restrictor.

Some types of restrictors are constructed
so that the amount of restriction'can be varied.
One type of variable restrictor is illustrated
in 'figure 9-10. This type is simply a modifi-
cation of the needle valve, previously described.
Instead of a handwheel control, this valve is
constructed so that it can be preadjusted to
alter the time of operation of a particular sub-
system. It can be adjusted to conform to the
requirements of a particular system. This per-
mits the same type valve to be used in dif-
ferent systEhns.

ORIFICE CHECK VALVES

Check valves are described in more detail
in chapter 11, since their purpose is to control

r.

(A )

FP.150
Figure 9-7.Globe valve with various

types of discs:

the direction of flow. However, they are used
in conjunction with some types of flow control
valves. The orifice check valve is an example,
and is used tip fluid power systems to allow
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Figure 9-8.Cross-sectional view of
a needle valve.
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Figure 9-9.Fised restrittor.

normal speed of operation in one direction and
limited speed of operation in the othe,r. Since
this-type valve allovts normal ffow irrone direc-
tion and restricted flow in the other, it is often
referred to as a one-way restrictor. ,Some
typical examplesPlf orifice check valves areA

illustrated in figure 9-11. -
Figure 9-11 (A) illustrates a cone-type ori-

tice check valve. When sufficient fluid pres-
sure is applied at port (4), it overcomes spring
tension and moves the cone (2) off its seat.
The two orifices (5) in tpe illustration rep-
resent several openin,gs 'located _around the
slanted circumference of the cone. These ori.;
fices allow free flow of fluid through the valve

FP.153
Figure 9-10.Variabte restriCtor.

535".

while the cone its-seat. When fluid pres-
sure is applied thrük port (1), the force of
the fluid and spring- ten ion move the cone to
the left and on its seat rhis action blocks the
flow of fluid through the valve, except through
the orifice (3) in the center of the cone. Thus,
the size of Orifice (3) determines the rate of

= flow through the valve as the fluid flows from
4' right to left.

Figure 9-11 (B) shows a ball 't.ypet orifice
check valve. Fluid flow through the valve from
left to right forces the ball off its seat and
allows normal flow. Fluid flow through the valve
in the opposite direction forces the gall on its
seat. Thus, the flow is restricted by the size
of the "orifice (6) located in the housing of tlie
valve.

C.

In some fluid power systems it is necessary
that the attuating device (for example, an actti-
ating cylinder) mov,e slower in one direction
than the other. In some .systeths an .orifice
check' valve is used to accomplish this re:
quirement The valve is 'installed in the alter-
nating line that carries the fluid from the actu-
ating device as-if is ac,tuated in the directioq,-- --F-
in which slower movement is desired. (The
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(8)

1. Outlet port. 4.
2. Cone. 5.
3.1,0rifice. 6.

Figure-9-11.Orifice check valves.

FP.154
Inlet port.
Orifices.
Orifice.,

5 3(0,

line which delivers fluid under pressure to the
actuating device for one direction of operation
becomes the line which carries the return flow
from the actuating device during the opposite
direction of operation; hence, the term alter-
nating line.) This causes the speed of the actu-
ating device to be retarded, since the fluid
cannot escape from the actuatihg device any
faster than the orifice will allow fluid to flow,
to return. When the device is operated in the
oppo ite direction, the alternating line con-
tain orifice check delivers fluid under
pressure the actuating device. Flow in this
direekion is unrestricted through the valve.

NOTE: .The direction of free flow through
the orifice check v.alveis indicated by an arnow
stamped on the housing.

This type installation is* sometfmes ifsed
iri aircraft hydraulic systems. It is used in
the subsystem that retracts and extends the
landing gear. The brifice check valve is in-
stalled in the UP line (pressure line for the
retraction of the landing gear) in such a manner
that it permits free flow when the landing gear
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is retracted. This- allows for rapid retraction,.
of the-landing gear. When the gear is extended,
fluid leaving the cylinder returns 'through the
UP lye and must pass through the orifice, of
the valve. Thus, a cushioning effect results
and the gear falls .slowly, thereby preventing
structural damage. If the restriction were,placed
in the 'DOWN line, it would limit the quaritity
of fluid entering the cylinder, buto would have
no effect, on the fluid leaving. This would not
satisfy the Situation because the heavy zear
tends to fall freely, ,causing a partial vacuum
in the cylinder. Thus, the gear .would fall too
rapidly, resulting in structurai damage to the
aircraft.

. Circuits in which the flow is restticted as
the fluid leaves the actuating device, such as
the landing gear circuit just described, are
conlinonly referred to as meter-out circuits.
That is, the fluid is metered out of the actuating
device. Some circuits, require the flow of fluid
to be restricted as it enters the actuating de-
vice. These circuits are referred to as meter-
in circuits.

A meter-in circuit, utilizing an orifice check
valve, is sometimes used to control the se-
quence of operation in one direction of two or
more actuating devices in a subsystem. A sub-
system of this type is illustrated in figure 9-12:
In 'this system the sequence of operation is
controlled during the extension of the piston'
rods. Notice that the directional control valir
is positioned to deliver system pressure to
the right-hand end of each cylinder which will
extend the piston. rods. Since the line to cyl-
inder (1) contains the orifice check valve, the
flow is restricted to the cylinder; therefore,
the fluid takes thes.path of Least resistance'and
flows to cylinder (2). After the piston rod of
cylinder (2) is fully extended, the restricte4
flow of fluid through the orifice check valve
will eventually extend the piston rod of cyl-
inder (1).

During the retraction stroke of the piston
rods, .the fluid _flows in the opposite direction
in the alternating lines. Since this allows free
flow of return fluid through the orifice check
valve, the rods will retract at approlimately
the same time. It should be noted that if the
Orifice check valve was replaced with a fixed
or variable restrictor, the sequence of opera-
tion could be controlled in both directions.
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0
CYLINDER trI

ORIFICE
cHECK VALVE

FREE
FLOW

ALTERNATING LINES

CYLINDER #2
0 .RETURtrA

DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL VALVE

SYSTEM
PRESSURE

Figure 9-12.Metet-in circuit containing orifice check valve.

COMPENSATED VALVES

/ Tile flow control valves previously dis-
cussed in this chapter are not compensated
for changes in fluid temperature or pressure
and, ' therefore, are sometimes, referred to
as noncompensating valves. The rate of flow
through these valves can vary at a fixed set-
ting if either the pressure or temperature
of the fluid changes. Changes in viscosity
(discussed in chapter 2), which are often the
result of temperature changes, can also cause
flow variation thkough a valve. The valves
previously described are satisfactory for use
in fluid power systems -in which slight varia-
tions of flow are not a critical factor to be
considered. However, some systems require
extremely accurate control of the actuating
device. Compensated flow control valves are
frequently used for this purpose. They auto-
matically change the valve adjustment to com-
pensate for pressure changes encountered in
the system, Thereby providing a constant flow
at a given setting.

Figure 9-13 illustrates an example of a
compensated flow contr61 valve. This type valve
meters a constant flow regardless of varia-
tions in system pressure. Although it is usu-
Ally used, to meter fluid into a circuit, it can
also be used to meter fluid as it leaves the
circuit. Floy/ control, flow regulator, and con-
stant flow valve are all terms usecl to describe
this valve. In this manual it is referred to as
a flow regulator.

FP.155

This flow regulator has only one moving
part, the piston (5), as illustrated in figure
9-13. This valve will regulate flow from left
to right only. Although the flow from right to
left is restricted to the size of the orifice in'
the head of piston (5), the flow is not regulated
in this direction. The body of ,the valve

i is marked with an arrow to indicate the direc-
tion of regulated flow.
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Operation of the flow regulator can be seen
in figure 9-13. View (A) shows the fluid flowing
through, the valve in the direction of regulated
flow; however, in this position the valve allows
free flow (relative to the size of the orifice
in the head of piston '(5)). Fluid enters port
(3),-- passes through the orifice in the head of
piston (5), through the slots (2) in the side of
the piston (5), and out port (6). If the flow en-
tering port (3) increases to a velocity greater
than,the capacity of the orifice in, the head of
piston (5), the resistance increased. This in-
crease in resistance results in a pressure
differential between the fluid entering the ori-
fice and the fluid leaving it. This 'pressure
differdntial, caused by a momentary increase
in flow, overcomes spiting tension and moves
the. piston (5) to the right. As the piston moves
to the ritght, the openings at slots (2) in the
piston and regulator body decrease in size
(fig. 9-13(B)), -and an additional rstriction

on_the fluid which decreases the rate
of flow. The piston cannot mine tO the right
fat-enough to completely block the slots in .theN,
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1. Body. 4. 'Retainer.. -
2. Slots. 5. Piston.
3. Input port. 6. Output port.

Figure 9-13.Flow regulator.

side of the regulator body. Although the pres-
sure on t,kie right side of the piston will build
Up to a value equal to the pressure in port (3)
and against the left side of the piston, spring
tension will overcome this equalization of pres-
sures and will prevent a complete blockage of
OM.

An increase of pressure normally increases
fluid flow through an orifice, .but -this is not
the cage with- thepow regulator. As the pres-
sure increases, the size of the orifices (slots)
decreases, thus maintaining a constant flow.
If the resistance to movement of the actuating
device decreases, the fluid flow starts to in-
crease. This increase of flow to, the,actuating
device causes a decrease in pressure on .the
right side of piston (5). This allows the piston

to move to the right and thereby decreases
the size of the slot openings (2).. This allows
less fluid to flow to the actuating device. Thus,
the flow regulator maintains a constant rate
ct flow regardless of variations in system pres-
sure and regardless of the resistance to move-
ment of the actuating device.

An example of a typical flow regulator in-
stallation is shown in figure 9-14. This in-
stallation provides for the fluid to be metered
into the circuit. System pressure enters port
(5). When the directional control valve( (3) is
positioned, fluid flows through the flow reg-
ulator (4). Thus, regardless of the direction
of movement of the actuating cylinder (1), one
of the alternating lines (2) will have regulated
flow through it, insuring a smooth operation
of the actuator.

Flow regulators are available in different
flow capacities, and are usually rated in gal-
lons per minute (gpm). The type of valve dis-
cussed in this section is nonadjustable. Ad-
justable compensated valves are required and
are available for some fluid power systems.

FLOW EQUALIZER

Flow equalizers, sometimes referred ta ai
flow dividers, are used in some hydraulic sys-
tems to synchronize the operation of two actu-
ating units. To accomplish this, the flow equal-
izer divides a single stream of fluid from the
directional control valve into two equal streams.
Thus, each actuating unit receives the same
rate of flow, and both move in unison. During
operation in the opposite direction, the flow
equalizer Copibines the two streams of fluid
at an equal rate. Therefore, the flow equaliz-er
synchronizes the movement of the actuating
units during both directions of operation. Since
this valve provides synchronized flow in both
directions; it is said to be dual aeting.-

- One itype 'of flow equalizer is illustrated in
figkire 9-15. View (A) shows the valve in the
splitting (divided flow) position. Fluid under
pressure from the directional control valve
enters port (3). The fluid, pressure overcomes
spring tension, forces the plug (4) down, and
uncovers the two orifices in the sleeve (2).
The fluid then splits and tends to flow equally
through the two side passages (1) and (5). The
fluid pressure overcomes spring tension and
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The scombining position of the flow equalizer
is illustrated in figure 9-15 (B). This shows
the valve joining the two streams of fluid as
it flows from the actuating units. -In this posi-
tion, the fluid enters ports (9) and (13) of the 6

valve. The fluid cannot return through the splkt-
ting check valves. Therefore, it takes the path
of least resistance, which is around the cylt!
indrical shaped metering piston, and enters
the combining check valves (6) and (16) as in-
dicated by arrows. The pressure. of the fluid
overcomes vring tension, opens the check

. valves, and then the fluid flows through pas-
sages (1) and (5) to the orifice sleeve (2). The
fluit pressure will then force the orifice sleeve
upWrd, which opens the .oritiCes and allows
the fluid to flow.out part (3).

Again for purposes of illustration, assume
thats4he actuating unit attached to a line from
port (9) moves with lese resistance thap the
unit attached to a line from port (13). The
rate of flow into port (9) tends to increase,
but as the fluid leaves the combining check
valve .(6) and flows through passage (5) it is
restricted by* the orifice. Therefore, if the
flow momentarily increases, the restriction
of, flow through the orifice will cause an in-
crease in pressure in passage (5). This dif-t
ferential in pressure between Passages (5)
and (1) will force the metering piston (11) to
the right. This results in a restriction between
the metering groove (10) and the piston land
'(8).. Thus, the stream of fluid which tends to
flow at a, greater rate is restricted and
equalizes with the other stream.

1.
2.
3.

Actuating cylinder.
Alternating lines.
Directional control
valve.

FP.157
4.- Flow regUlator.

5; Pressure line.
6. Return line.

Figure 9-14.Flow regulator installation. -

opens the two splitting check valves (7) and
(15). Then the fluid flows through these splitting
check valves, through the metering grooves
(10) and (14), through ports (91 and (13), and
through connecting lines to the actuating units.
Any difference in the rate of 'flow between the
two passages results in a pressure differen-
tial between the two passages. Then the free-
floating metering piston (11) shifts to equalize
the internal pressure, and the flow equalizes.

To illustrate this equaliiation action, as-
sume that the actuating unitattached to a line
from port (9) meets less resiitance than the
one attached to a. line from port (13). As a re-,
stilt, the rate of flow through port (9) tends
to increase, but in so doing, the rate of flow.
also ipceases' through passage (5).Sitice the
fluid leaving port (13) meets with more re-
eistance, the flow throughpassage (A) decreases,
and the pressure becomes greaUr the
pressure in passage (5). This momentaltires-
sure differential forces the fr,ee-floating me-
tering piston (11) to the left. This causes the
space between the piston land (8) and the me-
tering groove (10) to become smaller, which

_restricts the flow of fluid out of port (9). Thus,
the flow equalizer imposes a restriction on
the fluid that has a tendency to increase in
rate of flow, and the two streams equalize.

tk
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PRIORITY VAtVES

In systems with two or more circuits,, it
is 'sometimes necessary to have some means
of supplying all available fluid to onaparticular
'circuit in case of a pressure drop4n the slits-
tem. A priority valve is often incorporated
in the system to insure a supply of fluid to
,the critical circuit. The '-components of the
system are arranged so that the fluid to operate
each' circuit, except the one critical circuit,
must flow through the priority valve. A pri-
ority valve may also be used within a subsys-
tem containing two or inore actuating units to
insure a supply of fluid to one of the actuating
units. In this Calle the priority_valie is

-d
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Nomen,lature for figure 9-15\

1. side. passage. 9. Port.
2. Sleeve. 10. Metering groove.
3. Port

Ic
11. Free-floating metering piston.

4. Plug. 12. Piston land.
5. Side passage. 13. Port.
6. Combining check valve. 14. Metering groove.
7. Splitting check valve. 15. Splitting check valve.
8. Piston land. 16. Combining check valve.

tA) PRIORITY FLOW

PRIORITY FLOW
ADJUSTING NUT POPPET PISTON SPRING BODY

(R) FREE FLOW

FP.159
Figure 9-16.Priority valve.

1

incorporated in the subsystem in suchalocation
that the fluid to each actuating unit, except the
critical unit, must flow through the valve.

One type of priority valve is illustrated in
figure 9-16. View (A) shows the valve in the
priority flow position; that is, the fluid must
flow through the valve in the direction indicated
by the arrows to get to the noncritical circuits
or actuating units. With no fluid pressure in
the valve, spring tension forces the piston
against the stop and the poppet seats against
the hole in the center of the piston. As fluid
pressure increases, the spring compresses and
the piston moves to the right. The poppet fol-
lows the piston, sealingthe hole in the center
of the piston, until 'the preset pressure is
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reached. (The preset pressure depends on the
requirements of the system and is set by the
manufacturer.) Assume that the critical cir-
cuit or actuating unit requires 1,500 psi. When
the pressure in the valve reaches 1,500 psi,
the poppet' reaches the end of its travel. As the
pressure increases; the !piston continues to
move to the right, which unseats the poppet
and allows flow through the valve, as indicated
in figure 9-16 (A). If the pressure drops below
1,500 psi, the compressed spring forces the
piston to the left, tke poppet seats, and flow
through the valve etops.

Figure 9-16 (B) shows the priority valve in
the free flow position. The flow of fluid moves
the poppet to the left, the poppet spring com-
presses, and the poppet unseats. This allows
free flow of fluid through the valve,

FLOWMETERS

Although flowmeters are normally associated
with systems in which fluids are consumed, such
is oil, gasoline, water, etc., they are sometimes
required in fluid power systems. One of the
most important uses of flowmeters in fluid
power systems is in test stands which are used
to test and adjust fluid power systems and/or_
components. For example, pumps, which are
rated in gallons per minute (chapter 8), can
be tested for their rated capacity by the use
of a test stand with a flowmeter incorporated.

Measuremen't of flow may be expressed in
units of rate, such as gallons per minute, pounds
per hour, cubic feet per second, or in terms
of total quantity, such as gallons, pounds, or
cubic feet. (This is similar to the speedometer
of an automobile. The needle indicates the speed
of the automobile in miles per hour, which
compares to the rate-of-flow type flownieter.
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The other indicator, called the odometer, in-
dicates total miles and compares 'to the quan-
tity type flowmeter.)

A reciprocating pump that displaces a uni-
form volume of fluid for each stroke of its piston
co d be used as a meter by installing a device
fo counting the piston strokes. However, the
p p would have to be designed to minimize
leakage and to guarantee uniform displacement.
Measurement of flow is acconiOlished by a
variety of means, ilependingupon the quantities,
flow rates, and types of fluid involved. Fluid
meters are designed to measure fluids of def-
inite specific gravities and characteristics, and
must be used only for the purpose and the fluid
for which they were designed. Each meter is
tested and calibrated before it is shipped from
the factory and must be tested and calibrated
at periodic intervals throughout its service
life. Several types of flowmeters are described
in the following paragraphs.

NUTATING PISTON
DISC FLOWMETER

In this type flowmeter the fluid passes
through a fixed volume measuring chamber
divided into upper and lower compartments by
a disc. During operation, one or the other com-
partment is continually being filled while the
other is being emptied. As it passes through
these compartments, the force of the fluid
causes the disc to roll around in the chamber,
in a manner described later. This movement
of the disc operates a counter, through suitable
gearing, to indicate the volume of fluid passed
through the nieter. The counter somewhat re-
sembles the odometer of an automobile, pre-
viously mentioned, except that this .type flow-
meter is usually designed to register gallons.

The .. heart of the meter is the measuring
'chamber and the disc piston. Views (A) and
(B) of figure 9-17 show how the disc is located
in the measuring chamber. View (C) of figure
9-17 is a sectional view illustrating one-half
of the measuring chamber. The chamber is
bound at the top and bottorfi-by conical surfaces
'(1) and (2), which are joined at their outer edges
by spherical surace (3). A sectional view of
-the entire meter is illustrated in figure 9-18.

Referring to figures 9-17 (A) and (BY, the
upper and lower surfaces of the chamber con-
verge towards the center to form a spherical

gears (fig. 9-18). Disc (6) is attached to the
ball. Both the ball and disc are machined to fit
closely in the chamber. There is a slot (8) in
the disc at one point, through which passes the
thin partition (q). This partition divides the
chamber into two equal parts. There are open-
ings in the outer wall of the chamber on each
side of the partition. Opening (9) is the fluid
inlet, while opening (10) is the outlet.

When the ball--oarrying the disc and the spin-
dle is tilted as far as possible the bottom of
the disc makes a close contact With the bottom
conical surface of the chamber, while the top
of the disc similarly contacts the upper conical
surface at the opposite end of the disc. Since
the disc is flat, while the Contacting surfaces
are conical, contact lakes place along a straight
line on each surface. The lines of contact pro-
duce seals, which, when taken in connection
with the partition (7), divide both the upper
and lower compartments into- two parts. The
net effect is that the disc and partition produce
four separate compartments in the measuring
chamber, two above the disc and two below.
-The top and bottom compartments are separated
from each other by the disc, while the pairs
of compartMents respectively above- and below
the disc are separated by the seal formed at
the line of contact between the disc and the
conical top and bottom surfaces, and also by
the partitions.

Spindle (5) extends from ball (4) and passes
through wheel (11) at a point near its outside
edge. The vertical shaft (12) is attached to wheel
(11) and rotates with it. This shaft is connected
at its upper end to the measuring gears, and
is mounted directly over -ball (4). When the
wheel (11) turns on its axis, the position of
the shaft keeps the spindle inclined at just the
angle to produce a continuous seal between
disc (6) and the upper and lower surfaces of
the measuring chambers.

For the purpose of simplicity, consider the
meter as a pump driven by some outside force.
The action of the meter can be understood by
imagining wheel (11) to be revolved by-means
of shaft (12). The spindle (5) would revolve
with the wheel and shaft, and would trace a
conical path, as shown in figure 9-19. This
movement of the spindle Vould control the
positioning of the disc: When the spindle is in
position (A) (fig. 9-19), for example, the disc

166.

.cavity for the ball (4). The 'spindle (5) passes
through the ball and is connected to the counting
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3. Measuring chamber (outer edge), . 9. Inlet opening.
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6. Disc. 12. Shaft. .

Figure 9-17.Nutating piston disc flowmeter (sectional views).
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would also be in position (A), while the posi-
tions (B) and (0) for the spindle and 4tsc would
also correspond.

The disc cannot rotate, because partition
(7) stands in slot (8). The disc, therefore, wob-

. , V
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(C)

3
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,.

bles up and down (nutates), while the se'al lines,
formed by the disc and the tiv and bottom walls
of the ,measuring chamber, are made to re-
volve around the chamber.
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Figure 9-18.Nutatisg piston disc flowmeter (indicating fluid flow).

Again for 'simplicity, consider only the lower
partition of the chamber. The seal will always
be along the line which has.the greatestinclina-
tion. As the seal line moves in the direction
shown by the arrows inLfigure 9718, itwill sweep
the fluid before it and &use the fluid to be dis-
'charged through the opening (10). .At the same
time, the compartment behind the moving line
of the seal will be increasing in size. Since the
spae is open to the inlet (9), it is filled with
fluid. Whezi the line of seal passes the parti-
tion (7), all the fluid, formerly in front of the
seal will have besn forced out of the discharge
port. The seal line then starts to push the fluid,
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-14

which was formerly behind it, forward. The
line of flow of the fluiii is as stickwzinin figure

Obviously, if, the wheel (11) were contin-
uously- rOtated, the disc (6) wouldmove a volume
of fluid equal to the volume of the lower half
of the chamber from the inlet to the outlet,
for every rotation. During this same revolu-
tion, the top, se9tion is doing the same, except
its seal is always directly oppoaite the lower
seal in the measuring chamber. Therefore,
for every revolution, the piston will displace
the volume of the entire chamber just once.
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Figure 9-19.Operation of disc and
spindle of nutating piston disc
flowmeter.

In the previous discussion,. the meter is
described as though it-were a pump operated
by the rotation of the wheel (11). Achally the
operation of the meter is just the reverse.
It is operated by the slightly greater fluidpres-
sure at the inlet as compared with the outlet.
This pressure differential causes the seal line
to advance around the measuring chamber,
and in doing sa, it revolvesWhe wheel (11).
This in tur,n revolves the inditating register

, of the meter by means of shaft (12) and suitable
'reduction gears.

Standard meters bf this type are suitable
for .temperatures up to 200°F, and for pres-
sures to 150 psi, although models are available
for higher temperatures and pressures. The
meters are accurate to about 1 percent or less.
The accuracy of lhe meters.is not affected by
pressure variations.

PROPELLER TYPE FLOWMETER

Figure 9-20 illustrates a-propeller type
flowmeter. The propeller is located in the line
of flow and is cOnnected by suitable gearing
to the indicator or counter. The propeller ro-

FLOW I+ 11+

=-, FP.163
Figure 9-20.Propeller type flow-
meter.

tates at a speed, relative to the velocity of the
/low through the line. The revolutions of the
propeller are registered through the gearing
to the counter, the rate of rotation being vol-
ume rate of flaw. This typ.e meter is calibrated
by .the manufacturer for a specific fluid. The
accuracy of this meter depends, to varying
degrees, on the temperature, pressure, and
characteristics of the fluid.

TURBINE TYPE FLOWMETER

The turbine type flowmeter is similar to
the propeller type just described. Figure 9-21
illustrates an installation of a turbine type
flowmeteeThe fluid flows through the helical
(spiral) impeller. This flow causes the impeller
to rotate. The impeller is connected through
suitable gearing to the counter. The revolu-
tions of the propeller, which change as the
velocity of the flow changes, are counted through
tie gearing to the counter. The rate of rotation
of the impeller indicates the voltime flow rate.
Like the propeller type flOwmeter, the accuracy
of the turbine type depends on the teinperature,
pressure, and characteristics.af the fluid. This
type flowmeter is calibrated by the manufac-
turer for, a specific type fluid.

ROTAMETER

The rotZmeter ,is a device for measuring
- the rate of flow of,. a .114.id..4.Figur,e_9-22

trates the optrration of a rotarneter.
The rotameter is an upright glass tube

through which the fluid flews. A metal casing
with a Plexiglas window protects the glass
tube. The tube is tapered, with the smal end
at the bottom. Inside, a small metalsotor with
a central hole slides u and down on a guide

. 169
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Figure 9-21.zTurbine type flowmeter.

rod. Small vanes cut in_the sides of the rotor
cause it to spin as it slides freely up and down
in the tube. Since the tube is tapered, the space
between the rotor and the tube wall increases
as the rotor rises, permitting more fluid to
pass through that space. Therefore, the rotor
always rises to a height corresponding to the
rate of flow at any particular time. A scale onthe tube is calibrated to indicate the rate of
flow in the desired measurementgallons p'er
hour, gallons per minute, pounds per hour, etc.

OUTLET

GUIDE
ROD

FLOW SCHEMATIC

Figure 9-22.Rotameter.
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CHAPTER 10

MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL O PRESSURE

For safe and efficient operation, most fluid
power systems are designed to operate at a
specific pressure or, at least within a close
range of a specific pressure. Therefore,
most fluid power systems are provided with
a means for measuring and indicating the
pressure in the system. Likewise, a means
must be provided for controlling this pressure.
Various types of pressure gages are used to
measure and indicate the pressures in fluid
power systems and various types of valves;
plessure regulators, pressure switches, or
similar mechanisms are used to control these
pressures.

The opera4on and applications of various
types of presSure gages used in fluid power
systems 'are discussed in the first part of
this chapter. The latter part of the chapter
is devoted to the valves and other mechanisms
commonly used inFuntrolling pressure.

PRESSURE GAGES

Pressure gages are used in fluid power
systems to ipeasure and indicate pressure so
that the operator of fluid power equipment.can
maiptain' pressure at safe and efficient oper-
ating levels. Any excess or deficiency of

pressure should be immediately investigated
with a view of Ideating and removing the cause
of the trouble.

Pressure is generally measured in poimds
per square-inch, -as -diseussed-in -ehapter-t.
Gages used in fluid power systems are there-
fore calibrated in poundi per. square inch
(psi). Gage readings indicate the fluid pressure
set up by the opposition of forces-within the
system. Atmospherid pressure also acts on
the system, bat it can'be ignored in practical
operation because its action at one place is
balanced by' its eqiial anct opposite action at
another place. When it is taken into account

J,

in scientific calculations, the pressure of a
system is referred to as absolute pressure
(psia). In this manual, however, system pres-
sure is referred to as gage pressure (psig).
(Absolute and gage pressures are defined in
chapter 2.)

Most pressure gages used in fluid power
systems are of the direct reading type; that
is, both the measuring and the indicating mecha-
nisms are contained in one housing and the
complete unit is connected directly into the
system or to a line leading from the system.
Some fluid power systems are equipped with
electrically operated (synchro) pressure indi-
cators. In this type, pressure ttansmitters
are incorporated in the system at required
locations.. The transmitter operates similar
to the measuring mechanism of the direct
reading gage; tkrever, movement of the trans-
mitter resulting from changes in pressure is
relayed by mechanical and electrical means to
a pressure indicator which can be mounted in
a convenient location for the operator. Several
transmitters may be used in a system. Each
transmitter may be connected to separat9 pres-
sure indicators or several transmitters may be
connected through a selector switch to one
indicator, The ,'operator can'then select pres-
sure readings from any one of the transmitters.
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BOUR152N TUBE GAGES

# The most common type of pressure gage
used in fluid power systems is the Bourdon
spring gage. The name of the gage comes
from its inventor, a French engineer, Eugene
Bqurdon. The Bourdon tube, a C-shaped element,
is the heart of the gage. There are variations
of_ the C-shaped tube used in the construction
of pressure gages. The most common of these
are the spiral and the helical shaped tubes.

794'
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These three types of Bourdon tube gagesr
C-shaped, spiral, and helicalare described in
the following puagraphs.

C-Shaped Tube

A _simple Bourdon tube pressUre gage con-
sists of a Bourdon tube, a gear-and-pinion
mechanibm, a dial, and a pointer. These
essential parts of a Bourdon tube gage are
illustratethin figure 10-1. The curved hollow
Bourdon tube (C-shaped) is closed at one end
and is connected to the fluid pressure at the
other end. When pressure is applied the tube
tends to straighten out, like a garden hose when
the water is first turned on. Pressure acts
equally on every square inch of area inside of
the tube; but, since the surface area on the
outside inner surface of the curve is greater
than the surface area on the shorter radius,
the force adting on the outer surface is greater
than the force acting on the inner surface.
When the Tressure is applied the tube straightens
out until the force of the fluid pressure is
balanced by the elastic resistance of the material
composing the tube. Since the open end of the
tube is anchored in a fixed position, changes
in pressure move the tip (closed end). Through
suitable linkage and a gear-and-pinion mecha-
nism, this tip movement is used to rotate the
indicator pointer around a giaduated scale.
The scale (dial) is properly calibrated so that
the needle points to the number which corre-
sponds to the exact pressure. The tube per-
forms in the same maimer as a spring. When
the pressure is removed, it returns to its original
position, and the pointer indicates zero pressure.

The internal working mechanism of the
Bourdon tube gage is housed in a gage case.
Zage cases _are ..anacielsf plastic,, corrogion-
resistant metal, or a combiniflori Ih6se
materials. The case assembly serves to protect
the working parts of the gage from mechanical
damake, dirt, sand, and, in some designs, from
moisture. Secondarily, it may. serve as a
means of mounting the gage on an instrument
panel, wall, or piece of equipment.

- Simplex, vacuum, compound, hydraulic, dif-
ferential, duplex, electric alarm, and depth
are all types of Bourdon tube gages containing
the C-shaped tube. A few of the more pertinent
of these used in fluid power systems are
discussed in the following paragraphs..

CROSS SECTION OF
PRESSURIZED TUBE

."1"---.NORMAL CROSS SECTION OF TUBE

- SECTION A-A

GEAR AND
PINION

POINTER SCALE

BOURDON
TUBE '44"."`SOCKET

PRESSURE

igure 10-1.Essential parts of
Bourdon tube pressure gage.

SIMPLEX.A simplex Bourdon tube pres-
sure gage is illustrated in figure 10-2. .0ne
pointer (hand) is connected to the gear shaft
which extends through the dial face. This
pointer indicates the pressure of the system.

, The -other pointer, normally painted red, pivots
on the gear shaft and is manually positioned.
It is set to the normal, working pressure of
the system to which the gage is connected.
On some gages, red lines are painted on the
dial to indicate-the minimum and the maximum
pressures that should be carried in the system
to which the gage is attached. These lines
should be properly labeled.

A simplex Bourdon tube gage may be used
for measuring the pressure of steam, air,
water, oil, and similar liquids or gases.

DUPLEX GAGES.A duplex Bourdon tube
gage has Iwo separate tube mechanisms within
the same, case, each acting independently of
the other. A pointer is connected to the gear
mechanism of each tube, and each pointer

TIP
(CLOSED

END)

LINK
/

SECTOR
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FP.188
Figure 10-3.Duplex Bourdon tube gage.

FP.167
Figure 10-2.--Simpthx Bourdon

tube pressure gage.

moves over the face of the dial withoUt in-
terfering with the other pointer. (See fig.
10-3.) TusE no 2

One pointer on the face of the gage illustrated
in figure 10-3 points to 0, indicating that there
is no pressure in the line to which the respective
Bourdon tube is attached. The other pointer
of the gage, however, indicates that a pressure
of 85 psi is being exerted on the tube to which
it is attached.

Figure 10-4 shows a duplex Bourdon tube
gage with the face removed. Note the position
of the pointers, and alsd tlie separate con-
nections to the different pressure sources at
the base of the case.

Duplex Bourdon tube gages are used for such
purposes ras showing the pressure drop between
the inlet and -the- outlet side ofa-straitrThe
reading of each pointer indicates whether the
strainer is clean or dirty; that is, if the pres-
sure is much greater on the inlet side of the FP.189

strainer, it indicates that foreign matter on the Figure 10-4.Mechanism of duplex

strainer is very likely respOnsible for the Bourdon tube gage.

POINTER NO 1

TullE NO

1111N's>,
CONNECTION NO 2
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higher pressure. A duplex gage serves many
useful purposes in indicating the operating condi-
tion of certain parts or types of equipment.

HYDRAULIC BOURDON TUBE GAGES.Hy-
draulic Bourdon tube gages are used to indicate
high pressures, as on hydraulic rams (cylinders)
used on ship's steering gear and anchor wind-
lasses. Because the pressure on these gages is
so high, they are equipped with a slatttd 100

connecting link between the segmentgear and the
link adjustment to the tube. This prevents the
pointer frontslamming back to.0 when the pres-
sure is suddenly released. Without such a
slotted link, the pointer or the gage mechanism
could be damaged by a sudden release of pres-
sure in the tube. Note the slotted link adjuStment
shown in the gear mechanism of the hydraulic
gage illustrated in figure 10-5. Many systems
which employ this type of gage are equipped .
with itsage snubbers (discussed later in this
chapter) to prevent pressure surges from dam-
aging the gage.

FP.170
Figure I0-5.Slotted link in hydraulic

Bourdon tube gaga.

Some of the hydraulic gages used by the Navy
have dials which indicate both the psi pressure
and the corresponding tons of load on the ram.
(See fig. 10-6.) In the illustration, the main
pointer of this gage rests on0, but the maximum
pointer registers between 3,800 and 3,900 on one

50

200
250

300 -

35

400

vie

FP.171
Figure 10-6.Hydraulic Bourdon tube gage.

scale and slightly over 150 on the other scale.
This means that during the operation the highest
pressure reached was slightly less than 3,900
tons of load on the rani. At one point during the
operation, the highest psi registered by the main

' pointer was slightly over 150, and while it was
registering this pressure it carried the maxi-
mum pointer with it. If ,the main pointer had
registered 200, for example, the maximum
pointer would be pqinting to 5,100, the tons of
load that had been exerted on the ram.

The spindle of the maximum pointer extends
through a small hole in the gage face and has a
small knob which screws into the spindle. By
turning the knob, the operator can set the
max4nium-pointtir.--41-ways check4. therefOr-e,
see if the main pointer carries the maximum
pointer along with it.

Hydraulic Bourdon tube pressure gages on
some naval aircraft are calibrated to register
from 0 to 2,000 psi; on others they register
from 0 to 4,000 psi. On gages designed for a
range of 0 to 2,000 psi, the dial is calibrated
with three major markings, the- numerals 0,
1,000, and 2,000, and four intermediate gradu-
ations for reading to the nearest 200 psi. A
gage of this type is shown in figure 10-7.
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FP.172
Figure 10-7;Hydraulic pressure gage

(0 to 2,000 psi range).

On gages designed for a range of 0 to 4,000
psi, the dial_is calibrated with five major
markings with numerals 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. One-
major intermediate graduation between each
numeral and four minor intermediate markings
between each major intermediate marking per-
mit reading to the nearest 100 psi. On these
gages the numeral reading must be multiplied
by 1,000 to obtain the actual pressure in psi.

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE GAGE.A dif-
ferential pressure 13ourdon tube-gage is-used to
measure the difference in pressure between two
pressure lines. (See fig. 10-8 (A).) Like the
duplex gage, the differential gage contains two
Bourdon tubes and two separate connections for
different pressure sources. Unlike'the duplex
gage, the differential pressure gage has only
one pointer and indicates the difference in
pressure between the two pressure sources.

Bourdon tubes in a gage of this type
are connected in a definite manner so as to be
able to reco,rd the difference in pressure from
the two sources. The small Bourdon tube
(fig. 10-8 (B)) is connected to a stationarybase.
Through a system of levers, it is connected to
the large Bourdon tube. The base of the large,
ear liTo1k1340yr a pivot, -so-that the-base-ean move
either to the, right or to the left at any time.
The movement of the two tubes counteract each
other .until the pressure in one tube is greater
than the pressure in the other. Only this
difference in pressure affects the linkage

between the tubes and the pointer; therefore,
the gage indicates the difference in pressure
of the two sources.

The dial of the gage shown in figure 10-8
(A) has the 0 located at the bottom-left and
allows the pointer to move only in one direction
from 0. This design of differential pressure
gage should be used in systems where the
pressure from one source is always greater
than that from the other. When the pressure
from either source may be greater a gage with

, a 0 at the top of the dial should be used. With
the 0 in this'position, the pointer has freedom of
movement to the right or to the left of 0; thus
ind.icas the sourc

CAUTION: When a gage with 0 atthe bottom
left is used, turn on the valve to the high pres-
sure source 'first, and then the valve to the low
pressure source. Upon admittance to the line,
pressure from the low pressure source will
cause the pointer on the gage to revert toward 0.

Splfar alicnie 1 i c al Tubes

Two variations of the C-type Bourdon tube
pressure gage are the spiral and the helical.
The helical is sometimes referred to as helix.
Both are made from tubing with a flattened cross
section; both were designed to provide more
travel of the tube tip, primarily for moving
the recording pen of pressure recorders.

SPIRAL BOURDON TUBE.The spiral forth
of the Bourdon tube (fig. 10-9) is made by
winding the ordinary Bourdon tube in the form
of a spiral, having several turns, instead of
the approximately 250-degree arc of the con-
ventional Bourdon tube. This, arrangement
doeS not change the operating priticiple of the
Bourdon tube, but simply has the effect of
producing a tip movement equal to the sum of
the individual movements that would result
from each part of the spiral considered as a
simple Bourdon tube. A given pressure, there-
fore causes greater tip movement than the
C-silaped Bourdon type.

HELICAL BOURDON TUBE.In the helical
,the.Bourdon_ tube element is wound in

the -form of a helix, as illustrated in figure
10-10. This arrangement increases the tip
travel considerably. A center shaft is usually
installed , within the helix, and the linkage is
arranged in such a manner that the shaft is

175
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Figure 1078.Differential pressure Bourdon tube gage.
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FP.174
Figure 10-9.Spiral Bourdon tube.

HELICAL PRESSURE TUBE

(DETAIL ViElY OF TYPICAL HELIX

(SCHEMATIC ) .

FP.175
Figure 10-10.Helicil Bourdon tube gage.

- =
rotated by the tip of tile helix. The pointer,
in turn, is driven through additional linkage by the

;shaft. This design transmits only the circular
part of the tip movement to the pointer; this is
the movement that is directly related to the
change in pressure.

DIAPHRAGM GAGES

A diaphragm gage gives sensitive and reliable
itdications of small differences in pressure. It
is often used to measure air pressure. This type
of gage is usually designed by the manufacturer

8uo
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in accordance with specifications for a specific
purpose and is calibrated accordingly. This does
not mean, of course, that further adjustments
may not be, rewired when the gage is installed
on equipment.

The indicating mechanism of a diaphragm gage
.consists of a tough, pliable, leather or neoprene
rubber membrance connected to a metal spring
whim is attacnea by a simple linkoLge yteu to
the gage pointer. Study the diaphragm gage
illustrated in figure 10-1,1. Note the installation
of the diaphragm in the gage frame and the position
of all the parts of the gage. The size of the
diaphragm affects the sensitivity in registering
pressurethe larger the diaphragm the greater
the sensitivity.

1P.176
Figure 10-11.Diaphragm pressure gage.

One side o f the4 diaphragm is exposed to the
pressure being measured; the other side is ex-
posed to the atmosphere. When no pressure is ex-
erted against the diaphragm, both the diaphragm
and the attached metal spring are in a neutral
position. When pressure is applied, thediaphragm
'moves upward forcing the metal.spring ahead of
it. The spring is connected to the pointer with
a length of kinkless bead chain. As the spring
moves upward, it , moves the pointer to a higher
reading on the dial. When the pressure against

the diaphragm decreases, the diaphragm returns
toward its neutral position and pulls the metal
spring and pointer with it. Thus, the reading on
the scale o f the" diaphragm gage is directly
proportional to the-amount of pressure 'exerted
on it by thelorce being measured.

SPRING-LOADED PRESSURE GAGE

178

8 U

In some fluid power systems, the pressure
fluctuates rapidly. Thesetuctuations can damage
pressure gages, especially a delicate instrument
as the Bourdon tube, gage. Gage,snubbers (dis-
cussed in the next section) are used in some
systems to dampen these fluctuations; however,
the spring-loaded direct-acting gage is sometimes
used to measure pressure in such systems.

In the spring-loaded gage-a piston is directly
actuated by the fluid pressure to be measured.
The piston moves through a cylinder against the
resistance of a spring and carries a bar or
indicator with it over a calibrated scale. In this
manner all/ levers, gears, cams, and bearings
are eliminated,, and a sturdy instrument can be
constructed.

Figure 10-12 shows die construction of the gage
and the manner in which it operates. The-parts up
through the middle of the gage, from the needle at
the bottom on through the packing piston and 'rod
to the button at the top, form a unit that transmits
fluid pressure to the sleeve against which the
button rests. The sleeve surrounds the inner
barrel of the gage. The sleeve is flanged at its
base to provide a seat for a spring cc3Iled arotdid
the barrel and for a cup to which the indicator
is attached. Fluid pressure compresses the
spring, and the barrel rises out of the body,
carrying the indicator up with it. The indicator
moves against a pressure Scale on the face of
the gage. (See fig. 10-13.)

the Spring-Waded gage iS calibrated-by com
paring gage readings with knowri pressures. A

small error ean be corrected by loo'sening four
screws on the face of the gage and sliding the
scale up or down under the pointer. For larger
errors, the adjustment screw which holds the
spring in place can be tightened if the gage is
reading too high, or loosened if the reading is too
Iow. Turning the adjustment screw varies the
compression of the spring. A sealing strip is
provided to lock the adjustment screw in place
after calibratiori.
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BUTTON
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SPRING SEAT

SLEEVE

GRAOUATION PLATE
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NEEDLE LOCK NUT

PLUG (FELT)

Figure 10-12.Spring-loaded gagecutaway view.

While the spring-loaded pressure gage is
satisfactory for ordinary fluid pressuremeasure-
ments, it is not as accurate as the Bourdon tube
gage. It is not a laboratory gage for exact
readings, -bid a stUrdiry conStfuctsed Working-unit-
for practical use. It is available in various
pressure ranges and is especially recommended
for fluctuating loads. One advantage of this
type gage is that it can be rebuilt very easily
and economically.

The gage should be protected against vibration,
excessive temperatures, corrosive or otherwise

5

FP.177

contaminated flUids, and sudden high pressure.
A plug valve should be installed between the
gage and the system so .that pressure can be
applied slowly to the gage, and so that it will
be protected -against strain when not, in, actual

use.
These gages should not be used in a system

in which maximum pressure may exceed the
maximum designated gage reading. Dropping

a gage may permanently damage the calibrated
units. When gages are,not in use they should be
stowed in a dry place.
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Figure 10-13.Spring-loaded gage scale,

-GAGE SNUBBERS

The irregularity of impluses appliei to the
fluid power system by some power pumps/com-
pressors causes the gage pointer to oscillate
violently. This makes reading of the gage not
only difficult but often impossible. Pressure
oscillations and, other sudden_pressure changes
existing in fluid power systems will also effect
the delicate internal mechanism Of gages and
cause either complete destruction of the gage or,
often worse, partial damage, resulting 'in false
rea'dings. A pressure gage snubber is therefore
installed in the line,to the pressure ghge.

The-purpose= of.the, snubbeto-ciampen-the -
oscillations and thus provide a steady reading
and a protection for the gage. The basic com-
ponents of a snubber are the housing,- fitting
assembly with a fixed orifice diameter, and a
pin and plunger assembly, as illustrated in figure
10-14. The snubbing action is obtained by
metering fluid through the snubber. The fitting
assembly orifice restricts the amount of fluid
that flows to the gage, thereby snubbing the
force of a pressure surge. The pin is pushed
and pulled through ihe ordice of the fitting
asgembly by the plunger, keeping it clean and
at a uniform size.

180
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FP.179
Figure 10-14.PressUre gage snubber.
-a -A

PRESSURE CONTROL DEVICES

Safe and efficient operation of fluid power
systems, system components, and related equip-
ment requires a means of controlling pressure.
There are several different types of pressure
control devices used in fluict power systems.
Some of these devices are used to maintain the
desired pressure in the system, some are designed
to prevent excessive pressure buildup and damage
to the system, and some are used to reduce,
pressure to one or more subsystems. For
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example, a system with a number Of subsystems
may require 3,000 psi to operate all subsystems
except one, which requires only 1,500 psi. A
pressure control valve is used to- maintain the
3,000 psi in the main system, and a pressure
keducing valve is used to reduce the pressure to
1,500 psi before it enters the one subsystem.

-These and several other types of pressure
control devices are described in the following
sections.

Most pressure control valves are of the type
which contain two systems of moving parts who
joint action is responsible for the opera ion
the valve. As stated in chapter 9, this type is
classified as compound rather than simple.
Some of the reasons compound valves are used

" for the control of pressure are- explained, in
the next section under relief valves.

The manner in which the most-ft:Implicated
prEgsure 'control!-- valve-operates- will always
conform to the hydraulic principles discussed in

--chaliter 2. The-valve *ill opeh or close because
pressures are .differeitt over equal areas, be-
cause pressures are acting over unequal areas,
or a combination of both reasons. In each
instance, -inequality of opposed f orces causes the
valve to open or close. The forces may be set
up by the opposition of fluid pressures, or by
fluid pressure acting against a mechanical
resistance; for example, the resistance set up
by a spring.

Like all forces, the force exertedin a certain
direction on the face of a valve is always exerted
on an area standing exactly at -a right angle
to that direction. Thus in figure 10-15, if the
fluid is under a pressure of 400 psi and the
slanting surface (A) has an area of 10 square
inches, the force acting in a slanting direction,
at right-angles_to__that_surfac_eis_4,009_P_PIALd_s_t
The force acting -directly downward on surface
(A), however, depends upon the horizontal area
(B), directly beneath (A). If (B) has an area of
8 squIfe inches, the downward force acting
on surface (A) is 3,200 pounds (400 x 8).

PRESSURE 400 L8S PER SO IN

'FORCE 40800 1.BS

i
I
10. SO. IN
I I

-s

S.

401

* ---t.
I B

8 SO. Its1.10%'

, FP:180
Figure 10-15.-Pressure acting

on a slanted surface.

"pop-ofr valve on a steam boiler and the safety,
valve on a hot water tank are relief valves.
The pressure cap on an automobile radiator
is a relief valve, used to prevent presvire
from building up.. too high and. bursting the

, radiator.
Some fluid power systems, even when

operating ' normally, !flay temporarily develop
dangerous excess pressure; for example, when
an unusually strong work resistance is en-
countered.- Relief valves are. used .to control
this excess preskire.' Their purpose is .nor
to maintain flow or pre'ssure at a given amount,
Out to 'prevent pressure from rising above a
definite level when the 'system is temporarily
overloaded.

Ale main system relief valve muit be large
enough to allow the fill output of theThydrauric
pump to be delivered back to the reservoir.
In the case of a pneumafic system, the relief
valve controls exces9\pressure by discharging
the excess fluid into the-atmosphere.'

Smaller relief valves, similar in design and
operation to, the main system relief valve, are
often used in isolated parts of the system where
a check valve or a directional control valve
in-events, preisure froM being relieved through -,

the main System reliel valve ,Innthere"
sures must be relieved at a.point lower than
that provided by the main system relief valve:
These small relief valves are alto used to",,
relieve pressures caused by thermal expansion
(see glossary) of the fluids. Since the amount

RELIEF
- ,t 4;

A relief valve is simply a p'res8tire limitidi
device. It is co76only used fo' prevent the
pressure of-a co ned fluid from building up
to a point at which the container'would burst.
Since it is used to protect the system from
excessive pressures, the relief valye is some-
times referred to as a safety valve. The
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of fluid to be reliewd. is ,small, the valve can
be small and still do its job.

All relief valves have *an adjustment for
inoreasing or decreasing the pressure at which
they will relieve. Some relief valves are
equipped with an adjusting 'screw for this

unu all
cov,ered with 'a cap, which m'ust tle removed
bef6re adjustment can be made. Some type of
locking device, such as a lock nut, is usually
provided to prevent the adjustment from changing
through vibration. Other types of Irelief v ves
are equipped with- a hand,wheel for aking
adjustments to the valve. Either theadjusting
screw or handwheel is turned clockwise to
increase the pressure at which the /valve will
relieire. . .

A simple, two-port relief valve is shown in
figure 10-16. Fluid under system pres
enters.port (6) and pushes upward against
ball (5). If the pressure increases to a point
high enough to overcome the force of spring
(3), the tiall will be pushed off its seat, and the
fluid from the ..s5fstem can flow out port (4)
to return, or to the atmosphere in. pneumatic
systems. When the system pressure decreases
to normal, the spring (3) forced' the ball (5)

oli its seat. The adjusting screw (1) increases
oetdecreases the force of the spring, requiring
more OTY less pressure to unseat "the ball.

Various modifications of the simple relief
valve are used and efficiently serve tife require- ,

merits of some fluid power systems. However,
many systems- regutre-eu.wpouncFrellef -valves.
For a better linderstancling of the operatton
of ' relief valves, some of the undersirable
characteristics.of the simple relief valve are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

It is. because siriiple relief valves are
unsatisfactory for some application's that coin-
etIceind relief valves were developed'. A simple
re). f valve, such as the one illustratedinfigure.

16,, :with . a _suitable -spit- ng- acffii ifinefit can
be sat so that it will o& when" the system
pressure increases to 5 b' psi, for example.
WJlen it does open, lqwver, the volume of'

ow to be handled be greater than the
capacity of the valve, so that prassure'in the
system mar-4ncrease as much ar several
hundreepsi above .the set Pressurebefore the
valve spring prings the pressure under control.
A simple regief valv4 would be effective under
these conditions 6nly if it were very large. In
that case, however, it woula operate stiffly and
the valve element vould,,chatter back and-forth.

,/
:4141 8

,--
ibressure decreases-Jo a point somey;that'belOw
the opening pressure. dicated'in 'figure
19417, 'the surface ar a of the valve element'
must be larger than the pressure opening' if.
the tralve is to seat satisfactorily. Thespres-
sure in the' system acts on the. area , of the,
iialve element opeq to it. In . each casein
figure 10-17, th0 befce exerted directly upw.;ard'r;
by system pressure, when The valve is, cloSed
depe ds on the horizontal area across the valve

t at ( . The menient the valve opens, hoWever,
the pward force exerted depends on the, hoar
zthital area of the valve element at (13), 'which

6

Pressure'adjustine 4. Re
screw,

2. Adjusting screWcap.
3. Oolnpression spring. 6. Pres report:,

5. Ban.

,

Figure 10-16.Simple tyro-port relief::;ralve.

- In- addifibrcehivalVe will not close untilthe'

-1
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FP.182
Figure 10-17.Pressure acting on

different areas.

5-51
relief valves for one stage of their actionthat
of the pilot valvebut provision.is made to limit
the amount of fluid that the pilot valve must'
handle, and thereby avoid the weaknesses of
simple relief valves. (A pilot valve is a small
valve used for operating,another valve)

The operation of a compound relief valve is
illustrated in figure '10-18. In view (A), the
main valve, which consists of a Piston, stem;
and spring, is closed, blocking flow from the
high-pressure hne to the resIrvoir. Fluid in
the high-pressure line flows ardund the stem of
the main valves as it flo to the a'ctuating*
unit. The stem of theJiain valve is hollow
(the stem passage), iid contains the math

e'y

is necessarily greater than the area at (A). This
causes an upward jump in the action of the valve
immediately after it opens, and it also sets
up a greater force opposed to the closing of
the valve than was required to open Sit. As
a result, the valve will not close until the
tressure has decreased to a .poifit somewhat
ower than the pressure required to open it.
The same pressure acting over different areas
produces forces proportional to the areas.

For example, assume that a valve of this
type is set to open at 500 psi. (Refer to fig.
10-17.) When the valve is closed, the pressure
actson the area (A). If this area is 0.5 square
inch, an upward force of 250 pounds (500 x 0.5)
will be eArted on the valve at the moment of
opening. < With the valve open, however, the
pressure acts on the area at (B). If the area
at (B) is .1 square inch, the upward force is
500 pounds, or double the force at which the
valve actually opened. For the valve to close,
pressure in the system would have to decrease
well below the point at which the valve opened.
The exact pressure at which the valve would
close depends upon certain relations of the
particular shapes of the valve element.

IQ some hydraulic systems, there is a pres-
sure in -the return line. This "back pressure"
is caused by restrictions in the return line and,
of caurse, will vary in relation to the amount of
fluid- flowing to return. This pressUre acts on
the top of the valve elem)ent and will .lncrease
the force necessary to open the valve and relieve
system pressure.-- --

It follows that simple relief valves have a
tendency to open and close rapidly as they
"hunt" above and below the set pressure, causing
pressure pulsations and undesirable vibrations
and producing a noisy chatter. 6impound'relief
valves use the principle of operation of simple

spring which forces the math valve agatnst
its seat. When the pilot valve is open the Stem
passage allows fluid to floW frorn the pilot
valve, around the main spring, and down to the
low-pressure or return line.

There is also a narrow passage through the
main valve piston. This passage connects the
high-pressure line to the valve chamber.

The pilot valve is a small, ball type, spring-
loaded check valve, which connects the top of
the passage frank the valve chamber with the
passage through the main valve stem. The pilot
valve spring tension csan be adjusted by turning
the adjusting screw. The pressure at which
the valve will relieve depends on the tension
of the spring.
' Fluid at line pressure flows through the
narrow piston passage to fill the chamber.
Because the line and the chamber are connected,
the pressure in both are equal. The top
and bottom of the main piston have equal
areas; thkrefore, the hydraulic forces acting

.upward and downward are equal, and there is
no tendency for the piston to move in either

'y direction. The only other force acting on the
main valve is that of the main spring, which
holds it closed.

The pilot valve is the control unit. Its'
spring is so adjusted that the ball will unseat
,when pressure reaches the pretet limit. At
normal operating pressure the ball remains
seated.

....Wien the pressure in the ,..high-pressure
line increases to the point at which the pilot
valve is set, the ball unseats, and opens the
valve chamber through the valve stem passage
to the low-pressure retyrn line. (See fig.
10-18 (B).) Fluid.Ammediately'begins to flow
out of the bchamber, much faster than it can
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flow through the narrow piston passage. As a
result the chamber pressure immediately drops,
and-the pilot valve begins to close
restricting the outward flow of fluid. Chamber
pressure therefore increases, the valve opens,
and the cycle repeats.

SO far, the only part of the .valve that has
moved appreciably is the pilot, which functions
Just like any other simple spring-loaded relief
valve.. Because of the small size of the piston
passage, there is a severe limit on the amount
of relief it can give the system. All the pilot
valve can do is limit fluid pressure in the valve
chamber above the main piston to a preset
maximum pressure, by allowing excess fluid to
flow through the piston passage, through tne
valve chamber, and through the stem passage
into the return line. W he n pressure in the
system increases to a value which ith above the
flow capacity of the pilot valve., the main valve
opens, permitting excess fluid to flow directly
to return. This is accomplished in the following
manner.

As system pressure increases, the upward
.force on the main piston overcomes the down-
ward force, which consists of the tension of
the main piston spring and the pressure of the
fluid in the valve chamber. (See fig. 10-18 (C).)
The piston then rises, unseating the stem, and
allows the fluid to flow from the system pres-
sure line directly into the return line. This
causes system pressure to decrease rapidly,
since the main valve is designed to handle the
complete output of the pump. When the pressure
returns to normal, the pilot spring forces the
ball on the seat. Pressures are then equal
above and below the main piston, and the main
spring forces the valve to seat.

As can be seen, the compound valve over-
comes the greatest limitation of a simple relief
valve by limiting flow through the pilot valve
to such quantities as it can satisfactorily handle.
This limits the pressure above the main valve,
and enables the main line pressure to open the
main valve. In this way, the system is relieved
when an overload exists.

COUNTERBALANCE VALVES

The purpose of a counterbalance valve is to
permit free flow of fluid in one direction 'and
to maintain a resistance to flow in the other
direction until a certain pressure is reached.
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The valve is nOrmally lokated in the line
betweeY the directional confrol valve and the
outlet of a vertically mounted actuating cylinder
which supports weight or must be held in posi-
tion for a period of time. The counterbalance
valve serves as a, hydraulic resistance to the
actuating cylinder. For example, counterbalance
valves are used in some hydraulically operated
fork lifts. The valve offers a resistance to the
flow from the actuating cylinder when the fork
is lowered. It also helps to support the fork in
the UP position.

Counterbalance valves are also used in some
late model air launched weapons loaders. In
this case, the valve is located in the top of the
lift cylinder; The valve fequims 250 psi to

lower the load. If adequate pressure is not
available, the load cannot be lowered, thus
preventing collapse of the load due to any
malfunction of the hydraulic system.

One type of counterbalance valve is illus-
trated in figure 10-19. The valve element is a
balanced spool valve (4). The spool valve con-
sists of two pistons permanently fixed on either
end of a shaft. The inner surface areas of the
pistons are equal; therefore, pressure acts
equally on both areas regardless of the position
of the valve, and has no effect on the movement
of the valvehence,4 the term balanced. The
shaft area between the two pistons provides
the area for the fluid to flow when the valve is
open. A small pilot valve is attached to the
bottom of the spool valve.

When the ,valve is in the closed position,
the top piston of the spool valve blocks the
discharge port (8). With the valve in this posi-
tion, fluid, flowing from the actuating unit,
enters the inlet port (5). The fluid cannot flow
through the valve because de discharge port
(8) is blocked. However, fluid will flow through
the pilot passage (6) to the small pilot piston.
As the pressure increases, it acts on the pilot
piston until it overconies the preset pressure
of spring (3). This forces the spool up and
allows the fluid to flow around the shaft of the
spool valve and our the discharge port (8).
Figure 10-19 shows the valve in this position.'

During reverse flow, the fluid enters port
(8). The spring (3) forces the spool 'Valve (4) to
the closed position. The fluid pressure over-
comes the spring tension of check valve (7). The
check valve opens and allows free flow around
the shaft of the spoOl valie and out port (5).

8 U
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1. Adjustment screw.
2. Internal drain.
3. Spring.
4. Spool.
5. Pressure inlet or

reverse iree flow
outlet.

FLUID POWER

SE4UENCE VALVS

As described in chapter 9, the orifice check,
valve is sometimes used to control the sequence
of operation in one direction of two or mere
actuating devices. Some fluid power .systems
require a more positive means of controlling
the sequence of operation. A sequence Valve is
used ilf,these cases. 'As the name implies, a
sequence valve is used to control a sequence .of.-
ically set another unit into moi-ion. An example
of ,the use of a sequence valve isin an aircraft
landing gear actuating system.

In a I a ad i ng gear actuating system /he
landing gear doors must open before the landing
gear starts to extend. Conversely, the landing
gear roust be completely retracted.before the
doors close. A sequence valve installed in each
1 an di ng gear actuating line performs this
function.

Figure 10-20 shows an installation of two
sequence valves which control the sequence of
operation of threes actuating cylinders. Fluid
from the, directional control valve is free to
flow into cylinder (A). The first sequence valve
(1) blocks the passage of fluid until the piston in'%,
cylinder (A) moves to the end of its stroke. At

6. Pilot passage. this time, sequence valve (1) opens, allowing.
7. Check valve. ?fad to enter cylinder (B). This action continues
8. Discharge outlet

or reverse free
flow inlet.

until all three pistons complete their strokes.

FP.184
Figure 10-19.Counterbalarice valve.

The operatb pressure of the valve can be
adjusted by tujning the adjustment screw (1),
which increaOs or decreases the tension of the
spring. Thisiadjust:inent depends on the weight
that the valve-must support.

It is nclmal for small amounts of fluid to
leak around the top piston of the spool valve
and into the area 'around the spring (3). An
accumulation would cause adaitional pressure
on the top of the spool valve. This would require
additional pressure to open the valve. The drain -
(2) provides a passage for this fluid tallow to
port (8).

CYLINDER C

SEQUENCE

VALVES

4tt. DIRECTIONAL
CONTROL VALVE

TO
RETURN

4 FP.185
Figure 10-20.Installation of sequence

valves.



Chapter 10MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL OF PRESSURE

There are various types of sequence valves.

Some are pressure controlled and some are
mechanically controlled. One type of sequence
valve operates similar to the counterbilknce
valve just described. In fact, valves are avail-
able which can be utilized as either a counter-
balance valve or sequence valve. Two types of
sequepce valves are described in the following
paragftphs. The first is pressure controlled
and the second is Mechanically controlled.

Pressure Controlled
Sequence Valve

The Operattoo of a typical pressUre cfm-
trolled sequence valve is illustrated in figure
10-21. The opening pr'essure is obtained by

(A)

1. Piston.
2. Spring.
3. Entrance port.
4. Outlet.port to pri-

mary unit.

5. Outlet port to
secondary unit.

6.. Drain.

FP.186

Figure 10-21.Operation of presSure
controlled sequence valve.

setting, the force acting upward against this
surface area of the piston is less than,the down-
ward force of the spring (2). Thii"holds the

piston down and the valve is in the cl osed
position as shown in figure 10-21 (A).

When the primary actuating unit completes
its operati on pressure in the line to the
actuating unit increases and, therefore, the
pressure in the valve increases. When the

pressure increases sufficiently to overcome the
force of spring (2), piston (I) rises. The valve

is then in the open position, as shown in figure

10-21 (13). The fluid entering the valve takes
the path of least resistance and flows through

port. (5) to thc secondary unit

A drain passage (6) is provided to allow any
fluid, which leaks past the piston, to flow from

0 the top of the valve. In the ease of hydraulic
systems, this drain line is usually connected to

the main return line.' !lase valves usually
contain a check valve to ill ow free reverse flow
from the a c tu a t ng Units. However, the
Sequencing action is provided in only onedirec-
tion of flow.

Mechanically Operated
Sequence Valves

Figure 10-22 illustratei a mechanically
operated sequence valve. This valve is operated
by the in and out movement of the plunger
which extends through the b4ody of the valve.

PORT
A

a dju s ting the tension' of spring (2),' which

normally holds the piston (1) in the closed
position. Note *that the top part of the piston
has a farger diameter than , the lower part.
FlUid from the directional-control_yalve entgrs
port (3), flows around the lower part of the
piston (1) and enters the outlet Port (4), where

it flows to the first (primary) unit to be oper-
ated. This fluid pressure acts against the lower
surface of the larger part of the piston. When

the pressure of the fluid is below the adjusted
187

PORT
a

FP.187
Figure 10-22.Mechanically operated

seqtfence valve.
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The plunger is held in the extended position by
a spring. The valve is mounted so that the
plunger will be depressed by the primary unit

A, check valve is incorporated between the
fluid ports in the body. The check valve, either
a ball or a poppet, is held against the seat by
a spring. The check valve is unseated either by
the plunger as it is depressed into the valve or
by fluid under pressure entering port (B).

Port (A) and the actuator of_ the primary
unit are connected with a common line from
the directional, confrol valve. Port (B) is con-
nected with a line to the a ctuator of the
secondary unit When fluid under pressure flows
frOm the directional control valve to the primary
unit, it also flows through port (A) to the seated
check valve in the sequence valve. In order to
operate the secondary unit, the fluid must flow
through the sequence valve. The valve is located
in such a position that the primary unit, as it
c omp letes its operation, Will depress the
plunger. The plunger unseats, the check valve
and allows the fluid to flow 'through the valve,
out port (B), and to the sTüdary unit.

This type sequence valve permits flow in
the opposite direction. Fluid enters port (B)
and flows to the check valve. Although this is
return flow from the acynating unit, the fluid is
under sufficient pressilre to overcome spring
tension and unseat the check valve and flow out
through port (A).

) .

PRESSURE REGULATORS

displacement pumps, which contain' a pressure
regulating device as described in chapter 8.
Although manufacturers are leaning m cr e
toward the use of variable displacement pumps,
there are many closed-center hydraulic systems
that utilize constant displacement pumps and,
therefore, require a pressure regulator. (Open-
and closed-center hydraulic systems are de-
scribed in chapter 4.)

As the term implies, pressure regulators
are used in fluid power systems to regulate, the
pressure. In pneumatic systems, the valve
commonly referred to as a pressure regulator
serves- to reduce pressure. This type valve is
discussed later in this chapter under pressure
reducing valves. ,The pressure switch, also
described later, 'IS often used in pneumatic
systenis to regulate pressure. The pressure
regulator described in the following paragraphs
is utilized in hydraulic systems.

Pressure regulators, often referred to as
unloading valveS, are/used in hydraulic systems
to unload the pump and to maintain and regulate
system pressiire between the maximum and
minimum. All hydraulic systems do not require ,

pressure regulators. The open-center system
does not require a preseure regulator. Many
systems are equipped with variable

183

Pressure regulators are made in a variety
of' types by various manufacturers; however,
the basic operating principles of all regulators
are similar to the one illustrated in figure
10-23. View (A).shows the regulator in the cut-
in position and view (B) in the cutout position.

A regulator is said to be in the, cut-in posi-
tion when it is directing fluid under pressure
into the. system. In the cutout position, the fluid
in the system after the regulator is trapped ai
the desired pressure, and the fluid from .the
pump is bypassed into the return line and back
to the reservoir. To prevent constant cutting in
and cutting out (chatter), the regulator is de-
signed to cut in at a pressure somewhat lower
thah the cutout pressure. This difference is
known as differential or operating range. For
example, assume that a pressure regulator is
set to cut in when the system pressure drops
below 600 psi, and cut out when the pressu;e
rises above 800 psi. The differential or
operating range is 200 psi.

Referring to figure 10-23, assume that the
piston (5) has an area of 1 square inch, the
steel ball of the bypass valve (1) has a cross-
sectional area of one-fourth square inch, and
the piston spring (6) provides 600 pounds of
force pushing the piston down. When the piPes-
sure in the system is less than 600 psi, fluid
from the pump enters the input port (2), flows
to the top of the regulator, and to the check
valve (3). When the pressure of this input fluid
increases to a value above the pressure of the
fluid in the system side of the check valve and
.the force of, the check valve spring, the check
valve opens and fluid flows into the system and
to the bottom of the regulator against the piston
(5). Until the pressure is, great enough to force
the piston upward and unseat the ball, the fluid
is directed titrough the system connection port
(4) to the system. The regulator is then in the
cut-in position, as shown in view (A) of figure
10-23.
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CHAPTE,R 4

FUELS AND LUBRICANTS

Fuels and lubricants for gasoline and diesel
engw.c.s arc byproducts of petroleum Petrel-
leum, often called crude oil, means "rock oil."
Petroleum products include gasoline, kerosene,
diesel fuel, lubricating oils, gear lubricants and
greases. Many different products are added to
the raw byproducts to obtain a fuel or lubricant
that will perform efficiently in modern equip-
ment.

Fuels and lubricants may be contaminated
by dirt, rust, water, or by accidental combina-
tion with other types 'of petroleum products.
Avoidihg such contamination is vital if the
products are to serve the purposes for which
they are intended. DIRT and WATER in fuels
and lubricants are primary causes of premature
engine failure. CLEANLINESS in handling fuels
and lubricants cannot be overemphasized.

REFINING CRUDE OIL

Crude oil would ruin an engine if the im-
purities were not removed. The impurities.are
removed by the refining process which a.lso
separates the oil into various petroleum pro-
ducts. (See fig. 4-1.)

You have seen a teakettle boil. Heating the
water in the^ kettle changes it to gas or vapdr
in the form of steam at a certain temperature.
Many kinds of liquids change to gates, or are
said to VAPORIZE, at differeht temperatureS.
Heating petroleum which is a mixture of liquids,
will change the liquids to gases one by one.
Cooling changes each gas back to liquid form
through condensation. This process of separating
substances from one another is called DIS-
TILLATION.

_

Distillation drives gasoline vapors from the
crude oil ,first, because gasoline has a lower
boiling point and vaporizes before other petro-
leum products. Substances with higher boiling
points, like kerosene and the gai-oil from which

Ali RADLIL4-1-.
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we get most of our diesel fuel, are given off
next After the gas-oil has been collected. lubri-

,cating oils are distilled, the lightest first
(lube distillates), and then the heavier ones
(commonly called bottoms).

You will hear also about propane and butane
fuels, which are byproducts of natural gas.
(Notice in figure 4-1 that gas is taken from a
Cavity in the earth that is, between the oil and
the rock formation just above the oil.) These
liquids must be collected and stored under
pressure because they change into. gas when
released to the atmosphere. Liquid propane
becomes a gas at a temperature of -430 ' F;
liquid butane, at 33° F. Although seldom used
as a fuel for automotive eqUipment, small
amounts of these liquid gases have been used
to start engines in very told climates. Some
manufacturers believe that internal combustion
engines can operate more economically with bu-
tane fuel than with gasoline. Gasoline and diesel
oil, however, continue to be the most efficient
fuels for internal conibustion engines.

PROPERTIES OF GASOLINE

Gasoline contains carbon and hydrogen in
such proportions that the gasoline burns freelY
and liberates HEAT ENERGY. It evaporates at
ordinary temperatures. Because gasoline va-
pors are heavier than air, they sink to the
ground. To decrease the.fire hazard of haVing
the ,gasoline vapors in a confined place where
spontaneous combustion could take place, the
enclosure in which gasoline is used SHOULD
BE THOROUGHLY VENTILATED THROUGH
OPENINGS NEAR THE FLOOR.
--If all-the potential teat energy containect-in

a gallon of gasoline could be converted into
wOrk, a motor vehicle could run hundreds of
miles on each gallon. However, only a small
percentage of 1this heat energy is converted
into mechanical energy by the engine.

812
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Figure 4-1.Typical chart tracing c.i.ude oil from well to finished product.

Most authorities consider the power losses
within the engine to be as follows:

Engine Percent of Power Loss

Cooling System 35
Exhaust Gases 35
Engine Friction 5 to 10,

Total 75 to 80

The question of what is ideal gasoline is
more theoretical than practical. Everylnanu-
facturer recommends the octane rating of the
gasoline he feels is best for the engines he
produces. Besides ,engine design, factors like
the weight of thevehicle, the terrain and high-
ways over which it is to lae driven, and the
climate and altitude of the loCality also deter-
mine what gasoline is best to use. All other
factors being equal, these may be considered
as some of the properties of the best gasoline:
good antiknock quality, a minimum content of
foreign matter, a volatility which makes starting
easy and allows' smooth acceleration andecono-
mica' operation.

52

VOLAtILITY
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The blend of a gasoline determines its VOLA-
TILITYthat is, its tendency ro change from a
liquid to a vapor at any given temperature. The
rate of vapoiization increases as the tempera-
ture of the gasoline rises.

No standard for gasoline volatility meets all
engine operating requirements. The volatility
must be high ehough for easy starting and ac-
celeration. Ordinarily the proper starting mix-
ture, is about 15 parts of air to 1 part of fuel,
but in very cold weather more fuel must be ad-
mitted to the cylinders through the use of the
choke in the carburetor for quicker Starting.
In polar regions, a gasoline of higher volatility
makes starting easier; it also helps keep the
crankcase from becoming diluted by gasoline
seeping past the piston and the piston rings
while the engine is being choked.

On the other hand, a gasoline of low volatility
brings about better fuel ecohomy and combats
VAPOR LOCK (the formation of vapor.in the fuel
lines in a quantity sufficient to block the flow
of gasoline through the system). In the summer,
and in hot climates, especially, fuels with low
volatility lessen the tendency towardvapor lock..

Blj



Chapter 4FUELS AND LUBRICANTS

-PURITY

Engine efficiency depends to some extent on
the PURITY of gasoline. Gums and sulfur are
removed from crude oil in the refining process.
Gums in gasoline cause sticking valvesandforM
hard,baked surfaces within the cylinders. Sulfur
unites with water to form sulfuric acid, which
corrodes engine parts. Modern refining pro-
esses have reduced the sulfur And other foreign
matter content of gasoline, thus minimizing the
damage to engine parts as well as cutting down
engine maintenance.
ANTIKNOCK QUALITY AND
DETONATION

Reviewing the process of combustion in chap-
ter 2 will help you understand the ANTIKNOCK
quality of gasoline. When any substanee burns,
its molecules and those of the oxygen in the air
around it are set into motion, producing heat
that unites the two groups of molecules in a
rapid chenlical reaction. In the cOmbustion
chamber of an engine cylinder, the gasoline
vapor and oxygen in thelalr are ignited and burn.
They combine, and the molecules begin to move
about very rapidly, as the high temperatures of
combustion are reached. This rapid movement
of molecules provides the push,on the piston to
force it downward on the power stroke.

'In the Modern high compression gasoline
engines the air-fuel mixture tends to ignite
spontaneously or to explode instead of burning
rather slowly and uniformly. The result is a
knock, a ping, or a DETONATION. In detonation
the spark from the spark plug starts the fuel
mixture burning, and the flame spreads through
the layers of the mixture, very quickly com-
preSsing and heating them. The last layers be-
come so compressed andheated that they explode
violently. The. explosive pressure strikes the
piston head and' the walls of the cylinder, ancl
causes the knock you hear in the engine. Itirs
the fuel, not the 'engine that knocks. Besides
being an annoying sound, persistent knocking
results in engine overheating, loss of power,
and increased fuel consumption. It causes severe
shock to the spark plugs, pistons, connecting
-rbds, -and the crankshaft. .To slowdown this
burning rate of the fuel, a fuel of a higher octane
rating _must be used.

OCTANE RATING

The proeerty of a fuel to 44.esist detonation
is called its antiknock or OCTANE rating. The

53
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octane rating is obtained by comparing the anti-
knock qualities of gasoline in a special test en-
gine. In the test engine, the compression can
be raised or lowered, and other,engine controls
are provided to make the engine knock or deto-
nate. Two separate fuel chambers are alsopro-
vided, with a rapid means of changing from the
fuel being tested to the standard reference fuel.
This reference fuel consists of a mixture of
isoi-octane, which has a very high antiknock
rating, and heptane. which produces a pro-
nounced knock. The octane rating of a gasoline
being tested is the percentage by volume of iso-
octane that must be mixed with normal heptane
in order fin match the knocking of the gasoline
being tested. Octane numbers range from 50 to
over 100; A number higher than 100 indicates
that .the antiknock value is greater than that
of iso-octane.

The octane rating of gasoline can be raised
in two ways: by mixing it with another fuel, or
by treating it with a chemical. While alcohol
and benzol can be added to improve the' anti-
knock rating of a gasoline, their use will re-
duce the heat-producing value of the fuel. In
this country, where alcohol and benzol are not
commonly used for fuel, a chemical is added
to gasoline to improve its octane rating.

The best chemicarfor this purpose is tetra-
ethyl lead compound, which is added to the gaso-
line with ETHYL FLUID. In addition to the tetra-
ethylaead, ethyl fluid contains other chemicals
ttiat prevent lead deposits from forming within

the efigine. Lead oxide causes considerable
corrosion.

The LEAD CONTENT of ethyl fluid is very
poisonous. Ethyl gasoline ghould be used only
for engine fuel and for no other purpose. It
should never be used as a cleaning agent.

An engine which does .not knock on a low
octane fuel will not operate more efficiently
by uSing a fuel of high octane rating. An engine
which knocks on a given fuel should use one of

a higher rating. If a higher octane fuel does

not stop the knocking, some mechanical adjust-
ments are probably necessary. Retarding the
spark so that the engine will fire later may
end knocking. However, an engine operating on
retarded spark will use more fuel and will over-
heat. It may be less expensive to use a higher
priced, high-octane gasoline with an advanced
spark than to use a cheaper, low-octane gasoline
with a retarded spark.

Besides a spark which is too advanced, a
lean fuel mixture, a defective cooling system,

. 814
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or preignition also may be responsible for knock-
ing. Preignition should not be confused with
engine knock itself, which occurs late inthe
conbustion process, after the spark has occured.
In preignition the air-fuel mixture begins to
burn beforg the spark occurs. This.condition
may be cuased by an overheated exhaust valve
head, hot spark plugs, or glowing pieces of

4.

caroon within tne comoustion cliamoer.Mligure
4-2 you, see the diagrammed course of the air-
fuel mixture in the cylinder under circumstances
of preignition and detonation, as well as in
normal combustion.

DIESEL FUEL

Diesel fuel is heavier than gasoline because
it is obtained° from the residue of the crude oil
after the more volatile fuels have been removed.
As with gasoline, the efficiency of a diesel fuel
varies with the type of engine in which it is used.
By distillation, cracking, and blending of sev-
eral oils, a suitable diesel fuel can be obtained
for almost all.engine operating conditions. 'Slow
saed diesels-use a wide yariety of heavy luels;
high speed diesel engines require a lighter fuel.
Using a poor or an improper grade of fuel can
cause hard atarting, incomplete combuqtiqn, a
smoky exhaust, and engine knocks.

The properties to be considered in selecting
a fuel for a diesel engine are VOLATILITY,
CLEANLINESS, VISCOSITY, IGNITION QUAL,
ITY, AND ANTIKNOCK QUALITY.

VOLATILITY

The volatility of a diesel fuel is measured
by the 90 percent distillation temperature. This
is the temperature at which 90 percent of a.
saniple of the fuel has been distilled off. The
lower this temperature, the higher the volatility
of the fuel. In small diesel engines, a fuel of
-high-volatility- is more netessary than in large
engines if there is tb be low fuel consumption,
low exhaust temperature, and little exhaust
smoke.

CLEANLINESS

Cleanliness of diesel fuel is very important.
Fuel should not contain more than a trace of
foreign'substances; otherwise, fuel pump and
injector difficulties will develop. Because it is
heavier and more viscous, diesel fuel will hold
dirt particles in suspension for longer periods

NORMAL.

DETONATION

PREIGNITION
,

Figure 4-2.Combustion process.

than will gasoline: In the-refining prOcess, not
all foreign matter can be removed, and harm-
ful matter like dirt and water can get into the
fuel while it is being handled. Water especially
will rust an engine. Water will also cause hard
starting and misfiring. Dirt will clog injectors
and spray nozzles and may 'cause an engine to
misfire stops altogether.

81.72



Chapter 4FUELS AND LUBRICANTS

JET PROPULSION FUELS (JP)

jet propulsion fuels (JP) are for
use in jet engines. However, some types,of mili-
tary equipment are being equipped with multi-
fuel engines designed to use several different
types of fuel including JP fuels.

VLSCOSITY

The viscosity of fuel is the measure of its
resistance to flow. Viscosity is expresSed by
the .number of seconds required for a ceikain
volume of fuel to flow through a note of a cer-
tam diameter at a given temperature. The vis-
cosity of diesel fuel must be low enough.to flow
freelir at low temperatures, yet high enough to"
lubricate the pumP and injector plungers prop-
erly and lessen the possibility of leakage at the
pump, plungers and dribbling at the injectors.
Viscosity is measured by an instrument called
the SAYBOLT VISCOSIMETER and is express-
ed in SAYBOLT SECONDS, UNMERSAL (SSU).

IGNITION QUALITY

The ignition quality of a diesel fuel is 'its
ability to ignite when it is injected into the com-
pressed air -within the engine cylinders. Ignition
quality is measured by the CETANE RATING
of the fuel. A cetaiie number is obtained by
comparing the ignitibn quality of a given diesel
fuel with that of a reference fuel of known
cetane number in a test engine. This reference
fuel is a mixture of alphamethYlnapthalene,
which is difficult to ignite alone, and cetane,
which will ignite readily at temperatures and
pressures comparable to those in the cylinders
of a diesel engine. The cetane rating indicates
the percentage of cetane in a reference fuel
which will just match the ignitioiitquality of
the fuel being tested. The higher cetane numbers "
indicate more efficient fuels. The large slow
diesels can use 30 cetane fuel, but the high
speed diesels must use at least a 40 cetane
fuel, while some require as high a's a 60 cetane
fuel.

The ignition quality of a diesel fuel depends
also on its FLASH POINT and its FIRE POINT.
The flash point is the temperature to which the
fuel vapors must be heated to flash or ignite.
The minimum flash point for didel fuel is 150°
F. A fuel having too low a flash point is dan-
erous both to handle and to store.

, 55
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The fire point is that tempei;ture at which
the fuel vapors will continue to burn after being
ignited. It is usually 50 to 120 degrees higher
than tile flashpoint.

You will sometimes hear knoeics in diesel
engines. They are believed to be ctiused by the
rapid burning of the fuel that accumulates in
the, delay periOd between injection and ignition.
This delay is -known as. IGNITION LAG or IG-
NITION DELAY. When the fuel is imt.cted into
the cylinders, it must vaporize and be heated
to the flash point to start combustion. The lag'
between vaporization and flash point depends
upon the ignition quality of the fuel and The speed
of the engine and its compression ratio. In high
speed engines the delay varies f orn 0.0012 to
0.0018 of a second. Ignition lag d reases with
the increase in engine speed h cause ,of a
swifter air movement in the cylinder hat makf's
the injected fuel heat better.

LUBRICANTS

A lubricant is a substance. usually an. oil.
used to reduce friction by preventing direct
contact of moving surfaces with 'each other.
The substance is pressed out into a thin tilm
against which the moving parts rub.

The world lubricant comes from Latin
word meaning "slippery." The idea is that the
film of oil gives to surfaces the slippery nature
that prevents them moving against one another.
This- film is constantly renewed by additional
oil supplied from the pressure pump to replace
oil forced out by the movement of engpie parts.
The effect is that of two sheets or Nyers, ot
oil sliding over each other. Thus friction be-
tween the two metal surfaces is reduced to a
minimum. There are three types of kinetic
friction: sliding friction, rolling friction, and
fluid friction. Sliding friction exists when the
surface of one solid body is moved across the
surface of another solid body. Rolling friction
exists when a curved body such as a cylinder
or A sphere rolls upon a flat or curved surface,
Fluid friction is 'the resistance ,to !notion ex-
hibited by a fluid.

Fluid friction exists because of the cohesion
between particles of the fluid and the adhesion
of fluid particles to the object or medium which
is tending to move the fluid. If a paddle is used
to stir a fluid, for example, the cohesive forces
between the molecules of the fluid tend to hold
the molecules together and thus prevent motion
of the fluid. At the same' time,,the adhesive
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forces of the molecules of the fluid cause the
fluid to adhere to the paddle and thus. create

- friction between the paddle and the fluid. Co-
hesion is the molecular attraction between parti-
cles that tends to hold a substance or a body
together; adhesion is the molecular attraction
hptvippn parpnlps that tends to cause unlike
surfaces to stick together. From the point of
view of lubrication, adhesion is the property
of a lubricant that causes it to stick (or adhere)

, to the parts being lubricated; cohellbs\is the
property which holds the lubricant together and
enables it to resist breakdown under pressure.

Besides reducing' friction and wear, lubri-
cants act as Comm AGENTS, absorbing heat
from the surfaces ever which they are spread.
This is true particularly of engine oil, which
carries heat to the engine sump, where it is
dissipated. The- water circulating through an
oil cooler also helps to reduce this heat (not
all engines have oil coolers).

Lubricants are also us ed as SEALING agents.
They fill the tthy, openings between moving
parts, cushioninek.them against damage and
distortion from extreme heat.

Lubricants arealso important as CLEAN-
ING AGENTS. Any grit and dirt finding their
way into the engine parts often are removed by
the lubricants before damage cah result. Foreign
matter found in old oils and greases in thiLbot-
tom of the crankcase is evidence of the clranp-
ing quality of lubricants. Some lubricants have
chemicals added to make them better cleaners.

The high temperatures, speeds, and cylinder
pressures of modern engines have made neces-
sary better grades of lubricating oils. To in-
crease efficiency certain chemicals called AD-
DITIVES are put into Oils. Additives are resistive
agents which are used against oxidation and
other kinds of metal deterioration. Oil which
contains additive's specifically designed to help
clean the piston rings_and other parts of the
engine as it lubricailti iS known as DETERGENT
OIL.

Lubrication is partly your job and partly the
job of the Equipment Operator. The operator
uses the "oil and greases recommended for the
job, but he may expect you to tell him which are
the proper ones to use. It is therefore impor-
tant for you to know why a certainfuel or lubri-
cant is used and when to change to another type.

It is especially important for you to keep up
with the latest develOpments in lubricants as

presented in Navy and other technical publica-
tions.' Your chief will tell you where you can/
get this information.

TYPES OF LUBRICANTS

Oils and _greases are the two general types
of lubricants. The modern high-speed gasoline
or diesel engine niust be properly lubricated
with the proper grades and types of lubricating
oils and greases. Present-day refining methods
have produced lubricating oils and greases with
certain special qualities. In engines operating
at high speeds and temperatures, these oils do
a better job .than ordinary oils can do, Engines
operating at low speeds or in cold weather may
require an oil with other special qualities.

Greases are usually used where it is diffi-
cult to keep oil in place and where the lubri-
cant is subjected to varying pressures. In some
cases, greases are used when centrifugalforces
tend to throw the lubricant from moving pa:rts.
This is especially true in differlals, gear

heelbearings.

OILS

Lubricating oils Serve four purposes: (1)
prevent metal-to-metal contact in moving parts
of mechanisms, (2) help Oarry heat away from
the engine. (3), clean the engine parts as they
are lubricated, and (4) form a seal between
moving parts. Moving parts that do not have
enough oil will melt, fuse, or seize after a
very short period of engine operation. All
gears and accessory drives, as well as other
moving parts of the engine subject to friction,
must be bathed in oil at all times.

Wehave seen that viscosity is the resistance
of a liquid against flow. It is th'e most impor-
tant property of a lubricating oil._ A lubricant.:
of high viscosity spreads very slowly. You have
heard of car owners using a HEAVY oil in I

summer and changing to LIGHT oil in winter.
The heavy oil used in summer becomes too
sluggish in cold weather, while the light oil
used in winter flows too easily in hot weather.
An oil used in any engine must flow freely and
have enough body to yesist friction between
moving engine parts; it must pass readily through
all oil lines and spread effectively over all
surfaces that require lubrication.

The temperature of an oil affects its vis-
cosity. The higher the temperature, the lbwer
the viscosity. On cold morning, the high
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viscosity or stiffness of the lubricating oil
makes-an engine hard to turn over.

The viscosity of an oil is figured by the num-
ber of seconds which pass while a certain volume
flows through a sniall opening or hole of a defi-
nite diameter at a given temperature. The
greater the number of seconds, the higher the
viscosity. The Society of Automotive Engineers
(S.A.E.) has standardized a code of numbers to
indicate the viscosity of lubricating oils. You
will be using military symbols for these lubri-
eating oils, which are expressed in four digits
as indicated in Table 4-1. The last three digits

ziseositv in number of setonds, re-
qttired for 60 cubic entimeters of oil to flow
through a standard op ning at a given tempera-
ture. The first digit ndicates the class and
type of lubricating oil, You will use only the
lubricant recommended for the particular engine
which you service and lubricate. It is advisable
to check with your chief from time to time for
disconunued and new stOcks and changed desig-
nations or specification numbers.

Oil is a mixture o many slightly different
compounds, and there ore does not have a def-
inite freezing point. but it doss thicken as it
cools. In order to d termine the usefulness of...,
an oil,in cold weathe it is tested for its POUR
POLNT, which is t e lowest temperature at
which he oil wiH till(flow. The pour point in
which ou will be i terested is the lowest tem-
perature at which the oil on the cylinder walls
and bearings will permit the engine to be turned.

While the flash oint and the fire point of an
do no affect it lubricating qualities, they

are useful in etermining the amount of volatile
fluids or mpounds in the oil. As you learned
concern diesel oil. the flash point is the
temperature at hich vapors will ignite, but
not sustain a fl me. The flash point of a lu-
bricating oil for our entire engine must range

\ from 300° F to 00° F to keep the oil from va-
porizing too re dily in the crankcase and to
make it withst d the heat of the engine. It is
used also to det rmine the fire hazard in shipping
and storing the lubricant.

Again, as you previously learned, the fire
point is the temperature at which vapors given
off conunued to burn when ignited. Both the
flash point and the fire point must,be taken into
oonsideration in the blending of an oil of prdper
viscity for the type and conditidn of the en-
gine in which it is to be used.

-

AND CONTAMINATION
OF 01

From the day that freth oil is put into the
engine crankcase. it gradually begins to lose
its effectiveness because of dilution and con-
tamination from engine operation. Gasoline or
diesel fuel may -dribble into the crankcase oil.
Water and sludge also may accumulate:Carbon.
gum acids, and dust in the air entering the en-
gine ( in the air-fuel mixture) all reduce the
effectiveness of any lubricant. It. is because
of this accumulation of foreign matter that
manufacturers recommend regular oil changes,
and that regular lutri-K,ttion s u ImprtSnt in
Preventive maintenance.

fr Greases are compounds of oil and soap. The
soaps used are not ordinary laundry sqaps but
animal fats mixed with certain chemicals. The
chief purpos of the soap is to provide a body

or carrier çfor the oil that actually does the
lubricating.

Grease used where oil is impractical or
.unsatisfactIy due to centrifugal forces, loads.
temperatures or exposure. For uistance, it

maintains a film at high engine speed and tem-
perature, or when the equipment is idle for long
periods of time.

1* The chemicals in the grope classify it for
a particular purpose or use. CHASSIS.GREASES
have a lime, soçitum, or an aluminum soap base.
Of tlie three b ses, the lime and the aluminum
are the most vater resistant, while the alumi-
num is the mosetheat resiStant: Chassis greases
are distinguished by their shinr.' transparent
appearance, and are used as a pressure gun
lubhcant.lfor chassis, U-joints, track rollers.
and low temperattire ball brillgs.

CUP GREASE, or WATER-PUMP GREASE.
is a lime-base grease to which water or mois-
ture is added to keep the soap' from separating
from the oil. The moisture giveth the grease a
somewhatcloudy appearance, and it will evap-
orate at a temperature equal to that of boiling
water. Lime base greases are not recommended
for parts subjected to high temperature. These
greases are recommended' when moisture re-
sistance is reqtfired, -and- are satisfactory for
water pumps and marine stuffing boxes.

WHEEL BEARING or FIBROUS GREASES
have a sodium or mixed soap base. These
greases only appear fibrous, for there are no
actual fibers in them. They are recommended
for wheel bearings* because they stick or cling
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`s, 115.222.1
Table 4-1.4Military7 and Ch1ercia1 DesignationSor Gearimd Lubricating

011s used in Equipment Maintenance .
. .

Geieral
Description

Military Designation
Typical Commercialand Specification

Num r Designation Uses
4

r I

cal ui, . .

c('ntainiug vc-
* /rem.; pres'svure

E P) adMitives
to maintain lu-. IFication miler

prffs-
%l)

,

L'ear oil
Containing ex-
treme pressure
(EP) additiv.es
to ridintain.lu-
fl.icatiun under
extreme pres-
sure conditions.

eral Gear Oil,
SAEA10. NO

orlm FS.

U irican
Univérsa

MIL-L-10324.
FSN 9150-29-5443.

Lubricant, Gear,
sal,

FSN 150-57 842"

wFaN 9150-577-5845.

Military Symbol
),5190.
MIL-L-2105.
FSN 9150-577-5848.

.\.

. Hypoid Gear
Lubricant. Uni-
ver641 Gear Lu-
br4eant for yery
cold climates.

$ -"

SAE 80 EP Hypoi
o Universal Ge r.

ubricant.
MA 1327 -

SAE 90 EP.Hypoid
or Universal Gear

ricant.
A 1328 .

SAE 140 Miner4.1.
Gear Oil. Steim
CYlinder Oil.
MA 1329

For all gear lubrication includirm
transmission, differentials., ,r-T\
hypoid gears, tractor final
drives, and steering gear mecha-
nisms inold climates when the
prevailing tempe ture is 6elow,
0° F.

As allow ex ept that it iaSAE
where

the prevailing-temperature is
belween 0° and 32*-F. "

As above except that it is an SAE
9 gear lubricant for use where

prevailing temperature is
bove 0°F.

4

80.gear lubricant for

For use in trac&ar transmissions
anti final drives only ti,tropical
areas. There aie no extreme
pressure chemical additives in
this oil. DO NOT mix with ex-
treme pressure lubricants. Dar-.
NOT use in hypoid gertr drives
such as truck or passdnget ve-
hicle differentials.

10 Heavy .Military Symbol
Duty 1. ibrioating 9110.
oil. FSN 9150-231-9039.

Gasoline and Diesel
Engine Oil, SAE-10
grid SAE-10 W
Grades.

'AE-2O Heavy
Duty Lubricating
(In,

Military Symbol
9170.

FSN 9150-2346651.

Gasolirib and Diesel
Engine Oil, SAE-20
Grade.

For crankcase lubrication in botlge
gasoline and diesel engines re-T
quiring an SAE-10 or SAE-lo
oil and ibr seneral purpose lu
brication.

For crankcase lubrication in both
gasoline and dkesel engines re-.
quiring ail SAE-20 oil and for ,
general purpose lubrication.

5,1E-30 Heavy Military Symbol
Duty Lubricatii. 9250.
011. PSN 9150-231-6655.

Gasoline and Diesel
Engine Oil, 'SAE-30

'Grade. .

M 13/4 1702

For crankcase lubriCation in both
gasoline Ilifikdiesel engines re-
cpciring an SAE-3,9 oil and for
general purpose lubrication.

x;.: 40, Heavy Military Symbol
Duty imbrleating 9370.

l. FSN 9150-912-9552.

Gasoline and Diesel
Engine Oil, SAE-40
Grade.

For crankcase lubrication in bath
gasoline and diesel engines re-;
quiring an SAE-40 oil and for
general purpose lubrication.
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Table 4-1.Military and Commercial Designations for Gear and Lubricating
Oils used in Equipment Maintenancecontinued.

115.222,2

General
Descriptio n

.

Military Designation
and Specifibation

Oit* &umber

.
r.ypical.L.ommercial

Designation
Uses

_

SAE-50 Heavy
Duty Lubricating
Oil.

Military Symbol
. 9500.
FSN 1950-231-9043.

Gasoline and Diesel
Engine Oil, SAE-50
Grade.
MB 1722

For crankcase lubrication in bothl
gasoline and diesel engines re- 4
quiring an SAE- 0 oil and for
general purpo,é lubrication.

Medium VI Min-
eral Oil SAE-50.
No additives.

Military Symbol
3100.

FSN 9150-223-8893.

Mineral Oil SAE-50
.

.

For Inbrication of certain 2-stroke
cycle gasoline engines where
prescribed. Mixed with fuel in
specified proportions such as
outboard motorboat engines. For
general purpose lubrication.

Hydraulic
Transmission
Fluid, Type
C-1

EO Series-3
or MIL-L-
45199A.
Grade 10. .

FSN 9150-680-1103.

Lubricating Oil
High Output.

For hydraulic systems and certain
transmission and cOnverter units.
as prescribed by the manu-
facturer.

to parts. Since they are not water resistant,
they can be used_ only on proteetter paM.

CABLE GREASE (wire rope and, exposed
gear grease) is a sticky black oil used to lu-
bricate chains and wire ropes.

The black, tarlike sticky, mass cal led
CRATER COMPOUND is used to grease sliding
surfaces and exposed gears on litatry- duty con-
structiOn equipment. It is.applied by hand or
with a brush and cannot be squeezed from be-
twgen the gear teeth dr the slidinwurfacee.
You will find a can bf this grease on nefrly every
shovel or czane used'by the Navy.

If your shop has ksupOly of ALL-PURPOSE
(GAA Grease, _Automotive .and Artillery)
grease, your chief may-direct you to useit, in-
stead of the various greases just mentioned.

Some form of dry lubricant such as GRAPH-
ITE POWDER is available in the shop, to lii-
bricate small parts and door locks, where a

WO liquid would run off n.'otherwise be undesir-
--$, able.

Petroleum refiners have, developed greases
to meet special lubrication requirements of

aK
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modern rnachinery
#

and equipment. Table 4.2

lists and describes the kinds of greasgs and

their uses for proper maintenance.

HANDLING PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

, When handling petroleum products, care must
be taken to ensure they do not become contami-
nated with foreign matter. Since all petroleum
products will burn, fire is an ever present haz-
ard. The degree of fire hazard increases as the
volatility of the product increases.

Inhaling gasoline vapors may cause head-
aches, dizziness. nausea. or even unconscious-
Qess. If any of these symptoms are noticed
Imong men handling gasoline or working in an
area where gasoline has been spilled, the men
should leave the area at once. If anyone has been
overcome, he should receive immediatemedical
attention.

Gasoline may cause severe burns if allowed
to remain in contact with the skin, particularly
under soaked clothing Or gloves. Clothing or. .
shoeS through which gasoline has s6aked should

8,2u
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115.223
Table 4-2.Military and Commercial Designation for Greases used in Equipment Maintenance

General
Description

Military Designation
and Specification

Nurnber

Typical Commercial
Designation

,

\
Uses

Grease, Chasis
Lime, soda or
aluminum soap
base grease.

Lubricant, General
Mil-G-10924 1.
Mil Sym GAA

FSN 9150-530-7369

I

,

.

Chassis Grease, Cup
Grease, Pressure
Gun Grease, No. 1
Soft.

.

For general use as a pressure gun
lubricant, particularly chassis,
universal joints, track rollers,
ball bearings operating below
1500 F. Lime and aluminum soap
base grease types are water re-
sistant.

Grease, Wheel
Bearing Soda or
mixed soap base
grease.

Lubricant, General
Purpose, No. 2
(Wheel-Bearing-
Chassis Lubri-
cahtWB).
VV-G-632 TYpeB,
Grade 2. .

FSN 9150-531-6971.

Wheel Bearing
Grease, No. 2
Medium,

..

. -...

-
For wheel bearings, ball bearings,
and as a pressure gun lubricant
when operating temperatures are
expected to be above 1501F. DO
NOT USE TO GREASE UN1VER-
SAL JOINTS OR OTHER PARTS
HAVING NEEDLE BEARINGS.
Not water resistant. .

Grease, Ball and
Roller Bearing
Soda or mixed
soap base
grease.

Lubricant, Ball
and Roller Bear-
ing.
Mi17G-18709.

FSN 9150-249-0908.

Ball and Roller
Bearing Grease,
BRB.

SIRB and G-18709.suitable for ball
and roller bearing lubrication,
especially in electric motors
and generators and clutch pilot
bearings. Not water resistant.

GreaseWater
Pump Lime
soap base
grease.

Lubricant, Water- ,

Pump, No. 4.
VV-G-632
Type A, Grade 4.

FSN 9150-235.15504.

Water-Pump
Grease, No. 4
Hard.

-

For gland type water-pumps of
some engines not equipped 'with
factory lubricated and sealed
water pumps: Very water re-
sistant. ,

a

Lubricant, Ex-
posed Gear,
Chain, and W,ire

'Rope StickLA
viscous, blaat,
residual oil. ii,,i

t,

.

Lubricant, Chain
and Wire Rope, ..

Mil-G-18458.
FSN11511-530-6814.

.

Exposed Gear Chain
and Wire Rope Lu-
bric4nt. Gear
Grease. Wire Rope
Grease No. 2.

- -

For greasing cable, open gears or
any open mechanism requiring
rough lubrication. Usually heated
before applying. Grade B is in-
tended for use in temperate or
warm weather and is suitable ,for
open-air or under-water condi-:
tions. Not,for cables in contact
with earth. .

As above, except
that it is NO. 3
or heavy duty
type.

.4 ,

As above except that Grade C is
for use in hot weather or, for
hard service and is suita,ble for
open-air or under-water condi-
tions.

821
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th, Figure 4-3,-I.rnderground gasoline storage
tank.

be removed at once. Gasoline should be washed
from the skin with soap and water. Repeated
contact with gasoline removes the protective
oils from the skin and causes drying, roughen-
ing, chapping. and cracking and, in some cases,
infections of the skin. Gloves should be worn as
protection by persons handling petroleum prod-
ucts.

If gasoline gets into a person's eyes, first
aid, should be given iinmediately. Olive oil,
castor. oil, or mineral oil may be applied, and

medical attention should be secured. ,

If a person swallows gasoline by accident,
first aid should be given immediately. Giving
the victim warm salty water to induce vomiting
is an effective aid. Medical attention should be
secured promptly,

Slipping and falli,ng are common accidents
which occur when handling petroleum products.
Thil danger is particularly grave while climbing
to and from loading racks, storage tanks, or
stacks of drums or cans. Tools, pieces of
ber, and other 'objects should not behleft lying*
where they may cause accidents.

On a hot day, gasoline vapors mixed with
air may be flammable for a distance of 20 teet
from an open container. By using underground
tanks there will be less chance of a fire or an
explosion, and less gas will be lost by evapora-
tion. Areas near gasoline storage tanks should
ALWAYS BE WELL POSTED WITH WARNING

SIGNS.
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Gasoline storage tanks should be, placed
underground and covered with at" least 3 or 4
feet' of earth. The tanks must be equipped wiih.-

vent pipes which extend well above the ground

so that the vapors may spread alid disappear.
(See fig. 4-3.)

Diesel fuel is not ad volatile, flammable,
nor as dangerous to handle as gasoline. But it
will burn, and in closed unventilated places,
diesel vapors can be explosive.

Diesel fuel is generally notstored in the same

way as gasoline. Figure 4-4 shows a typical
diesel fuel storage tank. The tank is generally
placed abOve ground on a raised platform. The
platform should be high enough to permit the
fueling of equipment from the tank by gravity
flow. The tank must be 'provided with an air vent
at the top and a drain cock at the lowest point.
The outlet for the fuel should be at least 8 inches
from the bottom of the tank, so that any Water

and dirt which have accumulated and settled in

the bottom will not be drained into the fuel tanks .
of the equipment being serviced. The water, and
sediment that collect fn the bottom of the tanks
should be drained off daily. When you fill a
di gel fuel storage tank, remember to leave
ert6igh room for expansion of the fuel.

Lubricating oil and greases are furnished
in various sizes of containers. More lubricant
is wasted because it hiS become contaminited
than for any other cause. All containers should
be clearly marked ,as to their contents and

dates received. The lubricants that have been in

stock the longest should be used first. Wake

sure that all openings 'of lubricant containers
are properly secured. This will aecrease the
chances of lubricants becoming contaminated.

AIR VENT INLET

'OUTLET

WATER AND

SEDIMENT

81,74

Figure 4-4.-Storage tank for diesel fuel.
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CHAPTER 8

THE DIESEL ENGINE

In previous chapters, we discussed the
factors necessary for an internal-combustion
engine, to operate efficiently. We saw that air,
and fuel, must be supplied in the proper mixture
and the proper time before any engine can
operate.

In this chapter, we shall take up the diesel
engine. The first part of the chapter discusses
similarities and differences between gasoline
and diesel engines. The rest of the chapter
describes general factors which apply mainly to
diesels.

GASOLINE VS DIESEL ENGINES

Like the gasoline engine, the diesel engine
is an internal combustion engine using either
a 2- or 4-stroke cycle (discussed in ch. 3).
Power is obtained by the burning or combustion
of fuel Within the engine cylinders. There must,
of course, be some means of ignitingthe air and
fuel mixture. As you read in previous chapters.
an electric spark from the ignition system is
used to ignite the mixture of gasoline and air in

Al. gasoline engine..The ignition systemis neces-
Mary because of the. rather low compression
-ratio in the gasoline engine. This ratio ranges
from 6:1 to about.10:1, and the compression
pressure ranges from 110 to about 150 pounds
per square inch (psi). The compression tem-
perature within the cylinders ranges from 220°
F to 300° F (2 degree rise in temperatureifor
every psi rise in pressure), which is not high
enough to ingnite the gasoline and air mixture.

DIESEL COMPRESSION AND
`IGNITION

In most diesel engines the compression ratio
ranges from 14.:1 to about 19:1, and the compres-
sion pressure ranges from 400 to 600 psi. The
compression temperature varies froin 800° F to

169

1200° F. This compression temperature is high
enougli to ignite the finely atomized diesel fuel
which is injedted into the combustion chamber
When the piston is near top dead center of the
compression stroke. The diesel engine is, there-
fore, known as a COMPRESSION-IGNITION
engine, while the gasoline engine is a SPARK-
IGNITION engine.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

In principle of operation, the main differences
b.etween the gasoline engine and the diesel engine
are the methods ,of getting the fuel into the
cylinders, and of igniting the air-fuel mixtures.
You learned that in the gasoline engine the air
and gasoline are mixed together in the car-
buretor. The mixture then passes through the
intake manifold where . it starts to vaporize.
Then the mixture enters the cylinder through
the intake valve where it is completely vaporized
by the heat of compression as the piston moves
upward on the compression stroke. When the
piston reaches near top dead center, the mixture
is ignited by a spark from the spark plug.

The diesel engine does not use spark plugs
nor a carburetor. On the intake stroke, only
fresh air is drawn into the cylinders through
the intake valve and manifold. On the compres-
sion stroke, the air is compressed to apressure
between 400 and 600 psi, and temperature in the
cylinder rises to a point between800° and 1200°
F. At the proper time, the dieselfuel is injected
into the cylinder ,by a fuel injection system,
which usually consists of a pump, fuel lines, anti
injector or nozzle. When the fuel oil enters the
cylinder it will ignite. Figure 8-1 shows the
cOmparison of the four strokes of a 4-cycle
diesel and a 4-cycle gasoline engine.

The speed of a diesel engine is controlled
by the amount of fuel, thai is injected into the
cylinders; in a gasoline engine the speed of the

823
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GASOL INE

ON DOWNWARD STROKE OF PISTON INTAKE
VANE OPENS AND ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
FORCES AIR THROUGH CARtuRETOR WHERE IT
PICKS UP A METERED COPAIUSTIIILE CHARGE Or
FUEL THE MIXTURE GOES PAST THE THROTTLE
vALyE INTO CYLINDER SPACE VACATED Ir

'PISTON

INTAKE STROKE

0

CAPBt.:PA-OR \

Os UPSTROKE OF PISTON, VALVES ARE CLOSED
AND lwxLIRE IS COmPRESSED,USUALLY FROm 110
TO 750 PSI, DEPENDING ON COMPRESSION RATIO
OF ENGINE

tIF

COMPRESSED FuEL-AIR MIXTURE IS r-NITED BY
ELECTRIC SPARK HEAT OF COMBUSTION CAUSES
FORCEFUL EXPANSION OF CYLINDER GASES
AGAINST PISTON RESULTING IN POWER sTROKE

UPSTROKE OF PISTON WITH EXHAUST VALvE OREN
FORCES BURNED GASES OUT MAKING READY FOR
ANOTHER INTAKE STROKE

1

SPARK PLUG

gS1

COMPRESSION SYROX:

POWER STROKE

MAGNETO
OR

DISTRIBUTOR

EXHAUST STROKE

NOZZLE

900"F

A

DIESEL

ON DOWNWARD STROKE OF PISTON INTAKE
VALVE OPENS AND ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
POKES PURE AIR INTO THE CYLiNCER SPACE VA.
CTED ISY THE PISTON THERE BEING CARIU.
RE,Op OR THROTTLE VALVE CV,INDER PILLS WITH
SAME ;7,', ANTITv OF AIR REGARDLESS 0' LOAD
ON 'ME ENGNE

ON LJOSTRORE OF wsToN VALVES A;E CLOSED
AND AR S COMPRESSED '0 APPROXIMATELY 400

6C0 PSI

HIGH COMPRESSION PRODUCh HIGH TEMPERA
TuRE FOR -{PANTANEOUS IGNITION OF FUEL IN.
JECTED NEAR END OF COMPRESSION STROKE
HEAT OF COMBUSTION EXPANDS CYL.NDEP OASES
AGAINST PISTON RESULTING IN POWER STROKE

UPSTROKE OF PISTON WITH EXHAUST VALVE
OPEN FORCES BURNED GASES OUT MAKING
READY FOR ANOTHER INTAKE STROKE

Figure 8-1.Comparison of sequence of events in diesel and gasoline 4-icycle engines.
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Chapter 8THE DIESEL ENGINE 57
-engine is controlled by the amount of air ad-

, mated into the carburetor.
Mechanically, the diesel engine is similar to

the gasoline engine..._The intake, compression,
power, and exhaust strokes occur in the same
order. The arrangement of the pistons, con-
fiecting rods. crankshaft,.and engine valves are
about the Same. The diesel engine is also clas-
sified as INLINE or V-TYPE.

'ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
OF THE DIESEL

The main advantages of diesel engines as
compared with gasoline engines are high power
per pound of fuel (particularly with present day

high speed engines), high reliability in operation,

low fuel consumption per horsepower peripour,

and reduced fire hazard.
The disadvantages of the diesel engine are

the high cost of manufacture, the heavier con-
struction necessary to withstand the high com-

pression pressures, and difficulty in starting
because of high compression pressure.

At present there are relatively few diesel
engine powered passenger automobiles, but the

Else of the diesel engine for small load and pas-

..senger carrying vehicles is becoming more
practical with the development of improved,
lightweight, high speed automotive diesel en-

gines.

FUEL SUPPLY PUMP

Fuel injection pumps must be supplied with

fuel oil under pressure 'because they have in-
sufficient suction abiljtty. All diesel injection
systems require a supply pump to transfer fuel

from the supply ttank, through the filters and
lines to the injection pumps. Supply pumps in

use on diesel engines today are the GEAR,

VANE, and PLUNGER type pump.

GEAR PUMP

The simple GEAR PUMP, figure 8-2, has two

spur gears which mesh together; one is the
driving gear, and the other is the driven gea'r.

Clearances betwe.en the gear teeth andthe casing '

and between the gear faces and the casing are
only a few thousandths of an inch. When the gears
turn, liquid in the spaces between the unmeshed

teeth, at the suction side of the pump, is carried

by the teeth towards the sides. Then the liquid

is trapped between the tooth pockets and the
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81.370

Figure 8-2.-Typicae gear fuel pumpassembly.

casing, and carried through to the discharge
side of' the pump. The liquid'entering the dis-

charge side cannot return to the suction side

because the meshing teeth it the center force

the liquid out of the tooth pockets.

YANE PUMP

In the vane-type pump (figs ) 8-3 and 8-4), a

steel rotor and shaft, one endj supported in the

pump mounting flange and thf other end in the

pump cover, revolve in the body. the- bore of
which is eccentric to the rotor. Two sliding

vanes are placed 180- degrees apart in slots ip

the rotor, and are pressedagainst the body bore

by springs in the slots. When the shaft is rotated,

the vanes pick up fuel at the inlet port and

carry it around the body to the outlet side,
where the fuel is discharged. Pressure is pro-
duced by, the wedging action of the fuel as it is

forced toward the outlet port by the vane. A

spring:loaded relief valve is provided in the

cover of the pump,iconnecting the inlet and out-.

let ports. This valve opens at a. pressul-e of
approximately 5 psi:.Its purpose is to relieve
excessive pump pressure which will build up if

fuel ,lines or filters become clogged. When the

valve opens, fuel passes from the discharge side

(pressure side) to the suction side of the pump.
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PUMP BODY

MOUNTING FLANGE

VANE SPRING GUIDE

GASKETS

VAKE

PUMP COVER

VANE SPRING

DOWELS

OIL. SEALS

DRAIN / -111111/

ROTOR SHAFT

PUMP ROTOR

-.11111101-

Ar 1.4!

pjj VALVE SEAT

VALVE GAGE

RELIEF VALVE

RETAINER SCREW

GASKET

_ Or

1

\ INLET PORT

VALVE RETAINER SPRING

Figure 8-3.-Cutaway view of vane-type fuel pump

FUEL INJECTION AND
COMBUSTION

Diesel fuel injection systems must accom-plish five particular functions: Meter, inject,
time, atomize, and create pressure. A descrip-- tion of these fUnctions follows:

1. METER-Accurately measure the amount
of fuel to be injected.

2. INJECT-Force and distribute the fuel
into the combustion chamber.

3. TIME-Injection of the fuel must start and
stop at the proper time.

OUTLET PORT

4 VALVE SPRING

5)

81.149 ..6"-

4. ATOMIZE-Break the fuel up into fine
particles.

5. CREATE PRESSURE-Create the neces-
sary high pressure for injection.

You can remember these functions by the
initials, MITAC. All five of these functions
are necessary for complete and efficient com-
bustion.

METERING

Accurate ering or measuring of the fuel
means that, ethe same fuel control setting,
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ROTOR HOUSING VANE

INLET OUTLET

ROTOR

81.150
Figure 8-4.--Vanes and rotor in housing

of a vane-type fuel pump.

the same quantity of fuel must be delivered to
each cylinder for each power stroke of the en=
gine. Only in this way can the engine operate
at uniform speed with a uniform power output.
Smooth engine operation and an even distribution
of the load between the cylinders depend upon
the same volume of the fue4 being admitted to a
particular cylinder each time it fires; and upon
equal volumes of fuel being delivered to all
cylinders of the engine.

INJECTION.CONTROL

A fuel system must also control the rate of
injection. The rate at which fuel is injected de-
termines the rate of combustion. The rate of
injection at the start should be low enough that
excessive fuel does not accumulate in the
cylinder during the initial ignition delay (before
combustion begins). Injection should proceed
at such a rate that the rise in combustion pres-
sure is not too great, yet the rate of injection
must be sup that fuel is introduced as rapidly
as possible in order to obtain complete com-
Oustion. An incorrect rate of injection affects
engine operation in the same way as improper
timing. When the rate of _injection is too high,
the results are similar to those caused by a too

173

early injection; when ,the rate is too low, the
results are similar to those caused by a too
late injection...

TIMING

In addition to measuring the amount of fuel
injected, the system must properly time Injeé-
tion to ensure efficient combustion so that maxi-
mum energy can be obtained from the fuel. When
the fuel is injected too early in the cycle,
ignition may be delayed became the temperature
of the air, at this point is not high enough. An ex-
cessive delay, on the other hand, gives rough and
noisy operation of the engine, and also permits
some fuel to be lost due to the wetting of the
cylinder walls and piston head. This, in turn.
results in poor fuel economy, high exhaust gas
temperature, and smoke in the exhaust. When
fuel is injected too late in the cycle, all the fuel
will not be burrled until the piston has traveled
well past top center. When this happens. the
engine does not develop its maximum power,
the exhaust is smoky, and the fuel consumption
is high.
ATOMIZATION OF FUEL

As used -in connection with fuel injection.
atomization means the breaking up of the fuel.
as it enters the cylinder, into small particles
which form a mist-like spray. Atomization of
the fuel must meet the requirements of the type
of combustion chamber in use. Some chambers
require very fine atomization; others function
with coarser atomization. (Because of the design
of the multifuel hypercycle chamber, discussed
later in this chapter, atomization is accomp-
lished differently in chambers so designed.)
Proper atomization makes it easier to start the
burning process, and ensures that each minute
particle of fuel is surrounded by particles of
oxygen with which it can combine.

Atomization is generally obtained when the
liquid fuel, under high pressure. passes through
the small opening (or openings), in the injector
or nozzle. As the fuel enters the combustion
space, high velocity is developed because the
pressure in the cylinder is lower than the fuel
pressure. The created friction, resulting from
the fuel passing through the air at high velocity,
causes the fuel to break up into small particles.

CRE4TING PRESSURE

5.so

A fuel injection system must increase the .
pressure of the fuel enough, to overcome
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compression pressures and,to ensure proper
dispersion of the fuel injected into the combustion
space. Proper dispersion is essential if the fuel
is to 'mix thoroughly with the air and burn

',efficiently. While pressure is a chief contri-
buting factor, the dispersion of the fuel is
influenced, in part, by atomization and pene-
tration of the fuel, (Penetration is the distance
through which the fuel particles are carried by
the motion given them as they leave the injector
or nozzle.)

If the atomization process reduces the size
of the fuel particles too much they will lack
penetration. Too little penetration results in
the small particles of fuel igniting before they
have been properly distributed, or dispersed
in the combustion space. Since penetration and
atomization tend to oppose each other, a com-
promise in the degree of each is necessary in
the design of fuel injection equipment, partic-
ularly if uniform distribution of fuel within the
combustion chamber is to be obtained.

AIR INTAKE SYSTEM

You learned that much of the information
dealing with parts and systems of the diesel
engine also applies to the gasoline engine. The
air intake system is no exception. However,
the intake event in the cylce of operation of a
gasoline engine includes the admission of air
and fuel to the cylinder as a mixture. For this
reason tbe intake system of a gasoline engine
differs, in some respects, from that of a diesel
engine.

In some 4 -stroke cycle diesel engines, air
is forced by atmospheric pressure into the
cylinder through valves to satisfy the differ-
ence in air pressure created by the pistons.
However, in most 2-cycle and many supe-
chargeq. 4-cycle engines, air is forced into the
cylinde? by a blower (supercharger) or by a
turbocharger. The turbocharger is usually an
exhaust-driven centrifugal type blower.

The main job of the blower, supercharger,
or turbocharger, is to supply the cylinder with
fresh air for combustion so the engine can burn
more fuel and develop more horsepower than

it were fed through valves by atmospheric
p sure. A blower normally consists of two
hollo three-lobed rotors enclosed in a housing
on the side of the cylindei block. They revolve
without touching each other, but with very close
clearance. At maximum engine speed the blower
is capable of supplying a continuous discharge
of fresh air at a pressure of 7 psi.

Fieure 8-5 illustrates how the air sweeps
into the cylinder through the intake ports as

, they are uncovered by the downward stroke of
the piston. This sweeping'action forces out the
burned gases through the exhaust valve openings
and helps to cool the internal pets of the engine,
particularly the exhaust valves. 'The intakeports

\are angled to give the incoming air a circular
motion (turbulence) during thecompression
stroke to improve combustion.

As you know, all diesel construction equip-
ment used in road-building, excayating, con-
struction of landing strips, and similar con-
struction activities constantly stirs up particles
of dirt and dust. These particles cause internal
damage if they enter the engine as air enters.
Therefore, diesel engines are equipped with air
cleaners or filtets to eliminate dudt and dirt
particles. There are two distinct types of air
cleaners used on diesels: the DRY type and the
OIL-BATH or WE:Z.:type.

The dry-type air cleaner draws the air
through a cleaning element, which may consist
of cottont fabric, wire screens (specially wound
copper crimp), or metal wool saturated with
oil. The cleaning elefnent collects the dust and
other abrasive particles from the air before
entering the engine. The hollow housing sup-
porting the' cleaning 'element also serves as a
silencer to lessen the whining noise of the
air entering the air cleaner.

The OIL-BATH or WET-TYPE air cleaner
is similar to the dry-type cleaner. The main
difference is that the wet type contains an oil
reservoir in the air cleaner bowl, and the air
is directed downward into the oil bath, where
most of the harmful particles are removed.
The air then continues upward through the clean-
ing element (metal wool), which removes the
finer harmful particles not removed by the
oil. From this point, the filtered air continues
down the central duct into the blower.

1 i

,

FUEL FILTERS ,

Fuel filters are built into the fuel supply
systems of diesel engines to filter any abrasive
impurities that may be in the fuel. These im-
purities may have been difficult to eliminate
during the process of refihing, or they may
enter the..fuel tank through careless refueling.
Whatever the source, these impurities must be
removed to protect the closely fitted parts in
the pumps and nozzles.

174 82O . .
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Figure 8-5.-Air intake system through blower and engine.

Most diesel engines °have two filters-in the

fuel supply system. The primary (coarse) filter
is usually located between the supply tank and the

fuel supply pump, and the secondary (fine)filter'
between the fuel supply pump and the injeCtiOn

pump. Additional filtering elements are fre-
quently installed between the injection 'pump and

the nozzle.
Diesel fuel oil filters are referred to as

FULL-FLOW filters, since all the .ftiel must
pass through the filters before reaching the in-

jection pumps. Filters'must be inspected regu-
larly and cleaned or replai.ed, if their maximum
efficiency is to be maintaingd. ALL METAL-
DISK filters and some CLOTt-I-BAC filters are
cleanable, but most dloth or fabric elements
must be replaced when they beconie: dirty.

175'

METAL-DISK FILTER

The metal-disk filtei'1iwn in figure 8-6 is

made of a series of lamin ted disks placed

within a large bowl which acts as a settling
chamber for the fuel and encloses the disks or
strainer assembly. Fuel enters the filter at the

top inlet connection and, flowing down, goes be-

tween the disks, and then up a central passage
to the outlet connection at the top. Dirt and

foreign matter cannot pass between the disks
and are deposited at the outer rim, The clear-
ance between the disks (0.003 inch) is small

enough to prevInt the passage of water. This is

possible because water, when present in,gaso-
line or oil, forms small globules that are too

large to pass between the disks. The filter
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.

shown in figure 8-6 is the same as the one
mentioned above except that a cleaning knife is
added. Solids larger than 0.005 inch remain on
the outside zif the element, ancilthe cleaning
knife scrapes these deposits off the filtering
disks. The solids fall to the bottom of the filter
housing, where they can be removed throughthe
drain plug hole. A ball relief valve, in the filter
cover enables the fuel oil to bypass the filter
element if the disks become clogged. A diesel

40""'

5 5 3

fuel oil filter usually has an airient for releas-
ing any air which might accumulate in the filter
during engine operation.

FABRIC FILTER

Fabric filters. because of their greater fil-
tering qualities, are used 9rincipally as main
filters for protecting the fuel injection pump.
Many fuel oil filters now 1a use require changing
the filtering element. Onetype that can be cleaned
is the bag type shown infigure 8-7. The filtering
medium is a large bagof close, evenlv-woc,en.
lintIss, acid-resisting material. Maw:
temg. now use micrcporous paper fuel filters
wh'ich are replaceable

COMBUSTION CHAMBER DESIGN

Several types cf Combustion chambers are
used in modern diesel engines. They are de-
signed to create turbulence in the cylinder in

81.151
Figure 878.Metal-disk fuel filter. Figure 8-7.Cloth-ty`pe fuel filter,
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order to mix the air and fuel more effectively.
All modern combustion chambers may be clas-
sified under one of the following four designs:
OPEN type, PRECOMBUSTION type, TURBU-
LENCE chambers, DIVEDED chambers, and-
HYPERCYCLE combustion chambers. In con-
struction equipment, the .Most common types are
the open' combustion chamber and the. pre-
combustion chamber.

OPEN COMBUSTION CHAMBER

The open combust ion chamber (fig. 8-8) is the
simplest form of chamber. The turbulence is
generated as the piston comes up on the com-
pression stroke by the design of the cylinder
head and 'the piston crown. The injector is
mounted in the cylinder head so that the end
extends slightly below 'the bottom. The fuel

injecteA directly into the combustion space
formed by the top of the piston and the cylinder

81.153
Figure 8-8.Diesel engine open

combustion chamber.

177

head. The open chamber requires higher in-
jection pressures and a greater degree of
atomization to obtain the proper air7fuel mixture
than the other types of combustion chamhers. To
equalize combustion in the combustion chamber,
it ,uses multiple orfice-type injector tip for
effective penetration and angle of spray.

PRECOMBUSTION CHAMBER

Figure 8-9 shOws a diagram of a precom-
bustion chamber. This chamber is usually
separate from the cylinder head, but is screwed
or pressed into the openingprovided in the cylin-
der head. The precombustion chamber is water-
cooled because it extends through the water
jacket and into the bottom of the cylinder head.
It must be sealed at both ends to prevent water
leakage. As the piston moves up on the com-
pression stroke, a small part of the compressed
air enters the precombustion chamber where it
swirls rapkily within a small space. The fuel
nozzle is of the single hole type and is mounted
into the precombustion chamber. As it is

PRECOMBUSTION
CHAMBER

81.154
Figure 8-9.-sDiese1 engine precombustion

chamber,.
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injected from a- single hole nozzle, the fuel
is only slightly atomized and depends on this
highly turbulent air for further atomization and
ignition. Because of the high pressures gener,qd
inside the precombustion chamber by the small
amount of air and fuel as it begins to burn, the
remainin'g fuel is atomized and vaporized, as it
is injected into the precombustion chamber and
then forced into the main combustion space to

. complete the combustion process.

TURBULENCE CHAMBER//The turbulence -chamber (fig. 8-10) is sinu-
r in appearance to the precombustion chamber,

but its function is different: There is 'very
little clearance between the top of the piston and
the head, so that a high percentage of the air
between the piston and the cylinder head is
forced into the turbulence chamber during the
compression stroke. The chamber is usually
spherical, and the opening through which the
air must pass becomes smaller as the piston
reaches the top of the stroke. This increases
the velocity of the air in the chambei. This
turbulence speed is about 50 times crankshaft
speed. The fuel injection is timed to occut when
the turbulence in the chamber is greatest. This
ensures a thorough mixing of the fuel and air,
causing the greater part of combustion to take
place in the turbulence chamber. The pressure
created-by the expansion of the burning gases
is the force *hat drives the ptston downward on

,the power stroke.

DIVIDED CHAMBER

The Lanova system is a combination of the
precombustion chamber and the turbulence
chamber. It is better known by the trade name
Lanova combUstion chamber.

In the Lanova system, the main volume of
air remains in the main combustion chamber,
and the prfncipal combustion takes place there-
in. The system depends_on a high degrAe of
turbulence to bring about thorough Inix'fig and
distribution of fuel and air.

Basically, the Lanova system, not illustrated
here, consists of a "figure eight" combustion
chamber located centrally over the piston and
a small air chamber called the*ENERGY CELL,
in which combustion takes place before com-
bustion in the main chamber.,

.;/

TURBULENCE
CHAMBER

411

81.155
Figure 8-10,--Diesel engine turbulence

cumbust ton chamber.

HYPERCYCI.E 011AMBER

The hypercycle combustion chamber is rela-
tively new to internal combustion engines. The
action which takes place during each stroke in
this typc- )f cmbustion chamber is illustrated
and explained m figure 8-11.

GOVERNORS

The spe tli. t.,,wer output -A an engine
are determinEd t)y the combustion process in
the cylinders. Since combustion depends upon
air and fuel, the speed 'and the output of an
engine can be controlled by regulating the
amounts of air and fuel supplied for the com-
bustion process.

In diesel engines, a varying amount of fuel
Is mixed with a constant/amount of compressed
air inside the cylinder. A full charge of air
enters the cylinder during each tntake event.
Since the quantity of air admitted is constant;.
combustion and, in turn, speed and powex out-
put are controlled by regulating the amount of
fuel injected into the cylinders.

CONTROL OF ENGINE SPEED
AND POWER

In a gasoline engine, speed and output are
controlled by regulating the amount of air flow-
ing into the cylinders of the engine. Thej

1833
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carburetor is designed to control the air flow.
The amount of air and its velocity, in turn, con-
trol the quantiq of fuel with which the air is
mixed before the mixture enter'S the cylinders.

The quantity and velocity of air flowing to
the cylinders is controlled by the throttle valve.
By operating the valve. you admit, more or less
air to the engine, and the carburetor automat-
ically supplies the gasoline necessary to main-
tain the correct fuel-air ratio. Regulation of
fuel osr air supply by manual throttle control is
adequate when enginitspeed and output /require-
ments remain rather constant. However, the
requirements of most engines used by the Navy

'vary b.ecause of fluctuating loads. The condi-
tions tinder which construction equipment en-
gines and the engine of a generating unit operate
are examples of fluctuating loads. In road build-
ing, copstruction. equipment constantly carry
heaNy load.s outbound, but returns with no load.
In the case of a generating unit, the demahds forrelectricity are variable. Manual throttle control
is not adequate to hold engine speed reasonably
constant during such fluctuations An load. For
this reason; a speed control device, or governor,
is provided to prevent the engine from over-
gpeedifit and to allow the efitine tollieet clang-
ing load conditions.

RELATION-OF GOVERNOR TO
FUEL S/STEM

Even though it is not a part of the fuel sys-
tem, a governor is directly related to this
system since it functions to regulate speed by
control of the fuel or of" the fuel-air mixture,
depending upon the type of engine. In diesel
enghreS;governors are connected in the linkage
between the throttle and the fuel injectors. The
governor acts, through the fuel injection equip-
ment, to regulate the amount of fuel delivered
to the cylinders. As a result, the governor holds
engine speed reasonably constant during fluc-
tuations in load. Since the speed and output of a
gasoline engine depend on the amount of fuel-air
mbcture available, governors, when used on
these engines, are so connectedthat they control
the amount of the mixture flowing from the
carburetor to the intake manifold.

Governurs, like carburetors and fuel injec-,
tion equipment, seem somewhat complicated
unless -one has a thorough understanding of the
construction and operating principles of the
equipment. As you progress through the Con-
struction Mechanic rating, you will acquire,

through practical experience and study. the
knowledge -necessary to understand the factors T
which may seem complicated at the present.
For the time being, it is enough to understand
the relationship of speed-control de% ices to the
fuel system of an engine, For this reason. the
information on governors which is git. en in this
course is general in nature.

SPEED-REGULATING GOVERNORS
FOR DIESEL ENGINE

The type of load and the degree ot control
desired determine the kind of goernor to be
used on a diesel engineSince all govenwrs
used on diesel engines control engine speed
through the regulation' of the quantity ox fuel
delivered to the cylinders, these governors
may be classified under the general heading of
speed-regulating gol)ernors. Governors used on
diesel engines may also be classified in various
other ways, such as according to the, function
or functions performed, the forces utilized in
operation, and the means tyowhich the governor
operates the fuel-control mechanism.

GovertiOrs ate designed toecontrol engine
speed under varying load conditions. Since the
type of load and the It egree cf control desired
vary from one -type of installation t9 another,
the primary function of a governor depends upon
the re,quirements of a particular installation.

Some installations require that engine speed
remain constant from a no-load to a full-load
condition. Governors which function to main-
tain a constant speed. regardless of load, are
called CONSTANT-SPEED governors. Gov-,
ernors which maintain any desired engine speed
between idle and maximum speeds are classi-
fied as VARIABLE-SPEED governors. Speed-
control devices which are designed to keep an
engine from exceeding a specified maxirRum
speed and from 'dropping below a speciVd
minimum speed are classified as SPEED-
LIMITING governors. (In some cases, speed-
limiting governors function only to limit maxi-

. mum speed.) Some engine installations require
a control device that Jimits the load which the
engine will handle at various speeds. Such de-
vices are called LOAD-LIMITING governors.

A governor may also be designed to perform
two or more/of the functions just listed. In this
case, the operating mechanisms which perform
the various functions are combined in a single
unit.
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SPR ING- LOADED CENTR IFUGAL
GOVERNORS

In most of the governors installed on diesel
engines used by the Navy, the centrifugal force
of rotating weights (fly-balls) and the tension
of a helical cod spring (or springs) are utilized
in governor operation. On this basis, most of
the governors used on dieselengines are gen-
erally called SPRLNG-LOADED CENTRIFUGAL
governors.

In spring-loaded centrdugal governors, two
forces oppose each other. One of these forces
Is the tension of a spring (or springs) which
may be varied either by an adjusting device or
by movement of the manual throttle. The Other
force is produced by the engine. Weights at-
tached to, the governor drive shaft are vtated,
and a centrifugal force is cpeated when the
shaft is driven by the engine. The centrifugal
force varies directly with the speed of the
engine.

Transmitted to the fuel system through a
connecting linkage, the tension of the spring (or
springs) tends to increase the amount of fuel
delivered to the cylinders. On the other hand,
the centrifugal force of the rotating weights,
through connecting linkage, tends to reduce the
quantity of fuel injected. When the two opposing

. forces are equal, or balanced, the speed of the
engine remains constant.

To illustrate how the centrifugal governor
Worici7 lef us.* assume that an engine,operates
under load, and that the opposing forces in the
governor are balanced, so that the engine speed
is constant. If the load is increased, the engine
speed decreases. resulting in a reduction in
the centrifugal force of the ,tly-balls. -The
spring tension then becomes the greater force
and it acts on the fuel-control mechanism to
increase the quantity of fuel delixered to-the
engine. The increase in fueI results in an in-
crease in engine speed until bafance of the

-forces is again reached. t
When the load on an engine-is reduced or

removed, the engine speed increases and the
centrifugal force within the governor increases.
The centifupl force then becomes greater than.
the spring tension and acts on the.fuel control
linkage to reduce the'amount of fuel delivered
to the cylinders. This causes the engine speed
to decrease until a balance between the opposing
forces is again reached and engine speed be-
cbmes constant.

OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS
OF GOVERNORS'

Governors are also classified acCording to
the method by which fuel-control mechanisms
are regtilated:-In some-cases, _the -centrifugal
force of the rotating weights regulates the fuel
supply directly, through a mechanical linkage
which operates .the fuel-control mechanism.
Other governors are designed so that the cen-
trifugal force of the rotating weights regulates
the fuel supply indirectly, by moving a hydraulic
pilot valve which controls oil pressure. Oil
pressure is then exerted on either side of a
power piston which operates the fuel-control
mechanism.

Governors which regulate the fuel supply
directly (through mechanical linkage) are called'
MECHANICAL GOVERNORS; and those which
control the fuel supply indirectly (through oil
pressure) are called HYDRAULIC GOVERNORS.
Simple governors of the mechanical and hydrau-
lic types are shown in figures 8-12 and 8-13,
respectively.

Note that in the illustration of the mect_al pi--
cal governor the weights, or flyballs, are in an
upright position. This indicates that the cen-
trifugal force of the weights and the tension of
the spring are balanced; in other words, the
engine is operating at constant load and speed.
In the case of the hydraulic governor, the pO-
sitions of the parts indicate that the engine is
responding to an increase in load with'.a re-
stating decreis'e in-en'gizte speed: ^Note that the
weights tilt inward at the top. As engine speed
decreases, the spring tension overcomes the
centrifugal force of these rotating weights.
When the spring tension is greater than the
centrifugal force of the flyballs, the governor

--mechanism acts to permit oil-under pressure
to force the piston to incvase the fuel valve
opening, The increased fuel supply causes an
increase in engine power., output and speed.
The governor regulates the fuel supply so that
enough 'power is developed to handle the in-
crease in load.

Hydraulic governors are more sensitive
than those of the mechanical type. Also, the
design of a hydraulic governor enables a corn-
parsitively small governing unit to control the it
fuel mechanism of a large engine. The me-
chanical governor is used more often on small
engines, which do not require extremely close
regulation of the fuel. Hydraulic
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SPRING
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81.156
Figure 8-12.-Simple mechanical governor.

are more suitable to large engines, in which
more accurate regulation of fuel is necessary.

DANGER :OF 'EXCESSIVE
SPEED

Engines which are maintained in proper op-
erating condition seldom reach speeds above
those for which they are designed. However,
there may be times when speeds become too
high. The operation of an engine at excessive
speeds is extremely dangerous. If the engine
speed is high enough, the high, inertia and
centrifugal force developed may cause parts
to, become seriously damaged or even to fly
apart. Therefore, it is essential that you know
why an engine may reach a dangerously high
speed, and how it may be brought under con-
trol when too much speed occurs.

CAUSES OF EXCESSIVE
SPEED

41101,

In some 2-stroke cycle engines? lubriCating
011 maT leak into the cylinders as a result of
leaky blower seals or broken piping. Even
though the fuel is shut, off, the engine may
continue to operate, or even run away, as a
result of tkis combustible material coming
from the unEontrolled sburce. Engines 1which

POWER
PISTON

f
FUEL ON

IJEL OFF

1

FLYBALL

PASSAGE

PILOT VALVE

PASSAGE "B"

OP -.AA. *0

FUEL PIPE

FROM PUMP

81.157
Figure 8-13.-Simple hydraulic governor.,

lubricating oil may accumulate in.the cylinders,
are generally equipped with an automatically

'4operated
mechanism which shuts off the ihtake

1air at the inlet passage to the blower. If no air
sh'ut-off mechanism is provided and 'shutting off'
the fuel will not stop an engine which is over-

-, speeding, anything which can he placed over the
engine's air intake to stop air flow, such as a
pieCe of canvas or even a pair of dungarees,
will stop the engine.

Excessive engine speeds More commonly
result from an improperly functikning regulating
governor than from any other cailwe. The usual
method pf accomplishing an emergency shut
down when the regulating governor fails tofunc-
tion properly is to shut off the fuel oil supply
to the cylinders. If this.fails to slow the engine
or stop a, the air supply to the engine must be
cut off. s

CAUTION: Do no risk personal injury to stop
an oversPeeding engine when all normal means
have failed.
STOPPING FUEL SUSLY

Shutting off the ,fuel supply to the cylinders
pf an \engine may be done kn various ways. The
fiiel-confrol mechanism may be forced to the
NO FUEL position; the fuel line may be blocked
by closing a vilve; the pressure in the fuel in-
,jection line may be relieved by opening a valve;
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or the mechanical movement of the injection
pump may be prevented. These methods of
shutting off the fuel supply may be done either
manually or automatically.

OVERSPEED SAFETY
DEVICES .

Automatic ,operation of fuel and air control
mechanisms is accomplished by overspeed
safety devices. As emergency controls, these
safety devices operate only in the event the regu-
lar speedtgovernor fails to maintain engine speed
within the inaximum design limit. Devices which
function to bring an overspeeding engine to a full

stop by completely shutt ing off the fuel or air sup-
ply are generally called OVERSPEED TRIPS. De-
vices which function to reduce the excessive
speed of an engine, but allow the engine to operate
at safe speeds. are called OVERSPEED GOVER-
NORS.

All overspeed governors Ind trips depend
upon a spring-loaded centrifugal governor ele-
ment for their operation. In overspeed devices,
the spring tension is great enough to overbal-
ance the centrifugal force of the weights until
the engine speed rises ab'ove the desired niaxi-
mum. When an excessive eed is reached, the
centrifugal force overcome the spring tension
and operates the ,mechanism which stops or
limits the fuel or air supply.

GOVERNORS AS SAFETY
DEVICES

When a governor serves as the safety device,
the actual operation of the'fuel or air controlt1
mechanism by centrifugal force may be brought
about directly, as in a mechanical governor, or
indirectly, as in a hydraulic governor. In the
case of an overspeed trip, the shutoff control is
operated by a power spring. The spring is placed
under tension when the trip is manually set,
and held in place by a latch. If the maximum
speed limit is exceeded, a spring-loaded centri-
fugal weight moves out and trips the latch.
allewing the power spring to operate the shutoff
mechanism.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Since the elethrical systems used on diesel
engines are similar to those used on gasoline
engines, the information given in chapters 6 and
7 will generally apply to electrical systems on
diesel engines.
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The manufacturer's manual will explain any
unusual features in the electrical system of
any engine witb which you may be working.

EUBRICATION SYSTEM

One of the most important itentS contributing
to the long life of an engine is that of proper
lubrication. The main job of the lubrication
system is to overcome friction between moving
parts. If this friction is not eliminated, moving
parts will melt, fuse, or seize after a very
short period of engine operation.

An adequate lubricating system has been
provided to meet`a wide variety of 'working con-
ditions of our modern diesel and gasoline in-
ternal combustion engines. It is up to you the
MECHANIC to keep this system functioning
properly. -

The major difference between ,the lubrica-
tion systedis of the gasoline and the diesel en-
gine, is that the latter normally contains an oil
coolst-lfig. 8-14). The oil pump draws the oil
from the oil pan. through the strainer, and
goes to the od cooler. After leaving the oil
cooler (where the water from the coolingsystem
removes the heat from the oil), the oil enters
the main gallery (constantly under pressure)
in the cylinder block; from here it is distributed
through small holes and openings to the Various
moving parts and bearings.

COOLING SYSTEM

There are two types of cooling systems em-
ploye& in diesel engines,. One type uses the
principlet of the heat exchanger. The heat.,ex-
changer is a device that transfers heat from
one fluid or liquid to another. (The oil cooler
mentioned earlier is an example of a heat

exchanger.)
The most common type of diesel cooling

system is a radiator and cooling fan. Heat is
removed by circulating water through water
jackets surrounding the, hottest parts of, the
'engine (cylinders and the full length of Piston
travel). Heat 'is transferred to-the water while
the water is' being pumped through the pas`sages
of the cylinder block and up into the cylinder
head. The water then passes through the opper
hose connection and the heated water is carried
into the radiator. As the water flows &min
through the radiator the heat is removed by a
stream of air forced through the radiator by the
action of the fan. From the bottom of 'the
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81.158X
Figure 8-14.-Sectional view of an oil cooler.

4 radiator, the water flows through thelower hose
connection to the pump, where it is again forced
into the water jackets to repeat the tooling cycle
(See fig. 8-15.)

DIESEL ENGINE STARTING
SYSTEMS

Starting diesel engines id more difficult than
starting gasoline engines because of the high
compression required within the cylinders. At
low temperttures, starting becomes the most
difficult pebblem associat4d with diesel equip-
ment operation. The difficulty lies in generating,
by compression, adequate heat in the combustion
chamber to ignite the fuel injected into the engine
cylinder7 The maximum temperature generated
within the cylinder depends partly on the initial
temperature of the fuel apd air as they are
introduced into the cylinder. 1..n addition, the
temperature depends on the cranking speed of

.184

the engine. To enable a datisfactory enginsstart,
the engine must be cranked at a relatively high
speed.

There are several cranking systems in use
on diesel engines. These systems include:

1. The conventional electrical system con-
.,sisting of a, storage battery and cranking motor.

2. An auxiliary power unit consisting of a
small gasoline-engine which cranks the diesel
engine.

3. ,A pneumatic unit consisting of a com-
pressed air reservoir, and an air-driven crank-
ing motor.

4. A hydraulic combination consisting of an
oil pump, a high pressure accumulator, and a
hydraulic oil-driven motor.

More information relating to the starting
systems on specific engines is included in
chapter 9 of this course.

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

There is probably no other equipment in the
Navy thaA operates.under worse conditions than
your earth moving equipment. The dirt ,and
dust kicked up by the dozing, grading, and d.ig-
ging operations are the worst enemy of the in-
ternal combustion engine. Therefore, you must
constantly keep check on your oil filters, air
cleaner, water, oil, and fuel systems.

Daily inspections should include visual in-
spections for 10* in all engine systems-oil,
water, fuel. and air. Replace lines and fittings
that show evidence of wear or leaks and tighten
all connections. Use the proper tools to tighten
fittings. Remember, stripped threads and
rounded corners on pipe connections are evid-
ence of improper maintenance.

DETECTING FAULTY
ENGINE OPERATION

A misfiring cylinder can be detected by
checking the exhaust fittings leading from the
individub.1 cylinders. The coolest cylder is
usually the offender.

An unusually hot exhaust pipe indicates a
cylinder receiving an improper mixture-dsually
too much fuel or_late fuel injection. Fuel nOt
completely burned inside.the cylinder continues
to burn in the exhaust manifold, and results in
excessive heat. The exhaust gases, mixed with
unburned fuel particles, leave the manifold in

833
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Figure 8-15.Cooling system for 'International engine.

the form of brown or black smoke. The smoky
exhaust gases may also indicate the use of
improper fuel and worn piston rings.

Engine Or fuel KNOCKS can result from
fuel injection timed too early, spray-nozzle
valves failing to close properly, and dirt or
watel in thi fuel. It is obvious then, that most
diesel-engine operating troubles can be traced
to improper fuel injection, and dirt or other
foreign matter in the system.

NOZZLE CLEANING, TESTING,
AND ADJUSTMENT

The first step before Working on fuel injec-
tion equipment is to get a clean space on a

185
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bench. Have all the equipment ready with plenty
of clean, soft tissues (toilet tissues) or lint-free
cloths. Handle all parts carefully and follow the
directions in the manufacturer's instruction
Manual. In particular, never use hard or sharp
tools, emery cloth, grinding compounds, or any
abrasives on injection-nozzle parts.

If an injector appears to be faulty, you can
perhaps learn why it is faultybz using a nozzle
tester. This instrument may75e used without
taking the injector apart. Nozzle testers, all
work on the same principle. The injector is
connected to a hand pump with which you force
bil through the injector. A pressure gage is at-
tached to the pump so that you can read directly

8 4 u
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the opening pressure at which the injector is
set. You can easily test for leakage, and see
the spray pattern as the oil, comes out of the
injector.

ADJUSTING VALVE
OPERATING MECHANISMS

Intake and exhaust valves are operated by
rocker arms and push-rod assemblies working
off the engine camshaft. It is important that the
proper clearance (valve lash) be maintained in

.1,

4;

^.

the linkage to compensate for expansion as the
engine heats Up.

Too much clearance will cause noise, and the
valves will not remain open long enough.

Too little clearance will prevent proper
seating and will cause burnt and-lsaky valves."

The adjustment of valve clearances can
generally be changed by an adjustment screw in
the rocker arm or by a threaded part of the
push rod. (See fig. 8-16.) A locknut is provided
with either device.

The manufacturer's manual will give the
proper setting and the valve adjustment pro-
cedures.
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Figure 8-16.-Adjusting valve clearance in Caterpillar diesel engine.
81.372
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Figure 8-17.40131eeding,the fuel system.
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CHECKING THE AiIR INTAKE
SYSTEM

To check the bIowers or superdhargers for
oil leaks, remove'. the blower inspection plate
or the inlet connection so that you can chedk
the ends of the lobes or rotors and case for oil

44aks around the seals. If wet oil appears at
ihe ends of the rotors or if there is excessive
oil consumption, the seals should be replaced.
In making your inspection be, sure you check all
oil lines and connections for leaks, and correct
as required.

In checking the turbocharger, you should
check both the intake and exhaust sides for wet
oil leaks; if oil is present check to see that it
is not caused by worn rings or oil-over-condi-
tion from the air cleaner. Like the blower
and supercharger, check all 8i1 lines and con-
nections for leaks, ,and correct as required.

x-A,
,--, A

PRIMING THE FUEL SYSTEM

ak Any time thauel, flow is broken and air en-
ters the fuel system, the fuel system must be
primed. This ptocess .is often called bleeding
the system. If air IS left in the lines, the fuel
system may be airbound, resulting in inability
to start the diesel engine Or missing of one or
more cylinders.

If the engine will not start, open the main fuel
line vent. Then crank the engine until a flow of
fuel through the vent becomes continuous and
contains no air bubbles. Be sure the vent is
closed before attempting to restart the engine.
Figure 8-17 shows the location of the vents in
the Caterpillar diesel. If one or more cylinders.
are MISSING when the engine is running, it may

be necessary to open the individual vents, view
A, or fuel lines,. .view B, leading from the
injection pumps to the cylinders to remove
remaining air bubbles. For complete details on
the priming procedure, consult the manufac-
tgrer's manual.

In servicing the diesel engine, bear in mind
that it has essentially the same engine systems
you will find on the gasoline engine. With the
exception of the fuel systems, maintenance of
both engines is the same. Make your inspec-
tios according to the shop Rreveptive mainte-,
nance schedule. A good mechanid keeps abreast
of the changes in his equipment:

Th
In some of the present types of military

vehicles, such as the 2 1/2 ton cargo truck,
M35A1, a multifuel diesel engine is being
utilized. This engine is "oasically the "same,
as other conventional typkdiesel engines in-
respect to internal moving)arts. The unique
feature of this engine (as the -iia:firre muitifuek
ihiplies) is that it is caliable of operating on
more than one type of fuel. The engine oper-
ates on_ the 4-stroke cycle principle and is

-a compression ignition engine.
The M35A1, LD 465-1, and LDS465-1 multi-

fuel engines can operate successfully on diesel
fuel, and regular grade gasoline. High octane
fuels, such as aviation or premium gasolines,
should not be used. No modifications or adjust-
ments are necessary when changing types of
fuel. A fuel density compensator is, provided,as
a part of the fuel injector pump thereby auto-
matically maintaining maximum engine power.
for that fuel, regardless of the type of fuel, or
mixture of fuels being used in the engine.

DIESEL ENGINE (MULTIFUEL)
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CHAPTER 9

SOME COMMON MODELS OF DIESEL ENGINES

The previous chapter treated the diesel en-
gine generally as ,a mechanical unit. In this
chapter, we will consider operative principles
of some specific models. These are some of the
common models used by Uie Seabees to power
tractors and other heavy duty and construction
equipment.

This; chal4er will also 4iclude some informa-
tion on diesel-engine initn nance in,both a gen.i'

eral and specific manner.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE

Modern diesel engines are products of much
research, skillful engineering, and precisign;
manufacturing. When given proper- care-and
maintenance they will give many hours of satis-
factory service.

Because a diesel engine depends on the heat
of compression for .ignition and proper combus-
tion, it is necessary, for efficient operation,
that the engine run in the heat range specified
by the manUfacturer. If an engine is running
too hot or too cold, check the cooling system,
including the water pump and fan belt. It may
be necessary to remove and test the thermo-
stats. Pressure type cooling systems are pro-
vided on most modern equipment. This enables
an engine to operate at a higher temperature

'without boiling the coolant. The pressure relief
valve in the System (usually in the radiator cap)
should be checked periodically. If the pressure
becomes too great, there is danger of blowing
1. radiator hose or rupturing a tube inthe-radia-
tor core.

The electrical charging and starting circuits
of diesel engines are much the same as-in
gasoline engines. These have been discussed
in chapters 6 and 7 of this book. ,

Fuel systems of diesel engines will be dis-
cussed in this chapter. Itall diesel engines had.
nearly identical fuel systems (like gasoline

engines) trouble diagnosis and maintenance pro-
cedures could follow a general pattern/ much
like the 'one that is used for gasoline engines.
But, with the exception of similar fuel' tanks,
filters, and a basic piping system, diet' engine
fuel systems differ considerably. Cons quently,
each engine manufacturer recommends different

- specific maintenance procedures: Those de-
- scribed herein for the more popular y4terna7:.

Caterpillar, 'Cummins, and General
Motors diesels afe brnaziturans44.11.404.
need to know. Ho*ever, the tune-up and
tenance procedures described are represen-
tative of jobs you will do. For all jobs you do
not thoroughly understand, refer to the manu-
facttrersk maintenance mandals.
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DIRT IN FUEL SYSTEM

Many diesel engine operating troubles re-
sult directly or indirectly from dirt in the fuel
system. That is) why proper fuel storage and
handling is so important. One of the most im-
portant aspects of diesel, fuel is cleanliness.
The fuel should not contain more than a trace
of foreign substance; otherwise,"fuel pump and
injector troubles will occur. Diesel fuel, because
it is more viscous than gasoline, will hold dirt%
in suspension for longer periods. Therefore
every precaution should be made to keep the
fuel clean.

If the engine starts missing, running Irreg-
ularly, rapping, or puffing black snioke from
the exhaust manifold, look for trot/tale at the
spray mizzie valves. In this event, it is almost
a sure bet that dirt is responsible for improper
fuel injection into the cylinder. A valve held
open or scratched by particles of dirt so that
it cannot seat properly will allow fuel to pass
into the exhaust without being completely burned,
causIng black smoke. Too much fuel may cause

cylinder to miss entirely. If dirt prevents
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the proper amount of fuel from entering the
cylinders by restricting spray nozzle holes, the
engine may skip, or stop entirely:In most cases,
injector or spray valve troubles are easily
identified.

Improper injection pump operation, however,
is not so easily recognized. It is more likely
caused by excessive wear than by an accumula-
tion of dirt or carbon such,as the spray nozzle
is 'subjected to in the cylinder combustion cham-
ber. If considerable abrasive dirt gets by the
filters to increase (by wear)' the very small
clearance between the injector pump plunger
and b-arrel, fuel will leak by the plunger ins
stead of being forced into the injector nozzle
in the cylinder. This gradual decrease in fuel
delivery( at the spray nozzle may remain un-
noticed for some time, or until the Equipment
Operato complains of sluggish engine perfor-
mance:

Althotigh orn iKijectpr pumps will result
in loss cif engine power and hard startingi:iyorn
piston rings, cylinder liners, and valves (air
intake or exhaust) can be responsible for, the
same conditions. However, with worn cylinder
parts or yalves, the hard starting and loss of
power wk be accompanied by poor compres-

., sion, a smbky exhaust, and excessive blow-by
froin the crankcase breather.

WATER IN FUEL SYSTEMS

It requires only a little WATER in a fuel
system to cause an engine to miss, and if pres-
ent in 14ge enough quantities, the engine will
atop entirely. Many fuel filters are designed
to (nog completely when exposed to water, there-
by stopping all fuel flow. Water that enfers a
tank with the fuel oil, or that forms by conden-
sation in a partially empty tank or line, usually
settles to the lowest part of thee fUel system.
This water should be drained off daily.

AIR IN FUEL SYSTEMS

Air trapped in diesel fuel.systems is one of
the main reasons fo a hard starting engine.
Air can enter the fu system at loose joints
in the piping or th gh a spray nozzle that

. does not close properly. Letting the vehicle run
out of fuel will also cause air to enter the system.
Like water, air can,interfere with the unbroken
flow of fuel from the tank to the cylinder. A
great deal of air in a system will prevent fuel
pumps from picking up fuel and pushing it,

through the piping systems. Air can be removed
by bleeding the system as set forth in the pro-
cedures described in the manufacturer's main-
tenance manual.

SERVICING INJECTION EQUIPMENT

Diesel injection parts (injectors or spray
valves and pumps) are assembled units of pre-
cision parts; they cannot be cleaned or adjusted**
adequately in the field. To operate efficiently,
they must be cleaned, repaired, and adjusted
with special equipment.

Proper arrangement and suitable housing
of injector test apparatus are essential so that
the apparatus can be given proper care and
protection.

CLEANING INJECTORS ,

Unless special servicing equipment and re-
pair instrupt ions are ayailable, defective nozzles
and pumps are usuallyexchariged for new ones.
Howher, in an Fmergency, and if spray valves
or pumps are not too badly worn, they may be
returned to a serviceable condition, with minor
adjustment, after a thorough cleaning.

Injector ray nozzles or pumps should never
be disass b ed in the field. They should be s
removed rom he equipment and brought to the
shop for repair. The first requirement for the
cleaning job is a clean working space.

Use clean diesel fuel for washing the parts.
Disassemble one nozzle or pump assembly at
a time to prevent mixing of mating parts. Ex-
ercise care to prevent damage to nozzle and
pump parts. Inspect and clean all parts as they
are disassembled. Carbon may be scrapedfrom
the outside of the nozzle, but be careful not to
mar the Ages of the holed (orifices). When
cleaning fluid is used to clean pump and nozzle
parts, dip the parts in diesel fuel immediately
after cleaning. This will prevent moisture from
the hands from marring the highly polished
surfaces.

earning tools anl special drills are provided ,
for cleaning spray nozzle holes. No drills other
than those recommended by...the manufacturer
should be wed. the drills are hand operated;
the smaller, needle-type, being held with a small
chuck called a "pin vise" (fig. 9-1).

In performing reaming operations, remove
only the foreign matter; be particularly careful
not to burr the metal.

190
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2.45
Figure 9-1.Cleaning injector spray nozzle

holes.;

TESTING FUEL INJECTION

When fuel injection troubles are suspected,
and before removing the injector nozzles for
shop testing, it is a good practice to check the
injectors to find out if just, one of them is caus-
ing the trouble. To do so, first operate the
engine at a speed at which "the defect is more
pronounced. While the engine with the pump
and nozzle fuel system operates at this-speed,
lapse!) the fuel line connection at each in$ection

cylinder models. It is madeivith in-line or 'with
V-blocks, to drive road machinery, shovels, and
stationary indust,tal and marine equipment, as
weivas tractors. Figures 9-2 and 9-3 show cross
sections of a Caterpillar diesel engine. The
designations D-7, D-8, D-9 and so on indicate the
size of the tractor.

The Caterpillar is started by .1" 4-stroke
'cycle, 2-cylinder gasoline engine (fig. 9-4), ort)
by direct starting with an electric starting motor.

FrornOure 9-4 you can get an idea of the
relative size of the starting engine. The assembly
includes a magneto ignition and one of two types
of clutch. The engine with a WET-TYPE, mul-
tiple-disk clutch and the engine with a DOURIOE-
PLATE,. SPRING-TYPE clutch both have a two
speed transmission. This-transmission has a
HIGH RANGE for normal starting and LOW
RANGE for cold weather starting. Figdre 9-5
shows a clutch and transmission asseMbly of a
gasoline starting engine.

Many of the late model Caterpillar diesel
engines are direct-start diesel engines and do
not use the gasoline starting engines. They use
a 24-volt starting motor, which is geared di-
rectly to the diesel engine flywheel, and a seriei
parallel starting switch. The starting motor and
the seriels parallel switch are explained in
chapter 7 of this manual.um _one at 4 time7rrrttft'oettWthe645Qnder....,

en 'you lind'one-flia.--rnakes-very.littleor no m cola weather, the gasoline- starting engine
difference in the irregular operation Of the is advantageous in that it will crank the dieselengine, the injector for that cylinder is probably engine for a prolonged period of ttme, circu-causing the trouble and needs to be removed lating the lubricating oil and coolant in the diesel

engine before it is star.t,ed. The exhaust pipe of
the starting engine runs through the intake mani-
fold of the diesel engine, thus the intake,air of
the diesel is warmed prior to entering the
cflinders.

The Caterpillar diesel has -a compression
release mechanism thlt, holds valves off their
seats. In some models of engines the intike
valves are held open, while in others the ex-
haust valves are open. When the compression
release lever is engaged, the engine is easy
to crank.

The procedure for starting a Caterpillar
diesel differs with the model of the- engine:

The Caterpillar diesel 'is a 4-stroke cycle Therefore, no esc,t starting procedure will be
engine manufactured in 4-, 6-, 8-, ant 12- given in this manual. If in ipsubt about the

and tested. It is seldom that one irttor valve
alone is responsible for all the trouble. There-
fore, you should continue the testing until all
injectors have been tested.\ More will be said about injector testings
later in this chaP er when troubleshooting and
maintenance of fue systems of specific models
of engines are disc ed.

Up to now what h:s.\een said applies gen-
erally to all fuel systems. .

CATERPILLAR DIESEL ENGINE
V.
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1. Piston pin. 14. Cylinder liner., .4

2. Valve. 15. Flywheel;
3. Valve rotator 16. Vibrkyon damper.
4. Piston. 17. Rear Main bearing.

-,, ,
5. Head. 18. Connecting rod bearing.
6. 'Precombustion chamber. ,' 9. 011 pump. .

7. Valve cover. 0. Camshaft.
8. Crankcase breather.( 21. Center main thrust bearing.

.

9. Water director. 22. Fuel pump lifter assembly.
,

10. Fuel injection pump. 23. Fuel transfer pump.
11. Fuel filter. 24.-Hour meter.*, ,
12. Water temperature regulator. 257 Qil pump drive gear.
13. Governor.

. . , .
Figure 9-2.-6-cyfinder,Caterpillar diesel engineright side (cutaway vjew).
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1. Water manifold. ir 7. Push rod.
2. Rocker arm. 8. Connecting rod.
3. Valve spiings. 9. Oil filter.
4. Fuel injection valve. 10. Valve lifter.
5. Air cleaner. . 12.. Water pump.

6. Compression release rod. .
12. By-pass valve.

Figure 9-3.-6-cylinder Caterpillar diesel engine front (cutaway view).
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Figure 9-4.Starting engine side of a 6-cylinder Caterpillar engine.

1

starting procedure of the-engine you are working
on, check with your leading petty officer or the
manufacturer's manual.

aliqUEL INJECTION SYSTEM

The CaterPillar diesel engine uses the/pump
and nozzle injection system (fig. 9-6).

Each pump measures the amount of fuel to
be injected into.the particular cylinder, pro-
duces the pressure foi its injection, and times
the exact point of injection. The injection pump

81.342

.

plunger is lifted by cam action and returned by
spring action. The metering of fuel is varied
by the plunger turning in .the barrel. These

1.. plungers are turned by governor action through
a rack which meshes with the gear segments on
the bottom of the pump plungers. Each pump is
interchangeable with other injeption pumps
mounted on'the pump housing.

):1The capsule-type nozzle is widely use in
Caterpillar diesel engines. (See fig. 9-7. The
capsule-type nozzle is a sealed unit; thgrefore
it must be replaced when worn or darn-aged, al-
though the tip opening may be cleaned with a

194/ ,
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Chapter 9SOM COMMON MODELS OF DIESEL ENGINES

- . special tool if clogged or dirty with carbon
- deposit.

. the fuel is drawn from.the tank by a gear-
type transfer pump delivers the- fuel- - -
through filters into the fuel manifold in the fuel
injection-housing; from the fuel manifold, the
fuel is supplied by separate passages to the
individual fuel injection pumps. The fuel in-
jection pumps deliver the proper amount of fuel
through the, fuel lines to the individual fuel
injection valves at the proper time. From the
injection valves the-fuel-enters the precombusL-
tion chambers. Ignition starts to take place in
the precombustion chambers.

Removal of Injection Valves

When there, is a requirement for removal
of injection valves from the engine, clean all
dust and dirt from the injectors and adjacent
area to prevent dirt from entering the fuel
System. Disconnect the drain tube and fuel
.inlet line and remove the flange nuts that hold
the injector valves in place. Be sure to'seal
the injector 4nd fuel line openings to prevent
foreign matter from entering. Refer to manu,-
facturer's repair manuals for the proper pro-
cedures in testing and repair of injection valves.

When reinstalling/be-Injectors or replace-
ments, make sure there is- no dirt on the end
of the injector or on the seat. After wiping
these parts and putting the injector in place,
the flange nuts, should be drawn down even' .
Tighten them onlylenough to prevent compr s-
sion leaks from the cylinder.

Replacement of Injection Pumps

Caterpillar injeCtion pumps are interchange-
able between cylinders on a particular engine
and also between etigines having the same bore,
no matter whether the engines hap four or six
cylinders. However, each fuel injection pump
assembly is machined and lapped to such exact

fr clearances between the plunger and barrel that
they must be used, removed, and replaced as a
unit.

In re o g fuel injection pumps, take every
precautio revent dirt from entering the
pump or p mp housing. Therefor,e, before dis-
connecting any fuel lines or removing the in-

. spection plate on the pump asseMblf housing,
clean the top and.sides of the housing thoroughly.

I.

1. Magneto. 11.
2. Governor drive

gear. 12.
3. Governor weight. 13.
4. Governor control

fork. , 14.
.5. Control lever. 1.
6. Linkage. 15.
7. High idle control 16.

spring. 17.
8. High idle adjust- 18.

ing nut. 19.
9. Flywheel. 20.

10. Impulse cdup- 21.
1 ing. 22.

Hand crank
mechanism.
Clutch collar.
Govrnor sliding
sleeve.
Magneto drive
trunnion.
Camshaft gear.
Crankshaft gear.
Oil pump.
Crankshaft.
Camshaft.
Clutch.
Transmissicin:
Pinion.

81.343
Figure 9-5.Clutch and transmission

assemblies of a gasoline starting engine.

Start with the end pump of each bank when -
you are ready to remove them. With 4-cylinder
engines there is only one bankof pumps, but with
6-cylinder engines the pumps are arranged in
two banks of thvek each. The end pumps can be
removed without disturbing the others. The-
center pump, for example two or five in a 6-
cylinder arrangement, can be removed more
easily if the pump next to it. has been removed

After disconnecting the fuel lines from the
pulrips, cover the openings immediately Vith the
caps and, plugs4ovided- in the tool kit for this

195
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1. Injection pump.
2. Injection valve.
.31 Passage.
4. Lower vent. ,

.5. Upper chamber.
6. Uppv. vent.
7. Bypass-valve.

8. Housing.

9. Tank.
10. tage.
11. Housing.

la. Transfer pimp.
13. Lower chamber.

Figure 9-6.Caterpillar fuel system.
, .

parpos . Then, after removing the coupling, re-
tainin plates, and rack (view A, fig. 9-8); take
out the cap screws (view B), that hold the fuel
lnjectioj pump clamp#.. Make sure the caOmmi
the el outlet on top of the pump is in plar
while the pump is disconnected from the engine.
Remove the clamps that hold the fuel injectioA
pumps to the housing. Now, the pumps can be
lifted from the housing.

op

81.344

Lift out the pumps individualil, as shown in
figure, 9-9. At first, lift them straight up only
enough to clear the dowel pins. Then reach
through the inspection opening and hold the pump
plunger to keep it from sliding out of the barrel.
To remove the pump entirely, it will be neces-
sary to shift the pump slightly to one side to
free the plunger ftom the slot in the lifter
yoke.

...,-,c
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When installing a fuel injection pump,
again be careful that the pump plunger does

InOt slide Mt -of the barrel. Slide-the end -of
the plunger into the slot on the lifter; lower,
the pump on the dowel pins and fasten in
place.

If thel'pump plunger should fall out, wash it
& thoroughly with clean diesel fuel and then re-

place it in the pump barrel. As a check against
accidental nicks and scratches that will shorten
the life of the pump, rotate the plunger gear
segment to make sure that the plunger turns
freely and does not bind.

To synchronize pump operation, turn the
gears on' the ptimp plungers until the marked
tooth of each gear faces outward toward the,
pump rack. Replace the pump so thatthe marked
teeth of the plunger gears engage with the
marked rack teeth.

After sliding the rack into position, pull it
out again to see that the marks are correctly
aligned. Then fasten the racks with the rei-
taining plates; install the coupling (fork) be-
tween the racis 3,nd the fuel pump slide bar;
replace the inspection cover and connect the
fuel lines.

Before starting the engine, eed the fuel
system to remove all air trapp6d in the fuel

("lines.

GOVERNOR OPERATION AND
ADJUSTMENTS

The Caterpillar governor, like most gov-
ernors used on diesels, is of the flyweight
type (mechanical) and acts throughout the entire
speed range of the engine. Once the.. desired
spe *. is set by the position of the throttle,
thdw governor acts automatically to maintain

ca---..relatively constant operating speed if the
load changes. That is, all mechanical gov-
ernors shOw a 'slight engine speed drop%hen
a heavy load is first applied, and the engine
will bverspeed momentarily when the load 4s
reduced. The throttle, eonnected ,to the gov-
ernor by a suitable linkage, is Merely a con-
trolling device which adjusts the speed at which it
then.holds the engine.

,?

Although the installation will vary with the
engine models, most Caterpalar tractots have

-their -governors xerticallg Mounte& and. ariven_
by the camshaft gear in the accessory housing,
in the front end of the injection 'pump housing.
The throttle control is located where it is .

convenient for the operator. Figure 940 il-
lustrates. the working parts of g Caterpillar
governor.

In OPERATION, the governor shaft is-driven
off the engine accessory 'drive gear. As the

SCREEN
FIL TER

VAL VE SEAT

P R &COMBUSTION
ChAMBER

4

BCC',

NOZZLE
ASSEMBLY

CHECIc VAL VE

'

81.345X
Figure 9-7.Capsule .type fuel injection valve
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engine speeda up,. the flyweights (governor
weights) hinged to the governor stiait swing
out..by-centrifugal_forge._this action Is opposed
by 'the ,governot springs. The' forced of
flyweights and governor springs aet upon the
slide bar to regulate the speed of the engine
in accordance with the tension placed on the
springs by the setting of the throttle. As the fly-
weights change their position with varying engine
speeds, this movement id transmitted through the
slide bar to the injection pump control rack. The
c ontrtil tn turn, rotates each pump plunger
simultaneously to regulate the fuel delivered,
at the -spray valves. Thus, as, the operator

-changes the position of the throttle, the tension
of the governor spring is changed, and the
governor will maintain the engine speed called
for-by that particular throttle setting.

The governor is lubricated by oil from the
engine lubricating system. At points where
positive lubrication is necessary, such as bear-
trigs and bushings, oil is furnished under pies-

'sure through drilled passages in the housing
or through tubes. Other parts of the governor
are lubricated by the oil splash thrown off by
the rotating parts.

Major adjustments lare generally necessary
only .at the time the governor -is completely
disassembled, inspected,. and repaired in the
shop. This shOuld be done by men -who thor-
oughly understand the governor operation. How-
ever, it will sometimes be necessary to make
idling and high-idle speed adjustments in the
field. These adjustments .can be made by re-
moving the cover -from the top of the goiernor
(fig. 9-11) and turning the adjusting screws.
The 'holes in the cover are serrated to act as

tainers to prevent the screws from turning
er the adjustment is male.

,',
To make a low-icaie speed adjustm9nt put

the engine speed control lever' in' the low-
idle position. Turn the low-idle screw clock-
wise to decrease the speed or counterClockwise
to 'increase the speed'. The evine rpm can
be checked with a tachometer at the drive
connection on the hour meter as shOwn in
figure 9-12.

In checking engine speed at the hour meter,
remember that the tachometer diive shaft
tUrns only at one-half engine speed. If, 'for
example, a 450 rpm idling speed is :desired,.

you should read 225 rpm on the hand
tachometer.

(pD(r#

In ADJUSTINd --THE HIGH-IDLE SPEED__
at the governor, see that the engine speed
control lever is pulled all the way back when
you check the engine speed. The Vjustment
should be as close as possible to sae manu-
facturer's recommendations. For example, if
the recommended high-idle speed is given

as 1550 rpm. and you read 1280 rpm (640

rpm x_2) aLthe_tachorneter clriye connection,
the engine is running too slowly to .develop
its rated power with a full load. In this case,
turn the high-idle speed adjusting screw
counterclockwise tb increase the speed.

If the engine runs too fast, turn the same
screw clockWise' to reduce the speed. Make
only small corrections at a time. After each
adjustment, close And open the throttle and
recheck the speed. 'A recommended maximum
speed, of 1550 rpm will result in appl'oxi-
mately a full-load speed of 1400 rpm when
the normal speed drop .(described later) is
cOnsidered. A full-load speed of 100 rpm
less than recommended maximum without ,a
load is good insurance against possible damage
from overspeeding the engine.

If it is necessary to adjust full-load speed
more accurately, special governor setting fix-
tures are needed. With them, the maximum

. full-load speed can be.adjusted without actually
loading the enqine. If these governor setting
fiktures `are available, make sure you know
hoW to use them, and follow the manufacturer's
manual concerning the installation and use of
the fixtures.

LUBRICATION SYSTEM
;

I

The Caterpillar diesel engine is provided
with a full, force feed lubrication gystem, the
principal components.,of which are the filters,
oil cooler, and oil pump (fig. 9-13). The Cater-
pillar uses two types of oil pumps. One type
consists of- two auxiliary pump sections con-
nected to screened Suction cups located at the
front and rear of the oil pan. The other type
consists of three.sets' of gears. The forward
set removes 'oil from the front of the crank-
case, the afterset from the opposite end. Thede

199'
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two sets of gears discharge the oil toward pr gear sets retttrn accumulated oil from the
ro

the center of the crankcase,
this space
the center low end of the crankcase to the center pump.set of gears takes suction f

and creates an oil pressure on the whole The' oil pump forces the oil from the crank-lubricating system. A regulating valve on the case/through the passages in the oil filter basec_enter _gears-raises- Or-lowers-the-goil-pressure--to-the oil cooler, which is located either in theand:is accessible through the crankcase in- front of the radiator in old models. or in thespection plates. When the tractor is driven radiator shell in more recent ones. The oilup or down steep hills, these pump sections cooler actually is a radiator in which oil is

(
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Figure 9-9.-Removing or replacing ftml inlection pump owa
6)-cylinder Caterpillar diesel.
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circulated through the core instead of water as
in the conventional radiator. From_the _cooler,

the oil is forced back into the filter. Curtent
model caterpillar engines employ a heat ex-
changer type oil cooler in which the oil is cooled

by the water in the cooling system. Fairly re-
cent model Caterpillars have a full flow-type
filter with a replaceable element; the older
models used a bypass-type filter with a metal
element. From the filter the oil passes into the
oil manifold and is distributed to the engine
partg. In case the oil filter i clogged, the oil

is bypassed through a walve in the filter housing
directly to the engine.

COOLING SYSTEM

The Caterpillar cooling system, like most
water coored systems, consists of the water
ptimp, water manifolds, temperature regulators

, 2.65X or thermostats, overflow valve, radiator, fan,

and connecting pipes and hoses. The gear-driven
Figure 9-11.Governor adjustments.
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Figure i4-12.-:Checking engine
tachometer.

2.66
speed with hand

centrifugal water pump', which is located on,the
left side of the engThe, circulates water through
both the gasolinestarting engine and the diesel
engine. The pump forcerthe water to the
cylinder block, where it is directed against the
precombustion chambers. From" the cylinder
block the water passes through an external
return manifold. Two temperature regulators,
or thermostats, are mounted in the forward end
of the- manifold and limit the flow of water to
the *diator in order to maintain the proper
engine temperature. When the engine is cold, the
thermostats are closed, and the water is by-
passed to the water ptimp by a b'ypass tube.
After the engine warms up, the thermostats open,
and the water flows through the radiator, into
the pump to complete the cycle. An overflow
valve located on the expansion tank of the radia-
tor prevents overflow of the water when the
tractor is operated on steep surfaces. The cool-
ing system has a fan, which is driven by two
V-belts around a pulley on the crankshaft. The
normal operating temperature of the Caterpillar
engine, is 170° to 180° F.

Diit between the tubes Of the radiator and Oil
cooler may cause the engine to run hot. They
should be cleaned when a PM inspection is done
on the machine. You -may wash, brush ortblow

202
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the dirt out with whichever method is available
and most effective. Wash or blow opposite to
the direction of air flow.

The cooling system should be drained oc-
casionally to remove dirt and sediment which
-accumulates. The draining should be done at
the end of the day's operation, when the foreign
material' is in suspension and will easily drain
with the liquid.

If the fan belts are operated too loose, they
will slap against the pulleYs, causing unneces-
sary wear to the kens and possible slipping to df
the extent that the engine will overheat. If the
belts are too tight, unnecessary stresses are
placed upon the fan bearings and belts, which
will shorten the life of,both. Correct adjustment
exists when die belts can be pushed inward
approximately 1 1/2 inches at a point midway
between two pulleys. Wh Its need replacing
they should be replaced a matched setnever
only one.

HOUR METER

The Caterpillar tractor is equipped with an
HOUR METER (fig. 9-14). The name of this
device is misleading, because it does not record
clock hours. The hour meter "counts" the revo-
lutions of the crankshaft, registering an HOUR
when the crankshaft has completed a certain
number of reVolutions. That is, when the crank-
shaft ifas turned as many times as in an hour's
normal operating speed, the indicator on the
meter advances one number.

Tbe hour meter is usually located On the
right side of the engine, near the bottom of the
governor housing. It is usually mechanically
driven from the fuel injection pump. It tells
when to service your equipment according to
the manufacturer's manual.

It may well be said that the hour meter is
the MAINTENANCE WATCHMAN, not only of
the Caterpillar, but of all diesel engines power-
ing heavy duty equipment.

,INTERNATIONAL,,DIESEL ENGINES

Most International v.i:zel engines found in
the Navy today are of thSt ect diesel starting
type. You may find some earlier models that
start like conventional gasoline engines; after
a short warmup period on gasoline, they are
converted to full diesel operation by simply
shifting the compression, release lever from the
starting to the running position. For proper

v.



CHAPTER 15

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

-

_Maintenance_is _the care :exercised andthe
work performed to retain vehicles and equipment
in safe and serviceable Operating condition dur-
ing their normal service life. The purpose of
Ihe Navy's Preventive Maintenance program is
to effect economy and dependability in the use
of equipment and to insure continuity of opera-
tion. It ks not intended that vehicles be main-
tained in a like-new condition during this period.

The maintenance required on private auto-
mobiles is similar to that required on Navy
equipment. (1) The car owner performs a before
operation inspection. He visually checks the
safety of the vehicle to assure himself that
he has sufficient fuel, oil, and coolant before
starting. If the car uses oil or gasoline in
excessive amounts, he -is usually aware of
the fact and has to decide on the maximum
amount he will spend on repairs. (2) The owner
has the car lubricated periodically. This lubri-
cation job includes inspection of items not
checked daily by the owner and the lubrication
man informs the owner of any defects he finds
so that -they -may be corrected. When all the
minor defects are corrected, as they occur,
very few maintenance problems develop.

These two inspections, the daily check by
.the owner and the lubrication service at the
prescribed _intervals, are the two most im-
portant and basic phases of asound Preventive

' Maintenance Program. Further, most conscien-
tious owners have a tune-up performed on his

gi car at various time:" to keep it in top operating
conilition for maximum efficiency. Most owners,
do not keep a complete record of the main-
tenance performed, while the Navy, because
of the number Of vehicles it maintains must
have a standaid maintenance brogram to insure
maximum efficiency from Navy equipment.

The operator is required to perform a
before operation inspection and record his
findings on the proper form. After a specified

419
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number of operati* hours-or length- of' time,
an intermediate inspection is required. An in-
termediate inspection includes a complete lubri-
cation of the equipment and is completed by
personnel assigned to the maintenance section.
A more thorough major inspection is required
periodically to insure long equipment life.

Before operation, intermediate and major
inspections are required and performed on
equipment when it has been assigned to one
using organization. If the equipment is old,
involved in an accident, or transferred to
another organization, a complete technical in-
spection is required.

A complete technical inspection will indicate
all repairs and the cost to qomplete the repairs.
The maximum amount of money that can be
economically expended is governed by regula-
tion. The equipment will be salvaged and re-
p,laced if the cost.bf repair is considered ex-
cessive,

As a Construction Mechanic, you will be
interested in the types of inspection and pre-.
ventive maintenance scheduling..As a repair-
man, you pill use certain forms authorized by
existing regulations in performing inspections
and maintaining cost records. Therefore, it,
is necessary for you to become familiar with
certain basic jobs and their relatek duties.

The primary function of the PM /c1,1erk is
the scheduling of vehicles and equipment for
PM service checks. The production dispatcher
schedules and ext9ltes the flow of equipment
from the time of its 'arrival in the shop through
the work centers until the required maintenance
or repairs have been completed. The inspector
must be a toP-notch mechanic capable of ac-
curately determining the nature and extent of
repairs required on equipment, and be able to
determine whether deficiencies reported require
immediate attention or can be delayed until
neat scheduled PM service. The cost accounting

856
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clerk is iesponsible for keeping a record of
the labor and parts charged to each ,piece of
equipment, so that a proper cost allocation
can be made. The forms used are generally
the same for both the construction'nd ,public
workS mainteriance facility,

-OPERATOR'S PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

The operator's PM check is the first lineof defense against vehicle wear, failure or
damage. He should inspect his vehicle or equip-
ment systematically before and after operation
so that defects may be discovered before theyresult in serious damage or failure. The first
things that the operator should check are the
oil, water, battery, and .tires. The operator
should also make sure that the brakes are in
proper working order. If the vehicle or equip-
ment fs equipped with air brakes he should
make sure that the air bleeder valves are turned
off and thit the air system will attain normal
operating pressures.

VEHICLE OPERATOR'S
INSPECTION GUIDE AND
TROUBLE REPORT (DD,1358)

Defects discoVered during operator's in-
spections or during operftion of_the_ vehicle
are recorded on the OperatkesInspectionGuide
and Trouble Report-DD Form 1358 (fig. 15-1)
and reported as soon as operation has ceased.
The.operator should stop operation immediately
if a deficiency is obserled that could damage.the vehicle or render it unsafe 'to operate..

The Operator's Inspeciion Guide and Trouble
Report indicates the items that the,operator
should inspect before and after operation of
the vehicle. This form also serves to transmit
information to the tntintenance Ship 'regarding,
deficiencies detected, during inspections or op-eration of 'the vehicle. When the operator it
assigned to a vehicle, the operations dispatcherfor, at smaller facilities, the EO chief) issues
the form to the operator. The operatOr should
indicate by a checkmark any item that does not
function properly. The "Remarks" space maybe used for Items not listed, or for additional
information concerning 'defidiencies indicated
by a checkmark; he should also place thevehicle
number in the remarks space. The operator
turns in the fárm to the operations dispatcher.

The operations dispatcher forwards theforms thit indicate deficiences to the ztiainte-
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nance dispatcner. The maintenance dispatcher
refers the DD 1358 to the inspector. The in-
spector,determines if the deficiencies noted on
the forms require immediate attenpon or if
the corrective action may be safely deferred
until the next scheduled PM inspection. If the
corrective action is deferred, qie DD 1358 is
attiched to the Preventive Mainibnance Record.
Card (discussed later in this chapter).

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR'S
DAILY PM REPORT (NAVDOCKS 2664)

The form used by operator's of Construction
and allied equipment as a guide when perform-
ing daily PM services is the'Operator's Daily
PM Report, Construction and Allied Equipment,
NavDocks 2664 (fig. 15-2). The equipment

83-;_t r.
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Figure 15-2.Operators DAILY_PA Report, 'Cons

operator ieceives the form from the, operations
dispatcher when the equipment is assigned. The
operator goes through the same procedure as,
that with form DD 1358 of checking and noting
malfunctions on the form. The operator shall
return the form to the operations dispatcher
at the end of- the working day if there are any
entries on the form: The form is then for-
warded to the maintenance dispatcher for further
processing. The maintenance dispatcher re-
views the entries on the form and, in consulta-
tion _with the inspector, determines the action
whidh wilf be taken. Repairs are scheduled if
the,re are terns requiring immediate attention.

MAINTENA CE RECORDS AND REPORTS

Each vehicle and other piece of equipment ,

has a history jacket that contains records and

81.323,
truction and Allied Equipment, NavDocks 2664.

reports which supply information on its con-
dition. They are used to revitw the history
of its maintenance, determine its efficiency,
and estinlate the cost of its _futuie operation.

To obtain accurate .information and reports,
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command
(NAVFAC) has revised some forms arid d el-
oped the STINGER system to determlnybetter
utilization of equipment.

The STINGER analysis office at CBC, pc)
Hueneme, California, is charged with prov
rapid analysis to enable SEABEE and Navy de-
cision makers to accurately and swiftly deploy
sufficient, manpower with adequate e ipment
and supplies to respond' to any conting cy. It
is directly responsible to theCommander, Naval
Facilities Engineering Command. S GER
stands for Seabee Tactically Installed,
Generated, Engineer Resouices.,

421
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CONSTRUCTION MCHANIC 3 & 2

These files gre maintainedby a qualified office
force. Yeti may be given such office duty so

%It you should learn to handle these forms. The
forms which will be of concern to you as a Op
or 2 are the Equipment Work Order (EWO),
NavFac Form 6-11200/41, the Shop Repair Order
(SRO), NavFac Form 9-11200/3A, and Continua-
tion Sheet, Navrac Form 9-11200/3B, the Pre-
ventive Maintenance Record Card, NavDocks
1949, the Preventive MaiAtenance Service and
Inspection Record, NavDocks 11200/5, the Daily,
Fuel Issue Report, NavFac Form 6-11200/42,
the Monthly Fuel. Usage Data, NavFac Form
6-11200/43, and the Monthly Fuel Report, Nav-
Fac Form 6-11200/44. They.must be used and
filled out 'in accordance with the guidelines set
forth in the most currenf NAVFAC, COMC-
BLANT, and COMCBPAC 11200 series instru-
ctions. These forms are discuised in thelollow-
ing sections.

EQUIPMENT WORK ORDER (EWO).
SHOP REPAIR ORDER (SRO), AND

.11 CONTINUATION SHEET

The Equipmen Work Order (EWO) (fig. 15-3),
Shop Repair Ord -(SRO) (fig. 15-4), and Con-
tinuation Sheet (fig. 15-5) are the sole authority
to perform work

th
equipment repair shops

in e following cat ies:

1 . Each time labor o mat e rials are expended
on scheduled maintenaice, interim repairs,
modernization, and alteration of equipment.

2. ExceptionRepairs that do not exceed
three tenths (.3) hour or require parts.

3. In J.1 cases, equipment to be worked on
must -be accompanied by DD Form 1358 (fig.
16.1), or NavDocks 2664 (fig. 15-2), as appro-
priate. t,

4. Equipment having a. primary and secon-
dary unit, as in the case of asphalt distributors,
twin, engine scrapers, etc., dictates that both
miles and hours be recarded. For example,
the forward engine and pan of a twin engined
scraper is considered the primary unit while
the rear engine and its power train is considered
the secondary unit. Further, on all others, that
portion of the machine. which was intended to
perform the end use (such as the mixer portion
of a transit mixer) must be considered the
primary unit, while the carrier unit must be
considered the secontlaff-unit.

The- "Eqtiipme'nt Work Order" (EWO), Navfac
Foffri 6-11200/41, illustrated in figure 15-3,

, 422

has been desigvied specifically for use by the
Naval Constctiction Forces; Special Operational
Units, and Naval Construction Schools: HOwever,
lack of adequate facilities in many instances.
contributes to the necessity of having mainte-
nance performed in Public Works facilities or
in the Construction Equipment Department (C ED)
repair shop of the Construction Battalion
'Centers. To avoid havin&to transcribe infor-
mation from the "Shop Re0air Order," NavFac
Form 9-11200/3A and its dontinuation sheet,
NavFac Form 9-11200/3B (figs715.-4 and 15-5),
after equipment repairs are gpmpleted at Public
Works facilities or CED repair shops, more
information has been added to the EWO. All
facilities can now use the EWO for repair of
equipment belonging to the Naval Construction
Forces, Naval Construction Schools, and Special

' Operational Units.
NOTE: Some NavFac forms are identified

by the term "NavDOcks" followed by the form
number. This is due to a change in name' of
the activity which is not_yet reflected on all
the forms. so remembek that the two,identi-
fying terms refer to the same numbered foym.
On some NavSup forms you will also see the
term NavSandA used, and the same situation
applies here.

-FUEL REPORTS

A "Daily fuel Issue Report," NavFac Form
6-11200/42 (fig. 1,5-6), is recommended to all
cognizant activities as a concise, uniform method
of providing fuel sand oil usage data by USN'
number. Upon receipt of the corhpleted "Daily
Fuel Issue, Report," the transportation dis-
patcher should transfer the information on it
to the "Monthly Fuel Usage Data," repdrt,.
NavFac Form 6-11200/43, which.. in ttirn is used
to accumulate the data required for preparation
of the "Monthly Fuel Report," NavFac Form
6-11200/44 (figs. 15-7 and 15-8). The"Monthly
Fuel Usage Data" report also provides fuel
issue totals tci the Supply (Wider on a daily
basis.

The above forms each provide information
that is used in the STINGER system.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
.RECOAD CARD

A PM Record Card NayDocks 1949 (fig.15-9)
is maintained for each veliicle and piece of
equipment for controlling PM services and-
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Figure 15-4.--Shop Repair Order, NavFac Form 9-11200/3A.

recording cumulative miles or operating hours
since the lass PM. Each time a vehicle dr piece
of equipment iS serviced, the PM'Record Card
should be reviewed to determine if the estimated
annual utilization is reasonably accurate. If the
odometer readings indicate that' the vehicle is
not accumulating mileage at the rate necessary
to coincide with the original estimate made for
PM service scheduling purpose4s, the figure for
estimated annual mileage should be revised and
the vehicle reassigned to a PM service group
that corresponds to the revised annual,mileage
estimate. If a piece of equipment is not being
utilized at the estimated rate, in terms of operat-
ing hours, it should be placed in a group which
coincides with the newly determined PM period.

424

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE.
SERVICE INSPECTION
RECORD

2.8.1 -

The Pneventive Maintenance Service bspec -
tion Record (fig. 15-10); NavDocks 11200/5,
is an adhesive type sticker which is placed on
the windshield, dash or other conspicuous sec-
tion of the equipment or Vehicle after The PM
service is performed. The basic purpose of the
form is to remind the,operator of the date ttie
equipment is scheduled for the next PM service.
The form also provides infOrmation concerning
the,krates of the last oil and filter change and
lubrication.

..



Chapter 15PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

SCHEDULED pREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
(AUTOMOTIVE)

According to an interim change to Manage-
ment of Tranpportation Equipment. NAVDOCKS
1P-300, the automotive preventive maintenance
'program has been modified..The policy on the
program, current as of January 1970, liore-
flected in the forloWing sections.

SCHEDULED INSPECTION AND SERVICES

. Vehicles are inspected periodically by quali-
fied automotive inspection personnel for safety
and serviceability.

Safety

Each motor vehicle must be inspected for
safety at intervals not to exceed six months or

6,000 miles, whichever occurs first. To avoid
unnecessary downtime, the safety inspection
must be performed at the time of the scheduled
serviceability inspection in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations. The safety
inspection must include all the items set forth
in the Motor Vehicle Safety Inspectidn Check-
list and correction of anydeficiencies uncovered
by the inspecticm before returning the vehicle
to an operational status.

Serviceability

In addition to the safety inspection, vehiclei
must be inspected and serviced in accordance
with the manufacturer's prescribed services
and service intervals, i.e., miles or time as
set forth in their shop manual and lubrication
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chart furnished with the vehicle. Corrective
adjustments and repair actions taken as the re-
sult of serviceability inspections must generally
be limited to only those items prescribed by
the manufacturer and only to the extent neces-
sary to restore the vehicle to an optimum degrxe
of serviceability consistent with achieving fhe
highest degree of cost effectiveness. Where the
manufacturer specifies optional adjustments
"as required" such, adjustments are not made
unless a specific malfunction has been detected
by the inspector or reported by the operatoy.

Unscheduled Maintenance Service

Unscheduled maintenaitce service is the
;\ correction of deficiencies reported by the vehicle

operator that octur between scheduled safety
or other inspections and services as prescribed
by the manufacturer. Unscheduled maintenance
services will generally'be limited to the cox-
rection of only those specific items reported as
being'deficient by the operator and confirmed

429
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by qualified inspection personnel. Other Unre-
ported deficiencies observed at the time of an
unscheduled service and in particular those af-
fecting safety must be corrected prior to re-
leasing the vehicle for service.

MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY
INSPECTION CHECKLIST

Services to be performed each six months or
6,000 miles, whichever occurs first and/or si-
multaneously with manufacturer's recommended
service interval and services, are given in the
following checklist:

Brakes *Test to determine if
brakes are functioning
properly.

*Check brake pedal free
travel aá required.

*Remove right'front brake
drum, inspect for wear
or cracking, inspect
lining for excessive
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wear, check wheel cyr-
. .inders for leaks and de-

terioration (to be per-
formed annually and/Or
as required to comply. .
with state and local in-
spection regulations).

Check fluid level am; all
hydraulic brake lines for
leaks.

*On air brake systems in.:*
spect air brake accesso-
ries and all air lines inri
air tanks for leaks and
deterioration; check air
brake instrument con-
trols arid air valves.

Check all lights, signals
and reflectors.

Check condition of trailer
jumper cable.

Check headlights for
proper alignment.

Check all instruments,
gages, mirrors, switch-
es, controls, horns and
warning devices for
proper functioning and
damage.

Check muffler, exhaust
and tailpipes and all con-
nections for leaks.

Lights

Instruments,
COntrols,
ami Warning
Devices

Exhaust
System

Steering _

JSystem
Check all steering devices

and linkage for wear and
damage.

Seat Belfs

Fifth Wheel
and Trailer

Tires

Check all safety belts for
i/wetar and proper mount-

ing,

*Check fifth wheel mount-
ing bolts or clamps oper-
ation and safety lock.
Check traft er king pin fop,
wear or damage.

*Check- all tires for
damage and exceis wear.

Remove and replace all
tires showing 1/16 of an
inch or less of tread.
Check wheel lug nuts fk,
tightness.

Aindshield *Check wipers, glass and
Wipers, Glasi defroster for proper
and Defrosters operation, wear, damage

and deterioration.

The scheduled inspection and service program
described, pertains to.0.11.activities, according
to NAVDOCKS P-300. Construction Battalions
must donform to the Most current COMCBLANT
and COMCBPAC 11200 series instructions per-
taining .to automotive preventive maintenance.

The manufacturer's manual may specify that
a certain part may need lubrication at intervals
other than the specified PM interval, The vehicle
may. be brougheinto.the shop to have the.,indiv-
idual part serviced. The local maintenance facil-
ity will have a polthy concerning the arrangement
for'servicing individual parts on the vehicle or.
equipment. Construction equipment Will not be
brought into the shop for this service. The field
truck discussed in chapter 14 goes to the equip-
Inent. However, the operator of the construction-
equipment often has1 to oil and grease c ertain fit-
tings, which requirefrequent oiling and greasing,
while the equipment is in thefield. No PM should
be performed at this' time; only the part which
requires secvicing shourd be serviced.

CONSTRUCTION AND ALLIED
EQUIPMENT PM SERVICE SCHEDULE'

Preventive maintenance scheduling princi-
ples kr construction anct allied equipment are
generally the same asior automotive vehicles. 'r
Maintenance is scheduled on the basis of actual
hours of operation correlated with time inter-
vals rather than on, a fixed-time or Mileage
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interval alone. However, irrespective of usage,
all equipment is given a mechanical inspection
annually.

' The "A" type of inspection for construction
and allied equipment is goveerned by the,manu-
facMrer's recommended practices, and is usu-,
ally limited to lubr4eating, correcting obvious
malfunctions, and ntaking minor adjustments.
The type "B" inspection for construction and
allied equipment is scheduled for every 250
,operating hours: The type "C" inspection is
to be performed at interyals of 600 hours of
Operation or yearly-whichever comes first.
Nav Docks 2009 and 2161 qigs. 15-11 and 15-12)
tabulate the services you are to perfo rm.

L UBRICATION

As you may recalrfrom chapter 5, lubrica-
tion cleans and cools moving parts of the vehicle,
re,Ouces friction betVieen them, and acts as a
sealing agent. This--dection discusses the pro-
cedures of lubrication.

Periodic lubrication prolongs the usefulness
of a vehicle. Proper lubrication is more than
merely placing, a greage gun on a fitting and
pulling the trigger. It means selecting the cor-
rect 'lubricants and applying them in a sufficient
i'mount, in the nroper places1 to penetrate vehi-.
cle parts thoroughly. The experienced mechanic
uses neither too much nor too little lubricants.

Lprication, then, is a thorough job of oiling
and greasing. Your Shop will likely carry sev-
eral Navy appDoved standard lubricants. Learn
their 'specifications and names. This standard-
ization of lubricants eliminates the variation and
confusion in manufacturer's brand names and
qualify designations, and, makes readilravail-
able a few standard lubricants.

Familiarize yourself with ,the PM Mainte-
nance Service and Inspection Guides (figs. 15-11,
and 15-12) and the lubrication chart of the ve-
hicle with which you are working.The manufact-
urer q;If each vehicle has prepared a lubrication
,dhart similar to the one shown in figure 15-13.
These charts show what to,lubricate, and where.

Of course, yqu must learn to use grease guns
,properly, as well as other dispensers of oils and
krease".

Remember that grease on the outside of a
fitting does not lubricate, and oil or grease in

, puddles or gobs around the grease rack can
cause serious injury. So look for and remove
spilled oil <or grease t4t drops from chassis
parts. Better yet, while lubricating ta piece of

s_

equipment, remove all exCessive grease from
the fittings acid wipe up lubricants that fall to
the floor.

DISPENSING LUBRICANTS

Grease guns and dispensers operate either
by hand or are air operated. You have probably'
used the hand-operated MUZZLE- LOADER type.
The muzzle-loader can be taken apart to load
it with grease. This type of grease gun, for the
most part, is used only in places hard to reach
with a pressure gun, or in lubricating water
pumps and other accessories requiring a special
lubricant. Lubricants used for mdst chassis
parts,,however, are forced through the fittings
by guns operated by atr pressure.'

Crankcase oil is generally dispensed with
- measured containers al- with a hand or air oper-

ated pumping system. Hand or air operated sys-
tems normally have meters that register the
amount of oil dispensed. Gear box lubricants are
generally dispensed by some type of hand or air
operated pumping system. Be sure you use the
right lubricant dispensers. TO prevent mistakes,
each dispenser is marked to show the grade and
type of lubricant it contains.

Before using the lubrication gun,ell fittings-
which are to be lubricated MUST be properly
cleaned to avoid forcing dirt into ..the bearing.

The proper technique for using die lubrica-
tion gun is essential. Improper use of the gun
can damage the hydraulic coupler jaws and can
also damage the fitting. Damaged coupler jaws
will prevent the proper seal with fittings. To
prevent damage, press the coupler straight onto
the CLEAN fitting and squeeze the trigger slowly
and smoothly.

When using high pressure guns, take-care
so that grease seals will not be damaged. To
remove the gun, move it up or down or sideways
in an arc. Do not pull the gun straight b ck from
the fitting-because this will darnagtffe Coupler
jaws. IP

CAUTION: Care)Fust be e ercised when
using a high pressure lube gun on certain lube
points. ExcessiVe piessure can damage or "blow

) off" the grew seals and or dust caps.
After a vehicle is lubricated, clean'and fill

the grease guns. Then check them to see if they
are working properly. Next see that, they and
other lubricating equipment are stowed in their
proner places. Take an inventory of your tools
to -be sure They are not carried away on the ve-
hicle frame or running board.
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Figure 15-11.-=Preventive Maintenance Service,and Ipspection Guide,
Construction and Allied Equipment, NavDocks 2009.
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVIte AND INSPECTION GUIDE

CONSTRUCTION AND ALLIED EQUIPMENT, GASOLINE AND OIESEL ENURE COmPO2E1IT3

Aft iftspeptions for active eeuipment ore normally
schedUled to be Oerformed each,40 work-days,

The type of PM inspection to be performed on the scheduled date lsIdeterminea as foilows

.A. type Pm - Itefeot 'A. until 8. or "C. due.
This PM covers the items indicated by .A. in the
service column belew.

type PM - (Very 300 homrs or more dniess 'C',

due. This Pe covers the items indicated by
in the service column Aelow.

'C' ;Yte PM - Every tpoo hours operation. This ,

PM covers all !teas listed below.

Lubricolion intervois sholl be in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations.

ITER DESCRIPTION

INSTRUMENTS - Chrbei all Imstrommts for monsflon,

sloe /piths* siml *tartar switch.

mum gyttug Fill radiator. chocissid tight,* rsgloter

sod haste, Nose comattioas. ChOCk bold deo! bolts.

Chock satifrogto Is soave*. If sir cooled ciocefino.

straightfts Alod clsa if ostasoory.

las ammo agg gig ggLyg . intsect fan moistly sorl fibs

Mita. LONA If nocsesary. is. role, sr straight mite

(2. 4).

LULL NAT21. 11L. FUEL. MINFLER - cheek engin* for ell

sof water lost*. Check filter calla. ell !Ines an*

gasket*.

IATIERT: OATES' 2EAMISAL3 Viseally ccccc 1111t16,6.

Chihli veto' level. Mask for dirty or sold condition.

Near( reagligs.
Az ---

FlIEL FILTER LIS FUEL POMO - Clack fool
filter loo fail

114414 14,11.040 404 60410. 41060 a0 loreeesary.

MCI CTL111.0t1 SCM 101.11 - Chock Windier hod* sty* nuts

Or Ofio r rsbelit ngine st first inspection..

All 0LIA1124
Chet,/ scrim* ani 611 lova! 'aid clean as

mocossery.

CA1110111;04 aajost carte idle spud end al

aljastamot. as4 mosso, toots. tighteo month's belts

MAGNETO Cheek irolat* loll levels* As4011,11. &Oast Is

rotolred.

11181R110TOR Chooli distributer taints. (OU dwell

motor).

71/111111 Set Milo/. (V*: ligit). 4

CLEAN OIL STRAINER - emplace filter, 1/agcussfiry. glom

visitors.
imisioCt oil *stereo) *Rohm II Mess Por eon:

ditloos Sad 10**110.
4

This tui,de shall be used in
Mat/Cocks 2000. melee covers

lip! SERVICE TTEN OESCRIRTIOK

KO.

It 1 CPUS WI. TANS 4. SORT OFF VALVES Insoect fvol %anis

for condition 11411 64C0rity of iols1 1146a fittings. Clock

openings fir bootie+ integrity,. and isogee vanes. Clack

shot oft valves for o iii and leaks. Check feel

line. for tubs or chafing.

IS I L0111CATE Estill ACCESSORIES fabricate: g

starter. linkage. dist ttttt or shaft. twig*

ell In accords/4o with 'militia, standar**.

It S ACCIDENT DiNAgE los*oct fer acCideat damage. loose or f
ralfmctIvo tttt 16

17 , CLEAN INJECTORS - 50.4vo injectors. clean last and edjaat

to 041,1046 tttttt ofocification. Chock ell level in

m.
11 040aNST VALVE SOCSAII00 On valve IR head engines check

valve tttttt clearancs to specifications while hot. OA

L heat online. asks tee 400.6 Inspection ss tie 0004 for

sorvicaIs Indicated by salvo sol 00000 soil.* performance.

Colts commstiolt oft* congrosolon.

20 INSPECT CRANKCASE FOR SLODOE If ell ro*Illir* Is Mins

oeraal. cies. 60d check tho all llof voles and

soot. Chock tosdltios of sactlomiqc ttttt liffas ond

guar. ct000 or Pitiless es roomiro4.

21 CIIECt MOOTING 101.13
friosodold Novo bolts will fault

SA tie loss *f the origimol obles fres tit sappArf moos

and oisslisnmont. ff engIns ttttt avidoace of being

adrift it shoal* lio roeigald and OcoineclY teernnr

22

23

MCI EXNADST sysau Chock for rtriltai$1 60i oefflor

1641111110. 4 Q r

COLES - Chock al/ SW.. for shorts. (Os lie soseino

1,011 06160.

2s qua COmPRESSON AND DAIVE Cbeci comproriborforp*rforo.

ante. insoect linos. fittings.. end'sir receive...I for

2$ canna Inssoct th* governor and linkage for DWI!,

and in, efficiency ttttt varying 1606 cenditleoe.

Notrco eron of Sirrirsf or 1 ttttttt oratio,. Usil

ondicStor. fabricate as reevIrod.

conjunction sato
the driven components.

2.14

Figure 15-12.Preventive Maintenance Service and Inspection Guide, Construction and

Allied Equipment, Gasoline and Diesel Engine Components, NavDocics 2161.
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Figure 15-13.A typical chassis lubrication chart.

Watch for new lubricants' and lubrication
prercesses, whieh are being developed contin-
ually. Technical magazines, Navy publications,
and your thief are the best sources of informa-
tion about new developments in ltication.

CHIASSI; LUBRICATION

Most chassis lubrication fittings are located
on the front suspension and steering mecha-
nisms. The importance of proper chassis lubri-
cation cannot be overstreksiA. This lubrication
should alwayS be performe accordance with

-the manufactnrer's lubrication chart-S.
Some fittings, often referred to as "frozen"f

fittkigs, will not readily accept lubricants be-
cause the friction surface containing the fitt4ag
has dry and dirty working surfaces. Some rell-
tive motion 1.n the connection is needed to permit
the lubricant to enter the frozen fitting.Rocking
the vehicle is the usual method of providing this
relative motion in the .toupling. In some-extreme

,?)

29.95

cases it may be necessary, to disassemble the
unit being greased in order to properly.lubricate
it. NEVER pass up a frozen fitting.

BODY LUBRICATION

Cleanliness is the key to body lubrication.
Carefully remove any excess lubricant after
lubrication since the chassis lubrication points
are located where they can easily collect road
grit and cause caking. To lubricate the hood,
apply a few drops of oil on the fastener-and-
release mechanism, coat the fastener pins and
hooks, with a light applkcation oldiy Sir& lu-
bricant, and close the hood.

Car doors and trunk lids are lubricated by
applying a drop or two of oil to.the door latch
mechthlisms.'Also apply a few drops of oil to
the hinges and awing the door back and forth or
raise and lower the lid to spread the lubricant
over the contacting surfaces; wipe off any excess
lubricant.
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The door striker assembly is lubricated by
applying a light coating of dry stick lubricant to
all sliding surfaces'and a 'few drops of pil to all
hearing surfaces. Apply a drop or two of oil
around the edge of the cylinder face and to the
outer surface of push-button latches and press
the push-buttons several times to distribute the
lubricant. Wipe off any excess oil and lubricants.

Never use oil to lubricate locks since it col-
lects dust and lint. Inject graphite directly into
the keyhole and work the lock several times to
distribute the graphite in the tumbler mecha-
nism.

A dry stick lubricant is best used for sliding
weather-stripping surfaces of ashtrays, hinged
visors, glove compartments, and other tithged
units within, the vehicle. Hinged surfaces outside
of the vehicle may be lubricated lightly withoil.
Always remember that the few minutes it re-
quires to oil these various items will, in most
cases, eliminate their failure.

ENGINE AND ENdINE
ACCESSORY LUBRICATION

Changing crankcase oil and replacing the oil
filter is performed in accordance with the man-
ufacturer's specifications on automotive equip-
ment and at B and C Preventive Maintenance
services on construction equipment.

The preferred time to drain the crankcase
is . immediately after the engine has been run
so that the hot oil will drain completely and take
along the suspended sludge within the hot oil.,

Oil Filter Service

Oil filter!, as you may recall from Chapter
5, remove the physical contaminates ofthe motor
oil, but not the chemical. They are effective also
in removing metal chips, carbon, dust, and grit
from the oil. - . ,

The two types of oil filter systems used on
automotive engines are the bypass and full-flow
types. They bypass type of oil filter is bracket
mounted to the cylinder head or.manifolds with
connecting oil Sines to- the engine. The oil from
the oik purnp passes through the oil filter and
then to the crankcase in the bypass system. The
full-flow type of oil filter is Integrai with the
engine. The oil is directed under pressure
through the filter and then to the engine bearings.
When the oil is.too cold to circulate through the
filter in the full-flow system, a bypass valve
directs the oiLatound the filter element.

435

, toIL

Bypass systems use three types of filters.
They are the throw-away type (fig. 15-14), the
screw-on type of throw-away filter (fig. 5-15),
and the replaceable element type of filt r (fig.
15-16). The full-flow system uses the re acer
able element type or tge screw-on type of row-
away filter. A replaceable element for a full-flow
type filter is shoWn in figure 15-17.

OIL INLET

'OIL OUTLET
OPTIONAL

I NIET

81.326
Figure 15-14.-Sealed type of throw-away filter.

GASKET
ATTACHING ADAPTE

METAL, DIAPHRAGM '
, HAND GRIP

81:327
Figure 15-15.-Screw-on type of throw-away

filter. ,
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20.27
Figure 15-16.,-Rep1aceable tlement type filter.

THROW-AWAY OIL FILTER sgavicE.
The throw-tway type of oil filter is replaced as
a complete unit. You have to disconnect the oil
line fittings at the filter. Detachtthe filter from
its bracket and remove the Urass fitting from its
filter housing. Throw away the filter. Place a bolt
or, plug into the brass fitting when you are re-
moving or installing it. 13xass is maleable (easily
bent) -and may be crushed by excessive wrench
pressure. r 4

SCREW-ON, THROy-AWAY OIL FILTER
SERVICE.The screw-on, throw-away type jil-
ter is also ,replaced as a com§lete unit. You

81.329
Figure 15-17.RePlaceable element, full-flow

type filter.

-3
unscrew the filter from the base by hand and
throw,the filter away. Wipe the base-qlean.with
a cloth, place a small amount of grease or clean
lube oil on the neW gasket asan added precaution
against leak:we, and screw a ne7;, filter onto the
base by hand, tightening at least halfa-turn after

-the gasket contadts the base. Start the engine ahd
observe the oil pressure and check for ,,leaks
around the oil filter. Stop the engine'and add oil_
to the full level.

REPLACEABLE ELEMENT OIL FILTER
SERVICE.To service replaceable element oil
filters, you remove the fastening bolt, liftoff the
cover or remove the filter shell. Remove the
gasket and throw it away. When removing the
oll filter of the full-flow type, place a pan under
the filter to- catch the oil. Take out the old de-_

ment throw it away. Throw away the gasket
from the top and bottom of the center tube if they
are present. Place a pan under thefilter and re-
move the drain plug if the filter is used in the

e inside a the filter shell
ports and a new bot-

erement and a new

bypass system: Clean
and cover. Install m
tom tube gasket. Insert a n
top tube gasket. 4zsert a ne cover or housing
gasket (make sure fhat the gasket is completely
seated in the recess). 1eplace the cover orhous-
ing and fasten the center bolt securely. Fill the
crankcase to The full mark on the dip stick with
the proper grade and weight of oil.Start and idle
the engine. Check the oil pressure immediately
and inspect the filter for oil leaks. Then stop
the engine and check the crankcase oil leveland
add oil to the full mark. /Zile final step in the
procedure is to Mark the mileage on the sticker
so that the element of the oil filter will be re-
placed at the proper interval:-

Air Cleaner Servtse

Air cleaner filter out tge dust and grit par-
ticles from the air being taken into the fuel, sys-
tem. The three types of air cleaners-usedby the
Navy are the oil bath, wire gauze, and dry type.
Air cleaners should be serviced in accordance
with the manufacturers' specifications on auto-

_Motive _equipment and at eaciLaandC inpsection
o'n construction and allied equipment; more often
if operating in dusty areas. .

All oil bath cleaners are serviced in a sim-
ilar manner. 'You remove alid disas4emble the
unit. On some models, the element and reser-
voir are all you *ill need td remove. Wash the
filter element in kerosene or other solvent until
it 13 thoroughly clean. Shake excess kerosene
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from the filter element and dry it in, the air
(don't use compressed air). Empty the reservoir
oil and clean the reservOir. Refill the reservoir
to the oil level mark. Replace the filter element,
cover, and wing nut. Wipe the entire unit with a
clean cloth and carefully place the unit on the
carburetor air horn.

The wire gauze type air cleaner has no oil
reservoir. The mesh filtering element is washed
and soaked with oil at,eaCh service period. To
service the unit, you remove it from the carbu-
retor air horn. Remove the element and wash
it in kerosene or other solvent. Shake the ex:.
cess kerosene or solvent from the unit andper-
mit it to dry in the air. Oil th e. wire gauze with
motor oil and allow the excess oil to drain. Clean
the inside of the filter shell with a clean cloth.
Replace the element, cover, and wing nut. Wipe
the unit with a clean cloth and replace it on the
carburetor air horn.

The dry typl carburetor air cleaner uses a
'paper element. It is serviced by removing the
element and shaking and tapping it to remove
the dirt.
Manifold Heat Control Valve
Service

The manifold heat control valve (fig. 15-18)
is another engine accessory Ohich must be lu-
iricated. The manifold heat control valve be-.
comes very hot while operating A mixture of
kerosene, alcohol, or penetrating oil mixed with
graphite is used to lubricate the shaft Mnce or-, dinary lubricant would rapidly burn off. Apply
this mixture to both ends while tux;ping the shaft
to work.the lubricant well Into the bearing. -

UBRICATION
OINTS

81-330
Figure 15-18.Typical manifold heat control

valve.

Generator Serv ice

Periodic lubrication service is
most generators. A few generators have sealed
bearings which require no lubrication. The gen-
erator should be lubricated only at those inter-
vals specified by the manufacturer's lubrication
chart.

required by

Distributor Service

The distributor requires service lubrication
at three pointsthe shaft bearing, the centrif-.
ugal spark advance mechanism, and tfke cam.
The shaft bearing is lubricated through either
an oil cup, grease fitting, or grease cup. Some
distributors are equipped with a removable ac-
cess plug to the shaft bearing reservoir.

The autoMatic spark centrifugal advance
mechanism may be lubricated through a small,
round felt wick located at the top of the distrib--
utor shaft. Apply two or ttiree drops of motor
oil ot the felt wick. With your finger tip, apply
a light film of high temperature type grease to
the cam.. CAUTION: Excess lubricant on the
cam may be thrown over to the points and cause
igniiion failure.

Radiator Fan Service
-

Most radiator fans are mounted on,the water
pump shaft and do not 'require separatelubrica-
tioni (Most water pump shaft bearings are fac-
tory lubricated and require no lubrication.) How-
ever, some i'adiator fans are equipped with oil
reservoirs. You service theseloy turning the fan
until the screw plug on the fan hub is at top cen-
ter, filling the reservoir, turning the fan until
the plug hole is at the bottom (holding a cloth
under the drain to prevent oil from dripping
onto the fan' belt), turning the fan until plug is
at top center, and replacing the screw plug. The

,correct amount of oilswill automatically be re-
tained in the fan hub as the excess drains.

RUNNING GEAR ?UBRICATION ,

The running gear is made up of the mecha-
nisms by which the vehicle is controlled and the
units on which the vehicle moves. The steering
gear, brake system, shock absorberel, and wheel
bearings are part of the running gear system.

Steering Gear Service

The gear housing lubricant level should be
checked at eved chassis lubrication. You shdtld
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clean around the fill plug on top of the steering
gear housing before removing the fill plug. Do
not disturb the adjusting screw locknut adjacent
to the fill plug. Check the Oil level and add lu-
bricant, 11 necessary, to bring the oil level to the
bottom of the fill plug hole. You then replace the-
fill plug.

Three pointS require lubrication in power .

steering systems. The gear housing is serviced
on the linkage type of power steering. As you may
recall., the linkage type of power steering system
has the power cylinder, and control valve con-
nected to the steering linkage and the steering,
gean of conventional design. Additional lubrica-
tion fittings under the car may be found on the
power" cylinder or the power cylinder attachment
points lp the linkage type. The fluid reservoir is
aervicØ at eaCh chassis lubrication by cleaning
the alea, removing the dip stick or reservoir
cover, checking the oil level, and replacing the
alp stick or cover after adding oil if necessary.
Power systems can become inoperative due to
dirt in the system, so use care to prevent dirt
from entering the reservoir during service oper-
ations.

Brake Service

The hydraulic brake master cylinder fluid
level should be checked at every Chassis lu-

. brication. The fluid level niust be visually
checked at the reservoir. Pumping the brake
pedal does not constitute a complete check.
Cleanliness is imperative when servicing the
master cylinder. You service the master cyl-
inder by cleaning the, area around the fill plug,
removing the fill plug, checking the fluid level
and refilling the master cylinder reservoir to
within half an inch below the fill hole, and re-
placing the gasket and fill Rlug. Always use the
hydraulic fluid recommended by the manufac-
turer's lubrication chart. The use of inferior
brake fluid or one which contains mineral oil
will result in deterioration of the rubber seal,
making ilnecessary to completely overhaul the
brake system and flush all brake lines..

Shock Absorber Service

Shock absorbers depend on fluid and valve
action for proper control. There are two types
of shock absorbers: direct-acting and lever-
acting. The direct-acting shock .absorber can-
not be refilled. It must be replaced if it be-
comes defective. ShoCk absorbers should be

replaced in sets, front or rear, to mintain bodr
stability. The lever-acting shock absorbers are
refilled without being removed from the vehicle.
All of the lever-acting shock absorbers are serv-
iced in the same general way. YcZoll should clean
around the fill plug, loosen the fill plug, and blow
away the remaining dust before removing the
plug, and blow away the remaining dust before
removing the plug. Then fill the shock absorber
to hole level with a flexible-spopt oiler. If the
fill hole is at the top of the housing, do not fill
it to the hole level. Leave about 1/8 inch to per-
mit the fluid to expand at high temperatures
without causing damage to ,the shock absorber
seals. To remove air pockets in the' fluidi
bounce the car slightly or work the shock ab-
sorber lever back and forth if it is disconnected
from the linkage. Replace the plug by hand and
gently tighten the plug with a wrench.

Wheel Bearing Service

Wheel bearings should be serviced every time
that the brake drums are removed. It is of vital
importance that wheel bearing service be per-
formed with utmost care and cleanliness. Most
heel bearing failures result from dirt and grit
being introduced to the bearing during lubrica-
tion service.

To disassemble the wheel bearings, you
should spread out a clean clothon which to place
the parts as you remove them. Remove the outer
and inner liubcaps and jackup the wheel until the
tire just clears the floor. Remove the cotter pin
from the spindle and discard the pin. Then re-
move the retaining nut and flat washer. Care-
fully remove the outer bearing arid race with an
easy shake of the wheel. Do not.allow the bear-
ing to drop to the floor. Remove the wheel and
inner bearing race from the spindle (ball bear-
ing type-mot roll bearing type). Wipe the lubri-
cant from the spindle, remembering to take care
to. avoid getting grease on the brake linings. You
should then cltan the loose dust from the brake
assembly and the backing plate with a dry brlish
or compressed air. Next, remove theirease seal
from the drum by tapPing it out-witira--brawdrift
or wood dbwel (fig. 15-19). Remove the inner
bearing and wash all of the parts except the seal
in kerosene or solvent. Be sure that all of the
grease is removed. Wipe the old grease from the
drum hub and blow the dust from the inside of the
drum hub. After this clean the spindle and the
inner hub cap by wiping. Then ary all ok the patts
thoroughly and examine the bearing surfaces
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A/

o .4

s 81.331
.F igure 15-19. Tapping out grease seal and innjer

bearing.

for pits, cracks, chips, or.ge.neral signs of wear.
Replace all defective bearings. You should not
spin the Jpearings when theLaredry as they can
be easey damaged by this action.

The.repacking of the bearings should be done
immediately to prevent dust and grit from ac-
cumulating on the bearings or in the lubricant.
You should' use a mechanical bearing packer if
it is available. If not, thoroughly pack the lubri-
cant into the bearings with the palm otthe hand.
You should smear a thin layer of grease inside
Ole wheel hub to prevent rusting; don't pack the

side of the hub'with lubricant. The excess lu-
bricant inethe hub may possibly get onto the brake
linings. oplace the inner bearing and grease
seal in the wheel by tapping it into place; use a
wood block to protect the seal. See fig. 15-20.
You should replace any worn or damaged grease
seal with a newone.

When replacing .the wheel asstinbly, you
should smear a light coat' of wheel bearing
grease over the spindle and replace the inner
bearihg. Next, carefully position the wheel on
the spindle, taking care to avoid dArhagq, to the
-spindle. Them-place the outer bearing and race
into the drum' hub and itighten the wheel retain-
ing nut according to manufacturer's torque
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specifications. If none is specthed, tighten Until
a noticeable drag is felt when the wheel is
rotated, and then loosen the retaining nut to the
nearest spindle hole and install anew cotter pin.
The wheel should be able to rotate freely at this
stage. You may lock the new cotter pin if the
wheel is able to rotate freely.

If the wheel does not rotate freely when the
retaining nut is.loosened and the new cotter pin
installed, you should determine the cause of the
wheel's dragging. Drag may be caused by drag-
ging brakes, out-of-tound brake drums, loose
backing plates, or defective bearings or races.
You may check bearing looseness by rocking the
wheel with one hand at the top and the other hand
at the bottom of the tire. The looseness of the
king pin or ball joints maybe checked in the same
way, but observation of the movement will in-(
dicate the point of looseness.

Mter locking the cotter pin, and if the inner
hubcap contains a static collector, you should
clip the leg of the cotter pin to prevent inter-
ference. Then wipe the cap, collector and spindle
end to ensure good contact for the radio static
collector. You may then replace the inner and
outer hubcaps.

Figure 15-20.Replacing inner bearing and
grease seal.



POWER TRAIN LUBRICATION

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC 3 ta 2

As you may recall from chapter 10, the
power train is a series of power transmitting
units which carry the vehicle's driving force
from the engine to the wheels. The power train
consists of the clutch, transmission, drive shaft,
universal joint or joints, differential and'rear
axles.

Clutch Service

The atandaid clutch is the single-plate, dry
disk type. The pedal and clutch shaft bearings
are the only lubrication points .on this type of
clutch. You should refer to Ihe manufactureeb
lubrication chart to determine when 4lUbricate
and which lubricant to use. Most di the late

,model cars have a clutch release bearing con-
taining enough lubricant to last for the life of
the bearing. Sonie trucks and older cars have
a clutch release bea'ring which requires periodic
lubrication. To service the clutch release bear-
ing, you should remove the lower flywheel cover
and clean the plug, fitting, or oiler with a clean
cloth. Then lubricate sparingly and wipe off any
excess lubricant. Then replace the lower fly-
wheel, cover.

'Transmission Service

The conventional transmission should be
checked for hibricant level at each chassis lu-
brication. Recurrent low lubricant level indi-
cates that there is leakage around the oil seals.
If you notioe foaming in the oil, you should-drain
the transinission and refill it with fresh ldbri-
cant. Foaming is evidenc,e that.water or some
other lubricant which will not mix with therec-
ommended lubricant is present. You should drain
the transmission immediately after the vehicle

t has been operated. The lubrican't will then be
warm and will readily drain and take along the
suspended contaminants, as it drains. Before you
Train the oil,'yoti should clean thoroughly around
the drain and fill pluga. The drain and fill plugs
should be removed to allow the oil to drain. To
refill the transinission-with-oilf-you replace the_
-drain plug and fill the transmission with the
proper lubricant until it reaches the bottom of
the fill plug hole. Then replace the fill plug,

Universal Joint Service

Universal joints are, as you may recallfrom
chapter 10, devices that are designed to transmit

power through the drive shaft while flexing
through various angles. The cross and yoke types
of univerbal joints are packed with lubricant at
the factory. To repack them, you should-mirk
the bearings, drive shaft, and spline with chalk
to ensure their reassembly in the correct posi-
tion for drive shaft balance. The first Step in
univ#rsal joint service is to bend back the tangs
on the locking plates and remoie the four bolts
hoIding the rear universal joint to the rear yoke.
Next, bind the' bearing trtumions onto the cross
with wire or tape and lower the rear end of the
propeller shaft. Then slide the shaft back off the
splined transmission shaft. Mount the drive
shaft and the attached universal joint in a bench
yin aui carefully remove the wire or tapt from
the twc7runnions. Lift off the two trunnions with
their washers (being careful nOt to lose any bear-
ing needles). Next, remove the two bearing re-
tainer rings. The split yoke typeuniversal joints
do not have retainer rings; they are disassem"-
bled by removing the two cap screws, and lifting '

off each bearing trtmnion. After disissembly,
position one of the bearing cups over a block of
soft metal having a hole in it larg,e enough to
permit the bearing cup to pass through\ Then_
drive the opposite bearing with a soft ntetal
punch until the first bearing drops free of the
yoke. Turn the assembly over and use the same
procedure for removal of the/other bearing. Then
remove the cross. Use the same procedure for
the disassemblY of the Other universal joints.

Then wash all of the parts carefully. Remove
any, old grease from the grease holes in the
crosa. Replace any defective pp.rts and any
brittle or worn seals. Then pack the rq.lers and
fill all cavities within the cross witif the rec-
ommended lubricant. Reassemble the unit in the
reverse order of disassembly. Use a vise to
presS the bearing cups into potition.

The ball and trunnion type of universal joint
is disassembled for lubrication by removing the
nuts, bolts and washers holding both universal
jointa to the flanges after marking them with
chalk to make sure of proper reassembly posi-
tion. Remove the differential end of the drive
shaft by_plitling_forwardpnough_ta_siggr the
flange. Next, remoile the transmission end of the
drive shaft. Hold an end of the drive shaft in a
vise while supporting the other end of the drive
shaft. Hold the cover with your free hand to con-
trol the pressure of the inner spring and, at the
same time, LAO up the slips on the metal bend.
Then remove the grease cover, gasket, and
spring and pull the universal joint body back
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toward the shaft. Next, remove the bearings from
the cross pin and clean the old grease from the
cross housing.

Disassemble, wash, and inspect all of the
bearing parts. Replace any defective parte. Then
lubricate the bearings and reassemble the bear-
ings to the cross pin. After this pullthe housing
back to its normal position. Loosely fill the hous-
ing with the recommended lubricant. Now replace
the, spring, gasket, and cover. Hold "the cover
down with one hand to compress the spring while
taping the cover clips down. Then replace the
shaft assembly by inserting the transmission end
first. Make sure that the chalk marks are
matched as you replace the belts, washers, arid
nuts.

The Hotchkiss drive has, as you may recall
from chapter. 10, a change in drive shaft length
as the vehicie "travels over uneven surfaces. A
spline in the rear universal joint acts as a slip
joint to permit the drive shaft's effective length
to vary. Some splines are lubricated from the
transmiseion and some are packed with lubricant
at the factory and require packing at only recom-
meded intervals. There are some splines which
may be lubricated through a fitting. The man-
ufacturer's lubrication chart should be used to
determine the proper lubricant to use atd where
to apply the lubricant if there is a fitting on the
universal joint spline.

Drive Shaft Se ice

The drive shaft ,itsell is not lubricated, but
the drive shaft bearing located in the middle of
the drive shaft may require lubrication. Most
drive shaft beaings are Beale& at the factory
and require no lubricatlon. Those equipped with
fittings should be lubricated at regular intervals.
You should refer to the manufacturer's lubrica-
tion chart to determine the type of lubricant to
use and where to apply the lubricant.

Differential Service

The lubrication prOcedure for the differential
varies from model to model; the manufactmr's
lubrication chart WM indicate the lube points and
the amount and type of lubricant to use. Most
differentials are filled with lubricant to,thebot-
torn of the fill plug. Differentials* should be
drained atter The vehicle has been driven since
the warm oil will drain more easily and com-
pletely.

MISCELLANEOU3 LUBRICATION .

There are some yehicle components which
. do not fall readily into-any one category. Elec-

tric motors; gearshgt levers, and speedometer
cables are compOliints which require lubrica-
tion service, but which do not fall into any one
of the-previoue categoiies.

Electric Motor Service

The small electric motors used for auto-
motive,accessories are used only intermittently
and seldom require lubrication. These electric
motors may be equipped with oil impregnated
bearings which do not require lubrication. When
there is a -means to lubricate the motors, you

, should aptply the lubricant sparingly.

Gear Shift Lever Service

You should occasionally lubricate the fric-
tion points'of the linkage for gearshift levers
mounted on steering columns.

Some vehicles with automatic transmissions
require that the automatic transmission linkage
be lubricated. You should sparingly lubriv.te

-the shift detent lever every 1000 miles for those
automatic transmissions which have the shift
detent lever./

TROUBLESHOOTING

Before becoming a SEMEE, you may have
*tinkered with cars as a hobby. The Construc-
tion Mechanic does not tinker. He should regard
every vehicle as "a piece of government equip-
ment which should be maintained in the bestpos-
Bible operating condition: Maintenance also
means correcting troubles that could disable and
immobilize a vehicle. When you strike for Con-
struction Mechanic First Class, you must be es-
pecially good in locating and correcting trouble
in gasoline and diesel engines so that you can
train lower rated min.

It is not practicable to discuss every phase
of troubleshooting in this book, as troubleshOot-
ing varies according to make and type of engines
involved. Throughout Ms manual, however, we
have discussed certain troubleshooting proce-
dures in connection with operation and mainte-
nance. In general, for specific prbblems, the
manufacturer's manual is your best source of
information. Whenever ypu have an unusual
problem on troubleshooting, ask your chief fcT
advice.
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Figure 15-22.-Operator's Report of Motor Vehicle Accident, Standard Form 91 (back).

OPERATION OF AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT

As a Construction Mechanic 2 you Will be re-
quired- to "operate automotive equipment-, to
perform maintenance, repair, and overhaul
tasks." Only by operating and driving a vehicle
will you be able to check conditions such as en-
gine kuocks, chassis rattles, transmission and
roar end noises, and be able toROAD TEST new
and overhauled iehicles.

Driving any vehicle, even briefly, requires
a Department of Defense (DOD) driving license;
a civilian license will not qualify you to drive
a Navy vehicle. If you do not already have a
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DOD license, ,your chief will instruct you how
and where to apply for it and what preparation
is necessary to pass-the examination required.

You do not-want to have occasion to use a
standard Form 91, Operator's Reporrof Motor
Vehicle Accident, but you shouldbe fainiliar with
it-just in case. This form must be carried in
each vehicle, and if you have,an accident, fill it
out on the spot or as promptly thereafter as pos-
sible. No matter how small the, accident, and
whether or not there is any apparent injury or
property_damage, this forth must be filled out.
It is easily prepared, as yotican see figure T5-,21
and figure 15-22, so a lengthy explanation isnot
necessary.
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OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Oxyacetylene welding is a gas-weldin process
whefein coalescence is produced by fieating with
a gas flame or flames obtained from the com-
bustion of acetylene with oxygen, with or without

, the application, of pressure and ,with or without

to correct proportions in a torch. The torch
can be adjusted to, give various types of flames.

A properly mke oxyacetylene \veld is uni-

OXYACETYLENE WELDING
EQUIPMENT

3 5

An oxyacetylene' welding outfit, as commonly
used, consists of a cylinder of acetylene, a cylinder

the use of filler metal. The two gases are mixed of oxygen, two regulacots, two lengths of hose
with fittings, and a welding handle with 'tips.
(See fig. 8-1.) The oxyacetylene outfit alao is
called a welding rig.

form in appearance, showing a uniform, deposit In addition to the basic equipment mentioned
of weld metal. Complete fusion of the side walls abcwe, numerous kinds of auxiliary equipmentis necessary in order to form a good Joint, are used in oxyacetylene welding. A very im-
Some of the factors that must be considered portant item is the spark i er which is used
in making an oxyacetylene weld are edge-prep- to l' ht the t h ig. 8-2). Another
arition, spacing and aligmnent Of the parts, item you will use a lot is an'apparatus wrench,
temperature control (before, 'during, and after
the welding process),' size of the torch -tip,

the same or similar in design to that shown in
view B, figure 8-2. The apparatus wrench is

size ,and type of the filler rod, flame adjustment, sometiMes called a gang wrench beCause it will
and rod and torch maniPulation. In some cages, fit all the connections on the welding rig. Note
fluxes are required to remove oxide and slag that the wrench illustrated has a raised opening
from the molten metal and to protect the puddle in the handle proper which serves as an acetylene
,from contact 'with theair. tank key. Other, cornmen accessories 'include

When sections of plate are -to be joined by tip cleaners, cylinder trucks, clamps, and holding
oxyacetylene welding,' the edges of the plate jigs. Safety, apparel, such' as goggles, hand-
at the joint are melted down uniformly by use. shields, glthes, leather aprons, sleeves cud
of the torch. For welding light sheet metal, leggings, also is essential and should be worn
filler' metal id not usually necessary; the edges , as required for the job at hand. Information on'
of right sheet are flanged at the Joint and melted,o, safety ctpptirel is contained in chapter 7 of this
so that they flow tdgether to form one solid text.

'piece. In welding heavier sheets and plates, filler
metals are required. 'the edges '\of the heavier Oxyacetylene welding equipment may be sta-
plate are upally beveled to permit penetration tionary or portable. A portable oxyacetylene
to the base of the joint. Both the filler metal and outfit, such as that shown in figure 8-1, is an
the base metal, are 'melted; as they solidify, advantage where it is necesSary that the equip-
they form one continuous piece. ment be moved around from one job to another.

This chapter discysses equipment and mate- To carry out your welding duties you Anust
rials used in oxyacetylene welding. Information be able to set up the weiding equipment ai\cl make
is given on the operation and maintenance of various adjustments required to perform the
oxyacetylene equipment. ORverage includes tech- 'operation at hand. Thus, it is imbortant that you
aiques _of welding and safeti precautions r elating understand the purpose and function of the,basic
to oxyacetylene work. A brief discussion also is pieces of equipment -that make up the welding
presented on methylacetylene propadiene(MAPP) outfit. But before discussing the apparatus, let
gas, imhich currently is. being used for welding, us look at the gases used in oxyacetylene welding;
'as wen as other operations, in the SEABEES. namely, acetylene and Oxygen.

.,"
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ACET YLZNE PRESSURE
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ACETYLENE
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TORCH

OxYGEN PRESSURE

REGULATOR

OMEN CTUNOER

11.96
Figure 8-1. Portable oxyacetylene outfit.

-Ac ETYL ENE

Acetylene is a flammable fuel gas made up
of carbon and hydrogen. Its chemical formula is
Cz When burned with 0x3gen, acetylene pro-
duces a very hot flame having a temperature be-
tween 57000 and 6300° F. Acetylene is a colorless
gas, v6hich has a disitgreeable. odor that is
easily 'detected, even when the gas is, jgeatly_,_
dikted fifth- art; -Whin i p-Or'tible the weld-Tug
()alit like that shown in Tigure .8-1 is used,
acetylene is obtained directly from the cylinder.
In the case ok stationary equipment, like the
acetylene cylintier bank illustrated in figure'8-3;
the acetylene dlan be piped to a number of welding
stations.

Whether you obtain acetylene from a single
cylinder or from a stationary type cylinder bank,
acetylene is dissolved in acetone (a liquid) and
compressed in a cylinder filled with someporous
material such as balsa wood, charcoal, finely
shredded asbestos,georn pith, portland ceMent,

infusorial earth. These porous filler mate-
rials are used to decrease the size of the open
spaces in the cylinder, and thus reduce the
clanger of explosion. Pure acetylene, when stored

127.15
Figure 8-2. (A) Spark igniter. (B) Apparatus

wrench.

in the free state under a pressure of 29.4 pounds
per square inch (psi) becomes self-explosiN,
and a slight shock is likely to cause it to explode.
Dissolved in acetone, however, and stored in
cylinders thai are filled with pCrous material,
it_canlbe compse*d_into_cylindgre ffitt_pressures_,
up to 275 psi. An acetylene cylinder is shown
in figure 8-'4.

To find the arnount, in cutic feet, of acetylene
in a. cylinder, first weigh the MI cylinder sand
deduct the tare (i.e., the weight stamped on the
cylinder). Then multiply the difference in pound's
by 14-1/2, and the answer is the cubicc feet
of acetylene in the cylinder. Incidentally, the
figure 144/2 is used because ctmpressedacetr,'
lene is rated under atmospheric pressure and
normal temperature as weighing 1471/2 cUllic
feet per pound. r

Acetylene Generation

While part of your supplr of acetilene may
be furnished to cylinaers, you can generate tllis

156
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A-LINE VALVE

B-RELEASE VALVE

C-FILLER PLUG

0-HEADER PIPE

I-REGULATOR

F-FLASH ARRESTOR CHAMBER

G-ESCAPE PIPE

H-CYLINDER CONNECTION PIPE

i-CHECK VALVE AND DRAIN PLUG

K-ACETYLENE CYLINDERS

11.97X
Figure 8-3. tationary acetylene cylinder bank.

gas by using a generator made especially for
this purpose. There. are several industrial pro-
cesses by which acetylene may be produced.
One process of producing acetylene gas is by
the action of water on calcium carbide. In this
process, acetylene is formed by combining cal-
cium carbide and water in the acetylenegenerator.
We might note that there are thtee main types
of generatorsthe carbiile-to-water, water-to-
carbide, and the recession type. The type avail-
able for your use, howe-ver; will probably
be a portable carbide- to-water type of

_generator.. Severalsizes Of these generators
are tfe -am-6=r or clibide teed -tif
one time may range from 25 to 300 lbs. The
gas is generated at pressures from 1 psi to
a maximum of 15 psi, depending on the job to
be done. "

For most oXyacetylene !welding, you can use
a portable diaphragm feed control generator like
that illustrated in jigure 8-5. The main parts
of this unit are a carbide hopper, water chamber,
and flashback arrester. the carbide hopper is

1

^

rnade of heatproof glass so you can see how much
carbide is in, the hoppet at any time.

The diaphrwm feed control mechanism cog-
sists of a rubr diaphragm, a pressure adjust-
ment screw, coMpression spring, and a locking
lever, all located in the top of the hopper.. The
feed rod is connected to the feed control mech-
anism by a flexible joint.4To start the geilerator,
lift- the locking lever to tbe feed ;position. This
makes the spring press against the qaphragm,
which forces the feed rod down, and iopens the
feed valve so the carbide can drop into the water.

thelas-ls-g-en-eraltsdiit asn-S t115 through
the carbide feed opening into the hopper. When
the pressure of the gas on the diaphragm builds
up enough to push the 'diaphragm upward, it
causes the feed rod to rise. When the -feed rod
rises as far as it can, it closes the carbide
feed valve. This action stops the flow of carbide.
As soon as the gas pressure on the diaphragm
drops, the spring forces the feedrod down, allow-
ing the carbide to drop and, begin the generation

157
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Figure 8-4. Acetylene cylinder.

of gas again. TI4s whole chain of action re-
peats itself as the gas goes up into the carbide
hopper. To set the flow of gas at the pressure-'
needed; change the tension on spring by turning
the pressure adjustment screw.

Precautions for Acetylene Generation

Under normal pressure and temperature, if
aceVlene pailces with air, jt_only ,needs' a_6ark
To blow tip. Aid if acetylene is at a pressure
over 30 psi, it doesn't even need air to explbde
just a spark will do it. These points were taken
into consideration by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters, when the organization set up Stand--
ard rules for the operation and mntenance of
all types of acetylene generators. These rulei
follow, but be sure you also read the manu-
facturer's instructions for the particular gener-
ator you use.

1. A generator must not be used within 10
feet of material that will burn.

2. A generator must always be upright, with
well-ventilated free space around it.

127.160 I
Figure 8-5. Portable diaphragm feed

control generator.

3. A full generator should not be moved
by crane or derrick.

4, To aygid overfilllng a generator,i_water
must not be supplied through a continuous con-
nection.

5. Water in a generator must be protected
from freezing by steam or hot water.

4

6. Never let a generator put out more acety-
lene than the maximum'marked on it. The Under-
writers' Laboratbries specify 1 cubió foot of gas
per pound of carbide per hour:

, 7. If a generator is used inside a building,
take it outside before you start charging or,Icleaning it.

8. When not in use, a generator should not
be stored near open lights or fires, UNLESS

8 8
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you have checked to see that it is entirely
empty of carbide and gas.

9. Be sure to check the water seal chamber
in the flashback arrester, to see that it has the
proper water level.

10. Check all relief valves to see that they
7ork freely and do not leak.

11. Drain connections must not be continuous
to sewers, but through open connections into a
properly vented outdoor residue pit.

12. If a generator gets hot while operating,
stop the feed meshanism and let the generator
cobLbefore you look for the trouble.

13. The ratio of carbide to water in making
acetylene gas is 1-to-1 (that is, I pound of water
for each pound of carbide). Use of the correct
carbide-to-water mixture in portable acetylene
generators is very important since there is
the possibility of an explosion if incoriect mix-
tures or proportions are used.

14. Hot repairs should not be made in a
room with other generatorsmake repatrs out-
side.

15. When charging, repairing, or removing
calcium carbide, keep proper water level to
avoid explosiOns in the water space.

16. Piping to carry acetylene may be above
or below ground. All piping must be run as directly
as possible.

. a. Underground piping must be laid below
the frost line. When set up, it must be thoroughly.
blown out with air or nitrogen to remove all dirt.

b. Outdoor piping must be painted to pro-
tect it from rust.

OXYGEN

Oxygen is a colorless, tasteless, and ordor-
less gas that is -slightly heavier than air. It ig
nonflammable but will support combustion with
other elements. In its free state oxygen it one
of the most common elements. The atmosphere
is made up of approximately 21 parts Of oxygen
and 78 parts of nitrogen, the remainder being
rare gases. Rusting of ferrous metals, discolor-
ation of copper, and the corrosion of aluminum
are all due to the action of atmospheric oxygen.
T,his action is known as oxidation.

159

Oxygen is obtained commercially either by
the liquid-air process or by the electrolytic
process. In the liquid-air process, the air is
compressed and then cooled to a point where
the gases become liquid (approximately -375° F).
,The temperature is then raised to above -321° F,
at which point the nitrogen in the air becomes
gas again and is removed. When the temperature
of the remaining liquid is raised to -297° F, the
oxygen 'forms gas and is taken off. The oxygen
is then further purified and compressed 'into
cylinders for use.

The other process by which oxygen is obtained,
the electrolytic process, consists of running an
electric current through water to which an acid
or alkali has been added. The oxygen collects
at the positive terminal and is passed off through
pipes to a container,

When supplied for use in oxyacetylenewelding,
oxygen is contained in seamless steel cylinder .
A typical oxygen cylinder is illustrated in figure
8-6. Oxygen cylinders arg made in several sizes.
You will probably find, however, that the size
most generally used in welding and cutting

(031
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Figue 8-6. Typical oxygen cylinder.
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is "the 220-cubic foot capacity cylinder. It is
9-1/8 Inches in diameter and weighs about 145
pounds. This cylinder is charged to a pressure
of 2000 psi at a room temperature of 63° F.

You can tell the amount of oxygen, in a com-
pressed-gas cylinder by reading the volume scale
on the Ugh pressure gage attached to the reguld-
tor,

IDENTIFICATION OF CYLINDERS

s.Color warnings provide ar effectiVe means
for marking physical hazards, for indicating the
location of safety equipment, and for identifying
fire and other protective equipment. You will
find uniform colors used for marldng com-

pressed-gas-bcylinders, pipelines carrying haz-
ardous materials, and fire protection equipment.

Five classes of material have been selected
to represent the general hazards for all dangerous
materials, while a sixth class has been reserved
for fire protection equipment. A standard color
has been chosen to represent each of these
classes, as indicated in table 8-1.

Since you will often work with acetylene and
oxygen, you must be thoroughly familiar with the

cns of the cylinders in which these gases
are-contained. The acetylene cylinder is yellow,

- and the oxygen cylinder is green.
In addition to color coding, the exact identi-

fication of the material contained in a com-
pressed-gas cylinder must be indicated by a
written title, which should appear in two locations

127.159
Table 8-1. Warning Colors

Class Standard Color Class of Material

a YelloW, No. 13655

Brown, No. 10080

Blue, No. 15102

Green, No. 14260

Gray, No. 16187

Red, No. 11105

FLAMMABLE MATERIALS.' All materials known ordinaiily
as flamniables or combustibles. Of the chromatic colors,
it has the highest coefficient of reflection under white light
and can be recognized,under the poorest conditions of illumi-
hation.

TOXIC AND POISONOUS MATERIALS. All materials ex-
tremely-hazardous-to-life-or-health-under normal-conditiul
as toxics or poisons.

ANESTHETICS AND HARMFUL MATERIALS. All materials
productive of.anesthetic'vapors and all liquid chemicals and
compdunds hazardous to lite and property but not normally,
produbtive of dangeilous- quantities 'of fumes -or v4ors.-

OXIDIZING MATERIALS. All materials which readily furnish
oxygen for combustion and fire producers which react ex-
plosively or with the evolution of heat in contact with many
other materials. -

PHYSICALLY DANGEROU8 MATERIALS. All materials,
not dangerous in themselves, which are asphyxiatingin con-
fined areas or which are generally handled in a dangerous

, physical state of pressure or temperature.

'FIRE PROTECTION MATERIALS. All materials provided in
piping systems or in compressed-gas cylinders exclusively
for use in fire protection.

891.
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dtainetrically opposite and parallel to the longi-
tudinal axis of the cylihder. Cylinders having a
background color of yellow, orange, or buff
will have the title painted black. Cylinders having
a 'background color of red, brown,, black, blue,
gray, or green will have the title painted white.

A primary color warning is the color assigned
to the class of material into which a material'is
classified in accordance with its primary hazard
from the safety standpoint. These colors appear
as main body, top, or band colors on compressed-
gas cylinders.

A seCondary color warning is the color
assigned as a warning of a secondary hazard
possessed by a material having 'a type of hazard
distinctly different from that indicated by its
primary color warning. These colors also appear
main body, top, or band colors on compressed-
gas cylinders.

Two decalcomanias, abbreviated "decals,"
may be applied on the shoulder of each cylinder
diametrically opposite at right angles tothe titles.

=HMI
a

ACETYLENE

4411111111

They should indicate the name of the gas, pre-
cautions for handling, and use. A background
color cor.responding to the primary color warn-
ing of the Contents should be used. ,

Shatterproof cylinders must be stenciled with
the phrase "Non-Shat" longitudinally 90° from
titles. Letters must be black or white and
approximately 1 inch in size.

On cyhnders owned by or procured for the
Department of Defense, the bottom and the lower
portion of the cylinder body opposite the valve
end may be used for Service ownership titles.

The appearance on the body, top, or as a band(s)
on compressed-gas cylinders of any of the six
coldis in 'table 8-1 will provide a warning
danger from the hazard involved in h the
type of material contained in the cylinder.

Figure 8-7 shows cylinders most commonly
found in a Construction Battalion or in a Public
Works Department where SEABEE personnel will
be working. For complete listing of compressed-
gas cylinders refer to MIL-STD 101A, "Color
Code for Pipelines and for Compressed-Gas

BUTANE

<MIN
NITROGEN (OIL PUMPED)

C54.9
Figure 8-7. Compressed-gas cylinders.
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Cylinders," but, in so doing make sure you have
a manual with the latest up-to-date changes
inserted, as changes may occur in the manual,

prescribed by the Department of Defense,
after this writing.

Safety precautions applicable to the handling,
use, and stowage of compressed-gas cylinders
should be carefully observed. Some of the safety
precautions to be observed in workingwith acety-
lene and oxygen cylinders are given later in
this chapter.

REGULATORS

The gas pressure in a cylinder 'must be
reduced to a suitable working pressure before
it can be- used. This pressure reduction is
accomplished by a regulator or reducing valve.
Regulators which control the flow of gas from
the cylinder are either of the_ single-stage or
the double-stage type. Single-stage regulators
reduce the pressure of the gas in one step,
while two-stage regulators perform the same
work in two steps or stages,. Generally, -less
adjustment is necessary when two-stage regu-
lators are,used.

Figure 8-8 shows two SINGLE-STAGE reg-
ulatorsone for acetylene and one for oxygen.
The regulator mechanism consists, of a nozzle
through which the high-pressure gases pass, a
valve seat to close off the nozzle, a diaphragm,
and balancing springs. These are all enclosed
in a suitable housing. Pressure gages are pro-
vided _to indicite the pressure in the cylinder
or pigeline (inlet), as well as the working
pressure (dRitlet). The inlet pressure gage, used
to record cylinder pressures, is a high-pressure
gage, 'while the outlet pressure gage, used to
record working pressures, is a low-presure
gage. Acetylene regulators and oxygen regulators
are of the same general type, although those
designed for acetylene are not made to withstand_

high -pressures---as-are'thrisede-Signed for
use with oxygen cylinders.

In the oxygen regulator, the oxygen enters
the regulator through the high-pressure inlet
connection and passes through a glass wool filter
that removes dust and dirt. Turning the adjust-
ing screw IN (to the right) allows the oxygen
to pass from the high-pressure chamber to the
low-pressure chamber of the regulator, through
the regulator outlet, and through the hose to
the torch. Turning the ,adjusting screw to the
right INCREASES the working pressure; turning
it to the left DECREASES the working pressure.
The high-pressure gage is graduated in pounds

ACETYLENE REGULATOR

OXYGEN REGULATOR

11.99
Figure 8-8. Single-stage ,regulator.,

, e

per squire inch from 0 to 3000 and in cubic
feet from 0 to 220. This permits reading of the
gage to_ determine cylinder pressure and cubic
oontent: Gages are ,graduated to read correctly
at 70°F. The working, pressure gage i gradu-
ated in pounds per square inch from Q to 150
or less, from 0 to 200, or from 0 to 400, de-
penaing upon the purpose for which the reg-
ulator' is designed. For example, on regulators
designed for heavy cutting, the working presstu e
gage is graduated, in _pounds per square inch
from 0 to 400.

162 89,1
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The TWO-STAGE regulator is similar in

principle to the one-stage regulator, the chief
difference' being that the totil pressure drop
takes place in two steps instead of one. In the
high-pressure stage, the cylinder pressure is
reduced to an intermediate pressure. In the
low-pressure stage, the pressure is reduced

from the intermediate pressure to a working

pressure. A typical two-stage regulator is shown

in figure 8-9;

WELDING TORCHES

The oxyacetylene welding torch mixes oxy-
gen and acetylene in the proper proportions and

controls the amount of the mixture at the weld-

i tip. Torches have two needle valvesone
adjusting the flow of oxygen and the other

f adjusting the flow of acetylene. Other basic
ts include a handle, two tubes (one for oxygen

another for acetylene), a mixing head, and
pe On some models the tubes are silver-
zed to the head and the rear end forgings,
ch are in turn fitted into the bandle. Welding

s are made fkom copper and are available
different sizes to handle a wide range of

late thicknesses.

WORKING PRESSURg
GAGE

There are two general types of welding
torchesa low-pressure type and a medium-

:Tressure type. In the low-pressure torch, also
known as an injector type torch', acetylene pres-
sure per square inch is kept at about 1 pound.

The oxygen pressure ranges from about 10 to

40 pounds, according to the size of the torch

tip. A jet of relatively high pressure oxygen

produces the suction necessary to draw the acety-

lene into the mixing head. The welding tips may
or may not have separate injectors in the tip.
A typical mixing head for the low-pressure
.(or injector-type) torch is shown in figure 8-10.

Medium -pressure torches are sometimes
called balanced -pressure or equal-pressure
types, since the acetylene and the oxygen pres-
sure are kept equal. Pressure per square inch

may be from 1 to 6 or 8 pounds; acetylene
pressure must never be allowed to go above

15 psi. A typical equal-pressure general-pur-
pose torch is illustrated in figure 8-1L The
medium-pressure torch is easier to adjust than
the low-pressure torch and, since equal pres-
sures are used for each torch, you are less
likely to get (a flashback. 'this means that the
flame is less likely to catch in or behind the

"FREE-FLOATING"
SEAT GUIDE

SECOND STAGE
MECHANISM

CYLINDER PRESSURE
GAGE

INLET

41.

FIRST STAGE
MECHANISM

DIAPHRAGM
LIOMTING DEVICE

11.100
Figure 8-9. Two-stage regulator.
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Figure 8-10. Mixing head for low pressure torch.
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Figure 8-11. Equal-pressure welding torch..
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mixing chamber; more 'details on flashback are
giVen later in this chapter.

Welding TIPS and AIIXERS are designed in
several ways, depending on the manufacturer.
Some makes of torches have a separate mixing
head or mixer for each size of tip. Other makes
have only one mixer for several tip sizes.
Tips come in various types. Some are one-
piece, hard copper tips. Others are two-piece
tips and include an extension tube to make
connection between the tip and the mixing head.
When used with an extension 'tube, removable
tips are made of hard coppr, brass, or bronze.
Tip sizes are designated by numbers, and each
manufacturer has his own arrangement for class-
ifying them. Tip sizes differ in the diameter
of the hole to obtain the correct volume of
heat for the work to be done.

HOSE

Hose used to make connection between the
torch and the regulators is strong, nonporous,
and sufficiently flexible axid light to make torch
movements easy. It is made to withstand high
internal pressures, and the rubber used in its
manufacture is specially treated to remove sul-
phur to avoid the danger of spontaneous com-
bustion. Welding hose comes in various sizes,
depending upon the size of work for which it is
intended. Hose used for light work is 3/16 or 1/4
inch inside diameter, and it has one or two
plies of_fabric. For heavy duty welding and cutting
operations, hose, with an inside diameter of 5/16
inch and 3 to 5 plies of fabric is used. Single
hose comes in lengths of 12-1/2 feet to 25 feet.
Some manufacturers make a 'double hose which
conforms to the same general specifications. The
hoses used for acetylene and oxygen are the
same in grade but they differ in color. Oxygen
hose is GREEN, acetylene hose is RED.

UUTION: Use rio oil, grease, or any other
lubricant 6d-we1ding (or cutting) apparatus. Oil
or grease in the presence of oxygen under pres-
sure will ignite violently:

FILLER RODS

The term filler rod refers to a filler metal,
in wire or rod form, used in gas welding and
brazing processes anck in certain electric weld-
ing processes in which the filler metal is not
a part of the electric circuit. A filler rod serves
only one purpose: it supplies filler metal to
the joint.

Filler rods foi steel,are often copper coated
to protect them from corroSion during storage.

. Most rods are furnished in 36-inch lengths and
a wide variety of diameters, rapOig from 1./32e.
to 3/8 inch. Rods for_ welding cast iron vary
from 12 to 24 inches in length and are frequently
square rather tkap round in cross section. The
rod diameter selected for a given job is governed
by the thickness of the metals being joined.

Except for rod diameter, the filler rod selcted
is deterndned. py specification on the basis of
the metals being joined. These specificatiods
may be Federal, :\lilitary, or Navy specifications.
This means that they apply to all Federal agencies,
the Military Establishment, or the Navy, respec-
tively. Filler metals are presently covered by
one or more of these three types of specifications.
Eventually, all Navy specifications will be re-
written a's Military (MIL) specifiCations. For
that reason, soma of the specifications for weld-
ing materials presented in this section may
subsequently be published as Military rather
than Navy specifications.

Many different typeg of ro(ds are manufac-
tured for welding ferrous and nonferrous metals.
In general, welding shopS stock only a few basic
types which are suitable for use in all welding
positions. These basic types are known as gen-
eral purpose oda. One such general purpose
rod that will be found in any Navy welding
shop is a iod suitable for oxyacetylene weld-
ing of low carbon steel:. this is covered by
specification ':\IIL-R-90,8, class I, type A. The
same specification covers filler rods for use
on cast iron; in this case, however, a class II
rod is used.

Rods for gas veldirig on other common mate=
rials are dovered by other speCifications. As
of the time of writing of this training manual,
the following specifications apply: copper-base
alloys, MIL-R.-19631; corrosion-res,isting and
heat - resistine steel, MIL - R- 5031, class 5(
nickel-base alloys, including Monel, QQ-R-571;
and nickel - chromium-iron alloys, N:46-R-5.
Chromium cobalt rods for hard- surfacing with
the oxyacetylene' flame (a special gas welding
application) are coVered by specification MIL-
R-17131.

OPERATION AND MAINTENAN*CE OF
OXYAC ETYLENE .EQUIPMENT

This section discusses basic procedures in-
volved in setting up oxyacetylene equipment, light-
ing off and adjusting the flame, and securing
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equipment. Information also is provided on the
maintenance of oxyacetylene welding equipment.

SETTING UP THE EQUIPMENT

Setting up the oxyacetylene equipment and
preparing for welding must be done carefully
and systematically to avoid costly mistakes.
To ensure your own safety, as well as that of
your co-workers and of equipment, make sure
the following steps are taken before any attempt
is made to light the torch.

1. Secure the cylinders so that they cannot
be knocked over or upset accidentally. A good
way to do this is to either put them in a corner
or next to a vertical column and then secure them
with a piece of line. After securing the cylinders,
remove the protecting caps. Cylinders should
never be secured to a metal structui al member
of a building that is a conductor of current.

2. Crack each cylinder vtalve slightly, being
careful to stand to one side when you do so
and then almost immediately close the valve
again. Do not bleed acetylene into the work-
space, where it may become ignited. This instant
of opening should be enough to blow the valve
out clean. Close the vjaves and wipe the con-
nection with a clean cloth.

3. Connect the acetylene pressure regulator
to the acetylene cylinder,, and the oxygen pres-
sure regulator to the oxygen cylinder. Using the
wrench provided with the equipment, snug the
connection nuts sufficiently to avoid leaks.

4. Back off the regulator screws to prevent
damage -to the regulators and gages. Open the
cylinder valves slowly; open the acetylene valve
only one-half turn but open the oxygen valve
all the way. You may use a handwheel to open
the acetylene Valve. In the absence of a hand-
wheel, use the wrench provided. Leave the
wrench in place while the cylinder is in use
so that the acetylene can be turned off quickly
in an emergency. Read the high pressure gage
to check the contents hi each cylinder. ,

5. Connect the RED hose to the acetylene
regulator, and the GREEN hose to the oxygen
regulator. Notice the left-hand threads ox; the
acetylene connection.

6. To blow out the oxygen hose, turn in the
regulatar screw; then turn the screw back out

;(4.4to

again. If necessary to blow out the acetylene
hose, do it ONLY in a well ventilated place
FREE FROM SPARKS, FLAMES, or other pos-
sible sources" of ignition.

7. Connect the hoses to the handle. The RED
(acetylene) hose is connectted to the connection
gland with the needle vgve marked AC. The
GREEN (oxygen) hose is,'connected to the con-
nection gland with the needle valve marked OX..

8. With the needle valves closed, turn IN
both regulator screws, to test the hose con-
nections for leaks. Turn OUT the regulator
screws and drain the hose b'y opening the needle

9. Select the correct tip and mixing head
(for mixing the aceiylene and oxygen), and assem-
ble them into the tIrch body. Tighten the assem

an
-

bly by hd, and en adjust to the proper angle.
When the desired adjustment has been obtained,
tighten the tip the koper amount. On some types
of equipment the tip is tightened with a wrench,
while on other types only hand-tightening of the
tip is required.

10. Adjust the working pressures. The acety-
lene pressure is 4djusted by opening the acety-
lene torch needle valve and turning the regulator
screw to the right.' Adjust the acetylene regulator
to the working pressure needed for the particular
tip size, and close the torch needle valve. To
adjust the oxygen working pressure, open the
oxygen torch needle valve and proceed in the same
manner as in adjusting the acetylene pressure.

LIGHTING OFF AND
ADJUSTING FLAME ,

Use proper care in lighting the torch. In
lighting the torch and adjusting the flame always
follow the manufacturer's directions for the
particular model of torch -being used. This is
necessary because the procedure varies some-
what with different types of torches and, in
some cases, even with .different models made
by a single manufacturer.

In general, the procedure followed in lighting
a torch is to first open the torch oxygen needle
valve a small amount, and the torch acetylene
needle valve all the way or somewhat more than
the oxygen valve, depending upon the type of torch.
The mixture of oxygen and acetylene issuingfroin
the tip is then lighted by means of a spark igniter
or stationary pilot flame.
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CAUTION: NEVER use ,matches to light the
torch; thtur length requires bringing the hand
too close to the tip. Accumulated gas may
envelop the hand and, upon igniting, result in
a severe burn. Also, never light the torch
from hot metal.

fter checking the acetylene pressure adjust-
nient, the oxyacetylene flame can be adjusted so
as to hae the desired characteristics for the
work at hand by further manipulating the oxygen
and acetylene needle valves, according to the torch
manufacturer's direction.

There are. three types of flame commonly
used for oxyacetylene processes: neutral, car-
burizing or reducing, and oxidizing. To ensure
proper flame adjustment, you should kno(v the
characteristics of each of these three types of
flame.

Figure illustrates, in color, the appear-
ance of the flame at the tip of the torch at different
temper atui es, and with different ratios of oxygen
to . acetylene. This illustration will serve as a
guide in determining what type of flame you are
obtaining.

A pure acetylene flame has a yellowish color,
and is long and bushy, as shown in figure 8-12.
It takes the oxygen which it needs for combustion
from the surrounding air. The oxygen thus
available is not sufficient to completely burn
the acetylene, and the Smoky flame which results
deposits a soot 'of fine, unburned carbon. Such
a flame is NOT suitable for use. You will have
th increase the amount of oxygen by opening
the oxygen needle valve until the flame takes
on a blusih-white color, with a bright inner
cone surrounded by a flame envelope of darker
hue. It is the inner cone that develops the re-
quired operating temperature.

The NEUTRAL flame is produced when equal
amounts of oxygen and acetylene are used. To-
gether with the oxygen in the air, this 50-50
ratio provides for complete combustion of the
two gases. A neutral flame is obtained by gradually
opening the oxygen valve to shorten the acetylene
flame until a well-defined, inner lunittiogs, whitp
cone is visible; there is no greenish tinge of
acetylene at the tip and no excess of oxygen.

At the tip of the inner cone the temPerature
will be about 5850° F, but only about 2300° F,
at the ektreme end of the outer code. This wide
variation in temperature makes it possible for
the weldor to exercise a certain amount of
temperature control simplyby moving the torch
closer to or farther away from the work.

A neutral flame is the correct flame to use
for many metals. It is used for most welding

e

and for the preheating flames during cutting
operations. When steel is welded with this flame,
the puddle of molten metal is quiet and clear,
and the metal flows without boiling, framing,
or sparking. The welding flame should always
be adjusted to neutral before either the oxidizing
or caeburizing flame mixture is set.

The CNRBURIZING, or REDUCING, flame is
produced by burning an excess of acetylene. The
carburizing flame always shows distinct colors; .

the inner cone is bluish-white, the intermediate
cone is white, the outer envelope flaMe is light
blue, and the feather at the tip of the inner cone
is greenish. The length of the feather can be used
as a basis for judging the degree of carburiza-
tion; for most welding operations, the feather
should be,about twice the length of the inner cone.
The temperature at the tip of the inner cone is
about 5700° F. When it is used for welding steel,
the metal boils and is not clear. A carburizing
flame is best for welding high carbon steels,
for hard-surfacing, and for welding nonferrous
alloys such as Monel.

The OXIDIZING flame is proegd by burning
about twice as much oxygen as acetylene. You
can identify this flame by the short outer flame
and the small white, inner cone. It takes about
two parts of oxygen to one part of acetylene to\
produce this flame; this means that adjusting for
it is more difficult than for the other flames.
After you have Obtained a neutral flame, open
the oxygen valve until the inner cohe is only
about 1/10 of its original- lenth. Figure 8-12
illustrates how short this cone must be in
relation to the overall flame. The inner cone
is somewhat pointed and purplish in color at
the tip. The flame burns with a hissing sound.

The oxidizing flame has a limited use and
is harmful to many metals. When it is applied
to steel, the oxidizing flame causes the molten
metal to foam and give off sparks. This means
that the extra amount of oxygen is combining
with the steel, causing the metal to burn. How-
ever, the oxidizing flame does have its use.
A slightly- oxidizing flame is used to torch
braze steel and cast iron, and strdnger oxidizing
flame is used Tor fusion welding of brass and
bronze. You will have to determine the amount
of excess oxygen to use in this type of flame
adjustment by watching the molten metal.

SECURING EQUIPMENT

To extinguish the oxyacetylene flame and to
secure equipment after completing a job, or
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Acetylene burning in air. 1,500° F

Strongly Carburizing Flame. 5,7000 F.

Slight Excess Acetylene Flame. 5,8009 F.

Neutral Flame, 5,8506 F.

Courtesy Air Reduction Sales Co.
Oxidizing Flame. 6,300° F.

C11.102.0X
Figure 8-12.--Characteristics of oxyacetylene flame.

when work is to be interrupted temporarily,
take the following steps:

1. Close the acetylene needle valve first,
then close the oxygen needle valve. This ex-
tinguishes the flame.

2. Close both oxygen and acetylene cylinder
valvIes. Leave the oxygen and acetylene regu-
lators open temporarily. 4.

0

3. Open the acetylene needle valve on the
torch and allow gas in the hose to escape (5-15
seconds) to the outside atmosphere. Do not allow
gas to escape into a small or closed cOmpart-
ment. Close the acetylene needle valve,.

4. Open the oxygen needle valve on the torch
and allow gas in the hose to escape (5-15 seconds),
Close the valve.

89j
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5. Close both oxygen and acetylene cyl iier
regulators by backing out the adjusting screws
untikthey are loose.

Follow the above procedure wlienevef work
is interrupted for an indefinite period. If work
is to stop for only a fe,w _minutes, securing
ylinder valves and draining the hose is not

necessary. However, for any indefinite work
stoppage follow the entire extinguishing and
securing procedure. For overnight work stop-
page in areas other than the shop, it is safer to
remove pressure regulators and torch from the
system. Double check the cylinder valves to
make sure they are closed securely.

MAINT ENANC E OF EQUIPMENT

Welding equipment must be given the prop,/
Maintenance and upkeep if it is to operate at
peak efficiency and give useful service over a
maximilm period of time. You will not be re-
quired to make repairs to welding equipment;

) but when repairs are needed, consider it your
responsibility to see that the equipment is re-

x moved -from service and turned in for repair.
You will, of course, be responsible for various
duties involving the maintenance and care of
oxyacetylene welding equipment. This section will
brief you on some of ,the common types of
maintenance duties that you can expect to per-
form.

In regard to welding torches, see that they
are kept away from oil and grease. At times
the needle valve may fail to shut off when hand
tightened.in the usual manner. When this happens,
do not use a *rench to tighten the seat in the
valve stem. If foreign matter cannot be blown
off the seat, it will be necessary to remove
the stem assembly and wiloe the seat cleanbefore
reassembling. Be sure and keep the mixer seat
free of dust, dirt, gnd other foreign matter.

Before a new torch is used for the first time,
it is a good idea to check the packing nut on the
valves to make sure it is tight. The reason
is that some manufacturers ship torches with
these nuts lOose.

A common trouble with torches in oxyacety-
lene welding is that the orifice in the torch tip
becomes clogged with slag and the flame fails
to burn propeily. The remedy for clogging is
to clean the orifices thoroughly. 'Clogging often
is caused by holding the tia,,too close to the
surface of the metal when editing a cut. When
this practice is followed, the blowing actioh
of the oxygen blast,Ignds to bounce the molten ,

metal and slat from the cut back up to the tOrchl* 1
tip, thus causing the orifices to become clogged.
It is wise to always inspect the tip before usine
and, if the orifice is cl*-ed, clean it thoroughly. ,
before starting to weld.

For best results in cleaning the orifice of the
welding tip use a twist drill of the proper etze,-
or a soft brass or copper wire. A,cleaning drill
about one size smaller than the tip,. orifice is
an ideal selection when this tool is ,t6 be used
for the cleaning operation. Give special atten-
tion ,to drill size to avoid enlarging the orifice.
When using the tip cleaner, remember to push
it straight in and out of the h-dle DO. NOT
rotate it.

-

Should the end of the torph tip become rough
and pitted and the orifices become oversized
(bell-mouthed), you should recondition the tip.-
Place a piece of emery cloth, grit side up,
on a, flat surface; hold the tip perpendicular
to the emery cloth, and rub 'it back and forth
just enough to true the surface and to bring
the orifice back to its original diameter.

If there is leakage around the TORCH N, ALVE
STEM, tighten the packing nut, and repack if
necessary. For repacking, make sure you Lige
only packing recofninended by the manufacturer'
of the torch concerned. DO NOT USE, ANY OIL.
If the valve stem happena to be bent or.badly
worn, replace it with a new stem.

A symptom of LEASY VALVES is a con-
tinuing flow orgases after the valve are closed.
Leaky valves often are caused 1)3, a dirty or I

damaged seat. To clean the seat, remove, the
valve assembly and wipe the seating portiont of
both valve stem and valve body with a clean rag.
If the leak continues, try closing the valve
tightly several' times. If these Measures fail
to stop the laic, parts may have td be replaced
or the valve body may have to be reseated;
these repairs should be made only by qualified
personnel.

Leaks in the MIXING-HEAD SEAT of tht(torch
will cause oxygen and acetylene leaks between
the inlet orifices leading to the mixing-head. This
defect May cause impropeimixing of the gases;
and result in flashbacks. This defect aan be
corrected by reaming out the seat in the torch
head and by truing the mixing-head seat. It
may be nedéssary to send the equipment to the
manufactaer for these repairs, since special
reamers are required for truing seats.

With regulators, you will probably find that
gas leakage between the REGULATOR SEAT and
NcZZLE is a common type of trouble. This
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defect can be detected by p, gradual rise iifpres-
sure on the morking-pr.essure gage when the ad-
justing screw is fully released or is in position
after adjustment. Frequently, this trouble, known
as 'CREEPING REGULATOR, is caused by worn
or cracked seats. It also can be brought 'on bY
foreign., milter lodged between the seat and the
nozzle: It Is irnportant that regulator's with leeks
across the seats be repaired at once; other-

Se- age- r-par e -re ator-or
apparatus may result. This is partiCularly dan-
gerous where acetylene regulators are concerned,
because acetylene at a very high pressure in
the hose becomes an explosive hazard. To ensure
the safety of personnel and equipment, see that
regulators with such leaks are removed from
serVice and turned in 'for repair.

a

GXYAC ETYL ENE WELDING
TECHNIQUES

Oxyacetylene welding may be accomplished by
either the forehand or the backhand method.
Each of th9te techniques has special advantages;
you shoixl4 be skillful with both. Whether a
technique is considered to be forehand or back-
hand depends on the relatiie position of the
torch and Tod during welding, not upon the
direction of welding. As far as direction is
concerned, you can .weld from left to right or
in the opposite direction. The best method to
use depends upon-the type of joint, its position,
and the necessity for controlling the heat on
the parts to be welded.

FOREHAND WELDING sometimes referred
to as-PUDDLE welding Or RIPPLE weldingis
the older method still in use. (See fig. 8-13.)
The Kod is kept ahead of the flame.in the direc-
tion in which the yield is being made. You
point the flame in the direftion of the welding,
and hold the tip at an angle of about 45-degrees
to the working surfaces. With your other hand,
move the rod in the same .direction as the tip.
You can melt the end of the rod and the weld
surfaces into a uniformly distributed molten
puddle if You move the torah,* and the rod in
opposite semicircular paths. The flame pre-..

heats the edges you are welding, just ahead of
the molten puddle; and as it passes the rod, it
melts a short length of that, and adds it to the
puddle. You will have to practice with the torch
until you are able to distribute the molten metal
evenly to the puddle and along both edges of the
joint. This method is used in all positions for
welding sheets arid light plates up to' 1/8 inch'

11.103
Figure 8-13. Forehand welding.

thick because it permits better control of a small
puddle and results in" a smoother weld. Theiore-
hand technique is not the best method for welding
heavy plate.

BACKHAND WEDDING is a newer Method
of welding. In this method the flame precedes
1.he rod in the direction of welding, and the'
flame is pointeli back at the molten puddle and
the completed weld. The end of the rod is placed
between thli torch tip and the molten puddle,
and the welding tip should make an angle of
about 60° with the plates or joint being welded
(see fig. 8-14).

Less motion is required in the backhand
method than in the forehand method. If you use
a straight welding rod, it should be rotated so
that the end will roll from side to side and
melt off evenly. You 'may also bend the rod
and, when welding, move the rod and torch
back,ind forth at a rather rapid rate. If you
are making a large weld, you should move the
rod so as to make complete circles in the
malten puddle. The torch is moved back and
forth across the weld while it is advanced
slowly and uniformly in the direction of the
welding. You'll fincr the backhand, method best
for welding ihaterial more than 1/8 inch thick.
You can use a narrower V at the Joint than is
possible in forehand welding. A included angle
of 60°. is a sufficient angle of bevel to get a
good joint. It doesn't take as much welding rod
or puddling for the backhand method as it does
for the forehand method.
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CHAPTER 9

OXYACETYLENE CUTTING

The construction of the oxyacetylene cutting
torch is discussed in this chapter. The procedures
used in various oxyacetYlene cutting operations
also are explained.

; 11

of applications in steelwork. At most any naval
activity the Steelworker will find the cutting
torch an excegent tool for cuttingferrous metals.
This versatile tool can be used for such opera-
tions as beveling plate, cutting and beveling
pipe, piercing holes in iateel pla'a;aiid cutting
wire rope.

In the oxyacetylene cutting process a spot
on the metal to be, cut ia heated to kindling or
ignition temperature (between 1400° and 16Q0°
for steels) by oxyacetylene flames, also called
preheating flames. Then a jet of pure oxygen
under pressure is directed at the metal, and a
chemical reaction known as OXIDATION takes
place. When oxidation occurs rapidly it is called

. COMBUSTION or BURNING; when it occurs
slowly, it is called RUSTING. When metal is
being cut by-the oxyacetylene torch method, the
oxidation, of the metal is extremely -rapidin
short, the metal- actually burns. The heat liberated
bY the burning of the iron ,or steel melts the
iron oxide formed by the chemical reaction,
and also heats the iron , or steel. The molten
material runs off ai expOsing more iron
or steel to the oxygen jet. "

In oxyacetylene cutting, only that portion
of the metal which is in the direct path of the
oxygen 'jet is oxidized. Thus, a narrow slit,
called a KERF, is formed in the Metal as the
cutting progresses. Most of the materiar re-
moved from the kerf is in the form of oxides
(products of the oxidation reaction); the re.-
inainder of the material removed from the kerf
is molten Metal which is blown or washed out of
the kerf by the force of the oxygen jet:

While making the cut, you will have to keepvf
the preheating flames of the cutting torch burn-
ing so that the kerf will progress smoothly.
The heat generated by the chemical reaction

should be sufficient for preheating the metal;
but owing to the rapid yadiation caused by dirt,
scale, and paint, preheating is necessary.

Since oxidation of the metal is a vital part of
utti process, this process

-1-s-not--suitab1e---for-metals-whieh-do-not-oxidi ze
readily. Carifon steels are readily cut by the
oxyacetylene cutting process; but special tech-
niques (described later in this chapter) are
required for the oxyacetylene cutting of many
other metals.

The walls of the kerf formed by oxyacetylene
cutting of ferrous metals should be fairly smooth
and parallel to eaOh other. When you develop
skill in handling the torch, you will be able to
hold the cut to within reasonably close tolerance3.
Also, you will be able to guide the 'cut along
straight, curved, or irregular lines, and to cut
bevels or othel shapes which require holding the
torch at an angle.

; .1 :

CUTTING TORCHES

The equipirient and aacessories for oxyacety-
lene cutting are the same as for oxyacetylene
welding except that a cutting torch, or a cutting
attachment, instead of a welding tOrch is used.
A main difference between the cutting torch and
the welding torch is that the cutti torch has
an additional tube for high p e (cutting)
oxygen. The flow of high press oxygen can be
controlled from a valve on the handle of the
cutting torch. In the standard cutting torch,
the .valve may be in the form of a trigger
assembly like the one in figure 9-1. On most
makes of torches, the cutting oxygen mechanism
is designed so that the ,cutting oxygen can be
eased on gradually. This gradual opening of the
cutting oxygen valve is particularly helpful in
operations such as hole piercing and rivet cutting.

Most welding torches are furnished with a
cutting attachment which may be fitted to the
handle in place of the welding tip. With this
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Figure 9-1.Oxyacetylene cutting torch.

type of attachment, the welding torch may be
used as a cutting torch. This type of torch is
generally called a combination torch, because
you do not have to disconnect the handle at the,.
hoses. On a combination torch the high pressure
oxygen is controlled by a lever on the handle,
asillustrated`in figure 9-2.

ClITTING TIPS

Cutting tips are made of copper or of tellu-
rium-copper alloys. Whether you use a cutting
torch or a cutting attachment to the welding handle,
the cutting tip (or nozzle) will be of the same
general design as that shown in figure 9-3. Notice
thattheoutting tip has a number of small orifices
(holes) which surround a larger center orifice.

he small orifices are for the oxyacetylene
flames which are used to preheat the metal to
its ignition temivaature. The large center orifice
is used to direct the jet or stream of high

ACETYLENE
NEEDLE VALVE

ACETYLENE
HOSE

CONNECTION

pressure oxygen that does the cutting. There are
usually four or six preheat orifices in each
oxyacetylene cutting tip; however, some heavylr
duty tips have many more preheat orifices.

Cutting tips are furnished in various sizes.
In general, the smaller sizes are used for cutting
thin metal and the larger "sizes,are used for cutting
heavy metal. Tip sizes are identified by numbers.
When numbers such as 00, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
are used to identify tip sizes, the lower numbers
indicate the smaller tips; for example, a 00 tip
is smaller than a number 1 tip, and a number 1
tip is smaller than a number 5 tip. Some manti-
f,acturers identify cutting tips.by giving the drill
siz number of the orifices. Large drill size
nuners indicate small orifices; for example,
drill size 64 is smaller than drill size 56.

In military specifications and standards, oxy-
acetylene cutting tips are identified by three-part
numbers., The first part is the tip size (0, 1, 2,
3, etc.). The second part is the drill size number
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Figure 9-2. Cutting attachment for an oxyacetylene welding.torch.

of the orifice for the cutting oxygen. The third
part is the drill size number qf the preheat
orifices. For example, the number 1-62-64 iden-
tifies a number 1 tip with a cutting oxygen orifiCe'',
of drill size 62 and preheat orifices of drill
size 64. ,

Table 9-1 gives tip numbers, orifice sizes,
and approximate cutting ranges of various sizes
of oxyacetylene cutting tips.

CARE OF TIPS

In cating operations the stream of cutting
oxygen sometimes will blow slag and molten
metal.into the orifices.' and causethem, to become
partly clogged. When this happens, the orifices

PREHEAT PREHEAT ORIFICES should be thorogghly cleaned before the tip is
ORIFICES

used again; , even a very small amount of slag
or metal in an orifice will seriously interfere
with the cutting operation. The recommendatiow,
of the torch manufacturer should be-followed as
ta the size of drill or tip cleaner to use for
cleaning the orifices. If you do not have a

11.127% tip cleaner or drill, then you may use 'a piece
Figure 9-3. -7 Oxyacetylene cutting tip. of soft copper wire. Do not use twist drills,

CUTTING OXYGEN
ORIFICE
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11.387
Table 9-1.-- Sizes and Cutting Ranges of Oxyacetylene Cutting Tips

Tip
Identification

Cutting Oxygen
OrifAce (Drill

Size)

Preheat Orifices . Approximate Cutting Range,
Straight Edge Cutting of
Medium Steel (Inches)Drill Size

1-62-64 62 1 R to 1.'2
-56

.64
2-56-62 .

3-5-59 ,52 59 1 to 2 1/2
4-43-57 43 57 2 to 6

,--, 5-30-56 30 56 6 to 12

nails, or welding rods for cleaning taps, as
these are likely to enlarge and distort the ori-
fices.

The orifices of the cutting torch tip are
cleaned in the same manner as the single orifice
of the welding torch tip. Remember that the proper
technique for cleaning is to push the cleaner
straight in and out of the orifice; be careful
not to turn-or twist it.

Occasionally the cleaning of the tips will
cause enlargement and distortion of the orifices
even if the proper, tip cleaners are used. If
the orifices become enlarged you will get shorter
and thicker preheating flames; in addition, the

"jet of cutting oxygen will spread rather than
leave the torch in thp form of a long thin stream.
If the orifices become belled, for a very short
distance at the end, it is sometimes possible
to correct this condition by rubbing the tip back
and forth against emery cloth on a flat surjace.
This wears down the end of the tip where the
orifices have been belled, -thus bringing the
orifices back to their original size. Obviously,
this procedure would not work if the enlarge-
4ient is very great or if the belling extends
more than a slight distance into the orifice._

After reconditioning a tip, test it by light-
ing the torch and observing the preheatingflames.
U the fiames are too short, the orifices are
still partially blocked. If the flames snap out
when the valves are closed, the orifices are
still distorted.

U the tip seat is dirty or scaled so that
it does not fit pioperly into the torch head,
heat. the _tip to a dull red and -quench it in water.
This will loosen the scale and dirt enough so
that they can be rubbed off with a cloth. r

410

OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
OPERATIONS

Before beginning a cutting operation with an
oxyacetylene cutting torch, a thorough inspection
of the area shou1,0 be !bade. There should be
no combustible material which could be ignited
by the sparks and slag produced by the cutting
operation. If you are burning into a %all, inspect
the opposite side of the. wall and post a man as
required.

Select the proper size tip and inpert it in
the cutting torch. Then adjust the okygen and
acetylene pressures for the thickness of mate-
rial to be cut. Remember that the tip size
and pressuress should be ,in accordance with the

. cutting torch manufacturer's recommendations.
Put on goggles and gloves. Of course, addi-

tional safety apparel should also be worn if re-
quited for the job at hand. Light the 'torch with
the spirk igniter that is used to light the weld-
ing torch. You can tell you have the torch lit
properly when you cut on the oxygen and get
a neutral flame prior to squeezing the trigger,
and the preheating flames stay uniform in size
and do not attempt to leave the torch.

CUTTING LOW-CARBON STEOL

To cut low carbon steel with the okyacet-
ylene cutting torch, adjust the preheating flames
to neutral. Hold the torch perpendicular to the
work, with the inner cones .of the preheating
flames abost 1/16 inch above the end of the
line to be cut, as shown in figure 9-4. Hold
the torch in this position until the spot you
are, heating is a bright red. Open the cutting
oxygen valve slowly but steadily. If the cut is
being started correctly, a shower of sparks

190 9 U
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CUTTING OXYGEN

PREHEATING ACETYLENE
OXYGEN

SORT GAP

PREHEATING FLAMES

PREHEAT TO BRIGHT Rcp
BEFORE STARTING TO CUT

Figure 9-4. Position of torch tip for starting a cut.

will fall from the opposite side of the work,
indicating that the cut is going all, the way
through. Move the cutting torch forward along-
the line just fast enough for the cut to continue
to penetrate the work completely. If you have
made the cut properly, you will get a clean,
narrow cut which looks somewhat like one made
by sawing. When cutting round bars or heavy
sections, you can save time if you raise a
&nail burr with a- chisel where the cut is to
start. This small raised protion will heat rickly,
and cutting can be started immediately.

If you have a cut to start frcim the denter
or some portico of metal other than the edge,
use the following method for starting the cut.
Preheat to a bright red the spot on the surface.
where the cut 41 -tcr start. Tilt -the -torch at an-
angle of about 45* from tbe perpendicular, in
line with the direction of the cut. Open the
cutting oxygen valve very slowly. As the torch .

, Wens to cut, start righting, it to aperpendicular
to the surface of the plate. Continue td right
the position of tile tarch gradually as it cuts

SI ;

11.128X

until it is at 90° to the surface of the plate and
is cutting all the Way through. Move it forward
along the line of dut as fast as complete pene-
tration can be accomplished. If you do not follow
this procedure, you are likely to blow the slag
back on the cutting (tip, clogging the orifices 'or
otherwise damaging the equiment.

When you have started a cut, move the torch
slowly along the cutting' mark or guide. As you
move the torch along, watch the cut so you
can tell how it is progressing. Make torch adjust-
ments if necessary. You must move the torch
along at the right speednot too fast, and not
too slow. If you go too slowly, the preheating
flame will melt the edges along the cut and
may even Weld them back together at the top
surface. If you go -too fast, 'the oxygen will not
penetrate conipletely through the metal and the
cut will be incomplete. 'You will know this right
away because sparks or slag will blow back
towards you. If you, have to restart the cut,
make sure there is no slag on the opposite
side.

191
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BEVELING PLAT

You will frequ
form joints for welding
of 45' in 2-inch steel,
cut through 2.8 inches
when sel4cting the tip
sures. -You-will- have- to-
less speed for a beve

ye to cut bevels'' to
To make a bevel cut

te flame must actually
metal, Consider this

ftI adjusting the ores-
se- moia-pressursand
cut than for a straight

cut4
When you are going to do bevel cqtting,

adjust the tip so that the preheating orifices
straddle the cut. A piece of 1-irich angle iron,

ling straight the anglewith the angle up,
To keep

ees an excellent guide

for beve
iron in place while torch is moving along
it, you may use a heavy iece of scrap, as shown
in figure 9-5A. Or you can tack weld the angle

to the plate .being cut; as shown in figure 9-5B.
Pull the torch along this guide as shown in figure
9-5.

CUTTING BY MACHINE

In most batutlicm y ou may have a cutting
machine similar to that shown in figure 9-6.
A cutting machine consists of a frame sup-
ported by wheels with a movable arm upon which
a torch is mounted. Some adjustments up and down

and back and forth are necessary to adjust the
torch. for height and alignment. The wheels are
so arranged that they can be mounted upon a

track. The machine is motor driven with an
adjustable speed motor and a gage is provided
to indicate Need. The torch is adjustable out

11.129

Figure 9-5. Bevel cutting with oxyacetylene torch.
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this center point:11%e machine can be adjusted
so that the torch will cut the size of cirble
desired.

CUTTING AND BEVELING PIPE

When you are cutting a piece of pipe, keep
the torch pointed toWard the centerline of the
ipe. Start the cut at the top and cut down one

Iti. - . Theii begin at the top again and cut down
- other side, finishing at the bottom of the

pipe. The procedure is shown in figure 9-7.
Pipe cutting with the cutting torch requires

a steady hand to get a good bevel cut oneittat

a heavy pipe 4n one operation until you have
developed considerable skill. Cut the pipe off
square first, and make sure you remove all
slag from inside the pipe. Then proceed to
bevel the pipe. This procedure will produce a
cleaner and better job for the inexperienced
burner.

Sometimes it is necessary -to make T and Y
fittings from pipe. Here the cutting torch is a
most valuable tool.,The usual procedure for fab-

, ricating pipe fittings is to develop a pattern like
that shown in figure 9-8. Information on pattern
development is given in earlier portions of this
tr aining manual; if you need additional information
or assistance consult your leading petty officer.

After the pattern is developed, it it wrapped
around the pipe as illustrated in figure 9-8. Be
sure to leave enough stock so that the ends will

5".
v"

11.130X
Figure 9-6. Bevel cutting on a circular path

with, special cutting machine.

of the perpendicular to permit the cutting of
bevels and the making of angular cuts.

You will find the cutting machine a valuable
asset when you are deployed and your shop
is called upon to produce a supply of identical
parts in quantity. Such an assignment might in-
volve the fabrication of a large supply of hant
hole covers for runway fixtures. Another assign-
mtnt might involve production of a large quantity
of thick base plates for vertical columns or
bents to be used in precastconcrete construction.

When using a cutting machine, a trick is laid
along the edge of a plate to be cut in a straight
line. Then as the oicygen torch valve is opened,
the current is turned on, and movement of the
machine along the track- begins. The machine
will continue to cut automatically until the end
of the cut is .reached. When the cut is Com-
plete the operator should promptly cut off the

" cutting oxygen, turn off the current and extinguish
the flame in that order. The speed of cutting
depends upon the thickness of the steel being
cut. This same machine can be used for cutting
circular lines without the use of the track and
with an attachment called a radial bar. A punch
mark is made to indicate the center of the
circle to be cut and the maehine operates around

SECOND CUT

rFIRST CUT

KEEP TORCH FLAME
CONTINUOUSLY

POINTED AT
MTV( OF

PIPE

ARROWS
REPRESENT

TORCH TIP

11.131
Figure 9-7. Cutting pipe with oxyacetylene

cutting torch. .

overlap. Trace around the pattern with soapstone
or a scriber. It is a good idea to mark the
outline wfth a prick punch, 'using light taps,
at about 1/4-inch intervals. When the metal is
heated during the cutting procedure, the punch'
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marks will stand out,
the line of cut.
they will be rcruo...
marks are :lot reit,.
from which cracking :.

11.i32N
abi :eating a 1'.

111..11,in6 it easier to follow
-nel' warks so that

If punch
. ttle tclict,

It:. i:
An expenencet. but IR, can -cut and bevel

pipe at 'a 45° angle ILL t.ne operation.. A man
with little experiencL nt: have to 'do ,thc job
in two steps. In that th, fi-rgt step is
to cut the desiiett ,., . th- angle. The
second step .1S k 1te, Q1 the t.,ut
to a 45° angle. k L. Hoying ti . two-step
procedure, anothet I.LLW mat ked Oti
the pipe. This Set, lAld i. 1,A1OW, khe eontoth
of the line traced alit., ire pattern, but it
is drawn away froia the :,ginal pattern lide
at tr distance equal to the pipe wutI thickness.
The first (or 900) cut la go_ ko-step procedure
is made akng the zeH line. The second
(or 45°) cut is made altt.;,; tla. oi igrnal pattern
line.. The twoftstep s tillo; Uonsunang,
and uneconomical in tk.i 1 ot and itt'et-
ylene consumption.

Thc. unt.-:.tep cutting and beveling procedure
IS not colu:dicated, but a steady hand and a great
deal ot practice are necessary to turn, out a
tirst class job. The one-step procedure for
cutting and labribating a T is illustrated in
figure 9-8. Part A of figure 9-8 outlines the
step by step procedures for producing the branch;
part 13 F.- hov,s the steps for preparing the other
section of the T; and part C shows the as-
scnCilcd T, tack welded and ready for welding.

Step 3 under part A shows the procedure
tor cutting the m;ter on the branch. The cut
is started at the end of the pipe and worked
around until one-half of one .side is cut. The
torch is manipulated so that at all times the
tip is at an angle of 45° to the surface o1 the
pipe along the line of cut. W'Mle the tip is at
a 45° tingle, the torch' is moved steadily for-
ward and at the same time the butt of the
torch is swung upward through an arc. This
torch manipulation is necessary to keep the
cut progressing in the proper directiOnt and to
produce a bevel that will be 45' at all points
on the initet. The second portion of the miter
is cut in the same manner as the first.

The torc.h manipulation necessary for cut-
ting the a.un ol the T is shown in steps 3 and 4

,paitt I3 of figurp 9-8. Step 3 shows the torch
angle to: "the starting cut. At step 4, the cut
has, progressed to the lowest point on the pipe.
Itei e the angle has been changed to get around
the etiarp , curve and start the cut in an up-
ward direction. The completed cut for the run
is shown in step 5 (part B, fig. 9-8).

Betore the pal ts of any fabricated fitting
are assembled and tack welded, be sure to
clean the slag fio.nt the inner pipe wall and

/heck the tit ot the joint. The bevels must
lie smooth in order to allow complete fusion
when the joint is welded.

If you have a lot of pipe beveling to do and
you don't have a 5pecia1 cutting machine, you
canwith a little SEABEE ingenuity fabricate
a hoin :.,-inade rig like that shown in figure,9r9.
To iia1 tlus rig, you simply mount, with wing
nuts, the rolle'rs from an old pair of roller
_hates between two pairs of parallel bars welded
to a suitable frame.

As an extunple of how you would uselhis rig,
suppose you have some 6-inch pipes to cut. As
the first step, place the pipe on the-rollers and
ni)unt the cutting torch in the adjustable bracket,
as shown in liguke 9-10. Using a stout cord, then
take a tuni atomic' the far end of the pipe. Attach
one end of the cord to the crank, which can be
made fron, a piece of, one-quarter inch welding
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will give the cord a better grip on the pipe and
avoid any tendency of the pipe to be lifted off the
rollers. Adjust the torch head to an angle of 45
degrees.

Next, light the torch and adjust the flame.
Then swing the torch toward the end of the pipe
until the preheating flames just touch the edge.
As soon as a small" area of metal is bright red,

"open the cutting-oxygen valve and swing the
torch into the line of the cut and, at the same
time, start turning the crank, thus rolling the
pipe. You.will soon be able to judge-the correct
speed and to hold it throughout the cutting oper-
ation. Tilt the rig slightly by propping up the
forward end; this is done so that gravity will

11P
Jo' ,,/,

145,181X
Firre 9-9.A home-made pipe beveling rig.

145.182X
Figure 9-10.Bevels of any angle can be cut

with rig.

rod. Pass the other end. of the cord over the
idler pulley at the right (see fig. 9-10), and
attach it to a weight so that the cord will be kept
taut. Now proceed to adjust the height of the
crank and the idler so that they are slightly
lower than the top of the ,pipe. This adjustment

195

plate. Smooth, even cuts are easily made with
this setup. An advantage is that pipe ends can be
cut either straight or with bevels of any desired
angle by merely adjusting the angle of the With
head. After cutting, check to ensUe that no slag
or icicles remain on the ineide' of the pipe.

PIERCING HOL ES

The cutting torch is also a valuable tool
for piercing holes in steel plate. The Steps are
illustrated in figure 9-11. Lay the plate out
on two firebricks so that the flame will not
hit something else when it burns through the
plate. Hold the torch over the hole location
with the tips of the inner cone of the preheating
flames 'about 1/4 inch above the surface of
the plate. Continue to hold the torch in this
position until a small round spot has been heated
to a bright red. Open the cutting oxygen valve

2

PREHEAT UNTIL RAISE TIP. CONTINUE TO
MELTING BEGINS RELEASE OSCILLATE LOWER TIP.

OXYGEN. TIP ENLARGE
4 OSCILLATE .. HOLE TO

TIP SfZE

11.133
Figure 9-11. Piercing a hole with oxyacetylene

cutting torch.
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very gradually and, at the same time, slightly
raise the nozzle away from the cutting tip.
As you start raising the torch and opening the
oxygen valve, start rotating the toi4ch with a
slow spiral motion. This will cause the molten
slag to be blown out of the hole. The hot slag
may fly around, so BE SURE that your goggles
are well fitted to your eyes and face, and avoid
having your head directly above the cut.

If _you_ae.d_a_larger_hale,_outline_th.e_edpy_g_mg_ggingi42_og._
of the hole with a piece of soapstone, and follow
the procedure given above. Start the cut from
the hole that .you have pierced by moving the
preheating flames to the normal distance and_
working to and following the line that has been
drawn on the plate. Round holes 'can be made
by using a cutting torch with a radius bar
attachment.

the preheating flames of the cutting torch to
bring the head of the rivet up to the proper
temperature, then turn on the oxygen and wash
off the head. The remaining portion of the rivet
can then be punched out with a light hammer
blow. The step-by-step procedure f011ows:

1. Use the size of tip and the oxygen pres-
sure required for the size and type of rivet

o

2. Heat a spot on the rivet head until it
is bright red.

CUTTING RIVETS

When you are required to remove rivets
from plates that are to be disassembled, you
will find the cutting torch a good tool. The
cutting procedure is shown in figure 9-12. Use

PREHEATING
FLAMES

PREHEATING

CUTTING OXYGEN

HALF OF HEAD SLICED OFF

3. Move the tip to a position parall with the
surface of the plate and slowly turn on he cut-
ting oxygen.

4. Cut a slot in the rivet head like the
screwdriver slot in a roundhead screw. When
the cut nears the plate, draw the nozzle back
at least 1-1/2 inches from the rivet so that
you will not cut through the plate.

5. When you have cut the slot through to
the plate, swing the tip through a small arc.
This slices off half the rivet head.

SLOT CUT IN HEAD AS NOZZLE
IS DRAWN I INCHES AWAY

REMAINDER OF HEAD CUT AWAY

11.134X
Figure 9-12. Using the cutting torch to remove head of rivet.
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6. Then swing the tip in an arc in the other
direction to slice off the other half of the rivet
head.

By the time the slot has been cut, the rest
of the rivet head has usually been heated to
cutting temperature. Just before you get through
the slot, draw the torch tip back 1-1/2 inches
to allow the cutting oxygen to seatter
This keeps the torch from breaking through
the layer of scale that is always present between
the rivet head slid the plate. It allows the fiead
of the rivet to be cut off without damaging the
surface of the plate. If you do not draw the tip
away, you mity cut through the film of scale

e.
low-velocity cutting tip is best ,for cut-

ting buttonhead rivets and for removing counter-
sunk rivets. A low-velocity cutting tip has a
cutting oxygen orifice with a large--1Nizetdr.
Above this orifice are three heating orifices.
Always place a low-velocity. cutting tip in the
torch so that the heating orifices are above
the cutting orifice when the torch is held in
the rivet cutting positipn:

To remove countersunk rivets from vertical
sheet or plate, use the inethod shown in figure 9-13
and follow these instructions:

ffiF

1. Hold the torch 'horizontally and turn it so
that the tip also- points horizontally.

2. Tilt the tip uPward about 15° and hold
the preheating flames on a point slightly below
the center of the rivebhead.

3. When you get the area heated to a dull
red, move the torch upward, still keeping the
upward tilt, and slowly open the cutting oxygen
valve.

PREHEATINP
FLAMES

111
PREHEATING

FLAMES

4. Hold the torch steady with the Cutting
stream directed at the, center of the rivet. -As
the rivet is cut away, the angle of the torch
should be decreased until the tip is perpendicular
to the sheet or plate and the cutting stream is
directed at the center of the rivet.

5. When you have
the shank of the rivet,
of the head with one
Always move the torch
will follow the preheat.

cut through the head to
wash away the remainder
circular wiping motion.

so that the cutting stream

6. The shank may then be removed with a.
hammer and punch.

same manner as countersunk rivets with ,the
low-velocity cutting tip. The process is illus-
trated step by step.in figure 9-14. Remember
that it is important to Start below the center
of the riliet head so chat molten metal and slag
will not be deposited on the plate.

CUTTING WIRE ROPE

The cutting torch is sometimes used to cut
wire rope. Wire rope is made up of many
strands. Since these strands do not form one
solid piece of metal, you may encounter difficulty
in making the cut. To prevent unlaying, the wire
rope should -be seized on each side of where the
cut will be made. Instructions for seizing wire
rope may be found in chapter 15 of thil training.
manual. To cut wire rop with the Wkch, adjust
the torch to give a neutral flame and cat between
the seizings. If the wire rope is going to go
through sheaves, th6 it would be desirable to
fuse the wires together and point the end. This

r/

11
CUTTING
OXYGEN

'MA&.
POSITION FOR PREHEATING

POSITION FOR STARTING CUT

SLAG

CONTINUIN-G CUT

PREHEATING
FLAMES

rIr

's\V10=11
CUTTING

0/,6,
OXYGEN Idi

41%SLAG

COMMENCING CIRCULAR
MOTION'TO COMPLETE CUT

11.135X
Figure 9-13.--Cutting a countersunk rivet with a low-velocity cutting tip.
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PREHEATING
FLAMES

PREHEATING
FLAMES

SLAG

CONTINUING CUT
POSITION FOR STARTING CUT

CUTTING
OXYGEN Alit

I\SLAG

COMMENCING CIRCULAR
MOTION TO COMPL,ETE CUT

Figure 9-14. Cutting buttorihead rivets with low-vel

will make entrance into the block much easier,
especially when you are worldng with a large
size of wire rope, and when reeving blocks that
are close together. In fusing' and peinting wire
rope, adjust the torch to give a neutral ilame;
then close the oxygen valve until you obtain a
carburizing flame. With proper torch Manipu-
lation .37.91.1 can then fuse the wires together and
point the wire rope at the same. time.

Wire rope 'is lubricated durthg fabrication
and is frequently lubricated again during its
service life. Be sure that all excess lubricant
is wiped aff the wire rope before you begin to
cut it with the oxyacetylene torch.

SPECIAL OX CETYLENE CUTTING
ECHN1QUES

Carbon steels containing up to 1.0 percent
carbon are easily cut with the oxyacetylene cut-
ting torch. Nonferrous metals, however, and
feirous metals such as cast iron, carbon steels
containing more than 1.00 percent carbon, and.
many alloy steels can "be successfully flame
cut only if, special techniques are used. These
special techniques include using more. intense
and more widely distributed preheat; using dif-
ferent flame adjustments; introducing iron or
low carbon steel into tl.e cutting area; varying
the torch' movements; and uaing fluxes.

PR EH EAT

Preheating the metal before,cutting reduces
the amount of oxygen and fuel pa required to
make tie cut. It also t ids to prevent Or mini-

1.1.136X
cutting tip.

mize distortion aáto prevent surface hardness
of, the piece after the cut has been made. While
preheating is helpful in any cutting apt:ration,
it is essential for some of the metals :.-d alloys
which are not easily, cut. The praea'it.; tem-
peratUres generally used for oxyacetylec.e .nitting
range "from 500° to about 600° F, :.,u.gh con-
siderably higher temperatures are c
used..

Prehceting, is usually accomplisl.el hy using
the preheating orifices ija the cutting tql. Special
tips having larger and more numerouspreheating
orifices am available for cutting cast iron and
other materials which require intense and widely
distributed preheat.

FLAME ADJUSTMENT

A neutral preheating flame is used for moss
oxyacetylene cutting. In some cases, hoWever,
other flame adjustments give better results. For
example, a highly carburizing flame is used for
preheating cast iron. The excess acetylene in the
carburizing flame ignites when it combines with
the cutting oxygen deep in the kerf, thus in-
creasing both the intensitr and, the distribution
of the preheat. For cutting cast iron, the,length
of the feather on the preheating flame 'should be
approximately equal to the thickness of the cast
iron. A slightly less carburizing flame is used
for cutting stainless steels.

INTRODUCTION OF IRON OR
LOW CARBON STEEL

Introducing iron or low carbon steel into the
cutting area greatly simplifies the cutting of

198 91 t/
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some metals,Whon the cxidos of a theta' have
a higl.ra- molting pr.la 11-.7zi the motal itself,
the oxides protect the base Metal from the cut-
tieg action of the oxygen; in such cases, intro-
ducing iron or low carbon steel into the cutting.
area solves the problem because the rapiid =ids-
tion of the iron or steel liberate& enough heat
to melt the oxides which would otherwise interfere
with the cutting. When alloying elements are
responsible for the difficulty in cutting the metal,
the introduction of iron or low carbon steel
reduces the percentage of these alloying eler
ments and so makes the metal easier to cut.

Several techniques. are use
ironlor low carbon steel into the cutting area.
An easily cut steel waster plate may be clamped
firmly to the surface of the metal to be cutOF
a. steel welding rod may be fed into the kerf
as the cutting /proceeds; a bead df low carbon

fore the cut is made; or fi di ded iron
steel may be deposited along itleh9..lj..n.es4f cut be-

powder may be bI. q into the stream of cutting
oxygen through spec orifices in the ..cu ing
tip.

A. TORCH MOVEMENT FOR CUTTING
LOW CARBON VEEL

B. TORCH MOVEMENT FOR CUTTING
THIN SECTIONS OF CAS,(IRON

Ck TORCH MOVEMENT FOR CUTTING
HEAVY SECTIONS OF CAST IRON

Cr' 0 ci

D. TORCH MOVEMENT FOR CUTTING
STAINLESS S TEELS

1.
11.13/

,gure 9-15. M.3nipulati.)n %)f oxyacetylene
cutting torch.

Cle3

Cast iron, chrom.lvn. irons, stainless steels,
'and various alloys 8:awing small Lrrcus content
cam be successfully cut with thc oxyaoetylene
torch when iron or low ca.rbon steel i., intro-
duced into the cutting area.

-
TORCH MOV ME1NTS

For most oecetylene cutting, the torch is
moved steadily forward along the line of cut,
as shown in part A of figure 9-14 Metals
that are difficult to cut often require special
torch movements. Fer example, the oscillating
movement shown irrpart 13 of ficrure 9-15 is suit-
able for cutting thin sectio4s, of east iron; ptu t
C shows the oscillating movement that is 'best
for cutting heavier sections of cast.iron. Part
D shows the reciprocating (or back and forth)
torch movement that is most effective for cut-
ting stainless steels.

FLUXES ii
Although fluxes are ,not used for .most oxy-

acetylene cutting, they _size used for cutting
stainless steels, (.hroticium\izons, and other
metals that are lrird to cut. Fluxes used for
cutting are nonmutallic compounds in powdered
form. As the powdered flux is injected into the
kerf, it reacts chemically wfth the oxides which
'have a higher melting point than thc base metal.
The result of this chemical religion is a slag
which melts at a lower temperature. The stream
of cutting oxygen mashes the molten slag out
of the dut and exposes the base metal to the

ringliction of the oxygen..

4

JUDGING THE QUALITY OF
OXYACETYLENE CeUTS

In order to know how good a job of cAting
,

you are doing, you must kliow what constituteS
a good oxyacetylene cut. In general, the qual-
ity of an oxyacetylene cut is judged by (1) the
shape and length of the drag (lines; (2) the
smoothness of the sides; (3) the sharpness of
the top edges; and (4) the amount of slag ad-

-hering-to-the-metrl.
DRAG LINES. Dreg Ems are the line mark-

ings which show on the cut surfaces. Good
drag lines are almo-q straiiht up and clam, .

as aown in vai;t A oif1;;Lire 0-16. Poor dr,rig
lines are long r,nd irre'gtiar or excessively
curved, as shown in part B of figure 9-16;

s

.
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A. GOOD ORAG LINES
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LOSS
OF CUT )

POOR DRAG LINES
(LONG, EXCESSIVELY CURVED)

e

---1
C. LOU OF CUT

,

0. GOOD Tor EDGES .
i ( (SHARP) i

..

,
E. POOR TOP EDGES

(ROUNDED)

drag lines of this type indicate poor cutting pro-
cedure which may also result in loss , of the
cut (parts B and C of fig. 9-16). Drag lines are
probably the best single indication of the quality
of an oxyacetylene cut; if the drag lines are short
and almost vertical, the smoothness of the sides,
the sharpness of the top edges, and the slag
conditions are almost sure to be satisfactory.

SMOOTHNESS OF SIDES: A satisfactory oxy-
acetylene cuf shows smooth sides. A grooved,
fluted, or ragged cut surface indicates a cut
of poor quality.

SHARPNESS OF TOP EDGES. The top edges
resulting from an oxyacetylene cut should be
sharp and square (part D, fig. 9-16). Rounded
top edges such as those shown in part E of
figure 9-16 are not considered satisfactory. Melt-
ing down of thern top edges may reSult irom
incorrect preheating procedures or from mov-
ing,the torch tod.slowly.

SLAG CONDITIONS. An oxyacetylene cut is
,not considered satisfactory if slag adheres so,
tightly to the metal that difficult to remove.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

In all cutting operations, be careful to see
that hot' slag does not come in contact with any
combustible material. Globules of hot slag can
roll along a deck for quite a distance. Do not
cut within 30 or 40 filet of unprotected com-
bustible materials:If combustible materials can-
not be removed, cover them with sheet metal
or asbestos guards. Keep the acetylene and oxy-
gen cylinders far enough away from the work
so- that hot slag will not fail on the cylinders
or hoses,

Many of the safety precautions discussed
in chapters 7 and 8 of this training manual
apply tolcutting as well- as to welding. As part
of this fnstruction, it is suggested that-you go
back and reiriew the material on safety in those
two chapters. It is also suggested that you
re;iiew the section entitled "Fire Prevention"
in chapter 8. Be sure that you are entirely
familiar with all appropriate safety precautions,

Figure 9-16. Effects of correct and before attempting-any oxyacetylene cutt4ng oper-
incorrect cutting Procedures.. ation.
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CHAPTER 10 --
MISCELLANEOUS USES OF THE

OXYACETYLENE FLAME

You are probably aware .by now that there
are many uses of the oxyacetylene flame. As a
Steelworker, however, you will be concerned In
particular with the following six oxyacetylene
processes: torch brazing, braze,welding, hard-
facing, spot heating, ,oxyacetylene welding, and
oxyacetylene cutting. Here we will discuss Ithe
first four of these processes. Oxyacetylene weld-,
ing and cutting are discussed elsewhere in thii
manual. Except for minor modifications, thepro-
cesses employ essentially the same equipment.,

TORCH BRAZING

In the master chart of welding processes
(fig. 7-1), you will note that brazing is one of
the basic welding processes and that it includes
a number of subsidiau processes. The Steel-
worker is primarily concerned with only one of
the subsidiary brazing processes nemelyi
TORCH BRAZING. For that reason, torch brazing
is the only brazing process described in this
chapter.

Torch brazing is a brazing process wherein
coalescence is produced by heating with a gas
flame and by using a nonferrous filler metal
haAng a melting point above 800° F, but belovi the
melting point of the base metal. The filler metal
is distributed in the joint by capillary attraction.
The process of torch brazing, as its name indi-
cates, requires the use of a torch (or torches) to
apply the brazing heat.

In steelwork, torch brazing, sometimes called
silver brazing, provides one of the most effective
methods , available for joining metals. this
process is uscfp4o make joints in both ferrous
and non-ferroukpiping. It also is used in making
repairs to machi4e parts, refrigeration equip-
ment, water systenis. Joints in dissimilar metals
can be made by torch brazing. In addition,- this
process is suitable for making joints in electrical
fittiiigs and sheet metal objects.

a

4405"
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Torch brazing and oxyacetylene welding are
similar in a number of ways. A main difference
between these two processes, however, is in the
amqmt of heat used. In torch brazing only the
filler metal knot the base metal) is melted, while
in,oxyacetylene welding the base metal, as well
as the filler metal, is melted. Remember that
brazing is the only welding process in which
melting. the base metal is not necessary for coa-
lescence to occur. If the base metal does melt
in brazing, it is because the operator is unable
to control the application of heat.

CAPILLARY ATTRACTION

Since capillary attraction is important in
the torch brazing, process, it will be helpful
to understand what is meant by this term.
Perhaps the best way to understand capillary
attraction is to consider some everyday examples
of the process. If you put one end of a strip
of -cloth in a glass of water and allow the other
end to hang over the edge of the glass, the end
of the cloth which is not in the water will be-
come wet. Wafer rises in the cloth by capillary
attraction. When you use a blotter, the ink is
drawn up into the blotter by capillary attraction.
The wick on an oil lamp can be lit because the
oil rises ;n the wick by capillary attraction. In
each of these eXamples, we have a LIQUID (water,
ink, oil) which moves into an opening'in a SOLID
(cloth, blotter, wick) by the process called capil-
lary attraction. A basic rule of capillary attrac-
tion is that the distance the liquid will be drawn
into the opening in the solid depends on the size
of the opening in the _wild; the smaller the open-
ing, the farther the liquid will be drawn in.

In just the same way, capillary attraction
causes the melted filler metal used in torch
brazing to be drawn into the n r row clearance
between the joining members. apillary attrac-
tion will not work unless the filler metal is
MELTED and unless the size of the opening
is quite small. Therefore, the application of

?01
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heat and the use of a very small clearance
between joining members are essential to the
torch brazing process. The heat is necessary
in order to melt the filler metal anti to keep it
molten; the small clearance is necessary to
allow capillary attraction to draw the molten
metal into the space between the joint members.

TORCHES 16

Successful torch brazing depends largely upon
the operator's ability to 'control the application
of heat by manipulating the torch. Torches are
provided with various sizes of tips, since one
tip size cannbt be used for making joints on all
thickne zs ses of metal. A welding torch withwelding
tips 's furnished in the Gas Cutting Welding
Kit n the Organic Allowance Kit 4 7013. (See
figs. '10-1 and 14-24 The torch is a versatile
tool; besides its use for welding torch has
a cutting attachment and tips for utting steel
plate up to 6 inches thick. The torch is light-
weight and well balanced. The size of tip Selected
for the torch should be determined by the type
of Work to be done. Table 10-1 may be used as
a general guide in the selection of tip
sizes.

Control of heat is the most difficult part of
torch brazing, and can be done properly only
if you know bow to manipulate the torch.

Torch manipitlation is something you cannot
.learn from a book. Ask your leading petty officer
to show you the correct technique of torch
manipulation, and then practice until you are
able to hurdle the torch properly and efficiently.
BRAZING FILLER METALS

Brazing filler metals are nonferrous metals
or alloys which have a melting temperature

above 800°F but below the melting point of
the base metal being joined. You may have
,heard these brazing filler metals.. referred to
as silver solder, hard solder, or brazing alloys,
but these terms are being replaced by the term
BRAZING FILLER METAL. The American Weld-
ing Society (AWS) defines a brazing filler metal
as a metal or alloy to "be added in making a
braze.

Brazing filler metals covered in Navy Speci-
fications possess certain characteristics. Some
of the major characteristics are:

1. They have a low Melting point.

2. They have high tensile strength.

3. They are highly resistant to corrosion.

-4. They flow readily at the lower brazing
temperatures.

--"
5. They braze readily to copper and to cop-

per alloys.

There are a number of different btazing
filler metals available. The Metals commonly
used for brazing filler metals include silver,
copper, zinc, phosphorus, cadmium, andflickel;
the percentage of . the various metals included
in any brazing filler metal determines the cOlor,
strength, melting point, and flow point of the
brazing filler metal.

Table 10-2 lists the brazing filler metals com-
monly used in the Navy. There are eight dif-
ferent filler metalsgrades 0, I, II, III, IV,
V, copper-phosphorus, and copper-zinc. Grades'

(

11.126
Figure 10-1.Welding torch.
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11.127
Figurq 10-2. Welding tips.

0 through V are referred to as silverbase braz-
ing-filler metals.

Grades 0, I, arid U are suitable for joining
ferrous metals. These grades are relatively
low in cost, but have limited use in the field.

Grade III is intended only for brazing copper
and copper-base alloys. It is not intended for use
with ferrous metals.

Grade IV is used for joining ferrous and
nonferrous metals except those-having melting
points lower than the filler metal. For example,

- it should not be used on aluminum or zinc
alloys. It should be used only where proper,
tolerances can be maintained.

Grade V is used when the characteristics
of Grade IV ,are required but where close
tolerances cannot be maintained or when the
addition of a fillet is desired. Grade V should

203

127.161
Table 10-1. Tip sizes

Tip Size
(Drill Rod
Gage No.)

Tip Hole
Dia. Ins.

,

Welding Range-ins.
Steel Plate Thickness

66 .031 Up to 1/16
62 .038 1/16 - 1/8
54 .055 1/8 - 1/4
44 .086 1/4 - 1/2
36 .1065 1/2 - 3/4
30 .1285 3/4 - 1 1/4

be used for brazing hard materials; for ex-
ample, it should be used to braze carbide tool
tips to steel shanks.

Copper-phosphorus filler metal is a higher
melting point substitute for Grade III brazing
filler metal. It is intended only for brazing
copper and copperlbase alloys, and should NOT
be used on ferrous metals.

Copper-zinc filler metal has a higher melt-
ing point than copper-phosphorus filler metal,
and is intended for brazing steels. However,
18-8 stainless steel and any steel that is to be
heat treated should NOT be brazed with copper-

,

zinc filler metal.

FLUXES

AU brazing operations require the use of
a flux. The flux acts to prevent the oxidation
of the metal surfaces ,and to remove oxides al-
ready present. Flux also increases the flow
of the brazing filler metal and increases its
ability to adhere to the base metal. It brings
the ,brazing filler metal into immediate contact
with the metals being joined, and permits the
filler to penetrate the pores of the metal, thus
forming a strong joint.

The fluxes used in the Navy are selected in
accordance with specifications, so as to meet
the requirements of brazing with silver-base,
copper-base, or nickel-base alloys. For best,
results, a flux must become active at a tem-
perature slightly below the melting point of the
filler metal, and must remain fluid at the braz-
ing temperature. Regardless of the type of

flux you select, it is most impor,tant that you
apply it in such a manner that all oxide film

1

is removed.

9 1 6
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Table 10-2. Brazing Filler Metals Comnionty Used in the Navy

Brazing filler
metal

Grade
. No. Composition rk) Melting and

flow I Shape Color Suggested use

Copper-silver 02
4

Silver . . . .
Copper . ,,

Zinc

,

20
45
35

1430° F
1500° F

Strip Yellow. . . Sealing joints operating up to
1230° F. Suitable for joining
ferrous metals.

Copper-silver 12 Silver. . . . .

Copper . .

Zinc

45
30
25

1250° F
1370° F

Strip or
wire.

Nearly
white.

Sealing joints operating up to
1050° F. Suitabledor joining
ferrous metals.

Copper-silver II Silver.. . . .
Copper . .

Zinc

)
65
20
15

1280° F
1325° F

Strip

u

White. . . High silver content primarily for
color match. Suitable for joining
ferrous metals. iCopper-silver III .

,

Silver. . . . .

Copper . . .

Phosphorus

i5
80

5

1200° F
1300° F

'
StriV .

Or

wire.

Gray-
wMte.

4

For brazing copper and copper-
base alloys.

Copper-silver IV Silver. . . . .

Copper . .
Zinc
Cadmium .

50
15
17
18

1160° F
1175° F

Strip
Or

wire,

Yellow-
white.

For brazing all ferrous and non-
ferrous metals except those having
lower melting points. Use only
where proper tolerances can be
maintained.

Copper-silver .

0

V Silver. . . . .
Copper . .

Zinc
Cadmium .
Nickel . . .

50
15
15
17

3

1195° F
1270 F

'

Strip
Or
wire.

Yellow-
white.

For same applications as Grade IV
but where close tolerances cannot
be maintained. For brazing hard
metals.

Copper-phosphorus --- Copper . . .
Phosphorus

93
7

,

1300° F
1382° F

Strip
Or

wire

.

Gray-
red

.

For brazing copper and copper-base
alloys; do pot useon ferrous
metals.

Copper-zinc --- Copper , .

Zinc
50
50

1600° F Wire Yellow Brazing,steel except 18-8 stainless
and.steels to be heat treated.

1 In all instances, the lesser temperature indicates melting point and the higher temperature indicates flow point of the
brazing filler metal.

2 Grades 0,1, and II have limited use in the field.

91J 92u
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Fliix may be obtained in three forms; liquid,
paste, and powder. When used either in paste
form or in licluid form, the flux is applied with
a brush to both% parts of the joint; best results
are obtained when the filler metal also is given

a coat. Use a circular motion in brushing it
on, and let the flux extend outside the joint
or fitting. Brushing the flux on with a circular
motion gives a uniform, coating and lessens the
possibility of bare spots that will oxidize during
heating. When used in powdered form, the filler
rod can be' heated and dipped into the powdered'
flux.

Borax or a mixture of borax and other chem-
icals is most often used as a flux. Up to a certain
point heat causes borax to swell and bubble.
Common crystalline borax, although it appears
perfectly dry, contains approximately 47 percent
water of crystallization (watpr whi ch is chemical-
ly combined in a crystallized substance). When the
borax is heated this water is driven off, causing
the borax -to appear to boil. Borax may be mixed'
with water to form a paste, but because of the
ability of borax to hold water, it will, quickly
take up the v,ater and become crystalline borax
again. If commercial powdered borax is used,
see that it is kept in sealed glass jars.

If a prepared flux is not available, a mixture
of -12 parts of borax and 1 part boric acid may
be used as a flux for brazing.

When applying flux or assembling the parts,
avoia handling the polished parts of the joint
or you will defeat the purpose of cleaning. If

the coating of liquid or paste flux dries be-
fore the parts .are aSsenibled, a fresh coating
of fltuc should be applied. Flux should always
be applied as soon as a joint area is cleaned,
even though it will not be brazed immediately.
After the brazing is 'completed, wash with warm
water to clean away all ehe residue left by the
flux.

Nearly all fluxes give off fumes that may be
toxic. Thus, fluxes should always be used in
WELL-VENTILATED spaces.

TYPES OF JOINTS

Since the filler metal used in brazing must
be distributed by capillary action, the joints
must be of a type that requires closeness of

fit. In brazing there are three basic joint designs
(fig. 10-3): lap, butt, and, scarf. The joint mem-
bers, in which these designs are used may be
flat, round, tubular or irregular in cross section.

C. SCARF

11.116
Figure 10-3.Joint designs for brazing.
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The lap (or shear) joint design is used most
frequeactly in brazing, especially in pipework.
Good practice requires a length of lap/at least
three times the thickness ef the metal being
'ioine..1. A. 0.001-inch to 0.003-inch clearance be-
tween the members of the joint proVides the
greatest strength with silver-base brazing filler
metals.

High strength butt joints can be made if a
int elearanz:e between 0.001' and 0.003 inch
an be maintained in the finished braze. The

edgc3s of the joint must be perfectly square so
that a uniform clearance exists between all por-
tions of the joint surfaces. Butt joints are usually
usPd where the double thickness of a lap joint
is und?.sirable. When double metal thickness is
objectionable, the scarf joint is probably better.

A

FLOW OF HEAT

70

A scarf joint provides an increased area
of bond without increasing the thickness of
the joint. The area of bond, however, depends
on the angle at which the edges of the joint
are scarfed. Usually, an are& of bond-two to
three times that of a butt joint in the same
thickness of material is desirable. A scarf
angle of 30° gives a bond area twice that of a
90° butt joint and a scarf angle of 19 1/2° gives
a bond area three times that of a butt joint.

Many moaifications of these basic joint de-
signs are employed. In some instances, the
brazing filler metal is added when the proper
temperature has been attained. In other in-
stances, the filler metal is preplaced in the
joint before heat is applied. This technique is

PIECES SEPARATED

17644 GA P

BETWEEN PLATES

A

FLOW OF HEAT
FLOW OF HEAT

-
HEAT DIRECTED ON A. -
NO CHANCE FOR ENOUGH HEAT
TO GET TO B THROUGH SPACE
TO HEAT IT SUFFICIENTLY FOR
BRAZING.

TO BRAZE PIECES A AND B,
TORCH MUST BE DIRECTED ON
BOTH PIE.CE A AND PIECE B TO
BRING THEM TO THE NECESSARY
BRAZING TEMPERATURE.

N-OTE: WAVY ARROWS DENOTE PATH OF HEAT THROUGH PARTS

A

PIECES IN CLOSE CONTACT

HEAT FLOWS FROM TORCH.TO
PIECE B AND THEN THROUGH
THE TIGHT CONTACT OF BOTH
A AND B TO PIECE A.

11.1.18
Figure 10-4. Flow of heat.
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common in pipework where special fittings con-
taining pre-inserted rihgs of braziog filler metal
are employed: The technique is alSO used in sheet
metal work involving locked seams. Here the
brazing filler metal is placed in the seam
before it is lockcd. The pre-placed insert method
produces a strong leak-tight joint in both sheet

'metal and pipework.

HEAT FLOW

Some knowledge of the principles of heat
flow through metals is necessary for an under-
standing of brazing techniques. The following
discussion will brief you on some of the important
factors concerning the flow of heat in metals_

Heat always flows from a hotter area to a
colder area. The process by which heat flows
from molecule to molecule through a metal
is called CONDUCTION. Conduction takes place
quite rapidly in most metals, but air is .a very
poor conductor of heat. Therefore, it two pieces
of metal that are to be joined by brazing are not
in contact with each other, each piece must be
heated separately. If the two pieces are in con-
tact with each other, you can heat them both
by applying heat to one of them; the second
piece will be heated by conduction from the first
piece. These principles are illtistrated in figure
10-4.

In the molten state, filler, metal flows from
the colder towards the hotter areas on a heated
surface. Thus, you might say that the filler metal
flows in a directIon OPPOSITE to the direction
of flow of the heat. This principle is illustrated
in figure 10-5.

The brazing filler metal and the flux used
in brazing cannot occupy the same space at the
same time. Therefore, a clearance must be
provided in the setup of - the joint so that the
filler metal can flow in- and the flux can flow
out. Heat should be applied in the manner shown
in figure 10-6 so that the flux will flow out when
the filler metal reaches the bondingtemperabuke.

Heat travels faster through some metals
than thfaiugh others (fig. 10-7). Although all
metals and alloys have high conductivity as cpm-
pardd with most other substances, there is a

Arood deal of variation in the speed with which
various metals and alloys will conduerheat. Cop-
per, for example, is a very rapid conductor of
heat. When two pieces of different metals are
to be joined by brazing, the difference in heat

ductivity of the two metals causes some
p o s in heating. For example, if you are
trying to join a steel part, and a copper part by

207

NOTEs+e-..4.-WAVY ARROWS INDICATE PATH OF HEAT

HEAT
APPLIED HERE

TORCH
FILLER
METAL

FLOW OF HEAT

FLOW OF

FILLER METAL

11.119
Figure 10-5. Flow of molten filler metal.

brazing, you will find that the steel part reaches
the joining temperature more rapel5aild has a
tendency to overheat because the- ea ,s carried
away from it mere.lowly. The copper part,
on the other hand, conducts heat away from the
brazing area more rapidly _than the steeLpart
does. Therefore, more heat is required to bring
the copper part to the brazing temperature.

As you can see, control of heat is one of
the most difficult parts of brazing. In order
to control heat prOperly, you must learn to
manipulate the torch correctly and you must
remember the points just discussed concern-
ing the flow of heat through metals. Basically,
the problem of heat control in brazing is one
ef bringing BOTH parts to the correct tem-
perature at the same time. If one piece is hot
enough but the other is not, the filler metal
will flow onto the hot piece but it will not bond
to the cooler piece.

POINTERS ON TORCH BRAZING

To obtain satisfactory results in torch braz-
ing, it is important that the metal be properly
cleaned before starting to braze. The metal should'
be free from OIL, GREASE, OXIDES, DIRT,
SCALE, and RUST. Oil or grease will tend to
repel the flux and will leave bare spots that will
oxidize under heat. Oil or grease aléo will
carbonize under heat and will leave a film on the
metal. Oxides are to be avoided because the
alloys will not flow over, or bond to, them. Dirt,
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TE: --WAVY ARROWS INDICATE PATH OF HEAT THROUGH CYLINDRICAL PARTS

FILLER
METAL

SOURCE OF HEAT
-

HEAT APPLIED ON PIECE A AS
SHOWN WILL FIRST MELT FILLER
METAL BEFORE'FLUX IS COMPLETELY
FLUID. FLUX REMAINS IN PLACE
AND FILLER METAL WILL REMAIN IN
RECESS AS PIECE B ,BEING COLD.
WILL ACT AS A CHrLL ON BOTH.

FLUX'

FILLER
METAL

SOURCE OF HEAT..
11,11.

HEAT APPLIED ON PIECE B AS
SHOWN WILL FLOW THROUGH TUBE
T9 FLUX. MELT FLUX AND SWELL
PIECE IS MAKING METAL-TO*METAL
CONTACT. THIS ALSO FORCES FLUX
OUT OF-THE CLEARANCE AREA.

." SOURCE OF HEAT

t
2

1 .1

FILLER
METAL

IF, AFTER APPLYIN HEAT ON
PIECE a,CAUSING F UX TO MELT
AND MAKING METAL' O.-METAL
CONTACT, HEAT IS THEN APPLIED
TO POSITION 1 AND POSITION 2
ALTERNATELY, THE FILLER METAL
WILL MELT AND FLOW OUT OF GROOVE
INTO AREA PREVIOUSLY OCCUPIED
BY FLUX.

11.120
'Figure 10-6. Flow of flux and filler metal.

scale, and rust must be removed in cleaning
becaase the alloy will not bond to these mate-
rials, Proper applicatiod of the pnx also will
be prevented if the metal is not free of dirt,
scale and rust. To clean the metal, use emery
cloth or steel wool. Or, if youprefer, an accepted
cleaning'solvent such as solutions of trichloro-
ethylene or trisodium phosphate may be used.
Do not use slindpaper due 'to posdible inclusion
of silicon particles. -

Parts to be brazed should bq assembled on
firebricks or some other suitable means of
support. Jigs also will be needed frequently to
hold the work in place. Supports and jigs should
absorb as little heat as possible.

If you have heavy and thin metal s'ections'
to braze together,, be careful to avoid over-
heating the thin part. A good example is the
brazing of thin copper tubing to a heavy cast

fitting. If the same amount of heat were applied
to the tubing as to the casting, the tubing would
be overheated and probably burned. Therefore,
most of the heat must be directed toward the
heavier part. Frequently, heavy parts and large
areas must be preheated for best brazing results.
Preheating may be done with a forge, furnace,
oil burning torch, gasoline torch, or with a
welding torch.

When applying heat mith the oxyacetylene torch
for brazing with a: silver-base. filler metal, use
a neutral or slightly reducing flame. Select a
torch tip to suit the type of work you are doing.
Ordinarily a size 4, 5 or 6 tip is suitable for
brazing bar stock. Keep the inner cone of the
flame from 1/4 to 1/2 inch away from the metal.
Play the flame over the surface with a circular,
sweeping motion, so tilt you obtain uniform
heating of the parts to be joined. The flame
should be solf so that it will not blow or boil
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THIS END WILL
BECOME RED AFTER
LONG HEATING

Ay AffOr
PPERCO

HIPH CONDUCTIVITY

NICKEL COPPER ALLOY
MEDIUM CONDUCTIVITY

THIS END WILL
BECOME RED HOT A
VERY QUICKLY I

STEEL

LOW CONDUCTIVITY

SHADED AREAS SHOW COMPARATIVE RATE OF HEAT TRAVEL THROUGH
DIFFERENT METALS WHEN HEATED AT THE ENDS WITH THE SAME SOURCE

AND AMOUNT OF HEAT AND FOR THE SAME LENGTH OF TIME.

11.121

Figure,10-7. Relative rate of heat flow through copper, copper-nickel alloy, and steel.

the molten filler metal. If possible do all heat-
ing frOm the back side of the joint being brazed.
This, -procedure will not burn the flux or. melt
the filler metal prematurely.

Bring up the temperature of the parts until
.the flux on them is melted. Continue heating the
parts to be joined until they are hot enough
to melt the filler rod. The filler should be
melted by the heat of the joint, not by the flame.
It should flow like water wherever the flux has
been applied. Avoid overheating. Use just enough
heat to get the parts of the joint hot enough
to melt the filler, metal so that 'it can flow.

The amount of flux used depends upon the
heating time of the metals being brazed. Ordi-
narily, a thin layer of flux is used on soft
oxides such as copper, while a heavy coating of
flux is required on hard oxides such as stain-
less steels. The loager the heating time, like
more flux required. It is suggested that you
think of flux as a blotter, absorbingoxides in the
same mariner as a blotter absorbs ink. When
the entire blotter is saturated, then you need
another blotter, same as you need- more flux

209

when what you, have becomes saturated with
oxides.

With experience you will learn how to use
flux as a guide for alloy placement and proper
temperature. At various (approximate)tempera-
tures, certain conditions can be expected in the
flux, as indicated below.

At 212° F, the water boils off the flux.
At 600° F, the flux becomes white, slightly

puffy and starts to work.
At 600° F, the flux has a milky appearance

and lays against the surface.
At 1100° F, the flux is completely clear and

active and has the appearance of water.
At 1600° F, the flux burns and turns black.

Slow and uniform cooling is essential for a
good brazed joint. You can control the rate of
cooling by postheating the joint; but if the whole
joint is to cool at a uniform rate, the lightest
or thinnest metal, which will naturally coolfaster

an the heavy sections, must receive most of

the postheating.
AVOID placing any stress upon a brazed joint

until it has -cooled to below 500° F, since the
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filler metal has a low tensile strength at tem-
peratures higher than this point. This is a reason
for never attempting to hot-work a brazed joint,
although it can be cold-worked and annealed
without damage.

MAKING BRAZED JOINTS

Silver-base alloys are commonly used as
filler metal for brazing, Although filler metals
other than silyer-base alloys are often employed,
the technique for making a brazed joint is basic-
ally the sazne. A main difference is the amount

41iti of 'heat necessary to melt the filler metal, which
4.* in all instances is below the melting poirit of the

base metals. Silver brazed jbints have high
strength on ferrous and nonferrous metals. The
strength of a properly made joint will exceed that
of the metals joined.- On stainless steels itis pos-
sible to dwell% joint tensile strength of approx-..
imately 13 ,000 psi. Since brazing with silver-

-base alloys is typical of brazing generally, we
are especially interested here in the use of these
materials as filler metal. What is said, though,
applies equally to brazing with other filler metals
that are distributed by capillari attraction.

Two methods are used to make joints be-
tween tubes and fittings in piping systems with
silver-base brazing filler metal: the INSERT
method, and the FEED-IN method. With either
method, the parts must be adequately supported
during heating. It is also important that the
work be held firmly ein position until the braz-
ing filler metal has completely solidified.

When using the INSERT method, s strip of
the silver-base filler metal is inserted in the
joint prior to assembly. Before brazing the
parts, clean them with emery cloth, steel wool,
or an accepted cleaning solvent. Apply flux with
a brush. Next, fit the two parts together and
align them. Then light off the torch and direct
tbe heat on the tube or thinner portion as shown
in view A of figure 10-8. The lines drawn on
the tube indicate the path of:the torch while
heating the tube.

Heat applied to the tubing causes it to swell
and bring the surface of the tube into contact
with the inside surface of the fitting. This closes
the clearance area, forcing the flux from either
end of the joint. Be sure to heat the entire
circumference of the tube until flux begins to
flow. Flux flow tells you that the. tube 'has
expanded sufficiently and is the signal to pro-
ceed to the second phase of heating. As soon
as the flux flows freely about 6 seconds aftr
fluidity becomes apParent direct the flame to
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that portion of the fitting hub farthest from
the jufiction of the tube and the fitting. Rotate
the flame over the joint segment until brazing
filler metal appears at the junction of the pipe
and fitting. At that moment, flick the torch away
so that the flame wipes toward the pipe. This
completes one sigment of the joint. The pro-
cedure is repeated until all segments are com-
pleted. A satisfactory joint shows a continuous
ring of filler metal at the end of the fitting. The
ring must be smooth and codcave.

In the insert method the filler metal will
not leave the recess unless both parts are at
the proper bonding temperature. If one of the
parts is up to temperature anththe other is not,
the filler metal will not flow because' it will
be cooled or quenched by the surface not yet
up to temperature. By playing the torch over
a 2-inch or- 3-inch section of the fitting you
can cause the fitting to stretch or open up and
let whatever remaining fltot is present run out.
Then hold the torch off the work and the fitting
will return to normal size and force the filler
metal to the edge of the fitting. YQu may be
sure that a good joint is formed whthz you can
see the filler metal at one or both edges of the
joined area. Figure 10-9 shows the step-by-
step process of brazing by the insert method.

The FEED-IN METHOD," sometimes called
the STICK-FEED METHOD, is accomplished
by feeding the filler metal by hand into the
area to be joined. In this method, remember
that the filler metal always flows along a heated
surface from the cooler to the hotter section.
In other words, the filler metal flows toward
the source of heat or to the point where the
heat is* being applied. In this method, feed the
filler metal to the outer edge of the joint while
directing heat to the inner edge of the joint.
Figure 10-10 illustrates the step-by-step tech-
nique for brazing a joint by the feed-in method.

The parts to be joined are cleaned and
fluxed in the same manner as in the insert
method. When the parts are fitted together the
clearance area is filled with flux. After align-
ing the parts, in the cam of a tube and fitting,
heat the tube as previously described.

Heat is then applied to the fitting or the
inder edge of the joint at the same time that
the filler metal is fed at the outer edge of
the joint. As the filler metal will flow toward
the hottest section, it will flow through the
joint toward the point at which the heat is
being applied. In using this method you must
determine when both parts are properly heated
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Figure 10-8. Applying heat for brazing a tube and fitting.

and when to feed the filler metal. You must
also determine when sufficient filler metal has
been fed into the joint to completely fill the
space between the two parts being joined. Skill-
ful torch manipulation is necessary to apply
heat to the proper point to cause the filler metal
to flow from the cooler to the hotter section.
In the feed-in method, filler metal visible at the
edge of the joint does not necessarily indicate
that the entire joint is filled.

The difference, then, between making a joint
by the insert method and with the feed-in method
is in procedure. When using the' fnsert method,
you heat a section and remove the torch with
a wiping motion which causes the filler metal
to flow from the insert. In the feed-in method,
after you heat a section, the flame must be
directed to the inside edge of the joint while the
filler metal is being fed in at the outside edge
of the fitting.
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FILLER METAL

FILL CLEARANCE AREA WITH
FLUX.

FLUX

....."--

HEAT DIPE AT "A" TO SWELL IT UP
Am -. rv, :ur.N.-:E IN CONTACT
WI TH INSIDE stprre.CE OF FITTING
CLEARANCE AREA CLOSES.

o

HEAT 2..INCH,SECTION OF
'FITTING BY WIPING FLAME
FROM "B" TO s'A" SECTION
STRETCHES; FILLER METAL
AND REMAINING FLUX FLOW
OUT.

FILCER METAL

or ,

HOLD TORCH OFF THE WORK ALLOWING
FITTING TO UNSTRETCH AND FORCE
FILLER METAL TO EDGE OF FITTING.
fIF NO FILLER METAL SHOWS AT EDGE
OF FITTING REPEAT PROCEDURE.)

........,

\
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o
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Aral
W ' , FLUXeerAfralr :;12LONICCIIMILIL

FILL CLEARANCE AREA WITH FLUX.

HEAT PIPE AT "A" TO SWELL IT UP
AND BRING SURFACE IN CONTACT
WITH INSIDE SURFACE OF FITTING.
&I.EARA/4CE AREA CLOSES.

,..

11.3
FILLER METAL

N
s ''''s, t,
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4".120-rrOZIOZWICNIkVIMIXIANI

H...rix FITTIMG FROM "B" TO "C"
CjitAKAtzCE A v % OPENS UP, AND
FILLER METAL ,i Af."-IED AT EDGE
AS FLUX FLOWS OUT.

, CONTINUE HEATING,AT "B"
TO ALLOW FILLER METAL
TO FLGYPIN.

HEAT ENTIRE JOINT TO COMPLETE ,

BOND BETWEEN PIPE AND FITTING,
MAKING SMOOTH FILLET AT THE EDGE.

e-' 11.123 ' 11.124
Figure 10-9. Insert method of brazing. Figure 10-10. Feed-in method of brazing.
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After- the Joint has hien completed and cooled,

clean the joint area with a wire brush and warm
water. This- will remove flux, scale, and dis;?-
coloaation.

The description of the brazing techniques
in the preceding paragraphs applies specifically
to joints --betiveen tubes and fittings in piping
systems. gxcept for minor differences, the pro-
cedure is the 'same when brazing sheet, strap,
or bar stock. Here, though, the feed-in rather
than the insert method is usually employed. Lap
joints are used with material less than 1/8 inch
thick, while scarf joints (see fig. 10-13) are
usually employed when section thickness is
greater than 1/8 inch. The following description
points out the difference .between pipe brazing
and seam brazing.

SEAM BRA ZING

Seam brazing requireg-i-ax7F means for hold-
ing the parts in position. Shortipie es" can be

clamped or riveted ,,a t the ends. Lonter pieces
are wired to size by using wire clafnps. After
wiring or clamping the parts in position, place
additional flux along the outside of the seam. Then,
tack welch both ends of the seam. Additional
tack welds are Made along the seam approx-
imately 8 inches apart. To make a tack weld,
direct the flame, to both parts of 'the seam on
a spot approximately 6 inches in diameter. As
soon ' as the flux becomes liquid in this spot,
direct the flame. to the sheet forming the under-
neath part of the seam. Place a layer of braz-
ing filler metal approximately 1 inch long on

the edge -of the seam. Now direct the _flame
to the sheet forming the upper part of the seam. .
This will draw the brazing filler metal throUgh
the jp n t , complepng the tack weld. When all

tack's are comp1etel the, team is ready for
brazin .

The semi is brazedAn sections 4 or 5 inches
in length. Start the braze abotit 3 inches away
froth the tack at the, edge of the seam. Hold
the torch so that the flame is pointed in the
direction, that brazing is to be accornplished,
"directing the fiame "first-along One sheet and
then along. the,other until the flux becomes liquid.
When this-occurs, direct the '-flmie to thetshetet
forming the underneath part of the seam and,
at the same time, deposit a layer 9f filler -metal
along the edge Of, the searii. Brazing filler me
is drawn into and through the joint.-by a wiping
motion of the torch, forming the brazed joint in`
that section. Repeat this procedure continuously

along the 'joint until the entire seam has been
completed.

Remember that brazing filler metal flows
along a sheet in the direction of the hottest
point. This point is usually where the torch flame
is being applied. Apply heat long enough to draw
the filler metal through the seam. Care should
be taken to avoid forming beads or globules
,along the inside edge of the seam.

DISASSEMBLING
TORCH-BRAZ ED SOINTS

Repairs to or alterations of a piping systeM
often involve 'the disassembly of torch-brazed
joints. For operations of this kind, use a tip
one or two sizes larger than, that used for
brazing a similar joint. The fitting or tube
must be held securely in a fixed position before
heat is applied. With the excePtion of the initial
tube heating phase, the same rotary torch manip-
ulation previously described for making the joint
is employed for breaking the joint. Cover the
joint with flux and-use it to gagethe temperature.
Add a little new filler metal while heating. When
the filler metal flows, pull the parts apart.

Fittings and valves are easily damaged by'
shock when they are hot. For that reason, handle
them carefully and NEVER use a hammer to
disassemble a joint. Tubes, pipes, and fittings
removed from a system can be cleaned, resized,
and used again if inspection reveals that they
are in satisfactory condition. Reassembly is
accomplished by the same method as that ein-
ployed for new installations.

BRAZING SAF ETY

Most brazing operationEr do not involve any
, special hazards not common to other welding
processes. Except for special precautions to
be observed in using, certain brazing materials,
normal ventilation is adequate for brazing OP-
erations.

Make sure you exercise care in handling hot
objects.- Steelworkers performing brazing op-
erations must wear suitable clothing, including
safety type shoes, which will provide protection
against neat and falling objects. Welding goggles
should also be worn. Information on protective
clothing and welding gogglet -is given in chapter
7 of this manual,. If necessary, go back to

taL----chakeir. 7 anil review the section entitled "Safety"
as part of this instruction. -

It as recommended that you use plastic or
rubber* gloveC or protective creams to keep
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the, flux from getting to the skin or under
ling. 1 '11E. Scrne brazing filler metals contain
toxic. materials and some fluxes containfluorides
and other fluorine compounds. Therefore, special

cr.utions in the usc of such filler metals
un( fl without harmful effects must be

BRA Z E *W ELDING

The term BRAZE WELDING refers to thc
process of joining metals with an alloy of" copper
and zinc as the filler metal, or more exactly,
the bonding agent. The Joint designs usedin braze
welding ,are similar to those employed in ay-
acefylene welding. In many instances, braze weld-
ing produces a joint stronger at the bond than
the ,parent metal. You may also hear braze
w-21di11g called BRAZING, as well as BRONZE
W ELDING.

Braze welding is similar in some ways to
torch brazing. In both processes, a filler m3tal
with a melting point lower pan the base metal
is used. Too, a.nonferrous'Tiller metal is used
in both processes. Braze welding and torehbraz-
ing also are similar in that, in both processes,
ONLY the filler metal is meltednot the base
metal.

There are, of course, differences between
torth lirazin and braze welding. A main differ-
ence is that in torch brazing the filler metal is
distributed into the joint by capillary attraction,
while in braze welding the filler metal is dis-
tributed into the joint by a process of tinning.
Closely related to this difference is the fact
that different joint designs are used in the two
processes.

In braze welding, the surface of the basemetal
is said tobe TINNED when a very thin,continuous
Llrn Df filler metal precedes the main part of the
filler metal, thus preparing the way for the
main part of the filler metal.

Tinning can only occur on metal that hailaeen
pleaned, fluzed, and heated to the cOrrect tem-
perature. If tinning does not occur, the main
part of the filler metal will not adhereto the
base metal.

The fact that braze welds are made with-
out melting the base metal ,greatly simplifies
the welding procedure. Since braze welding re-
luiree, less heat, the speed of welding is in-

c rtnsctl.
tut uf the lower temperatures required

ftu Ilazc welding, preheating is also easier.
As a rule, braze welding operations can be

4,16

done with only local preheatingthat is, pre-
heating "only that portion of the part to be braze
eelpd. In many cases, this makes it possible
tO ;6pair broken castings and other parts in
plaON thus saving the time and expense of dis-
asscniblirg and reassembling.

Braze welding is very useful for repairing
cast iron and steel. This process also is used
on brass find comer. Braze welding is widely
used in the-wrepair of gray iron crt5.tirgs. Not
only is it used for repairing broken castings,
but also in the repair of parts, such as gear
teeth. Pistons, guidet, and other sliding sur-
faces on pumps, engines, and machinery parts
are usually hard faced but may be repaired
pnd rebuilt by braze welding.

Braze welding should not be used for the
repair or rebuilding of castings where the dif-
ference in color between the filler metal and
cast iron would be objectionable. Nor should
brazeowelding be used to join parts which will
be subjected to temperatur4s-iffgher than 650°F.
Braze welding should not be used to repair work-
ing parts or containers used in chemical pro-
cesses.

The best filler metal for braze welding is
a naval brass, which has a copper-zinc ratio
of about 60 percent copper and 40 percent zinc.
This ratio produces the best combination of
high tensile strength and ductility. The filler
metal possesses considerable strength when hot
and has the narrowest freezing range (solidifies
quicker) of the entire usable copper-zinc com-
binations. This is an additional advantage, as
a quick-freezing filler metal has much better
weldability than one which.remains mushy..over
a wide temperature range.

Most of the commercial braze welding filler
metals are modifications of this 60/40 copper-
zinc alloy, with small additions of tin, iron, e
nickel, manganese, silicon, and other elements.

Strong braze welded joints depend on proper
preparation, the use of the correct technique,
the strength of the filler metal, and coalescence
of the filler metal and the base metal, The
strength of-7. it braze welded joint does not
depend upon a thin film of filler metal between
close fitting surfaces as is the case in a
soldered or a brazed joint. Heavy deposits of
silverrbase filler metals have, low strength
values, but heavy deposits of copper7basebraze
welding filler metals frequently attain strength
comparable to-welded joints.

Adequate preparation, whichincludes thorough
cleaning, is essential in braze welding. Remove
all foreign matter oils grease, oxides. The metal
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on the underside as well as on the top of the
jo; t must be bright, and clean. If the parts
tone joined or repaired are thin (less than

-,, 1/4 inch) it- i's not necessary to "V" the edges
unless the metal is 3/16" cast iron, in which
case it would be best to V the edges for proper
penetration. If the cross section of the )base
metal is 1/4 inch or larger, the edges Yr ist be
beveled to about a 60° included angle. In bevel-
ing remove as little metal as possible depending
upon the thickness.

The edges can be beveled by grinding, by
sanding with a portable sander, or by filing and
wirebrushing. Do not grind cast iron or malleable
iron for braze welding, because the grinding will
tend to smear the graphite particles over the.
surface in such a way ai.c to interfere with the
tinning. Remember, too, that it is not good prac-
tice_ to bevel the welding V with a torch, unless
the ,oiddea. tuid free- graphiie- are removed,from
the surface before braze welding. If you should
have a job involving cast iron or malleable
iron and machining, grinding, or torcli-beveleing
should become necessary, then finish the sur-
faces by filing and wizebrushing. You can also
remove the graphite smear by heating the parts
'to a rdull red with an oxidizing flame. The metal
for at least 1/2 inch. back from the top edge
of the V should be thoroughly cleaned to permit
easy tinning. Without tinning, a satisfactory
braze-welded joint is impossible. .

The parts must be placed in proper align-
ment and kept in their relative positions during
the brazing process. You can best accomplish
this by using clamps and by tack welding.

In braze welding, a casting must be heated
along the line of the weld. This sets up strains,
due to expansion and contrtiction, unless the-cast-
ing is ,properly preheated. In a small casting,
up to about a hundred pounds, the heat from the
torch is sufficient to preheat the entire casting.
Larger castings should, however, fie thoroughly
prehPat to approximately 900°F and not over
1000"F. Besides providing for the relief of
stresses preheating speeds up the braze weld-
ing operation and requires less oxygen and
acetylene.

Preheating can be done with a torch, with
an improvised firebrick furnace covered with
asbestos paper, or with an oil or gas burner.
At times, castings attached to a machine may
be welded in place. Often such castings can be
preheated by playing the flame along the line
of the weld and protecting the surrounding sur-
faces with asbestos paper. Large castings should
te postheated to relieve stresses; the amount

of postheat depends upon the thickness of the
casting.

Tne use of a flthx is essential in braze weld-
ing with an oxyacetylene flame. It is needed for
two reasons: (1) to "remove oxide that-forrhs
ahead. Of the welding zone, due to the oxygen in
the air; and (2) to dissolve the oxides formed
in Ole braze wWding operation. Use plenty of
flux in the tinning operations but in filling the V
use flux sparingly. When you^ see that additional
flux is requirckl, add it carefully. The puddle
should not be made mirror clear but left slightly
clouded with oxide. Where the braze welding is
raPiok it is best to coat the rods entirely with
flux. 'ff the operation is slow, as with heavy
castings, you can deip the hot end of the welding
rod into the flux and add to the puddle as re-
quired.

For braze welding a slightly oxidizing flame
is, tised. Periodic checks should be made to be
sitre& thatthis-acljustment is maintained. Aslightly
oxidizing flame helps to secure a better bond
between the filler metal and 'the base metal.
It also assists in keeping.a.slight film of oxide
over the puddle. This film of oxide serves to
Protect the weld metal from the oxygen in the
air.

After the parts have beenproperly prepared
cleaned, aligned, and preheated if necessary the
parts are then tack welded tOgether. The metal
is, then heated with a torch tokhe point where
the braze weld is to start. Play the,torch flame
over the part -to be heated, using a circular
motion. As the base metal gets hot, test its
temperature with a droIN of metal from the
welding rod. When t,he base metal is at the right
temperature, molten filler metal spreadssevenly
over the svrface. This produces a tinning coat
on the base metal.

You can tin the base metal in braze welding
only when the comhtions are just right for it.
If the base metal is too cold, the filler metal
will not run out and spread over the heated
surface as it should. If the base metal is too
hot, the filler metal will form little balls like
drops of water on a hot stove. If the tempera-
ture of the base metal is -right and the tinning
is done properly, the molten filler metal will
spread over the surface like water spreadi*
over aclean, moist surface.

The most ,iinpatelphase of the braze weld-
ing Procedure is tinning, which is the process
of .depositing the thin free-flowing film of filler
metal that provides the intimacy of contact '
necessary for coalescence between the base metal
,and the filler metai. When the immediate area
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under the torch flame is tinned, additional metal
is added as necessary to fill the V. Tinning
must, at all times, continuously precede filling
the joint.

As the tinning action is ,in progress, con-
tinue to feed the brazing filler metal into the
molten puddle to Wild the weld up to the de-
sired size. The -puddle should be small in size,
Put increased as it is moved forward, until
it completely fills the V and a full-sized braze
weld is made. Be sure that the tinning action
takes place continuously, just ahead of the puddle.
Good braze welding combines into one contin-
uous operation the tinna:ction and the building

t up -of the braze-web:14e e!str.ed-si-zev- - -
The inner flame cone is kept from 1/6 to

1/4 inch away, from the surface of the metal.
Usually the flame is pointed ahead of the com-
pleted part of the weld at an angle of about
45°, with the puddle. under and slightly behind
the flame. You vary the angle, however, when
brazing in flat, overhead, and vertical positions.

, Also the angle will vary with the size, of the
puddle being carried, the nature of the surface,
and the speed of welding. Although brazing can
be done in any position, the flat position should
be utilized if possible.

Bright spots on the metal in the puddle mean
that oxides and impurities are present and
should be worked out with the torCh flame or
with the flux. Don't use too much fltix, though,
as this is wasteful and prevents making the
best joint. Use just enough flux to get a good
tinning action between the filler metal and the
base_ metal. The proper rate of braze weld-
ing is controlled by the rate of .tinning; neVe'r
allow the puddle to- get ahead of the tinning
action.

If it is necessary to deposit filler mittal
in layers, as when. braze welding heavy Mate-
rials, the tinning of the base metal is particu-
larly important.. If the tinning is good and fusion
between the layers is Complete, a strong braze
weld is assured.

*After you have finished the braze welding
operation, play the torch over the weld and
on either side of the weld for several inches.
The size of the weld and. the size of the casting
determine the size of the area that shotild be
heated, Continue to heat until all sections of
the part have been brought to even heat. If the
repaired part is small, bury it in dry slakee
linie. If it is large, cover it with asbestos cloth.
In either case, ..allow it to cool slowly. The
parts should be protected, from drafts and cold
air, which would cause them to cool unevenly.

=

Never subject a braze welded joint to stress
until it has completelir cooled.

HARD-FACING

Ilvd=facing is a process in which a layer
of some spacial ferrous or nordericus alloy is
applied to the, surface of new or old parts to
increase theii resistarK.e to abi as.ion, impact,
corrosion, or erosion, or to obtain other prop-
erties. Hard-facing is also used to build up
undersized parts. You may hear the process of
hard-facing referied to as hard-surfacing, re-

,. suria,cing, surfacing, or wear facing.
Among your most important duties will be

those where you will build up and hard-face
various types of worn metal parts of construc-
tion equipment. These parts include the cuttin
edge of scrapei or dozer blades, sprocket ge rs,
and the teeth of shovels or clam Shells. You
may even hard-surface a new blade or shovel
teeth before the part is put Into seryice for the
first time. There are a number of different
methods of hard-facing. In this discussion, how-
ever, we are mainly interested in the oxyacety-
lene process of hard-facing.

Hard-facing provides a means of maintaining
sharp cutting edges. It will often reclutce wear
between metal parts. Hard-facing also reduces
maintenance bosts and down-time. These and
other advantages of hard-facing add up to in-
creased service life and higher efficiency of
equipment.

Ilard-facing with the oxyacetylene flame is
in many respects similar to braze welding. Fre-
quently, copper-base alloys are used in surfac-
ing, but in many instances special surfacing
alloys are required. In either event, hard-factng
is a process in which a layer of metal of one
composition is caused to coalesce to the surface
of-a metal of another .composition.

Befoie hard-faping a part, be sure that
hard-facing is needed., If 'abrasion is present,
it probably will be desirable to hard-face the
part. When failure of a part is due to impact,
heat, or corrosion, hard-facing seldom will be
practicable. When a part is, subject to impact,
build it up with manganese steel electrodes and
it will work harden on the surface. Underneath
the work hardened surface, the manganese -will \
remain ductile and will be able ,to withstand
impact. If a part is subject to heat or corrosion,
it can be built up with an electrode with a high
chrorm content to enable it to withstand this
type of wear.
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The process of hard-surfacing is readili
Npplicable to all low-carbon alloy ind stainless
4eels as well as to monel and cast iron. It is
not intended for aluminum, copper, brass, or
bronze. The melting point of these materials
prohibits the use of the hard-surfacing process.
It is possible to increase the hardness of alumi-
num by applying a zinc aluminum solder to the
surface. Copper, brass and bronze can be im-
roved in their wear ability by the overlay of
#fork hardening bronze. Tool steels, both carbon
.nd alloy, can be surface-hardened, but they
offer difficulties due to the frequent develop-
ment of shrinkage and' strain cracks. If these
materials are surfaced, they should be in an
annealed and not a hardened condition. If nec-
essary, heat treating and hardening can be
performed after the surfacing operation. Quench
the part in oilnot water.

MATERIALS

A surfacing operaion using a. copper-base
= alloy "filler Metal produces a relatively soft
surface. Work' hardening bronzes are soft when
applied and give excellent resistance aviinst
frictional wear. Other types of alloys are avail-
able which produce a surface that is corrosion-
and wear-redistant at relatively high tempera-

\ tures. Tlany , hard-facing Materials are produced
by different manufacturers. Be sure thatthe filler
alloys you select for a particular surfacing
job meet Navg specifications'

Two types of hard-surfacing materials in
general use in the Navy are irod4ase alloys
and tungsten carbide.

IRON-BASE ALLOYS contain nickel, chromi-
um, manganese, carbon, and other hardening ele-
ments. These alloys are used for a ntunber of
applications requiring vaxying degrees of hard-
ness. The Steelworker will frequently work with
iron-base alloys when he builds up and resur-
faces parts of construction equipment.

TUNGSTEN-CARBIDE is used for building up
wear-resistant surfaces on steel parts. Tung-
'sten-carbide is one' of the hardest substances
known to man; diamonds are one of the few sub-
stances which are harder. 'Tungsten-carbide may.
be applied in the form of inserts or of com-
posite rod. Inserts are not melted, but are
welded or brazed to the htuie metal. The rod
is applied with the same surfacing technique
Ifs that used for oxyacetylene welding; a sligiltiak
carburizing flame adjusttnent is necessary.

IHARDeFACING OPERATIONS

Proper preparation of +J.., metal erfaces is
an important part of hard-faclng operatit .. :.7.4Atike
sure that scale, rust, and foreign matter are
removed from the metal survaces. (On construo-
tion equipment such as teeth, it will not make
much difference if the metal is a little dirty.)
The metal aces can be cleaned by grinding,
machining, o chipping. The edges of grooves,
corners, or esses should be well rounded
to prevent overheating of the base. metal, and to
provide a good cushion for the hard-facing mate-
rial.

Hard-facing material is usually alied so
that it forms a thin layer over the b e metal.
The thickness of the deposit is usually from
1/16 to 1/8 inch, is seldom over 1/4 inch, and
is generally deposited in a single pass. Where
wear is extensive it may be neceasary to use
buildup rod prior to hard-facing. If you are in
doubt whether to use a buildup rod, check with
your leading petty officer.

In general, the torch manipulation employed
and the hard-facing prodedure itself are similar
to brazing, technitTies. However, higher tem-
peratures (about 2200° F) are necessaryfor hard-
surfacing, and tips one size larger than normal
are used. A small 'area should be heated with
a sweeping torch movement until the , surface
of the base metal takes .on a SWEATING or
wetted appearance. When the surface of thebase
metal is in this condition, the end of the sur-
facing allRy is brought into the flame and allowed
to rnjli. Do not stir or puddle the alloy; let it
Tio . If the surface area has been properly
sweated, the alloy will flow freely over the
surface of the base metal.

Being able to recognize a sweated surface
is essential for surfacing. This sweating occurs
when the temperature of steel is raised to a
white heat with a carburizingflame. Anexmely
thin layer of the base metal is carburized. The
carburized layer has a lower melting point
than the rest of the base metal. As a result
it becomes a liquid while the underlying metal
remains a solid. This liquid film provides the
medium for flowihg the filler metal over the
surface of the base metal. The liquid film is
similar to and serves the same purpose as a
tinned surface in soldering and braze welding.
The carburized layer is awoximately 0.001
inch thick.
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Figure 10-11. Grader.blade with hard-facing material applied to cutting edge.

When heating steel with a carbarizing Seine,
the steel first becomes red and, as heating con-
tinues, the, color becomes llghtAr and lighter
until a bright whiteness is

thin filM of liquid,r carburi
on the _surface. Surfacing alloy
flows over the Sweated surface and

, At this point,
etal appears
at this time

the.1* _fio

film of carburized metal. This surface condition
is -not difficult to recognize, but you should
make several practice passes before you try
hard-facing for the first time.

When. using an oxyacetyle torch for surfacing
with chromium-cobalt, the torch flame should
have an excess acetylene feather about three
times as long as the inner cone. Unless the
excess acetylene flame is used, the proper base
metal surface condition cannot be developed,
and the surfacing alloy will not spread over the
surface of the part.

Figure 10-11 illustrates a grader blade with
i deposit sof hard-facing material applied along
the cuttitig edge. A grader blade is usually hard-
faced by the electric arc process; but, if the
electric arc process is not available you may use
the oxyacetylene torch. In hard-facing a grader
blade, see that the metal surface is cleaned
thoroughly. Position the blade in a suitable pie-
bending jig or bolt two blades back-to-back.
Light off the oxyacetylene torch and preheat the
=ail to 500 to 600 F. As the next step, adjust
the oxyacetylene torch to give a slight exceps
acetylene flame; then apply the filler metal with
,s; weaving Motion or in Winger 'beads. The skip
weld method should be used. You should also
start at the center and work toward each end.
Continue the hard-facing operation until you have
a 2-inch wide deposit along the edge of the blade.

14--)

SPOT HEATING

The process of SPOT HEATING with an
oxyacejtylene torch is frecpientlyusedfor straig14-
ening (bent structures, an4 for shortening metal
shaper4 You will find spot heating fairly may
as long as you use the proper amount of heit
in the right plane, since metal expands when
heated and contracts when cooled. A 12-inch
bar of steel, for instance, when heated to forging

A.temperature, expands about 1/8-inch per foot;
tien, when it has cooled to room temperature,
tfie bar contracts to the original size.

The principle of straightening by spot heating
is based on controlled expansion and normal
contraction of metal during heating and cooling.
If a 12-inch bar is secured in a die so that it
cannot increase in length, when heat is applied,
the metal will upset. When the bar contracts
on cooling, the overall length of the bar will
be less than 12 inches about 1/8-inch shorter
as there is nothing to preient contraction.

Figure 10-12 illustrates what happens if heat
is applied in one spot when a shape is -in a
fixed position. It cannot go anywhere by expansion,
but the side which was heated shrinks with
cooling. The result is illustrated bir the warped
section to the right in the figure.

To straighten a warped bar, you should apply
heat to the longer edge, as illustrated in figure
10-13.

CONTROL OF HEAT

The secretif there' be any:--liis in the cdn-
trol of heat. When heat is applied at one spqt, it
rapidly flows to other parts of the bar by con-
duction. This heat flowing has to be controlled
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Figure 10-12.One edge shortened:
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Figure 10-13. Straightening a bent channel.

414

7,27.24
Figure 10-14. How to control the heat.

so thai the metal will upset just where you want
it. You cannot completely control "heat-flow," :
but with proper manipulation of the heating torch
you can keeii the heat flowing to a minimum.
This takes prac,tice, however.

Figure 10-14 shows one good way to control ,
heat First mirk with soapstone the...Axel:L4o be
heated. Usually" this will be in the shapeslpf a V Vc
or triangle becuase more heat is wanted at the
outer part of the bend and less toward the center.
When using an oxyacetylene torch, select a fairly
large welding tip and hold the flame steady at
one point until the metal reaches a light cherry
red color. Start at the apex of the triangle or at
the outer edge as shown in figure 10-14. When
the small area beneath the tip has reached the
proper temperature, slowly move the tip to one
side so that the circular area of heated metal
moves with it.

TORCH MOTION

In spot heating, the tip must be held steady,
somewhat as it is in flame cutting. Do not use
the weaving motion that yetu would use in welding.
Watch the work closely and keep the hot spot
moving properly. Otherwise, there will be no
upsetting and ;,,the metal may be burned. Under
no circuimstandes should the metal be heated to -
the meffing point. Keep the metal on thee inside
of the !Send cool by fhe .tise of water, ice, wet
rags, or a water spray. Continue the heating uzt11
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127.25
Figure 10-15. Examples of straightening by

spot heating.

the little circle of hot metal has kovered all
the area within the triangle; then &nor the mem-
ber to cool. With this procedure you will get an
appreciable bend. If the first bend is not suffi-
cient, repeat the operation. If the first attempt
bends the piece too much, reverse it slightly*.
by applying heat to the opposite side.

It is better to apply a little heat several
times than too much heat all at once. Long bends
are best straightened by heating several tAmes
at intervals along the length of the bend. Remem-
ber that heating must be carried ,out on both
sides of the flange or centerline of the member,
particularly if the metal is thick. This is to
provide even heatifig\and subsequent even con-
tretion.

Figure 10-15 shows how several different
members can be straightened by spot heating.
Do not try this method on a structural mediber
until you have practiced on scrap material and
know what you are doing. If the section is a
heat-treated or tool-steel part, it will be better
to leave it alone until the entire unit can be taken
cloWn and repaired with usual shop procedures.

'
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